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FURTHER COMMENTS ON THE NSP (TRACKED VERSION) 

SP1a : By my reckoning 11,000 new council homes equates to about 18% of the aspiration of 

2,355 new homes per annum over 26 years. If you agree it would be helpful to say so. It 

would also helpful to understanding to present annual targets for social rented, intermediate , 

council and open market housing in average percentage terms. 

SP1b: Why do you use an end date of 2033, rather than 2043? 

SP1: Why is this headed ‘Quality affordable homes’, when that designation has been deleted 

in the subsequent text? It is difficult to reconcile ‘ensuring’ a 50% target whereas in para.3 

you are merely encouraging developers to go beyond 35%; in para.4  it would be good to 

amend “receive’ to read ‘take advantage of’;  para.8: how might this aim be anticipated? ; in 

para 9, I suggest ‘encouraging’ rather than ‘enabling’. In the whole section should not 

‘affordable homes’ be replaced as in para.1. 

Reasons: I found this misleading. First, I could not understand the significance of gross and 

net. In lines 2 and 3, replace ‘are building’ with ‘we have built’ (this is retrospective of 2004 

to 2019). Para.1 sets out gross averages of around 42% and net 33% of the overall new homes 

built over this 16 years. This would equate to an average annual total of new homes built of 

21,905 (gross) and 19,442 (net), both figures are significantly lower than the future aspiration 

of 2,355. In para 2 an annual build of new homes is said to be 1860 (gross) and 1560 (net) of 

which 613 (gross) and 430 (net) were affordable, respectively about 33% and 27.6%, at odds 

with the figures in para.1. 

I suspect that these discrepancies arise from a lack of definition between Council-built 

housing and other development. But as presented it is very confusing. 

Derek Kinrade 
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I would like to work on a statement of common ground. I do so as a resident, but am a 

member of the Peckham Society and the Peckham Heritage Regeneration Project. This 

is a formidable challenge and I wish to comment progressively. This is a beginning. I 

prefer not to be bound by the format of the consultation hub, and hope that this can 

be accommodated.  
 

Derek Kinrade 
 

 

COMMENTS ON REVISED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (TRACKED VERSION) 
 

Purpose and contents: Item 1, line 1: suggest a colon after ‘for all’; line 3: needs clarity as 

to what is meant by ‘areas’. Item 3 is somewhat a repetition of item 2. 

 

Southwark Today: Item 2, line 2”: add ‘percentage of the’ before ‘younger’ (as it stands it is 

untrue); item 3: delete ‘or young people’; item 6: ‘living environment’ , is this a euphemism 

for homeless? This is certainly a measure of deprivation.  

 

Strategic targets , homes: I have trouble in understanding this. It needs to begin with a 

definition of ‘social rented’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘council’. Presumably ‘new homes’ refers to 

the minimum annual number (2355) as the overall housing target, including homes at full 

market value, although it follows a different heading . This figure over 23 years (2021 to 

2043) gives a minimum target of 54,165. The promise to deliver 11,000 new ‘council homes’ 

is presumably only part of the provision of social rented and intermediate homes which is 

projected as either 50% (27,082) or 35% (18,958) of all new homes. Confused? I am 

 

Strategic targets, working towards cleaner energy: ‘reduce’. In the case of a new 

development what is the level from which a reduction will be expected? 
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FURTHER COMMENTS ON THE NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (tracked version) 
 

SP3: Reasons, para.2, line1: ‘more’ - than what?. How about ‘Southwark is ranked 

favourably for education. skills and training when measuring attainment in the local 

population’ 

 

SP4: Here we again we have various time scales: ‘2014/2036’  and ‘to 2031’ . Elsewhere 

2033 and 2043. This is a plan for the future. Cannot the plan be consistent in its 

projections?  Reasons, para.1: what is meant by ‘paying attention’?  

 

SP5: new text needs a simpler presentation. 

 

SP6: isn’t ‘leading the way’ a bit strong? Shouldn’t you be up front and say you discourage 

car use? How will you address the climate emergency: more trees? Should you say that you 

will continue to provide CGS grants? Doesn’t the exception of Borough and London Bridge 

from crime deprivation fly in the face of recent history? 

 

As a general comment, isn’t the new material somewhat pretentious? 

 

Sorry 

 

Derek Kinrade 
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FURTHER COMMENTS ON NSP CONSULTATION 
 

AV14 : Para 1. Peckham is more than its town centre; para.3, last line: should be plural 

‘areas’; there are a few important pre-Victorian buildings; suggest insert ‘ the iconic clock 

tower’ before ‘former’, 

 

P16, tall buildings: 3.2 very welcome; 3.4 should include the historic view from Peckham 

town centre to the city. This was a view admired by John Evelyn when visiting Peckham 

manor house; nothing is said in this section about the isolation created by vertical habitats. 

Bishop David Sheppard wrote in ‘Built as a City’: “tall blocks of flats highlight many of the 

problems of high density living, and add some problems of their own”. Commenting on high 

density living, he reflects on the pressure to build the largest possible number of dwellings. 

“The Housing Minister who achieves 400,000 new houses a year is thought of as a success . 

The result is that we have built afresh huge, one class quarters, and have created living 

conditions which may well cause people to feel as hemmed in as in the old tenements. Those 

blocks are like filing cabinets where some council official has decided the working class 

should be stacked away.” (pp 31/32). It is significant that the 2012 consultation version of the 

PNAAP, Policy 25, undertook to retain the current character with most new development 

being similar to existing heights by requiring development to be similar to existing heights 

which in most of the action area is two to four storeys, and by allowing a taller element (six 

to ten storeys) on sites where there is sufficient space to accommodate a tall building 

fronting generous public realm. Remarkably, in the final 2014 version (Policy 26) one 

development (Aylesham Centre) looked favourably on 20 storeys. This section of the NSP is 

rooted in the efficient use of land. It should at least have regard for the social consequences.  

 

P20: 1/9, ‘Article 4’. Of what? Surely this list should include buildings listed by Historic 

England. 

 

P21: Again I think the view from Peckham town centre to the city deserves a mention ; in 

line2 ‘where possible’ diminishes the case for preservation. Local people in Peckham are 

deeply concerned about he view from Mountview and the Bussey Building and Peckham 

Levels. 

 

Derek Kinrade 
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FURTHER COMMENTS ON NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 
 

The revised plan asserts that the Council will ensure that stakeholders will be involved in 

local planning decisions in accordance with the Statement of Community Involvement. They 

can help to shape regeneration and planning strategies. Throughout it commits to working 

with local people to achieve a series of targets, not least in three specific action areas and in 

conservation areas. 

  

My submission is that present procedures fail to ensure that this commitment is met in the 

formulation of targets set out in section 10 of the plan, relating to site allocations. The 

Council encourages pre-application discussions with applicants, an advice service to assist 

them in shaping applications so as to conform with Southwark policies. Such discussions can 

be substantial, and their outcomes appear to underpin the objectives set out in the NSP. But in 

this period local people have no such direct involvement. They may volunteer informal 

comments, but these, I am told, carry no weight. In framing the NSP the Council relies only 

on the strength of the consultations undertaken by the aspiring applicant, who can be 

expected to contend that it has consulted widely and vigorously, and has taken account of 

public opinion. I submit, however, that this may not be a reliable indicator of the views of the 

local community. At the very least, the NSP put out for consultation should indicate that the 

plans are preliminary concepts, open to representations. Even better if local people could be 

consulted while the NSP is being written. 

Local people come into the planning department’s purview only in being allowed to comment 

after the planning application has been validated, already made to conform to the Council’s 

rules. By then the shape of the project has already appeared in the NSP as though ex cathedra 

settled policy, and objectors are thus at a serious disadvantage. I take as an example the 

proposal to redevelop Peckham’s Aylesham Centre. This has been the subject of protracted 

pre-application discussions with Council officers over several years, and the developer has 

consulted widely. There has been a significant response. Local people are keen for the site to 

be redeveloped to provide much needed shopping opportunities and housing, but what has 

emerged in the NSP is highly controversial, bound to be met by a tsunami of strenuous and 

thoughtful objections. I contend that what is set out as the Council’s target: 

 is out of keeping with the character of the town centre conservation area  

 proposes more than double the number of dwellings envisaged in the Peckham & 

Nunhead Area Action Plan   

 is unacceptably dense    

 is not (to my mind) of exemplary design   

 sits uneasily in Rye Lane with the adjacent historic clock tower and the buildings on 

the west side  

 is an anomaly in respect of building heights (P16), and   

 fails to respond to the needs of the majority of people who live and work in Peckham.   

Yet it appears in the proposed NSP as part of the Council’s plan for an improved Peckham. I 

do hope that this major planning development will not be decided before the NSP is settled. 

   

Derek Kinrade 

15 September 2020 
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15 September 2020 

 

Team London Bridge response to proposed changes to the submitted New Southwark Plan  

 

1. Team London Bridge (TLB) is the Business Improvement District (BID) representing 

approximately 400 businesses in the area between London Bridge to the west, Tower Bridge to the 

east, and south towards Bermondsey. TLB has a strong remit from businesses since 2015 to 

deliver the London Bridge Plan. Our mission is to ensure London Bridge excels as a leading place 

for global commerce and continues to develop as a pioneering local centre for enterprise, culture 

and entertainment. 

2. Team London Bridge has been closely involved in the development of the New Southwark 

Plan, including through formal representations on earlier drafts of the Area Visions and policies.  

We have also contributed to the evidence base.   

3. We have reviewed the proposed changes to the submitted plan and have the following 

comments: 

4. New Southwark Plan Strategic Vision – We question the description of London Bridge as 

one of Southwark’s “residential areas woven in with” other uses.  London Bridge is predominantly 

non-residential.  The Strategic Vision should also explicitly identify the important cultural provision 

in London Bridge and other areas.  There is also potential confusion in its description of five 

strategic locations as residential areas with “homes” additionally woven in. 

5. Low Line – We welcome the additional emphasis on the Low Line 

6. Tall buildings – We note the new description of London Bridge as “a focus for new tall 

building development” as a result of the Shard.  It is important that this does not conflict with the 

recognised need to respect the “primacy” of the Shard as in the Site Allocations NSP 50 and 

NSP52.  

7. Sustainability and the climate emergency – We welcome the widened scope of Policy P68 

in addressing sustainability and not just environmental standards.  This needs to be further 

developed in line with the stated commitment in the Foreword to addressing the climate 

emergency.  We look forward to an ambitious supplementary planning document and the positive 

impact this will have on future development.  We urge that climate considerations be made more 

central to pre-application discussions with immediate effect. 

8. We look forward to being further involved in finalising and delivering the New Southwark 

Plan. 

 

 
1 Melior Place 
London 
SE1 3SZ 
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Senders Email Address:  
Message: 
 
Response to consultation. 
It is impossible to reply to the planning consultation document on the forms you have 
provided. The forms are far too detailed, and require far too much prior knowledge. It 
is a recipe for non response. 
So rather than fill in the extraordinarily detailed and unnecessary comments you 
require, I am going to make one response, in this email. My main concern is that as 
an elderly cyclist, the cycling-transport plan is totally inadequate and discriminates 
against the young and elderly. You say you want to cater for all ages, but you 
propose to do this through support and training rather than systemic change. In 
those countries like the Netherlands where they have successful cycling policies - 
successful because all ages, especially the elderly, use bikes - cycling is off-road. As 
a cyclist, unless you are young and fit and agile, you cannot share the road with 
cars, unless you are very brave or very stupid. It is simply a fact, borne out by the 
cycling profiles in various countries. Unless you plan adequately for substantive off-
road cycling, it is just tinkering, and cycling will remain the discriminatory form of 
transport it currently is, that is excluding the elderly and the very young, arguably the 
people who need most of all to cycle.   
I hope you can revise the plan accordingly rather than more tinkering at the margins 
that will take years. As a life-long Southwark cyclist, it would be good to see a 
change before I die or give up cycling altogether. In so far as I can read it, this plan 
does not give me much hope. I hope you will be able to include this response in your 
report to inspectors. 
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Date: 25 September 2020 
Our ref: 326396 
Your ref: Proposed changes to the Southwark Local Plan 
 

 
 
Planning Policy  
Southwark Council  
PO BOX 64529  
London  
SE1P 5LX 
 
 
BY EMAIL ONLY 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

 
 Hornbeam House 
 Crewe Business Park 
 Electra Way 
 Crewe 
 Cheshire 
 CW1 6GJ 

 

   T   

   

 
 
Dear Sir or Madam 
 
Planning Consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 
 
Thank you for your consultation request on the above Strategic Planning Consultation, dated 27th 
August, 2020. 
 
Natural England is a non-departmental public body. Our statutory purpose is to ensure that the natural 
environment is conserved, enhanced, and managed for the benefit of present and future generations, 
thereby contributing to sustainable development.   
 
Natural England have no comments to make on this consultation. 
 
For any new consultations, or to provide further information on this consultation please send your 
correspondences to consultations@naturalengland.org.uk. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 

 
Operations Delivery 
Consultations Team 
Natural England 
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Consultation on Proposed Changes to New Southwark Plan   

Dear Planning Team 

Thank you for your e-mail of 24 August 2020 inviting Highways England to comment 
on the above consultation and indicating that a response was required by 26 October 
2020.  

Highways England has been appointed by the Secretary of State for Transport as 
strategic highway company under the provisions of the Infrastructure Act 2015 and is 
the highway authority, traffic authority and street authority for the strategic road 
network (SRN). The SRN is a critical national asset and as such Highways England 
works to ensure that it operates and is managed in the public interest, both in 
respect of current activities and needs as well as in providing effective stewardship 
of its long-term operation and integrity. We will therefore be concerned with 
proposals and policies that have the potential to impact the safe and efficient 
operation of the SRN, in particular the M25.  

We have reviewed the Proposed Changes to the New Southwark Plan documents 
and are satisfied that the changes will not materially affect the safety, reliability and / 
or operation of the SRN (the tests set out in DfT Circular 02/2013, particularly 
paragraphs 9 & 10, and MHCLG NPPF2019, particularly paragraphs 108 and 109). 
We have no comments or objections.  

Thank you again for consulting with Highways England and please continue to 
consult us via our inbox: planningse@highwaysengland.co.uk. 
 
Regards 
 

 
 

, Assistant Spatial Planner 
Highways England | 1st Floor, Bridge House | Walnut Tree Close | Guildford | GU1 
4LZ 

 Please note that my telephone number has been diverted to 
my mobile. 
Web: http://www.highwaysengland.co.uk 

 

Highways England Company Limited | Registered Office: Bridge House, 1 Walnut 
Tree Close, Guildford  GU1 4LZ  | Registered in England and Wales No. 9346363  

 

 

This email may contain information which is confidential and is intended only for use 
of the recipient/s named above. If you are not an intended recipient, you are hereby 
notified that any copying, distribution, disclosure, reliance upon or other use of the 
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contents of this email is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, 
please notify the sender and destroy it.  
 
Highways England Company Limited | General enquiries:  
|National Traffic Operations Centre, 3 Ridgeway, Quinton Business Park, 
Birmingham B32 1AF | https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/highways-
england | info@highwaysengland.co.uk 
 
Registered in England and Wales no 9346363 | Registered Office: Bridge House, 1 
Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey GU1 4LZ   
 

Consider the environment. Please don't print this e-mail unless you really need to. 
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I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to the 

submitted NSP August 2020’. 

Contact details:   

Title: Mr 

Full Name: Adam Barnett 

Email:  

Organisation (if any): N/A 

Address:  

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  NO 

  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Alongside supporting the group response below by local residents and community groups, i 

would like to stress the following points as a occupant of Sarawak Court at 47 Consort Road: 

- I’m certainly not opposed to flats being built on Blackpool Road, especially if a large 

proportion of them are affordable homes. However, I think for this to be an attractive 

prospect considerable thought must be given to improving the functioning of neighbourhood 

as a residential area. This is primarily regarding the amount of traffic, which has increased 

considerably since Covid and the closure of Rye Lane. It’s quite a maze of rat runs with 

constant and fast moving traffic, with no traffic calming measures, poorly maintained 

pavements, no cycling infrastructure etc. I certainly don’t have the answers to this but some 

sort of plan should be put in place to manage this and make the block more suitable for this 

much larger emphasis on residential buildings over businesses. 

 

- Providing space for the existing functions of the site are important - as noted below, there 

are several businesses, the bus depot and the Church onsite. It’s important that these long 

term local businesses aren’t pushed out. 

 

- I wholly support the recommendation below to limit the height of any new buildings. Large 

blocks would put much of Consort Road and the businesses around the railway arches and by 

Bussey building into permanent shade - which wouldn’t be great! Though there are obviously 

ways of building on the site which don’t negatively impact existing residents. 

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the right 

direction, but they do not yet make this policy sound on the tests of soundness – positively 

prepared, justified or effective. Changes are required and some suggested for the reasons 

explained below. But it needs such revision that it may be better to remove the site from the 

Plan and initiate discussions including Buildbase and other local businesses and local people 

in the area to develop a plan for the site and the surrounding area 
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The Old Mill Building 

The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site allocation 

document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, stating only that 

‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets such as the railway viaduct 

and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland Road, which is of local interest’. 

This provides little protection over the building. A Local List will soon be prepared and the 

Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people.  

Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building 

specifically should be retained.  

 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated to the 

north of the site. This does not take into account the current location of Buildbase as a 

successful commercial building on the southern half of the site. It is also not appropriate to 

have tall buildings at the north end of the site as suggested, as it would not support the 

provision and implementation of the Peckham Coal Line as they would block the view. A tall 

building is not considered appropriate for this locality where the vast majority of dwellings 

are two stories. The maximum heights of the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To be 

in keeping, and to ensure sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a maximum 

height should be added to the site allocation document.  

Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys subject to 

impacts on the Old Mill Building and amenity of existing neighbouring occupiers, and 

the location of commercial buildings should secure the future of Buildbase on the site. 

  

Density* 

The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is a 

residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 hectares. 

This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. However, the site 

allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on the site, so the site area 

and space for homes would be significantly reduced (as much of the site will be taken up by 

employment uses). This would push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher 

than 142 dwellings per hectare.  

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of housing 

should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be kept at 142dph, the 

amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be reduced to exclude the bus 

depot.  
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Employment floorspace 

The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to treat the 

bus depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot takes up much of the 

site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, this floorspace should be 

excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on site.   

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should exclude the 

floorspace currently being used as the bus depot.  

  

Low Line Walking Routes  

It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site 

allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal Line is 

part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and therefore needs to 

be better worded. 

Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for 

clarity. 

  

Green space 

The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has 

disappeared. It is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all new development. 

As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the development plan should include green 

spaces, for example this may be green corridors as part of the traffic redesign. 

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include some 

green space.  

  

Traffic plan 

Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major issue. The site 

allocation document does not specify how a new development should resolve this. The traffic 

issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion of bus and commercial traffic 

from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may become a permanent feature. To be 

sound the development plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic 

management. Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets 

policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–

south and east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to 

ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any redevelopment.  If it is not 
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possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be removed from the Plan to 

enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. 

  

Surrounding area 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 

enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 

development and none are mentioned. 

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the development 

should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  

  

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 

     Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset 

     Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the bus depot. 

      The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks.  
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My representations on the 'New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to the 
submitted NSP August 2020. 
 
Tracy Simpson 

 
 

YES I would like to appear at the examination in public 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in 
the right direction, but they do not yet meet the soundness tests – positively 
prepared, justified or effective. Changes are required and some suggested for the 
reasons explained below.  

GREEN SPACE - Where has the provision for green space in the earlier version 
gone. There should be a requirement for the development to include green space.  
 
There needs to be a traffic plan for all of the north–south and east-west traffic using 
Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to ensure that road infrastructure is 
improved as part of any redevelopment.   
 
Tall buildings should have a max height of 6-7 stories. The vast majority of dwellings 
in this locality are two stories.  
 
If the employment floorspace is to be re-provided then the density of housing needs 
to be lowered.  
 
The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site.   
 
Regards 
 
Tracy Simpson 
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Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 

respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 

what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 

proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 

development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 

massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 

Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 

justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 

Walk.  

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 

behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 

site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 

been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished.  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 

by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 

developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 

glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 

botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 

does not safeguard against such behaviours.  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 

situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 

necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 

cannot be limited to the design of buildings. It needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of 

residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at 

weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 

services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 

health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are allowed.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  
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It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 

tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 

reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 

significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 

will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 

location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 

making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 

storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 

referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 

context’ to justify their own excessive heights.  

Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 

will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 

There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 

where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 

negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 

equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example. 

 

Thank you 

Maria Kepa  
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I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to the 

submitted NSP August 2020’.  

Contact details:  

Title: Mr.  

Full Name: David Cannon  

Email:   

Organisation: n/a 

Address:   

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. NO  

 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

 

Dear Southwark Planners, 

 

I do not consider policy NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation to be sound. 

Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the right direction, but they do not 

yet make this policy sound on the tests of soundness, that is; positively prepared, 

justified or effective. Changes are required and some suggested for the reasons 

explained below. However, it needs such revision that it may be better to remove the 

site from the Plan and initiate discussions including Buildbase and other local 

businesses and local people in the area to develop an improved plan for the site and 

the surrounding area.  

 

The Old Mill Building 

The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site 

allocation document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, 

stating only that ‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets 
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such as the railway viaduct and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland 

Road, which is of local interest’. This provides little protection over the building. A 

Local List will soon be prepared and the Old Mill Building will be nominated by local 

people.  

Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill 

Building specifically should be retained.  

 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated 

to the north of the site. This does not take into account the current location of 

Buildbase as a successful commercial building on the southern half of the site. It is 

also not appropriate to have tall buildings at the north end of the site as suggested, 

as it would not support the provision and implementation of the Peckham Coal Line 

as they would block the view. A tall building is not considered appropriate for this 

locality where the vast majority of dwellings are two stories. The maximum heights of 

the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To be in keeping, and to ensure 

sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a maximum height should be 

added to the site allocation document.  

Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys 

subject to impacts on the Old Mill Building and amenity of existing 

neighbouring occupiers, and the location of commercial buildings should 

secure the future of Buildbase on the site. 

 

Density 

The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is 

a residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 

hectares. This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. 

However, the site allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on 
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the site, so the site area and space for homes would be significantly reduced (as 

much of the site will be taken up by employment uses). This would push the density 

of the housing part of the site to much higher than 142 dwellings per hectare.  

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density 

of housing should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be 

kept at 142dph, the amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be 

reduced to exclude the bus depot.  

 

Employment floorspace 

The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to 

treat the bus depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot 

takes up much of the site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, 

this floorspace should be excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on 

site.  

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should 

exclude the floorspace currently being used as the bus depot.  

 

Low Line Walking Routes  

It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site 

allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal 

Line is part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and 

therefore needs to be better worded. 

Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be 

redrafted for clarity. 

 

Green space 
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The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has 

disappeared. It is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all new 

development. As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the development 

plan should include green spaces, for example this may be green corridors as part of 

the traffic redesign. 

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to 

include some green space.  

 

Traffic plan 

Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major issue. 

The site allocation document does not specify how a new development should 

resolve this. The traffic issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion 

of bus and commercial traffic from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may 

become a permanent feature. To be sound the development plan for the site must 

have an effective accompanying plan for traffic management. Without that it is not 

compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the 

north–south and east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and 

Heaton Road to ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any 

redevelopment. If it is not possible to include this in the site allocation, the site 

should be removed from the Plan to enable the traffic plan to be developed 

and agreed. 

 

Surrounding area 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 

enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 

development and none are mentioned. 
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Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the 

development should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  

 

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 

 Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset 

 Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the 

bus depot. 

 The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise 
blocks. 
 

Yours sincerely, David Cannon. 
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION    NSP76  Blackpool Road Business Park 
Name: Eileen Conn,  
coordinator of Peckham Vision, a citizens action group,  
www.peckhamvision.org  
and coordinator of the Southwark Planning Network. 
Address:  
Email address:                
 

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   
 
Topic  Test of 

Soundness 
Objection/Test of soundness 

NSP76  Blackpool 
Road Business Park 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Not justified, 
Not effective, 
Not positively 
prepared 

The proposal for redevelopment of this site is not justified because the existing uses and other alternatives for the site’s 
development have not been discussed with business or community stakeholders. It therefore does not take into account 
the benefits of retaining existing uses or potential alternative uses that might be developed on this site to meet the 
needs of the local economy and community. 
 
The name this site is given as a ‘Business Park’ is made up for the purposes of this NSP site .It is composed of two separate 
sites one on either side of Blackpool Road. The existing uses appear to be viable, and meet important needs. There is no 
justification offered for removing them.  
 

One half of the site is owned and occupied by BuildBase, a builders merchants, established on this site for about 40 years. 
It is very well used by the many artisan and creative small businesses in Peckham as well as mainstream builders. BuildBase 
have said they have not been consulted by the Council, and that they have no desire to sell the business or leave the site. 
 

The other Council owned site is occupied by: 

 The Old Mill Building, a spacious sturdy Victorian industrial building, and a significant local heritage asset that 
should be preserved. It is used as a family church of Community Outreach Ministries, operating as a local 
community centre which is a valuable community asset. This building will be nominated for the Local List which we 
are proposing should be included in the NSP as good practice suggests. 

 The Bus Garage provides an important depot for local buses. The New Southwark Plan shows that there is no plan 
for the bus depot to be moved, so it doesn’t make sense to designate the whole of this part of the site for 
redevelopment.   

 There are two uses which appear to be Council property and could be released for development if the Council 
wished to dispose of the land and had no further use for them. This is a street works depot, and a two storey 
housing unit. 

 

The road system does need to be thought through. To the west of the site is the very busy Copeland Park Cultural quarter. 
The entrance/exit traffic from that site is at a busy place for the traffic flowing north towards the railway bridge. The exit 
and entrance of traffic from the northern half Council owned part of this site needs to be thought through in relation to 
traffic movements in the future. Blackpool Road runs east to west through the site and is an important part of the local 23
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pedestrian and road traffic network.  
 

Other relevant points include: 

 The loss of industrial land all over London including Peckham and Southwark is far greater than the London Plan 
envisaged and creating serous shortages. So, any designation should be to preserve the current industrial capacity.  

 Any new homes or residential facility must be no higher than the heights of the residential homes already on the site, 
because tall buildings would be out of scale in this area surrounded by low rise housing.  

 Clarity is needed on the future plans for the bus garage.  
 
We know from our local community work that there are a variety of local ideas about the future for this land on both sides 
of Blackpool Road. Local stakeholders and users need to have the opportunity to work together in a facilitated process to 
develop a sound idea for future developments.  
 
Proposed changes to make the NSP sound: 

The site should be removed from the New Southwark Plan.  

There should be facilitated discussions with all the local stakeholders and the local community about the future uses of 

both halves of the site named in the NSP to develop acceptable plans to provide for the existing viable uses of the site and 

create opportunities for other uses compatible with those uses and the surrounding residential area. 

There are a number of other aspects relating to the site and its future which I could contribute at the oral examination. 
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Our Ref: 02C000049 

Your Ref:  

19th October 2020 

Laura Hills 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London SE1P 5LX 

BY EMAIL: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 

Dear Laura Hills, 

 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan: Representation in respect of 

‘Policy P30 Affordable Workspace’ 

We write to make a representation on behalf of clients of the firm, in relation to Policy P30 

‘Affordable Workspace’.  This representation is submitted as part of Southwark Council’s current 

public consultation on the proposed changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan which runs 

until 26th October 2020. 

In summary, we generally support the policies contained within the New Southwark Plan, including 

its ‘Strategic Targets’ and ‘Strategic Policies’. In particular, we offer our support to Policies SP1B 

‘Southwark’s Places’ and SP4 ‘Strong Local Economy’ which together direct the majority of new 

development to the Action Area Cores (including Bankside, Borough and London Bridge) and 

provides for the delivery of 460,000sqm of new office space from 2014 to 2036 – the majority of 

which will be delivered in the Central Activities Zone (CAZ).  

We do, however, have some minor comments/ suggested amendments in respect of Policy P30, 

‘Affordable Workspace’ which are set out below. 

Policy P30 ‘Affordable Workspace’ 

Our representation is concerned with Policy P30 Affordable Workspace, specifically Part Two, 

which as currently drafted states: 

“2. Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must:  

1. Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross employment floorspace as affordable workspace 

on site at discount market rents; and  

2. Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years;  

3. Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; 

and  

4. Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses occupying the 

site that are at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be 

targeted for small and independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and  

65 Gresham Street 

London 

EC2V 7NQ 

 

T:  

F:  

 
avisonyoung.co.uk 
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5. Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers 

to identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace.” 

We note the significant need for affordable workspace across the borough and as such, we fully 

support the principle of securing it in principle. However, we consider that very minor 

amendments are made to the policy to ensure that small office developments are not 

disincentivised from being delivered. 

In particular, the proposed threshold for seeking a contribution towards affordable workspace is 

currently set at 500 sqm net additional floorspace, however as a result of the significant cost of 

refurbishing office floorspace, including to meet the latest BCO guidelines (2019), along with the 

need to provide ancillary floorspace for which little value can be added (for example the provision 

of cycle parking and showers which is not chargeable per sq ft), then this puts small scale office 

development at the margins of viability.  

It is notable that Policies E2 (D) and E3 (C) of the Draft London Plan (Intend to Publish Version, 

December 2019) sets a threshold of 2,500 sqm for the provision of affordable workspace.  Policy 

E3 (C) allows for a lower locally set threshold where justified as part of a local Development Plan 

Document, considering local evidence of need and viability.    

We note that Policy P30 goes beyond the requirements set out in the Policy E2 and E3 by setting a 

significantly lower threshold of 500 sqm (as opposed to 2,500 sqm set out in the Draft London 

Plan) for which sufficiently robust evidence and viability testing does not exist.  

In our view seeking affordable workspace contributions on minor planning applications for 

employment floorspace would not be viable or practicable.   

The ‘Housing and Affordable Workspace Policies Further Viability Sensitivity Testing’ evidence base 

document prepared by BNP Paribas has not specifically tested the impact of Policy P30 on minor 

refurbishment schemes where only modest increases in floor space are proposed.  The viability 

testing evidence base document recognises that the delivery of affordable workspace will not 

always be financially viable in all the scenarios tested, however, this is not sufficiently referenced 

in the emerging policy.  

In addition, as a result of the current economic climate and the on-going impact of Covid-19, there 

is a great deal uncertainty surrounding the viability and role of office floor space in the future, and 

we consider that the proposed policy as drafted would exacerbate this uncertainty and 

disincentivise small scale office development. 

Amendments Sought 

In our view, Policy P30 does not legal tests of soundness, but could be considered capable of 

meeting this test if the following amendments are made: 

• The threshold for which affordable workspace contributions will be sought should be 

increased to capture ‘major’ developments that create more than 1,000 sqm of additional 

floor space only;  

• The policy should expressly state that any contribution towards affordable workspace should 

be subject to an assessment of the viability of the planning application.  
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Thank you in advance for giving this matter your kind attention.  Should you require further 

clarification, please do not hesitate to contact  (Planning Director) on  

 or  

Yours faithfully  

 

 
Avison Young (UK) Ltd 
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Planning Policy 
Southwark Council  
PO BOX 64529  
London  
SE1P 5LX 
 
BY POST AND EMAIL 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk   
 
                    16 October 2020 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SUBMISSION VERSION PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS FOR 
EXAMINATION 2019 to 2034  
 
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust (“GSTT” or “the Trust”) is pleased to respond 
to the latest proposed modifications of the New Southwark Plan (“New Southwark Plan 
Proposed Modifications”), which was submitted for examination in January 2020.  All 
comments are made in the context of tests of soundness, as set out in Paragraph 35 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF).   
 
The Trust is responsible for providing a variety of healthcare facilities within the London 
Borough of Southwark including, of course, Guy’s Hospital, one of London’s best known 
teaching hospitals.  The Trust is part of the NHS South East London Cluster area and has 
positive strategic and operational relationships with local Clinical Commissioning Groups 
(CCGs) in Southwark.  The Trust works closely with Guy’s & St Thomas’ Charity (the 
Charity) and King’s College London (KCL), and is part of King’s Health Partners, an 
academic health science centre that brings together three of the leading NHS Foundation 
Trusts, world leading University for health and research education King’s College London 
and other services across central and outer London locations.  
 
As a pioneer in health research providing high quality teaching and education, the Trust 
employs over 18,000 staff and attracts around 12,000 visitors per day to Guy’s Hospital 
alone.  The Trust is a major employer and healthcare provider for the Southwark community  
 

Site Allocations  
 
London Bridge Health Cluster 
The Trust supports Guy’s Hospital’s and Guy’s Cancer Centre inclusion in the London 
Bridge Health Cluster allocation, which will allow further redevelopment of the site in the 
future to provide better healthcare research and education facilities for the Borough.  In 
particular, the acknowledgement that tall buildings may be appropriate, to achieve the 
aspirations of the allocation, is welcomed.  Guy’s Hospital is an existing tall building within 
the site and this should be recognised in any assessments of tall buildings on the site in the 
future.  
 
The Trust also supports the improvement of pedestrian movement within the area as it will 
allow the new restrictions for social distancing (2m distance) for COVID-19, which is vital for 
visitors, patients and staff accessing Guy’s Hospital or Guy’s Cancer Centre.  Specifically, 
given that many users of the hospital will have impaired mobility, it is important that the 
proposed area will allow enough space for people to travel safely and to not interfere with 

Essentia 

2nd floor, 200 Great Dover Street 
London  
SE1 4YB 

T   

www.guysandstthomas.nhs.uk 
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maintenance of existing facilities and construction of potential development taking place 
within the Cluster and nearby allocated sites.   
 
The Trust supports the principle of student accommodation within the London Bridge Health 
Cluster as long as the accommodation is directly linked with the Trust’s healthcare facilities 
to house medical and/or nursing students or similar healthcare trained staff.  
 
Guys and St Thomas Trust Rehabilitation Centre  
The Trust supports the inclusion of the Bowley Centre in proposed allocated NPS34 for the 
redevelopment of the site to retain a rehabilitation centre or alternative health facility, and to 
provide residential dwellings.  The existing site is at an extremely low density for the area 
and sheltered nature of the site. The delivery of homes, alongside a potential 
redevelopment and modernisation of the healthcare offer of the site, would represent a 
sustainable and efficient use of land.   
 
The Southwark Sites Allocation Methodology Report (2019 and 2020) states that residential 
capacity is calculated notionally by dividing the assumed residential floorspace for each site 
allocation by 73.9sqm (average unit size).  The 2019 Report finds that the indicative 
residential capacity would be 103.23 dwellings.  In the 2020 Report, the residential capacity 
reduces to 51 dwellings.  The justification for this reduction is not given in the summary of 
changes to the New Southwark Plan nor can it be understood from other Examination 
documents why such a reduction has been made to this allocation specifically.  The Trust 
does not support this reduction in capacity and requests that the assessment is reverted 
back to the 2019 conclusion, which far better represents the additional floorspace that could 
be achieved on the site, at this early stage.  Imposing a limit that is half what the offer has 
previously been judged to be may impair the site’s ability to deliver its redevelopment 
aspirations that include the potential redevelopment of its healthcare offer.  
 
We request that the site allocation shows an indicative capacity for 103 dwellings, so as not 
to limit the site in achieving the most efficient and best scheme, to support the delivery of 
enhanced social infrastructure on the site.  
 
The capacity is indicative and therefore any realistic and evidenced capacity for the site will 
be defined through any future planning application, which can provide a figure that is based 
on detailed design development and assessment of the site.  The Trust requests that, 
alongside the reversion to the higher figure of capacity, the application of policy allows for 
further development capacity to come forward if it is robustly evidenced as suitable for the 
site.  
 
Elephant and Castle Area Vision 
The Area Vision for Elephant and Castle states that Elephant and Castle has the potential 
to provide significant amounts of new homes, offices, shops, leisure and cultural uses, 
university facilities and community facilities.  The redevelopment of the area will significantly 
increase the number of residents and users in the area, which in turn will increase demand 
and strain on existing healthcare services.  Elephant Park, a significant allocation in the 
previous Southwark Local Plan, is nearing its final stages of implementation.  The final 
phase of Elephant Park includes the provision of a healthcare facility.  The Trust requests 
that the Council ensures that the New Southwark Plan supports the future delivery of 
Elephant Park and this healthcare facility.   
 
It is requested that the Elephant and Castle Area Vision is strengthened to refer explicitly to 
the final implementation of Elephant Park, which should include the provision of a 
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healthcare facility.  This will support the Trust in providing healthcare facilities in the area.  
The Trust objects to the Plan unless this is secured.   
 
Community Facilities  
As a significant healthcare provider of both acute and general medicine, the Trust can 
demonstrate the realities of providing infrastructure in the Borough, to meet the diverse local 
needs.  Wording within the Plan should address this need for flexibility and the reality of 
other uses that are needed to support primary social infrastructure and operations, so that 
the Plan can be truly effective.   
 
It is requested that the wording of Draft Policy P46 ‘Community Facilities’ be amended to 
allow for the change of use of existing community facilities to be replaced by a use included 
within healthcare services, such as offices, training rooms, residential/staff accommodation 
and research facilities.  It should be acknowledged that some of these changes are now 
established under the new Use Classes Order regardless.  In order to secure long term 
flexibility for social infrastructure in the Borough, the policy should be amended.    
 
It is also requested that allowance is made in the policy to support the above, by not 
requiring marketing evidence if the proposal is part of the strategic release of assets by a 
public health body. 
 
Loss of Office Floorspace 
The Trust requests that proposals which result in the loss of office floorspace in Draft Policy 
P29 ‘Office and Business Development’ are not resisted if the proposal is in relation to 
necessary healthcare provision as part of wider estate regeneration proposals.  As stated 
previously, the Trust requires flexibility between different uses of healthcare services in 
order to be able to adapt to the changing healthcare demands and local needs.  As a result, 
the Trust requests less restrictions to be put in place on proposals from public health bodies 
which would result in the loss of office floorspace whereby the primary use of the site is by 
healthcare staff.   
 
Affordable Workspace  
With regard to the Council’s proposed approach to Affordable Workspace, set out in Draft 
Policy P30 ‘Affordable Workspace’, the Trust will be seeking to be recognised as an 
occupier of affordable workspace to benefit from the requirement of affordable workspace 
provision in all new office developments (over 500sqm) within the Borough.  It is requested 
that the policy is amended to make it clear that the office floorspace associated and 
ancillary to health services from a public health body would be able to occupy the affordable 
workspace.   
 
Furthermore, Draft Policy P30 includes some exceptions to the provision of Affordable 
Workspace.  The Trust would like to request that the exceptional circumstances referred to 
is widened to include health facilities, to support the delivery of social infrastructure in large 
developments.  Including health facilities as an exceptional circumstance will provide 
support to developers and healthcare providers such as the Trust, in being able to deliver 
new healthcare infrastructure.  
 
Affordable Housing  
The Trust aims to attract and retain a diverse and sustainable workforce, and the 
development of affordable housing in both the rental and intermediate market supports this.  
The Trust supports the minimum provision of 35% affordable housing within the Borough as 
set out in Draft Policy P1 ‘Social Rented and Intermediate Housing’.     
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The Trust requests the recognition of key worker housing as a form of affordable housing.  
The Trust raises its interest in working with developers in Southwark for the provision of 
such housing for its healthcare employees and Trust staff accommodation.   
 
Tall Buildings  
The Trust supports the location of tall buildings, including Guy’s Hospital, and the 
requirement of high quality design and responding to site context.  The Trust’s future 
development aspirations within its estate to build on its existing capacity to provide for, 
adapt, and meet future needs, for health care services within the Borough. The Trust may 
need to expand vertically on the hospital site to enhance its services.  Any development 
proposals on site would of course have to conform to other elements of the policy regarding 
high quality design, public realm and townscape.  The permittance of tall buildings for 
healthcare services would encourage the growth of Guy’s Hospital and other GSTT assets 
as primary care and medical research facilities, which in turn will support the allocation of 
the London Bridge Health Cluster.   
 
Community Infrastructure Levy 
The Trust requests to be consulted on the allocation of Community Infrastructure Levy 
funding as a healthcare provider within the Borough.  Community Infrastructure Levy is 
designed to capture the cumulative impact on healthcare across the Borough, and therefore 
as a major provider of acute and specialist healthcare in Southwark, it is essential that the 
Trust is involved in the identification of healthcare projects that may require funding.  In the 
context of wider changes to developer contributions, it is important to ensure that a joined 
up approach is taken to development across the Borough and its potential impact on 
healthcare.  The Trust requests future engagement with the Council on this matter.   
 
Summary 
 
The Trust is generally supportive of the New Southwark Plan Proposed Modifications and 
welcomes working collaboratively with the Council on any of the points raised in this 
response.   
 
It is requested that the above changes and principles are taken into account before any 
future adoption of the Draft Plan as part of the Examination process.  The Trust would like 
to reserve the right to appear at Examination, if any further hearing sessions are held, on 
any of the points raised in this letter.  
 
Yours faithfully, 

 

 
Director of Essentia 
Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust 
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Response to Southwark’s Council’s consultation on proposed changes to the 

submitted New Southwark Plan: October 2020 

 

 

I am responding to the New Southwark Plan consultation, as I am concerned 

that Gypsy and Traveller families who have lived in Southwark for generations 

slip through the net in the submitted New Southwark Plan. This Local Plan 

fails to recognise and meet their needs, and to acknowledge the overcrowding 

that exists on Southwark Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

 

The New Southwark Plan submissions (particularly Planning Policy P11 and 

the Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not 

legally compliant as: 

- Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many 
Gypsies and Travellers. 

- Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the 
accommodation needs of people who live in caravans. 

and are unsound as they are not: 

- Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and 
Travellers .and does not show the details of how it was analysed. 

- Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark have adopted 
the national policy without properly considering the accommodation needs of 
Gypsies and Travellers included in London Plan policies. 

- Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is 
not objective – it selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its survey results 
and didn’t involve enough Gypsies and Travellers who live in “bricks and 

mortar” accommodation.  
 
Signature:  

 

Print name: Patricia Stapleton    Date 19th October 2020 

       (Needs to be returned by 26th October) 

Address: Traveller Movement, Resource for London, 356 Holloway road,  

London N7 6PA 
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Hi 

 

I am responding to the New Southwark Plan consultation, as I am concerned that Gypsy and 

Traveller families who have lived in Southwark for generations slip through the net in the 

submitted New Southwark Plan. This Local Plan fails to recognise and meet their needs, and 

to acknowledge the overcrowding that exists on Southwark Gypsy and Traveller sites. The 

New Southwark Plan submissions (particularly Planning Policy P11 and the Gypsy & 

Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not legally compliant as:   

 

- Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many Gypsies and 

Travellers 

 

- Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the accommodation needs 

of people who live in caravans. 

 

and are unsound as they are not: 

 

- Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and Travellers and 

does not show the details of how it was analysed. 

 

- Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark has adopted the national 

policy without properly considering the accommodation needs of Gypsies and Travellers 

included in London Plan policies. 

 

- Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is not objective – 

it selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its survey results and didn’t involve enough 

Gypsies and Travellers who live in “bricks and mortar” accommodation. 

 

Cheers 

 

Kris Stewart 
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Response to Southwark’s Council’s consultation on proposed changes to the 

submitted New Southwark Plan: October 2020 
 

 

I am responding to the New Southwark Plan consultation, as I am concerned 

that Gypsy and Traveller families who have lived in Southwark for generations 

slip through the net in the submitted New Southwark Plan. This Local Plan 

fails to recognise and meet their needs, and to acknowledge the overcrowding 

that exists on Southwark Gypsy and Traveller sites. 
 

The New Southwark Plan submissions (particularly Planning Policy P11 and 

the Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not 

legally compliant as: 
- Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many 
Gypsies and Travellers. 
- Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the 
accommodation needs of people who live in caravans. 
and are unsound as they are not: 
- Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and 
Travellers .and does not show the details of how it was analysed. 
- Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark have adopted 
the national policy without properly considering the accommodation needs of 
Gypsies and Travellers included in London Plan policies. 
- Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is 
not objective – it selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its survey results and 

didn’t involve enough Gypsies and Travellers who live in “bricks and mortar” 

accommodation. 
 
Signature:

 

Print name: LOUISA CATH    Date  20.10.20 

       (Needs to be returned by 26th October) 

Address:  
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION VERSION    NSP76  Blackpool Road Business Park 
Name: Clyde Watson,  
Address:  
Email address:                
 

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   
 
Topic  Test of 

Soundness 
Objection/Test of soundness 

NSP76  Blackpool 
Road Business Park 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Not justified, 
Not effective, 
Not positively 
prepared. 
 

The proposal for redevelopment of this site is not justified for the following reasons: 

 It is an artificial site made up of separate plots of land, different buildings and uses who have not been properly 
consulted. 

 There has been no proper audit of its existing assets, in terms of both its physical features and its economic and 
cultural setting. 

 It does not take into account the viability of existing uses. 

 The proposal is riddled with inaccuracies and totally misleading assertions 
 
In more particular 
 
SITE ADDRESS 
The name ‘Business Park’ is artificial and invented to give the proposal a specious legitimacy at odds with the suggested 
uses that are predominantly residential. 
 
PLANNING USE CATEGORIES 
These are misleading and out of date. 
* The figures presumably refer to the Use classes in operation up to Aug 31st 2020. These are now considerably altered 
and this section therefore needs amending to reflect this.  Class B has now been replaced by a new class E for example. Can 
we see how the area has been calculated?  It appears somewhat higher than shown.  
*  The phrase 'builders yards' is misleading: there is one space currently used as a Builders Merchants yard, albeit this 
appears to be divided into sub-spaces for operational purposes. 
*   There is no mention of the hostel which is a Class C2 Residential Institution, nor of the Old Mill Building which is 
currently used as a place of worship, Class D1. 
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PLANNING USES WITHIN THE SITE BOUNDARY: AN AUDIT 
 
It should be a prerequisite of any proposed development that a proper and publically accessible audit of existing uses is 
prepared under the following headings. 
 
Site areas 
Current functions and ownership 
Description of existing features and spaces 
Current employment and residential figures 
Future availability for development  
Future intentions of existing owners/tenants 
Viability of retaining existing uses and buildings 
Historic and architectural significance of existing features 
 
Very few of these topics are addressed and where they are alluded to, the relevant information is seriously inadequate.  
The current uses appear to be as listed below, with major omissions noted as follows. 
 

 TFL Garage    
No mention of site area, existing employees or the exact function of this facility, whether it is for maintenance, bus 
storage or administrative purposes.  The fact that TFL appears totally uncertain as to its future makes it impossible 
for both the public and potential developers to formulate the realistic scope and scale of any proposal.  

 Road Works Depot  
This is said to be owned by Southwark Council and similar remarks apply.  There is no mention of the exact purpose 
and significance of this facility, nor any indication of where and when it would relocate. 

 86-96 Copeland Road:   
This is a residential hostel owned by the Council and is a three storey building about 40 years old.  There is no 
statement regarding proposals for relocating this facility. Apart from having a fair amount of trees, it is not an 
attractive site and is at a bend in Copeland Road facing north and directly facing the railway embankment.  As such 
any proposal for the site should include a positive evaluation of its future. 

 The Old Mill Building 
This is a one of the largest structures on the northern part of the site and has in recent years been recognised as a 
building of local historic significance. It is owned by the Council and is presently rented to a local church that has 
stated a strong desire to remain in the building for the foreseeable future.  The precise location of the building 
bisects the northern part of the site: it is suggested this feature could affect the viability of any commercial 
development. The Council’s prospectus merely notes the existence of the Building as an ‘important undesignated 
heritage asset’ but then refers to other important heritage assets which it says should be retained and enhanced.  
Strictly there are no others.   

 Builders Merchant  
This development occupies a major part of the overall site and is divide into brick buildings and open yards.  It is 
been there as such for 40 years old and presumably replaced the original terraced housing built in the 1870s.  36
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PLANNING CONTEXT 
 
There is no attempt to justify redeveloping this land in the wider context of Peckham town centre nor its peripheral 
residential areas.  It is merely stated the site should ‘provide new homes’.  A figure of 250 is mentioned suggesting the 
prime purpose is to help meet the Council’s target of 11,000 new houses within 25 odd years.  If so this should be more 
explicitly stated.  Other than a bland reference to amenity space and permeability, there are no suggestions as to how this 
might be achieved. 
 
The real deficit is there is no consideration of how new development might impact on the surrounding context, and in 
particular little if any reference to how new design might reflect or enhance the existing setting.  In addition to a building 
audit there should be at least some basic assessment of existing developments surrounding the site.  The following 
adjoining areas are suggested with design implications noted where appropriate. 
 

 Railway Arch and the proposed Coal Line 
The skew-back brick bridge and high level viaduct are together distinctive features which define the northern 
boundary. The Coal Line is misleadingly referred to as requiring ‘support and implementation’ but it is difficult to 
see how this can be achieved by developing this piece of land, bearing in mind the proposed alignment of the Coal 
Line is on the north side of the viaduct and will not impinge on the site in any direct way.  It is appropriate that 
these features are name-checked bearing in mind one is a distinctive historical feature and the other a major 
aspirational proposal for Peckham 

        *     Consett Road   This is a recent residential development of 3 to 7 storeys of some architectural distinction.  This  
               should possibly provide ideas for a new context but this is not followed up.  
        *     Mary Magdalene  CoE Primary School.  The juxtaposition of a primary school and a new large scale residential  
               proposal could be a challenging constraint and should be highlighted at an early stage.  The building is relatively     
               new and replaces a Victorian school of the same name previously located further down Consett Road. 

 19 - 31 Sandlings  Close.  These are 13 no. low rise terrace houses with rear gardens backing onto Brayards Road 
with issues arising as to potential loss of amenity. 

 48 - 52 Copeland Road.  These three houses are strictly within the geographic curtilage of the proposed site but 
there is no reference to this, presumably because their planning use is already C3.  This is an oversight as there will 
inevitably be some impact on them and vice versa.  

 The Atwell Estate.  This is a large housing development, originally a Council estate lying on the south west 
perimeter and consisting of two storey terraces grouped around small pedestrian squares.  The houses nearest 
Copeland Road are set back giving rise to grassed areas which may provide some suitable distancing for new 
development  

 Copeland Park.  The main entrance is somewhat unobtrusively located nearly opposite the Old Mill Building.  
Bearing in mind the significance of the Copeland Park estate in the centre of Peckham, any development must at 
the very least be consistent with the nature of this creative hub. 

 137 - 139 Copeland Road.  These are overlooked historical assets known as the ‘Safe Houses’ situated adjacent to 
the Copeland Park entrance.  They are two remaining examples of a familiar house type, the small mid Victorian 
terrace, once ubiquitous across many parts of South London but today mostly demolished.  It should be 37
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remembered that virtually the entire Blackpool Road site was once built over with this house type.  These houses 
are presently used for art and filming purposes. 

 141-151 Copeland Road: These are properties in marginal industrial use.  In their present use they would appear to 
have little impact on new residential development, albeit a somewhat adverse one. 

 Road network.  The A215 links Queens Road with Peckham Rye and the south. This is a local strategic route and is 
effectively bisected by the site with northbound traffic using Copeland Road, and southbound traffic using Consett 
Road.  It parallels and currently replaces Rye Lane as a cross route and for a local road it generates a fair amount of 
traffic.  There should be a separate assessment of future traffic patterns including the pedestrianisation of Rye 
Lane as they will impact on the site.   

       The one-way system at the junction of Consett Road and Copeland Road is ambiguous and should be addressed.   It 
       should be noted there was a suggested Tfl link road intended to simplify this junction that was never implemented.      
       It may not have been formally abandoned and thus should be clarified. 

 
 
 
CONCLUSION   
 
The proposed site is sufficiently close to the south end of Rye Lane to suggest some speculation on its impact on the town 
centre might be appropriate but there is none stated.  Equally no questions are raised concerning how the existing 
infrastructure might in turn affect the new proposal.  The immediate area is largely residential but that should be an 
incentive to explore public sector solutions.  How about micro-housing for key workers, Council owned housing 
development companies, social enterprise developments? There is no evidence of any thinking on these lines.  
 
The NSP prospectus is silent on any kind of innovative thought.  It is narrow, misinformed and depressing.  In short it is a 
disgrace and as such fails to meet any of the tests of soundness noted above and should be taken out of the NSP forthwith.     
 

 
    
 
 
 
 
 

 

z   
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Dear Planning Team,  
 
 

 

Title: Miss 

Full Name: Judith Carlton  
Email:  

Organisation (if any): N/A 

Address:  

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 

 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
 

Re: NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 

 
 

I do not consider this policy sound.  
 
 

Some of the amendments are welcome but they do not yet make this policy sound 
on the tests of soundness – positively prepared, justified or effective. Changes are 
required and some suggested for the reasons explained below.  
 
 

 

Your plan requires such revision that the site be removed from the Plan and for the 
council to initiate discussions with local residents who live directly along the site lines 
as well as the local businesses including Buildbase in the area to develop a plan for 
the site and the surrounding area. Consultation regarding this plan has not actually 
involved local residents or businesses, which surely cannot make it viable, especially 
within such a densely populated site area.  
 
 

 
 

Traffic Planning: 
 
 

The existing situation of Consort Road and roads surrounding the proposed site 
present an increasingly dangerous traffic situation as a major issue.  
 
 

The ongoing Rye Lane Diversion onto Consort Road has exacerbated the ongoing 
severe danger and unregulated speed limit of this narrow and already heavily 
overused road from Peckham High street traffic, well before the diversion was put in 
place to maintain distancing on Rye Lane.  
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There are no speed limit signs nor monitoring on this road, which is in constant, high 
volume usage 24 hours a day 7 days a week.  
 
 

The site allocation document does not specify how a new development should 
resolve this. The traffic issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion 
of bus and commercial traffic from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing which we 
are assuming could become a permanent feature.  
 
 

To be sound, the development plan for the site must have an effective 
accompanying plan for traffic management and controls in place to ensure that this 
dreadful existing traffic route is redesigned and made safe. Without that it is not 
compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets policies. The Stable Yard 
development currently underway on Consort Road, which features new homes, 
poses further issues for traffic management as it's entrance falls just prior to the 
notorious bottle neck of the corner of Consort and Copeland roads. 
 
 

As local residents whose flats face out directly onto Consort Road, we witness 
regular traffic accidents of various scales. I cannot foresee how any of your proposed 
plans will improve this already dangerous situation and for this development o take 
place we require satisfactory plans and management schedules to ensure that safe 
access is established within the new site plans, as well as in the period leading up to 
such plans being underway as it is wholly unsafe as the traffic flow currently stands.   
 
 

Essential Change to your Plan Proposal: ESSENTIAL requirement for an 
effective traffic plan for all the north–south and east-west traffic using 
Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to ensure that road 
infrastructure is improved in advance of and as subsequent part of any 
redevelopment.   
 
 

If it is not possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be 
removed from the Plan to enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. 
 

 
 

 
 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

 
 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated 
to the north of the site. This does not take into account the current location of 
Buildbase as a successful commercial building on the southern half of the site. It is 
also not appropriate to have tall buildings at the north end of the site as suggested, 
as it would not support the provision and implementation of the Peckham Coal Line 
as they would block the view. A tall building is not considered appropriate for this 
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locality where the vast majority of dwellings are two stories. The maximum heights of 
the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To be in keeping, and to ensure 
sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a maximum height should be 
added to the site allocation document.  
 
 

Requested change to plan: height for a taller building should be set at a 
maximum of 6 storeys to prevent severe loss of daylight to all residents living 
on the parameter of the proposed site.  
 
 

Your current proposals will significantly reduce if not eliminate in some cases 
daylight for all residents of Sarawak Court. This is unacceptable, and has been 
designed / planned without any consultation with local residents and any 
consideration for our quality of life.  
 
 

We therefore insist upon the completion of a Daylight and Sunlight 
Assessment to accompany your proposed plans for high density 
housing/buildings on this site, for residential feedback and consideration, as 
your development of this site will directly impede our living conditions.  
 

 

Density 

 
 

The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is 
a residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 
hectares. This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. 
However, the site allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on 
the site, so the site area and space for homes would be significantly reduced (as 
much of the site will be taken up by employment uses). This would push the density 
of the housing part of the site to much higher than 142 dwellings per hectare.  
 
 

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density 
of housing should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be 
kept at 142dph, the amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be 
reduced to exclude the bus depot.  
 
 

 
 

Green space 

 
 

The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has 
completely disappeared. It is a crucial principle to require greenspace as part of all 
new developments. As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the 
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development plan should include green spaces, for example this may be green 
corridors as part of the traffic redesign. 
 
 

 
 

 

The Old Mill Building 

 
 

The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site 
allocation document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, 
stating only that ‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets 
such as the railway viaduct and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland 
Road, which is of local interest’. This provides little protection over the building. A 
Local List will soon be prepared and the Old Mill Building will be nominated by local 
people.  
 
 

Requested change to plan: the site allocation document should state that the 
Old Mill Building specifically should be retained.  
 
 

 
 

Requested change: there should be a requirement for the development to 
include green space.  
Employment floorspace 

 
 

The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to 
treat the bus depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot 
takes up much of the site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, 
this floorspace should be excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on 
site.   
 
 

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be provided should exclude 
the floorspace currently being used as the bus depot.  
 
 

 
 

 
 

Low Line Walking Routes  
It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site 
allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal 
Line is part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and 
therefore needs to be better worded. 
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Requested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be 
redrafted for clarity. 
 

 

Surrounding area 

 
 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 
enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 
development and none are mentioned. 
 
 

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the 
development should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  
 
 

 
 

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 

 Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset  
 Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the 

bus depot.  
 Provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks, the site is suitable for 

housing  

 

Regards, 

 

Judith Carlton  
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Our Ref: DfE/Local Plan/Southwark 2020         21 October 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Re: Southwark Local Plan 

New Southwark Plan (Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the 
submitted New Southwark Plan) August 2020 

Submission of the Department for Education  

1. The Department for Education (DfE) welcomes the opportunity to contribute to 
the development of planning policy at the local level.    

2. DfE previously made representations to the Regulation 19 consultation in 
February 2018, stating the following points: 

- Clarification that developer contributions should be sought for school places 
where the places are generated by that development; 

- Signposting of mechanisms for the securing of developer contributions for 
funding and land. 

3. Under the provisions of the Education Act 2011 and the Academies Act 2010, all 
new state schools are now academies/free schools and DfE is the delivery body 
for many of these, rather than local education authorities. However, local 
education authorities still retain the statutory responsibility to ensure sufficient 
school places, including those at sixth form, and have a key role in securing 
contributions from development to new education infrastructure. In this context, 
we aim to work closely with local authority education departments and planning 
authorities to meet the demand for new school places and new schools. We 
have published guidance on securing developer contributions for education, at 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/delivering-schools-to-support-
housing-growth. You will also be aware of the corresponding additions to 
Planning Practice Guidance on planning obligations, viability and safe and 
healthy communities.  

4. We would like to offer the following comments in response to the above 
consultation document. 

Modifications 

P46 – Community Uses 

5. We note that there is a restriction on the change of use of community uses which 
would include social infrastructure and requirement for two years’ marketing to 
release the former use. We would consider that this is too restrictive and could 
lead to social infrastructure including education uses being unable to be 

Department for Education 
Sanctuary Buildings 
Great Smith Street 
London 
SW1P 3BT 
 
Tel:  
 
www.gov.uk/dfe  
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delivered in line with need and demand. It is important that there is flexibility 
within types of social infrastructure to enable best value for money for public 
services and agencies delivering these.  

6. Such policy requirements can also be challenging to the public sector/third 
sector organisations required to meet the tests, given the intensity of resource 
and timescales involved. This places additional burden on such organisation who 
are already frequently stretched and need to be able to realise value for money 
and efficiency.  

7. The current policy approach is not sufficiently flexible to allow for the expedient 
delivery of infrastructure changes. It is also not wholly clear on the scope of the 
change of use permitted. 

8. We would therefore propose the following changes to the policy text: 

2. In exceptional circumstances community facilities can be replaced by another non-
community use where they are surplus to requirements. This would be justified 
by: 

a) a marketing exercise for two years immediately prior to any planning application, 
for both its existing condition and as an opportunity for an improved community 
facility at market rates; or 

b) evidence and justification that the site is not suitable or required for 
continued use or alternative community use, due to its location, condition or 
site context. 

9. This would then ensure the most efficient use of sites in the borough. 

10. Part 3 of the policy does not wholly comply with the NPPF in relation to school 
place provision. The NPPF (at paragraph 94) requires that: ‘a sufficient choice of 
school places is available to meet the needs of existing and new communities… 
[to] widen choice in education.’ 

11. Therefore, we consider that the following amendment is required to the policy 
text to ensure consistency with the NPPF, positive planning to ensure that the 
ability for schools to be delivered to maximise choice, attainment and aspiration 
in Southwark. This is in recognition that in some instances, schools will be 
located to serve the catchment they are required to meet, which may not 
therefore be needed to be accessible by ‘all members of the community’.  

12. Furthermore, the London Plan Intend to Publish version (December 2019) 
clarifies this at Policy S3 part B 2), requiring that education facilities be located in 
accessible locations, with good public transport accessibility and access by 
walking and cycling.  

13. In addition to this, the references to D1 use class should be replaced with Class 
E, due to the changes made to the Use Classes Order in 2020.  

14. We would therefore propose the following changes to the policy text: 

3. Development will be permitted where: 

1. New community facilities are provided (Use Class E D1, D2 and Sui Generis) 
that are accessible for all members of the community that it is intended to 
serve. 
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Conclusion 

15. Finally, I hope the above comments are helpful in finalising LB Southwark’s 
Local Plan, with specific regard to the provision of land and developer 
contributions for new schools.  

16. Please notify DfE when the Inspector’s report is published and the Local Plan is 
adopted. 

17. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries regarding this 
response. DfE looks forward to continuing to work with LB Southwark to 
develop a sound Local Plan which will aid in the delivery of new schools.  

Yours faithfully, 

 

  
Head of Forward Planning  
 
Tel:  
Email:   
Web: www.gov.uk/dfe 
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Clinical Chair:                                                                     Accountable Officer:  

1 

 
 
Planning Policy 
Southwark Council  
PO BOX 64529  
London  
SE1P 5LX 
 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 
 

 
 

South East London CCG – Head Office 
160 Tooley Street  

London  
SE1 2TZ 

www.selondonccg.nhs.uk 
 

Tel:   
Email:  

 
 

22nd October 2002 
 

Dear Sir/Madam  
 
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SUBMISSION VERSION PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS FOR 
EXAMINATION 2019 to 2034 
 
This response is from the South East London Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) which 
covers the borough of Southwark. The CCG is pleased to respond to the latest proposed 
modifications of the New Southwark Plan (“New Southwark Plan Proposed Modifications”), 
which was submitted for examination in January 2020.  All comments are made in the context of 
tests of soundness, as set out in Paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(NPPF).   
 
The CCG is responsible for the commissioning of healthcare across its geographical area and is 
therefore particularly concerned with the built estate available from which such services are able 
to be provided. The estate may be sponsored directly by the CCG or required by a range of 
care providers including the local NHS trusts -Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust 
(GSTT), Kings’ College Hospital NHS Foundation Trust (KCH), South London and Maudsley 
NHS Foundation Trust (SLaM) – and a number of primary care and support service providers. 
 
We have worked with the NHS Healthy Urban Development Unit (HUDU) in considering the 
proposed changes to the New Southwark Plan and they are submitting a separate and wider 
response. We also support the comments in the representation from Guys and St Thomas’ NHS 
Foundation Trust. 
 
The CCG are responding in particular to Section CPC0149 & CPC0150 P30 Affordable 
workspace and I am quoting the HUDU response here to demonstrate our support for their 
response: 
Given the changing nature of work and the potential change in office and commercial space 
with more people working at home there is a need for a wider range of uses generating 
employment and activity in many parts of the borough and health and medical facilities can help 
provide this. NHS (not for profit) health and medical facilities should be considered as priorities 
for affordable workspace within the Clause 2 of the Policy. This would help meet the Council’s 
visions across the borough, enabling medical and wellbeing services to locate in accessible 
locations (and often more expensive locations) by including them within ‘affordable workspace’. 
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As the Council highlights, there is substantial demand from businesses and cultural users and 
this contributes to high rents which are unaffordable to the NHS, which will be competing for 
space in the same locations.  Primary care facilities in Southwark already need to expand 
capacity to meet the needs of the growing population, and the expansion of services within 
primary care, for example, physiotherapists, paramedics and pharmacists.   
 
We support GSTT ‘s response page  3: “It is requested that the policy is amended to make it 
clear that the office floorspace associated and ancillary to health services from a public health 
body would be able to occupy the affordable workspace”.  However, this should not be read to 
imply that we would only wish to use space for NHS administration, but also for the provision of 
healthcare services. 
 
Therefore, given that Clause 1.1 will require to be rewritten to refer to the new use classes order 
and we assume will reference Use Class E rather than Class B, this should include health and 
medical uses within the main body of the policy. 
 
We note that GSTT’s representation continues in relation to clause 4 of the policy “ The Trust 
would like to request that the exceptional circumstances referred to is widened to include health 
facilities, to support the delivery of social infrastructure in large developments.  Including health 
facilities as an exceptional circumstance will provide support to developers and healthcare 
providers such as the Trust, in being able to deliver new healthcare infrastructure. The Trust 
objects to the Plan unless this amendment is made. “ 
 
The CCG similarly objects to the plan on these terms and requests that such an amendment is 
made. 
 
Should Clause 2 not be amended to include not for profit healthcare to fall within the priority for 
affordable workspace then Clause 4 ‘exceptional circumstance’ should include health and 
medical uses. 
 
Clause 4 should state ‘In exceptional circumstances affordable retail (A class),  affordable 
health facilities or affordable cultural uses (D class), which provide a range of affordable access 
options for local residents’, may be provided as an `alternative to affordable workspace (B 
class). This will only be acceptable if there is a demonstrated need for the affordable use 
proposed and with a named occupier. If the alternative affordable use is no longer required in 
the future, the space should be made available for affordable workspace (B class) in 
accordance with the criteria above’.  
 
As stated by HUDU, we recognise that this policy along with other parts of the plan will need to 
be revised to reflect the new Use Classes Order, and with health and medical facilities falling 
within the new Use Class E  together with a wide range of business, commercial and other uses 
it would be logical for these to be considered alongside businesses in this policy. 
 
Finally, I wanted to highlight the matter of site allocation: 

 Swan Street Cluster – may provide health facilities 
 Bakerloo Line sidings and & St George’s Circus – may provide community health 

facilities  
 Newington Causeway – may provide community health facilities 
 Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre You will know that it has been the intention for a 

number of years to create a community health hub in this location and this response is 
written in the hope of the issue of affordable offices being reviewed to enable a site to be 
identified at an affordable cost.   
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 Surrey Quays/Canada Water must provide 2000 sqm health facility – this remains 
correct, even though a formal position has been reached whereby the developer 
contributes less than the whole of the value of this. 

 
Bakerloo Line Extension/ Old Kent Road – there needs to be an allocation here to create a 
Community Health Hub to serve both the existing and the proposed significantly expanded 
population. The space required for a community health hub is 4000 sqm. 
Several the site allocations include ‘may include a community health hub’ and it would be 
helpful if this were to include NHS facilities more generally. Where a hub is not required in a 
specific location, the development will nevertheless contribute to a demand for increased health 
facilities and we would need  the developer to  provide a contribution to expand or provide 
facilities elsewhere to mitigate the development and meet the needs of the new population.  
 
Summary 
The CCG is generally supportive of the New Southwark Plan Proposed Modifications and 
welcomes working collaboratively with the Council on any of the points raised in this response.   
It is requested that the above changes and principles are taken into account before any future 
adoption of the Draft Plan as part of the Examination process.  As well as GSTT, the CCG 
would like to reserve the right to appear at Examination, if any further hearing sessions are held, 
on any of the points raised in this letter.  
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Chief Financial Officer 
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Comments on the New Southwark Plan (Southwark Council’s Proposed 
Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan) 2018-2033 
 
07/10/20  
 
Irene Payne   
Member of Southwark Pensioners’ Action Group and resident of North Walworth  
 
Older people 
 
My comments relate to the soundness of the New Southwark Plan in relation to 
policies to support older people in adaptable and supported housing in the 
borough.  
 
The plan has a few very general references to older people and lacks specific 
policy commitments. The new Foreword refers to the Council’s commitment “to 
make Southwark an age friendly borough” and to “regeneration for all” but the 
plan is silent on actual examples or commitments.  
 
There is no reference to older people in the strategic targets despite the Council’s 
declared commitment to age friendliness.  
 
SP1 Quality affordable homes  - makes no reference to older people  and gives no 
indication to developers that Southwark  is seeking changes to support 
adaptable housing. Site allocations make no reference to housing or care 
facilities for elders  and are  silent on the possibilities for innovation, for example 
intergenerational housing. I do not think the plan has been positively prepared in 
respect of this, it is a gap in the policy – there is no clear policy of quality and 
affordable homes which cater for old people. There is an assessed need which 
has not been addressed by any policy commitments.  
 
SP2 Regeneration that works for all – there is only a very general commitment to 
“Developments being designed for diverse communities in Southwark and to 
ensure accessibility, and interaction regardless of disability, age or gender.” I do 
not believe this policy has been positively prepared in respect of the needs for 
older people. There are not concrete policies in order to meet this objective for 
older people.   
 
The SP’s single more specific reference is in the Old Kent Road section which  
states in  its aims “help foster a community in which young and old can flourish. 
Building nursery schools together with older peoples accommodation has had 
great success in other cities in reducing loneliness and social isolation . “   
 
The plan should develop more specific objectives for older people across its 
different sections, and in particular within regeneration and building different 
types and designs of housing. Without some concrete plans, the declared 
commitment to being an age friendly borough will be meaningless and I maintain 
that the plan is not sound because it has not been positively prepared and is not 
effective in this respect.  
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Local area comments   
 
The plan mentions areas at risk of flooding – New Kent Road is regularly very 
flooded from drains near the Rodney Road bus stop. Please can the plan address 
this?   
 
The Lendlease developments near me seem to continue to have high levels of 
unoccupied flats and houses. How will the plan ensure that this does not happen 
in the next phases of regeneration. This is unacceptable given the level of 
housing need in Southwark.  
 
Some residents  from  Lendlease car free developments manage to obtain Council 
parking permits and this  increased the amount of parking in nearby residential 
streets. How will the plan deliver real car free residential areas?   
 
Strategic Questions  
  
The Plan is in danger of being out of date before it is finalised. 
In the light of major impacts of Covid-19  on:   
 

 Retail - location, viability and development  
 Offices –reduced need, supply, underuse of existing buildings, design and 

size of internal space  
 Working practices including increases in working from home and locally  
 Residential density and housing design – to improve health and minimize 

disease especially among communities who have been most affected 
 Open space, gardens and trees – more and better access 
 Health -  the need to prevent and manage infection and ill health , and 

protect those most at risk such as BAME communities and elderly people  
 
There is therefore a need to revisit the strategic direction for the Borough set out 
in the Southwark Plan. Having the same priorities and doing more of the same 
will not meet the needs of changing living and working patterns which, whilst 
they which have been accelerated by the virus, were already underway, and are 
likely to be consolidated in the coming years.  
 
There is therefore a need to review the vision and plan for the new not the old 
world. At the very least there should be an identification of these likely major 
changes and the need for flexibility in the Plan, to respond.  
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From:    Steve Storr 

                

               

               

 

 is positioned at the junction or Copeland Road and Heaton 
Road. Its North wing looks out on Copeland Road and directly towards the 
Blackpool Road site. Some residents have shown an interest in the proposed 
housing development and its impact on this area. We were not approached 
formally for comment about this proposal and learned more from campaigners 
eager to preserve the historic mill building positioned on the site and facing 
Copeland Road. 
 

As secretary of this TRA I would put you two points for consideration as 
NSP72 - EIP27A is reviewed. 
 

1. The document should be withdrawn for further consultation with the 
broader community of site users, local residents and traders. Many of us 
wonder where a twenty-four hour bus garage, which takes up the 
majority of the ground space, will be re-located if the site is changed for 
residential and light industry use. There is also the question of a 
purpose built primary school adjacent to the site and whether it can 
remain in situ. 

2. The site is enclosed by three major highways; Copeland Road, Consort 
Road and Heaton Road and now has east/west filter roads Blackpool 
Road and Brayards Road being heavily used twenty-four hours by bus 
routes, commercial traffic, private cars and emergency vehicles 'on call'. 
The rise in traffic density and the pollution it causes is now a health & 
safety risk that has escalated following the closure of Rye Lane to motor 
vehicles. The likelihood of this changed highway system and traffic flow 
becoming permanent will alter the desirability of new residential 
dwellings being located on the site, especially for young families. Time 
should be allocated to review this changed scenario before any decision 
to proceed is taken. 

I hope you will find these observations of value in your assessment. 

 

With regards 

SLS 
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DP3027/HS/AL 

 

23rd October 2020 

 

Planning Policy Team 

5th Floor Hub 2 

Regeneration 

FREEPOST SE1919/14 

London 

SE1P 5EX 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

 

 

LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK  

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 

 

REPRESENTATIONS BY BRITISH LAND 

 

We write on behalf of BL CW Holdings Ltd, a subsidiary of British Land Company Plc (British Land), 

to submit representations to the proposed changes to the submitted New Southwark Plan. As you are 

aware, British Land hold substantial land interests in Southwark, most significantly at Canada Water 

and obtained planning permission for the Canada Water Masterplan on 29th May 2020 (ref. 

18/AP/1604).  

 

It is within this context that we welcome the opportunity to make representations to the submitted New 

Southwark Plan and this letter sets out our response to specific topics as below.  

 

Policy P1: Social Rented and Intermediate Housing 

 

Shared Ownership Value Cap 

 

British Land considers that the introduction of a Shared Ownership value cap is not an appropriate 

restriction to place on Share Ownership homes. The explanation of the policy suggests that Shared 

Ownership homes must not have an open market value which exceeds £600,000. This is stated at 

paragraph 6 of the reasons supporting the policy and also in the “Social rented and intermediate housing 

products” fact box which notes that “The Mayor states the open market value of a Shared Ownership 

home should not exceed £600,000.” 

 

The open market value restriction is not appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

• The restriction is unnecessary as household income caps are already provided for and ensure that 

intermediate homes are affordable to those in need of them (i.e. households with incomes of 

£20,000 to £90,000 as indicated in the Figure 2 in the policy). 
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• The restriction would prevent the delivery of many family homes with values in excess of 

£600,000 but which are affordable below the £90,000 income cap. For example, a 3 bed home 

at GLA space standards with a value of £700/ft2 (a level which much of the borough exceeds) 

would have a capital value of £647,500 but would be affordable at an income of £63,000. The 

Council’s proposal would therefore prevent delivery of this home, even though it falls within its 

affordability criteria.  

• There is no GLA policy supporting the £600,000 cap. The cap is only referenced as guidance 

within the Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (2017) and this guidance merely states that 

“Generally shared ownership is not appropriate where unrestricted market values of a home 

exceed £600,000” 

 

In light of the above, the text referencing the £600,000 value cap should therefore be deleted. 

 

Discount Market Rent Acceptability 

 

The “Social rented and intermediate housing products” fact box states that Discount Market Rent (DMR) 

homes will only be acceptable when provided at London Living Rent levels aimed at households who 

aspire to home ownership. 

 

The restriction of DMR to Living Rent levels is not appropriate for the following reasons: 

 

• As indicated by the Council’s Figure 2, a large number of households in the borough earn less 

than £60,000 but more than the level at which they may access social rent homes (indicated to 

be £20,000 within Figure 2). Restricting DMR to Living Rent levels would prevent the delivery 

of DMR homes suited to a number of these households. For example, the average Living Rent 

for a 2 bed home in Southwark is currently £1,047 per month, requiring a household income of 

c.£45,000. However, the Council’s data indicates that c.17,000 households have an income of 

£45,000 to £60,000. In some cases it may therefore be appropriate to set DMR rent levels above 

Living Rents to target these households, which in many cases will maximise delivery of 

affordable homes. 

• The restriction to Living Rent is not aligned to paragraph 5 of the reasons below the policy which 

simply states that Southwark prioritises Living Rent levels within DMR. 

• The reference to “households who aspire to home ownership” is not appropriate. The essence of 

DMR housing is that it offers high quality homes, professionally managed and with capped rent 

increases and longer tenancies which can be renewed. Many residents may therefore welcome 

this convenience and security and not aspire to home ownership. 

 

The fact box should be amended to clarify that DMR homes aligned to a range of household incomes up 

to £60,000 are permitted. 

 

First Homes 

 

The current policy references Starter Homes which the government has now replaced with First Homes. 

Given government’s stated intention to maximise the delivery of First Homes the policy should be 

amended to make reference to this product and that it is an acceptable form of intermediate housing. 
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Policy P2 New Family Homes 

 

Social Rent Home Bedroom Sizes  

 

The updated draft policy P2 notes that single occupancy bedrooms in social rented homes will not be 

accepted.  

 

The principle that affordable homes should be weighted towards larger types (e.g. 2B/4P rather than 

2B/3P). However, the change to prevent any single bedrooms would be overly restrictive and reduce the 

ability of future schemes to meet local needs in the best way possible. Particular areas of concern include:  

 

• A mix of singles and doubles, weighted towards doubles, allows flexibility to meet the needs of 

different family sizes. 

• Registered providers prefer to have a mix of unit types to meet the wide range of needs that they 

have to meet. 

• A mix of dwelling types allows the provision of homes to be maximised where there are design 

constraints due to site size / shape or other issues impacting on the form of the building.  

• Table 4.15 in the Southwark Strategic Housing Assessment Update 2019 notes that 14% of 

households contain one dependent child – this is a significant proportion of need for which 2B/3P 

homes would be well suited. 

 

Many recent schemes (including within the Council’s own housebuilding programme) have been 

approved at Committee with a proportion of single occupancy bedrooms. Table 2.1 demonstrates that a 

wide mix of unit sizes are being proposed across different schemes. This suggests that developers and 

their Registered Providers are using current flexibilities to best balance local housing needs, 

management considerations and the constraints of each site. As such there is no evidence that a 

prescriptive requirement for solely double bedrooms is required. 

 

Table 2.1 Extracted Bedroom Mix (% of Scheme by Unit) 

 

 

Scheme % 2b3p % 2b4p %3b4p %3b5p %3b6p 

Valmar Trading 

Estate 

14.9 6.4 40.4 19.1 2.1 

Landmark 

Court  

- 57.1 - - 8.6 

227-255 Ilderton 

Road 

5 35 - 20 - 

St Olaves 

Nursing Home  

16.1 24.2 8.0 6.4 - 
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Policy P14: Residential Design 

 

Point 11 of Policy P14 introduces the requirement for child play space to be on ground or low-level 

podium with multiple egress points. In certain circumstances, such as a single tower scheme, it may 

not be possible, practical or desirable to provide child play space at ground or low level and where 

play space can be designed safely and inclusively at higher levels, developers should not be precluded 

from doing so. We therefore request that this text is removed. 

 

Policy P16: Tall Buildings  

 

British Land welcomes the addition of “where appropriate” to point 7 of policy P16 requiring tall 

buildings to provide a new publicly accessible space at or near to the top of the building and 

communal facilities for users and residents. As recognised by the new wording, it is not appropriate to 

require all tall buildings to provide publicly accessible space at/near the top of the building. 

 

Updated Evidence Base 

 

Following the Inspector’s letter dated 20th April 2020, Southwark Council was required to provide 

supporting evidence that was either missing or required updating. Whilst Southwark Council’s 

response letter dated 20th May 2020 provides a summary of the main clarifications/changes to the 

evidence base, it is very unclear what the specific changes to each document are.  

 

Without tracked changes, it is impossible to review how the documents have been amended.  

 

In particular, clarification on what changes/updates have been made to the following documents is 

sought so that we can be certain not to have missed any important changes to the new policies / 

supporting documentation / evidence base materials: 

 

• Health impact assessment (updated July 2020) (EIP77) 

• Updated Equalities Analysis Impact Assessment (updated July 2020) (EIP76A–C) 

• Statement of Conformity and legal checklist (EIP75) 

• Updated Integrated Impact Assessment – IIA (EIP72) 

• Habitats Regulation Assessment (updated April 2020) (EIP23) 

• Updated Statement of Common Ground with Environment Agency (July 2020) (EIP64) 

• Southwark Site Allocations Methodology Paper (updated July 2020) (EIP82) 

• Tall building background paper (July 2020) (EIP54) 

 

In addition, the Heritage supplementary planning document Consultation Version (July 2020) (EIP55) 

has not been uploaded to the consultation website so it has not been possible to review this document. 

Further, it is unclear if the Energy Background Paper (EIP59) is a new document and what the purpose 

of this report is.  
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Summary 

 

We trust that our representations will be fully considered and taken into account during the course of the 

Examination.  If you require any clarification on any matters, or wish to discuss our representations 

further, please do not hesitate to contact me or  of this office.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

DP9 Ltd 
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23rd October 2020 

Planning Policy,  

5th Floor Hub 2 

Southwark Council 

PO Box 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 

Via e-mail 

 

 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

 

New Southwark Plan Proposed Changes to the Submission Version (August 2020)  

LHG Representation  

 

We write on behalf of our client, LHG (London Hotel Group), regarding the ‘Proposed Changes 

to the Submission Version’ (August 2020) consultation being undertaken by London Borough 

of Southwark (LBS) in the preparation of a Draft Local Plan.  LHG own several hotels across 

London, including one within Southwark (at 110 Peckham Road, SE15 5EU). 

 

We have previously made representations to the then Policy P36 of the ‘Proposed Submission 

Version: Amended Policies’ (January 2019) in correspondence dated 12th April 2019.  

 

We note the Inspectors Direction that representations should only comment where; 

 

(i) from anyone who was unable to comment on the APV content and now wishes to 

do so; and  

(ii) anyone who now wishes to comment on the latest proposed changes and the 

latest evidence base 

 

This representation relates specifically to the ‘soundness’ of draft Policy P40 (Hotels and other 

visitor accommodation) of the ‘Proposed Changes to the Submission Version (August 2020), 

which now states (with tracked changes from the Amended Policies (January 2019) version of 

Policy P36): 

 

1. Development for hotels and other forms of visitor accommodation must not harm the local 

character or amenity by the design, scale, function, parking and servicing arrangements respond 

positively to the local character and protect the amenity of the local community and visitors to the 

hotel..  

 

2. A minimum of 10% of the total floorspace must be provided as ancillary facilities in hotel 

developments that incorporate a range of publicly accessible daytime uses and offer employment 

opportunities.  

65 Gresham Street 

London 

EC2V 7NQ 

 

 

 

 
avisonyoung.co.uk 
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We note that the Amended Policies (January 2019) version of the then Policy P36 introduced 

that ‘a minimum of 10% of the total floorspace must be provided as ancillary facilities in hotel 

developments that incorporate a range of daytime uses and offer employment 

opportunities’’. Our objection in April 2019 was that there are strong grounds to conclude 

that hotel ancillary facilities should be encouraged but not required in the New Southwark 

Plan. We considered that the wording was overly prescriptive and fails the tests of soundness 

set out in the NPPF. 

 

The Council’s Consultation Reponses document1 to our letter dated 12th April states that; 

 

“The requirement for 10% ancillary space is viewed to be justified to ensure the vitality and viability 

of Southwark's public spaces, streets and developments. P36 sets out that the provision of these 

spaces creates additional employment and encourages the use of hotels by communities and 

visitors.”  

 

We note that the Council has subsequently published a Background Paper titled ‘Hotel and 

visitor accommodation’ December 20192 and have reviewed this. We remain supportive of 

the principle in para. 31 of that document in that; 

 

“Southwark remains supportive of new hotels as long as other plan commitments and the 

requirements of site allocations and development management policies can be me”. 

 

The Council states that the requirement to provide a minimum floor area of ancillary use is 

based upon; 

 

“13. An additional requirement was added to the Amended Policies version of the NSP (January 

2019) which required a minimum of 10% of the total floorspace to be provided as ancillary facilities 

in hotel developments that incorporate a range of daytime uses and offer employment 

opportunities. This was added in recognition of the need for hotels to contribute positively towards 

civic and community amenity space to foster good integration with the local community and 

provide local employment. Previously the policy encouraged these uses however it is considered an 

important requirement and 10% of floorspace was considered reasonable and tangible. Many 

hotels are now incorporating public spaces within the ground floor as a feature of the design and 

enhancing technology to improve the traditional experience of a hotel lobby. Spaces are being 

transformed the functional to the 6 social, incorporating ideas such as retail pop-up shops, co-

working spaces, public restaurants, bars, community or civic spaces, classes and workshops.5”. 

 

The Council refers to the ‘New London Architecture, London’s Hotels – expanding social 

spaces, 2019’ document, as footnote 5. This external document has been reviewed and we 

note the purpose of the report as a research paper which examines changing trends, rather 

than being based upon empirical evidence. It cannot therefore have weight in directing a 

Background Paper, nor can it directly inform Policy in demanding an explicit requirement. 

1 Examination document SP428 
2 Examination document SP404 
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The reference to 10% floorspace is entirely arbitrary and does not consider the operational 

differences between hotels across the Borough. Indeed, this is very clear in the NLA 

document which acknowledges that the services provided by hotels vary between the 

product and the market that they serve. For instance, a budget hotel will provide a different 

product, and therefore have different operation requirements when compared to a more 

expensive hotel. This much is noted on page 16 of the NLA document which states; 

 

“Where a mixture of offers may be slightly less relevant is with budget hotels. If their purpose is to 

make an area accessible and to be functional, somewhere to sleep but little else, then cocktail bars 

and destination restaurants are less important. What budget hotels can do is bring people into an 

area who will then visit local restaurants, shops, and attractions.” 

 

Indeed, the wider contribution of a hotel to the vitality and vibrancy of a local area through 

external expenditure is noted3, as opposed to a comprehensive requirement to provide 

publicly accessible ancillary space. The document that the Council relies upon to justify the 

10% requirement is therefore clear in that there are operational factors which determine the 

layout and functions provided within a hotel. 

 

Our position therefore remains that we seek the re-wording of Draft Policy P40 Part 2 to 

reflect the Submission Version New Southwark Plan, which stated: 

 

2. Supporting ancillary facilities in hotel developments will be permitted where they incorporate a 

range of daytime uses and offer employment opportunities 

 

In the following section, we have assessed the soundness of Draft Policy P40 in accordance 

with Para 35 of the NPPF, which states that a Local Plan should be positively prepared, 

justified, effective and consistent with national policy. Overall, we continue to consider that 

Part 2 of Draft Policy P40, as now revised in the Proposed Changes to the Submission Version 

(August 2020) (i.e. requires a minimum of 10% for ancillary facilities and for the facilities to 

be publicly accessible) is ineffective, unjustified through a lack of evidence and contrary to 

the objectives of providing additional guest accommodation and delivering a most efficient 

use of the land set out the current and draft London Plan and NPPF.  

 

Unjustified through Lack of Evidence 

 

In the Background Paper titled ‘Hotel and visitor accommodation’ December 2019, the 

Council now introduces an evidence base which assesses the supply and demand for visitor 

accommodation in the borough. Nevertheless, we consider the introduction of a requirement 

to provide a minimum area of ancillary and publicly accessible floorspace to be unfounded.  

 

No representations were also made on this basis to Draft Policy P36 in the Submission version 

of the New Southwark Plan (Proposed Submission Version), which was consulted on between 

December 2017 and February 2018.  

3 P.25 of the ‘New London Architecture, London’s Hotels – expanding social spaces, 2019’ 

document 
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Furthermore, the Council’s evidence base does not align with the strategic objective of the 

Intend to Publish version of the London Plan, nor does it provide any reasoned justification 

behind the proposed requirement for ancillary and publicly accessible floorspace. We 

therefore consider that the decision to reword Policy P40 twice to state that hotel 

developments are required to include 10% ancillary space and now to require these spaces 

to be publicly accessible is unjustified.  

 

We continue to note that a hotel’s ancillary offering is dependent on a number of factors, 

such as guest profile, brand / operator, location and the size and nature of the hotel. 

Furthermore, the now additional requirement for such space to be publicly accessible does 

not consider the operational requirements of a hotel and the potential for conflicts between 

guests and members of the public. As such, we consider that the application of Draft Policy 

P40 is over-prescriptive and unreasonable as it fails to consider the variety evident in the 

hotel sector.  

 

Finally, Draft Policy P40 Part 2 fails to consider the ancillary hotel services, which do not 

require additional floorspace and which will already be integrated into the function of the 

hotel. These include transportation services, room entertainment or valet services. These 

ancillary uses also enhance the guest experience and can generate additional employment 

but are not recognised under Policy P40. The definition of ancillary facilities subsequently 

should be included in the final version of the New Southwark Plan. 

 

Ineffectiveness at Achieving Policy Objectives 

 

We continue to challenge the effectiveness of the 10% ancillary space requirement to provide 

“a range of daytime uses and offer employment opportunities”. A main planning benefit of 

applications for new / intensification of C1 Use is the creation of new jobs, where the Homes 

& Communities Agency estimates that one full time job is created per one to five bedrooms 

subject to hotel type (Employment Density Guide 2015). The 10% ancillary requirement could 

therefore result in fewer guestrooms and a reduction in employment potential. 

 

Secondly, we must stress that the apparent basis for 10% ancillary floorspace which is publicly 

accessible is aspirational and emerges from a research document rather than any empirical 

evidence. Whilst we welcome the aspirations of Draft Policy P40 Part 2 and acknowledge that 

some hotels could better support a range of daytime uses, this should not be required by 

policy. Moreover, a blanket application of Draft Policy P36 Part 2 risks creating redundant or 

under-utilised spaces in some hotels, where there is a lack of demand for daytime uses or 

over-competition from similar premises. This has the potential to be in conflict with the 

objectives for Policy P40 Part 1 which seeks to ensure that function (of the hotel must) 

respond positively to the local character. 

 

Inconsistency with the London Plan and NPPF 

 

A need for additional visitor accommodation is a common theme in the London Plan and 

emerging New London Plan. The Intend of Publish version of the London Plan estimates that 
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an additional 58,000 bedrooms of serviced accommodation are required in London by 2041 

to accommodate heightened demand (equating to 2,230 bedrooms per annum across 

London). This represents an increase compared to the current Local Plan (a target of 40,000 

net additional hotel rooms by 2036).  

 

The Council’s Background Paper titled ‘Hotel and visitor accommodation’ December 2019 

suggests that the Borough has net demand of 1,795 serviced accommodation rooms until 

2041, and that an excess supply over demand of 279 hotel rooms exists in the Borough in 

that timeframe4.  

 

We therefore accept the position that the Council is supportive of new hotels as long as other 

plan commitments and the requirements of site allocations and development management 

policies can be met. Both plans also identify appropriate locations for hotel use and supports 

hotel use where it will not compromise local amenity or the balance of local land uses. 

Therefore, we consider that Draft Policy P40 Part 1 is consistent with the London Plan in this 

respect. 

 

However, Part 2 represents a departure from the emerging Policy E10 of the London Plan, 

whereby there is no such requirement to provide ancillary and publicly accessible floorspace, 

and which could present an obstacle to achieving the increases in guest accommodation 

targeted in the London Plan.  As such, we also consider that Draft Policy P40 Part 2 is 

inconsistent with the NPFF. In particular, Section 11 of the NPPF encourages an effective use 

of land, which the requirement for 10% ancillary space contradicts. In addition, to support 

town centre growth, paragraph 87 of the NPPF states: 

 

“When considering edge of centre and out of centre proposals, preference should be given to 

accessible sites which are well connected to the town centre. Applicants and local planning 

authorities should demonstrate flexibility on issues such as format and scale, so that opportunities 

to utilise suitable town centre or edge of centre sites are fully explored.” 

 

Our proposed re-wording of Draft Policy P40 subsequently seeks policy greater flexibility and 

reiterates that different hotels will have different needs or capabilities to provide ancillary 

facilities in accordance with the NPPF.  

 

Summary 

 

On the above basis, we consider that there are strong grounds to conclude that ancillary and 

publicly accessible facilities should be encouraged but not required in the New Southwark 

Plan. We consider that the current wording is overly prescriptive, is not found in any justified 

evidence and fails the tests of soundness set out in the NPPF. Therefore, it is quite 

appropriate for the Council to revert to its original wording of Policy P36 as set out in the 

Proposed Submission Version (December 2017). 

 

4 Measured against The GLA Hotel Demand Study (2006) requirement of 2,500 between 2007 to 

2026. 
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Overall, we trust our representation will be taken into account in the preparation of the New 

Southwark Plan and we would be grateful for confirmation of receipt of this letter. In the 

meantime please let me know if you have any queries 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Associate Director 

 

 

For and on behalf of Avison Young (UK) Limited  
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NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation. October 2020 
  

I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 
the submitted NSP August 2020’. 
Contact details   
Title:  
Full Name: Eileen Conn 
Email:  
coordinator of Peckham Vision, & coordinator of Southwark Planning Network (SPN) 
Address:   
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 
I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the right 
direction, but they do not yet make this policy pass the tests of soundness – positively prepared, 
justified or effective. Changes are still required and some are suggested for the reasons explained 
below.   
 

It still needs such revision that it may be better to remove the site from the Plan and initiate 
discussions including Buildbase and other local businesses and local people in the area to develop a 
plan for the site and the surrounding area. But I now discover that Grafton’s the owner of 
Buildbase has also commented that the allocation is unsound and have asked for discussion on a 
Statement of Common Ground (SOCG). As a result I have also asked if I and other local people who 
are concerned about some of the same issues as Grafton’s could join in with those discussions. This 
may to some extent provide the opportunity for the discussion I proposed in my previous 
comments in 2018 if the site could be removed from the NSP. Those discussions under the SOCG 
process may enable me to withdraw the suggestion that the site be removed from the NSP. I 
comment below on the issues or facts that have come out as a result of the changes made to the 
allocation. 
 

The Old Mill Building 
I welcome the appearance of the Old Mill Building on the map. Over the last two years or so our 
Peckham Vision small team has arranged some workshops and drop ins to the Old Mill Building and 
conducted a survey about what the visitors think about the building. We have had over 100 surveys 
completed and almost all said that the building was an important part of Peckham’s heritage from 
the industrial Victorian era, and that such a sturdy building with a large interior                                                                                                       
is an important community space. But the site allocation does not specifically state that this 
building should be protected, stating only that ‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated 
heritage assets such as the railway viaduct and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 
Copeland Road, which is of local interest’. This provides little protection over the building. A Local 
List (Policy P70) will soon be prepared and the Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people.  
Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building 
specifically should be retained.  
 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 
The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated to the north of 
the site. This does not take into account the current location of Buildbase as a successful 
commercial building on the southern half of the site. New information is that Graftons have 
confirmed that they wish to remain on the site. Also the Peckham Coal Line has now been included 
in the site location details. While it is welcome to recognise links because of proximity with the Coal 
Line, the location of tall buildings at the north end of the site as suggested, would not support the 
provision and implementation of the Coal Line as they would block the view. In addition a tall 
building is not considered appropriate for this locality where the vast majority of dwellings are two 
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stories. The maximum heights of the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To be in keeping, 
and to ensure sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a maximum height should be 
added to the site allocation document.  
Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys subject to impacts on the 
Old Mill Building and amenity of existing neighbouring occupiers, the location of commercial 
buildings should secure the future of Buildbase on the site. 
 

Density 
The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is a residential 
density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 hectares. This may be a 
suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. However, the site allocation specifies 
that employment floorspace be re-provided on the site, so the site area and space for homes would 
be significantly reduced (as much of the site will be taken up by employment uses). This would 
push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher than 142 dwellings per hectare.  
Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of housing should 
be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be kept at 142dph, the amount of re-
provided employment floorspace should be reduced to exclude the bus depot.  
 

Employment floorspace 
The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to treat the bus 
depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot takes up much of the site and 
is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, this floorspace should be excluded from the 
amount needed to be re-provided on site.   
Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should exclude the floorspace 
currently being used as the bus depot.  
 

Low Line Walking Routes  
It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site allocation. But 
the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal Line is part of the site under 
its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and therefore needs to be better worded. 
Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for clarity. 
 
Green space 
The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has disappeared. It 
is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all new development. As connectivity is 
an important aspect of the site, the development plan should include green spaces, for example 
this may be green corridors as part of the traffic redesign. 
Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include some green 
space.  
 
Traffic plan 
In the several local discussions over the last two years about the future of this site, its current 
assets and its difficulties, a major issue raised by almost all is the unhealthy and dangerous traffic 
situation. The site allocation document does not specify how a new development should resolve 
this. The traffic issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion of bus and commercial 
traffic from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may become a permanent feature. To be 
sound, the development plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic 
management. Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets policies.  
Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–south and 
east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to ensure that road 
infrastructure is improved as part of any redevelopment.  If it is not possible to include this in the 
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site allocation, the site should be removed from the Plan to enable the traffic plan to be 
developed and agreed. 
 
Surrounding area 
The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural enterprises 
quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the development and none are 
mentioned. 
Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the development should 
show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  
 
Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 

 Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset 

 Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the bus depot. 
 The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks.  
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Submission of Comments on New Southwark Plan 
24 October 2020 
 
From:       

 
 
I have filled in the questionnaire in Southwark’s Consultation Hub but after Section 9 it would 
not allow me to proceed or submit my comments.  I have sought guidance from 
planningpolicy@southwark but am emailing this in case I am unable to complete the 
questionnaire.  I do not know what further questions there might be after Section 9 but I 
would be grateful to be invited to the Examination in Public. 
_______________________________________________________________________ 

 
SP1a:  SOUTHWARK’S DEVELOMENT TARGETS 
 
Not Justified, Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
These targets for homes and jobs are just numbers (huge numbers) to be imposed wherever 
possible in the Borough.  This Plan should be growing from the ground up, building from 
what is there at the moment.  It should be encouraging developments that would be a 
positive benefit to what exists and make places better to live and work in.  It should not be 
the job of any constructive plan to start with a number, look at what can be bulldozed away 
and then squeeze excessive numbers of homes, jobs, offices, or shops into whatever empty 
sites it has made.  That is bad planning; meaning this Plan is not positively prepared, not 
justified and will not be effective in meeting the stated reasons for this policy.  The fact that 
the Council is having to build up to 48 storeys is already proof of failure as they are not 
creating good places to live; they are creating investment opportunities.  Please build from 
what already exists – don’t bulldoze away the people and the life and try to start all over 
again. 
 
“… new development must provide housing …to integrate with existing communities and 
improve places for existing residents and businesses particularly in the areas around where 
the new development is being built.”  This policy is not positively prepared or effective 
because in Pages Walk, Willow Walk and Crimscott Street the Council is doing the opposite. 
 
Alternative - See above 
 
SP1b:  SOUTHWARK’S PLACES - The same comments apply 
 
SP2:  REGENERATION THAT WORKS FOR ALL 
 
Not Justified, Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
I would like to add to my previous comments in May 2019 because now we have a local 
example of how hollow and ineffective the words of this policy are.  I trust the inspectors will 
be able to see my full comments from 15 May 2019 rather than the largely deleted version in 
document SP206. 
 
The argument is used by developers that their proposals comply with emerging policies so, 
presumably, this “emerging” policy SP2 is what was being followed by Southwark’s planners 
in the three pre-submission meetings they had with the applicant of planning application 
20/AP/1120 for the redevelopment of 29-31 Pages Walk.  This is an example of 
“regeneration” not working for anyone except the developers.  If this is how the Council 
intends to implement this policy, by supporting a 9-storey glass block towering over a 2-3 
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storey street of brick houses and industrial units, and a Conservation Area, then it is not just 
not positively prepared but is a deceitful use of words. 
 
Within application 20/AP/1120 the Design & Access Statement includes drawings for the 
whole of the east side of the top end of Pages Walk and shows 4 other similar buildings.  
(See pages 32 & 54.)  This information could only have been brought together by the 
Council’s planners.  Page 45 of the Planning Statement tells us that Southwark’s planners 
informed the applicant that a building of greater height and proportion was proposed for 33 
Pages Walk, on the corner with Willow Walk. Another 9-storey block has been proposed for 
the corner of Willow Walk and Crimscott Street and a 14-storey block suggested for the 
other side of Crimscott Street.  “Regeneration that works for all” except for the people who 
live in this residential area.  So much for “giving people from every community the 
opportunity to collaborate throughout the regeneration process”.  
 
No one even told us a planning application had been submitted proposing to destroy our 
neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the process”.  
 
This policy is not positively prepared as it does not mean what it says and it encourages 
developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the 
people and the area in which they are proposed.   
 
It is not justified because no one living here wants this development with 51 residents 
objecting to the application and a petition with over 70 signatures objecting to it.   
 
It is not effective because planners do not follow what the policy says and it will destroy a 
decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment.  It is very far from “Ensuring…a positive relationship with the public realm 
and the existing place.” 
 
As for “…improving…good health and wellbeing…” - many of us feel sick, threatened and 
highly stressed thanks to the Council’s apparent proposals for our area coming at us 
relentlessly out of the blue. 
 
Alternative - As an alternative to this policy the Council should work positively with the local 
communities across the Borough, rather than against them, and develop proposals that the 
residents of an area support. 
 
 
 
 
AV13:  OLD KENT ROAD AREA VISION 
 
Not Justified, Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
“Development will be phased based on the commitment and delivery of the Bakerloo Line 
extension.”  Improving the Old Kent Road should never have been dependent on the 
Bakerloo Line Extension which now appears to be many more decades away.  Development 
should be small scale, achievable and in keeping with the existing rather than the 
megalomaniac proposals currently being given permission only to cause decades of blight.  
The current Old Kent Road policies will destroy existing communities (eg around Pages 
Walk) and not replace anything while the Bakerloo Line Extension is stalled. 
 
Start again with a down to earth Area Vision for the Old Kent Road, growing from what is 
there at the moment and not dependent on the Bakerloo Line Extension. 
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P12:  DESIGN OF PLACE 
 
Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
The same comments apply to this policy as to “SP2: Regeneration that works for all”, above.  
All these aspirations have been negated by the Council’s proposals for the upper end of 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk. 
 
Alternative - As an alternative to this policy the Council should work positively with the local 
communities across the Borough, rather than against them, and develop proposals that the 
residents of an area support. 
 
 
P16:  TALL BUILDINGS 
 
Not Justified & Not Positively Prepared 
 
Further to the comments I submitted in May 2019, this policy has been amended again.  Tall 
buildings are now defined as “…above 30m…and also where they are significantly higher 
than surrounding buildings or their emerging context.”   
 
In Pages Walk & Crimscott Street extremely high 9-storey buildings are proposed on the 
east side of the top end of Pages Walk and the north side of Willow Walk.  They are 
completely out of context with the 2-3 storey buildings in Pages Walk and the Conservation 
Area but the developers claim they are in keeping with the “emerging context” on Crimscott 
Street.  Further proposals are already claiming earlier planning applications as precedents 
when they are all completely out of context.  These are tall buildings but not quite 30m so 
they do not comply with any of the requirements stated in this policy (except strategic & 
Borough views) though they are just as detrimental to the neighbourhood as buildings over 
30m would be. 
 
Buildings of this size and height should never be considered, let alone encouraged, in this 
sort of context and this must apply to many neighbourhoods across the Borough.  Planning 
permissions for 9-storey blocks have been given for Crimscott Street and it is plain for 
everyone to see what a disaster it is.  The sky has been stolen.  It is a dark, rancorous ravine 
even when only a quarter of it has been built.  Human beings need daylight & sunlight to live, 
let alone to have “healthy, active lives”.  The Council should be prevented from destroying 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk too.  This policy is ineffective because it is not protecting 
existing established residential neighbourhoods, or “heritage assets”, “the townscape 

character”, “the public realm”, or “a positive pedestrian experience” 
 
This policy is not positively prepared because existing context must be given absolute 
priority over “emerging context”. 
 
Alternative – This policy should state that existing context must be given absolute priority 
over “emerging context”. 
 
 
P19: CONSERVATION AREAS 
 
Not Effective 
 
While I support the intentions in this policy it is not strong enough to be effective.  As 
previously mentioned a building has been proposed for Pages Walk where the applicant had 
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three pre-submission discussions with Southwark’s planners, who were presumably working 
to this policy, and the adjacent Pages Walk Conservation Area is ignored. 
 
The Pages Walk Conservation Area Appraisal (page 21) says the small-scale residential 
character is a defining element and points out (page17) the importance of the gateway to the 
Conservation Area formed by The Willows on one side and the Victoria pub on the other. 
Unfortunately, this view will be blocked by the projecting front wall of the proposed 
development which will also rise so high over the gateway as to make it completely 
meaningless. The view from the Conservation Area out through the gateway will also 
become totally meaningless with this massive block darkening the sky and towering over all 
of our history.  For the planners to so thoroughly miss these aspects of a Conservation Area 
means this policy is ineffective and must be strengthened significantly. 
 
Alternative – Strengthen this policy so that developers have to comply with it. 
 
 
 
P41:  PUBS 
 
Not Effective 
 
I support this policy but the Plan should include the New London Plan Policy D13 Agent of 
Change to limit any actions that residents of new developments can make with regard to 
existing noise generators such as pubs. 
 
Alternative – As above 
 
 
 
P50:  WALKING 
 
Not Effective 
 
I support this policy (and the growth in cycling) but the greatest danger and disincentive to 
walking now comes from cyclists and motorised scooters rather than vehicles.  It really must 
be emphasised and made clear that pavements are for pedestrians, as that is the only way 
pedestrians can be safe.  You cannot hear cyclists or motorised scooters coming up behind 
you and they can appear from any direction which is so dangerous.   
 
A walk in the park also becomes more stressful when cyclists are in a race to get to work 
whether or not there is supposed to be pedestrian priority.  This policy needs to be made 
more effective. 
 
Alternative - The policy needs to be strengthened to protect pedestrians. 
 
 
 
P68:  SUSTAINABILITY 
 
One way this policy could be made more effective is to promote the retention and reuse of 
buildings wherever possible.  Demolition of existing buildings should be controlled and 
justified throughout the Borough, not just in historic areas.  This could avoid much of the 
environmental damage from redevelopment. 
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NSP54:  CRIMSCOTT STREET & PAGES WALK 
 
Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
Many of the comments above (SP2, P16, & P19) relate to this Site Allocation.  It is not 
positively prepared or effective in so far as developers are treating Pages Walk and Willow 
Walk as streets to be destroyed in the way they are doing to Crimscott Street.  The Site 
Allocation needs to be rewritten to confirm that any developments on the east side of the top 
end of Pages Walk and the north side of Willow Walk need to be of height and size to blend 
in with the existing character and townscape in Pages Walk.  This means a limit of 3 storeys 
or 10m height, on the existing building line. 
 
Alternative – As above 
 
 
NSP55:  MANDELA WAY  
 
Not Justified, Not Effective & Not Positively Prepared 
 
EiP38: Mandela Way Dunton Road Feasibility Study is included with the Council’s 
submission documents but what status does it have?  Page 94 suggests new 3-storey 
houses could be built at 22m from the back fences of the Pages Walk Conservation Area 
houses.  This would be preferable to the proposal in the OKR AAP which had workshops 
and light industry built right up to the back fences.  
 
The suggestions for Marcia Road 3-storey houses being 14m back wall to back wall with 
new 4-storey residential blocks (presumably flats) does not look at all attractive. 
 
The 16-storey blocks of flats look similarly unattractive as a way of providing homes.  Maybe 
if 16-storey housing is necessary to provide a park the park is not worth it and decently 
designed lower rise houses and flats, and no park, would make a much better solution.   
 
I cannot believe that the vast amount of development proposed for Mandela will not greatly 
increase the traffic pressure in Willow Walk and the top end of Pages Walk.  The occupants 
of the 2000 new homes are going to require servicing and transportation, whether or not they 
are allowed cars. 
 
Alternative – Confirm the planning guidance for the backs of existing houses in Pages Walk 
and re-assess Marcia Road.  Re-assess whether the park is worth pushing so many new 
homes up into the air and away from the ground.  Re-assess if 2000 decent new homes are 
really viable on this site. 
 
 
FURTHER COMMENTS 
Submitting comments to the NSP is an incredibly complex process.  As far as I know I have 
only succeeded in encouraging one other local resident to undertake the task; it is far too 
daunting. 
 
I wanted to include comments on “P68: Sustainability” but the questionnaire gave me no 
option to do that.  What I wanted to say is included in this pdf under policy P68 above. 
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My name is Janine Rowe and I live at .  I would like to 
speak at the EiP. 
 
- I note that the Council is relying on a yet to be adopted SCI which won’t be finalised 
until after this consultation closes. 
 
- I note that due to the extraordinary circumstances we are living under, with Covid 
restrictions, it is not realistic to expect a full and fair process of consultation on the 
Amended NSP to take place. 
 
I would like to comment on the following policies: 
 
P1: Social rented and intermediate housing.  I do not think this policy is positively 
prepared or effective. 
 
Whilst the Fast Track process for developments is consistent with the London Plan in 
not requiring a viability assessment for those that provide 40% tenure compliant 
affordable provision, it is not consistent with the mix of social housing required for 
existing residents of the Borough on the housing waiting list. 
 
I can expand on this in further evidence. 
 
P2:  New Family Homes.  I do not think this policy is positively prepared or effective. 
 
This policy has been amended to include the Old Kent Road.  It states that 
development is required to provide 20% family homes but notes that major schemes 
already approved on the OKR are delivering 20%, or less and may be constrained by 
design and viability from providing a greater percentage.  The NSP states delivery of 
family housing is being prioritised in the affordable housing element of the schemes, 
where this need is highest. 
 
This policy has not been effective within the OKR.  On one major site, approved in 
Oct 2018, of 1,152 units just 55 are 3 bedded.  There are no units above 3 beds.  
There are approximately 3,500 families on the housing waiting list in the OKR area, 
the majority are for housing of 3+ bedrooms. 
 
I can expand on this in further evidence. 
 
I think the NSP is unsound as it is reliant on delivery of housing within the OKR site 
allocations that is predicated on the delivery of the Bakerloo Line Extension which 
has now been shelved by TfL indefinitely.  This may render some developments 
(approved but not not yet delivered) financially unviable. 
 
SP2:  Regeneration that works for All 
 
This is not effective.  In relation to P2 New Family Homes the NSP is failing to meet 
the needs of the resident local population and those most in need of family housing. 
 
The Public Sector Equality Duty has not been met in relation to the Old Kent Road.  
In the OKR, 62% of the resident population is of Black and Minority Ethnic descent 
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and over represented on the waiting list for social housing.  The regeneration 
underway is not meeting their needs and indeed excludes them from the vast 
majority of housing under development. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Janine Rowe 
Sent from my iPad 
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SUBMISSION (22.10.20): REVISED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN  
 
Introduction 
 
Once again I find myself in the unenviable position of making a 
submission on this matter. Previously wrote in April 2017 and May 
2019 and will not repeat points made in these submissions as I’ve 
been assured the points made will be considered. However, I must 
say that the latest revised submission, which the Council officers – 
and members - decided they did not need to consult on, has many 
changes but none of great substance acknowledging and 
responding to comments previously made. I think the Inspector 
was quite right to challenge the Council on the legality of the 
document and am astonished that the Council decided to just 
consult on the amendments they had made – and not consulted 
on. As we are all aware we are in the middle of a pandemic and 
thus consultation activities have been very limited. Eight weeks is 
really a completely inadequate period of time for this important 
consultation. I have seen no advertising or awareness raising by 
the Council apart from some reference buried in what they 
acknowledgte is a poorly designed website. Over my many years 
of involvement – as a local government officer, councillor, 
voluntary organisation youth and community worker and local 
resident in this borough I have seen very little evidence that 
planning officers have a clue how to carry out effective 
consultation and see this vital activity as a tick box exercise. These 
Plan documents with their many revisions are very challenging and 
complex documents and I can see no evidence that efforts have 
been made to make them accessible to local residents whose lives 
they will profoundly affect.  
 
Thus I would say in conclusion to this introduction that there is not 
a Statement of Community Involvement, which is still being drawn 
up, in spite of efforts made by some of us to help the Council 
create one. There for the plan is not compliant with the Section 
10A (b) on the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) (Amendment) Regulations 2012.  
 
Generally I would argue that the Plan is unsound in all the areas I 
list below because either there is no substantial evidence cited to 
support the proposals and/or the specific proposals are not strong 
enough to prevent planning applications driving a cart horse 
through the holes created by their vagueness. Thus, it has not 
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displayed it is justified, effective or achievable and also that it is in 
line with national and London policy. I sincerely hope to be given 
the opportunity to outline directly to the Inspector at the 
Examination in Public specific evidence to support the general 
points made in this and previous submissions. 
 
SP2 Regeneration for All: This needs a major rewrite as there is 
little in the Plan which indicates it works for existing residents of all 
ages (both young and old), small businesses, provides job 
opportunities and adequate community spaces. Therefore the 
policy is unsound as it is entirely ineffective and without any 
mechanism to put it into practice. Related to this there needs to be 
clear and specific indications in the Plan as to how economic and 
social inequality can be addressed. The plan is unsound in this 
respect because it has not been positively prepared or justified to 
take into account these inequalities. Some work has been done on 
developing Social Regeneration Charters, which has been on hold 
since March 2020. There is therefore not justification to bring this 
strategic policy into effect and, when completed, this work needs to 
be incorporated in more specifically in policies and site allocations.  
 
Transport and Travel 
 

 There is no evidence that the policies outlined have taken 
sufficient account of the impact of the pandemic on public 
transport, walking and cycling behaviours and routes. All 
cycling and walking networks should be reviewed and 
evidence produced about their effectiveness. 

 There is no evidence relating to specific needs of school 
children travelling to school, older people and those of all 
ages with mobility issues 

 Car parking needs much stronger statements given the way 
incoming residents of the new developments are around the 
Elephant and Castle are manging to get parking permits for 
on street parking. What does a car free development actually 
mean? 

 Given the uncertainty surrounding the development of the 
Bakerloo Line the Plan needs to be revisited to take account 
of this with particular reference to development sites along 
the Old Kent Road. 

 
Cleaner, Greener 
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 There is insufficient recognition in the Plan to the Climate 
Emergency and the work currently being done in the Council 
in relation to this. Specific recommendations from this work 
should be incorporated in the Plan in order to strengthen it. 
This is a central issue and links many elements of the 
Plan. 

 There are questions on housing and design and town 
centre employment opportunities which need specifically 
addressing in policy statements in this section. 

 Open space provision is in need of urgent review and the 
guidelines strengthened. The plans along the Old Kent Road 
indicate very limited open space provision relative to the 
number of homes 

 
Housing 
 
I have concerns that the policies including strategic policy SP2 and 
policies 1 – 11 are unsound. 
 
I have concerns that policy P4 which is in relation to build to rent 
does not require the same amount of social housing, which is the 
requirement that it be 17.5% of the development in most 
circumstances (apart from the Aylesbury Action Core where it 
should require at least 25% social rented homes). 
 
This is a central issue for the borough, particularly given the 
permissions along the riverside, at the Elephant and Castle, the 
Aylesbury Estate sites and many other smaller developments, 
particularly but not exclusively in the north of the borough. Specific 
issues not covered sufficiently clearly or specifically are the 
following. 

 Very specific definitions of what is affordable is essential and 
should not be based on market forces in Southwark, which 
have been so heavily distorted by property speculation that 
they have rendered any definition of affordability which is not 
tied to incomes meaningless. Further the use and impact .of 
percentages and the use of various shared ownership tools 
over the past 20 years in the Borough needs to be examined. 
I do not think that policy P1 and P4 have been positively 
prepared in this respect, as they have not been based on a 
credible evidence base that they meet the desperate need 
for social and affordable housing in Southwark. 
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 Conversely, why is so much unaffordable housing being 
built? What is the definition of an unaffordable home? 

 Full viability assessments should be made and publicised, 
made subject to public scrutiny 

 The build to rent proposals need careful examination and 
loopholes relating to tenancy terms and covenants closed   

 The proposal relating to student homes is unclear – this 
urgently needs re-assessing because of the pandemic. At 
present this policy is unsound because the objectively 
assessed need for student housing in the borough has 
changed, and with the move towards more digital learning 
this is likely to remain for some time.  

 It doesn’t appear the Council is fulfilling its equality duties, 
including the public sector equality duty found at section 149 
of the Equality Act 2010, to gypsy and traveller community in 
Southwark 

 There need to be much stricter standards of building design, 
room sizes and in relation to open space. 

 There is a great lack of reference to policies to support older 
people in adaptable and supported housing in the borough.  

 
Conclusion 
 
I also have a great deal more to say about Area Visions and Site 
Allocations and also the lack of general references to older people 
and lacks specific policy commitments in spite of the Council’s 
commitment to make Southwark an age friendly borough. The plan 
is silent on actual examples or commitments.  
 
The Plan is in danger of being out of date before it is finalised. For 
example the impact of Covid-19 on the following needs to be 
assessed:   
 

 Retail - location, viability and development  
 Offices –reduced need, supply, underuse of existing 

buildings, design and size of internal space  
 Working practices including increases in working from home 

and locally  
 Residential density and housing design – to improve health 

and minimize disease especially among communities who 
have been most affected 

 Open space, gardens and trees – more and better access 
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 Health -  the need to prevent and manage infection and ill 
health , and protect those most at risk such as BAME 
communities and elderly people  

 
There is a need to review the vision and plan for the new not the 
old world. At the very least there should be an identification of 
these likely major changes and the need for flexibility in the Plan, 
to respond. As I said at the outset, I hope I will have the 
opportunity to expand and support the various points made above 
and in previous submissions. 
 

Stephen Lancashire 
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My name is Janine Rowe and I live at  
 
I wish to comment on the following policies.  I would like to attend the EiP and give 
evidence in person.  This is my second representation in relation to the NSP and the 
comments made in my first email on legality issues stand. 
 
P16 Tall Buildings 
 
I note this policy has been amended and now makes clear the preferred areas for tall 
buildings in the Borough. 
 
I view this policy as unsound.  There is a lack of clarity in site specific policies 
regarding the extent to which sites are deliverable and are over reliant on the 
delivery of transport infrastructure that is now seriously in doubt.  For example the 
Bakerloo Line extension. 
 
The policy states that delivery of new homes (the vast majority of which will be in tall 
buildings) is following a plan led approach and are concentrated in major Town 
Centres and regeneration areas and in close proximity to public transport stations 
and interchanges.  Further that it is informed by a Stations and Crossing Strategy 
that places Tall Buildings at intersections close to public transport interchanges. 
 
CPC048 Old Kent Road Vision states that 9,500 homes are committed in Phase 1 
(18-23) alongside enhancements to existing public transport networks prior to the 
letting of the construction contract for the Bakerloo Line. 
 
As of October 20, the Bakerloo Line extension is in serious doubt (certainly for the 
next decade) and further the finances of TfL make it extremely unlikely there will be 
any enhancements to current bus capacity.  This makes several schemes for the 
tallest buildings within the OKR Opportunity Area not viable financially and therefore 
unable to deliver the housing required by those in need of it. 
 
Research conducted by the GLA in 2018 in their report into Tall Buildings, affordable 
housing and viability states that ‘In general tall buildings are not generating fast 
track, affordable housing and the additional costs of construction and maintenance 
reduce the surplus available for affordable homes.’ 
 
Tall Buildings that have already been granted planning permission (not yet built) do 
not deliver Family Homes (3 beds +) as the vast majority are 1 and 2 bedded.  This 
is in conflict with SP2 Regeneration that Works For All.  It is also in conflict with the 
Council’s Public Sector Equalities Duty as people from Black and Minority Ethnic 
Backgrounds are in greater need of Family Homes within the social housing mix. 
 
The Tall Buildings policy states that ‘design will be require to conserve and enhance 
the significance of designated heritage assets’ and if this is not possible a clear and 
convincing justification in the form of public benefits will be required.  In the case of 
Canal Grove SE15, a terrace of Grade 11 listed cottages, the plan will surround them 
with Tier 1 buildings and there has been no convincing justification for doing so. 
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P13 Residential Design.  This policy in relation to green communal spaces is 
unsound and ineffective because it allows developers to provide a financial 
contribution if they are unable to meet the communal space requirement.  This is 
particularly dubious in relation to proposed developments on the OKR where the 
majority of homes will be in Tier 1 buildings and dense in design.  The impact of 
Covid 19 has evidenced the need for accessible open space particularly for those in 
lower income groups (concentrated in social housing) and more likely to be from 
Black and Minority Ethnic Backgrounds. 
 
I can expand on the above in further written evidence. 
 
Yours sincerely 
Janine Rowe 
 
Sent from my iPad 
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Name: Susan Crisp           Address:   
 

Email address:                            Phone:               

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   

 
TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

EIP 27A 
SP5 
Healthy, active 
lives 

The policy is 
not sound  

The NSP will not achieve this objective “7. Increasing, protecting and improving green spaces”. 
 
See comments below set out against Policy 56 Open Land. 

EIP 27A 
SP6  
Cleaner Greener 
Safer 

 
The policy is 
not effective  

The policy does not adequately cover green corridors for nature and wildlife. Poin3 should be amended 
to include this.  
 
3. Protecting and improving our network of open spaces, waterways, trees and biodiverse habitats 
and green corridors that make places open and attractive and provide important sport, leisure, (add 
new wording: wildlife,)  and food growing opportunities;  
 
There is policy support in the NPPF and in local policies for nature corridors and stepping stones but 
there is not a local plan therefore policy guidance is needed in the NSP.  They are complimentary to and 
support cycling and walking and can be developed in an integrated way.  

EIP 27A 
Policy 56 Open 
Space 

 
The policy is 
unsound  

The policy should be more strongly worded to prevent the loss of green spaces, MOL Borough Open 
Land and Other Open Spaces.  
 
On page 15 the NSP sets out strategic targets including to: “Retain all Metropolitan Open Land, 
Borough Open Land and Other Open Space.” 
 
The wording of the London Plan and new London Plan make a presumption for no development.  
The London Plan, using wording which says: “The strongest protection should be given to London’s 
Metropolitan Open Land and inappropriate development refused, except in very special 
circumstances, giving the same level of protection as in the Green Belt. Essential ancillary facilities for 
appropriate uses will only be acceptable where they maintain the openness of MOL.” 
 
The current Southwark Plan policy wording did not prevent the loss of Greendales where there was 
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considerable opposition. The Burgess Business Park planning inquiry (site allocation NSP 22) identified 
the importance of building set back from the park edge which had a specific role in character and 
amenity of the park. The impact of overshadowing due to building height is a cause of opposition in 
Canada Water impact not only two local Nature Reserves but also two primary schools.  These would 
be put in the shade by adjacent buildings with long term effects for wildlife and play space.      The 
wording should be strengthened. 
 
Overall the policy is not specific enough to protect 
 
The policy should refer to maintaining the openness of MOL. This is vital to prevent development 
encroaching and providing walls around the space.  Retention of the land is not enough if it is 
surrounded by tall building. The pressure on green space in north and central Southwark is huge. Every 
developer want to overlook green space. Developments built too close to green space will lead to a 
poorer quality space, impact on wildlife, and failure to deliver on policy objectives. 
 
The importance of MOL and the Green Belt status is covered in the Open Space background paper 
SP601. 
 

EIP 27A 
P58 
Green 
Infrastructure 

The policy is 
not effective 

The policy does not adequately recognise the importance of green corridors and nature and wildlife 
stepping stones. It could be included in Point 4 of the policy to: “Extend and upgrade the (add new 
wording: nature corridors,) walking and cycling networks between spaces to promote a sense of place 
and ownership for all.” 
 
The Southwark Open Spaces Strategy 2013 (Evidence base SP602) references green routes and the 
biodiversity benefits but this is not developed into more detailed plans.  The Southwark Nature Action 
Plan 2020 also references strategic habitat conservation routes.  
 
Without a detailed local plan for wildlife corridors and stepping stones need to be referenced in the 
green infrastructure policy.  The Open Spaces Background Paper SP601 sets out a number of 
suggestions for nature corridors and stepping stones, joining up major green spaces. For example 
linking Burgess Park/Surrey canal Walk along Rye Lane to Peckham Rye. The proposals need to be 
linked through to Area Visions and site allocations.  

EIP 27A The policy is The policy ambition for net gains in biodiversity is supported but this needs a basis for measurement. 
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P59 
Biodiversity  

not effective   
The policy needs to set out a measurement to assess and measure the net gains. The new London Plan 
proposed the Urban Greening Factor, there are other methods which could be used or developed.  
 
Southwark needs to introduce a method alongside the policy. Whilst there are government plans with 
the Environment Bill, the time scale and legislation is not yet in place, until then another method is 
needed.  

 EIP 27A 
P 60  
Trees 

The policy is 
not sound or 
effective 

The policy is unchanged but the pressure of development and the focus on climate emergency and 
ecological emergency have increased.  
 
The council’s Climate Emergency strategy identifies Theme 4: Biodiversity, trees and green spaces.  This 
includes planting or more trees. 
 
More needs to be done to retain and maintain the trees we have. They biodiversity, embodied carbon 
capture and environmental benefits of large trees are significantly greater than new trees. They also 
add to the townscape and character of an area.   
 
The policy does not define ancient, veteran or notable tree. Nor are they defined in the council Tree 
Management and Risk Policy. The council do not have a register of ancient, veteran or notable trees, 
although the policy identifies this need.  
http://moderngov.southwark.gov.uk/documents/b50011195/Appendices%20Tuesday%2017-Dec-
2019%2016.00%20Cabinet.pdf?T=9 
 
Unless existing trees are retained there will be not ancient trees in the future. The policy of 
replacement of trees is important, this is a calculation for a numerical numbers of trees to replace 
canopy. A balance and planned approach is needed between fast growing and types of trees which will 
become future ancient trees.   More needs to be done to monitor the success of tree replacement and 
ensuring that those trees survive.  

EIP 27A 
Site allocations  
 
NSP29:  
49 Lomond 

The policy is 
not effective  

The site allocation plans for 49 Lomond Grove and 83 Lomond Grove identify the need for improved 
connectivity for pedestrian and cyclists. This is also an opportunity to improve green infrastructure 
which would include nature corridors and stepping stones.  
 

The  Southwark Open Space Strategy (2013) notes that these green corridors can be developed. It also 
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Grove 
 
• NSP30:  
83 Lomond 
Grove 
 
• NSP32:   
Camberwell 
Green 
Magistrates 
Court 
 
 
 

notes in the sub-area strategy for Camberwell that “Potential improvements to linkages between 

spaces -There is potential to improve links between Burgess Park and the smaller parks and open 

spaces within Camberwell.” 

The Open Spaces Background Paper SP601 sets out a number of suggestions for nature corridors and 

stepping stones, joining up major green spaces. It reiterates the proposal from the 2013 Open Spaces 

Strategy. 

In order for this to be implemented clearer information and sign-posting of council strategy is needed.  

See comments above on Policy 58 Green Infrastructure.  

The development of these three sites provide an opportunity to deliver on additional local benefits and 

achieve a bigger impact across the sites together than alone delivering an integrated policy objectives. 

This aspiration is touched on in the Movement Plan SP506, but not developed to a specific proposal or 

prioritised routes. 

This joined up approach is comparable to the policy direction set out in the NSP for the Low Line Routes 

Policy 51.  
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I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 

the submitted NSP August 2020’. 

Contact details:  Matteo Bianchi 

Title: Interior Designer  

Full Name: Matteo Bianchi 

Email:   

Organisation: Matteo Bianchi Studio 

Address:  

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 

  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the right 

direction, but they do not yet make this policy sound on the tests of soundness – positively 

prepared, justified or effective. Changes are required and some suggested for the reasons 

explained below.  

But it needs such revision that it may be better to remove the site from the Plan and initiate 

discussions including Buildbase and other local businesses and local people in the area to 

develop a plan for the site and the surrounding area. 

I run an Interior Design Studio at 35, Brayards Road (right in front of Buildbase) and also 

sublet the commercial unit at 71, Consort Road. 

  

The Old Mill Building 

The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site allocation 

document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, stating only that 

‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets such as the railway viaduct 

and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland Road, which is of local interest’. 

This provides little protection over the building. A Local List will soon be prepared and the 

Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people.  

Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building 

specifically should be retained.  
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Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated to the 

north of the site. I am in favour of that and I wouldn’t mind to have the Buildbase 

site replaced with mixed living and commercial units on the ground floor. Whilst I realise the 

importance of Buildbase for the local community, a more social and inclusive development 

would benefit the urban development of the area. The maximum heights of the most recent 

developments are 6-7 stories. To be in keeping, and to ensure sunlight is not blocked from 

neighbouring properties, a maximum height should be added to the site allocation document.  

Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys subject to 

impacts on the Old Mill Building and amenity of existing neighbouring occupiers.  

Density* 

The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is a 

residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 hectares. 

This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. However, the site 

allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on the site, so the site area 

and space for homes would be significantly reduced (as much of the site will be taken up by 

employment uses). This would push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher 

than 142 dwellings per hectare.  

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of housing 

should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be kept at 142dph, the 

amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be reduced to exclude the bus 

depot.  

  

Employment floorspace 

The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to treat the 

bus depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot takes up much of the 

site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, this floorspace should be 

excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on site.   

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should exclude the 

floorspace currently being used as the bus depot.  

  

Low Line Walking Routes  

It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site 

allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal Line is 

part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and therefore needs to 

be better worded. 
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Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for 

clarity. 

  

Green space 

The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has 

disappeared. It is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all new development. 

As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the development plan should include green 

spaces, for example this may be green corridors as part of the traffic redesign. 

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include some 

green space.  

  

Traffic plan 

Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major issue. The site 

allocation document does not specify how a new development should resolve this. The traffic 

issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion of bus and commercial traffic 

from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may become a permanent feature. To be 

sound the development plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic 

management. Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets 

policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–

south and east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to 

ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any redevelopment.  If it is not 

possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be removed from the Plan to 

enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. 

  

Surrounding area 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 

enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 

development and none are mentioned. 

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the development 

should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  

  

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 

     Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset 
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     Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the bus depot. 

      The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks.  
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I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 

the submitted NSP August 2020’. 

Contact details:   
Title: Mr 
Full Name: Alberto Santin  
Email:  
Address:  
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 
 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 
 
I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in 
the right direction, but they do not yet make this policy sound on any of the tests of 
soundness – positively prepared, justified, effective. 
 
Having had a read through the proposed project I strongly object with regards to the 
following points:  
 

 In recent months we have noticed a massive increase in the levels of traffic on 
Consort road, this road initially was one way only. This was later changed and 
the road widened. Soon after this changed occurred we have had 2 fatal road 
traffic accidents. The road is also used for heavy traffic use, yesterday we saw 
two accident near misses, because oncoming traffic comes at speed, and the 
bend under the rail bridge doesn’t allow cars to see vehicles. I believe that 
construction of these development with commercial space and considerable 
amount of dwellings will increase the traffic in an already congested road. No 
to mention the increased pollution and noise  

 I believe that building 250 dwellings will mean the building have to be 
considerably high apprx 15 floors. This is not in keeping with the surrounded 
area and will block the light to our home. I feel a better option will be to built at 
2 to 3 storey high.  

 I would like more clarity with regard to protection the old mill at 72 Copeland 
road. And clarity regarding the coal line  

 
Kind regards  
 
Alberto Santin  
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Dear Sir/Madam 

  

I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed 

changes to the submitted NSP August 2020’.  

Contact details:   

Title: Mr  

Full Name: David Pointer   

Email:   

Address:   

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. YES  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------  

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation  

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go 

in the right direction, but they do not yet make this policy sound on the tests of 

soundness – positively prepared, justified or effective. Changes are required and 

some suggested for the reasons explained below.  

But it needs such revision that it may be better to remove the site from the Plan and 

initiate discussions including Buildbase and other local businesses and local people 

in the area to develop a plan for the site and the surrounding area  

 
 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings  
The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be 

concentrated to the north of the site. This does not take into account the current 

location of Buildbase as a successful commercial building on the southern half of 

the site. It is also not appropriate to have tall buildings at the north end of the site 

as suggested, as it would not support the provision and implementation of the 

Peckham Coal Line as they would block the view. A tall building is not considered 

appropriate for this locality where the vast majority of dwellings are two stories. 

The maximum heights of the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To be in 

keeping, and to ensure sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a 

maximum height should be added to the site allocation document.  

 
 

Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys but at the 

very northern end of the Blackpool Site so as not to impact on the natural daylight 

and privacy of residents in Sarawak Court and Copeland Road. Any proposed 

buildings opposite Sarawak Court should take the architecture of the building in 

consideration. The dwellings in Sarawak Court have floor to ceiling windows so 

any building opposite should be lower than three floors to avoid the loss of privacy 

of these residents. Anything higher than this would not only impact privacy but 

would also increase traffic noise due to a solid corridor deflecting the noise 

upwards, this would also be the case with increased pollution.  
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The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This 

is a residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 

1.758 hectares. This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all 

residential. However, the site allocation specifies that employment floorspace be 

re-provided on the site, so the site area and space for homes would be significantly 

reduced (as much of the site will be taken up by employment uses). This would 

push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher than 142 dwellings 

per hectare.  

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of 

housing should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be kept at 

142dph, the amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be reduced to 

exclude the bus depot.  

 
 

Low Line Walking Routes  

It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring 

site allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham 

Coal Line is part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous 

and therefore needs to be better worded.  

Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for 

clarity.  

 
 

Green space  
The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions 

has disappeared. It is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all 

new development. As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the 

development plan should include green spaces, for example this may be green 

corridors as part of the traffic redesign.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include 

some green space.  

 
 

Traffic plan  
Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major 

issue. The site allocation document does not specify how a new development 

should resolve this. The traffic issues are now considerably worse because of the 

diversion of bus and commercial traffic from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social 

distancing. This may become a permanent feature. To be sound the development 

plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic management. 

Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets 

policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–

south and east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road 
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to ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any redevelopment. If it is 

not possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be removed from 

the Plan to enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. Since the southern 

end of Consort Road from the railway bridge to Heaton Road was changed from 

one way traffic to two way traffic, there have been two fatalities at the junction of 

Consort Road and Blackpool Road due to speeding traffic travelling from the blind 

corner at the railway bridge and colliding with southbound traffic turning across 

Consort Road in to Blackpool Road. I have also witnessed many more serious 

accidents or near misses on this junction since the traffic has increased and a two-

way system has been implemented. Traffic congestion is increasing travelling 

northbound at the junction of Copeland Road and Consort Road due to the 

dangerous blind corners from all direction at this junction. Buses are unable to turn 

safely out of Copeland Road onto Consort Road without traffic travelling 

southbound on Consort Road stopping to allow the buses to swing around, another 

serious accident is waiting to happen.  An increase in residential dwellings on this 

site is going to cause more traffic and pollution unless the layout of the junction at 

Copeland Road and Consort Road is completely revisited and redesigned.  

 
 

Surrounding Area 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 

enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 

development and none are mentioned.  

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the 

development should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported  

· Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset  

· The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks.  

 
 

Yours Sincerely 

 
 

David Pointer 
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I do not consider the New Southwark Plan to be sound. 

Whilst I welcome the prospect of having the run-down or derelict commercial areas back in 

use and potentially contributing to the local economy, I am becoming increasingly vexed by 

the attitude of developers involved in local projects. 

 

What we are seeing, time and again is an 'air-grab' (as opposed to a land-grab) where 

profiteering from high-rise blocks is masquerading as regenerating local industry.  

For example, the Botany Building in Page's Walk: 

A cynical, insulting ploy to connect a modern, glass construction to an historical site of a 

botanical garden (that didn't have greenhouses). The employment opportunities that this, and 

other developments in the vicinity promote are unlikely to be 'new' jobs, given the current 

economic situation; rather they represent the relocation of existing jobs. Also, the residential 

properties are priced well beyond the pockets of the existing ground dwellers and are 

intended for the foreign investment market, therefore likely to remain empty. As if London 

needs more empty luxury apartments. 

I do not relish the idea of living in, or up against, someone's property portfolio. 

 

The proposed Old Kent Road Plan pays lip-service to the fears of local people that they are 

about to be encased in a dystopian, glass cityscape by staggering the rate of incline away 

from existing homes. However, early planning proposals that seek to attach themselves to the 

project seem determined to push the construction of high-rise buildings right up to the doors 

and windows of the existing residents. A cynic might reach the conclusion that existing 

Council Taxpayers are being taken for granted or even disregarded, in favour of maximising 

future tax revenue. 

 

In my view, to make the NSP sound, Southwark Council should be actively seeking AND 

PAYING ATTENTION TO, the aspirations of the existing local communities by involving 

local groups in the decision-making process.  

It should not be simply accepting the validity of Planning applications that have been 

designed to meet minimum legal obligations. 

 

Regards 

 

William Pearce 
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Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am the founder member of the 

Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association and have an extensive network of members with varying 

degrees of involvement in petitioning, objecting and negotiating what is best for existing residents and the 

future of our local area. We are extremely concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that 

is planned for our area. This plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the Bakerloo 

Line extension which has now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial problems caused by the 

pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over the 

next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported by the 

infrastructure in terms of transport to support such a huge increase in population. In addition there has been 

widespread reduction of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing 

across the borough since the pandemic started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing stress 

and misery for residents; journey times are hugely increased and as cars are now on the roads for longer 

which increasing fuel emissions. There have also been a huge increase in road rage resulting in altercations 

on the streets which I have witnessed on numerous occasions; this will only result in more violence on our 

streets. It’s insane to keep reducing road capacity for traffic whilst simultaneously increasing the 

population. Whilst we can appreciate that the new developments are largely car-free, traffic will still be an 

issue as those without cars will still be using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially considering that the 

Bakerloo Line extension has been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also 

cause traffic problems. 
 
Additionally it appears that Southwark Council have little to no regard for the well being of existing 

residents during this challenging time of Covid-19. It was brought to my attention this week that 

Southwark Planning have increased permitted working hours on the London Square site off Crimscott 

Street to: Monday – Friday 07:00hrs to 19:00hrs, Saturday 08:00hrs to 19:00hrs, Sunday NO WORKING. 

With so many restrictions in place due to the pandemic many people are working from home and rarely 

going out, the noise from construction is having a huge impact on the mental health of existing residents 

which has already been compromised due to anxiety caused by the virus and lack of human face to face 

interaction. 
 
Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and regeneration 

issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The Pages Walk Conservation 

Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified specifically to the inspectors as areas of 

high concern.  
 
Please can you confirm receipt of my comments. I will also be sending a copy of this email to our local 

councillors and MP Neil Coyle as many residents feel that their voice is not being heard so we have to 

escalate to a higher level in order that our views be taken into account despite what is supposed to be a 

public consultation.  
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 

 
Joanna Frost 
Founder Member Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association  
 

SP2: Regeneration that works for all 

We do not see why the Council should get away with imposing outrageous developments on us 
when the words of at least one of its policies in the NSP says it will work with us for our greater 
benefit.  The Council (or the planners) evidently understand something completely different from 
how residents interpret the words.  The policy is “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” can be found 

in document EIP27B on the Southwark NSP website (click here ). 
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“SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is on page 8.  Wonderful words but very far from the actual 
behaviour of the Council over what they are proposing for the upper east side of Pages Walk and 
adjacent Willow Walk.  We weren’t informed that there was a planning application proposing to 
destroy our neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the 
process”.  If this is what they call “regeneration that works for all” it is a deceitful use of words.   
 
 “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the area in which they are 
proposed.  It is not justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition 
drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this 
summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new 
applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it 
will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently 
low scale environment. 
  
As for “promoting wellbeing”.  Many of us are sick, agitated  and anxious about the Council’s 
proposals for our area. 
 
Feelings are running high with residents as it is apparent that Southwark Planning and developers 
are merely ticking boxes and not actually sticking to their own manifesto or listening to the views of 
residents even when involved in the consulting phase. It’s evident that many of the online 
consultancy feedback forms ask leading questions and make it almost impossible to actually object 
or offer objective criticism. This is a total manipulation of the system. 
 
As an alternative to this policy (which the inspectors would also like to hear about) the Council 
should work with the local community rather than against it and develop proposals that the 
residents of the area support. 
 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 
respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 
what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 
proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 
development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 
massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 
Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 
justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 
Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten to engulf what is an already 
protected neighbourhood. 

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 
behaviour from developers 

Design quality  
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Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 
site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 
been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished. We live 
in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we should be celebrating that. It’s important to 
culturally preserve areas not just for residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 
by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 
developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 
glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 
botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 
does not safeguard against such behaviours.  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 
situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 
necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 
cannot be limited to the design of buildings and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It 
needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of 
residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at 
weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 
services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 
health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are allowed. Recreational 
facilities should be available to all existing residents rather than exclusively for those within 
gated developments. Crime is reduced in a cohesive integrated communities. Economic 
disparity reflected in facilities will only fuel crime as it puts groups into direct opposition and 
fuels a ‘us and them’ mentality. The gap between rich and poor in our area is accelerating 
due to the pandemic which will result in widespread unemployment, the crime rate is 
increasing as a direct reflection of this. Southwark Planning should also be mindful that 
much of the new plan can be interpreted as social cleansing.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 
significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 
will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 
location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 
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making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 
storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 
referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 
context’ to justify their own excessive heights. This results in higher and higher developments being 
created in areas that were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 
story buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 
restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving 
our opposition.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height and massing in our 
area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to 
be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 

 
Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 
where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  
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Q Square Group Ltd 

Alverstone 
Alexander Lane 

Shenfield 
Essex 

CM15 8QE 
Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 

25th October 2020 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Consultation response in relation to the New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 (Proposed 
Amendments to the Submitted New Southwark Plan) 
 
We write to you on behalf of Vision Develop Ltd, to make representations in respect of the 
proposed amendments to the Submitted Version of the New Southwark Plan. Vision Develop 
has an interest in land at 5-7 Cottage Green, SE5 7ST and 69 Southampton Way, SE15. This land 
falls within the wider Draft Site Allocation NSP22: Burgess Business Park. 
 
Vision Develop support the wider objectives of the Draft New Southwark Plan, which includes 
the objective of delivering 1,770 new homes within Camberwell, as outlined within draft Policy 
SP1b. They also support the principle of draft Site Allocation NSP22 as it seeks to promote mixed-
use redevelopment of the Burgess Business Park. 
 
We note the proposed amendments to Draft Site Allocation NSP22 under the Site Requirements 
section, which is contained below in Image 1.  
 

 
Image 1: Extract of NSP22 from the New Southwark Plan, including proposed amendments 
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Vision Develop Ltd 
October 2020 
Page 2 
 

 

As highlighted in Image 1, the requirements of the draft Site Allocation appear to have been 
amended. Under the previous version of the draft Local Plan it was sought that mixed-use 
development on the wider Burgess Business Park should re-provide the same amount of 
employment floorspace or provide 50% of any new floorspace for employment use, whichever 
is greater. However, with the proposed amendments to the Submission Version of the draft 
document, the requirement has been amended so that redevelopment should increase or 
provide the same amount of employment floorspace (B use class) as currently on site. 
 
It is considered that this proposed amendment is appropriate and is supported by Vision 
Develop. This new approach will help to ensure the deliverability of the wider Site Allocation. 
Indeed, Vision Develop’s concern is that the high requirement for significant employment 
floorspace provision at 50% of the total floorspace (in the previous version of the draft New 
Southwark Plan), could have resulted in some of the sites within NSP22 not being deliverable on 
the grounds of financial viability. This is due to the lower levels of returns on commercial 
floorspace and the financial cost of delivering a significant quantum of it. This could have been 
exacerbated by the possibility of a lack of demand (and therefore lack of financial return) due 
to the high level of supply of employment floorspace within the area. Notwithstanding this, due 
to the financial implications of providing a high level of employment floorspace, it would also 
have raised concerns about the potential for maximising affordable housing delivery (as per 
draft Policy SP1), due to the financial constraints explained above. 
 
We note that the reason for this amendment to NSP22 was because of the Burgess Business 
Park appeal decision. This is clarified in the New Southwark Plan Schedule of Changes (August 
2020) – the relevant extract is in Image 2 below. 
 

 
Image 2: Extract from the New Southwark Plan Schedule of Changes 

 
The approach to reproviding existing floorspace is also consistent with the London Plan 
approach in draft Policy E7 which seeks ‘no net loss of industrial floorspace’. 
 
However, we note within the ‘Design and Accessibility Guidance’ section that draft Site 
Allocation NSP22 continues to identify 50% provision of commercial floorspace as small business 
space. This appears to conflict with the requirement within the ‘Site Requirements’ section of 
the draft Site Allocation, the Burgess Business Park appeal decision and the draft New London 
Plan. 
 
We assume that this inclusion is an oversight and kindly request that it is amended in line with 
the other recent proposed amendments to NSP22 which seek at least the same reprovision of 
floorspace. However, if this is not an oversight, identifying the provision of 50% of floorspace for 
small business uses, is not considered to be ‘sound’ for the following reasons: 
 

 Justified: the requirement for 50% of floorspace for small business uses appears to be an 
arbitrary quantum of reprovision, which has not been specifically justified in the 
Council’s evidence base. Instead a like-for-like reprovision is founded on the basis of 
ensuring that there is no loss of employment capacity within the Borough; 

 Effective: as outlined above, the requirement for 50% of floorspace for small business 
uses could result in some of the sites within NSP22 not being deliverable on the grounds 
of financial viability. This is due to the lower levels of returns on commercial floorspace 
and the financial cost of delivering a significant quantum of it. This could be 
exacerbated by the possibility of a lack of demand (and therefore lack of financial 
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Vision Develop Ltd 
October 2020 
Page 3 
 

 

return) due to the high level of supply of employment floorspace within the area. 
Notwithstanding this, due to the financial implications of providing a high level of 
employment floorspace, it could also raise concerns about the potential for maximising 
affordable housing delivery due to the financial constraints explained above; 

 Consistent with national policy: As outlined above, Draft New London Plan policies 
identify reprovision of existing employment capacity. The requirement for 50% provision 
of employment space for small business uses is not consistent with this GLA policy. 

 
For the above reasons, we consider that if the inclusion of the requirement for 50% of the 
proposed floorspace to be for small business use within the ‘Design and Accessibility Guidance’ 
to not be an ‘oversight’ and be retained within the draft Site Allocation NSP22, that this 
requirement is not ‘sound’ for the reasons outlined above. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
T:  
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a member of 

the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association and local resident. We are extremely 

concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for our area. This 

plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line extension 

which has now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial problems caused by the 

pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark 

over the next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely abandoned as it will no long 

be supported by the infrastructure in terms of transport to support such a huge increase 

in population. In addition there has been widespread reduction of road capacity to increase 

cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing across the borough since the pandemic 

started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and misery for residents; 

journey times are hugely increased and as cars are now on the roads for longer which 

increasing fuel emissions. There have also been a huge increase in road rage resulting in 

altercations on the streets. It’s insane to keep reducing road capacity for traffic whilst 

simultaneously increasing the population. Whilst we can appreciate that the 

new developments are largely car-free, traffic will still be an issue as those without cars will 

still be using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially considering that the Bakerloo Line extension 

has been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic 

problems. 

 

Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and 

regeneration issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The 

Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified 

specifically to the inspectors as areas of high concern.  

 

Please can you confirm receipt of my comments. 

  

Yours faithfully 

 

 

Diana Deacon 

 

 

 

E mail :  

Telephone :  

 

 

Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 

 

Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 
Is it effective? No 

We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi 

since November 2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk 

off Mandela Way that backs onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a 

small win when they agreed to change the original plans for the site behind us to be changed 

to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our existing gardens of Pages Walk. The 
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Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a limit on 2 stories  (rather 

than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new development will 

mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and preserve 

history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 

level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on 

Pages Walk. The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building 

footprint and stand no higher than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a 

loss of light which will be fiercely opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that 

in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 

story development, this is completely against previous assurances and proposals by 

Southwark Planning Officers.  

 

We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and 

objectives of sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to 

build  5-6 stories high buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the 

conservation area to the north of the terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England 

has expressed concerns about the height of buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic 

rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of Old Kent Road and particularly 

the Pages Walk, Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the area. We were 

previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from Pages Walk 

but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 

development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against 

Southwark Planning principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly 

as all existing building sit at a maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 

 

Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an 

environmental issue. The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the 

landscaped gardens of the proposed area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a 

wildlife corridor and supports a wide range of biodiversity including many types of 

birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. Living in close proximity to nature 

is proven to positively enhance health and mental well being. Any destruction of this habitat 

will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well being of residents but 

will also negatively affect drainage and flooding.  

 

Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this 

new development. Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk 

for in excess of 15 years. The road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and want 

assurance that there are no plans to change our quiet residential street. With such a huge 

development planned for the entire length of Mandela Way how will this be put in 

place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent Road traffic especially as 

plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 

Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk 
that are completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not 
justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up 
by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted 
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earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation 
Residents Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents 
have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular 
basis. This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our 
area and therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should 
not have to be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. 
Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious 
over development and vast buildings in a currently low scale environment. 
 

 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all (document EIP27B)  
We do not see why the Council should get away with imposing outrageous developments on us 
when the words of at least one of its policies in the NSP says it will work with us for our greater 
benefit.  The Council (or the planners) evidently understand something completely different from 
how residents interpret the words.  The policy is “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” can be found 

in document EIP27B on the Southwark NSP website (click here ). 
  
“SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is on page 8.  Wonderful words but very far from the actual 
behaviour of the Council over what they are proposing for the upper east side of Pages Walk and 
adjacent Willow Walk.  We weren’t informed that there was a planning application proposing to 
destroy our neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the 
process”.  If this is what they call “regeneration that works for all” it is a deceitful use of words.   
 
 “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the area in which they are 
proposed.  It is not justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition 
drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this 
summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new 
applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it 
will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently 
low scale environment. 
  
As for “promoting wellbeing”.  Many of us are sick, agitated  and anxious about the Council’s 
proposals for our area. 
 
Feelings are running high with residents as it is apparent that Southwark Planning and developers 
are merely ticking boxes and not actually sticking to their own manifesto or listening to the views of 
residents even when involved in the consulting phase. It’s evident that many of the online 
consultancy feedback forms ask leading questions and make it almost impossible to actually object 
or offer objective criticism. This is a total manipulation of the system. 
 
As an alternative to this policy (which the inspectors would also like to hear about) the Council 
should work with the local community rather than against it and develop proposals that the 
residents of the area support. 
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Design of places 
Is it effective? No: 
Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 
respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 
what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 
proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 
development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 
massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 
Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 
justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 
Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten to engulf what is an already 
protected neighbourhood. 
This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 
behaviour from developers 
Design quality  
Is it positively prepared? Yes:  
The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 
site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  
This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 
been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished. We live 
in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we should be celebrating that. It’s important to 
culturally preserve areas not just for residents but also as filming locations etc.,  
Is it effective? No: 
There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 
by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 
developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 
glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 
botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 
does not safeguard against such behaviours.  
Designing out crime  
Is it positively prepared? No:  
Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 
situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 
necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 
cannot be limited to the design of buildings and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It 
needs to consider  
-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of 
residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at 
weekends 
-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth services. For 
example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of health/gym/swimming pool 
facilities before new developments are allowed. Recreational facilities should be available to all 
existing residents rather than exclusively for those within gated developments. Crime is reduced in a 
cohesive integrated communities. Economic disparity reflected in facilities will only fuel crime as it 
puts groups into direct opposition and fuels a ‘us and them’ mentality. The gap between rich and 
poor in our area is accelerating due to the pandemic which will result in widespread unemployment, 
the crime rate is increasing as a direct reflection of this. Southwark Planning should also be mindful 
that much of the new plan can be interpreted as social cleansing.  
Tall buildings  
Is it positively prepared? No:  
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It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  
Is it effective? No: 
Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 
significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 
will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 
location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 
making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 
storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  
The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 
referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 
context’ to justify their own excessive heights. This results in higher and higher developments being 
created in areas that were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 
story buildings which is totally unacceptable. 
Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 
restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving 
our opposition.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height and massing in our 
area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to 
be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 
 

Conservation areas  
Is it effective? No: 
Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 
where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  
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New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 - SPN Template 

Use the template to prepare your comments. Then either complete online questionnaire or email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

Name: Marie Staunton Secretary SE5 Forum Address:   

(Name and address required, but not published) 
 

Email address:                            Phone:  Organisation SE5 Forum for Camberwell  
 

       We wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   

 

TOPIC 

 

Test of 

Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 

 

Document EIP 27A 

SP2 Regeneration 

that works for all  

 

SP4 Strong Local 

economy  

 

 

 

 

Not effective 

 

 

Policy SP2 policy states: We will continue to revitalise our places and neighbourhoods to create new opportunities for 

residents and local businesses.  

We support the word change to include local businesses.  

But we do not consider this policy sound because it is not effective. Nor is it clear how the policy will meet the objective, 

nor how it is monitored  
We do not find evidence in the plan that Southwark has concrete, effective and timely plans to support 
Camberwell Town centre’s distinct and diverse shops, services, arts and cultural activities (strategic vision 3). which would 
have a positive impact on employment in Camberwell -which is one of the Boroughs most employment deprived areas 
(SP4.6.) 

 Historically Southwark has given far less support to local businesses in Camberwell than in other areas such as Dulwich. For 

example, Dulwich was funded by the Council to develop and erect High Street banners. The community in Camberwell has 

had to crowdfund to design and install our own.  

Many local businesses have suffered during COVID, so the local community is producing window stickers, a web site and 

coasters to promote local businesses in line with the 15-minute city initiative (SP5.1). Southwark has not supported our local 

businesses by promoting them.  

Nor has it acted on long term empty high street sites such as the former library on Camberwell Church St  

Southwark has failed to incorporate the Camberwell identity into its consideration of planning applications in the Town 

Centre  

So  

Southwark should produce concrete and timely plans to revitalise and promote Camberwell businesses  

Adopt and promote the identity assets agreed by businesses and a wide range of residents and groups after extensive 

consultation by SE5 Forum 

Fund the promotion of Camberwell’s High street    

Take action to find uses for long term empty spaces  

And regeneration should be inclusive of a range of business owners and staff. Businesses do not 

have a vote and are frequently excluded from the process of developing policy. 
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Doubling / tripling the economy could offer skilled manual jobs to a diverse array of people. 

 

 

Document EIP 27A 

SP2  
Not positively 

prepared or 

effective 

 

 

 

SP2 6. States  

“Making our neighbourhoods safer with well-designed buildings and spaces that discourage crime and anti- 

social behaviour and foster a sense of community; We do not consider that this policy is positively prepared or backed by 

effective systems to enforce it “ 

In areas such as Camberwell Station Road the Council gave planning permission to residential flats without considering the 

inevitable conflict with adjacent garage repair shops. Although the Met Police are consulted on planning issues the Council’s 

systems do not require a local input. Lack of local input has led to developments exacerbating conflict  

The Council is presently considering the Camberwell Lanes development and local concerns have been expressed about the 

landscaping leading to knives being hidden and failure of the design to take the need to design crime out into consideration. 

The flats in the scheme do not have private amenity space, residents will need to pass the access used by neighbours to sit 

outside, within half a metre of their bedroom window. It is not clear how and whether the Council will take community 

safety and reduction of conflict into account in considering such an application. 

 

Camberwell suffers from empty new retail spaces below modern developments. Examples are the flats on Camberwell 

Station Rd, also below the new Peabody buildings on Camberwell Road. We suggest that the council impose a condition on 

property developers at the planning stage that if the retail units were not rented within 2 years, they automatically become 

potential ‘meanwhile’ spaces that can be used for community uses at costs well below market value 

 

The Council has a history of failing to ensure designs produce a safer and more community focused environment and the 

plan does not show how this will be achieved in future, using local knowledge. We would like to see a commitment by 

Southwark to consulting local police and safer neighbourhood team ward panels before making planning decisions that 

contribute to community conflict  
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Document EIP 27A 

SP2. 

SP6 Cleaner, 

greener safer  

Not effective  

 

Not effective  

SP2 states  

…Enhancing local distinctiveness and heritage-led regeneration by requiring the highest possible standards 

of design, creating vibrant, attractive, healthy, safe and distinctive buildings and places that install pride of 

place in all our communities. This will include networks of green infrastructure, and opportunities for 

healthy activities and improving streets, squares and public places between buildings;  

We agree with this objective but do not find effective implementation in the plan in relation to Camberwell. 
SP6.5 says  
 Working with local people to deliver the very best so that the borough is clean, green and safe.  

Apart from the Cleaner greener grants scheme we do not see an effective method for the Council to work with local 

people to deliver this objective 

We would like to see a commitment to implement the many proposals by community groups, and an effective mechanism 

to work with local groups on projects that they have suggested such as: 

Green walks linking Camberwell Green and Burgess Park, Brunswick Park, Noticeboards on the Green and paving stones 

showing the green walks and black history walk developed by the local community so that they can be accessed by all  

Distinctive Buildings -using the widely consulted identity and branding work carried out by the local community and 

incorporating the logos and palette in buildings and streetscape  

TOPIC  

 

 

SP6 Cleaner greener 

safer 

TEST OF 

SOUNDNESS 

 

Not effective   

SP6 states that the Council will lead the way in tackling the climate emergency. Reason 4 states that Southwark residents 

are among the 20% most deprived in relation to air quality. 

 The policies proposed are not sound because they will not be effective to deal with the poor air quality in the centre of 

Camberwell which is linked to traffic   the legal EU limit for nitrogen dioxide is 40 micrograms per cubic metre(mg/m3). 

The level recorded in May 2018 outside McDonald’s restaurant in Camberwell was 84.3 micrograms per cubic metre, 

according to pollution monitors installed by Southwark Green Party. The plan does identify this issue in the area vision nor 

set out how this problem will be tackled  

 

 

 

Traffic pollution. There are options that Southwark could consider reducing pollution in the centre of 

Camberwell. Two below have been suggested in consultation by SE5 Forum on the revised strategic plan 

 
1.The A202 which goes through Camberwell is the main artery from Dover to the West End and used by HGVs. We would 

look for evidence that Southwark and TfL are enforcing restrictions on large HGV’s effectively through using cameras and 

new technology such as the scheme adopted by Islington Council. As well as avoiding this polluting problem by opening 

distribution centres outside London, encouraging the use of water and rail. 

 

2. Pollution from the traffic passing through Camberwell (on arterial routes north/south and east/west) could for example 

be mitigated somewhat by introducing carbon capturing features. Examples would be planting a Green solutions city tree 

outside the Tiger pub and on Camberwell Green, or Living Wall at Elephant and Castle (could be installed above card corner 
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on the Green and planted with plants in the Camberwell colours and reflecting our C logo) 

 

AV05 

Camberwell Area 

Vision  

Not effective  We strongly support the proposal in the plan to provide a new rail station  

But the policy is not sound as it does not set out an effective means of implementing the objective 
We agree that development in Camberwell should  
Prioritise walking and cycling and improve public transport and the road network;  

But the plan is not sound as it does not include an effective way of implementing that objective. It fails to reflect the 

following practical and specific community proposals in relation to traffic and pollution  
Camberwell’s Main Roads 
Camberwell’s main roads include the A215 between Walworth and Herne 
Hill and the A2216 between Camberwell and East Dulwich. The A215 runs 
along Camberwell Road, Camberwell Green and Denmark Hill, and includes 
Medlar Street linking from the A202 at Camberwell New Road. The A2216 
runs along Champion Park and Grove Lane. The London Borough of 
Southwark is the highway authority and the traffic authority for both of 
these routes, except for the Camberwell Green junction (Camberwell 
Green/Denmark Hill/Camberwell New Road), which is managed by 
Transport for London. 
Camberwell’s main roads are often considered as being primarily routes for 
through traffic; but they are not substantially different from 
other streets in Camberwell, being residential streets, shopping streets 
and the location of critical and sensitive sites such as hospitals. 
Many Southwark housing estates are sited directly on Camberwell’s main 
roads. Castlemead is on Camberwell Road; Champion Hill Estate is on 
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Grove Lane; Champion Park Estate is on Champion Park and Denmark Hill; 
Denmark Hill Estate is on Denmark Hill; Elmington Estate is on 
Camberwell Road; Ruskin Park House is on Denmark Hill; and many other 
estates, such as Crawford Estate and Springhill Close, while not fronting 
directly onto the main roads, are extremely close to them and are also 
affected by the air and noise pollutants coming from the traffic on these 
main roads. 
King’s College Hospital is a large teaching hospital on Denmark Hill that 
serves a population of 700 000 people across Lambeth and Southwark but 
The SE5 Forum for Camberwell’s Vision for Camberwell’s Main Roads 
1 July 2020 page 2 of 2 
also serves as a tertiary referral centre in many specialties for millions of 
people across southern England. The Maudsley Hospital, also on 
Denmark Hill, is a major psychiatric hospital and the largest mental health 
training institution in the United Kingdom. Both hospitals are very 
sensitive receptors for air and noise pollutants, with large numbers of 
patients whose health conditions and needs mean that they are the least 
able to cope with polluted and noisy environments. 
Our Vision for Change 
We want to see Camberwell’s main roads benefit from much less motor 
vehicle traffic, and as a result to have significantly fewer air pollutants, 
especially particulates and oxides of nitrogen, and to be significantly 
quieter. Much more of the traffic on Camberwell’s main roads should be 
pedestrians and cyclists. To achieve this our main roads should have: — 
1. Footways of a proper width, with the capacity for safe and 
comfortable social distancing between people passing and overtaking 
each other and around people waiting at bus stops and to enter shops 
and other businesses and premises, and with space for street trees, 
plentiful seating and useful street furniture such as litter bins and post 
boxes. Footways will be a minimum of 4 metres wide, and wider where 
possible, particularly in the town centre. They will be the focus of the 
street’s design, not the leftover space. 
2. Plentiful and direct pedestrian crossings that allow people to cross 
the road where they want to, in a single stage. 
3. Protected facilities for cycling for all, with protection for cyclists 
from motor vehicles and with enough space for cyclists to overtake each 
other comfortably and to cycle alongside each other at less busy times. 
Usually this will include segregated cycle lanes of at least 2.5 metres in 
width and, at signal-controlled junctions, early release signals with low-level 
repeaters and with advanced stop lines with waiting areas at least 
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5 metres deep. 
4. Bus lanes reserved for buses and cyclists only at all times. No part-time 
bus lanes and no taxis or private hire vehicles permitted in bus 
lanes. 
5. Consistent capacity for motor vehicle traffic, without excessive 
provision of turning lanes at junctions. 
6. A 20 m.p.h. speed limit that is enforced 
7. Introducing local distribution centres in Southwark which use less lorries and can be served by less polluting electric 
vehicles  
8. 

TOPIC  

AV05  

Camberwell Area 

vison  

Test of Sound 

ness  

SP4 Strong Local Economy says highstreets should thrive and this is also reflected in the Camberwell Area Vision. 

However, this policy is not sound because there is no effective way of monitoring or implementing it in the plan  

However, 40% of high street settings have no protection. Southwark has failed to take action on empty sites such as the old 

library  

 

P2 Housing  Test of 

soundness  

Not effective  

 
P2.6 states Family homes in apartment blocks should have direct access to outdoor amenity space and allow oversight of 

children outside so children will be encouraged to use the space and can safely do so. This policy is not effective. As set 

out above the Camberwell Lanes development flats in the proposed scheme do not have private amenity space, residents 
will need to pass the access used by neighbours to sit outside, within half a metre of their bedroom window.   
 

P18, p20  Test of 

soundness  

Not positively 

prepared, 

effective  

P18 identifies the need to conserve listed buildings and P20.10 Unlisted buildings of townscape merit  
But Southwark does not have a list and the relevant data on which to identify the buildings in Camberwell which are of 
townscape merit. Therefore, this policy is not positively prepared not is it effective. 
A number of buildings that residents think are of townscape merit have been sold (the magistrates Court) or are about to be 
sold (the police station) and are about to come up for planning consideration. There is no reference to these important 
landmarks in the Camberwell Area vision.  

AVO5  Test of 

soundness  

Not positively 

prepared  

The Camberwell area vision is not positively prepared. It is not clear how the Area Vision will be achieved by the 
deliverables of the plan. The link between the plan and each element of the Area Vision should be made more explicit. 
The link between the plan and each element of the Area Vision should be made more explicit.  
An example of the plan not being positively prepared is that it fails to record that Camberwell is a positive visitor destination 
because of its leading modern art gallery South London gallery (joint winner of Art fund museum of the year 2020) world 
leading health institutions and university .The vision fails to state how the areas attractiveness to visitors will be retained 
and enhanced  
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IP7  Statement of 

Community 

involvement  

Not positively 

prepared  

The Councils statement of community involvement is not positively prepared. Although the document refers to 
Camberwell throughout it fails to note that Southwark has dissolved the Camberwell community council and the Multi Ward 
replacement splits the area between Walworth and Champion Hill. This means that there is no consultation mechanism at 
which Camberwell and its town centre, the historic nature and specific identity of the area is regularly considered and 
reviewed, or which enables the local community to contribute to the area vision  
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Our ref: Q100245 
Your ref: - 
Email:  
Date: 26 October 2020 
 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

Planning Policy 5th Floor Hub 2 

Southwark Council 

PO Box 64529 

London, SE1P 5LX 

 

 
By email: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

   

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan – August 2020 
Representations on behalf of Scotia Gas Network  

Quod is instructed by our client Scotia Gas Network (SGN) to submit representations to Southwark Council’s 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan and supporting evidence. In particular, the focus 

of our representation is in respect of Document EIP82 – Southwark Site Allocations Methodology Paper 

(updated July 2020) and are considered in accordance with the site allocation at Rotherhithe Gas Holder site, 

Salter Road, Southwark.  We also provide comments with respect to Policy P14 Residential Design. 

Background 

The site contains the redundant Rotherhithe Gas Holder structure and is in a predominately residential 

location that benefits from good public transport connections (PTAL 4) and access to a range of local services 

and amenities.  

SGN has promoted the Rotherhithe Gas Holder site for inclusion as an allocated site through the New 

Southwark Plan. As set out in the previous representations submitted throughout the plan-making process; 

to bring forward the site, SGN are obliged to remediate the site. These remediation works, alongside 

dismantling of associated infrastructure and on site works to install a new high-pressure storage pipework 

will result in significant up-front costs, which in turn require higher value uses to fund this process.  

Site Allocation NSP75: Rotherhithe Gasometer 

The site is allocated within the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan under Site Allocation 

NSP75: Rotherhithe Gasometer.  

The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan has re-introduced an indicative residential 

capacity for the site of 160 new homes. An extract of the allocation with tracked changes (purple text) is 

shown in Figure 1. 

The New Southwark Plan Submission Version - Proposed Modifications for Examination (January 2020) did 

not include an indicative residential capacity for the site.  
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Figure 1: Extract from Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (2020) – Site Allocation 

NSP75: Rotherhithe Gasometer   

 

It is acknowledged that the re-introduction of a site capacity was at the request of the Inspectors’ as outlined 

in the Main Initial Matters/Concerns letter dated 20 April 2020 (Paragraph 4.8) which required information 

on the proposed dwelling capacity and the timing of each site’s anticipated delivery to be considered against 

the Council’s housing trajectory. 

A site capacity had previously been included within the New Southwark Plan – Preferred Option (2017) 

version which identified the site as being capable of accommodating 137 new homes.  However, subsequent 

drafts agreed that it was acceptable to omit the indicative site capacity from the site allocation itself so as 

not to be overly restrictive.  

It is noted that the Submitted New Southwark Plan has updated the site capacity for Allocation NSP75 from 

137 to 160 residential units; increasing the residential floorspace from 11,420sqm GIA to 11,824sqm GIA, 

which has been informed by the updated Site Allocations Methodology Report (July 2020). 

In principle, this increase in residential capacity is supported, however, we consider that the Proposed 

Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan do not fully align with the Inspectors’ feedback at paragraph 

4.7, which outlines an expectation that each site allocation should provide a minimum or ranges of housing 

that can be provided on each site.  

Firstly, the inclusion of an ‘indicative residential capacity’ implies that this level of development is considered 

to be the optimum or broad quantum of development that the site can accommodate. We consider that 

defining the site capacity in this way continues to underestimates the potential for site allocation NSP75, 

which is located in a highly sustainable location (as demonstrated by its PTAL) and is contained within the 

Canada Water Opportunity Area. The emerging (ItP) London Plan (2019) requires sites within Opportunity 

Areas to make the best use of land and shall prioritise the development of sites that are well-connected by 

existing or planned public transport.  
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Secondly, the defined capacity does not allow for sufficient flexibility for prospective development proposals, 

which based on initial capacity studies indicate that the site could accommodate up to 200 units whilst still 

respecting the context of the surrounding area.   

As outlined in previous representations to the New Southwark Plan, the continued exclusion of the indicative 

site capacity would be the preferred approach as its inclusion is too restrictive and does not allow for any 

flexibility in forthcoming proposals.  However, its inclusion as currently drafted does not account for the 

recommendations of the Inspectors’ who recommended the introduction of a minimum or a range in site 

capacity.  

In consideration of the above, and also taking into account the complexity of this site and significant costs 

involved for remediating the site, the figure set at 160 homes should be the site’s minimum capacity. The 

provision of a minimum capacity would also be consistent with the Inspector’s comments and would continue 

to provide sufficient information for the purposes of forecasting housing delivery.  

In view of the NPPF’s test of soundness (paragraph 35), we consider the Proposed Changes to the Submitted 

New Southwark Plan Previous to be unjustified, inconsistent with national planning policy and not effective.  

Policy P14 Residential Design  

The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan proposes amendments to Policy P14 

Residential Design which requires children’s play space to be provided on ground or low level podiums with 

multiple egress points.  On some sites it is not always possible to incorporate children’s play space at ground 

or low level and may not always be the best design solution.  On this basis, the provision of children’s play 

space must be considered on a site by site basis and where children’s play space can be provided on upper 

levels successfully and inclusively, permission should be granted.    

 

Conclusion 

Whilst the increase in indicative residential capacity reported in the updated Southwark Site Allocations 

Methodology Paper is welcomed, we believe that as currently drafted it’s inclusion does not align with the 

Inspector’s request, and would not be considered sound in accordance with the NPPF test of soundness.  

The introduction of an indicative site capacity is also contrary to the Inspector’s commentary and would place 

an unnecessary limitation of the development capacity of Site Allocation NSP75: Rotherhithe Gasometer and 

thus would not enable the site to meet its full development potential, contrary to the strategic guidance of 

the draft London Plan and national planning policy.   

The proposed amendment to Policy P14 Residential Design which requires children’s play space to be 

provided at ground or low level podium is not always practical nor a sound and approach and this text should 

be removed.  

Please can you ensure that we remain on your data-base and are kept informed of the outcome of this 

consultation process and any future consultation proposals. Please can you confirm receipt of this letter via 

email to   
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Yours sincerely, 

 

 

Associate Director 
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 Dear Sir 

 

ALEX SIMONS 

 

 

 

I to the above  redevelopment and would like to lodge my complaints as follows ; 

 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 

Is it effective? No 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since November 

2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off Mandela Way that backs 

onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win when they agreed to change the 

original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our 

existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a 

limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new 

development will mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and 

preserve history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 

level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on Pages Walk. 

The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building footprint and stand no higher 

than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a loss of light which will be fiercely 

opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 

59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 story development, this is completely against previous 

assurances and proposals by Southwark Planning Officers.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and objectives of 

sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to build  5-6 stories high 

buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the conservation area to the north of the 

terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England has expressed concerns about the height of 

buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of 

Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the 

area. We were previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from 

Pages Walk but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 

development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning 

principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing building sit at a 

maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 
 
Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an environmental issue. 

The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the landscaped gardens of the proposed 

area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a wildlife corridor and supports a wide range of 

biodiversity including many types of birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. Living in 

close proximity to nature is proven to positively enhance health and mental well being. Any destruction of 

this habitat will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well being of residents but will 

also negatively affect drainage and flooding.  
 
Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this new development. 
Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk for in excess of 15 years. The 

road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and want assurance that there are no plans to change our 
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quiet residential street. With such a huge development planned for the entire length of Mandela Way how 

will this be put in place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent Road traffic especially 

as plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are 

completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not justified because no one 

living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 

restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our 

opposition. This was submitted earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages 

Walk Conservation Residents Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many 

residents have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. 

This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore 

new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually fighting 

new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a 

decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low scale 

environment. 

 

Please can you confirm confirmation of this email as I know the deadline is midnight today 

 

Yours faithfully 

Alex Simons 
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BC/KS/P17-0602 

 

23 October 2020  

 

Planning Policy 

5th Floor 

Southwark Council 

PO Box 64529 

London  

SE1P 5LX 

 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 (August 

2020) 

Wevco Wharf, Sandgate Street, London SE15 1LE 

Representations on behalf of Bishopsgate Long Term Property Fund Unit 

 

We are instructed to submit representations to the New Southwark Plan (“NSP”), on behalf 

of our client, Bishopsgate Long Term Property Fund Unit, who are the freeholders of the 

Wevco Wharf site at Sandgate Street, London, SE15 1LE.  

 

The Wevco Wharf site is identified as ‘Site B’ on the plan enclosed at Annexe A.  

 

The following paragraphs set out our client’s observations on the proposed changes to the 

submitted NSP.  

 

Background 

 

The NSP was submitted for Examination in Public on 16 January 2020. The current 

consultation (running from 27th August – 26th October 2020) relates to the Council’s 

proposed changes to the NSP following initial matters and concerns raised by the Planning 

Inspectors.  

 

Our client’s site falls within the proposed wider ‘Sandgate Street and Verney Road’ Site 

Allocation (ref. NSP65) in the submitted NSP, and remains as such within the latest 

‘proposed changes’ version (August 2020) which is subject to this current consultation.  

 

Inaccurate Identification of Industrial Buildings and Land as Buildings of Merit 

 

The New Southwark Plan Schedule of Changes document (August 2020) (ref. EIP27D) 

details proposed modifications to the ‘Sandgate Street and Verney Road’ Site Allocation (ref. 

NSP65).  
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These modifications include the reference of listed and unlisted heritage assets within the 

Site Allocation, and inclusion of these buildings on the site map accompanying the Site 

Allocation, “for factual accuracy and information” (ref. CPC0358). 

 

The modified plan of the Site Allocation at page 350 of the NSP (August 2020) is shown 

below in Figure 1. This identifies the Wevco Wharf building as a Building of Architectural and 

Historical Merit (shown purple) and a stretch of hardstanding leading into the Wevco Wharf 

site and within the surrounding service yard as a Building of Townscape Merit (shown 

orange).  

 

 
Figure 1: Extract from page 350 of NSP (August 2020) showing Site Allocation NSP65 ‘Sandgate Street 

and Verney Road’ 
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Both of these identified constraints appear to be unjustified and cartographical errors, as 

detailed further below, and as such we request that they are removed from the Site 

Allocation in the NSP.  

 

i. Identification of Industrial Warehouse as Building of Architectural and Historical Merit 

 

The identification of the Wevco Wharf industrial warehouse building as a Building of 

Architectural and Historical Merit appears to have been incorrectly derived from the draft 

Old Kent Road Area Action Plan/Opportunity Area Planning Framework (AAP/OAPF) 

(December 2017). This document provides an aerial image of the Sandgate Street Area, 

with the legend identifying Buildings of Architectural and Historical Merit in a blue colour.  

 

As can be seen in the aerial image in Figure 2 below, the Wevco Wharf building comprises a 

blue roof which appears to have been mistaken by officers for a Building of Architectural and 

Historical Merit when reading the draft Old Kent Road AAP/OAPF – and this perceived 

(incorrect) classification has then been carried forward to the emerging NSP.  

 

 
Figure 2: Aerial image showing the Wevco Wharf site 

 

The existing warehouse building evidently has no architectural or historical merit of any 

significance. It is not identified within the draft Southwark Local List (2018) nor within the 

Old Kent Road Characterisation Study (2015) which forms part of the evidence base 
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identifies Townscape Merit Buildings, Buildings of Architectural or Historic Merit and Historic 

Features/Landmarks at Figure 4.9.  Nor is it shown on the relevant map showing the site 

(Section C, Sheet 2) within English Heritage’s Old Kent Road Survey 2009 – which identifies 

Unlisted Buildings of Townscape Merit.  

 

As such, and on the basis of the above, its inclusion is clearly a cartographical error and we 

therefore request that it is removed from the Site Allocation in the NSP.  

 

ii. Inclusion of Hard Surfacing as Building of Townscape Merit 

 

The Site Allocation plan at page 350 of the NSP also identifies a stretch of land located 

partly in the service yard of the Wevco Wharf site as a Building of Townscape Merit. There is 

no building that exists in this location as can be seen in Figure 2 above.  

 

Instead the land identified shows hardsurfacing associated with the Warehouse 

hardstanding and beyond.. The stretch of land identified does include cobbles identified 

within the draft Southwark Local List (2018) but also includes concrete hardstanding.  

 

Given the location and use of the land within a private industrial service yard any townscape 

significance of the cobbles is extremely limited. Indeed this is evidenced through the lack of 

their inclusion within the Old Kent Road Characterisation Study (2015) which specifically 

identifies Townscape Merit Buildings and Historic Features/Landmarks (including at the 

Wevco Wharf site at Figure 4.9) and forms part of the evidence base underpinning the NSP.  

 

Furthermore the land is not identified in the relevant map showing the site (Section C, 

Sheet 2) within English Heritage’s Old Kent Road Survey 2009 – which specifically identifies 

Unlisted Buildings of Townscape Merit.  

 

It should also be noted that replacement of hard surfaces within the curtilage of a 

warehouse premise can be undertaken utilising permitted development rights afforded by 

Class J, Part 7 of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted 

Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended).  

 

There is no rationale for including it within the Site Allocation as it indicates it could be 

afforded planning protection, whereas actually it can be removed at any time without 

planning permission under legislative provisions.  

 

On the basis of the above, we request that the inclusion of the land as a Building of 

Townscape Merit is removed from the Site Allocation in the NSP.  

 

Conclusion 

 

In summary, we request that the Council removes the identification of Buildings of 

Architectural and Historical Merit, and Buildings of Townscape Merit from our client’s site at 

Wevco Wharf, from the Sandgate Street and Verney Road Site Allocation plan within the 

NSP – on the basis that there is no evidenced justification for identifying them.  
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Specifically, we request removal of the Wevco Wharf warehouse building as a Building of 

Architectural and Historical Merit, and removal of the stretch of the hard surfacing of the 

service yard within our client’s site as a Building of Townscape Merit, where no building 

exists.  

 

Contrary to the reasons the Council have stated for their inclusion within the Proposed 

Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (August 2020), i.e. to provide factual 

accuracy and information, they instead are inaccurate and paint a false representation of 

the architectural, historical and townscape merits of the industrial building and surrounding 

service yard.  

 

The existing Wevco Wharf warehouse building evidently has no architectural or historical 

merit of any significance and its classification appears to be a cartographical error. 

 

Whilst cobbles exist in a small part of the service yard, the extent of the Building of 

Townscape Merit shown does not correlate with this. Notwithstanding this, reference to the 

cobbles as any sort of non-designated heritage asset within the NSP isunwarranted and 

misleading, as these could be replaced at any time utilising permitted development rights 

afforded by Class J, Part 7 of Schedule 2 of the Town and Country Planning (General 

Permitted Development) (England) Order 2015 (as amended).  

 

In light of the above, we request that both classifications are removed from the Sandgate 

Street and Verney Road Site Allocation plan in the NSP. 

 

I trust that these representations will be considered and actioned in the emerging NSP and I 

look forward to confirmation of their receipt. 

 

Yours faithfully 

  

Senior Director 
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ANNEXE 1 

 
Location of Wevco Wharf Site, Sandgate Street 

identified as ‘Site B’ 
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Response from -  South Dock Marina Berth Holder’s Association to the 
consultation on the New Southwark Plan  
 
(Version: EIP27A-Proposed-Changes-to-the-submitted-New-Southwark-Plan-2020) 
 
Title: Miss 
First Name:  
Last Name:  
Organisation: South Dock Marina Berth Holder’s Association  
Position: Chair   
Address line 1: South Dock Marina Lock Office, Rope Street 
Address line 2: Rotherhithe  
Address line 3: London  
Postcode: SE16 7SZ 
Email: berthholdersassociationcontact@gmail.com 
 
Title: Mr 
First Name:  
Last Name:  
Organisation: South Dock Marina Berth Holder’s Association  
Position: Vice Chair   
Address line 1: South Dock Marina Lock Office, Rope Street 
Address line 2: Rotherhithe  
Address line 3: London  
Postcode: SE16 7SZ 
Email: berthholdersassociationcontact@gmail.com 
 
South Dock Marina Berth Holder’s Association (‘BHA’) provides its response to the 
consultation on the submitted New Southwark Plan. We can confirm our wish to be 
heard at the Inspector’s examination in public and if a statement of common ground will 
assist the examination please inform us at the earliest opportunity. 
 
Background Facts 
 
Berth Holder Licensing Contracts  
 

 1. South Dock Marina includes South Dock, Greenland Dock and South Dock 
Boatyard, all of which are owned and managed by the London Borough of 
Southwark (‘LBS’). These marina docks offer berthing spaces to boat owners and 
facilities for maintenance and repair to any vessels in the London area capable of 
being lifted by our present crane system. In order to secure a space afloat, one 
needs to apply for a berthing licence of which there are currently two sorts: a 
‘Residential Licence’, which permits the holder to use her boat as her primary 
residence and a ‘Leisure Licence’.  
 

 2. Given the mismatch between available space and demand there is a long waiting 
list for residential licences. It is currently the role of LBS’s marina manager to 
allocate places that become available. The extent of its public method or policy of 
allocation is found on the LBS website, which states: 
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The marina operates separate waiting lists for residential and leisure 
berthing licences. Each list is sub divided by boat lengths to match berth 
sizes available in the marina. 
 
The residential waiting list is extremely long and the opportunity for a 
licence is infrequent. We understand that most boats are sold with their 
residential licence for a “transfer fee of 10% value of the boat” payable to 
Southwark Council. The leisure waiting list is shorter but it can still take 
some time to get a berth with a leisure licence. 
 
Berths are meant to be allocated, firstly taking into account the type of 
licence (residential / leisure) required and the commercial return. Secondly 
the length of the vessel is considered in relation to their fit within the 
physical berth available. The marina currently charges by length of vessel. 
Over the last 5 years, the proportion of larger vessels allocated residential 
licences has increased  dramatically, changing the diversity of vessels and 
the economic means of berth holders. 

 
 3. The background section of the RL states that management is undertaken from 

the Marina Office by the Marina Manager. It is unclear whether this is intended to 
refer to management of allocation. SDMBHA are still awaiting clarification on 
contracts and licensing – in particular, for leisure licence holders who recently 
were subject to a 24% rise  in fees (2019) at very short notice. There remain 
many inconsistencies in how the fees for these’ discretionary services’ are set 
and applied   

 
The Berth Holders Association (BHA) 
 

4. The BHA was established in 1996 to ‘protect & promote South Dock Marina and 
to maintain its status as publicly owned and publicly managed land for the benefit 
of local communities and visitors’. Its members are resident and leisure berth 
holders.  

 
5. More recently, the BHA has set-up a Community Interest Company with the 

following aims, amongst others: 
 

a. Benefitting the Marina community;  
b. Developing ties with other local communities;  
c. Advising and supporting LBS on improvement, maintenance & renewal of 

the Marina to meet berth holder needs; 
d. Creating volunteering and apprenticeship opportunities.  

 
 6. Allocation of berths appears to be at the sole discretion and preference of a 

single harbour master. Further, we are told, berth-holders are unaware of the 
process by which berths are allocated and have no access to any published 
allocations policy. 
 

 7. There also appears to be a lack of transparency and consistency about the 
method of calculating licence and service charges. There has been dramatic 
inflation of both over the last ten years with an over 100% rise in mooring and 
boatyard fees and  with little consideration to the cost of provision of this 
‘discretionary service’ and no account taken of affordability.  
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 8. Finally, the BHA is aware that there are a number of proposals to redevelop the 

Marina which may affect,  remove or diminish vital facility provision for berth 
holders who have no other viable alternative which may also significantly change 
the Marina’s historic role – providing affordable moorings, open water for sailing, 
and leisure activities for local communities -  and vital boatyard. facilities enabling 
berth holders to service their boats to necessary health & safety standards.   
 

Previous Assessments of need  
 

9. The background section to the RL states that:  
 

A number of issues emerged during 2006 and 2007, caused by a lack of 
clarity and consistency in the current berth-holder terms and conditions. 
This culminated in early 2007 in a decision to review the management and 
operations of the MARINA, which resulted in the launching of a process to 
review the then berth-holder terms and conditions of the MARINA. The 
aim was to provide greater clarity in the respective responsibilities of all 
parties, and to improve the overall management and operation of the 
MARINA.  
 
The present document is the result of a joint consultative process between 
the MARINA’s management, the representatives of the South Dock 
Marina Berth Holders’ Association (“the SDMBHA” as defined), other berth 
holders and local residents. It is aimed at enabling both the COUNCIL and 
berth- holders to fulfil their various responsibilities in a fair and equitable 
way with consultation where necessary. [Emphasis added] 
 

10. This implies that there may have been consultation on whatever current process 
exists, though it appears to have taken place over a decade ago. SDMBHA have 
repeatedly challenged and contested the steep rises in licence fees and recent 
changes to the fees applied to leisure licences. The recent 24% rise in leisure 
mooring fees has not been explained, clarified or justified in any way in respect to 
changes to the license contracts or conditions.   

 

Consultation Response  

 
NPPF  
 

11. The National Planning Policy Framework (‘NPPF’) must be taken into account 
when preparing local development plans (NPPF page 1). It requires that plans 
should be:  
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a. ‘shaped by early, proportionate and effective engagement between plan-
makers and communities, local organisations, businesses, infrastructure 
providers and operators and statutory consultees’;  
 

b. ‘sound’. This entails, inter alia, that a plan is ‘positively prepared’ i.e. 
‘seeks to meet the area’s objectively assessed needs’ and ‘justified’ i.e. 
based on ‘proportionate evidence’.   

 
Section 8 Housing Act 1985  
 

12. Section 8 Housing Act 1985 (as amended by section 124 Housing and Planning 
Act 2016) states (emphasis added):  

 
(1) Every local housing authority shall consider housing conditions in their 
district and the needs of the district with respect to the provision of further 
housing accommodation. 
 
(2) For that purpose the authority shall review any information which has 
been brought to their notice, including in particular information brought to 
their notice as a result of the consideration of the housing conditions in 
their district under section 3 of the Housing Act 2004. 

 
3 )In the case of a local housing authority in England, the duty under 

subsection (1) includes a duty to consider the needs of people 

residing in or resorting to their district with respect to the provision 

of— 

(a) sites on which caravans can be stationed, or 

(b )places on inland waterways where houseboats can be moored. 

(4 )In subsection (3)— 

“caravan” has the meaning given by section 29 of the Caravan Sites and 
Control of Development Act 1960; “houseboat” means a boat or similar 
structure designed or adapted for use as a place to live. 
 

In Draft Guidance on the application of section 124, MHCLG states that:  

 

a. It ‘strongly recommends engagement with the community throughout the 

process’ (p6)  

 

b. In that vein: ‘A community liaison group could be formed for this purpose, with 

the help of representatives or a steering group, which could also provide 

advice on other matters, including the conduct of the assessment itself. They 
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could also help interpret and comment on the results emerging from the 

assessment, the conduct of a specialist survey where undertaken, and 

generally help encourage greater trust and community buy-in for the overall 

process’.  

 

c. What is more, it recommends that ‘the local housing authority or partnership 

conduct a specialist survey and / or qualitative research to obtain further more 

detailed information’. 

 

d. Following assessment of need, the local authority will need ‘to begin 

considering how to meet the accommodation needs identified in the 

assessment’ (p7). 

 

e. Finally, it will need to ‘disseminate the results of the accommodation needs 

assessment to all relevant people and departments within the local authority 

(including planning colleagues) and partner organisations (such as other 

social landlords), and begin the process of facilitating or providing the 

necessary provision’. 

 

Unlawfulness 

 

13. There is currently no account taken of the needs of berth holders or of the wider 
community in Southwark who live on houseboats in the proposed amendments to 
the New Southwark Plan. It is our view that this is unlawful on the following 
grounds:   

 
a. First, residents clearly have a number of particular needs as follows: 

 
i. To be consulted on proposed redevelopment of the Marina and its 

surroundings and to be advised as to whether it will remain 
available for use by residential berth holders and as a working 
boatyard in the coming years;  
 

ii. to have a consistent, fair and affordable set of service and licence 
charges for use of the Marina;     

 
iii.  to have a consistent, fair and transparent policy of berth allocation.  
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b. Second, as noted above, the NPPF states that the NSP will be unsound 

unless account is taken of objectively assessed needs. Similarly, Section 
8 of the 1985 Act requires LBS to assess the needs of those residing on 
houseboats in the borough. In failing to take account of the above needs, 
therefore, the New Southwark Plan is in breach of Section 8 Housing Act 
1985.   

 
14. The NPPF requires that those needs are assessed objectively and that 

conclusions drawn about them are justified by ‘proportionate evidence’. That 
evidence should derive, at least in part, from ‘effective early engagement’ with 
communities. Similarly, the Guidance to Section 8 recommends that consultation 
is undertaken in part by means of a ‘specialist survey’ and that a ‘community 
liaison group’ is formed to comment on that survey and feed into the results of the 
consultation more generally. Results of the consultation should then be 
disseminated to relevant persons within the local authorities. 
 

15. We consider therefore that an effective remedy to the unlawfulness identified 
above would consist of:  
 

a. The commissioning of a specialist survey of the needs of the Marina 
community (and other boat dwelling communities in Southwark such as 
Tower Bridge Moorings );  
 

b. A wider and in-depth consultation with SDMBHA as a community liaison 
group in relation to the needs identified above and others as they arise;  
 

c. Publication of the results of the consultation and survey as well as an 
assessment of the needs identified therein and how they are to be 
addressed;  

 
d. Development and publication of a fair and transparent system of berth 

allocation and licence/service charges.  
 

       South Dock Marina Berth Holder Association 
26 October 2020 
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45 Welbeck Street 
London W1G 8DZ 

 
info@hghconsulting.com 

hghconsulting.com	

hgh Consulting is a trading style  
of Hepher Grincell Limited etc. 

Registered in England & Wales: 09340687 
Registered address: Henwood House, 
Ashford, Kent TN24 8DH 

Planning, Environment & 
Development 

Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 
Date 26th October 2020 
 
By post and email: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  
 
 
Dear Sir / Madam 
 
Response to Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan, 2020 
 
These representations have been submitted on behalf of Onslow Group Limited which has a development interest 
across the borough, including the Blackfriars area.  
 
Our principal representation is that, in the interests of furthering regeneration, the New Southwark Plan should not 
restrict development to allocated sites if other sites come forward that are broadly in line with the Plan’s objectives 
and can deliver sustainable development. To this extent the proposed sentence on page 16 is broadly supported, 
which states, “Site Allocations are not required for sites which are likely to be redeveloped in line with the 
development management policies of the New Southwark Plan.” This matter assumes added importance, given the 
substantial economic and social changes which are taking place currently, caused or catalysed by the Covid 
pandemic; new policy needs to embody sufficient flexibility to respond to rapidly changing circumstances and seize 
opportunities. 
 
This is particularly important if a sufficiently flexible supply of deliverable and developable land is to be maintained 
over the plan period. It is noted that the revised standard method proposals stipulate an annual housing 
requirement for Southwark of 3,547 homes per annum which is significantly more than the 2,355 homes proposed 
within the New Southwark Plan. We therefore support the introduction of the words “at least” before the housing, 
jobs and new office space targets (84,000 and 460,000 sqm respectively) in particular. 
 
I trust that these representations will be taken into account moving forward. 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 

 
Director 
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45 Welbeck Street 
London W1G 8DZ 

 
info@hghconsulting.com 

hghconsulting.com	

hgh Consulting is a trading style  
of Hepher Grincell Limited etc. 

Registered in England & Wales: 09340687 
Registered address: Henwood House, 
Ashford, Kent TN24 8DH 

Planning, Environment & 
Development 

Planning Policy 
Southwark Council  
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 

By email to planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 
 

26th October 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Representations on Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2018 – 
2033 (August 2020) 

On behalf of Tribe Student Housing Limited (‘Tribe’), we write to make representations in respect of the Proposed 
Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (‘NSP’).  

Tribe (and its subsidiaries) own the freehold of several sites within the borough, including two within the Old Kent 
Road Action Area, and are committed to continue building their relationship with Southwark Council.  

Tribe’s representations on the emerging NSP focus principally on the following topics:  

1. Draft Allocation NSP65: Sandgate Street and Verney Road; and  

2. Draft Policy P5 (Student homes). 

For the avoidance of doubt, Tribe did not make representations in relation to these matters during previous rounds 
of consultation on the NSP.  

1. Draft Allocation NSP65: Sandgate Street and Verney Road 

Tribe welcomes the inclusion of the KFC Site (671-679 Old Kent Road) within site allocation ‘NSP65’ in recognition 
of the fact that it forms part of an identified Opportunity Area and thus a critical regeneration area for the borough. 

The allocation covers an extensive area measuring 127,600sqm with an indicative residential capacity of 3,680 – 
5,300 homes, therefore, it is appropriate that a range of uses are sought for redevelopment proposals within NSP65, 
including housing, retail, employment and community uses.  However, the specified uses should also include student 
housing, in recognition of the fact that student housing indirectly contributes towards the borough’s housing targets 
(and thus the indicative residential capacity target of 3,680+ homes for the area) and in doing so reduces pressures 
on the local housing market by releasing residential dwellings back to the private rented sector.  This is consistent 
with the approach taken in the emerging new London Plan which states in the supporting text (paragraph 4.1.9) to 
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Policy H1 that “net non-self-contained accommodation for students should count towards meeting housing targets 
on the basis of a 2.5:1 ratio, with two and a half bedrooms/units being counted as a single home.” 

Furthermore, student housing provides numerous other benefits, including: 

• Contributing towards mixed and integrated/inclusive neighbourhoods, meeting the strategic objectives of the 
NSP (Policy SP2) and new London Plan (Policy H15); 

• Increasing the attractiveness of educational institutions within the borough to students; and 

• Increasing local spending power. 

2. Draft Policy P5 (Student homes)  

Southwark is home to three of London’s largest and most successful universities in addition to a host of smaller 
satellite campuses, comprising over 30,000 higher education students in total.  Tribe welcomes a specific student 
housing policy, acknowledging the key role it has to play in terms of local economic expenditure and in meeting the 
borough’s student housing needs as well as conventional housing needs.   

However, it is noted that Policy P5 is inconsistent with regional planning policy relating to student housing, and 
specifically, affordable student housing, as described below.  

The adopted London Plan does not contain a specific policy on student housing, however, it covers student housing 
more generally within Policy 3.8 (‘Housing Choice’) and notably does not require the provision of any affordable 
housing within student schemes, provided the student accommodation is secured to the use of the land or to its 
occupation by members of specified educational institutions.  

The emerging new London Plan (Policy H15 ‘Purpose-built student accommodation’) introduces a requirement for at 
least 35% of student accommodation to be “affordable student accommodation”, as defined through the Mayor’s 
Academic Forum; otherwise, a scheme will be considered under the Mayor’s Viability Tested Route. It does not 
require the provision or any conventional affordable housing and notably discourages boroughs from seeking on-site 
provision of, or a contribution towards, conventional affordable housing. 

The emerging NSP (Policy P5), however, requires affordable housing to be provided as part of purpose-built student 
housing schemes in the following terms:  

When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount, with a minimum of 35% as conventional 
affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4, as a first priority. In addition to this, 27% 
of student rooms must be let at a rent that is affordable to students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 3.  
 
When providing student rooms for nominated further and higher education institutions at affordable student rent as 
defined by the Mayor of London, provide the maximum amount with a minimum of 35% as conventional affordable 
housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4. 
 
This clear conflict with London Plan policy is at risk of delivering unintended consequences, including restricting the 
future delivery of high-quality student housing, of which there is a significant unmet demand in the borough, as 
evidenced by a recent student demand assessment and market analysis undertaken by Knight Frank on behalf of 
Tribe.  This study concluded that, taking into account the approved student schemes in the borough and pipeline of 
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approximately 5,906 purpose-built student bedrooms, the estimated future full-time student to bed space ratio is 5.1 
students per bed space, and thus a substantial shortfall in student housing accommodation.  
 
Furthermore, Policy P5 does not recognise the impracticalities of providing student housing alongside conventional 
affordable housing, particularly on small and constrained sites.  It can often lead to gross inefficiencies in the design 
of schemes, for example, by requiring additional cores to independently service and access the conventional 
affordable units, which in turn can fetter the viability and delivery of high-quality student accommodation.   
 
In the absence of clear and robust justification for a departure from adopted and emerging regional planning policy, 
draft Policy P5 is unjustified and unsound in its current drafting and consequently should be amended to align with 
draft London Plan Policy H15 i.e. require a minimum of 35% affordable student housing. 

Please do not hesitate to contact us regarding the contents of these representations.  We look forward to future 
engagement with the London Borough of Southwark as the emerging NSP advances through the plan making 
process. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 
Associate 
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Our Ref: MV/ 15B901605 
 
26 October 2020 
 
London Borough of Southwark Council 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  
via email only 
 
Dear Sir / Madam 
New Southwark Plan – Main Modifications Consultation 
August – October 2020 
Representations on behalf of National Grid 
 
National Grid has appointed Avison Young to review and respond to 
local planning authority Development Plan Document consultations on its 
behalf.  We are instructed by our client to submit the following 
representation with regard to the current consultation on the above 
document.   
 
About National Grid 
National Grid Electricity Transmission plc (NGET) owns and maintains the 
electricity transmission system in England and Wales.  The energy is then 
distributed to the electricity distribution network operators, so it can reach 
homes and businesses. 
 
National Grid Gas plc (NGG) owns and operates the high-pressure gas 
transmission system across the UK. In the UK, gas leaves the transmission 
system and enters the UK’s four gas distribution networks where pressure is 
reduced for public use.  
 
National Grid Ventures (NGV) is separate from National Grid’s core 
regulated businesses. NGV develop, operate and invest in energy 
projects, technologies, and partnerships to help accelerate the 
development of a clean energy future for consumers across the UK, 
Europe and the United States. 
 
Response  
We have reviewed the above document and can confirm that National 
Grid has no comments to make in response to this consultation.  
 
Further Advice 
National Grid is happy to provide advice and guidance to the Council 
concerning their networks.   
 
Please see attached information outlining further guidance on 
development close to National Grid assets.   
 
If we can be of any assistance to you in providing informal comments in 
confidence during your policy development, please do not hesitate to 
contact us.   
 
To help ensure the continued safe operation of existing sites and 
equipment and to facilitate future infrastructure investment, National Grid 
wishes to be involved in the preparation, alteration and review of plans 

  
Central Square South 
Orchard Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 3AZ 
 

 
 

 
avisonyoung.co.uk 

Avison Young is the trading name of GVA 
Grimley Limited registered in England and 
Wales number 6382509. Registered office, 3 
Brindleyplace, Birmingham B1 2JB 
 
Regulated by RICS 
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and strategies which may affect their assets. Please remember to consult National Grid on any 
Development Plan Document (DPD) or site-specific proposals that could affect National Grid’s 
assets.   
 
We would be grateful if you could add our details shown below to your consultation database, if 
they are not already included: 
 

   
 

nationalgrid.uk@avisonyoung.com 
 

box.landandacquisitions@nationalgrid.com  
 

Avison Young 
Central Square South  
Orchard Street 
Newcastle upon Tyne 
NE1 3AZ  

National Grid  
National Grid House 
Warwick Technology Park 
Gallows Hill 
Warwick, CV34 6DA 

 
If you require any further information in respect of this letter, then please contact us.  
 
Yours faithfully, 

 
Director 

 
  

For and on behalf of Avison Young 
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Guidance on development near National Grid assets 
National Grid is able to provide advice and guidance to the Council concerning their networks and 
encourages high quality and well-planned development in the vicinity of its assets. 
 
Electricity assets 
Developers of sites crossed or in close proximity to National Grid assets should be aware that it is 
National Grid policy to retain existing overhead lines in-situ, though it recognises that there may be 
exceptional circumstances that would justify the request where, for example, the proposal is of 
regional or national importance. 
 
National Grid’s ‘Guidelines for Development near pylons and high voltage overhead power lines’ 
promote the successful development of sites crossed by existing overhead lines and the creation of 
well-designed places. The guidelines demonstrate that a creative design approach can minimise the 
impact of overhead lines whilst promoting a quality environment.  The guidelines can be 
downloaded here: https://www.nationalgridet.com/document/130626/download 
 
The statutory safety clearances between overhead lines, the ground, and built structures must not be 
infringed. Where changes are proposed to ground levels beneath an existing line then it is important 
that changes in ground levels do not result in safety clearances being infringed. National Grid can, 
on request, provide to developers detailed line profile drawings that detail the height of conductors, 
above ordnance datum, at a specific site.  
 
National Grid’s statutory safety clearances are detailed in their ‘Guidelines when working near 
National Grid Electricity Transmission assets’, which can be downloaded 
here:www.nationalgridet.com/network-and-assets/working-near-our-assets  
 
Gas assets 
High-Pressure Gas Pipelines form an essential part of the national gas transmission system and 
National Grid’s approach is always to seek to leave their existing transmission pipelines in situ. 
Contact should be made with the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) in respect of sites affected by 
High-Pressure Gas Pipelines. 
 
National Grid have land rights for each asset which prevents the erection of permanent/ temporary 
buildings, or structures, changes to existing ground levels, storage of materials etc.  Additionally, 
written permission will be required before any works commence within the National Grid’s 12.2m 
building proximity distance, and a deed of consent is required for any crossing of the easement.   
  
National Grid’s ‘Guidelines when working near National Grid Gas assets’ can be downloaded here: 
www.nationalgridgas.com/land-and-assets/working-near-our-assets 

 
How to contact National Grid 
If you require any further information in relation to the above and/or if you would like to check if 
National Grid’s transmission networks may be affected by a proposed development, please contact:  

• National Grid’s Plant Protection team: plantprotection@nationalgrid.com  
 
Cadent Plant Protection Team 
Block 1 
Brick Kiln Street 
Hinckley 
LE10 0NA 
0800 688 588 
 

or visit the website: https://www.beforeyoudig.cadentgas.com/login.aspx 
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Dear Sirs/ Madam, 

 

Please replace this email as my Response to the Consultation on SP2. Kindly disregard my email of 

23rd October 2020 

 

I am writing to comment on the New Southwark Plan and more specifically: 

  

Document: NSP EIP 27A 

Policy: SP2:Regeneration that works for All 

 The local plan is not Sound for the following reasons: 

 Positively Prepared: No 

The plan is not positively prepared as it spurs and facilitates development on Pages Walk, 

Willow Walk and Crimscott Street that are completely out of character with the area  in 

which they are located. 

 Justified: No 

 The policy is not justified because there is a lack of credible evidence and a lack of 

community participation. 

 It is not justified as the residents are not in favour and  have petitioned Southwark Planning 

to this effect. The petition has been ignored and not even acknowledged. The Plan espouses 

regeneration that works for all but not only does it not put residents at the centre but renders 

them redundant.  

 Effective: No 

 It will destroy what it is a low profile residential area and turn it into an overdeveloped and 

unpleasant environment for the residents with concomitant overcrowding, dark canyon like 

roads and wind tunnels, traffic and pollution and the influx of commercial establishments, 

bars and restaurants (as we have seen on Bermondsey  Street). 

  

The references (to existing residents, scale, consultation and heritage  in the policy  in 

particular are effectively meaningless at present and when considered against examples of 

how regeneration currently happens in reality. Using my experience of current plans for the 

regeneration of Willow Walk and Crimscott Street and Pages Walk I would like to discuss 

these deficiencies and how they could be improved - particularly in terms of how (the 

appropriate character and scale of developments could be framed) so that regeneration could 

work for all.  Currently there is a negative imbalance where  proposed regeneration in this 
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area will benefit the developers and projected future users at the expense of the local 

residents and local economy 

   

Policy P12 Design of places 

Effective: No 

The wording is vague and meaningless as it does not lay guidelines for what “scale, massing 

and arrangement respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context” means 

and who gets to decide this on behalf of the community in the area. Further there needs to be 

more clarity on the assessment of benefit of development vs harm caused by destruction of 

heritage and a way of living. If development in itself is a ‘greater good’ then the policy 

ineffective. 

For example at Pages Walk/ Willow Walk the community has through objections and a 

petition with over 120 signatures very strongly objected to the height of buildings, design and 

materials proposed by developers to no effect. The policy must provisions for weight to be 

placed on the views of the community in the area - how it wants the area to enhance their 

lives.  

This policy also allows developers to use the presence of 1 tall building in an otherwise area 

of low profile townscape as a precedent to  build developments that do not sit comfortably 

with the local design and heritage. This cannot be right nor the intention on the Plan. 

Policy P13 Design Quality 

Effective: No 

The policy provides for that design must be “specific to the site’s historic context, topography 

and constraints” and use “design principles that are fitting to their context, scale and type of 

development”’ 

It is important to preserve the social and historical heritage in Southwark.  

The policy however does not give clear guidelines as to the criteria by which the historic 

context are to be judged. We have recently had a developer at Pages Walk propose a steel and 

glass 9 storey building (adjoining a residential conservation area citing ‘The design team took 

inspiration from the crafted façades of local warehouses and from the local historical 

connection of the Site to one of London’s first botanical gardens’. It is a nonsense, lip service 

is paid to the policy but makes a mockery of the intent. The policy is totally ineffective. 

  

Policy P15 Designing out crime  

Positively Prepared: No 
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It is naïve to think that crime can be ‘designed out’. This can achieved by encouraging 

community cohesion and allowing for a more organic approach. Encouraging expensive over-

development is not a solution. Southwark has many poor and deprived areas with poor 

educational achievement and large expensive developments set boundaries of conflict rather 

than facilitate ‘lifting up’ that is suggested in the policy. 

What is required is more infrastructure to engage the youth and communities and smaller 

scale development that engender a local community that works together.  

Infrastructure must come first, roads, transportation, schools hospitals, GP’s before wholesale 

development is considered. The financial constraints wrought by Covid will further render 

the policy ineffective without investment in the area. TFL has already announces that 

Bakerloo line extension is no longer affordable in the next decade. 

  

Policy P19 Conservation areas  

Effective: No 

Again the policy accepts the community’s primary in interest and well-being in the 

preservation of conservation areas however it completely ignores development adjoining, 

overlooking and over-shadowing the conservation area.  

The conservation area can be made into an enclave surrounded by tall building of 

incongruous material and design as the policy stands. More specific protection  to our 

heritage assets, listed buildings and conservation areas is necessary so that the overall views 

of a conservation area are safeguarded.  As it stands the policy and conservation area policies 

are a tick box exercise under the guise of which Southwark heritage will be destroyed.  

 Policy P 16 Tall buildings  

Positively Prepared No 

The policy is not consistent with the London Plan which states (Policy D9 B) that “locations 

and appropriate tall building heights should be identified on maps”. 

 

P16 refers to a map which lacks detail and says that "Individual sites where taller buildings 

may be appropriate have been identified in the site allocations."  The Site Allocations 

themselves however are not specific about locations or heights and in this the lack of clarity 

the policy is not positively prepared. 

  

The locations for tall buildings must be clearly marked within the various site allocations as 

‘the right place’ is the critical rather than a general tall building zone. As it stands it is tall 

buildings are part of the Mandela Way and Pages/ Walk zone even though it is between 

several conservation areas and can impact listed buildings and the Borough view. Residents, 

the public and developers should have a clearer idea as to more precise locations where tall 

buildings will be permitted – this will prevent delays for developers and conflict for residents. 
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The current plan lays undue and unacceptable responsibility on residents to address 

individual planning applications. It is onerous and unfair on residents particularly when they 

are not allowed pre panning talks unlike the developers. 

  

There is insufficient reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be 

measures and considered particularly as it is not always an objective measure. Public good is 

given as an opt out clause to developers to build tall - specific criteria must be applied 

otherwise all development meets that criteria. The policy will not stop the high developments. 

Effective: No 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 

significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely 

vague and will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what 

is meant by location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. 

For example, making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to 

justify proposals for 9 storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

Justified  No 

  

The policy is not justified because it is not based on robust evidence. It is not legally 

compliant because it is not based on proportionate evidence and has not paid due regard to 

the public sector equality duty and is not effective because it is not flexible nor capable of 

being monitored. 

  

Despite previous representations the plan still fails to take account of the GLA report of 2018 

which raised questions about the inherent cost of tall Tall Buildings negating the possibility 

of social/ affordable housing - this in turn raises issues around equality/inclusion and should 

be discussed at the EiP  in relation to SP2 for example 

  

AV.13: Old Kent Road Area Vision” which includes Pages Walk,  Site Allocation 

NSP54: Crimscott Street & Pages Walk 

Policy:  NSP54 Crimscott Street and Pages Walk  & NSP55 Mandela Way 

Positively Prepared:  No 

These site allocations are not positively prepared or justified because they are 

unclear,  internally inconsistent and because they are not based on robust evidence or on 

appropriate participation, engagement and consultation.  
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The maps and text are unclear in that they do not describe in any accuracy an acceptable 

location or height of tall buildings 

The Pages Walk, Crimscott Street and Willow Walk area has always been a low profile area 

no more than 3 floors except for 1 warehouse building on Willow Walk recessed from the 

road. Permission has however been given for 9-11 story buildings despite the fact that it is 

contrary to scale, massing and arrangement and does not respond positively to the existing 

townscape, character and context. The site allocation must amended to include a height 

restriction on developments on the north east side of Pages Walk and the western edge of 

Crimscott Street.  

High buildings on Willow Walk and Pages Walk by their very location sitting alongside and 

behind the Pages Walk Conservation area would loom over and overshadow from the 

Conservation Area setting and the views in and out of the Conservation Area. Height 

restrictions will make the Local Plan clear and unambiguous so that it is positive, effective 

Plan for the Site from the outset. 

The site allocations allow for mixed use development even though there are some exclusively 

residential pockets within the demarcated sites. This does not consider the disturbance and 

disruption that A and B class (particularly A3 and A4 establishments) cause to residential 

areas. The amenities of the residents are severely compromised and causes public nuisance 

and disorder. 

The dense development proposed on Mandela Way will increase traffic on both Willow Walk 

and Pages Walk. Pages Walk is closed at the south end to traffic because it was being used as 

a rat run from Old Kent Road, it was deemed unsafe in a residential area. The scale of 

development and high-density proposals will exacerbate and disrupt the residential streets 

and areas in NS54 and NS55. 

Effective :No 

The use developments on the eastern side of Crismscott Street ‘emerging developments’ 

which are in pre-planning stage as a justification for 9 storey buildings on Pages Walk 

demonstrates the Tall Buildings Policy is not effective. 

There is no evidence that genuine alternatives have been considered - despite many 

alternatives being clearly voiced (previously and currently) by the local community. Similarly 

to the (related) Tall Buildings Policy) there is a lack of evidence of local capacity having 

been properly considered, nor of any flexibility for the significant emergent changes now 

taking place with regards  to viability, office, housing and amenity space needs due to the 

global pandemic 

Justified: No 

The plans do not consider the changing needs of the London and people who live and work in 

London in the post Covid landscape. The cost and rentals of both commercial and residential 

properties are falling fast in Central London. The plans are not evidence based and further 

investigation is necessary before the Council launches a frenetic building frenzy. The streets 

area empty and with more people working at home people are seeking open space, a sight of 

the sky and green space, not a dense built up concrete environment. The quality of life of the 
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residents will be severely damaged on account of a permanent change in their environment 

which is not backed by the changed circumstances and uncertain times. 

TFL has already backed out of the Bakerloo extension as financially unviable in the present 

scenario. This was an important consideration in the Council’s Development plans. The Plan 

has been overtaken by circumstances and a fresh view point and approach is necessary to 

make it meaningful and relevant. 

 

I would like to take part in the public meetings/ oral representation. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Thank you, 

Amala Desai 
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NSP71 – EIP27A Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station. 261020 
 
See below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to  
the submitted NSP August 2020’.  
 
Contact details  
 
Title: Ms 
Full Name: Claire Hegarty 
Email:  
Organization: Chair of Peckham Heritage Regeneration Partnership (PHRP) 
Address:  
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. YES  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Note:  this submission contains 6 comments over 3 pages 
 
TOPIC 01 
NSP71 (including PNAAP 1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station  
TALL BUILDING AND COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 
 
The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of 
up to 20 storeys, alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved 
public realm”. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 
20 storeys’ is not positively prepared, for the following reason: 
 
A). There is inadequate evidence of community participation in supporting inclusion of a 20 
storey building in this site allocation.  
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark 
building of up to 20 storeys 
 
 
 
TOPIC 02 
NSP 71 (including PNAAP 1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
TALL BUILDINGS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND VIABILITY 
 
The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of 
up to 20 storeys, alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved 
public realm”. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 
20 storeys’ is not justified, for the following reason: 
 
A). Since the adoption of the PNAAP in November 2014, evidence has grown - on tall 
buildings, affordable housing and viability - which now needs to be taken into consideration. 
See the examples cited below. 
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark 
building of up to 20 storeys. 
 
(i)The GLA has commission two studies that that have looked at the relationship 
between tall buildings and viability: 
• London Plan Viability Study (Draft December 2017) 
• Lessons from Higher Density Development (September 2016) 
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(GLA (2019b) Freedom of Information Request: Tall Buildings Affordable Housing and 
Viability for Planning Policy. FOI reference number: MGLA100119-2766. Available via: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mgla100119-2766_-
_foi_response.docx_redacted.pdf ) 
 
(ii) Evidence is accruing about the perceived low levels of affordable housing in tall buildings 
(Bailey, 2020; Marrs, 2019; Neate, 2018; Just Space, 2019; Wainwright, 2015). In particular, 
organisations such as the 35% Campaign in Southwark have campaigned on behalf of their 
residents arguing that many tall buildings do not provide compliant levels of affordable 
housing (35% Campaign, 2016). 
 
(Bailey C. (2020) Pretty Vacant: The 500 hi-rise towers that won't solve London's housing 
crisis. Action on empty homes. Published: 12th May 2020. Available via: 
https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/blog/pretty-vacant-the-500-hi-rise-towers-that-wont-
solve-londons-housing-crisis [Accessed 23 May 2020] 
Marrs C., (2019) London towers approved despite affordable housing policy breach. Planning 
Resource: independent intelligence for planning professionals. Available via: 
https://www.planningresource.co.uk/article/1583083/london-towers-approved-despite-
affordable-housing-policy-breach [Accessed 15 May 2020]) 
Neate R. (2018) Ghost towers: half of new-build luxury London flats fail to sell. The Guardian. 
Available via: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/26/ghost-towers-half-of-new-
build-luxury-london-flats-fail-to-sell [Accessed 14 June 2020] 
Just Space (2019) Tall Buildings written statement in response to M41. London Plan 
Examination in public. 6 March 2019. Available via: https://justspace.org.uk/hearings-eip-
2019/ [Accessed 12 June 2020] 
 
 
 
TOPIC 03.  
NSP 71 (including PNAAP1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station  
TALL BUILDINGS – SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 
 
The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of 
up to 20 storeys, alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved 
public realm”. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 
20 storeys’ is not justified, for the following reason: 
 
A). There is inadequate evidence on the long-term environmental and social impact of tall 
buildings, and poor understanding of the future refurbishment challenges if the block is 
privately owned. 
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark 
building of up to 20 storeys. 
 
 
 
TOPIC 04 
NSP71 ((including PNAAP1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
TALL BUILDINGS AND VIEWS 
 
The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of 
up to 20 storeys, alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved 
public realm”. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 
20 storeys’ is not justified or positively prepared, for the following reasons: 
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A). In New Southwark Plan Submission Version document, page 22 – Tall Buildings and 
Views – site PNAAP1 / NSP71 is outside the area identified as ‘possible location for tall 
buildings’. This indicates that there is no wider strategy of where tall buildings in the borough 
should be located.  
 
B). The site lies within the Borough View of St Paul’s Cathedral from One Tree Hill; therefore 
the locating off a tall building on this site disrupts this view. 
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark 
building of up to 20 storeys. 
 
 
 
TOPIC 05.  
NSP71 (including PNAAP1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
INDICATIVE CAPACITY – RESIDENTIAL UNITS 
 
The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicates that 400 ‘residential units’ are appropriate for this 
site. The NSP indicates an indicative residential capacity of 850 ‘homes’. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the higher indicative residential capacity is not 
justified for the following reason: 
 
A.) The provision of 850 residential units on this site will inevitably lead to the creation of a 
‘superdense’ medium to high rise neighbourhood. There is no evidence that this is 
appropriate for Peckham town centre, which is generally low rise in character. 
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to an indicative residential 
capacity of 850 residential units 
 
 
 
TOPIC 06.  
NSP71 (including PNAAP1) Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
INDICATIVE CAPACITY – RESIDENTIAL UNITS  
 
The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicates that 400 ‘residential units’ are appropriate for this 
site. The NSP indicates an indicative residential capacity of 850 ‘homes’. 
 
I do not consider this policy sound because the higher indicative residential capacity is not 
justified for the following reason: 
 
A.) The indicative residential capacity doubles between the two related policy documents, the 
PNAAP and unadopted NSP. There is no evidence that neither the reasoning for nor the 
implications of this more than doubling of residential provision has been agreed in 
participation with the local community. 
 
Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to an indicative residential 
capacity of 850 residential units 
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NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation. October 2020  
See below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to  
the submitted NSP August 2020’.  
 
Contact details  
Title: Ms 
Full Name: Claire Hegarty 
Email:  
Organization: Chair of Peckham Heritage Regeneration Partnership (PHRP) 
Address:  
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. YES  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation  
 
This policy states; 
 
‘The site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets such as the railway viaduct and the site contains 
the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland Road, which is of local interest. Other Victorian heritage assets on the site may 
be retained and enhanced, including former industrial buildings” 
 
I do not consider this policy sound. It is not positively prepared or justified for the reason that it does not fully 
acknowledge the cultural and community significance of the Old Mill Building and the other Victorian heritage assets 
on the site.  
 
Suggested change: the policy should state that the Old Mill Building should be retained.  
 
The evidence is as follows:  as chair of the Peckham Heritage Regeneration Partnership (PHRP), in summer 2019, I 
took part in an event called “Local Buildings That You Love” - in which local people were invited to nominate 
Peckham buildings that have meaning for them, that they wish to protect, and that create a sense of place and 
belonging. This event was well attended and generated ample evidence that The Old Mill Building is highly valued 
both as a community space and as a robust example of Victorian industrial heritage.  The PHRP supports a Local 
List in Southwark. When the planned Local List (Policy P70) is prepared, the above evidence (see above) indicates 
that the Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people. 
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P25 – EIP27A Local List 261020 
 
See below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to  
the submitted NSP August 2020’.  
 
Contact details  
 
Title: Ms 
Full Name: Claire Hegarty 
Email:  
Organization: Chair of Peckham Heritage Regeneration Partnership (PHRP) 
Address:  
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. YES  
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   
P25 – EIP27A Local List 
 
The policy is not positively prepared nor effective, because it is not clear how the policy will be developed nor how it 
will meet its objectives. 
 
The PHRP supports the establishment of a Local List in Southwark. This policy gives 6 criteria for local listing which 
generally refer to best practice guidance from Historic England, which is the correct approach. 
 
However, the policy states that ‘further information on the Local List is set out in the Heritage SPD” 
This Heritage SPD has not been made public nor has it been consulted on. Therefore it is not clear how the process 
of local listing designation will be designed, and how meaningful community consultation will take place around 
criteria for communal and social value.  
 
Suggested change: the PHRP proposes that the concept of ‘community value’ must be given further consideration, 
and that the Heritage SPD should set out an inclusive local listing consultation and engagement process. This 
approach is reinforced in guidance from Historic England, which states that “At its heart, local listing provides an 
opportunity for communities to have their views on local heritage heard. It recognises that the importance we place 
on the historic environment extends beyond the confines of the planning system to recognise those community-
based values that contribute to our sense of place”.  
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Date: 26/10/20 

 

By email: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

 

RE: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to comment on the Proposed Changes to the 

Submitted New Southwark Plan. 

 

Please note that our representations below are the views of the Transport for London 

Commercial Development (TfL CD) planning team in its capacity as a significant landowner 

in the borough only and are separate from any representations that may be made by TfL in 

its statutory planning role and / or as the strategic transport authority for London. Our 

colleagues in TfL Spatial Planning are providing a separate response to this consultation in 

respect of TfL-wide operational and land-use planning / transport policy matters as part of 

their statutory duties. 

 

TfL CD have engaged through the Local Plan preparation process and have submitted the 

following representations (these are attached with this letter for ease):  

 

− Preferred Options consultation (letter 1 December 2016)  

− Area Visions and Site Allocations consultation (letter 27 April 2017)  

− New and Amended Preferred Options Policies (letter 13 September 2017) 

− Informal consultation on preferred version (letter 27 November 2017)  

− Reg. 19 Proposed Submission Version consultation (letter 27 February 2018). 

− Proposed submission version: Amended Policies (January 2019) 

 

Some of the matters raised in these letters remain relevant to this Proposed Changes to the 

Submitted New Southwark Plan consultation as follows. 

 

NSP17: Southwark Station and 1 Joan Street (Formerly NSP18) 

Commercial Development  
 
Transport for London 
7Y3, Palestra, 
197 Blackfriars Road 
London  
SE1 8NJ 
 
Email:  
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We continue to welcome and support the inclusion of Southwark Station as a site allocation 

with high development potential. In line with this draft site allocation, the site allocation in the 

current Southwark Local Plan and the Blackfriars Road Supplementary Planning Document,  

TfL has worked with the Council and the local community to submit a planning application 

(20/AP/1189) for the redevelopment of the site to provide an 17 storey (plus plant) building 

above Southwark Underground Station accommodating Class B1 office space and Class 

A1/A2/A3/A4/A5 retail space and Class B1/D1 flexible workspace. The development 

includes associated basement construction, public realm improvements and associated 

highways works including the closure of Joan Street.  We look forward to continuing working 

with the Council and local community to bring forward this development on the site and to 

achieve the long-term objective of a landmark above Southwark Station. 

 

NSP26: Abellio Walworth Depot, Camberwell (Formerly NSP27 Abellio Bus Garage, 

Camberwell) 

 

The proposed wording is not sufficiently clear and although TfL CD continue to suggest that 

in any future redevelopment the delivery of housing should be prioritised, bullet point one of 

‘Site Requirements’ should acknowledge TfL’s authority in determining the redevelopment of 

this site and deciding whether the site is still required for bus garage use.  At the current time 

the site is still required for an operational bus garage:  

 

Retain the bus garage if the use is determined by TfL to still be required. If the 

bus garage is surplus to requirements; If at some point in the future the bus 

garage is determined by TfL to be surplus to requirements, then the equivalent 

space should be provided as new homes  

 

NSP42: Bakerloo Line Sidings and 7 St George’s Circus (Formerly NSP43) 

 

In accordance with TfL’s response to the New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission 

Version Amended Policies, TfL CD consider the proposed amendments to NSP42 (formerly 

NSP43) to be generally satisfactory and representative of previous consultations.   

 

TfL CD note the removal of the site requirement to “Retain the amount of employment 
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floorspace currently on the site” reflecting the comments that TfL CD made to the New 

Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies. 

 

NSP71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Formerly NSP75) 

 

Since the submission of our previous representation letters of February 2018 and May 2019, 

TfL has continued to actively engage with Southwark Council and the adjoining landowner in 

order to consider a collective and collaborative future for this site.  

 

As set out in previous representations we consider it is imperative that transport 

infrastructure is protected on the wider site and the allocation needs to be clear in this 

regard, consistent with draft London Plan Policies T3 (Transport capacity, connectivity and 

safeguarding) and E4 (Land for industry, logistics and services), and Policy SPG 16 (Buses: 

garages, stations, passenger infrastructure, coaches) of the Mayor’s Land for Industry and 

Transport SPG (2012) which states: 

 

“In implementing London Plan policies, the Mayor will, and boroughs, TfL and other 

partners should: 

i) Safeguard existing land and identify future requirements for additional land, for bus 

operations (including depot storage and maintenance) in agreement with TfL; 

ii) Resist the loss of any bus garage through redevelopment unless a suitable 

alternative site that results in no overall loss of capacity can be found in the 

immediately adjacent area, or TfL agrees formally that the particular facility is no 

longer required.” 

 

If TfL decides that the bus station is no longer required, it is the Mayor’s aspiration to 

prioritise housing delivery on surplus TfL sites. However, as currently worded, the draft Site 

Vision requires the bus station to be replaced with an equivalent amount of business 

floorspace. To clarify, the existing bus station comprises bus stands, roadways and 

hardstanding only and the sole building on this part of the site allocation provides driver 

welfare facilities. There is therefore no justification to require an equivalent amount of 

floorspace for business use. In addition, as highlighted above, paragraph 6.4.5B of the 

emerging draft London Plan is clear that requirements to protect employment floorspace 
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capacity do not apply to sites that are used for transport functions which are no longer 

required.  

 

Given the above, bullet point two should acknowledge TfL’s authority in determining the 

redevelopment of transport hubs (i.e. whether the bus station is surplus to requirements) and 

should prioritise the delivery of housing, as opposed to B1 small business spaces and 

should be amended as follows: 

 

Retain the bus station if the use is determined by TfL to still be required. If at some 

point in the future the bus station is determined by TfL to be surplus to requirements, 

new homes should be provided, and other town centre uses may be considered. the 

equivalent space should be provided as a small business space (B1). 

 

SP2: Regeneration That Works for All 

 

TfL CD reiterate the suggestion included in our comments on Proposed Submission Version 

Amended Policies to amend paragraph three because it is currently unclear and repetitive.  

The following wording is suggested: 

 

“3. Encouraging greater tenure integration and equality between different housing 

tenures within and between new development and its surroundings in order to create 

the conditions for properly mixed and integrated communities, ensuring equity of 

esteem from street level, and to mitigate against stark visible differences. and a 

sense of tenure segregation.” 

 

P1: Social Rented and Intermediate Housing 

 

As set out in our response to the Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies, TfL CD 

consider that Policy P1 should be titled “Affordable Housing” rather than “Social Rented and 

Intermediate Housing” to ensure general conformity with accepted definitions and / or 

terminology. 

 

Equally, in accordance with the draft London Plan, TfL CD consider it appropriate for Policy 

P1’s supporting text to make clear that development can provide a mix of different affordable 
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housing tenures, whilst acknowledging that the Mayor’s preferred affordable housing tenures 

(Paragraph 4.7.3 of the London Plan) are as follows: 

 

− Homes based on social rent levels, including Social Rent and London Affordable 

Rent; 

− London Living Rent; 

− London Shared Ownership. 

 

Acknowledged within our letter of May 2019, TfL CD recognised that Policy P1 introduced a 

“fast track route” for housing development, removing the requirement for viability testing 

should development provide at least 40% affordable housing and 60% within the Aylesbury 

Area Action Plan area.  This does not conform to either the London Plan or the Mayor’s 

Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (adopted in 2017), both of which 

require a provision of 35% affordable housing in order to benefit from the fast track route. 

We recommend that the requirement be either removed or amended to conform with the 

London Plan. 

 

In addition, and critically for TfL CD, the current requirement undermines our ‘portfolio 

agreement’ for affordable housing delivery. Paragraph 4.6.5 of the draft London Plan 

stipulates that “Where there is an agreement with the Mayor to deliver at least 50 per cent 

[affordable housing] across the portfolio of sites, then the 35 per cent threshold should apply 

to individual sites.”. On this basis, as TfL must deliver at least 50% affordable housing 

across our portfolio, with a minimum of 35% provided on every site, the affordable housing 

requirements set out within Policy P1 remain unjustified and put the efficient delivery of 

affordable housing provisions at risk within the borough. 

 

P4: Private Rented Homes 

 

As previously set out within TfL CD’s letters of May 2019, February 2018 and September 

2017, we reiterate that Policy P4 of the New Southwark Plan should accord with Mayor’s 

SPG Homes for Londoners Affordable Housing and Viability SPG (2017) and Policy H11 of 

the Intend to Publish London Plan with regard to all matters concerning Build to Rent (BtR) 

development, including the definition of BtR schemes. Explicitly, TfL CD continue to raise the 

following concerns: 
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− Southwark Council’s adoption of a 100-unit threshold under Policy P4 deviates 

from the Intend to Publish London Plan, which stipulates a 50-unit threshold for 

BtR schemes. We consider that Southwark Council’s approach may adversely 

discourage and/or restrict the delivery of sub-100-unit BtR schemes, potentially 

reducing delivery and discouraging the involvement of smaller developers and 

builders. 

− TfL CD supports high standards of design. However, there may be a need for 

some flexibility to reflect BtR schemes, which tend to comprise highly managed 

homes with shared / communal spaces and facilities. 

− The Intend to Publish London Plan requires BtR development to be held under a 

covenant for at least 15 years. Southwark Council’s proposal to establish a 

minimum covenant of 30 years may dissuade investment in BtR tenure 

developments. 

− In accordance with Para 4.11.10 of the Intend to Publish London Plan, provision 

of social rented affordable housing in BtR schemes must be justified.  

 

P14: Residential Design (Formerly P9 Optimising Delivery of New Homes) 

 

TfL CD commented on ‘Policy P9: Optimising delivery of new homes’ in our response to the 

Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies and it is noted that this policy has now 

been incorporate into ‘Policy P14 Residential Design’. However, we feel this drafting has 

weakened the promotion of higher density development in suitable and sustainable 

locations. 

 

Whilst it is accepted that P17 covers efficient use of land, P14 should also promote higher 

density development, which makes the best possible use of brownfield land, in the most 

accessible and sustainable locations. Therefore, in accordance with the draft London Plan 

(including Policy H1 and D2) at the beginning of this policy an additional criterion should be 

added which requires all development proposals to be designed at the optimum density, 

taking into account site context and connectivity / accessibility by public transport and other 

sustainable modes.  

 

P16: Tall Buildings (Formerly P14) 
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In TfL CD’s response to the Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies we noted that  

the policy required publicly accessible space to be provided on or near to the top of all 

buildings and considered the wording of the policy to be ambiguous. It is noted that the 

wording has been updated to include all tall buildings but this would still apply to shorter tall 

buildings given the definition of a tall building in the fact box, and we maintain it is not 

reasonable or practical to include this requirement on shorter tall buildings. Irrespective of 

height, this also has management and security implications which would be unacceptable in 

TfL housing projects. For security reasons, TfL would also be unlikely to sanction public 

access to any office building that it develops for its own use.  In addition, enabling public 

access to the upper floors of buildings, whilst maintaining security and operational efficiency 

for any tenant, is dependent upon internal layouts and core arrangements, and may not be 

possible or efficient on constrained sites.  It is noted that there is also reference to ‘where 

appropriate’ and there could be some wording around what this could entail in the reason 

section to provide further clarity. 

 

The requirement for widened footways remains (3.5) and as per our previous comments is 

too prescriptive and may not be possible on constrained sites, so this should be removed, or 

some caveat included for sites where this is not possible.   

 

P30: Affordable Workspace (Formerly P28) 

 

The Draft London Plan sets out, within Policy E3 Affordable Workspace, considerations for 

the delivery of affordable workspace in developments; A) the defined circumstances in which 

planning obligations may be used to secure affordable workspace; B) where there may be a 

need for it; and C) Boroughs are encouraged to consider more detailed affordable 

workspace policies in light of local evidence of need and viability. 

 

However, as set out within previous TfL CD representations, Policy P30 of the New 

Southwark Local Plan goes far beyond the scope of Policy E3 of the emerging London Plan. 

Paragraph 2.1 of Policy P30 is as follows: 

 

“Major Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace 

(B class use) must: Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new 
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employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at Discount Market 

Rents.” 

 

As we have identified in previous representations, TfL CD recognise the importance of 

affordable workspace in the borough and agree that in appropriate circumstances, larger 

commercial schemes should provide an element of affordable workspace.  

 

TfL CD have previously raised concerns regarding the cumulative viability impact that is 

likely to occur when schemes are universally required to deliver affordable workspace in 

addition to other requirements such as affordable housing and community infrastructure levy. 

Many of TfL’s schemes already have high infrastructure costs associated with safeguarding 

our operational requirements and so additional costs or financial impacts such as affordable 

workspace are likely to significantly impact on what can be delivered.    

 

In addition, the implications for public sector and other developer-occupiers has not been 

considered. For example, TfL may use land it owns to build offices to serve its transport 

functions. As a non-profit, public and sustainable transport body, TfL’s operational and 

management buildings should not be required to subsidise ‘for-profit’ businesses through the 

provision of affordable workspace. Flexibility or an exceptions test should be incorporated in 

this policy, which reflects the flexibility of the approach set out in the Intend to Publish 

London Plan. 

 

Furthermore, we do not believe that the evidence base document “Housing and Affordable 

Workspace policies further viability sensitivity testing” (July 2019)  recommendation for 

“suitable flexibility to ensure that appropriate development, providing a suitable mix of uses 

to support the identified needs of the LBS comes forward” (paragraph 4.15) has been 

reflected in the policy.    While 10% affordable workspace could remain as a guide level for 

commercial developments over 500sqm, the policy should contain flexibility to enable 

schemes to provide under 10% where they are providing a high level of discount to market 

rents.  This will provide quality affordable workspace which meets the demands of smaller 

businesses in the borough who have the most need for affordable workspace as part of 

development schemes.  Such an approach to use a sliding scale has recently been adopted 

by other London Boroughs. 
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Concluding Remarks 

 

We hope that these representations are helpful but if you require any further information or 

would like to discuss any of the issues raised in our representations, please do not hesitate 

to contact me.  We look forward to being kept up to date with your programme going 

forward.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

Assistant Planner, Transport for London Commercial Development  
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Kath Scott  

 

 

 

 

Member Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association 

Responding to: 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all (document EIP27B)  
Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
 

I should like to add to the body of comments regarding the development plan for 

the local area. 

The extensive questionnaire on the Southwark website is so onerous it is preferable 

to send an email with my comments against proposals. 
 

I have read and agreed with all the points that Jo Frost, Founder Member Pages 

Walk Conservation Residents Association has forwarded.  

So I should like to reiterate these as they are my points too and better expressed!  
 

 

Please read the text below but first a personal addition: 
 

GREEN SPACE 

Last week I received a letter from Friends of the Earth stating that we currently 

have just 8m2 of public green space in Southwark and that takes into account the 

leafier suburbs of Dulwich etc. 
 

The recommendation in the UK is for at least 20sq m2  and The World Health 

Organisation’s recommendation is for 0.5 hectare per person within 300m of their 

living - or 30m2 

Source WHO 

2016: https://www.euro.who.int/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/321971/Urban-green-

spaces-and-health-review-evidence.pdf?ua=1 

 

If residents in Southwark already have less than a third of the recommended green 

space today,  

how can we possibly conceive of denser population with poorer facilities and 

services to offer. 

I should like to express how important green space is, not just pertinent in these 

times, but something that we all need for a reasonable quality of life and wellbeing. 
 

A screenshot of the Green space rating shows that North Southwark and 

Bermondsey is Category E - the most deprived of green space. 

The BAME community as ever, are the most deprived of green space.  
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Communities in this area will endure further compromise in the vision to build 

higher and denser. 
  
 

 
 

Friends of the Earth Source:https://friendsoftheearth.uk/nature/englands-not-so-

green-and-pleasant-land-millions-can-only-access-green-space-size-garden 

Friends of the Earth Source:https://friendsoftheearth.uk/nature/access-green-space-

england-are-you-missing-out 
 

And... 
 

 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a member of the Pages 

Walk Conservation Residents Association and local resident. We are extremely concerned with the scale of 

redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for our area. This plan was previously supported and 

would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line extension which has now been put on hold by TFL London 

due to financial problems caused by the pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to double 

the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely abandoned as 

it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms of transport to support such a huge increase 

in population. In addition there has been widespread reduction of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and 

widen pavements for social distancing across the borough since the pandemic started. This has resulted in 

gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and misery for residents; journey times are hugely increased and as 
cars are now on the roads for longer which increasing fuel emissions. There have also been a huge increase 

in road rage resulting in altercations on the streets. It’s insane to keep reducing road capacity for traffic 
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whilst simultaneously increasing the population. Whilst we can appreciate that the new developments are 

largely car-free, traffic will still be an issue as those without cars will still be 

using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially considering that the Bakerloo Line extension has 

been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic problems. 
 
Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and regeneration 

issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The Pages Walk Conservation 

Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified specifically to the inspectors as areas of 

high concern.  
 
Please can you confirm receipt of my comments. 
  
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Kath Scott 
 

 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all (document EIP27B)  

We do not see why the Council should get away with imposing outrageous developments on us 
when the words of at least one of its policies in the NSP says it will work with us for our greater 
benefit.  The Council (or the planners) evidently understand something completely different from 
how residents interpret the words.  The policy is “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” can be found 

in document EIP27B on the Southwark NSP website (click here ). 
  
“SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is on page 8.  Wonderful words but very far from the actual 
behaviour of the Council over what they are proposing for the upper east side of Pages Walk and 
adjacent Willow Walk.  We weren’t informed that there was a planning application proposing to 
destroy our neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the 
process”.  If this is what they call “regeneration that works for all” it is a deceitful use of words.   
 
 “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the area in which they are 
proposed.  It is not justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition 
drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this 
summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new 
applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it 
will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently 
low scale environment. 
  
As for “promoting wellbeing”.  Many of us are sick, agitated  and anxious about the Council’s 
proposals for our area. 
 
Feelings are running high with residents as it is apparent that Southwark Planning and developers 
are merely ticking boxes and not actually sticking to their own manifesto or listening to the views of 
residents even when involved in the consulting phase. It’s evident that many of the online 
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consultancy feedback forms ask leading questions and make it almost impossible to actually object 
or offer objective criticism. This is a total manipulation of the system. 
 
As an alternative to this policy (which the inspectors would also like to hear about) the Council 
should work with the local community rather than against it and develop proposals that the 
residents of the area support. 
 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 
respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 
what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 
proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 
development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 
massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 
Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 
justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 
Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten to engulf what is an already 
protected neighbourhood. 

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 
behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 
site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 
been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished. We live 
in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we should be celebrating that. It’s important to 
culturally preserve areas not just for residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 
by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 
developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 
glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 
botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 
does not safeguard against such behaviours.  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 
situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 
necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 
cannot be limited to the design of buildings and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It 
needs to consider  
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-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of 
residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at 
weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 
services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 
health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are allowed. Recreational 
facilities should be available to all existing residents rather than exclusively for those within 
gated developments. Crime is reduced in a cohesive integrated communities. Economic 
disparity reflected in facilities will only fuel crime as it puts groups into direct opposition and 
fuels a ‘us and them’ mentality. The gap between rich and poor in our area is accelerating 
due to the pandemic which will result in widespread unemployment, the crime rate is 
increasing as a direct reflection of this. Southwark Planning should also be mindful that 
much of the new plan can be interpreted as social cleansing.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 
significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 
will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 
location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 
making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 
storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 
referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 
context’ to justify their own excessive heights. This results in higher and higher developments being 
created in areas that were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 
story buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 
restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving 
our opposition.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height and massing in our 
area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to 
be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 
 

Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 
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where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  

 

AND... 

 

Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 
 

Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 

Is it positively prepared? No 

Is it effective? No 

We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since November 

2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off Mandela Way that backs 

onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win when they agreed to change the 

original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our 

existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a 

limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new 

development will mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and 

preserve history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 

level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on Pages Walk. 

The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building footprint and stand no higher 

than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a loss of light which will be fiercely 

opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 

59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 story development, this is completely against previous 

assurances and proposals by Southwark Planning Officers.  

 

We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and objectives of 

sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to build  5-6 stories high 

buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the conservation area to the north of the 

terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England has expressed concerns about the height of 

buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of 

Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the 

area. We were previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from 

Pages Walk but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 

development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning 

principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing building sit at a 

maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 

 

Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an environmental issue. 

The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the landscaped gardens of the proposed 

area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a wildlife corridor and supports a wide range of 

biodiversity including many types of birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. Living in 

close proximity to nature is proven to positively enhance health and mental well being. Any destruction of 

this habitat will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well being of residents but will 

also negatively affect drainage and flooding.  

 

Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this new development. 

Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk for in excess of 15 years. The 

road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and want assurance that there are no plans to change our 

quiet residential street. With such a huge development planned for the entire length of Mandela Way how 

will this be put in place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent Road traffic especially 

as plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 

 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
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Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are 
completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not justified because no one 
living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing 
a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our 
opposition. This was submitted earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages 
Walk Conservation Residents Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many 
residents have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. 
This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore 
new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will 
destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment. 
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26/10/2020 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

New Southwark Plan proposed changes – August 2020 

 

Please note that these comments represent the views of Transport for London (TfL) 

officers and are made entirely on a "without prejudice" basis. The comments are made 

from TfL’s role as a transport operator and highway authority in the area. They have 

also been included as part of the response sent by the Greater London Authority 

(GLA). A separate response has been prepared by TfL CD Planning (Property) to reflect 

TfL’s interests as a landowner and potential developer. 

 

Thank you for consulting Transport for London (TfL) on the proposed changes to the 

New Southwark Plan (NSP) put forward in August this year (2020). We have set out 

below comments on all the changes made to the submission version of the Local Plan. 

These should be read alongside TfL’s response to the proposed submission version in 

2017/2018 and GLA’s response to amended policies in 2019 which included some TfL 

comments. 

 

The Mayor first published his draft new London Plan for consultation on 1st December 

2017. Following examination, the Panel’s report, including recommendations, was 

issued to the Mayor on 8 October 2019 and the Intend to Publish version of the 

London Plan (ItPLP) was published on 17 December 2019. The Mayor received 

directions from the Secretary of State on 13 March 2020 in the Annex to his response. 

The ItPLP and its evidence base are now material considerations and have significant 

weight, except specifically where affected by the tracked changes set out in the 

Secretary of State’s Annex. 

 

Publication of the final version of the new London Plan is anticipated later in the year, 

at which point it will form part of Southwark’s Development Plan and contain the most 

up-to-date policies. Given its advanced stage in the adoption process, we will have 

regard to it when assessing and responding to local planning policy consultations, 

including proposed modifications to the NSP.  

By email only 

 

London Borough of Southwark 

Planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 

Transport for London 

City Planning 

5 Endeavour Square 

Westfield Avenue 

Stratford 

London E20 1JN 

 

 

www.tfl.gov.uk 
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Local Plan policies should be aligned with relevant ItPlP policy and TfL’s aims as set 

out in the Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS). In particular, it is important that local 

plans support the Healthy Streets Approach, Vision Zero and the overarching aim of 

enabling more people to travel by walking, cycling and public transport rather than by 

car. This is crucial to achieving sustainable growth, as in years to come more people 

and goods will need to travel on a relatively fixed road network. The NSP should be 

consistent with transport policies in the ItPLP, particularly on issues such as car and 

cycle parking which have both been updated to reflect the Mayor’s Transport Strategy, 

the Environment Strategy and the Health Inequalities Strategy. 

 

Our comments on specific modifications and suggestions for amendments or wording 

improvements are detailed below. We look forward to working with the Council to 

finalise the Local Plan as it moves towards adoption. 

 

CPC030 and CPC031 – Policies Map 

 

TfL welcomes the inclusion of map layers showing the Low Line/railway arches and 

Southwark Spine cycling routes, but it should be made explicit that the Low Line is 

also designed for cycling as well as a pedestrian route and should cater for cyclists 

 

CPC045 - Elephant and Castle Area Vision 

 

TfL welcomes added references to the London Underground station, step-free access 

and provision of a new ticket hall for the Northern line and Bakerloo line extension 

 

CPC048 - Old Kent Road Area Vision 

 

TfL welcomes added references to the planned phasing of development on the Old 

Kent Road. We have agreed with you previously the Phase 1 9500 cap suggested in 

terms of transport capacity. We suggest that the 2023 date is omitted given the BLE 

programme and the build out of especially the big sites and instead the wording is 

revised to read ‘From 2018 it is anticipated that up to 9,500 homes can be approved 

with enhancements to the existing public transport network and active travel, prior to 

the letting of the construction contract for the Bakerloo line extension’ 

 

CPC0124 P24 – River Thames 

 

TfL welcomes the addition of a reference to the River Thames as a means of transport 

during construction 

 

CPC0177 P44 – Healthy developments 

 

The policy should be further amended to better reflect all elements of the Healthy 

Streets Approach set out in Policy T2 of the ItPLP  
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CPC0187 P51 – Low Line routes 

 

TfL supports the implementation of Low Line routes, however, the policy wording 

here and in other policies/site allocations should make explicit that the Low Line is 

also designed for cycling and should cater for cyclists throughout. 

 

CPC0188 P52 – Cycling 

 

While some standards in tables 9 and 10 go beyond the London Plan, which we 

strongly support, some of the proposed standards are now lower than the minimum 

standards specified in policy T5 and table 10.2 of the ItPLP. These include the 

standard for 1 bedroom, 2 person dwellings outside PTALs 5 and 6 and standards for 

all categories of retail. Both tables should be updated to ensure consistency with the 

ItPLP minimum standards. Further, it should be recognised that T5 also requires 

compliance with the London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS) and this should be 

reflected in the NSP to ensure that cycle parking meets at least minimum qualitative as 

well as quantitative standards. 

 

CPC0189 P53 – Car parking 

 

TfL welcomes the minor wording changes that provide clarification. However, as noted 

above, the submission version of the NSP was published in October 2017. Since then, 

the new London Plan has reached an advanced stage of its adoption process with an 

Intend to Publish version (ItPLP) issued in December 2019 and directions from the 

Secretary of State received in March 2020. This means that the new London Plan is 

now likely to be adopted before the conclusion of the NSP Examination in Public (EiP) 

Hearings. With these timescales in mind we would want to avoid any conflict in 

policies between the two documents. 

 

Proceeding with the residential and retail standards within this policy, without further 

amendments, risks creating inconsistency with the new London Plan, prompting 

confusion for developers and raising issues of conformity. 

 

To address this, we have agreed with LB Southwark in our Statement of Common 

Ground that the NSP parking standards must be brought into line with the ItPLP at the 

earliest opportunity. Our position is that that there is still an opportunity to make 

changes to the policy through this plan process and we intend to address this issue in 

submissions to the forthcoming EiP. If changes to the policy are not made before the 

EiP Hearings, it is imperative that the Plan contains a firm commitment to revise 

parking standards to bring them into line with the London Plan as soon as possible and 

for clarification to be provided that in the interim period, where there is any conflict 

between the two documents, London Plan parking standards should take precedence. 

 

 

 

Specifically, our areas of concern are: 
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• Proposed residential parking standards set out in table 11 for areas of PTAL 4, 

Aylesbury Action Area, Old Kent Road Opportunity Area, Canada Water 

core/town centre and PTAL 1 or 2 (suburban south) do not reflect the overall 

approach of Policy T6.1 or the accompanying standards in the ItPLP. In all the 

above areas the proposed standard is higher than would be permitted by 

maximum ItPLP standards for all or part of the designated area. The cumulative 

effect of permitting all this additional car parking could undermine 

implementation of the London Plan, in particular the achievement of 

challenging mode share targets set by the Mayor that Southwark has agreed to, 

as part of their approved Local Implementation Plan. It should also be noted 

that the planning permission for Canada Water1 stipulates that the residential 

development must be car-free, in accordance with the ItPLP. This should be 

reflected in the NSP. 

 

• Retail parking standards set out in table 12 do not reflect the overall approach 

of Policy T6.3 or the accompanying maximum parking standards in the ItPLP 

and risk over-provision. It is not clear why they only apply to town centres 

because retail development proposals (including redevelopment of existing out 

of centre stores) are still put forward for new or reconfigured retail stores 

outside defined town centres. Retail parking standards should apply to all areas 

and be in accordance with the maximum standards in the ItPLP.  

 

CPC0207 IP2 – Transport infrastructure 

 

Although TfL welcomes a number of the updates including the need for contributions 

towards the Bakerloo line extension, we are concerned at the proposed deletion of 

bus priority measures in this policy. Furthermore, it does not appear to be justified.  It 

should be noted that TfL does not support proposals for a new rail station at 

Camberwell. 

 

CPC0226 - NSP04 

 

TfL welcomes additional clarification on linking the site to Cycle Superhighway 7 (now 

renamed Cycleway) 

 

CPC0229 - NSP05 

 

TfL welcomes additional clarification on linking the site to Cycle Superhighway 7 (now 

renamed Cycleway) 

 

 

 

CPC0266 NSP25 – Camberwell Bus Garage 

1 LPA Reference: 18/AP/1604 
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Although there may be potential for future redevelopment or reconfiguration while 

retaining operational bus garage uses on this site, we are concerned about the 

proposed wording that has been inserted which states: ‘If the bus garage is required 

redevelopment should consider over the station development to provide new homes’. 

This wording is inconsistent with policy T3 in the ItPLP which requires development 

plans to safeguard existing land and buildings used for public transport, active travel or 

related support functions. The proposed wording does not recognise the need to 

retain bus garage capacity to maintain the local bus network. These bus garages, 

whether they are owned by TfL or third parties, are required, and the wording should 

acknowledge this. It should also be made clear that any over-site development must 

retain or increase the existing vehicle capacity, ensure continuity of operation during 

construction, meet existing and future operational needs including 24/7 operation by a 

full range of vehicles including electric charging, and be the subject of approval by TfL 

to ensure that it meets the standard requirements for an operational bus garage. If 

garage capacity were lost as a result of a proposed redevelopment (including on a 

temporary basis), at least equivalent capacity would need to be provided within the 

local area and agreed with TfL prior to any redevelopment. 

 

CPC0269 NSP26 – Abellio Walworth Depot 

 

Although there may be potential for future redevelopment or reconfiguration while 

retaining operational bus garage uses on this site, we are concerned about the 

proposed wording that has been inserted which states: ‘If the bus garage is required 

redevelopment should consider over the station development to provide new homes’. 

This wording is inconsistent with policy T3 in the ItPLP which requires development 

plans to safeguard existing land and buildings used for public transport, active travel or 

related support functions. The proposed wording does not recognise the need to 

retain bus garage capacity to maintain the local bus network. These bus garages, 

whether they are owned by TfL or third parties, are required, and the wording should 

acknowledge this. It should also be made clear that any over-site development must 

retain or increase the existing vehicle capacity, ensure continuity of operation during 

construction, meet existing and future operational needs including 24/7 operation by a 

full range of vehicles including electric charging, and be the subject of approval by TfL 

to ensure that it meets the standard requirements for an operational bus garage. If 

garage capacity were lost as a result of a proposed redevelopment (including on a 

temporary basis), at least equivalent capacity would need to be provided within the 

local area and agreed with TfL prior to any redevelopment. 

 

CPC0305 - NSP46 

 

TfL welcomes additional clarification on linking the site to Cycle Superhighway 7 (now 

renamed Cycleway) 

 

 

 

CPC0379 NSP71 – Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
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Although there may be potential for future redevelopment or reconfiguration while 

retaining an operational bus station use on this site, we are concerned about the 

proposed wording that has been inserted which refers to the bus station use and 

states: ‘…if that use is still required. If the bus garage (sic) is required, redevelopment 

should consider over the station development to provide new homes.’ This wording is 

inconsistent with policy T3 in the ItPLP which requires development plans to 

safeguard existing land and buildings used for public transport, active travel or related 

support functions. We do, however, acknowledge the discussions with the landowner 

for the adjacent Aylesham Centre which could result in a reconfiguration of the uses 

on the combined site as part of a redevelopment scheme. In these discussions, we 

have been clear that bus station capacity and efficient operations must be retained 

even if on a different part of the combined site. The proposed wording also confuses a 

bus garage with a bus station. A bus station provides passenger facilities while a bus 

garage provides depot, storage and maintenance facilities for buses. It should be made 

clear that any over-site development must retain or increase the existing vehicle 

capacity, ensure continuity of operation during construction, meet existing and future 

operational needs including 24/7 operation by a full range of vehicles including electric 

charging, and be the subject of approval by TfL.  In order to provide high quality 

facilities for passengers it must additionally meet TfL standards for safety, lighting and 

ventilation. 

 

CPC0380 NSP72 – Blackpool Road Business Park 

 

We welcome the continued emphasis on the need to retain or re-provide a bus garage 

in any redevelopment of the site. In line with our comments on NSP25 and NSP26, 

existing bus garage capacity in the borough needs to be retained and enhanced to 

support the local bus network. 

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

 

 

London Plan and Planning Obligations team | City Planning 

Email:  
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New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 - SPN Template 

Use the template to prepare your comments. Then either complete online questionnaire or email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

Name:      Jess Bishop     Address:  
 

Email address:                            Phone:              Organisation Camberwell Identity Group 
 

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   

 

TOPIC 

 

Test of 

Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 

 

Document EIP 27A 

AV05 Camberwell 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

 

The Area Vision sets no scale for the level of ambition, meaning there is a risk that even a low level of action delivered 

against the Vision could be deemed sufficient. The plan should set targets and concrete deliverables for Areas and it 

should set out measures of success, to avoid an underwhelming outcome. It is not clear how the Area Vision will be 

achieved by the deliverables of the plan. The link between the plan and each element of the Area Vision should be made 

more explicit.   

 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective.  

Document EIP 27A 

AV05 Camberwell 

 

Not positively 

prepared 

 

It is not clear from the plan how the Area Vision have been arrived at, in particular how the local community has been 

involved in both identifying the defining characteristics of the area and establishing the principles for development. 

Without inclusion of this information, it is hard to be confident that the Vision reflects the experience and needs of local 

people, workers and businesses. Without clarity on how the Vision’s were developed, it is also hard to assess the validity 

of certain assertions, e.g. where local parades of shops are set out as valued this risks implying that some parades are less 

valued.  

 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared as it is not set out how the local community has 

been involved in defining the Area Vision.  

 

Document EIP 27A 

AV05 Camberwell 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

 

There are a number of omissions from the Area Vision.  

 

a) There should be mention in what Camberwell is (in addition to what should be ‘University of the Arts’) of 

Camberwell as a vibrant home for the visual arts (South London Gallery many studios, festivals and other 

community events) and the performing arts (two community theatres). 

b) It is not clear what is meant by ‘improve … the road layout’. The main roads to be improved are the two A roads 

which cross at Camberwell Green. Reduction in traffic and improvements to these can only be achieved by 

working actively with others such as TFL. Unless traffic volumes are reduced, the introduction of wider 
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pavements and cycle lanes will only result in even more congestion and pollution.   

c) The improvement of the junction should also include ambitions to: improve the aesthetics of this gateway 

location to help build pride in the area; and put pedestrians first by installing a diagonal crossing. 

d) It is our understanding that the whole of London is a Restricted Area which means large HGV’s are not supposed 

to enter at all. Camberwell suffers a main artery to Dover / West End. The plan should set out what Southwark 

plans to do to fully ban / manage HGVs for instance, by undertaking to establish distribution sites outside the 

Restricted Area. 

e) Acknowledging the difficulties of reducing pollution on Camberwell roads, the council should introduce carbon 

capturing features. Examples are Green solutions city tree outside the Tiger pub and on Camberwell Green, or 

Living Wall at elephant and castle (which could be planted with a Camberwell C shape – developed following 

community research by the Identity Group - integral to the design and placed on the wall above Card Corner). 

f) There is also a need to improve safety and reduce congestion on Coldharbour Lane. 

g) There should be reference to the South London Gallery as a key visitor attraction. 

h) There should be reference to the diverse and international restaurants, bars and pubs, and the parks and greens 

spaces in the area. These were identified in our Identity Group residents survey and ongoing feedback as some of 

the ‘best’ elements of Camberwell, and therefore something to support and develop.  

i) Improving the town centre and streetscape should i) include consideration of artworks and creative installation 

to reflect the creative nature of the area and build pride; ii) be undertaken with input from the community and 

the Camberwell Identity Group, who have consulted the community to understand people’s perceptions of 

Camberwell and used this to develop activity to strengthen the area’s profile and visual environment including 

creating street banners and a range of branded assets to champion local businesses, and iii) should not be limited 

to the areas identified on the Area Vision map. 

j) Litter, cleanliness and rubbish management on streets was identified in our survey as some of the ‘worst’ things 

about Camberwell. These should be addressed in the plan. 

k) It is not clear what enhancing the historic environment would entail. It should include support for championing 

and protecting historic sites to support the area and encourage engagement with local businesses and facilities. 

l) There should be reference to improving air quality and reducing pollution which is at very high levels in the town 

centre; and increasing ‘greening’ to reduce the effects of pollution. 

m) No mention of reducing carbon and improving the quality of existing buildings eg double glazing, insulation etc. 

n) On Growth Opportunities, there is no mention about the type of increased employment floor space. Camberwell 

is in danger of losing many of the facilities which are affordable for small businesses. It is not a suitable location 

for large scale office development, but given the recent pandemic changes there are opportunities for providing 

local support spaces for people who are avoiding commuting into the city or need affordable start up space.   

 

As referenced above, it is not clear how the content of the plan delivers the Area Vision. 

 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective  
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Policy support 

I support the inclusion of the night time economy as a defining characteristics.   

I support provision of the new rail station. 

Document EIP 27A 

Forward 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

 

It is noted that there will be a separate document focussed on the climate emergency. There needs to be a indication of 

range of content and date of issue. The two plans cannot be done in isolation if the Area Vision is to be achieved. 

 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 

Document EIP 27A 

P21 Borough Views 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

 

The View of prominent central London landmarks from Denmark Hill / Champion Hill should also be protected. Only the 

view of St Paul’s from Camberwell Road is referenced. 

Document EIP 27A 

SP4 and other 

references to new 

retail space. 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

 

‘Increasing retail floorspace’. There is no mention of a specific Camberwell Action Plan unlike other areas in the borough. 

The Plan has many references to new retail uses. Given dramatic changes as a result of the pandemic, including the 

increase in working from home, the reduction in commuting, the reduction in specific types of retail (there are already a 

number of empty retail units), there should be a specific study made of this issue to see how it affects the Plan and what 

long term and short term measures should be adopted. For example how the Council can actively prevent more loss of 

retail by lobbying central government on business rates, helping tenants negotiate with landlords, promoting the reuse of 

empty retail as meanwhile spaces. 

 

Examples of existing empty retail space include the Old Library and new retail spaces below modern developments e.g. 

Camberwell Station Rd, also below Peabody and Camberwell Lanes. Can the council exert pressure on property 

developers at the planning application stage that if the retail units were not rented within a time period, they 

automatically become potential ‘meanwhile’ spaces that can be used for community uses at costs well below market 

value. 

 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 

Document EIP 27A 

P52 Cycling 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

It is not clear what is meant by Spine cycle route. If this is LCN23, there have already been discussions with the Council 

regarding alterations to this route to avoid Graces Mews / Wilson Road. There is no mention of CS5. Is this to be 

enhanced, particularly at Camberwell Green? Although cycling is to be encouraged there is no mention of introducing 

new routes. 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 

Document EIP 27A 

Burgess Business 

Park 

Not positively 

prepared or 

Design and accessibility guidance: There should be no negative impacts e.g. loss of sunlight, daylight, change in wind 

patterns from new development on the adjacent park. 

Policy objection  
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effective. I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 

Document EIP 27A 

NSP 25 and 26: 

Bus Garages 

 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

Omission of the bus garages must be demonstrated and such demonstration should not include increased parking of 

buses on public highways or reduction of routes. (Note: there is already a pollution problem caused by buses parked at 

Camberwell Green). 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 

Document EIP 27A 

NSP 27: Camberwell 

Station Road 

Not positively 

prepared or 

effective. 

Is further retail on the street frontage really viable given the units that have remained vacant further up the road? 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective 
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London Borough of Southwark 
Planning & Regeneration 
PO Box 64529 
LONDON 
SE1P 5LX 
 
 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 
 
 

 
Our ref: SL/2009/104986/CS-
08/SB1-L01 
Your ref: Email 
 
Date:  26 October 2020 
 
 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

New Southwark Plan (NSP): Proposed Changes 
Thank you for contacting the Environment Agency on the above. We support the changes to 

the proposals map and schedule to add four map layers for areas benefiting from flood 

defences and surface water flood risk. 

We support amendments to wording of Policy 67 –reducing flood risk to include reference to 
floor levels set no lower than 300mm above the predicted water level in flood risk areas. 
  
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you wish to discuss this further. 

Yours faithfully, 

Charles Muriithi MRTPI  

Planning Specialist 

  

Kent and South London  
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Dear Planning Officers,  
 

 

I live at  and I write in relation to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. 

I am a member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association and, as a local resident, I wish to 

register my objections as laid out below. My email address is  

 
Like others, I am extremely concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for 

our area. This plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line extension 

which has now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial problems caused by the pandemic. We 

have to point out that the ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must 

either be re-thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms 

of transport to support such a huge increase in population. In addition there has been widespread reduction 

of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing across the borough 

since the pandemic started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and misery for 

residents; journey times are hugely increased and as cars are now on the roads for longer, fuel emissions 

are increasing with significant negative impacts on the health of those who live in the area. Whilst I can 

appreciate that the new developments are largely car-free, traffic will still be an issue as those without cars 

will still be using the roads (eg in taxis and buses), especially considering that the Bakerloo Line extension 

has been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic problems. 
 
Whilst the above outlines my and others’ general concerns  regarding current building and regeneration 

issues; please see below re my specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The Pages Walk 

Conservation Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk, Willow Walk and Mandela Way identified 

specifically to the inspectors as areas of high concern.  
 
Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 
 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 
Is it effective? No 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since November 

2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off Mandela Way that backs 

onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win when they agreed to change the 

original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our 

existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a 

limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new 

development will mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and 

preserve history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 

level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on Pages Walk. 

The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building footprint and stand no higher 

than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a loss of light which will be fiercely 

opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 

59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 story development, this is completely against previous 

assurances and proposals by Southwark Planning Officers.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and objectives of 

sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to build  5-6 stories high 

buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the conservation area to the north of the 

terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England has expressed concerns about the height of 

buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of 

Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the 

area. We were previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from 

Pages Walk but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 
development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning 
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principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing building sit at a 

maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 
 
Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an environmental issue. 

The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the landscaped gardens of the proposed 

area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a wildlife corridor and supports a wide range of 

biodiversity including many types of birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. For 

evidence please see my submissions to the BTO over a number of years documenting observed wildlife 

observed in my garden, including bats and a wide range of birds, butterflies and bees. Living in close 

proximity to nature is proven to positively enhance health and mental well being. Any destruction of this 

habitat will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well being of residents but will also 

negatively affect drainage and flooding.  
 
Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this new development. 

Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk for in excess of 15 years. The 

road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and we want assurance that there are no plans to change 

our quiet residential street. With such a huge development planned for the entire length of Mandela Way 

how will this be put in place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent Road traffic 

especially as plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are 
completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not justified because no one 
living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing 
a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our 
opposition. This was submitted earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages 
Walk Conservation Residents Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many 
residents have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. 
This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore 
new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will 
destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment. 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all(document EIP27B)  

We do not see why the Council should get away with imposing outrageous developments on us 
when the words of at least one of its policies in the NSP says it will work with us for our greater 
benefit.  The Council (or the planners) evidently understand something completely different from 
how residents interpret the words.  The policy is “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” can be found 

in document EIP27B on the Southwark NSP website (click here ). 
  
“SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is on page 8.  Wonderful words but very far from the actual 
behaviour of the Council over what they are proposing for the upper east side of Pages Walk and 
adjacent Willow Walk.  We weren’t informed that there was a planning application proposing to 
destroy our neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the 
process”.  If this is what they call “regeneration that works for all” it is a deceitful use of words.   
 
 “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the area in which they are 
proposed.  It is not justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition 
drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
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vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this 
summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new 
applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it 
will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently 
low scale environment. 
  
As for “promoting wellbeing”.  Many of us are sick, agitated  and anxious about the Council’s 
proposals for our area. 
 
Feelings are running high with residents as it is apparent that Southwark Planning and developers 
are merely ticking boxes and not actually sticking to their own manifesto or listening to the views of 
residents even when involved in the consulting phase. It’s evident that many of the online 
consultancy feedback forms ask leading questions and make it almost impossible to actually object 
or offer objective criticism. This is a total manipulation of the system. 
 
As an alternative to this policy (which the inspectors would also like to hear about) the Council 
should work with the local community rather than against it and develop proposals that the 
residents of the area support. 
 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 
respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 
what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 
proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 
development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 
massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 
Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 
justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 
Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten to engulf what is an already 
protected neighbourhood. 

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 
behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 
site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 
been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished. We live 
in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we should be celebrating that. It’s important to 
culturally preserve areas not just for residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 
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There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 
by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 
developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 
glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 
botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 
does not safeguard against such behaviours.  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 
situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 
necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 
cannot be limited to the design of buildings and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It 
needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of 
residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at 
weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 
services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 
health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are allowed. Recreational 
facilities should be available to all existing residents rather than exclusively for those within 
gated developments. Crime is reduced in a cohesive integrated communities. Economic 
disparity reflected in facilities will only fuel crime as it puts groups into direct opposition and 
fuels a ‘us and them’ mentality. The gap between rich and poor in our area is accelerating 
due to the pandemic which will result in widespread unemployment, the crime rate is 
increasing as a direct reflection of this. Southwark Planning should also be mindful that 
much of the new plan can be interpreted as social cleansing.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 
significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 
will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 
location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 
making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 
storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 
referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 
context’ to justify their own excessive heights. This results in higher and higher developments being 
created in areas that were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 
story buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 
restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving 
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our opposition.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height and massing in our 
area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to 
be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 

 
Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not ‘under conservation’ but 
where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  

 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 

Dr Sarah Davidson MBE 
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Our Ref: A114378 

 

         
26th October 2020 

 

Dear Sirs 

 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (AUGUST 2020) 
 

On behalf of our client, John Lyon’s Charity, landowners of the ‘Parliamentary Press’ building located on 
Mandela Way off the Old Kent Road, we respectfully submit the following formal representations to the 

“Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (NSP)”. 

 
John Lyon’s Charity (“the Charity”) supports the overall strategic vision of the NSP and the more specific 

”Area Vision” for the Old Kent Road (AV.13) which recognises the significant role that the Old Kent Road 
will play in delivering regeneration and change, including the creation of new homes and much needed 

affordable housing, the creation of new employment space, critical infrastructure and green spaces; 
while also recognising the role that existing employment space plays in the regeneration strategy. 

 

This letter sets out areas of concern and identifies those policies as potentially unsound. It sets out a 
number of amendments that could be made to ensure the soundness of the NSP. For the avoidance of 

doubt, previous comments made by WYG on behalf of the Charity remain valid and should be read in 
conjunction with these representations. 

 

In preparing these representations, consideration has been given to paragraph 35 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2019) namely, to assess whether the NSP submission is ‘sound’ 

insofar as it has been:  

• Positively prepared – the Council has objectively assessed the need for jobs, homes, service 
etc; 

• Justified – based upon robust and credible evidence base; 

• Effective – the Plan is achievable; and 

• Consistent with national policy – accords with the NPPF, the London Plan and other relevant 

policies. 

Policy P1: Social Rented and Intermediate housing 

The Charity fully supports the principle of affordable housing provision in new developments and its 
importance in creating successful communities. There are however concerns relating to Points 3 and 4 

under the “Percentage” section of the policy. Point 3 of the policy seeks viability appraisals from all 
developments, however, point 4, which refers to the Fast Track route, states that: “Where developments 
follow the fast track route, they will not be subject to a viability appraisal”. Point 3 should therefore be 
amended to clarify that viability appraisals will not be needed for proposals that meet all of the criteria 

for the fast track route. 

 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 
 

BY EMAIL ONLY 
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Point 4 refers to “exceptional circumstances” that allow the Fast Track route to be used. We do not 

consider that this additional text is required as this is superfluous. In addition, the use of a 40% 
threshold to use the Fast Track route is contrary to the threshold target of 35% as set by the Mayor in 

the draft (Intend to Publish) London Plan (Policy H5). The policy is considered unsound and should be 
amended to reflect strategic planning policy as set out in the Intend to Publish London Plan.  

 

Policy P4: Private Rented Homes 

The policy, which supports the development of purpose-built private rented accommodation is important 

and supported by the Charity, however we do have concerns with its proposed wording.  
 
It is widely accepted that the Built-to-Rent (BtR) sector is still considered to be a relatively new, evolving 

and distinctive sector. We are concerned that Policy P4 as currently drafted would, if it were to become 
part of the adopted NSP, be detrimental to the future success of this sector in the Borough. The 

intricacies of the BtR sector require flexibility and it is noticeable that the draft London Plan Intend to 
Publish version – Policy H11 states that “the affordable housing offer can be solely Discounted Market 
Rent (DMR) at a genuinely affordable rent, preferably London Living Rent level” and requires “that there 
is unified ownership and unified management of the private and Discount Market Rent elements of the 
scheme”. Proposed Policy P4 is requiring a level of social rent; and the implications of the likely necessity 

of low cost rent homes being managed by a separate organisation such as Registered Providers with 
the specific expertise required should not be under-estimated. Most institutional BTR investors are not 

Registered Providers, and split management reduces management efficiency, in turn affecting the 

scheme’s investment value and therefore overall profitability. This is an important consideration, as split 
management negates compliance with draft London Plan H11. The proposed policy should acknowledge 

and reflect that BtR is a unique sector. Increased flexibility in the policy approach can help deliver more 
affordable housing both within individual schemes and overall, supporting the BTR’s sector ability to 

compete for land with build-for-sale development. 
 

We support the intention to provide renters with greater tenancy security, and note the six-month break 

clause, however securing homes for the private rental market for a “minimum 30-year term” is onerous 
and double the term that is recommend by the Mayor in draft Policy H11 (Intend to Publish) London 

Plan, and Central Government guidance. We recommend that the figure is reduced to 15 years in 
accordance with strategic policy, and Central Government guidance. 

  

Policy P14 – Residential Standards 

We agree that all new homes should be “of an excellent standard of accommodation that will contribute 

to creating healthy and safe places where people of all ages want to live and can thrive” (as outlined in 
the supporting text), however the list is considered both confusing and overly prescriptive. 

 
The list includes the need to provide “private amenity space, communal amenity space and facilities for 

all residents, and child play space” (No. 11). At No. 12, there is a request to provide “5sqm of public 

open space per dwelling in addition to the communal amenity space requirement” in the Old Kent Road 
Opportunity Area. Then at Point 14, the provision of “communal facilities including gardens and 

community rooms…. green communal amenity space for all residents and additional communal play 
areas for children (aged up to 16) for apartments. Communal amenity space should be designed to 

provide multiple benefits (e.g. recreation, food growing, habitat creation, SUDS) and should be 

additional to external communal amenity space”. We support the need to provide private and communal 
amenity space, however it is widely recognised that site constraints in a dense urban context such as 

in Southwark do not always allow for the delivery of such space on-site, in particular public open space 
and play space and facilities for children over the age of 12. We note Point 15 (and reference to financial 

contributions) but regard the current wording as confusing and recommend that it should be amended 

to read: 
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“In circumstances where private and communal amenity space and facilities and/or child play space 

cannot be provided on site, we will seek a financial contribution towards providing new or improving 

existing public open space or play space provision in the vicinity of the site”. 

 

In addition, the fact box states that “For units containing two or less bedrooms, 10sqm of private 
amenity space should be provided”. This is not in accordance with London Plan Housing SPG (2016) 

(Standard 26) or the draft Good Quality Homes SPG (Module C, 2020) which both state that a minimum 
of “5sqm of private outdoor space should be provided for 1-2person dwellings”. The text within the fact 

box should be accordingly amended to reflect 5sqm.  

 

Policy 29: Office and Business Development 

Policy P29 ‘Office and business development’ requires development to retain or re-provide existing 

employment floorspace in town centres, opportunity areas and Central Activities Zones. The Charity 
supports the direction of the policy, however the Charity has concerns regarding the need for a 

marketing strategy and exceptional circumstances listed under point 2 of the policy. 
 

We do not agree with the request to “provide marketing strategy for the use and occupation of the 
employment space to be delivered to demonstrate how it will meet current market demand”. The policy 
and indeed the whole Plan recognises the need for employment space in Southwark and therefore 

requesting further information is considered overly onerous and unjustified and accordingly this point 
should be removed. 

 

Point 2 allows, in exceptional circumstances, the loss of employment floorspace but it must be 
demonstrated through by a marketing exercise for “two years immediately prior to any planning 
application. This should be for both its existing condition and as an opportunity for an improved 
employment use through redevelopment which shows there is no demand”. This timeframe is 

unnecessarily restrictive, effectively removing a site from the market for two years, creating long-term 
voids and could have a knock-on effect on surrounding businesses.  

 

Point 3 states that “Development that results in a loss of employment floorspace anywhere in the 
borough must provide a financial contribution towards training and jobs for local people”. There is no 

information provided on the basis for which this financial contribution would be calculated, and these 
details should be included within the supporting text.  

  

Policy P38: Business Relocation 
The Charity supports the requirement for a relocation strategy and supports the additional wording that 

has been added to this version of the Plan. 

 

Site Allocations: Policy NSP55: Mandela Way 

The Charity supports the overall direction of the site allocation policy, which seeks to create new homes 

and provide/retain employment space, in addition to community uses; and public realm improvements 
across this site. We do however have concerns about the competing and sensitive uses that “must” be 

provided on the site, and the problems that this could cause in the future. The site is designated as a 
Locally Significant Industrial Site, with an indicative housing capacity of 1,955 - 2,200 homes. The 

“Design and Accessibility Guidance” section provides no information on how these uses can co-exist, 
instead referring to the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan. The Charity wish to reiterate that within the 

uses that must be provided on site, reference should be made to: “on-site servicing and management 

of vehicle movements across the site”. This will ensure that the needs of all uses, including employment, 
industrial and residential uses are fully considered within any future development proposals. 

 

We are aware that the Council is scheduled to consider a report in relation to the Old Kent Road Area 

Action Plan in due course. We will review the ‘Submission Version’ once released and will make 

appropriate representations during that consultation period. 
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Conclusions  

Overall, the Charity is supportive of the aims and objectives of the NSP and would be keen to engage 

Council officers on these matters in due course. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you require 
further information. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Associate 

WYG Environment Planning Transport Limited 
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Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 

 
Our ref: 62262260/4 

 

Dear Sir/ Madam, 

REPRESENTATIONS TO THE CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE 
SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN, APEX INVESTMENT GROUP LTD, OCTOBER 2020 

We write on behalf of our client, Apex Investment Group Ltd, in response to the current 
consultation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan.  Our client is the 
owner of the site at 310-330 St James’s Road, Southwark SE1 9JX, which is shown on the 
accompanying Site Location Plan. 

INTRODUCTION 

The site within our client’s ownership is identified for new residential-led mixed use development 
within the Draft New Southwark Plan, within the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area (“OA”) (Site ref. 
NSP64).   
This representation sets out our client’s aspirations to realise the potential for the site to contribute 
to the delivery of new housing and employment floorspace within the Old Kent Road OA, in 
addition to delivering a number of other key benefits for local residents, including affordable 
housing and amenity space provision and the creation of an enhanced public realm, which the site 
is capable of delivering.   
Preparation of a planning application is currently underway for the development of the site to come 
forward within the next three years. 
This letter of representation is structured as follows: 

 Description of the existing site context; 
 Review of Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan and its associated 

evidence base; and 
 Summary of development benefits at 310-330 St James’s Road.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXISTING SITE CONTEXT 

The site is located within the Old Kent Road OA, close to the junction of Old Kent Road and 
Rotherhithe New Road.  The site is comprised of the single storey former warehousing of a 
wholesale meat and poultry business (310-326 St James’s Road); to the south of this, a three-
storey office building previously owned by Firetecnics Systems fronting St James’s Road (328 St. 
James’s Road); and a two-storey building formerly in use as offices and workshops to the rear of 
the site (330 St James’s Road).   
A 19-storey building at 399 Rotherhithe New Road lies to the south east of the site on the opposite 
side of Rotherhithe New Road.  The Skyroom Chevron Ltd. apartment building at 293 - 304 St 
James’s Road has been converted from offices to a three-storey residential scheme and a 
planning application is pending to extend the existing building by four storeys, to provide an 
additional 15 apartments over 7 storeys (Ref. 19/AP/6395).  The disused petrol station at 272 St 
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James’s Road to the north was granted consent at appeal in March 2020 for a new nine storey 
building to provide student accommodation (Ref. APP/A5840/W/19/3228534).     
To the south of the site is the Cantium Retail Park which has planning permission for 
comprehensive development for residential, retail and employment uses (ref. 18/AP/3246).  Other 
planning applications recently approved in the vicinity include: 1,152 dwellings and retail and 
commercial uses at the Ruby Triangle site over 48 storeys (Ref. 18/AP/0897); 338 dwellings and 
light industrial uses at 6-12 Verney Road within buildings of 18, 19 and 24 storeys (Ref. 
17/AP/4508); and a 48-storey building for 724 dwellings to the west of the site at Southernwood 
Retail Park (Ref. 18/AP/3551). At the start of October 2020, application 19/AP/2307 was approved 
for 219 new homes across building heights ranging between 5 and 32 storeys at Daisy Business 
Park, 19-35 Sylvan Grove, to the south east of the site. 
The site is well-connected to central London via South Bermondsey train station (approximately 
800 metres from the site) and has a Transport for London PTAL rating of 3, categorised as ‘good’, 
and benefits from access to a range of public transport modes within walking distance.  The site is 
located close to the proposed route of the Bakerloo Line Extension along Old Kent Road.  

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN  

As a sustainable site within an identified regeneration area, our client supports the proposed 
allocation of the site in the New Southwark Plan.   
Development Management Policies 
Policy P1: Social Rented and Intermediate Housing  
Subject to viability, we are supportive of the target to provide a minimum of 35% affordable homes 
on new sites in line with the adopted London Plan target, especially in view of Southwark’s 
affordable housing shortfall and historic under-delivery.   
We are, therefore, supportive of the policy target remaining at 35% affordable housing provision on 
sites of 10 or more new homes subject to viability, which is in conformity with the London Plan 
(2016).  This recognises that the delivery of affordable housing needs to be balanced against the 
viability of delivering sites for development.  
Policy P2: New Family Homes 
We support the provision of family housing within the Old Kent Road Area Action Core.  Whilst it is 
recognised that a proportion of larger units will be delivered as affordable homes for social rent, 
there is a concern that the policy provision of a minimum of 60% of homes with two or more 
bedrooms and a minimum of 20% of family homes with three or more bedrooms may result in the 
development of large numbers of family sized apartments which are not as appealing to the market 
as one or two-bedroom units.  It is well understood that families do not like apartment living.  
The prospect of families choosing to live in inner London is likely to reduce even further post 
Covid-19.  Developing accommodation that is not wanted or required is wholly unsustainable.  
Therefore, we consider this policy to be unsound and unjustified.  A pragmatic approach should be 
taken to the application of this policy target.  
Policy P14: Residential Design 
The requirement to provide private amenity space, communal amenity space and playspace for all 
residents, in addition to 5sqm of public open space per dwelling, is unrealistic and onerous for new 
developments coming forward in the Old Kent Road OA.  There is also a requirement to ensure 
that the child play space is located at lower levels and is overlooked, whilst also providing access 
to separate outdoor communal amenity space for all residents.  Providing open space that will be 
rarely used is not a good use of land.  Rather than seeking quantity of space, it is more important 
to provide high quality space which allows residents of all ages to mix.  A policy requirement to 
provide under-used amenity space on sites in higher density urban areas such as Old Kent Road, 
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where the footprints of new developments are small, with new homes are being built upwards, is 
not realistic.  Therefore, we consider this policy to be unsound and unjustified.     
The playspace provision should be included as part of the communal amenity space provision.  
The communal amenity space should be offset against the public open space requirement of 5sqm 
per dwelling.  
Where sites have access to existing or planned open space within walking distance, as shown on 
the Old Kent Road Area Vision Map, this must be taken into consideration in calculating the 
communal amenity space requirements of development.  This would enable a proportion of the 
outdoor communal amenity space requirement to be offset by this provision.  At the very least, if 
the full requirement cannot be met on site, then a financial contribution towards open space (which 
is already required by the policy), should be allowed to be made towards improving existing or 
creating new public open space to serve the proposed development, off-setting the requirement for 
the entirety of this provision to be delivered on site.   
Policy P16: Tall Buildings 
The policy states that the areas where the Council will expect tall buildings are shown on Figure 4. 
The Tall Buildings Map which is included at Figure 4 is of poor quality and does not offer sufficient 
detail to provide a framework to identify locations where tall buildings will be considered under the 
draft policy in the Old Kent Road OA, as required by the London Plan.  Furthermore, the tall 
buildings policy does not appear to have its own evidence base of townscape views.  This 
evidence base is required as part of the process of assessing locations where tall buildings would 
be acceptable and assessing the potential of individual sites identified in the site allocations to 
provide tall buildings.   
The Tall Buildings Background Paper (June 2020) referred to later on in this representation, sets 
out the Council’s current thinking on their tall buildings Stations and Crossings Strategy which is 
reflected in the current draft OKR APP, but it is not an evidence base for the strategy which is 
referred to in the draft policy.   
Therefore, we consider this policy to be unsound and unjustified.  
Policy P20: Conservation of the Historic Environment and Natural Heritage 
The policy includes ‘Unlisted Buildings of Townscape Merit’ within the list of heritage assets which 
development must conserve and enhance.  The Glossary of the NPPF defines a ‘heritage asset’ as 
“A building, monument, site, place, area or landscape identified as having a degree of significance 
meriting consideration in planning decisions, because of its heritage interest.”  In short, if a building 
has no genuine interest (i.e. not aesthetic or townscape value), it cannot be treated as a non-
designated heritage asset.  
The National Planning Policy Framework (“NPPF”) (February 2019) does not provide a separate 
definition for Buildings of Townscape Merit. Under national Planning Practice Guidance (‘PPG’), 
“heritage assets are either designated heritage assets or non-designated heritage assets.”   
Therefore, Buildings of Townscape Merit should be removed from the Policy.   
Criteria 3 of the policy states that development must “provide robust justification for any harm to 
the significance of the heritage asset that results from the development.”  This aspect of the policy 
is not consistent with the NPPF, which differentiates between the significance of designated and 
non-designated heritage assets and the different approaches which should therefore be taken in 
weighing harm, stating at Paragraph 197: “In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect 
non-designated heritage assets, a balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale 
of any harm or loss and the significance of the heritage asset.” 

In its current form the policy is therefore unsound and should be updated in line with national policy 
on heritage assets.  
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P25: Local List  
This policy refers to the Heritage Supplementary Planning Document which has not been uploaded 
to the consultation documents in the Examination Library.  In the absence of an available draft 
Local List and the supplementary guidance referred to as the basis for this policy, it is unjustified 
and unsound.  
Policy P29: Office and Business Development 
We object to this policy on the basis that it is unsound and inconsistent with national policy.  It is 
onerous and overly prescriptive about the types of uses which can be located on sites in OA’s.  
The recent amendment to the Use Classes Order (September 2020) strives for increased flexibility 
in uses within mixed commercial areas, and at the very least, the policy should be updated to refer 
to the full range of Class E uses as employment generating uses being acceptable within business 
and commercial areas.  
The requirement for a marketing exercise to be undertaken on sites within the CAZ, town centres 
and OA’s on sites allocated for development where retention or uplift in employment floorspace is 
not feasible, is not consistent with the aims of newly updated Use Classes legislation.  The recent 
update to the Use Classes Order has been designed to provide increased flexibility to commercial 
and business centres to facilitate a range of uses appropriate to these areas, including retail and 
leisure uses.  Allocated sites within the CAZ, town centres and OA’s should be able to operate 
under the full range of uses specified by Class E, provided they will not give rise to residential 
amenity issues.  Accordingly, this element of the policy should be deleted.  
Policy P30: Affordable Workspace  
It is unclear how affordable workspace will be applied to Class E.  Notwithstanding this, the 
provision of affordable workspace must be demand- driven. The Council should work closely with 
developers to identify if any demand for certain types of affordable workspace exists within a given 
area.  There should be no restrictions on the types of businesses who can occupy space created in 
response to Policy P29, provided they are uses falling within Class E.   
Affordable workspace within developments should be returned to Class E floorspace at full market 
rent, if the developer has difficulty leasing out the unit to one of the businesses identified on the 
Council’s list of workspace providers and it transpires that there is a lack of demand for affordable 
workspace within the development.  
Site Allocations 
Policy NSP64 
We support the inclusion of 310-330 St James’s Road within the draft site allocation NSP64: 
Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road.  However, given that 310-330 St James’s Road can 
come forward on its own within the next few years, this should be split out and included as its own 
site allocation.  
The designation of 330 St James’s Road, along with part of the old Japan Factory building as 
‘Buildings of Townscape Merit’ within the draft allocation is not justified through the preparation of a 
suitable evidence base and there is no explanation given within the current draft OKR AAP of why 
the buildings have been categorised as such.   
A statement provided by Heritage consultants KM Heritage is appended to this representation and 
concludes that the building at 330 St James’s Road is not of sufficient quality to be deemed a 
heritage asset, given its modern construction and unremarkable architectural form.  In addition, it is 
entirely hidden from the public realm, and it has been extended, modified, re-roofed, some 
windows blocked, others replaced – all of which has impacted its physical integrity and any 
meaningful contribution to townscape character and the aspirations of high-quality regeneration of 
the area.   
Therefore, 330 St James’s Road should not be shown as a Building of Townscape Merit within the 
site allocation, as there is no justification which the Council have provided for this.  Our heritage 
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consultant’s assessment confirms that it has no heritage value and it does not meet the criteria for 
a non-designated heritage asset and does not merit conservation under draft Policy P20 (see 
above).  
The approach to tall buildings which is set out in the site allocation does not provide any details of 
locations where ‘taller’ buildings will be acceptable within the allocation subject to consideration of 
impacts listed, with reference to an available evidence base.   
It is therefore assumed that this work is to be undertaken as part of the future evidence base for 
the next iteration of the OKR AAP.  There is also no definition given of ‘taller’ buildings, and it is not 
clear whether this is the same as the definition of ‘tall’ buildings which are generally understood to 
be buildings of 30 metres or more in height, as set out in the Tall Buildings Background Paper 
(June 2020), the emerging New Southwark Plan and the adopted London Plan.  
The ‘Site Requirements’ should be updated to refer to the new Class E, replacing references to 
use classes A, D and B class uses.  

EVIDENCE BASE DOCUMENTS 

Current Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (December 2017) 

The site has been identified by the Council as being able to deliver residential and commercial 
floorspace as part of the current Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (“OKR AAP”), published in 
December 2017, within the Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road Masterplan area (ref. 
OKR11) in the Cantium Retail Park and Marlborough Grove sub-area. 
The age of this document and its draft status affords it limited weight and limits its usefulness as a 
framework for developments coming forward within the Old Kent Road OA now.  We understand 
that the next iteration of the OKR AAP will be published before the end of 2020 and will be subject 
to an informal consultation before formal consultation under Regulation 19 and submission to the 
Secretary of State for Examination later in 2021.   
We would anticipate that in the preparation of this new document, which will need to be subject to 
the Regulations to be afforded development plan status, the Council will take steps to engage with 
the landowners of sites proposed for allocation within the masterplan area to ensure the delivery of 
new homes and employment floorspace within the Old Kent Road area, in accordance with the 
requirements of the New Southwark Local Plan.   
Heritage Supplementary Planning Document Consultation Version 
It is assumed that this document will provide additional guidance on the application of draft Policies 
P20 and P25 in the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (referred to earlier in 
this representation).  However, at time of writing, this document has not been uploaded to the 
Examination Library or list of consultation documents.   
Tall Buildings Background Paper (June 2020) 
Paragraph 1.5 of the document states:  

“The London Plan requires Development Plans to map the locations where tall buildings will 
be an appropriate form of development in principle and to indicate the general building 
heights that would be appropriate. This should be based on the visual, environmental and 
cumulative impacts of tall buildings and their potential to contribute to new homes, 
economic growth and regeneration and their public transport accessibility.” 

Like draft Policy P16, Figure 3, included on p4 of the document, does not provide sufficient detail to 
provide a clear understanding of where tall buildings will be appropriate within OA’s, as required by 
the London Plan.  It is acknowledged that applications will be considered on a site-by-site basis 
and that other locations may also be deemed suitable where appropriate, but no further guidance 
is given as to the circumstances within which a tall building could be demonstrated to be suitable 
through the application process. It is clear that a one-size-fits all approach to the locations of tall 
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buildings should be avoided, in order to maximise site efficiencies especially within Opportunity 
Areas.   
In line with the adopted London Plan, p6 of the document states: “In large areas of extensive 
change, such as Opportunity Areas, the threshold for what constitutes a tall building should relate 
to the evolving (not just the existing) context.” 
At paragraph 7.6, the document refers to the Council’s use of a VU.CITY model to enable a greater 
understanding of developers’ proposals in context.  However, no VU.CITY modelling for the Old 
Kent Road Area Strategy set out on p35 of the background paper has been included in the 
document.  This is a significant failing.  
The Old Kent Road OA Strategy states that the emerging OKR AAP is due to be submitted in early 
2020 and adopted in November 2021.  At time of writing, the emerging OKR AAP referred to in the 
Old Kent Road Area Strategy has not been published and is due to be published for informal 
consultation in December 2020.  We are concerned that the Tall Buildings Background Paper and 
Old Kent Road Area Strategy for tall buildings which is included within the document, merely seek 
to justify the Council’s approach to the location of tall buildings, as opposed to providing a clear 
and justified evidence base, to justify the tall buildings policy in the New Southwark Plan.   
The emerging OKR AAP must include VU.CITY modelling undertaken on development proposals 
coming forward within the masterplan area so that the emerging masterplan context can be 
properly taken into consideration when assessing the potential of individual sites to accommodate 
tall buildings.  

310-330 ST JAMES’S ROAD, BERMONDSEY 

The development of 310-330 St James’s Road offers an opportunity to delivery high quality 
residential-led development of circa 200 homes and new employment floorspace on site which is 
proposed for allocation in the New Southwark Plan.  
An Old Kent Road Information update on the emerging draft AAP produced in March 2020 by 
Makower Architects shows a building of 38 storeys immediately to the rear of our client’s site on 
the Six Bridges Trading Estate.  Being planned to the west of this tower are three stepped towers 
of 14, 12 and 8 storeys with heights ascending towards Old Kent Road (north to south) and 
stepping up from St. James’s Road (east to west).  Based on the existing and emerging site 
context within the Old Kent Road masterplan area, there is clear potential for a tall building of over 
30 metres at 310-330 St James’s Road.    
The development of a tall building at 310-330 St James’s Road is capable of delivering the 
following benefits within the Old Kent Road OA: 

 Mixed use, residential-led development within an identified regeneration area on a site 
proposed for allocation in the New Southwark Plan; 

 The development of circa 200 homes across a range of sizes, including the provision of 
family homes;  

 The provision of 35% affordable housing (25% social rented and 10% intermediate); 
 The re-provision of industrial floorspace, and the creation of new, high quality multi-

functional employment floorspace, including 10% affordable workspace; 
 The provision of private and communal amenity space and playspace and a 

contribution towards public open space within the Old Kent Road OA; 
 Car-free development with wheelchair accessible spaces and cycle parking; 
 The provision of predominantly dual-aspect units and exemplary sustainable design; 
 The delivery of significant improvements to the current physical environment along St 

James’s Road and the existing streetscape; and 
 The creation of new pedestrian linkages through the site to the rest of the evolving 

masterplan area.   
Our client is currently in pre-application discussions with the Council and a planning application is 
due to be submitted in early 2020.  The site is, therefore, capable of coming forward for 
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development within the next five years to deliver much needed new homes and affordable housing
within the Old Kent Road OA and the allocation should be amended to reflect the clear potential of
the site to deliver circa 200 new homes.

CONCLUSION

We trust that our representation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 
can be taken into consideration, and we look forward to continuing our dialogue with the Council 
regarding the proposed development of 310-330 St James’s Road.  As a landowner of a site which 
is proposed by the Council for allocation within the Old Kent Road OA within the New Southwark 
Plan, our client would appreciate the opportunity to provide early comment on the forthcoming iter-
ation of the OKR AAP and any associated evidence prior to this being published.

If you have any questions relating to the above, please do not hesitate to contact myself, or my
colleague Rosanna Cohen.

Yours faithfully,

 

 
 

   

cc: Apex Investment Group Ltd.  
 
Enc. Site Location Plan, 310-330 St James’s Road, Bermondsey 
        Heritage Note on 310-330 St James’s Road, KM Heritage   
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310-330 St James’s Road 

1 The site lies to the west of St James’s Road, at its southern end near the junction with Old 
Kent Road.   The road was laid out in c.1871 as that part of Bermondsey was developed.  
Whilst the western side of the road is of mixed character with industrial and residential 
housing, the eastern side comprises a large late 20th century housing estate.  

Background – Evolution of Old Kent Road 

Bermondsey and Old Kent Road 

2 The Old Kent Road is of Roman foundation and is thus one of the oldest streets in London. 
It was and remains a main thoroughfare linking the City with the south coast.  A busy 
commercial highway it was, from Medieval times, lined with inns and commercial traders 
whilst its Bermondsey hinterland, in common with most of London’s inner suburbs, 
remained fields, market gardens and marshland until the middle of the 19th century.  

3 The early 19th century brought two great harbingers of change; firstly, the Grand Surrey 
Canal (built 1801-11) which linked to The Grand Surrey Outer and Inner Docks on the 
Thames and then, in 1836, the new London to Greenwich Railway which opened its first 
station in Bermondsey. The introduction of these two new technologies enabled the Old 
Kent Road area to flourish as never before. 

4 The green fields through which the canal ran were soon covered by factories and small 
workshops eager to take advantage of the novel and efficient transportation system 
afforded by the network. Alongside the canal a range of industries, many noxious, including 
lime burning, leather working and refuse collection flourished.  

5 These, coupled with the dominating coal-burning gas works of the South Metropolitan Gas 
Company (1833), meant that that by the middle of the 19th century, the south Bermondsey 
and Old Kent Road area was characterised by dirt, noise and eventually poverty. A 
reputation it maintains to this day. 

6 By the 1920s Bermondsey had reached maturity in terms of both its built environment and 
commercial development. Every open space that could be built upon had been. Millwall 
Football Club’s new 1910 ground ‘The Den’ was squeezed in between the tracks of the East 
London and Brighton railway lines. The only open spaces that remained were those around 
the extensive network of railway sidings, the Metropolitan Gas site, Deptford Park and 
Southwark Park to the north. 

7 For 100 years from the late 19th century until the economic slump of the 1970s, the Old 
Kent Road was a major centre for shopping and entertainment; home to theatres, cinemas 
and numerous public houses all along its 3km length. 
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8 Bermondsey was badly affected by bombing during the Second World War (1939-42), 
especially during the Blitz of 1940-41, as not only was it close to the Thames Docks but also 
to the strategic target of London Bridge Railway Station and its tracks. 

9 Bermondsey’s blitzed areas naturally lent themselves to redevelopment for public housing. 
The post-war push to both replace slum housing and re-house those whose homes had 
been bombed during the Blitz resulted in a new style of mixed and high-rise housing 
provision along Old Kent Road and surrounding area. 

10 By 1951, the population of Bermondsey had plummeted to a mere 60,640 having been 
111,542 in 1931. In part this was because of loss of housing stock, relocation and disruption 
caused by the War but also because the light industry upon which many inner city working 
class neighbourhoods had relied was changing. In the years after the Second World War, 
Bermondsey’s industry had continued to centre on the food processing trade and local 
employment relied heavily upon this until the 1980s.   

11 A combination of the inner London docks closing - the Surrey Docks closed to river traffic in 
1970 - and modern manufacturing methods needing larger premises meant that these 
types of industries consolidated and relocated to London’s hinterlands taking jobs with 
them. Unemployment and increasing poverty became the norm in these erstwhile 
manufacturing areas. 

12 After the Surrey Canal was closed and filled-in in the early 1970s, its hinterlands of 
warehouses and small factories stood increasingly empty and derelict. It is estimated that 
half of the manufacturing jobs in Southwark were lost in the period from 1971 to 1986 
leaving large areas of derelict brown-field sites. 

13 The Old Kent Road experienced a slow decline throughout the recession hit 1970s and 
1980s experiencing the loss of many local shops, social clubs, pubs, cinemas and 
recreational centres which closed because of loss of trade and in 1981 the Bricklayers Arms 
goods depot closed leading to more job losses and dereliction.  

14 A programme of demolition all along the Old Kent Road replaced formerly grand Victorian 
terraces with large retail and industrial parks set far back from the street frontage, housing 
chain stores in low-rise sheds of the type more usually seen in ‘Out of Town’ developments. 
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St James’s Road 

15 The southern end of St James’s Road forms part of the urban landscape that has been 
characterised as contributing to the bulkier urban grain of the area, with the Cantium Retail 
Park, comprising an Asda supermarket and other retail sheds lining the Old Kent Road just 
to the south of the site.   

16 The character of this part of the Old Kent Road area is also further distinguished by Livesey 
Place, a band of industrial buildings and the former North Peckham Civic Centre, with a 
mosaic mural depicting the history of the Old Kent Road.  

17 St James’s Road was laid out in c.1871 and developed shortly afterwards. At its southern 
end (on the western side) there are a number of industrial premises of three storeys, with 
white render facades and tile roofs that were developed in the early 20th century with other 
units of earlier date set back behind.   

18 Further to the north it is characterised by modern industrial units fronting onto the road.  
Two and three storey blocks in pale brick with deep spans.  

The site 

19 The majority of the site is made up of modern sheds of neither architectural or townscape 
value.   They are utilitarian in design and finish and provide blank and soulless elevations to 
St James’ Road. 

20 The cluster of older buildings at the south of St James’s Road include two that have been 
identified as being of townscape merit.  These reflect the evolution of light industrial 
buildings from the late 19th century through the 20th century including an old varnish and 
‘Japan’ factory, now sub-divided into small business units.  The Japan factory lies outside 
the site boundary. 

21 None of the buildings are of specific architectural merit – in their original form they were 
functional and utilitarian and have subsequently been heavily altered with, as to be 
expected, little regard for their design.  Windows and openings have been re-configured 
and blocked; roof coverings changed; elevations altered and painted. 

22 Similarly, their historic uses are now long gone and are not (and never were) represented in 
their physical form.  The spaces now provide small units for light industrial uses. 

23 We do not believe that the specifically identified building that lies within the site itself is of 
sufficient quality to warrant retention in its own right.  It is entirely hidden from the public 
realm, and as described above, it has been extended, modified, re-roofed, some windows 
blocked, others replaced – all of which has impacted its physical integrity and any 
meaningful contribution to townscape character and the aspirations of high-quality 
regeneration of the area.  However, it is recognised that it displays remnant characteristics 
of materials, form and scale that represents the character of the site context to the south.   

24 These older buildings often had a strong vertical presence creating a rhythm across their 
facades.  The use of brick, and the relationship of solid to void in some of the elevations 
root the buildings at ground level and give a strong vertical emphasis in some cases, whilst 
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the larger fenestration of other buildings provides a more horizontal form – but all work to 
a form of grid.  

25 Their yard setting also represents the historic finer- grain nature of connectivity and 
movement (and in this case, enclosure) in the area. 

26 It is these elements of the character of nearby buildings that has been incorporated into the 
emerging proposals.  The materiality, rhythms and grid form, as well as the integration of 
routes through the site – to re-introduce the finer grain of the former townscape where it 
has been lost through the more modern sheds.  

27 The podium level has been deliberately scaled to reflect a two-three storey character at 
street level, and the arched openings through to the new public spaces introduces the same 
element of ‘exploration’ that the yard currently gives.  

28 The elevations have been further broken up, architecturally, to provide variety and 
individuality – again reflecting the ad hoc character of the southern end of the site.  

29 In this way it is believed that the essence of the identified building of townscape merit has 
been incorporated and thus the more interesting elements of the townscape that they 
represent is recognised and reflected in the proposals.   
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Representations by London School of Economics and Political Science  

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 
 
We write on behalf of the London School of Economic and Political Science (LSE) in respect of the 
current consultation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan between 27th 
August 2020 to 26th October 2020.  
 
At various stages of the development of the New Southwark Plan, LSE has submitted 
representations to the Council regarding two principal concerns the School has on the policies of the 
Plan. These concerns relate to: 
 

 The provision of Student Homes 
 Borough Views (and Annex 1) 

 
The relevant policies are Policy P5 Student Homes and Policy P21 Borough Views (including Annex 
1), although policy numbers and references have altered as the Plan has evolved. Within the 
Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan, the revised wording related to Borough 
Views are warmly welcomed as these incorporate many of the comments LSE has made over the 
past two years. LSE continues to recommend changes to this policy but welcomes the Council’s 

suggested changes.  
 
However LSE remains deeply concerned that the Council is applying an ever stricter policy approach 
to the provision of student homes in the borough which will, if adopted, have a devastating effect on 
the ability of higher education institutions such as LSE to provide student homes and affordable 
accommodation for students wishing to study in London. The wording of Policy P5 does not reflect 
the wording of Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 or Policy H15 of the Draft London Plan (ITP) which 
seek affordable student housing but not conventional affordable housing with student housing 
schemes. Furthermore LSE has expressed concerns that the Council is not differentiating clearly 
enough the delivery of nominated student accommodation by Higher Education Institutions (HEI) with 
that of private ‘direct let’ providers, who charge significantly greater rents and which do not directly 
provide for students staying at a specific higher education institution.  
 
Previous Representations (NSPPSV113 & NSPPSV411) 

 
LSE has made a series of representations on versions of the NSP and has met with officers and 
Councillors a number of times to outline the School’s concerns over the impact of the policies on the 
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New Southwark Plan EIP – Representation by LSE 
22nd October 2020 
 
 

 2 

delivery of student homes in the borough. We append a further copy of the representations for the 
Inspector’s review.  We summarise these representations below:   
 
On 17th December 2018 Julian Robinson, Director of Estates of the LSE wrote to the Council (copy 
attached) setting out the concerns of LSE on two key policies of the Draft New Southwark Plan 
(NSP) as issued for Consultation in December 2017. The comments related to Policy P19 and Annex 
4 (Borough Views) and Policy P24 Student Homes.  
 
The representation included advice from Dr Chris Miele of Montagu Evans which noted that a lack of 
consistency between the wording of the policy and the wording within the Annex and the relative 
moderate status of the view in the hierarchy of townscape views in the Plan. Mr Robinson’s letter 
also highlighted that Southwark Council’s policies towards the provision of student housing were not 
in conformity with the adopted and emerging London Plan policies.  
 
Further to this representation discussions were held between LSE and the Council to discuss the 
concerns of LSE to these two key policies and the opportunities that would be available for LSE to 
make further representations on the NSP. In January 2019 the New Southwark Plan Proposed 
Submission Version: Amended Policies Version (APV) was submitted for consultation. Having 
viewed the Amended Policies Version none of the matters raised in the letter from Julian Robinson 
were addressed at this stage.  
 
In May 2019 Pinsent Masons Solicitors acting on behalf of LSE submitted a further representation to 
the Council on the APV. Appended with this representation was a Technical Appendix to 
Representation made on behalf of LSE which was prepared by Montagu Evans. We enclose further 
copies of these representations.  
 
The representation by Pinsent Mason noted that:  
 

 Policy P19 and Annex 4 are in direct conflict with Strategic Polices in the London Plan and 

the London View Management Framework by seeking to designate ‘Strategic View’ status to 

borough views. 

 Policy P19 and Annex 4 are in direct conflict with the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and the National Planning Policy Framework by imposing 

tests for proposed development which are more restrictive that those set out in statute, 

national policy and the national regime for designation of listed buildings 

 For the reasons above, adoption of Policy P19 and Annex 4 as currently drafted will set an 

unhelpful precedent for plan-making across other boroughs and districts 

 Policy P24 is in direct conflict with emerging strategic policies in the draft London Plan 

relating to provision of affordable accommodation within purpose built student housing  
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (JANUARY 2020 AND 

AUGUST 2020) 

 

LSE REPRESENTATION ON THE CHANGES SINCE THE APV  

 
In January 2020 the Council issued for submission to the Secretary of State the Submission Version 
of the NSP. Following concerns raised by the Inspectors in May and June 2020 over the process 
undertaken, the Council issued for re-consultation the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New 
Southwark Plan on 27th August 2020. The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 
is primarily identical to the Plan issued for Submission to the Secretary of State although a number of 
minor changes have been made.  
 
The comments below for Policy P5 and Policy P21 relate to changes made in the most recent 
version of the Plan.  
 
Policy P5 Student Homes 
 
LSE wish to comment primarily on the wording of Policy P5. Given the increasingly onerous wording 
in Policy P5 from that previously consulted upon in P24 of the APV, this representation is responding 
to the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan specifically.  
 
LSE is deeply concerned that the wording of the policy towards the provision of student housing 
continues to become more onerous and is not in conformity with the London Plan or Draft London 
Plan.  
 
An amalgamated version of January 2020 and August 2020 version of Policy P5 states as follows 
(with changes from APV shown):  
 

Policy P5 Student Homes  
Development of purpose-built student housing must: 
 
Provide adequately sized bedrooms and functional indoor communal living space 
commensurate with the intended number of occupiers sharing the communal space; and 
 
1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; 
and  
 
2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount with a minimum 
of 35% of the Gross Internal Area of the floorspace as conventional affordable housing, as 
per policy P4, as a first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent 
that is affordable to students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 
3. When providing affordable student rooms for nominated further and higher education 
institutions at affordable student rents as defined by the Mayor of London, provide as much 
the maximum amount with a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing subject to 
viability as viable, as per policy P4. 
 

The Reasons included two additional paragraphs  
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3. Where nomination schemes or schemes developed directly by the university are providing 
all of the student rooms at affordable rents they will be required to provide as much 
conventional affordable housing as viable. Where all of the student rooms are not at 
affordable rents, they will be required to provide at least 27% of rooms at affordable rents 
and as much conventional affordable housing as viable. 

 
4. Affordable rents will be set using the Mayor of London’s guidance. 

 
The wording of Policy P5 in the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan requires 
HEI’s to provide a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing even if all of the student 
accommodation is affordable. Whilst it states this is subject to viability, the starting point for an HEI is 
to demonstrate why 35% of the habitable rooms on the site are not being provided as conventional 
affordable housing. Previously Policy 24 required an HEI to demonstrate what conventional 
affordable provision was viable. The revised wording sets the bar even higher.  
 
The revised wording seeks to clarify the position where a nominated scheme provides both 
affordable accommodation and accommodation which does not meet the Mayor’s definition of 
affordable. For HEI’s this is the normal situation as a scheme will provide a range of rents for 
students. Reason 3 however provides confusion as it creates a third position; requiring an HEI to 
provide 27% affordable rented accommodation and provide as much conventional affordable housing 
as possible subject to viability.  It is considered this is unnecessary and that the policy should 
differentiate between nominated and non nominated (direct let) schemes.  
 
The 2016 London Plan - Policy 3.8 clearly differentiated between accommodation fixed for students 
and other hostel style accommodation. Paragraph 3.53C of London Plan Policy 3.8 stated that if 
accommodation is not robustly secured for students, it will normally be subject to the requirements of 
affordable housing policy (policies 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13). If a scheme is not nominated to a 
recognized HEI, then 35% of the accommodation (measured as habitable rooms) should be 
affordable housing. This means residential homes and not student housing.  
 
The Draft London Plan (ITP) provides significantly more guidance and introduces a clear 
differentiation between nominated and non nominated schemes.   
 
Policy H15 (Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA)) requires that the majority of bedrooms in 
a development including all affordable student rooms are secured through a nomination agreement 
for occupation by students of one or more higher education provider.  The policy then states that the 
maximum provision of accommodation should be secured as affordable student accommodation. In 
order to meet the Fast Track route the London Plan seeks 35% of student accommodation as 
affordable (or 50% in industrial areas or on public land). Affordability for student housing is set out in 
Mayor’s Housing SPG and is updated annually through the Mayor’s Annual Monitoring Report. 

Currently an affordable rent for a student room is approximately £165/week for a 38 week term.  
 
Although there is no direct definition of a nominations agreement in the London Plan, the Mayor’s 

Housing SPG 2016 describes it as an undertaking between a provider of PBSA and a higher 
education provider or institution. There is specifically no requirement that a nominations agreement 
should only be with one HEI.  
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As noted in paragraph 4.15.14 of the reasons for Policy H15, where a PBSA development meets all 
the requirements of Part A of Policy H15, boroughs should not require on-site provision of, or a 
contribution towards, conventional Use Class C3 affordable housing.  
 
Whilst historically Southwark has experienced higher provision of new build student accommodation 
schemes than most other London boroughs, this is no longer the case and so there would appear no 
reason why the NSP should not be in general conformity with the adopted and emerging London 
Plan. This point sits centrally with LSE’s case to representations to the New Southwark Plan. 
Southwark is an important location for LSE given the proximity to the main LSE campus at Aldwych 
and the relative affordability of sites in the borough in comparison to boroughs such as Westminster 
and Camden make it an important opportunity to provide rooms for its students. LSE already has 
three sites in use as student housing, including approximately 600 beds at Bankside House Sumner 
Street SE1 next to Tate Modern. LSE has considered the opportunity to redevelop Bankside House 
to provide more beds for its students. The current wording of Policy P5 would place future 
development opportunities at risk.  
 
One of the key aims of LSE is the provision of genuinely affordable student housing (i.e. through the 
provision of 35% GLA affordable rents) which directly assists in widening access to Higher Education 
for underrepresented groups.  This is one of LSE’s key objectives as a University and its position as 
a Russell Group institution with an international profile places an extra responsibility on the School.  
LSE currently has a shortfall of 2800 beds for its students and whilst the current crisis will affect 
lettings for a short period in the long term it is expected that this shortfall will increase.  
 
In order to comply in the future with Policy P5 an HEI such as LSE would need to provide at least 
27% of rooms within its schemes as affordable student housing (LSE would normally provide at least 
35%) and then undertake detailed viability assessments to assess if on site affordable housing could 
be provided. If on site affordable housing was not possible to be provided due to viability, LSE would 
then need to assess if an off-site location elsewhere in the borough was available and finally assess 
if a financial contribution towards the Council’s affordable housing fund was possible. 
 
This viability test would introduce significant risk in terms of the cost, programme and the design. 
Higher education institutions (HEI’s) cannot accept this level of risk and would not be able to 

compete for sites either with housing developers or direct let providers, who can compensate for 
greater cost through higher rents. LSE is committed to delivering rents across all its rooms which are 
affordable for students attending the school.  
 
We append the Committee Report for a recent scheme in Southwark which LSE is developing at 
Glengall Road, in Old Kent Road SE16. This scheme which delivers 676 student rooms was 
determined under the current Core Strategy and Southwark Plan policies. Paragraph 97 and 98 of 
the Committee Report confirm officers’ views that the provision of residential and student housing in 
development schemes do not mix.  
 

97. It is not appropriate for conventional affordable housing (Class C3) to be mixed with a 

student housing scheme, in particular, on a site designed to keep the access to the 

accommodation separate from the remainder of the site. It is restricted to ensure the 

students are safe. The inclusion of conventional affordable housing on this scheme would 

require an additional core to independently service and access the affordable units, separate 

to the secure entrance serving the student accommodation. 
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Paragraph 100 confirms the London Plan and Draft London Plan do not require residential affordable 
housing with student housing schemes which provide affordable bed in nominated schemes. 
Paragraph 101 confirms that 35% affordable student housing meets Draft London Plan Policy H15.  
 
Table 1 below Paragraph 107 sets out the difference in rents between nominated schemes and direct 
let schemes with rents in the direct let sector rising to over £500/week in the borough.  
 
Despite an £8.17million deficiency LSE continued to provide 35% of accommodation as affordable 
student beds and agreed to provide a £1.2million contribution as they were aware that Planning 
Committee members were unhappy that no residential affordable housing was being provided.  If the 
scheme had been determined in line with the guidance set out in the Council’s Draft Affordable 
Housing SPD 2011 (£100k/habitable room) a contribution of £23.66million pounds would have been 
payable (35% of 676 multiplied by £100,000). If Policy P5 was adopted as currently worded, this sum 
is the size of financial impact that an HEI would have to consider when seeking to secure sites.  
 
The increasing prescription in Policy P5 from Policy P24 in the NSP APV and from Policy 8 of the 
Core Strategy will mean LSE and other HEI’s will find it increasingly difficult to compete for or 

develop sites in the borough or developer their existing stock to secure more student homes.  
 
We have set out in Appendix 1 suggested wording for Policy P5 which reflects the wording of Policy 
H15 of the DLP ITP. This wording will ensure schemes delivering nominated student homes provide 
a minimum of 35% of the rooms as affordable in accordance with the rents set out by the Mayor of 
London and ensure consistency (and conformity) with the London Plan. We consider Reason 3 
should be deleted as it is unnecessary if the revised wording for Policy P5 is inserted.  
 
Policy P21 Borough Views: and Annex 1 
 
Following the issue of the January 2020 version of the Plan and the Proposed Changes to the 
Submitted New Southwark Plan (August 2020) LSE welcomes the changes made to Policy P21 (as 
was P19). The changes reflect the concerns raised by LSE and Dr Miele regarding the status of the 
view and the weight being given to key buildings.  
 
The only two remaining comments on Borough Views are as follows: 
 

1. That the word ‘must’ in point 1 of the Policy should be replaced by the word ‘should’ as this 
is less prescriptive; 

2. That the location of View 5 in Annex 1 should be treated as a series of viewpoint locations 
along the bridge (within the Council’s boundary) rather than an arbitrary point  on the edge of 

the borough boundary. A series of viewpoint locations would provide more realistic 
representations of the views experienced walking along the bridge.  

 
We have set out in Appendix 1 suggested wording for Policy P21 and a recommendation for Annex 
1.  
 
Summary 

 
 Southwark’s policies should provide greater support for student housing identifying the role 

new build student accommodation plays in delivering housing in the borough and freeing up 
existing housing stock; 
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 Southwark’s policy on student housing should align with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 
and Policy H15 of the ITP London Plan 2019; 

 In line with the representations made in December 2018 and in accordance with Policy H15 
of the Draft London Plan ITP 2019 greater differentiation should be made within the policy 
between nominated and direct let schemes; 

 The impact of the application of this policy on future student housing schemes by higher 
education institutions will be significant and damaging to the borough;  

 LSE welcomes the changes made to Policy P21 (as was P19) in regard to the Borough 
Views 

 Minor alterations are proposed to the wording of Policy 21 which LSE considers will improve 
the application of policy on Borough Views.  

 
It is LSE’s intention to appear at the EIP in person to address the principal areas of concern 
regarding the delivery of student housing and the approach to the Borough View from Millennium 
Bridge.  
 
LSE remain committed to Southwark and support the ambition of the New Southwark Plan to deliver 
positive change for those who live, work and study in the Borough. LSE is keen to continue the good 
working relationship it has with the Borough and are keen to maintain a dialogue with officers and 
members to work towards delivering these goals.  
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
For and on behalf of 
Rolfe Judd Planning Limited 
 
Attachments:  
 
App1: Letter from  – Director of Estates dated 17 December 2018 
App2: Representation prepared by  – dated 17 May 2019 
App3: Technical Appendices – Borough Views prepared by Montagu Evans dated May 2019 
App4: 43 Glengall Road – Officer’s Report to Committee dated 20 July 2020 
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Appendix 1 

 

Suggested Revised Wording for Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

2020 
 

 
Policy P5 – Student Homes (red indicates suggested changes) 

 

Development of purpose-built student housing must: 
 
1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; 
and  
 
2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount with a minimum 
of 35% as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per 
policy P4, as a first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent 
that is affordable to students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 
3. When providing student rooms for nominated further and higher education institutions a 
minimum of 35% of all rooms should be at affordable student rents as defined by the Mayor 
of London. The majority of rooms including all rooms at affordable student rents should be 
secured through a nominations agreement for occupation by students of one or more higher 
education institutions.   provide the maximum amount, with a minimum of 35% as 
conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4. 

 
The Reasons  
 

3. Where nomination schemes or schemes developed directly by the university are providing 
all of the student rooms at affordable rents they will be required to provide as much 
conventional affordable housing as viable. Where all of the student rooms are not at 
affordable rents, they will be required to provide at least 27% of rooms at affordable rents 
and as much conventional affordable housing as viable. 

 
4. Affordable rents will be set using the Mayor of London’s guidance. 

 
 

Policy P21 – Borough Views (red indicates suggested changes) 
 

Development must should:  
1.1 Preserve or where possible enhance the borough views of significant landmarks and 
townscape; and  
1.2 Ensure the viewing locations for each view are accessible and well managed; and  
1.3 Enhance the composition of the panorama across the borough and central London as a 
whole;  

 
Annex 1 Notes:  

The single viewing point of BV5, Millennium Bridge to Tate Modern, just within the Borough 
boundary, should be extended to include the whole of the bridge falling within the Borough’s 

administrative area. This is to ensure the policy follows established best practice.  
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Similarly, the Annex as drafted does not comply with best practice as set out in the London 
View Management Framework. This can be addressed by clarification of definitions. 
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26 October 2020 

Delivered by email 

 

Yvonne Sampoh 

Planning Policy 

LB 

 

London Borough of Southwark  

 

 

 

Dear Ms Sampoh 

CONSULTATION RESPONSE – PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (EIP27A, 

AUGUST 2020) 

117-125 & 129 RYE LANE, PECKHAM SE15 5LE - (PROPOSED SITE ALLOCATION NSP73) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. These representations have been prepared by Turley on behalf of the Arch Company (the Arch Co), freehold 

owners of the above site (the Site) since February 2019.  

2. These representations are for consideration in relation to the August 2020 Local Plan consultation on the 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan – EIP27A (the August 2020 Draft NSP). 

3. These representations are purposed to establish a deliverable planning framework between the Council and 

the Arch Co, which clearly sets out how to best optimise the redevelopment of this sustainably located site 

and support development viability. This is to ensure that the Council’s vision for the Site’s redevelopment in 

the emerging New Southwark Plan (NSP) can be delivered, together with the community benefits that will 

flow from this vision, for the benefit of the wider town centre regeneration.  

4. The Arch Co acquired the Site in February 2019 as part of the Network Rail commercial estate portfolio sale. 

The Arch Co now manages a portfolio of around 5,200 properties, making it the UK’s largest small business 

landlord, serving thousands of business owners who make a unique and vital contribution to the UK 

economy. 

5. The Site is a significant holding within Peckham and is one of many of the Arch Co’s property assets in the 

area. It is a relatively constrained site, including relative to others within the portfolio, and policy aspirations 

must facilitate the delivery of a viable scheme at the site in order to enable it to come forward. 
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6. Former Site owners Network Rail did not previously submit any representations for the new Local Plan in 

relation to the site. At the time of the Arch Co acquisition of the Site, the previous New Southwark Plan 

consultation period had already commenced. The company did not have sufficient time to assess its options 

for the Site prior to the consultation period closing in May 2019 and so was not in a position to constructively 

comment on the initial site allocation consultation. Thus the Arch Co was previously unable to submit 

representations relating to the Site.  

7. Since then, having undertaken market research and feasibility studies, and in the wake of the Covid-19 

Pandemic, Arch Co believes the site offers a potential regeneration opportunity for a mixed use scheme 

provided that this can incorporate residential uses, which should be supported within a revised site allocation 

policy. 

8. Therefore, in accordance with the specific terms of the August 2020 NSP consultation set out by the London 

Borough of Southwark, we make these representations, relating to NSP Site Allocation NSP73, on behalf of 

the Arch Co, which was unable to comment on the NSP consultation content at the time and now wishes to 

do so.  

SOUNDNESS 

9. National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 35 states that plans are ‘sound’ if they are: 

• positively prepared, seeking to meet objectively assessed needs; 

• justified, taking account of reasonable alternatives and being evidence-based; 

• effective and deliverable, and 

• consistent with national policy, enabling the delivery of sustainable development. 

10. We consider below how various matters of soundness are raised by outstanding issues with the revised 

wording of the draft NSP. 
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THE SITE 

11. The Site comprises approximately 2 acres (0.81ha) of land in Peckham (see attached Arch Co Demise Site 

Plan, showing Arch Co land in blue), with a three storey building (circa 1,599 sqm GIA) fronting Rye Lane 

(117-125 and 129 Rye Lane), 30 railway arches and associated open land. The site is situated directly 

opposite Peckham Rye Station and the proposed new square, subject to demolition of the existing arcade 

buildings, and has direct access from Rye Lane at one end and Consort Road at the other. The Site has a 

prominent location within Peckham’s Major Town Centre and presents a fantastic opportunity for a 

redevelopment scheme to make an enhanced contribution to the town centre.  

12. The Site contains undesignated heritage assets including the railway viaduct and the ‘C&A Building’, at 117-

125 Rye Lane, which is Art Deco in style and a ‘building of local interest’ according to the Rye Lane 

Peckham Conservation Area Appraisal. Town centre uses on the Site, fronting Rye Lane, include retail (Class 

E, at the ground floor of the C&A Building) and a church (Class F.1, on the first and second floor of the C&A 

Building), all currently in use. The rear of the Site leading back from Rye Lane is in active employment use 

by a scaffold merchant (Class B8), though large areas of this use are open yard space.  

Existing uses 

117-125 Rye Lane  

1,598 sqm GIA over ground – second floors, comprising: 

• 533 sqm relates to ground floor retail (two units) 

• 1,066 sqm relates to the church on first and second floors 

Railway Arches 

30 arches, of which 25 relate to scaffolder business; all accessed from the south and none double frontage, albeit 

arch 142 provides access to/from Consort Road. 

Uses within the arches are as follows: 

• Arch 138 – 54sqm (scaffolder demise – B8 Use)  

• Arches 139-143 open arches – scaffolder demise – B8 land use) 

• Arches 144-151 - 428 sqm (scaffolder demise – B8 Use)  

• Arches 152-155 open arches (scaffolder demise – B8 Use) 

• Arches 156-162 – 375 sqm (scaffolder demise – B8 Use) 

• Arch 163 – 81 sqm Class E Use (Hanar Kurdish Restaurant) 

• Arch 164 – 80 sqm Class E Use (Budget Carpets) 

• Arch 165 – 78 sqm Class E Use (Budget Carpets) 

• Arch 166 – 78 sqm Class E Use (Budget Carpets) 

• Arch 167 – 89 sqm Class E (Ali’s Greengrocers 115A Rye Lane) 

Other Buildings 

• 47 sqm (barber shop adjacent to railway line on Rye Lane) 

• Mobile stalls (books, takeaway food) on southern edge, excluded from floorspace measurements 

Scaffolder Business 

• No measureable building floorspace – open yard and open sided (covered) storage 
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13. Therefore, excluding the church in accordance with NPPF definitions, town centre uses equate to 1,053 

sqm.  The enclosed B8 Use totals 857 sqm. The unenclosed arches comprise 480 of area in B8 use. 

Summary table below: 

Existing uses (sqm GIA) 

Arch Co Land Class B8 Class E Class F1 

Sqm 

GIA 

Unenclosed 

area 

Sqm 

GIA 

Sqm 

GIA 

117-125 Rye Lane   533 1,066 

Arch 138 54    

Arches 139-143  266   

Arches 144-151 428    

Arches 152-155  214   

Arches 156-162 375    

Arch 163   81  

Arch 164   80  

Arch 165   78  

Arch 166   78  

Arch 167   157  

Ali Baba Barbers   47  

Total 857 480 1,053 1,066 

 

14. The Site is proposed to be allocated in the August 2020 Draft NSP within Site Allocation NSP73 ‘Land between 

the railway arches (East of Rye Lane including railway arches)’ (the Site Allocation). However, the Site does 

not comprise the whole area of the Site Allocation, as it excludes the southern set of railway tracks and most 

of the land bordering this track. It does however include all the Major Town Centre frontage along Rye Lane 

within the Site Allocation.  

15. The excluded land remains in the ownership of Network Rail and comprises the Site Allocation’s southern 

set of railway tracks, railway embankments and retaining walls. This land is not developable and cannot be 

relied upon to deliver any of the additional floor space, additional active frontages or permeability 

improvements envisioned by the Council and set out in the draft Site Allocation. 

16. The area of land identified in blue, to the north of the southern set of railway tracks, in the attached plan, is 

the Arch Co’s land interest and is therefore considered to represent the developable portion of the draft NSP 

Site Allocation. We therefore propose that the site allocation extent should be reduced to cover only the 

extent of the Arch Co land.   

17. For the avoidance of doubt, this would also now exclude 127-129 Rye Lane (in the Arch Co’s ownership) from 

the revised site allocation, as little strategic, feasibility or viability benefits would be derived from including 

this relatively small, separate site in the Site Allocation.  
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DELIVERABILITY OF THE SITE ALLOCATION  

Provision of Town Centre Use and Employment Floorspace 

  

18. The majority of the Site leading east from Rye Lane has been designated within the Peckham Major Town 

Centre. The vision for this Town Centre is currently set out in the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan 

(PNNAP). It aims to balance delivering as many homes as possible with providing jobs, protecting industrial 

and office locations, continuing with vibrant town centres and protecting open space and historic 

characteristics. 

19. Adopted PNAPP and emerging NSP polices protect town centre (nominally A Class uses; however this is now 

out-of-date) and Class B employment uses on the site. As such, these uses could be required to be re-

provided as part of redevelopment proposals for the Site, subject to the full range of relevant planning 

considerations, including feasibility and viability.  

20. Whilst we broadly agree with the principle of town centre and employment floorspace provision, we note 

that any approach requiring re-provision of the existing quantum of floorspace (including as a result of other 

policies within the draft NSP) should be based on measurable (internal) floorspace and not include any 

requirement to re-provide open yard space), which would significantly undermine prospects for viable 

redevelopment of this important town centre site to occur.   

21. Furthermore, we request the need for a broader range of flexible mixed uses across the Site. This will enable 

the initial redevelopment but will also promote more market responsive, sustainable development.   

22. To balance the Council’s commercial use vision for the Site Allocation (which includes new active frontages 

within the Site) with development viability, it is necessary to allow greater flexibility in the Site Allocation on 

the required re-provision quantum of commercial floor. In particular, the provision of active frontages within 

the site may limit the deliverable amount of B class floorspace, such that it may not be possible to fully re-

provide the existing quantum. We consider that the policy should state:  

‘provide employment floor space (B class) where this is consistent with the overall vision presented by this 

site allocation and does not conflict with the provision of active town centre frontages’. 

23. Furthermore, whilst emerging NSP policy P46 would protect the church (Class F.1) on the Site, despite its 

lawful consent in 1997 the church has not featured in the Council’s vision for the Site Allocation at any point 

even since the 2014 PNAAP allocation. We suggest that town centre uses would be more appropriate in this 

location and could better complement (and facilitate) the Council’s redevelopment vision for the Site. Whilst 

we note that the site allocation does not protect the church or require its re-provision, it does state that the 

redevelopment of the site may provide community uses. We consider that the wording should include 

positive direction that a replacement church is not required as part of a redevelopment scheme. In addition, 

draft policy P46 should be amended to include a provision which allows an exemption to the policy where a 

specific site allocation directs an alternative approach. P46 1.2. should read: 

 ‘In exceptional circumstances, community facilities can be replaced by another use where they are surplus 

to requirements. This needs to be demonstrated by a marketing exercise for two years immediately prior to 

any planning application, for both its existing condition and as an opportunity for an improved facility at 

market rates, unless a site allocation policy within this plan specifically allows for the loss of a defined 

community use, in which case no marketing exercise is required.’ 

24. We also note that the site refers to the opportunity to create a market within the site, though this is not 

specified as a requirement. The site allocation should acknowledge the potential impact of a market on the 
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feasibility and viability of a redevelopment scheme, given that this could require a significant amount of open 

land which could undermine scheme viability. The site allocation should therefore be amended to state: 

25. ‘There may be an opportunity to create a market within this site, which would help promote the local 

economy; however, this is not a requirement of the site allocation policy and would need to be considered 

in relation to any potential impact on the feasibility and viability of a redevelopment scheme for the site’. 

26. Finally, in order for the site allocation support delivery of a viable scheme, it should be clear that ‘the scale 

and density of development should be optimised’ and we request this wording to be included in the site 

allocation. 

27. These proposed changes would enable the delivery of sustainable development on the Site, consistent with 

national planning policy and the overarching vision of the NSP, to support effective delivery of the Site 

Allocation and are required to make the plan sound.   

Principle of Residential  

 

28. It is a necessary test of soundness for a local plan that it should be deliverable over the plan period. Current 

Arch Co feasibility models for the Site have identified that a mixed use scheme, including residential, would 

be required in order to achieve the desirable upgrade and redevelopment of the Site.  

29. Capital expenditure costs of refurbishing and re-letting the railway arches and 117-125 Rye Lane alone would 

not support delivery of the Council’s aims for the site. Residential floorspace, including within new build 

floorspace, is necessary for a deliverable scheme.   

30. However, the Site Allocation currently states that the indicative residential capacity of the site is ‘0 homes’. 

This is seriously problematic for the Arch Co’s delivery of the site, as the ability to deliver residential uses on 

the Site is crucial to the scheme’s viability and therefore deliverability.   

31. Notwithstanding this, given the Site’s size, excellent location within the Peckham Major Town Centre 

boundary and highest PTAL rating of 6B, we consider that the Site is an appropriate location for residential 

uses in principle.  

32. The adjacency of live railway tracks affecting future residential amenity concerns can be mitigated through 

good design, as happens extensively across London and within the London Borough of Southwark.  

33. Officers have also suggested that residential use within the town centre may give rise to issues around the 

‘Agent of Change’ principle, from a residential amenity within a town centre environment perspective. 

Contrary to this, there are several other sites within the defined town centre that are allocated for housing 

within this plan (including Aylesham Shopping Centre; Site Allocation NSP71). Again these matters are 

perfectly capable of being addressed through good design and management.  

34. The omission of residential uses from the Site Allocation is very much at odds with the National Planning 

Policy Framework (NPPF) (2019) and much adopted and emerging London Plan Policy, which seeks to 

promote the provision of sustainable housing on brownfield sites in well-connected town centre locations.  

Increasing the number of new homes in the town centre will contribute to the vitality of the town centre, 

rather than undermine it. Draft policy SD6 of the draft London Plan (DLP) (2019) states, in part A 1), that 

residential uses are one of a diverse range of uses that will promote and enhance the vitality and viability of 

London’s town centres. 
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35. With regards to the Agent of Change principle, draft policy D13 of the DLP sets out that the responsibility for 

mitigating the impacts of existing noise and other nuisance-generating activities or uses on proposed new 

noise-sensitive development rests with the developer of that new development. This does not however 

proscribe residential development in the context of potentially nuisance-generating activities, provided 

appropriate mitigation can be provided, through good design. This includes sites in proximity to night-time 

economy venues. 

36. The omission is also out of step with the increased housing ambitions and policies within the August 2020 

NSP, specifically Policy SP1a, which seeks to provide increased housing of all tenure types in highly accessible, 

sustainable locations, which include town centres under Policy SP1a. and Policy SP4, which promotes the co-

location of housing and industrial land to meet identified London housing need.  

37. We understand that the August 2020 NSP has strengthened site allocations policy to explicitly require (“sites 

must”) and encourage (“sites may”) specific land uses. Accordingly, to redress the current omission of 

residential and use from the Site Allocation, we propose that new text be added into the Site Allocation 

stating that the Site ‘may’ provide residential floor space and that, if provided, ‘residential density should 

be optimised’ to support site delivery.  

38. These proposed changes are required to enable the site allocation to be effective and deliverable in the plan 

period and to align the site allocation requirements with national planning policy promoting the delivery of 

new housing. Without these changes the NSP would be noncompliant and unsound.      

Deliverability of Proposed Access Routes 

 

39. On the basis that the Arch Co. does not own the majority of the land along the southern border of the Site 

Allocation, it will not be in its power to deliver a complete north-south connectivity access route. In fact, 

beyond land ownership, there are physical constraints which cannot be overcome i.e. an embankment, 

retaining wall and railway tracks along the southern boundary. It may be possible to deliver a route across 

the northern boundary of the Site Allocation; however, this could compromise the optimal site layout and 

affect viability. Whilst the Arch Co. would be open to exploring increase permeability the policy wording 

should acknowledge that this may not be deliverable or that delivery may not be the best option for the 

redevelopment of the site as a whole. The Key of the site allocation diagram should be revised to refer to 

‘potential for improved connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists, subject to feasibility testing’ and the route 

marker should not cross the southern boundary of the site. 

40. It should also be noted that the Site Allocation seemingly includes two east-west access routes from Rye 

Lane. It is not clear if both of these routes are expected to be provided within the Arch Co’s ownership 

demise. However, whilst one would be feasible, two would be much more challenging and minimise the 

useable site area, which would be required to make a scheme work for both design and viability reasons. 

The Key of the site allocation diagram should be revised as above and only one indicative route marker 

should be included, to express the council’s aspiration for some form of improved east-west route. 

41. The August 2020 Draft NSP states that the Site Allocation ‘must’ support the implementation of the Peckham 

Coal Line – it goes on to state that the site can provide the Coal Line as a low line walking route. For the 

avoidance of doubt, the Arch Co objects to any high line walking route adjacent to the railway tracks on 

safety and access grounds. The east-west access route through the site at ground level, and on Arch Co land, 

should be sufficient to support a low line route in this location, as also envisaged in draft policy P33. The site 

allocation should make clear that the low line Peckham Coal Line route does not require access to operational 

railway land. 
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42. These proposed changes are required to make the NSP sound, by enabling the Site Allocation to be an 

effective and deliverable part of the NSP.   

Deliverability of Proposed Active Frontages 

 

43. The Site Allocation proposes a total of 3 active frontages leading east from Rye Lane. These frontages 

propose duel frontage activation of the northern and southern elevations of the Site Allocation’s northern 

railway arches, together with active frontages along the line of the railway embankment and retaining wall.  

44. We advise that activation of only one of the two northern frontages would be feasible, as dual access would 

present security and operational challenges including minimising the ability to include back-of-house space 

within the arches.    

45. We consider that the most effective strategy would be for a redevelopment scheme to activate the southern 

facing frontage of these arches only, to draw people into the Site and service the new uses within the Site.  

Pedestrian access to the north of the railway is limited and across land outside of Arch Co’s ownership. 

46. The proposed active frontage to the south of the site i.e. along Network Rail’s north-facing railway 

embankment and retaining wall, is not deliverable at all. This should be removed from the diagram.  

47. These proposed amendments are required to support effective delivery of the Site Allocation within the NSP, 

required to make the NSP sound.    

DRAFT POLICY P33 – RAILWAY ARCHES 

48. Draft Policy P33 contains overly-prescriptive requirements in relation to land use. It is not clear from the 

wording but it could feasibly be inferred that all railway arch sites must provide all of the uses listed in P33 

1. This aspect of the policy should be re-worded, either to state that these uses ‘may’ be provided or would 

be ‘encouraged’ as part of an appropriate mix of uses to be determined on a site specific basis. 

49. In addition, P33 should note that development in relation to railway arches may including residential, where 

part of a wider associated land holding. 

50. We support the promotion of a low line working route but this should be subject to feasibility and safety. 

51. These proposed amendments are required to address issues of plan soundness relating to the provision of 

reasonable alternatives and to enable the delivery of sustainable development. 

USE CLASSES ORDER 

52. The draft Site Allocation (and draft NSP in general) has not been updated in relation to the new Use Classes 

Order amendment Regulations 2020. This has brought in a fundamental change to land use classification and 

potentially will have a significant impact on land use planning. We consider that it is unlikely the draft plan 

can be considered sound without being updated to reflect these changes, which took effect as of 1st 

September. We request that all policies in the plan which make reference to commercial uses should be 

reviewed in light of these changes. This will enable consistency with national policy, required to make the 

plan sound.  

53. At present the plan cannot be considered effective or deliverable given that draft policies refer to Use Classes 

which no longer exist. This also presents an inconsistency point with higher tier element of the planning 

system, in this case the Use Classes Order, as amended by the 2020 Regulations. Furthermore, in order to be 
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effective and deliverable, policies should be sufficiently flexible; we consider this is not the case in relation 

to the draft retail policies. This also raises issues as to whether than plan is positively prepared in order to 

deliver sustainable development, including the need to ensure the vitality of town centres. We believe that 

greater flexibility should be afforded to the development opportunity to reflect the commercial property 

market (specifically retailing). This would also be consistent with the Government’s revised approach i.e. the 

greater flexibilities afforded by Class E. These points are required to be addressed in order to make the NSP 

sound.  

Conclusion 

 

54. The Site Allocation and draft NSP more widely needs to be reviewed to take account of the above key 

concerns and considerations in order for the site to realistically deliver in line with the emerging aspirations 

of the NSP, including for Peckham town centre.  

55. We therefore suggest the following changes to enable the Plan to meet the tests of soundness: 

• Amend the extent of the site allocation to reflect developable land, which coincides with ArchCo ownership. 

• Amend the exiting uses and areas in accordance with the details provided in this letter. 

• B use floorspace should only be required where consistent with the overall vision of the allocation and where 

this does not conflict with the provision of active town centre frontages. 

• Church use should not be re-provided and the site should either be exempted from policy P46 or the wording 

of this policy should be amended to exclude site allocations which allow for the loss of a community use 

(without a marketing requirement). 

• Market use should only be referred to subject to feasibility and viability of a redevelopment scheme. 

• Residential land use should be supported in principle. 

• The scale and density of development, including residential development, should be optimised. 

• Proposed pedestrian and cyclist routes should be amended as set out in detail within this letter. 

• Indicative active frontages should be amended as set out in detail within this letter. 

• Draft policy P33 should be only encourage, rather than require, specific land uses, as part of an appropriate 

mix of uses determined on a site-specific basis. 

• The provision of a low line route should be subject to feasibility and safety considerations. 

• The draft NSP should be updated to reflect 2020 amendments to the Use Classes Order and greater flexibility 

should be allowed in relation to town centre uses. 

56. The Arch Co. would welcome further opportunities to discuss the proposed changes to the Site Allocation 

with the Council, to best enable the suggestions to be included within the NSP.  

57. Notwithstanding this, and understanding that the NSP Examination in Public is due to start in early 2021, as 

previously un-consulted land owners on a Site Allocation now proposing material changes to the site 

Allocation, going forward, the Arch Co formally requests to be called upon to present at the Examination in 

Public.  
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58. I trust that the above representations are helpful in further development of the draft policy. Please contact 

me should you have any questions. 

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Associate Director 
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26 October 2020 

Delivered by email 

 

Yvonne Sampoh 

Planning Policy 

LB 

 

London Borough of Southwark  

 

 

 

Dear Ms Sampoh 

CONSULTATION RESPONSE – PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 

(EIP27A, AUGUST 2020) 

INTRODUCTION 

1. These representations are made on behalf of Tiger Developments Ltd in relation to policies affecting the 

Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station, covered by draft site allocation NSP71.  

2. Representations have been submitted on behalf of Tiger Developments in relation to previous stages of 

consultation, including in relation to the Preferred Options Version (2016 & 2017), Proposed Submission 

Version Consultation (2017) and Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies (2019).  

3. These current representations are submitted in the context of on-going pre-application engagement with 

LB Southwark (the Local Planning Authority/LPA), Transport for London (TfL) and the Greater London 

Authority (GLA) and on-going public consultation in relation to proposals for this site. These 

representations are also submitted in the context of changes to the Use Classes Order as a result of the 

2020 amendment Regulations. On this basis, whilst this round of consultation is focused upon the specific 

modifications proposed at this stage, we consider that there are reasonable grounds to provide views in 

relation to broader aspects of the draft policy.  

4. The site allocation wording has not been updated to be consistent with the LPA’s position set out through 

pre-application engagement, nor has it been updated in relation to national reform of the planning system. 

This presents a significant threat to the soundness of the draft New Southwark Plan because it undermines 

the extent to which the plan can be judged effective and deliverable, and consistent with national policy. 

5. National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 35 states that plans are ‘sound’ if they are: 

• positively prepared, seeking to meet objectively assessed needs; 
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• justified, taking account reasonable alternatives and being evidence-based; 

• effective and deliverable, and 

• consistent with national policy, enabling the delivery of sustainable development. 

6. We consider below how various matters of soundness are raised by outstanding issues with the revised 

wording of the draft NSP. We have had regard to the Planning Advisory Service Soundness Self-Assessment 

Checklist (March 2014). 

PREVIOUS REPRESENTATIONS 

7. Representations have been submitted on behalf of Tiger Developments in relation to previous stages of 

consultation, including in relation to the Preferred Options Version (2016 & 2017), Proposed Submission 

Version Consultation (2017) and Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies (2019).  

8. Tiger has previously objected to the draft site allocation policy safeguarding a private view from the Bussey 

Building and its potential impact on the ability to optimise the redevelopment potential of the site. The 

Council has noted within its consultation response reporting (in relation to Borough Views) that ‘locations 

that do not guarantee long-term public access do not meet our requirements to be designated as a borough 

view’. We consider that policy protection of a view within a site allocation should be subject to the same 

logic, given that such protection may still have a limiting effect on development and a directive effect on 

the distribution of height and massing. 

9. Comments were also made in relation to Borough View 1 (One Tree Hill), that the view should be 

maintained or enhanced; the council confirmed it would not include this wording but would amend to 

refer to ‘where possible enhance’; it was also noted by the Council that this policy should be applied 

flexibly, which we support.  

10. Previous representations also sought to clarify that the site allocation should refer to the potential for a 20 

storey building, not a 20m building; this was an acknowledged drafting error which has now been 

corrected.  

11. Tiger sought a change to policy P28 (Small and independent businesses) to ensure that it is clear this only 

applies to B uses; this was confirmed to be the case in the Council’s response, set out within the Amended 

Policies Version Consultation Report (January 2019), though no policy wording changes are proposed. 

Clarity within the policy wording would be preferable to ensure no interpretation and implementation 

issues over the plan period. 

12. It was also noted that the provision of small shops (P29) may not be appropriate to the Aylesham Centre 

and that larger units to meet modern retailer requirements would complement existing small and 

independent retailers elsewhere within the town centre, in accordance with the draft site allocation 

requirement to ‘diversify and complement the existing retail offer’. The Council noted that a range of shop 

sizes is required and therefore declined to make policy wording changes. We consider that this is an 

inadequate response and that the NSP should acknowledge that the Aylesham Centre is a location for 

which the provision of larger shop units would complement the existing retail offer in the town centre; this 

should be a focus even if this does not preclude small shops. 
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FURTHER REPRESENTATIONS 

Consistency with pre-application advice 

13. Extensive pre-application engagement has been undertaken in relation to proposals by Tiger Developments 

to redevelop the Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station, since Tiger’s last representations in relation to 

the Proposed Submission Version Amended Policies (2019). This has included formal pre-application 

meetings, Design Review Panel sessions and written pre-application feedback. Public consultation has been 

on-going, most recently a consultation exercise was undertaken between July – August 2020; we anticipate 

further consultation in advance of the submission of a formal planning application.  

14. We consider that consistency between policy and pre-application advice raises matters relevant to the 

NPPF soundness test, set out above, because any inconsistency threatens delivery of the plan in relation to 

this specific site, through presenting potential planning risk (in terms of LPA decision-making) and, 

furthermore, in order to be effective and deliverable, the strategy must have delivery partners who are 

signed up to the approach1. 

15. Any inconsistency between policy requirements and pre-application advice also raises questions as to 

whether policies are justified i.e. can the policy be considered to set out the most appropriate strategy, 

when considered against reasonable alternatives, where a reasonable alternative must surely comprise the 

approach put forward by the developer through a considerable and iterative pre-application process with 

the LPA. 

16. There is also the matter of consistency with national planning policy, with the NPPF clearly setting out that 

pre-application engagement is intended to facilitate ‘better coordination between public and private 

resources’ (NPPF paragraph 39) and that the preparation of policies ‘should be underpinned by relevant and 

up-to-date evidence’ (paragraph 31). 

17. We consider that the site allocation, as drafted and amended, does not fully reflect feedback from LBS 

through this pre-application process and we consider that it is important that the LPA adopts a consistent 

position between pre-application advice and emerging planning policy. In this respect we make the 

following detailed comments: 

Bus Infrastructure 

18. In December 2018 LBS (with input from TfL) wrote formally to Turley, representing Tiger Developments, 

confirming that the proposals would be required to invest in on-site improvements to bus infrastructure. 

The site allocation currently provides no acknowledgement that there are deficiencies with the existing bus 

network in the town centre and that the site is considered by LBS to have an important role in improving 

this situation. In order for the provision of new bus infrastructure on the site to be attributed clear weight 

in decision-making, as a public benefit, the site allocation policy should be updated to clearly state that LBS 

considers there to be issues with the current bus network in the town centre, including bus routing and bus 

stop and stand location and interchange, and that, specifically, there is policy support for a new bus route 

through the site as a substantial public benefit. This should be indicated on the site allocation diagram. 

Furthermore, redevelopment of the bus station should be noted as an opportunity to expand bus stand 

provision within the TfL land within the site allocation. 

19. The plan should be clear that there are existing bus infrastructure issues within Peckham town centre more 

widely and that any contributions or on-site measures to improve bus infrastructure as part of 

redevelopment would be a public benefit beyond the specific development needs of this site allocation.   

1 Planning Advisory Service Soundness Self-Assessment Checklist (March 2014) 
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20. This approach would be consistent with other polices in the draft NSP. Policy AV.14 (Peckham Area Vision) 

states that development should ‘Prioritise walking, cycling and improve public transport’ albeit that policy 

AV.14 specifically mentions improved access to Peckham Rye railway station but does not mention 

Peckham bus station. Policy P48 (Public transport) states that development must ‘Improve, maintain and 

enhance public transport services’. 

21. We also note that the proposed bus route in the pre-application scheme has knock-on effects for the wider 

transport strategy, including the approach to servicing. Acknowledgement of the planning benefits of the 

bus route will enable other matters to be assessed on balance. For example, the Council’s in principal 

position that all servicing should be carried out on site should not apply where other on site transport 

infrastructure precludes this as part of a deliverable scheme. 

22. With regards to the tests of soundness, specific reference in the policy to the above infrastructure would 

ensure that the plan is positively prepared, seeking to meet objectively assessed needs and would also 

support delivery, by ensuring that significant weight can be given to proposed bus infrastructure 

improvements in decision-making. 

Pedestrian/Cyclist Permeability 

23. We note that the site diagram shows improved connectivity east-west, which we support in principle; 

however, pre-application engagement has established that LBS does not currently support opening up 

access through to the east, onto Clayton Road, which would require access over LBS land. LBS should either 

assist with facilitating this route or remove this as a policy aspiration. The current aspiration is not 

deliverable due to third party land ownership restrictions and the requirement for land beyond the Site 

boundary. 

24. The site diagram also includes a requirement for improved connectivity to Peckham High Street. This would 

require a route through the ground floor of the Clock Tower building (former Jones and Higgins 

Department Store) which lies outside the site boundary. The proposed development (i.e. the pre-

application scheme) would deliver a connection to the northern end of Rye Lane instead and this is 

supported by the LPA. The site allocation diagram should be amended to reflect this. 

25. With regards to the tests of soundness, the current proposed connection east-west beyond the eastern site 

boundary is unlikely to be deliverable, unless support is obtained from LBS as land owner. The connection 

to Peckham High Street is also unlikely to be deliverable and a reasonable alternative is proposed by the 

pre-application scheme. The policy as draft is therefore unlikely to be effective nor is it justified. 

26. We request that the site allocation diagram be amended so that the connectivity arrow does not cross the 

eastern site boundary. We request the connection to Peckham High Street be relocated as a connection to 

Rye Lane, at the north-west corner of the site, in accordance with the emerging development proposals.  

Affordable Housing Tenures 

27. The proposals being brought forward and subject to pre-application engagement do not feature a 

Community Land Trust (CLT). At this time affordable housing content is the subject of pre-application 

negotiation which excludes this tenure form.  

28. The draft NSP and its evidence base does not set out a rationale and justification as to why this specific site 

within LBS (the only one within the Borough) should provide a CLT. Furthermore, the draft NSP only 

provides a very brief and limited definition of what is meant by CLT.  
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29. We understand that this specific tenure was requested directly by Peckham Citizens, a local interest group. 

We understand that this inclusion was not generated by the LPA.  This policy requires a robust evidence 

base in order to be supported.  

30. The site-specific conditions that would support a CLT have not been set out. It is highly unusual for the 

required tenure of housing on a specific site to be different to the tenure required on all other sites within 

an LPA area. Moreover, the evidence base does not set out why CLT should be required at all in the 

Borough, nor why CLT should be provided in lieu of other housing tenures, including alternative 

intermediate and affordable housing products which may be more affordable and therefore better meet 

identified needs set out in the policy evidence base.  

31. Any policy reference to CLT should acknowledge that CLT homes will not attract GLA grant funding and that 

this will therefore have a negative impact on scheme viability and, potentially, affordable housing delivery; 

furthermore, the provision of a CLT should be subject to specific viability testing as part of the Local Plan 

evidence base, before this policy can be considered sound.  The policy evidence base contains no 

background work to justify or support the introduction of CLT within the Borough and on this basis the 

required to include CLT on this or any site cannot be considered sound. 

32. The inclusion of a requirement for CLT should be subject to objective assessment in order to meet the tests 

of soundness, including its potential impact on viability and delivery. The requirement for CLT also needs to 

be justified as the most appropriate strategy, when considered against reasonable alternatives (such as 

other forms of affordable housing). This work has not been undertaken in relation to the draft NSP. 

Existing Floorspace 

33. At earlier stages in the consultation process Tiger did not have floorspace information available to share; 

however, we can now confirm that the existing floorspace is as follows (in sqm GIA): 

Existing floorspace (sq m GIA) 

Buildings/demise GIA Former Use Class Current Use Class 

Supermarket 4,732 A1 E 

Aylesham Shopping 

Centre  

3,776 A1 E 

 453 A3 E 

 710 A1/A3 E 

 222 Sui Generis Sui Generis 

Aylesham Shopping 

Centre Atrium 

704 circulation space  

Petrol Filling Station 111 Sui Generis  Sui Generis 

Total 10,004   

Areas provided by Workman Group 

34. In addition, we note that the Aylesham Shopping Centre atrium/mall circulation space comprises 704sqm; 

however, we consider this to be the equivalent of public realm in relation to any replacement scheme, 

which will not feature a covered area. 
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35. The current floorspace is incorrect in relation to the existing commercial floorspace and is also incorrect in 

relation to the inclusion of floorspace in relation to the bus station, other than the driver welfare building, 

which is approximately 80 sqm. 

Proposed Town Centre Uses and Use Classes Order amendments 

36. More recent pre-application engagement, in 2020, with both LBS and the GLA, has highlighted a desire by 

both parties for the provision of some form of creative and/or cultural use on the site. This is not reflected 

in the site allocation as drafted. If this is a requirement of the LPA this should be set out in policy and also 

justified through an appropriate evidence base. At present, policies within the draft NSP set out specific 

provisions in relation to the re-provision of existing ‘A uses’ (now out-of-date, as discussed below) and this 

potentially limits the scope for non-retail uses as part of the proposed mix of uses on the site. Draft policies 

NSP71 (site allocation) and P36 (protected frontages, which requires 75% of units to be in A1 use) present 

an overly restrictive approach to town centre land uses. 

37. In addition, the draft site allocation (and draft NSP in general) has not been updated in relation to the new 

Use Classes Order amendment Regulations 2020. This has brought in a fundamental change to land use 

classification and potentially will have a significant impact on land use planning. We consider that it is 

unlikely the draft plan can be considered sound without being updated to reflect these changes, which 

took effect as of 1st September. We request that all policies in the plan which make reference to 

commercial uses should be reviewed in light of these changes. 

38. We believe that greater flexibility should be afforded to the development opportunity to reflect the 

commercial property market (specifically retailing) and the desire of the local community and local 

planning authority to provide a greater range of commercial uses (such as cultural uses and workspaces). 

This would also be consistent with the Government’s revised approach i.e. the greater flexibilities afforded 

by Class E. 

39. We note that NPPF paragraph 31 states that planning policy evidence base should ‘be underpinned by 

relevant and up-to-date evidence’ and ‘take into account relevant market signals’. The retail market has 

being operating in challenging conditions in recent years. With the additional significant challenge posed by 

the Covid19 pandemic, market conditions for retailing are likely to worsen. In this respect we note that a 

report issued by Price Waterhouse Coopers and the Local Data Company, 19th October 2020, indicates that 

shop closures hit record levels in the first half of 20202. 

40. At present the plan cannot be considered effective or deliverable given that draft policies refer to Use 

Classes which no longer exist. This also presents an inconsistency point with higher tier element of the 

planning system, in this case the Use Classes Order, as amended by the 2020 Regulations. Furthermore, in 

order to be effective and deliverable, policies should be sufficiently flexible; we consider this is not the case 

in relation to the draft retail policies. This also raises issues as to whether than plan is positively prepared 

in order to deliver sustainable development, including the need to ensure the vitality of town centres. 

41. We request that the site allocation refers to and supports the provision of Class E, F1 and F2 floorspace, as 

well as other appropriate town centre uses which are Sui Generis. We also request that the Protected 

Frontages policy be deleted from the draft plan. We request that the draft NSP as a whole is reviewed and 

updated in relation to the changes to the Use Classes Order. 

Site Capacity  

42. The site allocation refers to an indicative residential capacity of 850 homes. Our current proposals are for 

in the range of 920-950 homes. It is helpful that the capacity is noted as indicative; however, we consider 

2 Price Waterhouse Coopers and  Local Data Company Store Openings and Closures – 2020 (October 2020) 
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that 850 homes should be indicated as a minimum target in order to ensure the site contributes as much as 

possible towards LBS’ housing supply. Alternatively/additionally, the policy wording should include a 

statement that ‘housing delivery should be optimised beyond the indicative target’.  

43. Draft NSP policy AV.14 (Peckham Area Vision) notes that development in Peckham should ‘provide as many 

homes as possible of all tenures including social housing while respecting the local character’. The site 

allocation is not consistent with this approach as drafted. 

44. In order to ensure the plan is positively prepared, the indicative housing capacity should be set as a 

minimum and/or wording with regards to optimisation should be included. 

Tall Buildings 

45. Please note that the ‘clean’ version of the consultation pdf is missing the section titled ‘approach to tall 

buildings’ within draft site allocation NSP71. This would appear to be a formatting error, on the basis that 

the text is present within the pdf but is invisible. We are happy to liaise with the policy team to explain this 

further. 

46. As above, we note and maintain previous comments regarding private views from the Bussey Building. 

47. In addition, we note that there is a consistency issue across the plan in relation to tall buildings and views 

impacts. We are not aware of any other private views being protected within the plan. Furthermore, it is 

important to note that a substantial extent of the view proposed to be protected from the Bussey Building 

is being affected by and will be more significantly affected over time by tall building developments in the 

Old Kent Road Area Action Plan area, including those under construction, permitted through planning and 

pending for planning approval. We can provide verified views to illustrate this point should this be helpful 

in considering the consistency of approach across the borough in this respect. 

48. I trust that these representations are helpful in further development of the draft policy. Please contact me 

should you have any questions. 

49. We also request to be called upon to represent Tiger Developments at the Examination in Public.  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Associate Director 
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26 October 2020 
 

 
 
 

Yvonne Sampoh 
5th Floor Hub 2 
Southwark Council 
PO Box 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 
 
By email:  

 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan Consultation  
Safestore Holdings PLC Representations 
 
We welcome the opportunity to comment on the London Borough of Southwark’s (‘LBS’) New Southwark Plan 
(‘NSP’), in line with the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) Regulations 2012. We write on 
behalf of Safestore Holdings PLC, hereinafter referred to as ‘Safestore’, and set out our observations to the 
amended New Southwark Plan, which was published for further consultation on the on 27th August. 
 
Savills acts on behalf of a significant number of landowners and developers across London. We are fully 
supportive of the view that a positive policy framework can and should be used to improve our city’s built 
environment and deliver the good growth in homes, jobs and infrastructure that Londoners require, a theme 
that is carried through both National and London-wide planning policies. 
 
Previously, Savills have submitted representations on behalf of Safestore to the LBS with regard to the New 
Southwark Plan: Proposed Submission Version (December 2017) on February 27th 2018. We now make the 
following comments on behalf of Safestore, relating to the proposed policies within the NSP which are 
discussed in detail below. We look forward to engaging with you further in relation to the proposed NSP in the 
future.  
 
Background 
 
Safestore is the UK’s largest and Europe’s second largest self-storage provider. It has 126 stores in the UK, 
with 47 in London. It has been in operation since 1998 and offers personal and business storage space, 
providing an essential service to local businesses and residents.  
 
Safestore operate two employment sites within the LBS: 
 

 737 Old Kent Road; and 

 24 Old Jamaica Road. 
 
Safestore provides self-storage solutions to the public and businesses. Self-storage is an increasingly 
popular and important service which complements modern living and business needs. Nationally, just over 
half of Safestore’s space is occupied by residential customers with the remainder occupied by businesses. 
 
Safestore have occupied 737 Old Kent Road since 1997 and the Old Jamaica Road site since 2001, with 
both sites serving many local residents and businesses within the borough. 
 
The businesses which use Safestore tend to be small and medium sized and are attracted by 
the all-inclusive and flexible terms. These make the product an affordable and desirable option 
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compared to traditional warehousing. Businesses can increase or decrease unit size at short notice without 
charge and can exit the facility with less than one months’ notice.  
 
To fully understand how Safestore sites support small and independent businesses, Savills Economics have 
undertaken a survey on how Safestore’s business customers use their storage facilities, and the economic 
benefits associated with this. The results show that Safestore self-storage units perform an important function 
for micro and small-medium sized enterprises.  
 
It is therefore apparent that many existing businesses within LBS rely on Safestore as a viable and cost effective 
place from which to operate and/or use for storage as an essential component of each business and their 
operations. Therefore, Savills make representations to LBS with good faith that the local business and 
residential population will benefit should these comments be taken into consideration.  
 
Representation 
 
This phase of consultation focuses on the proposed changes to the submitted NSP. The submitted NSP is split 
into three main areas: the Area Visions; Planning Policies and Site Allocations. This representation focuses on 
the planning policies of the draft NSP and their effectiveness.  
 
As part of the examination, the independent Planning Inspector is required to consider whether the NSP has 
been positively prepared, is justified, effective, and is consistent with national policy. In this regard, although 
Savills are supportive of a number of policies contained within the draft NSP, there are a small number which 
are considered to be ineffective, or inconsistent with national policy as they are currently drafted.  
 
This is because a number of the draft policies as they are currently worded would effectively act as a barrier 
for positive growth within the borough through the development of Use Class B8 storage and distribution 
facilities. The business model of a B8 storage facility site is to provide other enterprises and businesses with 
the floorspace and infrastructure they need to facilitate the growth of their businesses within a modern 
economy. We consider that Use Class B8 self-storage floorspace and its unique and tangible benefits to local 
employment opportunities have been overlooked during the formulation of some of the draft NSP policies.  
 
Within the representation, underlined words have been introduced by the LBS as part of their latest proposed 
amendments to the NSP, and crossed out words have been removed by LBS. 
 
We have also made a number of suggested alterations to draft policy wording. Suggested deletions are shown 
in red, whilst suggested additions are shown in green. 
 
Lastly, we would also note at this point that the recently amended Use Class Order (September 2020) separates 
the previous Use Class B1a, B1b and B1c into the new Use Class E, making it distinct from the remaining Use 
Classes B2 and B8. These changes are referenced as part of our proposed amendments to various draft 
policies in the remainder of this letter where required, but we have not suggested the required unilateral 
changes to each draft policy of the NSP where they currently refer to the previous Use Class Order. 
 
SP4 – Strong Local Economy: 
 
We will work to make sure that Southwark has a strong economy where all of our existing and new residents, 
businesses and workers benefit. This will be achieved through: 
  
1. Delivering at least 460,000sqm of new office space from 2014 to 2036; and 
2. Providing at least 84,000 new jobs; and 
3. Bringing more opportunities for people to find work, get into training and achieve their aspirations; and 
4. Making Southwark a place where the town centres and high streets thrive and are a place to do business in 
the London and global economy, where business owners know this is the borough where their enterprises will 
grow and prosper; and 
5. Ensuring the distinctive town and local centres will be places where shops, leisure, office and community 
uses are competitive and popular, providing customer choice for local communities; and 
6. Increasing retail floorspace by up to 26,672sqm by 2031 over and above commitments; and 
7. Working with our residents to assist them to be and stay financially independent; and 
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8. Ensuring we retain intensify industrial land and co-locate industrial premises with new homes London needs; 
and 
9. Working with local business and other partners to make sure our residents are equipped with the skills and 
knowledge to access the many exciting opportunities that being in Southwark brings; and 
10. Ensuring the delivery of 500 new affordable small business units. 
 
 
Safestore supports the aspiration of LBS to target 84,000 new jobs, intensifying industrial land and co-locating 
industrial land with new homes where appropriate. Use Class B8 storage units have a low impact on  residential 
amenity and are considered appropriate for co-location development, which can comprise various design 
solutions to ensure that self storage operations can be undertaken without detriment to neighbouring future 
occupants. 
 
The co-location of light industrial with residential space is in line with the intend to publish draft New London 
Plan, and a welcome addition. Moreover, intensifying industrial land will provide additional floorspace capacity 
to accommodate more jobs, supporting the local and regional economy. Safestore therefore supports this 
position. 
 
 
P17 Efficient use of land 
 
1. Development will be permitted that: 
 

1. Maximises the efficient use of land; and where: 
2. The development Does not unreasonably compromise development potential or legitimate 
activities on neighbouring sites; and 
3. Provides adequate servicing facilities, circulation spaces and access to, from and through the site 
is provided 

 
2. Development should be permitted for appropriate temporary ‘meanwhile uses’ where they deliver 
community benefits and do not compromise the future redevelopment of the site. 
 
Safestore recognises that optimising sites is key to unlocking sustainable development in a dense urban 
location. However, further clarification or a definition of ‘unreasonably compromise’ should be given as the 
current wording of the policy is ambiguous and therefore ineffective. It is our concern that the draft policy as 
currently worded could be misapplied to a number of potentially acceptable developments where a minor impact 
is experienced on a neighbouring site.  
 
We would therefore recommend that further clarity is provided or, point 1.2 is removed from Draft Policy P17. 
 
P27 Access to employment and training  
 

1. Development incorporating: 
 

1. 5,000sqm or more of gross new or improved floorspace must provide training and jobs for local people 
in the construction stage; and 
2. 2,500sqm or more of gross new or improved non-residential floorspace must provide training and jobs 
for local people in the final development; and  
3. 1,000sqm or more of gross new or improved floorspace must allow local businesses to tender for the 
procurement of goods and services generated by the development both during and after construction. 

 
2. In exceptional circumstances where jobs cannot be provided on site, a financial contribution will be required 
for construction employment and training. 
 
1 Developments that results in a loss of employment floorspace must provide a financial contribution towards 
training and jobs for local people. 
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While Safestore supports the proposed alterations to allow the option to offset a shortfall in jobs provided on 
site to be addressed through a payment in lieu, applying an obligation to provide training or jobs on a new 
scheme where it is not viable to do so would create a financial burden which could act as a barrier to any 
development going forward. 
 
In addition to the above, a definition as to what constitutes ‘local people’ should be provided within the 
supporting text.  
 
We there suggest that the policy is reworded as follows: 
 

2. Development incorporating: 
 

1. 5,000sqm or more of gross new or improved floorspace must should provide training and jobs for local 
people in the construction stage; and 
2. 2,500sqm or more of gross new or improved non-residential floorspace must should provide training and 
jobs for local people in the final development; and  
3. 1,000sqm or more of gross new or improved floorspace must should allow local businesses to tender for 
the procurement of goods and services generated by the development both during and after construction. 

 
2. In exceptional circumstances where it is not financially viable  to provide training and jobs on site, a suitable 
financial contribution will be required for construction employment and training. 
  
Local people are defined as [insert definition] 
 
P28 Strategic protected industrial land 
 
1. On strategic protected industrial land (SPIL): 

 
1. Only industrial uses (B1b, B1c, B2, B8, sui generis industrial use classes) and uses ancillary to 
the industrial uses, will be permitted; and 
 
2. Development must retain, grow and intensify industrial uses including increasing the number of 
jobs. 

 
2.1 Make use of railway arches for employment uses (B use classes). 
 
2.2 Seek to increase the number of jobs. 

 
2. The area of SPIL which is host to the Integrated Waste Management Facility (IWMF) will be retained 
as SPIL unless the criteria of policy P64 P62 are fulfilled 
 
Safestore supports the principle of SPILs being used as a designated zone to protect industrial land and 
intensify industrial uses that in turn will support local economies and which may not be appropriate elsewhere 
within the borough. Safestore also consider the deletion of point 2.1 and consolidation of point 2.2 to be 
appropriate. The policy should however be amended in light of the new use class order (UCO), which as 
previously stated splits the previous Use Class B1 into the newly created Use Class E . 
 
Within the New Southwark Plan: Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark 
Plan 2018-2033 August 2020 Consultation Plan document (hereby known as ‘NSP consultation guidelines’), 
there are two criteria referenced when judging the merits of an emerging policy document as follows: 
 

1) Whether the Local Plan is legal; and 
2) Whether the Local Plan is effective. 

 
Ascertaining whether the NSP is legal is of particular relevance when considering whether the NSP can be 
assessed as being ‘sound’ or not as required by paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework. 
 
Regarding point 1.1 of Draft Policy P28,  this policy refers to the previous UCO and is therefore considered  to 
be contrary to current legislation (specifically the Use Classes Order). Draft Policy P28 as it is currently worded 
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is therefore no longer aligned with the current legal system in conflict with Criteria 1 above. It should also be 
noted at this stage that we are aware that a number of other draft policies within the NSP are also subject to 
this contradiction to current legislation, however, we will not be commenting on those draft policies as part of 
this representation.  
 
Given that former Use Classes B1a, B1b and B1c are now included within the separate new Use Class E, Use 
Class E should also be permitted within the SPIL so as to not restrict any proposed development in a SPIL that 
would increase employment floorspace. 
 
Regarding Point 1.2 this policy requirement is considered to be partly ineffective at achieving its overarching 
aim, which is to protect and encourage the development of industrial spaces within SPILs. This is because the 
policy as currently drafted requires any commercial development to ‘increase the number of jobs’.  
 
Whilst this requirement may appear to be a positive aspect to the draft Policy, as outlined previously, self-
storage businesses (which fall under Use Class B8) provide a platform for other businesses, often SMEs, to 
work and grow from which in turn supports a significant number of job opportunities by providing low cost space 
to SMEs in a central London location that they could not otherwise. Self-storage therefore plays a vital role in 
localised job creation and this should therefore be recognised in planning policy. 
 
We therefore request that draft Policy P28 is amended to reflect the significant contribution that self-storage 
makes and suggest the following wording: 
 

1. On strategic protected industrial land (SPIL): 
 
1. Only industrial uses (E, B1b, B1c, B2, B8, sui generis industrial use classes) and uses ancillary to 
the industrial uses, will be permitted; and 
 
2. Development must retain, grow and or intensify industrial uses including increasing the number of 
employment opportunities either on site or within the borough. 

 
2.1 Make use of railway arches for employment uses (B use classes). 
 
2.2 Seek to increase the number of jobs. 

 
2. The area of SPIL which is host to the Integrated Waste Management Facility (IWMF) will be retained 
as SPIL unless the criteria of policy P64 P62 are fulfilled 

 
 
P30 Affordable Workspace 
 
1. Development must: 
 

1. Retain small and independent businesses (B class uses). Where existing small and independent 
businesses are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full consideration of the 
feasibility of providing affordable and suitable space for existing occupiers in the completed 
development. Replacement business space should be like for like in terms of floorspace or bespoke to 
suit the requirements of the business; and or 
 
2. Explore the opportunities for long term management of employment space and the delivery of 
affordable workspace by workspace providers. 

 
2. Major Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 
 

1. Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on 
site at Discount Market Rents; and 
2. Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years; at discounted market rents appropriate to the 
viability of the businesses the space will be targeted for; and 
3. Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; and 
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4. Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses on occupying the site 
that are at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be targeted for 
small and independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and 
5. Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers to 
identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace. 

 
3. If it is not feasible to provide affordable workspace on site, an in lieu payment will be required for off-site 
affordable workspace. 
 
4. In exceptional circumstances affordable retail (A class) or affordable cultural uses (D class), which provide 
a range of affordable access options for local residents, may be provided as an alternative to affordable 
workspace (B class). This will only be acceptable if there is a demonstrated need for the affordable use 
proposed and with a named occupier. If the alternative affordable use is no longer required in the future, the 
space should be made available for affordable workspace (B class) in accordance with the criteria above. The 
reprovision or uplift of employment (B class) floorspace must still be provided in the scheme overall. 
 
Safestore advocate planning policies that support local economies and SMEs because its business model also 
supports and enables the growth of these businesses. However, we consider this policy to be overly prescriptive 
and likely to act as a deterrent for the redevelopment of employment floorspace within the borough for the 
following reasons. 
 
Draft Policy P30 as currently worded could significantly interfere with landownership and the ability of land 
owners to manage their assets and ensure that those assets perform in the best way possible, to the benefit of 
the borough’s economy and its residents. 
 
There are already mechanisms in landlord and tenant agreements that are enshrined in law, that ensures that 
any tenant that is displaced by development is financially compensated should they choose not to opt out of 
their statutory protections. Indeed it should be noted that there are many instances where land owners and 
tenants have agreed to waiver these statutory protections in order to allow short term occupation for businesses 
and enable regeneration to take place in the medium term. For example, an occupier business may request to 
waive their statutory rights to allow them to grow and vacate the unit in the short term without triggering their 
statutory protections, in return for reduced rental rates. 
  
Draft Policy P30 as currently worded is therefore at odds with the above instances where tenants and land 
owners have reached their own agreements regarding displacement. The draft Policy could place additional 
and undue burdens upon land owners such that it could make the redevelopment of existing commercial assets 
undesirable due to the increased number of requirements that a land owner will be asked to meet. These 
requirements would come with time and cost implications that could simply deter land owners from future 
commercial property development projects, which in turn could supress the quality and quantum of the 
borough’s commercial unit stock and ultimately job opportunities over the Plan period. 
 
Moreover, the definition of small (less than 50no. employees) and independent (operating from 3no. sites or 
less) businesses is considered to be an arbitrary was of measuring a businesses’ success and its ability to 
react to displacement. An efficient, well organised and successful business could quite easily operate from 
fewer than 3no. different sites, or employ fewer than 50no. people, and still have the financial and logistical 
capabilities to positively respond to displacement. 
 
Furthermore, the use of ‘and’ within part 1 ‘Retain small and independent businesses (B class uses)’ is open 
to misinterpretation. After clarification with the borough’s Planning Policy Officers, it was established that this 
draft policy seeks to protect businesses that fall into the category of either being a small or independent 
businesses, and not a business that would be defined as both with reference to the definitions listed in the fact 
box on page 128.  
 
Whilst it is understood that this draft policy seeks to protect SME floorspace and local employers, it is 
considered that the current wording would not be effective in doing so. For example, it is theoretically possible 
to have an instance where a redevelopment site contains a small branch (i.e. less than 50 people on site) of a 
much larger business which should not be considered to be an SME or local employer, but due to the current 
wording of Draft Policy P30, would be treated as such. A similar scenario could be a business that does not 
employ more than 50 employees on any given site, but does have a national presence. 
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In addition to the above, it is also increasingly common for businesses to seek to consolidate their operational 
bases and encourage working from home. It is therefore quite possible that businesses that previously fell 
outside of the ‘small and independent’ definition, would now fall back into this definition by consolidating to 3 
locations or less. The current pandemic has forced one of the biggest structural changes in how businesses 
operate in a generation and given that policy was drafted prior to this event, we do not consider that having 
regard to the number of operational sites (i.e 3no. or less) is an appropriate measure anymore. 
 
In any of the above scenarios, we do not consider those hypothetical businesses should be deemed small or 
independent.  
 
We also question the ability of an Applicant to accurately calculate the overall number of employees a business 
has at any one time as there are a number of variables included within this. For example, sub-contractors 
servicing a long term project on a retainer agreement may not be included within the parent company 
employment figures, when in reality that sub-contractor does in fact play an integral role in the company 
operation and is effectively in their employment. It may also not be feasible to approach an existing business 
on site for this information due to the confidential nature of development proposals. 
 
In light of the above, we propose that a suitable methodology for calculating the number of jobs an existing 
business may support should be clearly set out within an accompanying SPD as there is currently a great deal 
of uncertainty as to how this could be achieved in a sensitive and confidential way.  
 
With regard to point 2 of Draft Policy P30, it is of our view that there are multiple ways in which affordable 
workspace can be provided and that this does not always have to be in the form of ‘typical’ workspace at a 
discounted rent. Safestore have operated within the LBS since 1997 and have therefore served local 
businesses throughout the most challenging economic conditions, including the previous financial crash in 2008 
and through the current pandemic. Particularly during these difficult times (although by no means exclusively) 
it is Safestore’s experience that the price of a space is not the main consideration for fledgling and local 
businesses, but rather it is a combination of flexible terms and the ability to vacate and upsize / downsize at 
short notice to manage business risk that are crucial considerations. Draft Policy P30 as currently worded does 
not recognise the positive contributions made by specific building types and uses such as self storage and their 
role in providing inherently affordable workspace. 
 
Furthermore the practicality of providing on-site affordable workspace units for B8 storage and distribution 
centres has not been considered. A self-storage centre (and indeed other Use Class B8 distribution centres) 
requires the ground floor area to be available for easy to access storage and indeed, this space is often the 
most commercially valuable element of that form of development, meaning that business models rely upon the 
ground floor use in order to succeed. It is therefore not viable for many self-storage operators to relinquish the 
ground floor space for external affordable workspace operators, including for the provision of separate stair 
cores and lobbies providing access to affordable workspace on upper levels (notwithstanding the operational 
and security issues that upper level affordable workspace would pose for self-storage operators). 
 
With regard to point 3, which outlines that a payment in lieu could be provided for off-site affordable workspace, 
this is welcome but should be subject to a scheme’s viability. 
 
For the reasons set out above we consider that draft Policy P30 in its current form should be deleted, given 
that it presents such a significant number of harmful issues to both commercial landlords and in particular self 
storage operators such as Safestore, and re-drafted  as per the following: 
 
1. Development must: 
 

1. Retain small and independent businesses (B class uses) where practical and viable. Where existing 
small and independent businesses are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full 
consideration of the viability and feasibility of providing affordable and suitable space for existing 
occupiers in the completed development. Replacement business space should be like for like in terms 
of floorspace or bespoke to suit the requirements of the business; and or 
 
2. Explore the opportunities for long term management of employment space and the delivery of 
affordable workspace by workspace providers. 
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2. Major Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 
 

1. Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on 
site at Discount Market Rents where this is found to be viable following a financial viability assessment 
of the proposed development and, where the provision of affordable workspace is found to be feasible 
and not detrimental to the operation of the businesses within the proposed development; and 
2. Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years; at discounted market rents appropriate to the 
viability of the businesses the space will be targeted for; and 
3. Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; and 
4. Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses on occupying the site 
that are at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be targeted for 
small and independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and 
5. Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers to 
identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace. 

 
3. If it is not feasible to provide affordable workspace on site, an in lieu payment will be required for off-site 
affordable workspace, subject to a financial viability assessment. 
 
4. The Council will consider alternative approaches to affordable workspace provision on a case by case basis 
where appropriate for the proposed development and use. 
 
P32 Business relocation 
 
1. Where existing small or independent businesses or small shops may be displaced by development a 
business relocation strategy, written in consultation with affected businesses, must be provided. The 
business relocation strategy must set out viable relocation options. 
 
2. All business relocation strategies must include: 
 

1. Existing amount of non-residential floorspace (GIA) separated by use class, including vacant units 
and yards. This should include any floorspace demolished; and 
 
2. Schedule of existing businesses operating on the site including business sector, estimated number 
of employees and lease terms; and 
 
3. Proposed levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA) and yard space, separated by use class, 
business sector and estimated number of employees; and 
 
4. Details of engagement with existing businesses on site regarding re-provision of premises or 
relocation options; and 
 
5. Details of engagement with the council, local agents, businesses, business associations and 
workspace providers to secure occupiers for new employment space. 

 
3. Where existing businesses are accommodated in new development the strategy should include: 
 

1. Specific business requirements including servicing, fit out and ownership or lease terms; and 
 
2. Temporary relocation arrangements or scheme phasing to allow the continuation of the business 
during construction. Temporary relocation should be contained on site or as close to the original site 
as possible; and 
 
3. Options for temporary relocation should consider the cost and practical arrangements for businesses 
where multiple moves may not be feasible. 

 
4. Where existing businesses are proposed to be relocated the strategy should include: 
 

1. Reasons why existing businesses cannot be located on site; and 
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2. Details of relocation options explored with individual businesses and the assistance and support that 
will be provided. Statements from the businesses are required to show evidence that the relocation 
option is suitable for the viable continuation of the business; and 
 
3. Identification of alternative premises in Southwark. Where no suitable premises exist, premises 
should be identified in adjacent boroughs; and 
 
4. Statements from existing businesses should they wish to cease trading rather than relocate; and 

 
5. Collaboration with other landowners to establish whether suitable workspace for existing businesses 
could be accommodated in different phases of the development programmes. 

 
Safestore are supportive of enterprises having every opportunity to continue trading if they are displaced as 
part of any development proposal. However, we consider that parts of Draft Policy P32 to be overly restrictive 
and could inadvertently prevent development from coming forward in the borough. 
 
Firstly, we would again refer to the previously discussed legal protections that already exist for tenants subject 
to displacement and how the draft policies as currently proposed could conflict with that legal framework and 
existing agreements. 
 
Notwithstanding the above, we do not consider it feasible to engage with existing businesses subject to 
displacement regarding the suitability of alternative premises for their relocation as we do not consider it likely 
that every existing business subject to displacement will wish to work with an Applicant in a constructive manner 
to facilitate these discussions. As currently worded, the draft policy would mean that any failure to obtain 
endorsement from an existing business to be displaced as being contrary to the Development Plan, irrespective 
of whether an Applicant had done all they could to comply with the policy. 
 
Furthermore, we do not consider it appropriate to engage within these discussions prior to the determination of 
a planning application due to the commercial sensitivities surrounding such discussions. Any requirement to 
submit a Business Relocation Strategy should be secured by planning condition once the Applicant has a 
degree of certainty within which to enter these discussions. 
 
We also do not consider it appropriate to require (and ultimately make publicly available) the lease terms which 
have been agreed with individual tenants following private negotiations. This information is highly sensitive and 
cannot reasonably be expected to be provided by commercial landlords. 
 
Finally, for the reasons previously set out in relation to issues calculating the existing number of employees a 
business may have, we do not consider it appropriate to require such information as part of a Business 
Relocation Strategy. 
 
Draft Policy P32 as currently worded is therefore considered to be too onerous in its requirement for a single 
business to be expected to go to such lengths as to having to relocate potentially a number of existing 
businesses each with different needs, adding further cost, complication and uncertainty to the development 
process. Furthermore and notwithstanding the current definition of a small or independent business as detailed 
within the NSP, it is also considered quite possible that any of those small and independent businesses may 
also have the capability to allow them to locate a suitable alternative premises in any case, further underlining 
the requirement to re-consider the way in which draft Policy 32 is worded. 
 
For the reasons set out above, we would suggest that draft Policy P32 in its current form is deleted and re-
drafted as per the following: 
 
 
1. Where existing small or independent businesses or small shops may be displaced by development a 
business relocation strategy, written in consultation with affected businesses, must be provided following the 
grant of planning permission and secured by planning condition.. The business relocation strategy must set out 
viable relocation options. 
 
2. All business relocation strategies must include: 
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1. Existing amount of non-residential floorspace (GIA) separated by use class, including vacant units 
and yards. This should include any floorspace demolished; and 
 
2. Schedule of existing businesses operating on the site including business sector, estimated number 
of employees and lease terms; and 
 
3. Proposed levels of non-residential floorspace (GIA) and yard space, separated by use class, 
business sector and estimated number of employees; and 
 
4. Details of engagement with existing businesses on site regarding re-provision of premises or 
relocation options; and 
 
5. Details of engagement with the council, local agents, businesses, business associations and 
workspace providers to secure occupiers for new employment space. 

 
3. Where existing businesses are accommodated in new development the strategy should include: 
 

1. Specific business requirements including servicing, fit out and ownership or lease terms; and 
 
2. Temporary relocation arrangements or scheme phasing to allow the continuation of the business 
during construction. Temporary relocation should be contained on site or as close to the original site 
as possible; and 
 
3. Options for temporary relocation should consider the cost and practical arrangements for businesses 
where multiple moves may not be feasible. 

 
4. Where existing businesses are proposed to be relocated the strategy should include: 
 

1. Reasons why existing businesses cannot be located on site; and 
 
2. Details of relocation options explored with individual businesses and the assistance and support that 
will be provided. Statements from the businesses are required to show evidence that the relocation 
option is suitable for the viable continuation of the business; and 
 
3. Identification of alternative premises in Southwark. Where no suitable premises exist, premises 
should be identified in adjacent boroughs; and 
 
4. Statements from existing businesses should they wish to cease trading rather than relocate; and 

 
5. Collaboration with other landowners to establish whether suitable workspace for existing businesses 
could be accommodated in different phases of the development programmes. 

 
Conclusion 

 

Having reviewed the draft New Southwark Plan, Safestore are generally supportive of the document for its 
proactive approach to providing further guidance on what well-designed developments across London should 
look like. 
 
However, it is of our view that the Plan in its current form is unsound, particularly in relation to the harmful 
impact that a number of its draft policies would have on the local economy and Use Class B8 development. 
 
Indeed there are a number of policies that have the potential to greatly restrain the provision of self-storage 
facilities within the borough, which should be further clarified or amended before adoption of the Plan.  
 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to comment on the draft New Southwark Plan. We trust that these 
comments will be taken into consideration and we would welcome further dialogue with Officers if they would 
like to discuss any of the comments raised above. 
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We look forward to future opportunities to engage with you - if you have any queries or would like to discuss 
anything further, please do contact    
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Associate 
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Q Square Group Ltd Registered office and place of business: Alverstone, Alexander Lane, Shenfield, Essex, CM15 8QE. 
Registered in England No 11957628 VAT no.325 25 4421. 

  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Q Square Group Ltd 

Alverstone 
Alexander Lane 

Shenfield 
Essex 

CM15 8QE 
Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 

26th October 2020 
 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
Consultation response in relation to the New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 (Proposed 
Amendments to the Submitted New Southwark Plan) 
 
We write to you on behalf of Regent Land and Developments Ltd, to make representations in 
respect of the proposed amendments to the Submitted Version of the New Southwark Plan. 
Regent Land and Developments have an interest in several sites across the Borough. 
 
Regent Land and Developments support the wider objectives of the Draft New Southwark Plan, 
including the delivery of new homes and jobs through the optimisation of appropriate sites for 
redevelopment. 
 
Comments in relation to the Submitted Version of the New Southwark Plan are summarised 
below in Table 1. Each comment made has been assessed in the context of the test of 
‘soundness’, whether the policies have been ‘positively prepared’, ‘effective’, ‘justified’ and 
‘consistent with national policy’. 
 
 

Relevant Policy Comment ‘Soundness’ test 
   
P1 (Social Rent and 
Intermediate Housing) 

The Council states that 
London Affordable Rent, 
Affordable Rent and 
Discount Market Rent are not 
considered to be affordable 
products and will not 
therefore be considered. 

The position that the Council 
has adopted is not justified 
on the basis that these 
affordable housing products 
are recognised and utilised 
successfully by many other 
local planning authorities. It is 
also not consistent with Draft 
New London Plan Policies H6 
and H11. 

   
P14 (Residential Design) Part (9) of this draft Policy 

states that:  
 

We do not consider that this 
element of the policy is 
justified in the context of the 
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Regent Land and Developments 
October 2020 
Page 2 
 

 

“In circumstances where due 
to site constraints it is 
impossible or impractical to 
provide dual aspect 
dwellings it must be 
demonstrated how 
overheating and ventilation 
will be mitigated. Single 
aspect dwellings will not be 
acceptable if they have 
three or more bedrooms, or 
are north facing or where the 
façade is exposed to high 
noise levels” 
 
Regent Land and 
Developments agree that 
north-facing single aspect 
units should be avoided 
where possible. However, in 
some circumstances, often 
due to natural site 
orientation, it is necessary 
that some north-facing single 
aspect units are provided to 
ensure that the development 
potential  of any site (and 
associated benefits) are 
optimised. 

Adopted Mayor of London’s 
Housing SPG. This states that: 
 
“Developments should 
minimise the number of 
single aspect dwellings. 
Single aspect dwellings that 
are north facing, or exposed 
to noise levels above which 
significant adverse effects on 
health and quality of life 
occur, or which contain 
three or more bedrooms 
should be avoided.” 
 
In addition, we also do not 
consider that the approach 
taken is effective. This is on 
the basis that, as outlined 
earlier, the provision of some 
single-aspect north facing 
units can be unavoidable, 
due to the natural 
orientation of a site. It may 
also result in 
underdeveloped sites. 
 
Instead, we propose that the 
same text as is within the 
Mayor of London’s Housing 
SPG is included within the 
New Southwark Plan. This 
seeks to avoid north facing 
single aspect homes but 
does not prevent them from 
being provided. This provides 
a degree of flexibility to 
consider these types of 
dwellings if circumstances 
dictate they are 
acceptable. 

   
P16 (Tall Buildings) The draft Policy identifies 

locations where tall buildings 
are supported. However, the 
policy is ‘silent’ in relation to 
the potential for tall buildings 
outside of these locations. 
Regent Land and 
Developments suggest that 
the policy is clarified to 
identify that tall buildings can 
be considered outside of 
these locations, subject to 

This is a point of clarity on the 
basis that we assume that 
the policy is worded with the 
intention of not precluding 
tall buildings outside of the 
locations identified within the 
policy. However, clarity 
within the wording of the 
policy would be helpful. 
Notwithstanding this, the 
revised wording to the policy 
is necessary to ensure that it 
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Regent Land and Developments 
October 2020 
Page 3 
 

 

 
Based on the above, Regent Land and Developments consider that these policy amendments 
are necessary to ensure that the draft New Southwark Plan meetings the tests of ‘soundness’. 
 
We seek confirmation of receipt of this representation and that it will be considered moving 
forward as part of the adoption process. Should you require any further clarification please feel 
free to contact me. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
T:  

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

addressing the relevant 
design quality criteria listed 
within Policy P16.  

is effective, in terms of 
providing the opportunity for 
tall buildings outside of the 
designated areas, where 
they are considered 
appropriate to order to 
optimise development 
potential to deliver the 
required new homes and 
jobs. 

   
P32 (Business Relocation) This policy seeks to ensure 

that existing businesses are 
provided with new 
accommodation as part of 
redevelopment proposals or 
that assistance is provided 
with regards to relocation. 
 
This policy should also identify 
the importance of ensuring 
that any reprovision strategy 
takes account of the need 
for developers to achieve 
market value for any new 
non-residential floorspace. 

Consideration of market 
value is necessary for the 
Council’s policy requirement 
to be effective. 
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JE/AB/JA/PD12281 

 

 

 

 

 5 Bolton Street 

London 

W1J 8BA 
Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 

26 October 2020 

 

By email only to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 
Dear Sir / Madam    
 

LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK – FINANCIAL TIMES BUILDING, 1 
SOUTHWARK BRIDGE, LONDON, SE1 9HL 
REPRESENTATIONS TO THE NSP: SOUTHWARK COUNCIL’S PROPOSED 
CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 2020 ON BEHALF OF 
WPP 2005 LTD 
 

On behalf of our client, WPP 2005 Ltd, we have prepared these representations to the London Borough of 

Southwark (“LBS”) in response to the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 

(August 2020). More specifically, this representation has been prepared in relation to Financial Times 

Building, 1 Southwark Bridge, London, SE1 9HL (the “Site”). 
 

CONTEXT FOR REPRESENTATIONS 

 

WPP are a long leasehold owner of 1 Southwark Bridge Road (also known as the “Financial Times 

Building”), which forms part of draft New Southwark Plan site allocation NSP05.  On behalf of WPP, Montagu 

Evans have been engaging in pre-application discussions with LBS to progress proposals to refurbish, 

upgrade and extend the existing building with the intention of submitting a planning application for this 

development by the end of 2020.  

 

These representations are specifically concerned with the 1 Southwark Bridge Road in the context of draft 

site allocation (NSP05: 1 Southwark Bridge Road and Red Lion Court) and proposed draft Policy P30 

(Affordable Workspace). 

 

THE SITE  

 

The Site currently comprises a commercial building that was previously occupied by the Financial Times. 

However, the Financial Time have vacated the building and relocated to the City of London in 2019. The Site 

is currently vacant. WPP acquired the building as part of their strategy to expand their business campus on 

the Southbank. WPP currently occupy Sea Containers House and have recently received planning 

permission for the redevelopment of Rose Court, which sits immediately opposite the Site across Southwark 

Bridge Road. Between them, it is anticipated that these buildings will house approximately 6000 WPP 

employees as part of the WPP London Campus. 
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The existing FT building comprises a 6 storey building that provides approximately 18,643 sqm (gross 

internal area) of office floorspace. The building occupies a prominent location fronting onto the river Thames. 

The external fabric of the building, roof coverings and façade are nearing the end of their serviceable life and 

need replacement to bring them to current building regulation and environmental performance standards. 

Moreover, the interior layout is in need of updating to meet the expectation of occupiers and modern working 

practices and to ensure that it operates to a similar level to comparable buildings seen around Southwark 

and central London.  

 

CURRENT SOUTHWARK LOCAL PLAN POLICY DESIGNATIONS  

 

Within the current adopted Southwark Plan, the Site is subject to the following designations: 

 

• Bankside and Borough District Town Centre; 

• Bankside, Borough, London Bridge Strategic Cultural Area; 

• The River Thames and tidal tributaries SINC; 

• Bankside, Borough and London Bridge Opportunity Area; 

• Thames Policy Area; 

• Central Activity Zone (“CAZ”); and 

• Air Quality Management Area. 

 

The Site lies within Flood Zone 3 (albeit benefits from flood defences). 

 

The Building is not statutorily or locally listed, however, there are various listed buildings in the surrounding 

area. The Site is not located within a conservation area, however the Bear Street Conservation Area lies 

immediately to the south of the Site.  
 

A. DRAFT NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SITE ALLOCATION NSP05  

 
Draft Policy SP4 of the New Southwark Plan Submission Version states that the Council will seek to foster 

and promote a strong local economy through (among other policy objectives) delivering at least 460,000sqm 

of new office space from 2014 to 2036 and providing at least 84,000 new jobs. Draft Site Allocation NSP05 

(1 Southwark Bridge Road and Red Lion Court) would contribute toward achieving these strategic objectives 

for the local economy. 

  

The draft allocation envisages the wholesale demolition and redevelopment of both the existing buildings on 

the site, comprising the FT Building and adjacent Red Lion Court building. The draft policy states 

redevelopment of the site must: 

 

• “Provide at least the amount of employment floorspace (B class) currently on the site or 

provide at least 50% of the development as employment floorspace, whichever is greater; and  

• Enhance the Thames Path by providing public realm and active frontages with ground floor 

town centre uses (A1, A2, A3, A4, D1, D2); and  

• Provide new north-south green links; and  

• Provide new open space of at least 15% of the site area.” 

 

And should: 
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• Provide new homes (C3). 

 

In terms of Design and Accessibility, the allocation states: 

 

“Redevelopment should provide a new link from Park Street to the Thames Path and improvements 

to the Thames Path. Redevelopment should also provide links to Cycle Super Highway 7 on 

Southwark Bridge Road. 

 

Southwark needs to accommodate significant growth for offices and other workspaces which are 

growing in demand contributing to the central London economy and status as a world city. Sites that 

are within the Central Activities Zone are in the area most in demand for delivery of offices and will 

be required to contribute to this growth by providing an increase in the amount of employment 

floorspace.  

 

Open space will be secured because:  

 

• Bankside and the Borough are deficient in parks and other green space, which the new space 

will address; and  

• It will mitigate the pressure from development on existing open space; and  

• The site is large enough to accommodate a meaningful open space at an achievable level; 

and  

• It will improve enjoyment of the Thames Path; and  

• It will mark an arrival point into Southwark.” 

 

Overall, we support the principle of the draft allocation for NSP05. The amount of employment floorspace 

required as part of future proposals seeks to ensure that the Site continues to contribute towards achieving 

the identified employment objectives in Southwark. We are supportive of the requirement to provide active 

frontages, with ground floor town centre uses, however, we note that the use classes will need to be updated 

to reflect the amendments made to the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 on 1 

September 2020.  

 

Notwithstanding our support in principle for draft Policy NSP05, the draft site allocation should be amended 

to also allow for and support the refurbishment and upgrade of existing commercial buildings on the site. This 

approach is consistent with New Southwark Plan draft Policy P13 (Design Quality) which promotes 

“innovative design solutions” through “Buildings and spaces which are constructed and designed 

sustainably” and “utilise active design principles”. This is further highlighted in reason 3 of the draft Policy 

P13 which states: 

 

“Sustainable design must reduce energy consumption and carbon dioxide emissions, minimise the 

consumption of natural resources, reduce flood risk and pollution, ensure the avoidance of internal 

overheating, minimise the urban heat island effect, ensure the adaptive reuse of existing buildings, 

and creation of adverse local climatic conditions (e.g. wind shear).” 
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This approach is also supported by draft London Plan Policy SI 7 (reducing Waste and Supporting the 

Circular Economy) which strongly promotes maximising the re-use of existing building materials where 

possible and seeks to ensure development proposals recycle and reuse 95% of building materials over the 

demolition and construction process. The draft GLA Circular Economy statement Guidance (October 2020) 

also strongly promotes the recycling and reuse of existing building materials as part of development 

proposals in order to achieve net zero waste. Based on industry benchmarks, the structure and substructure 

of an office building can account for circa 65% of the building’s embodied carbon, and therefore this can be 

the rough level of embodied carbon savings achievable when reusing existing structures and substructures. 

Therefore, by making allowances for proposals that utilise the existing building fabric and materials, the draft 

allocation would better accord with emerging regional policy and guidance and support a much more 

sustainable approach to the delivery of the wider allocation. 

 

LBS declared a climate emergency in March 2019, whereby the borough is seeking to achieve carbon 

neutral by 2030. When viewing these aspirations alongside both Southwark and GLA emerging policy in 

relation to sustainability, it is evident that there is a need for a more sustainable approach within draft 

allocation NSP05, which should support the refurbishment of existing buildings to renew and upgrade 

existing office stock.  

 

Therefore, amendments to draft Site Allocation NSP05 to support the option for refurbishment of the existing 

buildings on the site are necessary in order to ensure consistency with wider regional and local policy 

objectives.  

 

In addition, as currently worded draft Policy NSP05 does not recognise the constraints posed to development 

through the reuse and upgrade of existing building structures. The wider draft policy requirements sought by 

the redevelopment of NSP05 should be applied with flexibility so that they are commensurate with proposals 

that seek to refurbish and upgrade the existing buildings as opposed to proposals for wholesale demolition 

and redevelopment. This would facilitate the delivery of the Council’s wider policy aspirations for the Site and 

would not unduly restrict proposals that seek to upgrade and reuse existing buildings currently situated on 

the site.  
 

B. POLICY P30 – AFFORDABLE WORKSPACE 
 
Draft NSP Policy P30 currently states the following: 
 

1. development must: 

 

i. “Retain small and independent businesses (B class uses). Where existing small and 

independent businesses are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full 

consideration of the feasibility of providing affordable and suitable space for existing occupiers in 

the completed development. Replacement business space should be like for like in terms of 

floorspace or bespoke to suit the requirements of the business; and 

ii. Explore the opportunities for long term management of employment space and the delivery of 

affordable workspace by workspace providers. 

 

2. Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 
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i. Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross employment floorspace as affordable workspace on 

site at discount market rents; and 

ii. Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years; 

iii. Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; and 

iv. Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses occupying the site 

that are at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be 

targeted for small and independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and 

v. Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers 

to identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace. 

 

3. If it is not feasible to provide affordable workspace on site, an in lieu payment will be required for off 

site affordable workspace. 

 

4. In exceptional circumstances affordable retail (A class) or affordable cultural uses (D class), which 

provide a range of affordable access options for local residents, may be provided as an alternative to 

affordable workspace (B class). This will only be acceptable if there is a demonstrated need for the 

affordable use proposed and with a named occupier. If the alternative affordable use is no longer 

required in the future, the space should be made available for affordable workspace (B class) in 

accordance with the criteria above. The re-provision or uplift of employment (B class) floorspace 

must still be provided in the scheme overall.” 

 

We support the aspirations of this policy in that it seeks to deliver affordable workspace in the borough. 

However, part 2i of the draft policy is considered to be overly onerous and unviable, particularly within the 

current economic climate. It does not comply with paragraph 80 of the NPPF which states that “planning 

policies and decisions should help create the conditions in which businesses can invest, expand and adapt”. 

This is further emphasised by the Intend to Publish London Plan Policy E3 which states that “Boroughs, in 

their Development Plans, should consider detailed affordable workspace policies in light of local evidence of 

need and viability”. The viability of the current Policy was queried by the Mayor in the previous round of 

consultation (Reference NSPPSV66) who commented, “The Mayor welcomes an approach that seeks 

affordable workspace from developments, however he questions the viability of the 500sqm of employment 

floorspace threshold. Southwark should ensure that the proposed threshold is appropriate and viable for the 

range of employment uses and locations that fall with class B. 

 

Draft NSP Policy P29 states that where specified, development must retain or increase the amount of 

employment floorspace on site. As drafted, Policy P30 would conflict with policy P29 by discouraging the 

refurbishment, renewal and expansion of existing commercial buildings through reducing the floorspace 

available for a profitable return, making the renewal and upgrade of existing buildings unattractive. 
 

Turning to the application of the current policy wording in practice, where 500 sqm (GIA) of employment 

floorspace is proposed as part of a planning application, the draft policy seeks 10% of the gross employment 

floorspace be provided as Affordable Workspace (“AWS”). This would seek affordable workspace provision 

on existing employment floorspace. This would impede refurbishment proposals and small scale extensions 

to existing buildings by requiring existing floorspace to be converted to AWS, reducing the value of existing 

commercial floorspace and the likelihood of this type of development being viable.   

 

For example, for a building that currently provides 10,000 sqm of office floorspace, if a 500 sqm extension 

were to be proposed, this would result in the requirement for 1,050 sqm of affordable workspace to be 
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provided. This approach is clearly not viable and would strongly discourage smaller scale development 

proposals from coming forward. As such, it is highly likely that any proposals for small extensions would not 

be deliverable due to the resultant lower value of any additional space, combined with the decrease in value 

of the existing space arising from affordable workspace provision.  

 

Typically, benefits such as affordable housing and AWS in other London boroughs are sought on the uplift in 

floorspace from a new development, not the total area.  Otherwise such a policy would act as a disincentive 

for development. Consequently, the policy should be amended so that affordable space provision should 

only be required on the floorspace uplift over and above what is already provided on site.  

 

Turning to the 500sqm employment floorspace threshold, notwithstanding the current objection to this from 

the Mayor and various other parties, it is relevant to note that The Community Infrastructure Levy 

Regulations 2010, Regulation 122 states that planning obligations may only constitute a reason for granting 

planning permission for the development if the obligation is: 

 

a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 

b) directly related to the development; and 

c) fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 

It is clear that the currently proposed development threshold within the draft policy wording does not accord 

with part c of Regulation 122 and should be amended as it is not fair nor reasonable in the context of the 

scale of development to seek the provision of affordable workspace from minor development proposals. 

Therefore the overall threshold for seeking affordable workspace provision should be increased so that it 

applies to major developments providing more than 1,000 sqm of employment floorspace in order to promote 

smaller scale commercial development in the borough. 

 

In order to safeguard viability and promote small scale employment proposals and refurbishment projects 

that seek to upgrade and renew existing employment stock, AWS provision should only be sought on major 

redevelopment proposals and should be on the basis of 10% of the proposed uplift in gross employment 

floorspace. We would request that the wording of draft Policy P30 is amended to the following:  

 

 “2. Major developments providing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 

 

2.1 Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable 

workspace on site at discounted market rents…” 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In summary, we broadly support the draft Site Allocation NSP05, however this should be amended to support 

the option for refurbishment of existing building and to ensure a proportionate approach to the provision of 

the wider objectives of the allocation from this type of development.  

 

In addition, draft Policy P30 as currently worded is not considered to be viable and would be contrary to 

Regulation 122 of The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. The current draft Policy would act 
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as a disincentive to small scale commercial developments and proposals seeking the refurbishment and 

upgrade of existing office stock. This draft Policy should be amended so that AWS provision should only be 

sought on major redevelopment proposals and should be on the basis of 10% of the proposed uplift in gross 

employment floorspace.  

 

We trust these comments are useful at this stage. By way of this letter we reserve the right to comment on 

further rounds of consultation and attend the Examination in Public on behalf of our client.  

 

Should you require any further information or clarification on the content of this letter, please do not hesitate 

to contact   / )  

   /  or      / 

 of this office. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

Montagu Evans LLP 
Enc. 
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 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

REPRESENTATIONS TO THE NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN: SOUTHWARK COUNCIL’S PROPOSED CHANGES 

TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 2020 

DP9 Limited 

 

We note the changes made to the Site Allocations chapter in response to the Inspector’s letters of 20 

April and 2 June, to move the indicative residential capacities for each site from the evidence base into 

the Plan itself. We recognise that the indicative capacities were previously removed in response to 

representations received through consultation. 

We consider that the evidence base is the appropriate location for these indicative capacities, and that 

they have the potential to be misinterpreted or misapplied as design briefs or effective constraints on 

what can be achieved on each site following their introduction into the Site Allocations themselves. 

Whilst some figures are derived from planning permissions already granted, there may be the possibility 

of further optimising the development capacity of a site or delivering a different policy compliant mix 

of uses, and without appropriate text we are concerned that the indicative capacity for a site could be 

used to constrain development potential. 

We therefore request that wording is introduced into the beginning of the Site Allocations chapter to 

identify how these indicative capacities should be interpreted and noting that they are included for 

reference purposes only. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

DP9 Ltd 

 DP5578 

26 October 2020 

 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 
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1 
 

New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 - SPN Template 

Name: Josh Bools          Address:  
 

Email address:   Phone: Organisation: Aylesham Community Action  
 

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings 
 

TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

Document EIP 27A 
NSP 71 
Aylesham Centre  
and Peckham Bus 
Station 
(note: read in 
conjunction 
with PNAAP 1: 
Aylesham Centre) 

Not positively 
prepared or 
justified 

The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys, 

alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved public realm”. 

 

This policy is not sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys’ is not positively 

prepared, for the following reason: 

 

A). There is inadequate evidence of community participation in supporting inclusion of a 20 storey building in this 

site allocation.  

 

PNAAP 1 / NSP 

71 Aylesham 

Centre and 

Peckham Bus 

Station 

TALL 

BUILDINGS, 

AFFORDABLE 

HOUSING AND 

VIABILITY 

 

Not positively 
prepared, 
effective or 
justified 
 
 

2. TOPIC: PNAAP 1 / NSP 71 Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 

TALL BUILDINGS, AFFORDABLE HOUSING AND VIABILITY 

 

The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys, 

alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved public realm”. 

 

This policy is not sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys’ is not justified, for 

the following reason: 

 

A). Since the adoption of the PNAAP in November 2014, evidence has grown - on tall buildings, affordable 

housing and viability - which now needs to be taken into consideration. See the examples cited below: 
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2 
 

(i)The GLA has commission two studies that that have looked at the relationship 

between tall buildings and viability: 

• London Plan Viability Study (Draft December 2017) 

• Lessons from Higher Density Development (September 2016) 

 

(GLA (2019b) Freedom of Information Request: Tall Buildings Affordable Housing and Viability for Planning Policy. 

FOI reference number: MGLA100119-2766. Available via: 

https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mgla100119-2766_-_foi_response.docx_redacted.pdf ) 

 

(ii) Evidence is accruing about the perceived low levels of affordable housing in tall buildings (Bailey, 2020; Marrs, 

2019; Neate, 2018; Just Space, 2019; Wainwright, 2015). In particular, organisations such as the 35% Campaign 

in Southwark have campaigned on behalf of their residents arguing that many tall buildings do not provide 

compliant levels of affordable housing (35% Campaign, 2016). 

 

(Bailey C. (2020) Pretty Vacant: The 500 hi-rise towers that won't solve London's housing crisis. Action on empty 

homes. Published: 12th May 2020. Available via: https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/blog/pretty-vacant-the-

500-hi-rise-towers-that-wont-solve-londons-housing-crisis [Accessed 23 May 2020] 

Marrs C., (2019) London towers approved despite affordable housing policy breach. Planning Resource: 

independent intelligence for planning professionals. Available via: 

https://www.planningresource.co.uk/article/1583083/london-towers-approved-despite-affordable-housing-policy-

breach [Accessed 15 May 2020]) 

Neate R. (2018) Ghost towers: half of new-build luxury London flats fail to sell. The Guardian. Available via: 

https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/26/ghost-towers-half-of-new-build-luxury-london-flats-fail-to-sell 

[Accessed 14 June 2020] 

Just Space (2019) Tall Buildings written statement in response to M41. London Plan Examination in public. 6 
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PNAAP 1 / NSP 

71 Aylesham 

Centre and 

Not positively 
prepared, 
effective or 
justified 

The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys, 

alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved public realm”. 
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Peckham Bus 

Station  

TALL BUILDINGS 

– SOCIAL AND 

ENVIRONMENTA

L IMPACT 

... 

  

This policy is not sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys’ is not justified, for 

the following reason: 

 

A). There is inadequate evidence on the long-term environmental and social impact of tall buildings, and poor 

understanding of the future refurbishment challenges if the block is privately owned. 

 

PNAAP 1 / NSP71 

Aylesham Centre 

and Peckham 

Bus Station 

TALL BUILDINGS 

AND VIEWS 

 

Not positively 
prepared, 
effective or 
justified 
 

The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys, 

alongside a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved public realm”. 

 

This policy is not sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys’ is not justified or 

positively prepared, for the following reasons: 

 

A). In New Southwark Plan Submission Version document, page 22 – Tall Buildings and Views – site PNAAP1 / 

NSP71 is outside the area identified as ‘possible location for tall buildings’. This indicates that there is no wider 

strategy of where tall buildings in the borough should be located.  

 

B). The site lies within the Borough View of St Paul’s Cathedral from One Tree Hill; therefore the locating off a tall 
building on this site disrupts this view. 
 

 

PNAAP 1 / NSP71 

Aylesham Centre 

and Peckham 

Bus Station 

INDICATIVE 

CAPACITY – 

RESIDENTIAL 

UNITS 

Not positively 
prepared, 
effective or 
justified 
 

The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicates that 400 ‘residential units’ are appropriate for this site. The NSP 

indicates an indicative residential capacity of 850 ‘homes’. 

 

This policy is not sound because the higher indicative residential capacity is not justified for the following reason: 

 

A.) The provision of 850 residential units on this site will inevitably lead to the creation of a ‘superdense’ medium 

to high rise neighbourhood. There is no evidence that this is appropriate for Peckham town centre, which is 
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4 
 

 generally low rise in character. 

 

PNAAP 1 / NSP71 

Aylesham Centre 

and Peckham 

Bus Station 

INDICATIVE 

CAPACITY – 

RESIDENTIAL 

UNITS  

 

Not positively 
prepared, 
effective or 
justified 
 

The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicates that 400 ‘residential units’ are appropriate for this site. The NSP 

indicates an indicative residential capacity of 850 ‘homes’. 

 

This policy is not sound because the higher indicative residential capacity is not justified for the following reason: 

 

A.) The indicative residential capacity doubles between the two related policy documents, the PNAAP and 

unadopted NSP. There is no evidence that neither the reasoning for nor the implications of this more than doubling 

of residential provision has been agreed in participation with the local community. 
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Response to Southwark’s Council’s consultation on proposed changes to the submitted New 

Southwark Plan: October 2020  

 

 

I am responding to the New Southwark Plan consultation, as I am concerned that Gypsy and 

Traveller families who have lived in Southwark for generations slip through the net in the 

submitted New Southwark Plan. This Local Plan fails to recognise and meet their needs, and 

to acknowledge the overcrowding that exists on Southwark Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

 

The New Southwark Plan submissions (particularly Planning Policy P11 and the Gypsy & 

Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not legally compliant as: 

Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many Gypsies and 

Travellers. 

Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the accommodation needs of 

people who live in caravans. 

and are unsound as they are not: 

Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and Travellers .and 

does not show the details of how it was analysed. 

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark have adopted the national 

policy without properly considering the accommodation needs of Gypsies and Travellers 

included in London Plan policies. 

Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is not objective – it 

selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its survey results and didn’t involve enough 

Gypsies and Travellers who live in “bricks and mortar” accommodation.  

 

Print name: Sabina Mohideen 

 

Date: 26 October 2020  

                             

Address:   
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RAW/DP4600 

 

 

 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 

 

26 October 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Representations to the New Southwark Plan: Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to 

the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 

We are writing on behalf of our client, RDI REIT, to submit representations to the Proposed 

Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020. 

Our client is the owner of the site at 63-67 Newington Causeway, SE1. This site is included 

within the wider site allocation NSP43 at 63-85 Newington Causeway.  

We support the principle of the allocation of the site within with wider site allocation NSP43 

relating to 63-85 Newington Causeway. The recognition that the site can accommodate taller 

buildings subject to consideration of impacts on existing character, heritage and detailed 

townscape analysis is supported alongside the overall redevelopment for comprehensive 

mixed-used scheme. It is also recognised and supported that the future development within 

the site has capacity to provide high levels of homes and jobs. 

We are keen to ensure that maximum flexibility in relation to mixed-use development for this 

site is maintained through the site allocation to ensure that regeneration areas can reach their 

full potential in meeting and exceeding targets set by the New Southwark Plan. The intended 

uses and figures will be crucial to future deliverability and this therefore needs careful 

consideration. 

We remain of the view that in order for future proposals to maximise the redevelopment 

opportunities for the whole site allocation, it is recommended that the site should be 

extended to include the properties on the corner of Newington Causeway and Avonmouth 

Street. 

In respect of the requirement to provide “at least 50% of the development as employment 

floorspace” is considered too restrictive and should be amended to “provide a range of uses 

that could include student accommodation, hotel and employment generating floorspace” to 

allow for future flexibility in the type of uses that could be provided on site.  
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We note that the current planning permission for the Southwark Playhouse is a personal 

permission (application reference: 12/AP/2964). Condition 2 attached to the aforementioned 

planning permission states that upon vacation of Southwark Playhouse from the building, 

“the use shall be discontinued and the property will revert back to B1 Use Class”. The existing 

lawful use of the building is therefore B1 Use Class. It is possible that the Southwark Playhouse 

could move to a different location in the future which would mean the building would revert 

back it B1 office use if this were to occur. It is therefore considered that the theatre should 

not be a ‘required use’ as part of the site allocation. 

We note the changes made to the Site Allocations chapter generally in response to the 

Inspector’s letters of 20 April and 2 June, to move the indicative residential capacities for each 

site from the evidence base into the Plan itself. We recognise that the indicative capacities 

were previously removed in response to representations received through consultation. 

We consider that the evidence base is the appropriate location for these indicative capacities, 

and that they have the potential to be misinterpreted or misapplied as design briefs or 

effective constraints on what can be achieved on each site following their introduction into 

the Site Allocations themselves. Whilst some figures are derived from planning permissions 

already granted, there may be the possibility of further optimising the development capacity 

of a site and without appropriate text we are concerned that the indicative capacity for a site 

could be used to constrain development potential. 

We therefore request that wording is introduced into the beginning of the Site Allocations 

chapter to identify how these indicative capacities should be interpreted and noting that they 

are included for reference purposes only. 

We support the opportunity for active frontages along Newington Causeway and welcome 

the flexibility in relation to the variety of land uses in order to improve the vitality and viability 

of the town centre. 

The site allocation relates to a number of different plots that are within a variety of 

ownerships. In light of this, it is important to consider that the redevelopment of the site 

allocation could come forward in a number of different phases. We therefore feel it would be 

more appropriate for the site allocation to acknowledge the various plots within the site 

description and recognise that redevelopment of the individual plots could come forward at 

various times within the site vision. 

It is important that redevelopment of these plots is not delayed or hampered and the 

allocation should encourage redevelopment at different stages whilst also ensuring that the 

redevelopment of individual or multiple plots should future proof the deliverability of the 

remaining and surrounding plots. 

Yours sincerely 

DP9 Ltd 
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RAW/DP4600 

 

 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 

 

26 October 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Representations to the New Southwark Plan: Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to 

the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 

We are writing on behalf of our client, Blyford Investment Co Ltd, to submit representations 

to the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020. 

Our client is the owner of the site at 73-85 Newington Causeway, SE1. The majority of the site 

has been within their ownership since 1959 with further plots acquired in the 1980s. This site 

is included within the wider site allocation NSP43 at 63-85 Newington Causeway.  

We support the principle of the allocation of the site within with wider site allocation NSP43 

relating to 63-85 Newington Causeway. The recognition that the site can accommodate taller 

buildings subject to consideration of impacts on existing character, heritage and detailed 

townscape analysis is supported alongside the overall redevelopment for comprehensive 

mixed-used scheme. It is also recognised and supported that the future development within 

the site has capacity to provide high levels of homes and jobs. 

We are keen to ensure that maximum flexibility in relation to mixed-use development for this 

site is maintained through the site allocation to ensure that regeneration areas can reach their 

full potential in meeting and exceeding targets set by the New Southwark Plan. The intended 

uses and figures will be crucial to future deliverability and this therefore needs careful 

consideration. 

We remain of the view that in order for future proposals to maximise the redevelopment 

opportunities for the whole site allocation, it is recommended that the site should be 

extended to include the properties on the corner of Newington Causeway and Avonmouth 

Street. 

In respect of the requirement to provide “at least 50% of the development as employment 

floorspace” is considered too restrictive and should be amended to “provide a range of uses 

that could include student accommodation, hotel and employment generating floorspace” to 

allow for future flexibility in the type of uses that could be provided on site.  
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We note that the current planning permission for the Southwark Playhouse is a personal 

permission (application reference: 12/AP/2964). Condition 2 attached to the aforementioned 

planning permission states that upon vacation of Southwark Playhouse from the building, 

“the use shall be discontinued and the property will revert back to B1 Use Class”. The existing 

lawful use of the building is therefore B1 Use Class. It is possible that the Southwark Playhouse 

could move to a different location in the future which would mean the building would revert 

back it B1 office use if this were to occur. It is therefore considered that the theatre should 

not be a ‘required use’ as part of the site allocation. 

We note the changes made to the Site Allocations chapter generally in response to the 

Inspector’s letters of 20 April and 2 June, to move the indicative residential capacities for each 

site from the evidence base into the Plan itself. We recognise that the indicative capacities 

were previously removed in response to representations received through consultation. 

We consider that the evidence base is the appropriate location for these indicative capacities, 

and that they have the potential to be misinterpreted or misapplied as design briefs or 

effective constraints on what can be achieved on each site following their introduction into 

the Site Allocations themselves. Whilst some figures are derived from planning permissions 

already granted, there may be the possibility of further optimising the development capacity 

of a site and without appropriate text we are concerned that the indicative capacity for a site 

could be used to constrain development potential. 

We therefore request that wording is introduced into the beginning of the Site Allocations 

chapter to identify how these indicative capacities should be interpreted and noting that they 

are included for reference purposes only. 

We support the opportunity for active frontages along Newington Causeway and welcome 

the flexibility in relation to the variety of land uses in order to improve the vitality and viability 

of the town centre. 

The site allocation relates to a number of different plots that are within a variety of 

ownerships. In light of this, it is important to consider that the redevelopment of the site 

allocation could come forward in a number of different phases. We therefore feel it would be 

more appropriate for the site allocation to acknowledge the various plots within the site 

description and recognise that redevelopment of the individual plots could come forward at 

various times within the site vision. 

It is important that redevelopment of these plots is not delayed or hampered and the 

allocation should encourage redevelopment at different stages whilst also ensuring that the 

redevelopment of individual or multiple plots should future proof the deliverability of the 

remaining and surrounding plots. 

Yours sincerely 

DP9 Ltd 
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As a long time local resident, I just wanted to ask you to please ensure any development of 
NSP8481: 330-344 Walworth Road retains (and maybe even expands) the gym and the Oli 
Food Centre. They are the two single premises I visit the most in the area and I know they 
are very much valued by the local community.  
 
The gym is constantly busy, as there is no other similar facility to serve the already huge – 
and growing – population of the immediate local area. As a 57yr old man, I can tell you that 
place has significantly improved my quality of life. I am not sure I would still be here if I 
hadn’t joined that gym 3 years ago! 
 
Oli Food Centre is, by far, the best food shop in the area ( if not the whole of South London!) 
and one of the main reasons why I love living here. They are always incredibly well stocked 
and somehow manage to keep their shop extremely tidy, even when very busy. I don’t know 
how to express it other than to say that I love that shop – please don’t destroy it. 
 
It is incredibly sad and unfortunate for me that, out of the entire length of Walworth Road, 
Southwark Council should choose to mark the one building I use the most for 
redevelopment. I beg you to please ensure those two premises are somehow retained.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Marcelo Spinelli 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN REPRESENTATIONS, SOUTHWARK COUNCIL’S PROPOSED 
CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (2018 TO 2033) AUGUST 
2020 
 
SIX BRIDGES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE AND LAND TO THE EAST ADJOINING ST JAMES 
ROAD, SE1  
 

We submit on behalf of our client Royal London Asset Management (herein referred to as Royal London), 

representations in response to your consultation on the Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted New 

Southwark Plan (2018 to 2033) dated August 2020 (herein referred to as NSP 2020).  

CBRE Limited (‘CBRE’ hereafter) act as planning advisors to Royal London Asset Management herein referred to 

as Royal London) with respect to their Six Bridges Estate site (referred to as ‘the site’ hereafter) encompassing a 

collection of industrial buildings, servicing and car parking areas to the east, SE1 5JT (Location Plan attached in 

Appendix A).  

This follows representations submitted by CBRE on previous versions of the NSP which we submitted in May 

2019, February 2018 and in February 2016 in additions to representations submitted to the most recent Old 

Kent Road Area Action Plan consultation in 2018.   

Royal London welcomes the opportunity to engage with Southwark Council in respect of its emerging planning 

policies in the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area and specifically and on the New Southwark Plan.  

Our client has engaged with the Council over a number of years and would welcome further engagement with 

the Council moving forwards.   

BACKGROUND    

The site and surrounding area  

The site extends to around 2.06 ha (5 acres) and encompasses a collection of low density industrial and 

warehouse shed buildings and associated servicing and car parking areas. The site is bounded by St James’s 

Road to the east, Old Kent Road to the south, Marlborough Grove to the west and Eveline Lowe Primary School 

to the north.  

CBRE Limited 
Henrietta House                                        
Henrietta Place 

London W1G 0NB 
        

             
                 

 
Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO Box 64529  
London 
SE1P 5LX 

 
 

                
  
                                                             

26th October 2020                 
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The current main occupiers currently within the site are Selco (builders warehouse), Travis Perkins (builders 

warehouse), Jayhawk Limited (art storage vehicles), Place Settings (catering specialists), Plumb Centre (plumbing 

supplies), DX Network Services Ltd and Business Mail Solutions (courier services) and Edmundson Electrical 

(electrical distribution company). Most of the leases will come to an end in the mid-late 2020’s with the longest 

lease expiry being in 2027 (Selco).   

The area immediately surrounding site is predominantly residential with flats and houses located to the west, 

north and east. Immediately to the north is Eveline Lowe Primary School. Further industrial/commercial buildings 

are located to the south and east, however as part of the Draft Old Kent Road Area, a number of masterplans 

for comprehensive mixed use redevelopment are coming forward including OKR 10 to the south of Old Kent 

Road and OKR 13 to the east. A number of planning applications for comprehensive mixed-use development 

are coming forward within these wider masterplan areas. Other landowners within OKR 11 are also planning 

to bring forward plots for redevelopment in line with the AAP masterplan.   

The site has a PTAL rating of 3-4 (good) with a number of key bus routes (21, 53, 78, 172, 453 and N21) going 

directly to the site. South Bermondsey train station is approximately a 15 minute walk to the north-east. 

Furthermore there are aspirations for an extension to the Bakerloo line which would provide better connections 

into central London.   

Site Designations  

The site is designated in the Southwark Proposals Map (2014) for the following land uses: 

 Strategic - Preferred Industrial Location (PIL) 

 The southern part of the site (where it borders Old Kent road) is located within an Archaeological Priority 

Zone 

 Old Kent Road Action Area – Designated for regeneration and redevelopment by both the GLA and 

Southwark Council.  

 The site is not situated within a Conservation Area, nor near any Listed buildings. 

Within the NSP the Strategic Industrial Land designation will be removed and the site is proposed to be allocated 

for comprehensive mixed-use development of the site which could include taller buildings under Allocation NS 

64: Marlborough Grove and St James’s Road.  

Within the Intend to Publish London Plan (2019) the GLA has identified Old Kent Road as an Opportunity Area 

which will directly benefit from the proposed Bakerloo Line Extension.  

The Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan provides more detail in relation to the policies and masterplan 

requirements specific to the Old Kent Road area and the site. The site is the largest ownership within the OKR 

11 masterplan within Sub Area 2 of the AAP (Cantium Retail Park and Marlborough Grove). We have provided 

separate representations on this document previously.  

Draft Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (2017) Requirements   

There are a number of policies and requirements within the Draft Area Action Plan (2017) that apply for OKR 

11 which also encompasses a number of other landownerships. These include: 

 Partially within the Proposed Town Old Kent Road Town Centre  

 Replace existing employment floorspace (B use class) and provide a range of employment spaces which is 

consistent with the building and land use types shown in Figure SA2.3; and 
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 Provide retail space (A class use) and activate frontages on Old Kent Road through provision of retail (A 

use class), business (B use class) or community uses (D use class); and 

 Provide housing; and 

 Provide land for closing the central part of Marlborough Grove and re-landscaping it as a green space, 

for use of the Phoenix Primary School and surrounding neighbourhoods; and  

 Provide a new park between the Selco and Six Bridges estate sites; and 

 Provide on-site servicing. 

OKR11 is stated as having a development capacity of 1,012 homes and 900 jobs. Royal London’s site is the 

largest site within this allocation and forms the majority of the allocation.  

In terms of building typologies and land use, Figure SA2.3 of the Draft AAP shows that majority of the site is 

identified for a mixed-use development with a focus on storage, wholesale, distribution, depots (Class B1c, B8 

and sui generis depot uses). As such the Six Bridges Estate will need to demonstrate considerable innovation in 

relation to the mixing of industrial and residential uses which has not been achieved in London before. This is 

likely to be challenging and complex to deliver in relation to a range of factors such as design, servicing, 

managing issues of amenity, phasing and viability. There are considerable risks and uncertainties for the 

owners of such sites. As such throughout these representations and forthcoming representations to the Old 

Kent Road Area Action Plan we request as much flexibility as possible with respect to a range of planning 

considerations to ensure that the site can be deliverable going forwards.  

Within the tall buildings strategy for the Old Kent Road, two tall buildings are identified for the site. 

NSP CONSULTATION (2020) 

Strategic Targets  

New strategic targets have been introduced. We welcome LB Southwark’s ambition to deliver at least 2,355 

new homes per year (in line with the emerging London Plan target). We note ambitious targets in relation to 

jobs which has been increased from 47,000 new office jobs, to at least 84,000 new jobs which is likely to be a 

challenging target to achieve.  

New Diagrams  

We welcome the introduction of a key diagram which maps out the Opportunity Areas and site allocations.  

Additional diagrams have been introduced which map out heritage constraints, open space, and transport 

routes including the Bakerloo Extension (BLE); town centres and industrial locations; and tall buildings and 

views.  

The Tall Buildings and Views map, indicates the Old Kent Road Area as a ‘possible location for tall buildings’, 

we could consider the support for tall buildings here could be more explicit i.e. ‘location suitable for tall 

buildings’; given the ambitious targets for the Old Kent Road; the absence of views and masterplanning work 

that has informed the AAP.  

SP1a Southwark’s Development Targets  

As noted above we support the ambitious target for 2,355 new homes per year and acknowledge the need for 

significant numbers of new council homes. The target of 84,000 new jobs over the next 20 years is ambitious 

and likely to be challenging to achieve. We also note ambitious new office floorspace and net new retail 

floorspace targets. Redevelopment of the Six Bridges site will be able to contribute to these targets.  
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SP1b Southwark’s Places  

We note the approximate housing capacity for Old Kent Road of 20,572 dwellings which we strongly support; 

and we also note the net requirement for 6,321 sqm GIA of B Class Employment Floorspace; and 5,874 sqm 

GIA of retail, leisure and community uses (A1-A4, D1-D2). Careful consideration will be required with regards 

to the new Class E use class and how this relates to these planning policies and targets.  We also note the 

requirement for 38,828 sqm GIA of open space within the site allocations.  

SP1 Quality affordable homes  

As noted above we support the Council’s ambition to exceed its housing target of 2,355 dwellings per annum. 

We also acknowledge the need for affordable housing and support the ambition to in this policy to build 

11,000 new Council homes including through developing Southwark’s own land. Whilst Royal London will 

seek to deliver as much affordable housing as is viable on the Six Bridges site, including through grant should 

it be available, viability and site specific constraints will need to be acknowledged through the planning 

application process particularly on a site such as Six Bridges which is balancing a number of complex and 

competing considerations in relation to the mixing of industrial and residential uses.   

Indicative NSP housing trajectory (2018 – 2033)  

The indicative housing trajectory shows 1,181 dwellings per annum being delivered in the Old Kent Road 

annually, from 2023/24 through to 2032/33. The Six Bridges site as one of the largest landholdings in the 

Old Kent Road area will play a significant role in delivering this.   

SP4 Strong local economy  

This policy sets out significant targets, including for 460,000 sqm of new office space (2014-2036); and 

providing at least 84,000 new jobs; increasing retail floorspace up to 26,672 sqm by 2031 over and above 

existing commitments. These are ambitious but challenging targets and the implications of Class E will also 

need to be considered.  

We note the policy requirement across LB Southwark to intensify industrial land and co-locate industrial 

premises with new homes. The Six Bridges site has the potential to achieve this innovative concept; but given 

the need to introduce residential, it will be challenging to intensify industrial use further on this particular site, 

although this has the potential to be achieved across the Borough.  

AV.13 Old Kent Road Area Vision 

There are no changes to the Area Vision to comment on. We note that the remaining 10,500 homes for Phase 

2 will be committed for Phase 2 (2023-2027) following the letting of the construction contract for the BLE. As 

this is currently uncertain, and the dates for Phase 2 are now approaching and in order to achieve the housing 

targets for the Old Kent Road and the LB Southwark as whole; we would welcome further discussions with 

Officers around phasing; and the potential for the Six Bridges site as a key site at the heart of the AAP to come 

forward without restriction.  

P1 Social Rented and intermediate housing  

Royal London maintains comments made previously. In relation to the fast track route to viability, the 40% 

requirement goes above and beyond the Intend to Publish London Plan which sets the fast track route at 35%. 

It is not clear why the NSP sets a more onerous requirement and why this is justified. Furthermore, it is not 

clear how the viability review process would work in practice i.e. in terms of subsequent reviews following the 

initial viability appraisal at application stage.    

Sites released from industrial use such as the Six Bridges Estate which have been identified for redevelopment 

in the NSP and the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan have the objective to deliver innovative mixing of industrial 
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and residential use. This is a new concept and will be complex and risky to deliver with significant additional 

viability challenges. In recognition of this, Royal London challenge the increase in the threshold for viability 

testing from 35% to 40% and consider the position should be consistent with the Intend to Publish London 

Plan.     

Policy P4: Private Rented Homes  

Policy P4 provides a specific policy on private rented homes. The provision of a specific policy for this sector is 

supported in recognition that the private rented sector provides an alternative model to traditional 

developments.  

As set out in our previous representations, the policy sits in contrast to now Intend to Publish London Plan 

Policy H11 on Build to Rent which provides different affordable housing requirements and allows the 

affordable housing offer to be solely Discounted Market Rent and if following the fast track route as least 30% 

should be London Living Rent.  

In order to ensure consistency with the Intend to Publish London Plan Policy H11 and to encourage the 

development of this sector we consider that Policy P4 should be amended to be consistent with the 

requirements of Intend to Publish London Plan.  The Policy should also be consistent with the Intend to Publish 

London Plan in terms of the requirements for viability review and the fast track route where a policy compliant 

affordable housing offer is proposed.    

Policy P14: Tall Buildings 

Royal London strongly supports the principle of tall buildings in the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area Core as 

shown on the new Tall Buildings Map (at Figure 4). 

P30: Affordable Workspace   

The first part of the policy retains the previous requirement and confirms it applies to B class uses.  In addition 

it adds the requirement for replacement business space to be like for like in terms of floorspace and bespoke 

to the requirements of businesses. Part 1 of the policy is copied below:  

Development must: 

1 Retain small and independent businesses (B Class Uses). Where existing small and independent businesses 

are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full consideration of the feasibility of providing 

affordable and suitable space for existing occupiers in the completed development; Replacement business 

space should be like for like in terms of floorspace or bespoke to suit the requirements of the business; and or  

2. Explore the opportunities for long term management of employment space and the delivery of affordable 

workspace by workspace providers. 

We welcome the flexibility with regards to either option being available whereas both were required previously 

however we maintain previous comments made in our representations in February 2018 and May 2019 that 

these requirements in relation to maintaining existing businesses have the potential to disincentivise certain 

sites from coming forward which may impact on the delivery of wider planning objectives. 

For example, the redevelopment of the Six Bridges Estate has been identified by Southwark as necessary to 

facilitate the wider regeneration and to achieve key planning objectives for the Old Kent Road area such as 

delivery of housing, affordable housing, industrial uses and public realm enhancements. There is a need to 

ensure no net loss of employment floorspace on this site and for the site to deliver ‘innovative mixing’ and co-

location of industrial and residential uses which in a new concept. This innovation in itself is likely to be 

challenging to deliver with additional viability, design, management, market uncertainties and phasing 
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considerations when compared with typical sites. Coupled with the requirements of this policy, there is the 

potential to add additional practical challenges such as management, design and viability issues on the site.     

Royal London is supportive of the principle of supporting small and independent businesses and will work 

collaboratively with its tenants where plans for redevelopment are identified. It is considered that the 

requirements of the policy go beyond the role of the planning system which is not tied to specific businesses. 

Policy should therefore not seek to protect the existing occupiers - separate controls are provided through the 

landlord and tenant system and will always have been subject to separate commercial negotiation.   

In addition to the requirements in Part 1, Part 2 also requires that developments that provide employment 

floorspace (B class use) must also provide at least 10% of proposed employment floorspace as affordable 

workspace.  

Part 2 states that  

Development must: 

1. Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at 

Discount Market Rents; and  

2. Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years; at discounted market rents appropriate to the viability 

of the businesses the space will be targeted for; and  

3. Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; and  

4. Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses on occupying the site that are 

at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be targeted for small and 

independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and  

5. Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers to identify the 

businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace.   

Part 3 of the Policy states: 

3. If it is not feasible to provide affordable workspace on site, an in lieu payment will be required for off site 

affordable workspace. 

We support the flexibility for a payment in lieu option to be available, if due to practical reasons and the 

complexities outlined above when delivering a site such as Six Bridges; an on-site element is challenging to 

achieve.  

Policy P32 Business relocation 

Policy P32 sets out detailed and onerous requirements with regards to business relocation strategies that apply 

where small or independent businesses are displaced by development.  

As set out above, Royal London is supportive of the principle of supporting small and independent businesses 

and will work collaboratively with its tenants where plans for redevelopment are identified. Other policies are 

already in place which protect employment use (e.g. Policy P29: Office and business development; Policy SP28 

Strategic protected industrial land; and within the policies in the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan).  

There will commercial sensitivities surrounding the information requested which it is not appropriate to play 

out through the planning system. Separate controls are provided through the landlord and tenant system. The 

requirements of this policy have the potential to discourage allocated sites coming forward for redevelopment 

and the delivery of wider strategic planning objectives of the NSP. As noted throughout these representations, 

the redevelopment of sites such as the Six Bridges Estate are already complex to deliver with complicated 
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phasing, viability and design considerations. Overly onerous additional requirements should therefore be 

avoided for such sites.  

In order to for the NSP to be effective and deliverable, and consistent with national policy it is requested that 

Policy P32 is removed.  If it must remain in some form, we request that the policy should be applied flexibility 

with the scale of requirements to be considered on a site by site basis and that the level of prescription in the 

policy is reduced.  

Allocation NSP 64: Marlborough Grove and St James’ Road  

As the largest landowner within the allocation Royal London strongly supports the allocation and welcomes the 

increased indicative residential capacity which has the potential to be met or exceeded; along with the support 

for tall buildings. Further masterplanning work has been developed for the Six Bridges site since our previous 

representations and whilst improved connectivity for pedestrians and cyclists is welcomed; particularly on the 

east to west route; it is likely to be more challenging north-south through the centre of site. This is due to the 

need to manage servicing access for the industrial uses; although there is potential for north-south connections 

along Marlborough Grove.   

Conclusion  

Overall, Royal London is supportive of the New Southwark Plan and the principle of removing the site from it’s 

Strategic Industrial Land designation and the comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of the site under 

Allocation NS 66 and in line with the emerging Old Kent Road Area Action Plan. There are however some 

outstanding points that Royal London have raised within these and previous representations, that should be 

considered further. 

As set out through these representations, sites such as the Six Bridges Estate will need to demonstrate 

considerable innovation in relation to the mixing of industrial and residential uses which has not been 

achieved in London before. This is likely to be challenging and complex to deliver in relation to a range of 

factors such as design, servicing, managing issues of amenity, phasing and viability. There are considerable 

risks and uncertainties for the owners of such sites. As such throughout these representations we request as 

much flexibility as possible with respect to a range of planning considerations to ensure that the site can be 

deliverable going forwards and the strategic planning objectives of the NSP and the Old Kent Road Area 

Action Plan can be delivered.  Balance and flexibility is critical given a number of competing objectives in 

order to avoid inadvertently impeding delivery, particularly given this site is likely to come forward in the 

longer term.  

We are also mindful of the implications of the new use class order and in particular Class E. This will need to 

be carefully considered in relation to a number of planning policies in order to align with the new use class 

order in the future.  

We trust these comments will be fully considered, and we would welcome confirmation that they have 

received. We would further engagement with the Council on the development of the site. If you have any 

queries or wish to discuss further, please do not hesitate to contact myself or my colleague   

or     

 

Yours faithfully, 
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DIRECTOR  

Enclosed: Site Location Plan  
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APPENDIX A- SITE LOCATION PLAN 
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Representations by London School of Economics and Political Science  

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 
 
We write on behalf of the London School of Economic and Political Science (LSE) in respect of the 
current consultation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan between 27th 
August 2020 to 26th October 2020.  
 
At various stages of the development of the New Southwark Plan, LSE has submitted 
representations to the Council regarding two principal concerns the School has on the policies of the 
Plan. These concerns relate to: 
 

 The provision of Student Homes 
 Borough Views (and Annex 1) 

 
The relevant policies are Policy P5 Student Homes and Policy P21 Borough Views (including Annex 
1), although policy numbers and references have altered as the Plan has evolved. Within the 
Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan, the revised wording related to Borough 
Views are warmly welcomed as these incorporate many of the comments LSE has made over the 
past two years. LSE continues to recommend changes to this policy but welcomes the Council’s 

suggested changes.  
 
However LSE remains deeply concerned that the Council is applying an ever stricter policy approach 
to the provision of student homes in the borough which will, if adopted, have a devastating effect on 
the ability of higher education institutions such as LSE to provide student homes and affordable 
accommodation for students wishing to study in London. The wording of Policy P5 does not reflect 
the wording of Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 or Policy H15 of the Draft London Plan (ITP) which 
seek affordable student housing but not conventional affordable housing with student housing 
schemes. Furthermore LSE has expressed concerns that the Council is not differentiating clearly 
enough the delivery of nominated student accommodation by Higher Education Institutions (HEI) with 
that of private ‘direct let’ providers, who charge significantly greater rents and which do not directly 
provide for students staying at a specific higher education institution.  
 
Previous Representations (NSPPSV113 & NSPPSV411) 

 
LSE has made a series of representations on versions of the NSP and has met with officers and 
Councillors a number of times to outline the School’s concerns over the impact of the policies on the 
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delivery of student homes in the borough. We append a further copy of the representations for the 
Inspector’s review.  We summarise these representations below:   
 
On 17th December 2018 Julian Robinson, Director of Estates of the LSE wrote to the Council (copy 
attached) setting out the concerns of LSE on two key policies of the Draft New Southwark Plan 
(NSP) as issued for Consultation in December 2017. The comments related to Policy P19 and Annex 
4 (Borough Views) and Policy P24 Student Homes.  
 
The representation included advice from Dr Chris Miele of Montagu Evans which noted that a lack of 
consistency between the wording of the policy and the wording within the Annex and the relative 
moderate status of the view in the hierarchy of townscape views in the Plan. Mr Robinson’s letter 
also highlighted that Southwark Council’s policies towards the provision of student housing were not 
in conformity with the adopted and emerging London Plan policies.  
 
Further to this representation discussions were held between LSE and the Council to discuss the 
concerns of LSE to these two key policies and the opportunities that would be available for LSE to 
make further representations on the NSP. In January 2019 the New Southwark Plan Proposed 
Submission Version: Amended Policies Version (APV) was submitted for consultation. Having 
viewed the Amended Policies Version none of the matters raised in the letter from Julian Robinson 
were addressed at this stage.  
 
In May 2019 Pinsent Masons Solicitors acting on behalf of LSE submitted a further representation to 
the Council on the APV. Appended with this representation was a Technical Appendix to 
Representation made on behalf of LSE which was prepared by Montagu Evans. We enclose further 
copies of these representations.  
 
The representation by Pinsent Mason noted that:  
 

 Policy P19 and Annex 4 are in direct conflict with Strategic Polices in the London Plan and 

the London View Management Framework by seeking to designate ‘Strategic View’ status to 

borough views. 

 Policy P19 and Annex 4 are in direct conflict with the Planning (Listed Buildings and 

Conservation Areas) Act 1990 and the National Planning Policy Framework by imposing 

tests for proposed development which are more restrictive that those set out in statute, 

national policy and the national regime for designation of listed buildings 

 For the reasons above, adoption of Policy P19 and Annex 4 as currently drafted will set an 

unhelpful precedent for plan-making across other boroughs and districts 

 Policy P24 is in direct conflict with emerging strategic policies in the draft London Plan 

relating to provision of affordable accommodation within purpose built student housing  
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PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN (JANUARY 2020 AND 

AUGUST 2020) 

 

LSE REPRESENTATION ON THE CHANGES SINCE THE APV  

 
In January 2020 the Council issued for submission to the Secretary of State the Submission Version 
of the NSP. Following concerns raised by the Inspectors in May and June 2020 over the process 
undertaken, the Council issued for re-consultation the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New 
Southwark Plan on 27th August 2020. The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 
is primarily identical to the Plan issued for Submission to the Secretary of State although a number of 
minor changes have been made.  
 
The comments below for Policy P5 and Policy P21 relate to changes made in the most recent 
version of the Plan.  
 
Policy P5 Student Homes 
 
LSE wish to comment primarily on the wording of Policy P5. Given the increasingly onerous wording 
in Policy P5 from that previously consulted upon in P24 of the APV, this representation is responding 
to the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan specifically.  
 
LSE is deeply concerned that the wording of the policy towards the provision of student housing 
continues to become more onerous and is not in conformity with the London Plan or Draft London 
Plan.  
 
An amalgamated version of January 2020 and August 2020 version of Policy P5 states as follows 
(with changes from APV shown):  
 

Policy P5 Student Homes  
Development of purpose-built student housing must: 
 
Provide adequately sized bedrooms and functional indoor communal living space 
commensurate with the intended number of occupiers sharing the communal space; and 
 
1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; 
and  
 
2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount with a minimum 
of 35% of the Gross Internal Area of the floorspace as conventional affordable housing, as 
per policy P4, as a first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent 
that is affordable to students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 
3. When providing affordable student rooms for nominated further and higher education 
institutions at affordable student rents as defined by the Mayor of London, provide as much 
the maximum amount with a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing subject to 
viability as viable, as per policy P4. 
 

The Reasons included two additional paragraphs  
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3. Where nomination schemes or schemes developed directly by the university are providing 
all of the student rooms at affordable rents they will be required to provide as much 
conventional affordable housing as viable. Where all of the student rooms are not at 
affordable rents, they will be required to provide at least 27% of rooms at affordable rents 
and as much conventional affordable housing as viable. 

 
4. Affordable rents will be set using the Mayor of London’s guidance. 

 
The wording of Policy P5 in the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan requires 
HEI’s to provide a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing even if all of the student 
accommodation is affordable. Whilst it states this is subject to viability, the starting point for an HEI is 
to demonstrate why 35% of the habitable rooms on the site are not being provided as conventional 
affordable housing. Previously Policy 24 required an HEI to demonstrate what conventional 
affordable provision was viable. The revised wording sets the bar even higher.  
 
The revised wording seeks to clarify the position where a nominated scheme provides both 
affordable accommodation and accommodation which does not meet the Mayor’s definition of 
affordable. For HEI’s this is the normal situation as a scheme will provide a range of rents for 
students. Reason 3 however provides confusion as it creates a third position; requiring an HEI to 
provide 27% affordable rented accommodation and provide as much conventional affordable housing 
as possible subject to viability.  It is considered this is unnecessary and that the policy should 
differentiate between nominated and non nominated (direct let) schemes.  
 
The 2016 London Plan - Policy 3.8 clearly differentiated between accommodation fixed for students 
and other hostel style accommodation. Paragraph 3.53C of London Plan Policy 3.8 stated that if 
accommodation is not robustly secured for students, it will normally be subject to the requirements of 
affordable housing policy (policies 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13). If a scheme is not nominated to a 
recognized HEI, then 35% of the accommodation (measured as habitable rooms) should be 
affordable housing. This means residential homes and not student housing.  
 
The Draft London Plan (ITP) provides significantly more guidance and introduces a clear 
differentiation between nominated and non nominated schemes.   
 
Policy H15 (Purpose Built Student Accommodation (PBSA)) requires that the majority of bedrooms in 
a development including all affordable student rooms are secured through a nomination agreement 
for occupation by students of one or more higher education provider.  The policy then states that the 
maximum provision of accommodation should be secured as affordable student accommodation. In 
order to meet the Fast Track route the London Plan seeks 35% of student accommodation as 
affordable (or 50% in industrial areas or on public land). Affordability for student housing is set out in 
Mayor’s Housing SPG and is updated annually through the Mayor’s Annual Monitoring Report. 

Currently an affordable rent for a student room is approximately £165/week for a 38 week term.  
 
Although there is no direct definition of a nominations agreement in the London Plan, the Mayor’s 

Housing SPG 2016 describes it as an undertaking between a provider of PBSA and a higher 
education provider or institution. There is specifically no requirement that a nominations agreement 
should only be with one HEI.  
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As noted in paragraph 4.15.14 of the reasons for Policy H15, where a PBSA development meets all 
the requirements of Part A of Policy H15, boroughs should not require on-site provision of, or a 
contribution towards, conventional Use Class C3 affordable housing.  
 
Whilst historically Southwark has experienced higher provision of new build student accommodation 
schemes than most other London boroughs, this is no longer the case and so there would appear no 
reason why the NSP should not be in general conformity with the adopted and emerging London 
Plan. This point sits centrally with LSE’s case to representations to the New Southwark Plan. 
Southwark is an important location for LSE given the proximity to the main LSE campus at Aldwych 
and the relative affordability of sites in the borough in comparison to boroughs such as Westminster 
and Camden make it an important opportunity to provide rooms for its students. LSE already has 
three sites in use as student housing, including approximately 600 beds at Bankside House Sumner 
Street SE1 next to Tate Modern. LSE has considered the opportunity to redevelop Bankside House 
to provide more beds for its students. The current wording of Policy P5 would place future 
development opportunities at risk.  
 
One of the key aims of LSE is the provision of genuinely affordable student housing (i.e. through the 
provision of 35% GLA affordable rents) which directly assists in widening access to Higher Education 
for underrepresented groups.  This is one of LSE’s key objectives as a University and its position as 
a Russell Group institution with an international profile places an extra responsibility on the School.  
LSE currently has a shortfall of 2800 beds for its students and whilst the current crisis will affect 
lettings for a short period in the long term it is expected that this shortfall will increase.  
 
In order to comply in the future with Policy P5 an HEI such as LSE would need to provide at least 
27% of rooms within its schemes as affordable student housing (LSE would normally provide at least 
35%) and then undertake detailed viability assessments to assess if on site affordable housing could 
be provided. If on site affordable housing was not possible to be provided due to viability, LSE would 
then need to assess if an off-site location elsewhere in the borough was available and finally assess 
if a financial contribution towards the Council’s affordable housing fund was possible. 
 
This viability test would introduce significant risk in terms of the cost, programme and the design. 
Higher education institutions (HEI’s) cannot accept this level of risk and would not be able to 

compete for sites either with housing developers or direct let providers, who can compensate for 
greater cost through higher rents. LSE is committed to delivering rents across all its rooms which are 
affordable for students attending the school.  
 
We append the Committee Report for a recent scheme in Southwark which LSE is developing at 
Glengall Road, in Old Kent Road SE16. This scheme which delivers 676 student rooms was 
determined under the current Core Strategy and Southwark Plan policies. Paragraph 97 and 98 of 
the Committee Report confirm officers’ views that the provision of residential and student housing in 
development schemes do not mix.  
 

97. It is not appropriate for conventional affordable housing (Class C3) to be mixed with a 

student housing scheme, in particular, on a site designed to keep the access to the 

accommodation separate from the remainder of the site. It is restricted to ensure the 

students are safe. The inclusion of conventional affordable housing on this scheme would 

require an additional core to independently service and access the affordable units, separate 

to the secure entrance serving the student accommodation. 
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Paragraph 100 confirms the London Plan and Draft London Plan do not require residential affordable 
housing with student housing schemes which provide affordable bed in nominated schemes. 
Paragraph 101 confirms that 35% affordable student housing meets Draft London Plan Policy H15.  
 
Table 1 below Paragraph 107 sets out the difference in rents between nominated schemes and direct 
let schemes with rents in the direct let sector rising to over £500/week in the borough.  
 
Despite an £8.17million deficiency LSE continued to provide 35% of accommodation as affordable 
student beds and agreed to provide a £1.2million contribution as they were aware that Planning 
Committee members were unhappy that no residential affordable housing was being provided.  If the 
scheme had been determined in line with the guidance set out in the Council’s Draft Affordable 
Housing SPD 2011 (£100k/habitable room) a contribution of £23.66million pounds would have been 
payable (35% of 676 multiplied by £100,000). If Policy P5 was adopted as currently worded, this sum 
is the size of financial impact that an HEI would have to consider when seeking to secure sites.  
 
The increasing prescription in Policy P5 from Policy P24 in the NSP APV and from Policy 8 of the 
Core Strategy will mean LSE and other HEI’s will find it increasingly difficult to compete for or 

develop sites in the borough or developer their existing stock to secure more student homes.  
 
We have set out in Appendix 1 suggested wording for Policy P5 which reflects the wording of Policy 
H15 of the DLP ITP. This wording will ensure schemes delivering nominated student homes provide 
a minimum of 35% of the rooms as affordable in accordance with the rents set out by the Mayor of 
London and ensure consistency (and conformity) with the London Plan. We consider Reason 3 
should be deleted as it is unnecessary if the revised wording for Policy P5 is inserted.  
 
Policy P21 Borough Views: and Annex 1 
 
Following the issue of the January 2020 version of the Plan and the Proposed Changes to the 
Submitted New Southwark Plan (August 2020) LSE welcomes the changes made to Policy P21 (as 
was P19). The changes reflect the concerns raised by LSE and Dr Miele regarding the status of the 
view and the weight being given to key buildings.  
 
The only two remaining comments on Borough Views are as follows: 
 

1. That the word ‘must’ in point 1 of the Policy should be replaced by the word ‘should’ as this 
is less prescriptive; 

2. That the location of View 5 in Annex 1 should be treated as a series of viewpoint locations 
along the bridge (within the Council’s boundary) rather than an arbitrary point  on the edge of 

the borough boundary. A series of viewpoint locations would provide more realistic 
representations of the views experienced walking along the bridge.  

 
We have set out in Appendix 1 suggested wording for Policy P21 and a recommendation for Annex 
1.  
 
Summary 

 
 Southwark’s policies should provide greater support for student housing identifying the role 

new build student accommodation plays in delivering housing in the borough and freeing up 
existing housing stock; 
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 Southwark’s policy on student housing should align with Policy 3.8 of the London Plan 2016 
and Policy H15 of the ITP London Plan 2019; 

 In line with the representations made in December 2018 and in accordance with Policy H15 
of the Draft London Plan ITP 2019 greater differentiation should be made within the policy 
between nominated and direct let schemes; 

 The impact of the application of this policy on future student housing schemes by higher 
education institutions will be significant and damaging to the borough;  

 LSE welcomes the changes made to Policy P21 (as was P19) in regard to the Borough 
Views 

 Minor alterations are proposed to the wording of Policy 21 which LSE considers will improve 
the application of policy on Borough Views.  

 
It is LSE’s intention to appear at the EIP in person to address the principal areas of concern 
regarding the delivery of student housing and the approach to the Borough View from Millennium 
Bridge.  
 
LSE remain committed to Southwark and support the ambition of the New Southwark Plan to deliver 
positive change for those who live, work and study in the Borough. LSE is keen to continue the good 
working relationship it has with the Borough and are keen to maintain a dialogue with officers and 
members to work towards delivering these goals.  
 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

For and on behalf of 
Rolfe Judd Planning Limited 
 
Attachments:  
 
App1: Letter from  – Director of Estates dated 17 December 2018 
App2: Representation prepared by  – dated 17 May 2019 
App3: Technical Appendices – Borough Views prepared by Montagu Evans dated May 2019 
App4: 43 Glengall Road – Officer’s Report to Committee dated 20 July 2020 
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Appendix 1 

 

Suggested Revised Wording for Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

2020 
 

 
Policy P5 – Student Homes (red indicates suggested changes) 

 

Development of purpose-built student housing must: 
 
1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; 
and  
 
2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount with a minimum 
of 35% as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per 
policy P4, as a first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent 
that is affordable to students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 
3. When providing student rooms for nominated further and higher education institutions a 
minimum of 35% of all rooms should be at affordable student rents as defined by the Mayor 
of London. The majority of rooms including all rooms at affordable student rents should be 
secured through a nominations agreement for occupation by students of one or more higher 
education institutions.   provide the maximum amount, with a minimum of 35% as 
conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4. 

 
The Reasons  
 

3. Where nomination schemes or schemes developed directly by the university are providing 
all of the student rooms at affordable rents they will be required to provide as much 
conventional affordable housing as viable. Where all of the student rooms are not at 
affordable rents, they will be required to provide at least 27% of rooms at affordable rents 
and as much conventional affordable housing as viable. 

 
4. Affordable rents will be set using the Mayor of London’s guidance. 

 
 

Policy P21 – Borough Views (red indicates suggested changes) 
 

Development must should:  
1.1 Preserve or where possible enhance the borough views of significant landmarks and 
townscape; and  
1.2 Ensure the viewing locations for each view are accessible and well managed; and  
1.3 Enhance the composition of the panorama across the borough and central London as a 
whole;  

 
Annex 1 Notes:  

The single viewing point of BV5, Millennium Bridge to Tate Modern, just within the Borough 
boundary, should be extended to include the whole of the bridge falling within the Borough’s 

administrative area. This is to ensure the policy follows established best practice.  
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Similarly, the Annex as drafted does not comply with best practice as set out in the London 
View Management Framework. This can be addressed by clarification of definitions. 
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New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 - SPN Template 

 

Email address:   Phone  : 
 

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings 
 

TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

Document EIP 27A 
NSP 71 
Aylesham Centre  
and Peckham Bus 
Station 
(note: read in 
conjunction 
with PNAAP 1: 
Aylesham Centre) 

Not positively 
prepared, 
justified, 
effective 
 
 

Policy SP2 policy states: “We will continue to revitalise our places and neighbourhoods to create new opportunities for 
residents and local businesses, to promote wellbeing and reduce inequalities so that people have better lives in stronger 
communities.”  
 
These are well meaning intentions but in practice mean very little. 
 
The planning brief contains some detail in support of the practical components of the site.  But the overall policy is not 
sound because it is neither positively prepared, justified nor effective.  In particular it totally fails to address background 
issues particular to this site in relation to its long-term existential development, bearing in mind the scale of the project. 
 

 Residential.  The brief is unspecific about the mix and relative importance of the uses appropriate for the site.  In 
practice the viability of development is predicated on the predominant use being residential but there is little 
guidance on the relative amount of genuine affordable housing.  Likewise the Planning Brief calls for 850 dwellings 
that is at odds with the PNAAP figure of 400 units.  There is currently much controversy over the issue of tall 
buildings, concerning matters of design, environmental sustainability, viability assessments concerning properly 
affordable housing provision and views.  None of these are addressed in the Plan  

 Timeframe. and Procurement.  Given the scale of the project, the likely development period is likely to extend over   
several years. Together with the likelihood of a multiple planning application containing elements being submitted 
as outline only or a hybrid of both outline and full, this suggests a procurement period extending up to ten years.   
This runs big risks of blight extending over the north part of the town centre but there is no indication how this 
might impact on the surrounding area nor suggestions of how these effects might be mitigated. 
Over such a time period it is quite possible the most appropriate uses may change or need modification. The 
planning system is too inflexible to deal with such changes. It does not readily allow an applicant to change its mind 
nor adopt a more flexible approach as the scheme progresses.  It should be a prerequisite that the system allows a 
more incremental approach with respect to large scheme such as this. 

 Covid 19 .  It is suggested the present emergency is having highly unanticipated impacts on inner city town centre 
development.  Peckham is typical in some respects but has unique characteristics of its own.  These concern inter 
alia the retail market, changing demographics including the localised impact of gentrification and patterns of work.  
Much of these changes are happening anyway and in any case are highly speculative but none of these are even 
mentioned in the planning brief. 

 Densification and Planning Uses.  This is another uncertain area concerning changing uses.  It is linked to density 
but is in essence a quite separate issue.  Indeed if the scheme turns out to be a vast high density dormitory over 
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some shops, the evidence is these developments frequently appear empty and under-used.   Peckham is frequently 
and sometimes uniquely cited as a creative inner urban hotspot yet there is little informed debate as to what this 
really means or indeed the veracity of this view let alone whether this is a desirable aspiration.  But most of the 
international examples with which Peckham is often favourably compared, seem to demonstrate that diversity is 
the key, both in people, buildings and uses. On the likely impact of the Aylesham site development on the creative 
himterland of Peckham, the Planning Brief is mostly silent.   

 Sustainability.  The current climate emergency is alluded to, but there is a huge disconnection between the scale of 
the intended development and the disproportionately unsustainable scale of carbon emissions.  It is astonishing 
there is no attempt to justify this.  A development of this size will necessitate the use of upwards of 200,00 tons of 
Portland Cement alone. For this to pass without comment is really beyond understanding.  It should be a 
fundamental requirement that all major developments have to justify themselves regarding their environmental 
sustainability.  All such audits must be evidence based on publically available data. 

 
Enough.  The above outline objections cover only some of the issues. The almost complete lack of background 
understanding is sufficient to demand that this site is removed from the NSP.  As it stands it is ignorant and intellectually 
bankrupt.  To say it is negatively prepared, unjustified and ineffective is an understatement. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 These representations have been prepared on behalf our client, Berkeley Homes (South East London) Ltd. 

(‘Berkeley’). Savills are acting as planning consultants to Berkeley and are providing strategic advice in relation 

to the Newington Triangle site located in Elephant & Castle, London Borough of Southwark (LBS).  

1.2 These representations seek to respond to the current consultation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted 

New Southwark Plan (September 2020). We understand that the changes proposed to the NSP follow the 

Inspector’s initial comments (April 2020) following submission of the Plan for examination earlier this year. 

These representations are made in respect of the Newington Tringle site allocation (NSP41). 

1.3 The site was acquired by Berkeley from Peabody Trust (‘Peabody’) in September 2020. Savills were previously 

advising Peabody since 2016 in respect of their emerging development proposals for this site. We are therefore  

aware of the extensive planning history associated with this site which has been promoted for significant 

residential-led redevelopment since the NSP was first prepared and issued for consultation in 2017.  

1.4 The site is currently allocated as Site NSP41: Newington Triangle. Whilst we strongly support the site allocation 

for mixed use development, we have a number of concerns regarding amended details contained within the 

latest version of the allocation, including the indicative residential capacities highlighted and the explicit 

requirement for the reprovision of employment floorspace. It is considered that these detailed requirements 

will have a detrimental impact upon the site’s potential to make most efficient use of the land and to maximise 

the delivery of a significant number of London’s much needed new homes, including affordable homes, as well 

as a number of other key regeneration benefits, as required by relevant local, regional and national planning 

policy. 

1.5 In responding to the Council’s current Regulation 19 consultation, we have made reference to the guidance 

set out in paragraph 35 of the NPPF, which requires Local Plans to be sound. To meet this requirement they 

should be: 

 Positively Prepared – be based on objectively assessed development requirements, consistent with 

achieving sustainable development. 

 Justified – be the most appropriate strategy based on proportionate evidence. 

 Effective – be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working. 

 Consistent with National Policy – enable the delivery of sustainable development in accordance with the 

policies of the NPPF. 

 

1.6 The following representations have been prepared with regard to these criteria and we set out below our 

comments on the soundness of the Proposed Changes (2020), taking into account its compliance with 

national planning policy. In light of the above, these representations put forward amendments to the draft site 

allocation.    
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2. Background to the Site  
 

             Site and Surroundings 

2.1 The site allocation comprises land at 2-62 Newington Causeway and 69-75 and 82-87 Borough Road SE1. 

The site is located between the Elephant & Castle and Borough Underground Stations and lies within the 

Elephant & Castle Opportunity Area as defined in the London Plan, Southwark UDP and Southwark Core 

Strategy. The site has Public Transport Accessibility (PTAL) Level of 6a which is considered to be excellent. 

 

2.2 The site is located adjacent to Newington Causeway, Borough Road and a raised railway line and forms a 

triangular site. It comprises a range of existing uses including a car repair garage, London School of Musical 

Theatre, Baptist Chapel and The Institute of Optometry. The site also comprises the Mercato Metropolitano 

market as a temporary ‘meanwhile use’, currently with consent to occupy the site until August 2021 on a 

temporary basis.  

 

2.3 The site is located in Flood Zone 3 but within an area benefitting from flood defences according the 

Environment Agency’s Flood Map for Planning. The site contains no listed buildings and is not located within 

a Conservation Area.  

 

Planning History  

2.4 There have been extensive pre-application discussions with LBS and the GLA both by Peabody and the 

previous owner of the site, Hollybrook, since 2008. During this time the principle of developing a proposal for 

a significant residential-led mixed-use scheme, including the development of taller buildings in this location, 

was supported by both LBS and the GLA. 

 

2.5 In August 2014, the Borough Triangle Planning Application, as prepared by Peabody and Stephen Marshall 

Architects, was submitted to the Council (LPA Ref. 14/AP/3130). This application sought permission for; 

 

“Demolition of 69-76 and 83 Borough Road, 18-26, 38, 40-42, 44-46 and 56-62 Newington Causeway and 

warehouse buildings to the rear of 40-42 Newington Causeway; change of use of 82 Borough Road from 

Class D1 Use to Class A1-A3/B1/D1 and D2 Uses and redevelopment to provide a phased mixed-use 

development comprising eight buildings ranging from 4 to 40 storey’s in height (+22.820m - +123.850 AOD) 

providing 576 residential units (Class C3), 10,909sqm of office use (Class B1), 160sqm of retail use (Class 

A1-A3), 1,406sqm flexible use (Class A1-A3, B1 or D1), 4,915sqm of night club use (Sui Generis), 56 

basement car parking spaces together with access, hard and soft landscaping and other associated works 

incidental to the development”. 

 

2.6 The GLA Stage 1 report, dated 30th April 2015, confirmed that the application was acceptable in strategic 

planning terms. The GLA was supportive of the principle of the redevelopment of the site to provide a 
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residential-led mixed use scheme, the level and mix of housing proposed, and accepted that tall buildings on 

the site would be appropriate.  In respect of the proposed density (c. 1,771 hbr per ha) the GLA commented: 

 

 “Whilst this sits outside of the density matrix parameters, given the central location of the site within a Zone 

1 Opportunity Area, and that it doesn’t demonstrate any of the usual sights of overdevelopment, a density of 

this level is considered to be acceptable”. 

 

2.7  In relation to the proposed building height, the GLA commented: 

 

“The site is accepted at the strategic level as suitable for a building of height and prominence. Therefore the 

scale of development on site raises no strategic objections”.   

 

2.8 This application was later withdrawn by the applicant, relating to concerns about the relationship with the 

Ministry of Sound (MoS) which was proposed to be relocated as part of this application. Despite this 

withdrawal, the planning application was close to being written up for committee by officers with a 

recommendation for approval. We have seen correspondence from Senior Officers at LBS from this time 

which confirms that Southwark remain supportive of the scheme in principle, including the height, mass and 

bulk of the design, and are very keen to see the development of this site come forwards.   

 

2.9 The following principles are therefore considered to have been agreed with regards to the proposed 

redevelopment of the site at that time; 

  

 The proposed residential-led mixed-use development, which included residential, office, retail and flexible 

Class A1-A3, B1, D1 uses was considered to be acceptable;  

 The height of the buildings was considered acceptable and as such established the principle of tall 

buildings in this location;  

 The proposed housing mix and tenure was supported, providing 35% affordable housing (subject to 

viability);  

 The layout and design parameters of the proposed scheme were also considered to be acceptable, 

including the stepping-up of buildings.  

 

2.10 Following withdrawal of the previous application in 2016, Peabody sought to revise the proposals for the site. 

Savills were appointed by Peabody to act as planning consultant in 2016 to advise on the emerging revised 

proposals. This included appointing a new architect (Squire and Partners) to take a fresh look at the design 

approach to the site and the opportunity to better maximise the development potential of this site and increase 

the delivery of new homes, including affordable dwellings. The revised scheme proposals also removed the 

MoS from the development as it decided to remain in its existing location.  

 

2.11 Extensive pre-application discussions were then held from May 2017 with both the Council and the GLA in 

respect of the emerging scheme proposals. The proposals comprised the residential-led regeneration of the 

site, building on the design principles established as part of the 2014 planning application which had been 

supported, including bulk, scale and massing, but seeking to maximise the delivery of new housing, including 
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circa. 750 residential dwellings within two taller buildings, as well as a significant amount of flexible 

commercial floorspace, and new public realm and open space.  

 

2.12 The principle and scale of development was broadly supported by the Council, and we note below some 

comments from previous written pre-application feedback, dated July 2018 (LPA ref. 17/EQ/0252), which 

confirms: 

 

“The development of the site with a mix of uses is anticipated by local policy, and it is encouraging to see 

progress being made on a new submission following the withdrawn scheme in 2016” ….. 

 

“The main debate during negotiations has been about the two taller (39 and 35 storey) buildings. These are 

closer to the cluster of tall buildings that is emerging within the centre of the Elephant and Castle regeneration 

area. It accepted that they can be seen as a gateway to this cluster”….. 

 

“The density of the proposal at over twice the upper end of the range for the CAZ requires an exemplary 

standard of design”.  

 

2.13 The principle and scale of development was also supported by the GLA. The latest pre-application response 

from the GLA, dated May 2018 (ref. D&P/3259a), confirmed the principle of development is supported and 

the response stated: 

 

“The number of residential units proposed has increased by approximately 40 since the initial pre-application 

meeting, due to the conversion of Block B1 from office to residential use. This is supported, subject to 

consideration of urban design comments below”.  

 

“The form and massing approach is supported and implements a simple arrangement of street facing blocks 

that form a perimeter ‘crust’ to the scheme. The two towers stand as distinctive and well-proportioned building 

forms, both in local townscape views and in longer distance views, relating well to the emerging Elephant & 

Castle tall buildings cluster”. 

 

2.14 Despite the positive pre-application engagement throughout 2017 and 2018, no application was formally 

submitted by Peabody. This was primarily due to concerns about the need to ensure a viable and deliverable 

scheme which could also provide the required affordable housing provision.  

 

2.15 However, the above planning history fully demonstrates that there is support from both LBS and GLA 

planning and design officers for a significant quantum of development on this site and the delivery of a large 

number of new homes, alongside other community benefits.  
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3. NSP Proposed Changes: NSP41 Newington Triangle  
 

3.1 The Council submitted the NSP to the Secretary of State on 16 January 2020 for examination. Following this, 

the Inspector’s summary of initial matters and concerns was issued on 20 April 2020. The Council’s response 

and agreed way forward was provided 20 May 2020. The Council is now consulting on the Proposed 

Changes to the Submission New Southwark Plan which have resulted from the Inspectors initial comments.  

 

The Allocation  

 

3.2 The site is allocated as Site NSP41: Newington Triangle in the NSP. The Newington Triangle site has been 

allocated for “Comprehensive mixed-use redevelopment of the site which could include taller buildings 

subject to consideration of impacts on existing character, heritage and townscape”. 

 

3.3 We strongly support the allocation for the comprehensive redevelopment of this prominent site within the 

Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area. We also support the recognition that the redevelopment of the site 

could comprise a number of tall buildings, which would help to optimise the site’s full development potential 

and the delivery of new homes of multiple tenures. This also reflects the pre-application advice received to 

date.  

 

3.4 However, we have a number of concerns with regards to the more detailed aspects of the Newington Triangle 

site allocation as amended.  

 

3.5 The most significant change to the proposed site allocation is the introduction of an indicative residential 

capacity of 438 homes.  

 

3.6 The allocation has also been amended to state that any future redevelopment of the site must provide at 

least the amount of employment floorspace (B use class) currently on site. 

 

3.7 The above amendments will have a significant impact on the delivery of this site. These concerns are 

discussed in greater detail in the sections below.  
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4. Indicative Residential Capacity  
 

Site Allocation History  

 

4.1 The site allocation highlights that residential use (Class C3 use) should be provided on site, and an indicative 

residential capacity of 438 dwellings has now been included within the latest version of the NSP. We 

understand that this follows the initial comments from the Inspector (letter to LBS dated April 2020) which 

states:  

 

“48. This approach to the site allocations provides little assurance to consultees as to the extent of 

development proposed in their areas, nor a level of information that would allow strategic infrastructure 

providers to adequately plan their own investment strategies to deliver any essential improvements. 

Therefore, we are not persuaded that the plan is positively prepared as currently submitted as it is unclear 

how the allocations individually and collectively contribute to the delivery of the Council’s housing target. The 

absence of such information would make the examination of the site allocations unnecessarily lengthy and 

difficult. Therefore, in order to enable the examination of the site allocations to proceed, we would require 

information on the proposed dwelling capacity and the timing of each site’s anticipated delivery, which should 

be set out against a housing trajectory”. 

 

4.2 We note that a previous version of the NSP (Area Visions and Site Allocations, 2017) included indicative 

residential capacities for the proposed site allocations. At this time the Newington Triangle site had an 

indicative capacity of 347 dwellings. In response to this previous consultation, Savills made representations 

on behalf of Peabody (April 2017) which raised concerns with this approach, largely relating to the need to 

maximise density and optimise housing potential on this highly sustainable and accessible urban brownfield 

site. 

 

4.3 It was also highlighted that these figures would risk constraining development and should more accurately 

reflect the pre-application discussions as set out in Section 2 of these representations that had taken place 

relating to a much greater residential capacity, and for which there was support from LBS officers. This same 

concern was reflected by a number of landowners in respect of other key site allocations, with regards to the 

restrictions and limitations this could place on future development proposals, which should be assessed on 

a site-by-site basis, using a design-led approach and taking account of most up to date site context, as set 

out in the New London Plan (Policy D3).  

 

4.4 The Council therefore agreed to remove the indicative residential capacities, as confirmed in the Council’s 

recent response to the Inspector (letter dated May 2020): 
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“You express the view that the site allocations should include the indicative capacities which are currently 

set out in the evidence base behind the Plan. Indicative capacities were included in previous versions of the 

draft Plan, which were subject to consultation, but were subsequently removed, in part as a response to 

representations received as part of that process. In order to address your concerns, we propose to move the 

capacity information on sites with the indicative targets into the Consolidated New Southwark Plan 

Submission Version June 2020 sites allocations from the background paper”. 

 

4.5 Savills raised our concerns with the indicative residential capacity contained within the draft Plan (2017) 

during pre-application discussions with planning officers in 2017, in relation to the emerging development 

proposals for a scheme of circa. 750 dwellings. Planning officers suggested that whilst baseline capacity 

figures had been calculated for all the Site Allocations, it was the intention that these figures do not constrain 

the development of these sites. It was suggested that these capacity figures were likely to increase 

throughout the preparation of the NSP, in response to feedback received from developers and further 

discussions in respect of the allocation sites. However, this approach has not been reflected in the latest 

version of the NSP now published for consultation.  

 

Calculating Indicative Residential Capacity 

 

4.6 With regards to the indicative residential capacities now proposed, it is not clear how this capacity has been 

calculated. We have reviewed the background paper referenced in the Council’s response to the Inspector. 

The Site Allocations Methodology Report (December 2019) states “An assessment of individual site 

capacities was undertaken to inform the aggregate land-use figures. This involved council officers assessing 

potential building footprints on each Site Allocation that made an efficient use of land and responded to their 

context. Buildings of merit were assumed to be retained. The council officers then estimated the notional 

massing, i.e. number of storeys, which could be achieved on each building footprint to generate a total Gross 

External Area (GEA) for the site. This process was iterative, with each site appraised separately by multiple 

officers before agreeing the final parameters. The final figures are based on mid-points between the 

assumptions made in individual officer assessments. In order to standardise the site capacities the measure 

of floor to area ratio (FAR) has been used instead of the mid-point of building footprint coverage or number 

of storeys. The indicative floorspace figures are presented in Gross Internal Area (GIA). These have been 

derived by reducing the GEA by 15%. Alongside the indicative floorspace, desk-based estimates were made 

of the existing floorspace in different uses on each site. This allowed the potential uplift to be derived. 
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4.7 There is no clear methodology as to how the Residential Floorspace GIA (sqm) has been calculated and 

how this equates to the indicative capacity of 438 homes proposed in allocation NSP41. The approach 

suggests that the total residential floorspace (32,394 sqm) has been divided by an average unit size of 73 

sqm to provide an indicative capacity of 438 dwellings. However, this approach does not appear to be 

consistent when looking at other proposed site allocations. The Council’s calculation of indicative site 

capacity is therefore not clear and justified. These capacities need to be amended to better take account of 

the site’s location and the history of pre-application discussions that support a much greater quantum of 

development on the site, as well as the relevant policy aspirations in relation to optimising the development 

potential of urban brownfield sites.  

 

4.8 Most importantly, despite claims within the Site Allocations Methodology Report (December 2019) that the 

indicative capacity has been informed by officers assessment of potential building footprints and notional 

massing likely to be achieved on each site, the assessment clearly does not take into account the planning 

history of the site, including the extensive pre-application discussions that have been held between previous 

landowners and the Council planning and design officers, as well as officers at the GLA. See below an extract 

from the GLA’s pre-application advice to Peabody in January 2018: 

 

“The information provided indicates that the proposals would deliver good design and residential standards, 

broadly reflects the local development context, and is appropriate in relation to excellent local transport 

facilities and accessibility. The density proposed is likely to be supported, subject to full consideration of the 

application materials”. 

 

4.9 This site has been discussed extensively with both LBS and the GLA over the last 10 years. It’s a site which 

both authorities are keen to see come forward for redevelopment, forming one of the Council’s strategic 

regeneration allocations in the NSP for mixed use development that will deliver a significant number of new 

homes and employment opportunities. 

 

4.10 As a starting point, the 2014 application (LPA Ref. 14/AP/3130) sought planning permission for 576 

residential dwellings within two tall towers, extending to 40 storeys (LPA Ref. 14/AP/3130). We note that both 

LBS and the GLA accepted this level of provision on site, as well as the principle of a number of taller 

buildings. The GLA Stage 1 report in respect of this application explicitly stated “the strategic development 

principle for the site being developed including residential units is in line with the requirements of London 

Plan Policy 3.3 which seeks increased housing supply and Policy 3.4 which seeks to optimise housing 

potential. It would assist in reaching Southwark’s London Plan housing target of 27,362 homes within the 

plan period, and the Opportunity Area homes target and is welcomed”. 

 

4.11 Further pre-application discussions in respect of the revised 2017 development proposals saw continued in 

principle support from both the Council and the GLA in respect of an even greater quantum of development. 

As set out above, the 2017 pre-application proposals comprised a scheme of circa. 750 residential dwellings. 

The scheme was of high density and exceeded the density range of 650 to 1,100 for a site in the Central 

Activities Zone as set out within the Council’s Core Strategy (Policy 5). 
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4.12 The emerging proposals were subject to extensive pre-application discussions with LBS and the GLA, and 

also went before the Council’s Design Review Panel. During pre-application discussions the Council 

acknowledged that maximum densities could be exceeded where developments achieve an exemplary 

standard of design. The GLA acknowledged that given the central location of the site within a Zone 1 

Opportunity Area, a higher density was acceptable providing the development provides the highest quality 

of design and meets appropriate planning standards. 

 

4.13 It is imperative that the indicative residential capacity is removed, or significantly increased, so as not to 

restrict the future development of this site which has the potential to make a significant contribution to housing 

delivery and affordable housing delivery in the Borough. Subject to this amendment, the site allocation would 

be considered to be effective, deliverable and justified and the Plan sound.  

 

Maximising Development Potential  

 

4.14 There is a clear drive at all policy levels to optimise both existing residential areas and also to ensure the 

best use is made of new development land. Chapter 11 of the NPPF (2019) makes it clear that development 

should promote an effective use of land in meeting the need for homes and other uses, with an emphasis on 

making as much use as possible of brownfield land. Paragraph 112 of the NPPF states: Planning policies 

and decisions should support development that makes efficient use of land, taking into account:  

 

a) the identified need for different types of housing and other forms of development, and the availability of 

land suitable for accommodating it;  

b) local market conditions and viability;  

c) the availability and capacity of infrastructure and services – both existing and proposed – as well as their 

potential for further improvement and the scope to promote sustainable travel modes that limit future car use; 

d) the desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character and setting (including residential gardens), or 

of promoting regeneration and change; and  

e) the importance of securing well-designed, attractive and healthy places. 

 

4.15 Paragraph 113 states “plans should contain policies to optimise the use of land in their area and meet as 

much of the identified need for housing as possible. This will be tested robustly at examination, and should 

include the use of minimum density standards for city and town centres and other locations that are well 

served by public transport. These standards should seek a significant uplift in the average density of 

residential development within these areas, unless it can be shown that there are strong reasons why this 

would be inappropriate”. 

 

4.16 The adopted London Plan (2016) identifies that over the period 2015 to 2025, London has capacity for a 

least  420,000 additional homes or 42,000 per annum. In LBS, this need equates to 27,362 additional  homes 

or 2,736 per annum over the same period.  
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4.17 Within the New London Plan (Intend to Publish, 2019) Southwark has one of the largest ten year housing 

targets of all the London Boroughs, with a need for 23,550 new homes within the Plan period. The New 

London Plan seeks to remove the prescriptive density matrix and also requires development to make most 

efficient use of sites and maximise development potential.  Draft Policy GG2 states that in order to create 

successful sustainable mixed-use places that make the best use of land, those involved in planning and 

development must enable the development of brownfield land, particularly in Opportunity Areas, proactively 

explore the potential to intensify the use of land to support additional homes and workspaces, promoting 

higher density development, particularly in locations that are well-connected to jobs, services, infrastructure 

and amenities by public transport, walking and cycling and apply a design–led approach to determine the 

optimum development capacity of sites. 

 

4.18 Draft Policy D6 states that “residential development that does not demonstrably optimise the housing density 

of the site” should be refused. The supporting text to the policy acknowledges that there will be a need to 

develop at densities above those in the surrounding area and that consideration should be given to the site 

context, connectivity and accessibility and capacity of surrounding infrastructure. The site comprises a highly 

accessible location in the Central Activities Zone. The site is therefore suitable for a high density scheme, of 

a minimum 750 – 1,000 dwellings, as determined through a design-led approach and as supported 

previously, evidenced by the site’s planning history. 

 

4.19 The adopted Southwark Core Strategy identifies a need for 24,450 net new homes between 2011 and 2026, 

including 4,000 new homes in the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area. Strategic Policy 5 states “Within 

the opportunities areas and action area cores the maximum densities set out above may be exceeded when 

developments are of an exemplary standard of design”. 

 

4.20 The NSP identifies a need to deliver at least 2,355 homes a year across the Borough. The Area Vision for 

Elephant and Castle goes on to state development in this area should provide as many homes as possible 

at a range of different tenures including social housing. 

 

4.21 Furthermore, the Council has now prepared the Tall Buildings Background Paper (June 2020) which provides 

evidence relating to the appropriate location and design of tall buildings. This Paper supports Elephant and 

Castle as an appropriate location for tall buildings and states “The densest forms of development, including 

tall buildings should be located in the most accessible locations, including, Central Activity Zones, 

Opportunity Areas and Major Town Centres”. It is important to note that the Newington Triangle site 

comprises all of these locations.  

 

4.22 The site is therefore considered to comprise a key location for high density, residential-led redevelopment 

and emerging development proposals should seek to make the most efficient use of the site and deliver a 

significant number of new homes (minimum 750-1,000 dwellings, subject to a design-led approach). The 

development proposals to date have therefore previously been designed to optimise density in this 

sustainable location, in accordance with the NPPF and New London Plan, and as supported by both the 

Council and the GLA previously.   
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4.23 We also note that a number of developments recently approved in the Elephant and Castle area are of 

significant scale and much greater residential capacity and density than that proposed for this site, which is 

also located within the CAZ and Opportunity Area boundary. We note there have been a number of schemes 

recently delivered, or approved, that are substantial in scale, height and density. In particular, we note the 

completed development at 251 Southwark Bridge Road (Eileen House), located the other side of the railway 

bridge to the Newington Triangle site, and which extends to 41 storeys in height and has a density of more 

than 1,500 hbr per ha. More recently, proposals for the redevelopment of the Elephant and Castle Shopping 

Centre were approved to deliver circa. 980 new residential homes in buildings of up to 35 storeys, again with 

a density of more than  1,500 hbr per ha. The context set by these recent developments and planning 

permissions suggests that taller buildings with a significant quantum of residential development are deemed 

to be acceptable in this central, accessible location and particularly within the Elephant and Castle 

Opportunity Area.  

 

4.24 Once published, the indicative residential capacity figures could cause issues for the determination of 

applications and delay the delivery of development proposals if a scheme for a significantly increased 

quantum of development comes forward.  

 

Deliverability  

4.25 As set out earlier in these representations, there have previously been concerns about the viability and 

deliverability of this site, which has delayed the site in coming forward for development sooner. This highlights 

the importance in being able to secure a significant number of residential units as part of any redevelopment, 

in order to ensure that the scheme remains viable.  

4.26 The site was acquired by Berkeley in September 2020 and they will be bringing forward revised development 

proposals for the site for discussion with the Council and the GLA in due course. Berkeley will be looking to 

maximise the delivery of residential accommodation, in line with the policy aspirations above, and in order to 

maximise the delivery of affordable housing as well as the wider mix of uses and public benefits that should 

be delivered as part of any regeneration.  

4.27 Berkeley Group is a significant investor in Southwark. They have delivered a range of high quality urban 

regeneration projects across the Borough including developments at Saffron Wharf, Jacobs Island, 

Bermondsey Wall West, Tabard Square, Chambers Wharf, One Tower Bridge and One Blackfriars totalling 

the delivery of c. 2,000 new homes. These developments deliver a significant quantum of affordable housing 

and wider public benefits. The developments comprise a mix of uses and each scheme delivers exemplary 

placemaking; contributing to the wider success of the Borough. 
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4.28 Berkeley continues to invest in the Borough as demonstrated by its recent resolution at Malt Street along the 

Old Kent Road and planned start on site for early 2021. The combined developments of both Malt Street and 

the Newington Triangle site will deliver c. 2,453 additional homes for Southwark. Berkeley look forward to 

starting discussions with the Council in respect of the Newington Triangle site but need to ensure that the 

required quantum of development to provide a successful and viable scheme would be supported and can 

be delivered. Berkeley’s continued investment in the Borough will only continue if the delivery of viable 

development can be achieved. 

 Summary 

4.29 Considering all of the above, we suggest that should indicative site capacities be included, then the allocation 

should be amended to include a much greater capacity than currently proposed. An increased residential 

capacity and associated density is considered to be appropriate in this location and would better reflect the 

level of development previously proposed and supported, and likely to come forward for consideration again. 

A more realistic indicative capacity of 750 – 1,000 units (subject to a design-led approach) should be included 

and is considered to be justified given the planning policy aspirations identified, and evidenced, given the 

planning history of the site and the fact that previous proposals have not been delivered. Only on this basis 

can the Plan be considered sound.  
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5. Replacement Employment Floorspace  
 

Existing  Employment Floorspace  

 

5.1 The site plan contained within the draft allocation covers the whole of the site and all of the existing buildings.  

 

Site Allocation NSP41: Site Plan 

 

 

5.2 The site allocation (NSP41) states the site comprises the following existing uses / floorspace:  

 
• Employment uses (B1): 8,807 m2  

• Institute of Optometry (D1): 1,071 m2  

• London School of Musical Theatre (D1): 602 m2  

• (Parts of the site at the time of publication have temporary uses)  

 

5.3 However, it is not clear from the Council’s evidence base what these Existing Floorspace figures are based 

on or how they have been evidenced or justified. When considering the existing uses on the site, the mix of 

existing floorspace set out in the proposed site allocation is incorrect.   

 

5.4 Furthermore, the crude re-provision of floorspace based on a figure of circa. 8,000 sqm Class B1 use which 

is currently incorrectly referenced in the allocation, would significantly impact on the ability for this site to 

come forward and deter potential development as the demand for large areas of employment floorspace 

within the scheme is likely to be limited. 
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 5.5 More recent survey work (October 2020) of the site has been undertaken by Murphys Surveys to confirm the 

existing floorspace on the site. Based on the recent survey data and publically available business rate data 

(VOA), the site currently comprises the following uses (SQM / GEA):  

 

• Diary House (B1): 4,294 m2 

• Institute of Optometry (D1): 1,071 m2  

• Baptist Chapel (D1): 818 m2 

• London School of Musical Theatre (D1): 648 m2  

• Carpoint Vehicle Hire (Sui Generis): 129 m2 

• The remainder of the site comprises Mercato Metropolitano ‘meanwhile use’ (Sui Generis) 

 

5.6 The above breakdown of existing uses on site, based on up to date evidence compiled by the current 

landowner, demonstrates that at present  the only employment use (Class B1) provided within the wider site 

is Diary House (77-81 Borough Road). Aside from Diary House, there is no other existing B Class 

employment use on the site. The Council’s figures are therefore incorrect and need to be updated in 

accordance with recent survey information.  

 

5.7 Furthermore, a significant proportion of the site is now occupied by a ‘meanwhile / temporary’ use, comprising 

the Mercato Metropolitano market, established in 2016. This use occupies the largest existing buildings on 

the site. These buildings have not been occupied in any form of employment use for over ten years. 

Furthermore, it is important to consider that the Newington Triangle site does not comprise a protected 

employment location at either the strategic or local level. Emerging policies relating to the loss of existing 

employment floorspace or protection of employment uses in designated areas are therefore not considered 

to be relevant and should not influence the redevelopment requirements for this site.  

 

5.8 The Mercato Metropolitano market is not a permanent offering in this location, currently with permission until 

August 2021 and a lease expiry sooner, and when the site comes forward for redevelopment Mercato may 

look to move to another premises, likely another vacant brownfield ‘pre-development’ site within the local 

area. Berkeley will continue to liaise with Mercato with regards to the emerging scheme proposals and 

development programme moving forwards.  

 

5.9 A number of existing buildings on the site have also now been demolished. In October 2017, prior approval 

was granted for the demolition of 18-26 Newington Causeway (LPA Ref. 17/AP/3412). These buildings had 

remained vacant for a substantial period of time and had fallen into disrepair, such that they were not safe 

to be occupied. The buildings did not contribute to the usable floor area of the site and resulted in an unsightly 

and inactive frontage onto Newington Causeway. The buildings were therefore demolished in 2018.  
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 Proposed Employment Floorspace  

 

5.10 It is acknowledged that the site is located within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area and within the 

CAZ, and therefore it is appropriate that employment opportunities are provided as part of any 

redevelopment, in line with the Council’s aspirations to support the provision of additional business 

floorspace to help meet general demand for office space in this location.  

 

5.11 High quality, modern and flexible employment (office) floorspace has always been proposed as part of the 

previous development proposals for this site, alongside other commercial and town centre uses that will 

support the local economy and provide an enhanced range of leisure, retail and community uses. However, 

the approach to the provision of employment floorspace should be considered on the basis of an application 

proposed, taking into account the existing floorspace to be redeveloped, but also taking into account the mix 

of uses proposed and how these work together and meet the wider aims of the site allocation and aspirations 

for the Opportunity Area (including new housing, jobs, community and leisure uses and public realm).  

 

5.12 Any application should be supported by a commercial strategy which identifies the employment uses 

proposed and number of jobs to be created, alongside other commercial uses, and confirms how this 

responds to market demand at that time. 

 

5.13 It’s also important to consider the introduction of the new Use Classes Order (The Town and Country 

Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2020) which came into effect in September 

2020. This removes the prescriptive use class order and seeks to introduce greater flexibility with regards to 

the use of commercial floorspace. In particular, Use Class E now covers a range of ‘Commercial, Business 

and Service’ uses and incorporates shops (Class A1), financial and professional services (Class A2), 

restaurants and cafés (Class A3), offices and other business uses (Class B1), some non-residential 

institutions e.g. nurseries and health centres (Class D1), and gymnasiums and sports facilities (Class D2) 

into a single use class. Any proposed change between these uses no longer comprises development for 

which planning permission should be sought. Any existing B1 uses on the site could therefore now be lost 

without the need for planning permission, under permitted development.  

 

5.14 We therefore consider it is not appropriate for the Council to be seeking to enforce the provision of 

employment floorspace given the change in national legislation which seeks greater flexibility for commercial 

uses, and noting that this is not a protected employment site and the limited amount of existing employment 

uses on the site.  
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5.15 Furthermore, current economic circumstances linked to the COVID-19 pandemic mean that there is great 

uncertainty with regards to the office market in Central London, with many businesses reassessing their 

office requirements and looking to sell or downsize their office accommodation given a significant rise in 

home working as well as unemployment. Therefore any proposal for redevelopment of the site would need 

to take into account demand for office, and other employment floorspace, at that time, being mindful of the 

current circumstances and that the long term economic effect and impact on the office mark remains unclear. 

Policy should therefore not overly restrict the need to provide a specific quantum or like-for-like replacement, 

especially when considering the mix of uses and limited amount of existing employment floorspace on the 

site at present.  

 

Summary  

 

5.16 The existing floorspace figures set out in site allocation NSP41 are incorrect and do not accurately reflect 

the existing use of the site. An updated existing use survey (October 2020) undertaken by Murphys Surveys 

demonstrates that there far less existing Class B employment floorspace on the site than identified by the 

allocation. The remainder of the site comprises a range of other commercial and leisure uses, including a 

significant amount of meanwhile use comprising the Mercato Metropolitano market. The existing uses 

specified in the site allocation should therefore be amended accordingly.  

 

5.17 The provision of employment floorspace should be based on a design-led and commercial approach that 

does not just rely on a quantitative re-provision of gross external floor area from previous buildings but rather 

assesses the type and density of the employment uses to be provided. It should also consider how this would 

meet demand for new flexible employment opportunities and maximise the number of jobs to be created on 

site. This approach is considered to be better justified and would be based on up to date evidence, and 

therefore helps the Plan meet the tests of soundness set out in the NPPF.   
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6. Proposed Amendments  
 

6.1 We are pleased to see that the potential for the redevelopment of the Newington Triangle site has been 

highlighted as part of the emerging site allocation. However, the site is suitable for significant and 

comprehensive residential-led mixed use development and we believe the site allocation should therefore 

be amended to reflect this.  

 

6.2 In light of these representations we consider the following amendments should be considered as part of the 

Site Allocation NSP41: Newington Triangle.  

 

Site Area  10,930 sqm 
 

Existing Uses  
(GEA) 

• Employment uses (B1): 8,807 m2  
• Institute of Optometry (D1): 1,071 m2  
• London School of Musical Theatre (D1): 602 m2  
• (Parts of the site at the time of publication have temporary uses)  
 

 Diary House (B1): 4,294 m2 

 Institute of Optometry (D1): 1,071 m2  

 Baptist Chapel (D1): 818 m2 

 London School of Musical Theatre (D1): 648 m2  

 Carpoint Vehicle Hire (Sui Generis): 129 m2 

 The remainder of the site comprises Mercato Metropolitano ‘meanwhile use’ (Sui 
Generis) 

 
 

Indicative 
Residential 
Capacity 

Minimum 750 – 1,000 homes (subject to detailed design consideration) 

Site 
Requirements  

Redevelopment of the site must: 

 Provide new open space of at least 15% of the site area; and  

 Support the Low Line walking route adjacent to the railway viaduct; and  

 Provide appropriate active frontages with town centre uses (A1, A2, A3, A4, B1, 
D1, D2) at ground floor on Newington Causeway; and  

 Provide new homes (C3); and  

 Provide at least the amount new appropriate employment floorspace (B use class) 
currently on the site; and  

 • Provide community uses (D use class).  
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7. Conclusion 
 

7.1 These representations are made on behalf our client, Berkeley Homes (South East London) Ltd. The 

comments respond to the current consultation on the New Southwark Local Plan: Proposed Changes to the 

Submission NSP (Sept 2020) and are made in respect of the Newington Tringle site allocation (NSP41). 

 

7.2 We strongly support the continued allocation of this prominent site within the Elephant and Castle Opportunity 

Area for comprehensive redevelopment. We also support the view that the redevelopment of the site could 

comprise tall buildings, which would help to maximise density and optimise the sites full development 

potential. This also reflects the pre-application advice received to date in respect of redevelopment proposals 

for this site.  

 

7.3 However, we have a number of concerns with regards to some of the amendments proposed to the site 

allocation, which don’t reflect the site’s location or policy aspirations for development in this area, and which 

don’t reflect the previous planning history which supports a significant quantum of residential accommodation 

being delivered on this site. We are concerned that the proposed amendments would constrain development 

and make it unviable and undeliverable.  

 

7.4 The indicative residential capacity currently proposed is restrictive and extremely low. It does not reflect the 

site’s highly accessible or sustainable location or policy aspirations which seek to maximise housing delivery, 

including affordable housing, and make best use of previously developed land. Furthermore, it does not 

reflect the significant quantum of development that has previously been proposed, and discussed with and 

supported by LBS and GLA officers. The residential capacity proposed would not result in a viable scheme 

and is therefore not considered to be deliverable. The residential capacity for this site should therefore be 

increased to a minimum of 750-1,000 new homes (subject to detailed design consideration).  

 

7.5 The existing floorspace figures set out in site allocation NSP41 are incorrect and do not accurately reflect 

the existing use of the site. There is very little existing Class B1 employment floorspace on the site and 

therefore the new emphasis in the Allocation on reprovision of employment floorspace is inappropriate and 

misleading. The existing use schedule in the allocation should be amended to take account of the existing 

uses on the site, based on more recent survey data.  

 

 7.6 The provision of employment floorspace should be based on a design-led and commercial approach that 

responds to market demand at that time, to ensure any scheme remains viable and deliverable.  

 

7.7 We believe that the above concerns need to be addressed before the allocation can be considered to be 

‘sound’, as defined in the NPPF. We trust the above comments will be taken into consideration and assist 

with further revising the NSP.  
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7.8 Following this consultation period, the Council and Inspector will consider the responses received and publish 

a programme for the formal examination hearing sessions. We request that we be notified of any future 

examination sessions relating to the site allocation and would like the opportunity to take part in these 

discussions as appropriate.  
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Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 
 
26th October 2020 
 
Dear Madam/Sir  
 
 
Consultation - Proposed Changes to the submission New Southwark Local Plan  
 
 
This response is from the NHS London Healthy Urban Development Unit which 
supports the London Clinical Commissioning Groups (CCGs) and other NHS partners 
engage in the planning process. 
 
We have worked with South East London CCG in considering the proposed changes 
to the New Southwark Plan. SELCCG is submitting a separate response focusing on 
those points most pertinent to their role. We also support the comments in the 
representation from Guys and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust. 
 
The comments provided are made in the context of the test of soundness, as set out 
in Paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF). 
 
We are generally supportive of the New Southwark Plan, however, there are specific 
policies and their reasons set out in the current consultation document o which we 
object to and suggest how these should be changed to meet the relevant tests at 
examination.  
 
We have made comments under the relevant policy heading, where appropriate, using 
red italics where specific wording is proposed. 
 
 
CPC010  Page 16  paragraph 5) Site Allocations  
 
We welcome the addition of “public open space, public access routes, transport 
infrastructure and social infrastructure, such as health or education facilities.”  
 
 
CPC065   SP5 Healthy Lives 
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2 
 

We welcome the additional wording to the policy and reasons. However, while the 
reasons include ‘our aim to be an age friendly borough’ this is not reflected in the 
policy. The policy refers to ‘introducing the concept of active design’ which does not 
require anything of development and should be reworded to be phrased  positively.  
The Council has a stated aim to be ‘An age friendly borough’  which requires a more 
holistic approach. Evidence of age friendly planning and design is that it is beneficial 
to all communities  and would contribute to the visions set out within the New 
Southwark Plan and therefore we suggest the policy should be amended as set out 
below. 
 
Clause 9 “ Creating an age friendly borough and introducing the concept of active 
design……” 
 
  
CPC099  P7 Wheelchair accessible and adaptable housing (previously Homes with 

households with specialist needs)  
 
The policy is now entitled  “Wheelchair accessible and adaptable housing” however, 
given  the previous reason for the policy included ‘a need for alternative types of 
specialist housing which meet the needs of people with disabilities that are not met by 
wheelchair accessible housing’ then a policy addressing this identified need should be 
incorporated within the New Southwark Plan.   
 
The current wording reads “The council recognises that a range of different types of 
specialist housing is required to meet the needs of people with disabilities; this 
includes, but is not limited to, people with ambulatory difficulties, blindness, learning 
difficulties, autism and mental health needs. Accordingly, developers should work with 
the council, registered providers or other relevant partners to identify and provide for a 
range of specialist housing needs where appropriate.” 
 
Clause 7 states “ Provide alternative specialist housing to meet specific needs in place 
of an affordable wheelchair user home where the council has identified a specialist 
housing need; and..”  It is unclear why it is “in place of an affordable wheelchair user 
home”. Based on the evidence there should be a policy which requires developers to 
provide specialist housing to meet need, and a policy to ensure this is provided in 
appropriate locations.  
 
We propose that there should be significant changes to the policy to require specialist 
housing to meet identified need including wheelchair accessible and adaptable 
housing, or an additional policy ‘Specialist housing’. This could refer to the other 
characteristics of appropriate housing which may include location, for example close 
to town centres to be accessible to services and facilities.  This would ensure 
conformity with The Intent to Publish London Plan – we draw attention particularly to 
para 1.4.2 and GG4 Delivery the homes Londoners need. 
 
Para 1.4.2 ……”The failure to provide sufficient numbers of new homes to meet 
London’s need for affordable, market and specialist housing has given rise to a range 
of negative social, economic and environmental consequences, including: worsening 
housing affordability issues, overcrowding, reduced labour market mobility, staff 
retention issues and longer commuting patterns. 
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(Strategic Objective ) GG4 Delivering the homes Londoners need To create a housing 
market that works better for all Londoners, those involved in planning and 
development must: A ensure that more homes are delivered B support the delivery of 
the strategic target of 50 per cent of all new homes being genuinely affordable C 
create mixed and inclusive communities, with good quality homes that meet high 
standards of design and provide for identified needs, including for specialist housing” 
 
CPC0101   P9 Supported housing and hostels  
 
We support the addition of ‘supported housing’ to clause 2.  
 
CPC0149 & CPC0150  P30 Affordable workspace 
 
Given the changing nature of work and the potential change in demand for office and 
commercial space with more people working at home there is a need for a wider range 
of uses generating employment and activity in many parts of the borough, and health 
and medical facilities can help provide this. NHS (not for profit)  health and medical 
facilities  should be considered as priorities for affordable workspace within Clause 2 
of the Policy. This would help meet the Council’s visions across the borough enabling 
medical and wellbeing services to locate in accessible locations (and often more 
expensive locations) by including them within ‘affordable workspace’. 
 
As the Council highlights, there is substantial demand from businesses and cultural 
users and this contributes to high rents, which are unaffordable to the NHS which will 
be competing for space in the same locations.  Primary care facilities in Southwark 
need to expand capacity to meet the needs of the already growing population, and the 
expansion of services within primary care , for example , physiotherapists, paramedics 
and pharmacists.   
 
We support Guys and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust’s (GSTT) response to the 
consultation (page 3) “It is requested that the policy is amended to make it clear that 
the office floorspace associated and ancillary to health services from a public health 
body would be able to occupy the affordable workspace.   
 
Given that Clause 1.1 will require to be rewritten to refer to the new use classes order 
and we assume will reference Use Class E rather than Class B, this should include 
health and medical uses within the main body of the policy. 
 
We note that GSTT’s representation continues in relation to clause 4 of the policy “ 
The Trust would like to request that the exceptional circumstances referred to is 
widened to include health facilities, to support the delivery of social infrastructure in 
large developments.  Including health facilities as an exceptional circumstance will 
provide support to developers and healthcare providers such as the Trust, in being 
able to deliver new healthcare infrastructure. The Trust objects to the Plan unless this 
amendment is made. “ 
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4 ` In exceptional circumstances affordable retail (A class),  affordable health 
facilities 1 or affordable cultural uses (D class), `which provide a range of 
affordable access options for local residents, may be provided as an 
`alternative to affordable workspace (B class). This will only be acceptable if 
there is a demonstrated need for the affordable use proposed and with a 
named occupier. If the alternative affordable use is no longer required in the 
future, the space should be made available for affordable workspace (B class) 
in accordance with the criteria above. The reprovision or uplift of employment 
(B class) floorspace must still be provided in the scheme overall. 

 
 
Should Clause 2 not be amended to include not for profit healthcare to fall within the 
priority for affordable workspace then Clause 4 exceptional circumstance should 
include health and medical uses.  
 
As stated earlier this policy along with other parts of the plan will need to be revised to 
reflect the new Use Classes Order, and with health and medical facilities falling within 
the new Use Class E  together with a wide range of business, commercial and other 
uses it would be logical for these to be considered alongside businesses in this policy.  
 
CPC 0163  P34 Town and local  centres 
 
We welcome the addition of healthcare and community services in paragraph 2) under 
Reasons, however, this is not reflected in the policy. Healthcare facilities as outlined in 
our response to P30 above need to be  affordable to the NHS. Given the range of 
potentially competing uses in town and local centres the premises which would be 
most accessible for the community ( and particularly those with greatest health needs) 
may be in locations where owners are seeking higher rents. 
 
CPC0177  P44 Healthy Developments 
 
It is unclear why Clause 1.4 has been deleted and we are concerned that its deletion 
may lead to health and health related community facilities which are identified as 
needed not being provided This would be contrary to the NPPF and PPG which 
requires Local Plan’s to ensure adequate social infrastructure is provided. 
 
Clause three of this policy should be amended as set out below: 
 
3. In exceptional circumstances, health, community, sport and leisure facilities can be 
replaced by another use where they are surplus to requirements. there are currently 
more facilities than needed. This needs to must be demonstrated by a marketing 
exercise for two years, immediately prior to any planning application or where their 
loss forms part of an agreed strategy for provision of these facilities to meet borough 
needs. 
 
                                        
1 The September 2020 changes to the Use Classes Order created the new Class E (Commercial, business and service) 
– including retail, restaurant, office, financial/professional services, indoor sports, medical and nursery 
uses along with “any other services which it is appropriate to provide in a commercial, business or 
service locality. 
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This would ensure that the policy is in general conformity with the Mayor’s Intent to 
Publish London Plan social infrastructure policies.  
 
An additional paragraph under ‘Reasons’ should make reference to the loss of health 
or other community infrastructure where it forms part of an agreed strategy, for 
example, SELCCG’s strategy for the provision of health services/facilities within the 
borough.  
 
 
 
CPC0208 IP3 Community Infrastructure Levy and Section 106 planning obligations 
 
We welcome the wording change for clarity. 
 
Site Allocations 
 
A number of the site allocations state they ‘may provide health facilities’. As these 
sites come forward the discussions with the South East London health system and 
CCG should identify the scale of facilities where required. However, it is important that 
all site allocations as they are developed contribute to expanding capacity of health 
infrastructure through expansion/improvement to existing facilities or new 
infrastructure. 
 
 
NSP45 The Elephant and Castle Shopping Centre allocation  
This site allocation states that “ redevelopment of the site may  

 Provide a new community health hub (D1) 
 
There is an evidenced need for new health infrastructure within this site allocation, and 
the wording should be changed reflecting discussions between the Council and the 
NHS. New facilities within this site are included within former Southwark CCG strategy 
and the emerging South East London CCG strategy  
 
NSP78  Hamsworth Quays, Surrey Quays Leisure Park, Surrey Quays Shopping 
Centre and Robert’s Close  
 
The site allocation states that development of the site must provide a new health 
centre (D1) of approximately 2,000sqm. However, our understanding is that the  
current planning permission and related planning obligations does not provide this 
amount of floorspace. The plan is required to demonstrate how the full 2,000 sqm can 
be provided to address the identified need.  
 
There continues to be a requirement within the Bakerloo Line Extension/ Old Kent 
Road – for an allocation to create a Community Health Hub to serve both the existing 
and proposed significantly expanded population. The space required for a community 
health hub is 4000 sqm. 
 
Please let me know if you require any further information regarding any of the issues 
raised. 
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Yours faithfully, 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Head of the NHS London Healthy Urban Development Unit 
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Dear Simon, 
 

Statement of general conformity with the London Plan (Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004, 
Section 24(4)(a) (as amended); 
Greater London Authority Acts 1999 and 2007;  
Town and Country Planning (Local Development) (England) Regulations 2012 
 
Re: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 August 2020 
 
Thank you for consulting the Mayor of London on the proposed changes to the Submitted New 
Southwark Plan 2018-2033 August 2020 (NSP). As you are aware, all development plan documents 
must be in general conformity with the London Plan under section 24 (1)(b) of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. The Mayor has delegated authority to me to respond and his 
representations are set out below. Representations from Transport for London (TfL), which I fully 
endorse, are included in this letter.  

The Mayor commented on the draft version of the New Southwark Plan Part One: Strategic 
Policies and Development Management Policies in a letter dated 12 February 2016 and on Part 
Two: Area Visions and Site Allocations in letters dated 2 May 2017 and September 2017.  

On the 1st of December 2017 the Mayor first published his draft new London Plan for consultation. 
Southwark consulted on the Regulation 19 Proposed Submission Version New Southwark Plan 
from October 2017 to February 2018 and the Mayor responded on the plan’s alignment with the 
draft new London Plan in his letter dated 09 March 2018.  

The Mayor consulted on minor suggested changes to his draft new London Plan in August 2018 
and the Examination in Public of the plan took place from January to May 2019. Whilst the 
Examination in Public of the draft new London Plan took place, Southwark consulted on Regulation 
19 Amended Policy Version of the New Southwark Plan from January to May 2019 and the Mayor 
responded to this in his consultation letter dated 20 May 2019. All letters highlighted issues of 

Simon Bevan 
Director of Planning 
Chief Executive’s Department 
5th Floor, Hub 4 
Southwark Council 
PO Box 64529 
London, SE1P 5LX 
 
 

Our ref: LDF28/LDD05/AT 
Date: 23 October 2020 
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non-conformity with the draft new London Plan and provided general guidance to help improve 
alignment of the NSP with the draft new London Plan.  

On 16 April 2020 the Mayor and the London Borough of Southwark signed a Statement of 
Common Ground setting out areas of agreement between both parties on matters in the NSP. This 
focuses on issues raised by the Mayor at Regulation 19 consultation, explaining the position of 
both parties at time of submission of the NSP to the Secretary of State.  

As advised in the instructions issued by inspectors for this consultation, the comments provided in 
this letter pertain to the latest proposed changes to the NSP and its evidence base and should be 
read alongside the Mayor’s previous responses including comments from Transport for London. 
Officers would be pleased to continue working with Southwark in finding ways to achieve greater 
conformity with the London Plan and would welcome the opportunity to update the Statement of 
Common Ground prior to the examination of the NSP. 

The Intend to Publish London Plan  

Following the completion of the Examination in Public in May 2019, the Panel’s report, including 
recommendations, was issued to the Mayor on 8 October 2019. The Intend to Publish (ItP) version 
of the London Plan was published 17 December 2019. The Mayor received directions from the 
Secretary of State on 13 March 2020 in the Annex to his response. The ItP London Plan and its 
evidence base are now material considerations and have significant weight, except specifically 
where affected by the tracked changes set out in the Secretary of State’s Annex. The track changes 
set out in this Annex have significant material weight when applied to affected Policies in the ItP 
London Plan and this letter takes these into consideration. Publication of the final version of the 
new London Plan is anticipated later in the year, at which point it will form part of Southwark’s 
Development Plan and contain the most up-to-date policies. 

Strategic Vision   

SP1a Southwark’s Development Targets and SP1b Southwark’s Places  

It is positive to see new Policy SP1a clearly sets out the strategic targets for Southwark over the 
plan period including the requirement for the borough to deliver 2,355 new homes each year. This 
is in line with Southwark’s 10-year housing target of 23,550 to be delivered between 2019/20 and 
2028/29 set out in Table 4.1 of Policy H1 of the ItP London Plan.  

The Mayor supports the commitment in new Policy SP1b Southwark’s Places to work with partners 
to ensure developments improve places for local communities through the delivery of 
regeneration in Opportunity Areas and Action Areas throughout the borough. It is positive to see 
approximate delivery numbers for housing, employment, retail, leisure and community uses and 
open space for the plan’s Vision Areas clearly presented.  

Old Kent Road Area Vision 
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The Mayor welcomes added references to the planned phasing of development on the Old Kent 
Road. It is important that the approach reflects the position previously agreed between TfL and 
Southwark in relation to the Phase 1 9500 cap (to reflect transport capacity ahead of BLE). Please 
see TfL comments in Annex 1 of this letter for further detail. 
 
Employment and Industrial land Policies 
 
Policy SP4 Strong local economy and Policy P28 Strategic protected industrial land  

Amendments to Clause 8 of Policy SP4 support co-location of industrial premises with new homes 
in the borough. The ItP London Plan as amended by the Secretary of State directions does not 
support co-location of industrial uses with housing within Strategic Industrial Locations (SIL). 
Direction DR4 proposes several amendments to the ItP London Plan including the deletion of Part 
D of Policy E5 which requires the refusal of residential development proposals in SIL, however it is 
considered that this direction does not alter the policy position of Policy E7(B) that co-location 
with SIL is not supported. 

The current wording of Policy SP4 could give rise to speculative approaches that result in the co-
location of residential and industrial uses on SIL designated sites in the borough. To bring Policy 
SP4 into alignment with Policy E7 of the ItP London Plan the policy wording and its supporting text 
should be amended to make clear co-location of industrial uses with residential use is only 
supported on LSIS sites identified for co-location with residential use in the plan’s site allocations.  

Similar amendments to policy wording and supporting text should be made to Policy P28 to clarify 
that co-location of industrial uses with residential is only supported on LSIS sites identified for co-
location in the plan’s site allocations. In the absence of a clearer policy on LSIS sites, the current 
wording in the supporting text to Policy P28 could result in the introduction of residential uses into 
SIL via mixed-use development and co-location which would be contrary to Policy E7 of the ItP 
London Plan. 
 
Development Management Policies  

P1 Social rented and intermediate housing  

The Mayor is pleased to see the requirement for 10 or more homes to provide a minimum of 35% 
affordable housing in accordance with Policy H5 of the ItP London Plan. However, the Mayor 
remains concerned that Policy P1 sets a higher affordable housing threshold for developments 
following the fast track route than that set out in Policy H5 of the ItP London Plan.   
 
Southwark needs to ensure that its threshold and overall approach is justified. The approach 
needs to incentivise applicants to meet the threshold and choose the fast track route. If the 
threshold is not generally achievable, it cannot be taken up by applicants, effectively ruling out the 
fast track route. If there is no incentive for developers to meet a consistent affordable housing 
target, the approach in the NSP is effectively ‘the maximum reasonable’. This will not maximise 
the delivery of affordable housing across London as a whole and a fixed affordable housing 
percentage will not be embedded into land values over time, in accordance with ItP Policy DF1. A 
fixed threshold that is evidenced such as the 35% and 50% thresholds set out in the London Plan, 
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provides certainty and seeks to embed affordable housing requirements in land values and avoids 
circumstances, which have become prevalent over recent years, where a lack of clarity regarding 
affordable housing requirements contributed to uncertainty in the land acquisition process. This 
introduced a circularity in which developers overpaid for sites and then attempted to recover 
some or all overpayment through reductions in affordable housing provision. 
 

The threshold set out in the ItP London Plan for development on public sector land is 50% 
affordable housing. The threshold is also set at 50% affordable housing for development on SIL, 
LSIS and other industrial sites deemed appropriate for residential uses where there is a net loss in 
industrial capacity. As the NSP is proposing the release of industrial land within the borough, this 
approach should be referenced in the NSP in accordance with Policy H5 of the ItP London Plan.   
 
P5 Student Homes  
 
The Mayor objects to this policy as amended requiring a minimum of 35% as conventional 
affordable housing by habitable room. Policy H15 Purpose-built student accommodation seeks 
35% of the accommodation to be secured as affordable student accommodation. Student housing 
frees up conventional housing and as such the requirement to provide affordable student 
accommodation is sufficient. 
 
P16 Tall buildings 
 
The Mayor welcomes the inclusion of additional supporting text in Policy P16 clarifying that in 
accordance with the ItP London Plan locations for where tall buildings would be appropriate have 
been identified and mapped. 
 
P11 Homes for Travellers and Gypsies 
 
The Mayor welcomes Southwark’s commitment to meeting the wider needs of Gypsies and 
Travellers within the borough and responded to Southwark’s Draft Housing Strategy 2020.  
 
The Mayor proposed a wider definition of Gypsy and Traveller’s in his draft new London Plan and 
ItP London Plan. On 13 March 2020 the Secretary of State set out directions to the ItP London Plan 
in the Annex to his response directing amendments to Policy H14 Gypsy and Traveller 
accommodation to align this policy with the Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS) August 2015.  
 
The final approach to Gypsy and Travellers will be set out in the Published London Plan, 
anticipated later this year.  It is the GLA’s intention to commission a London-wide needs 
assessment for Gypsy and Travellers that employs the wider definition set out in the ItP London 
Plan to inform wider need. 
 
My officers look forward to continuing to work with Southwark to ensure the final Plan addresses 
the above concerns. If you would like to discuss any of my representations in more detail, please 
contact Anna Turner  

Yours sincerely,   
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Director of Planning – Greater London Authority 
 
cc  , London Assembly Constituency Member  
                of London Assembly Planning Committee   
               National Planning Casework Unit, MHCLG 
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Annex 1: TfL comments 
 
Please note that these comments represent the views of Transport for London (TfL) officers and are 
made entirely on a "without prejudice" basis. They should not be taken to represent an indication 
of any subsequent Mayoral decision in relation to this matter. The comments are made from TfL’s 
role as a transport operator and highway authority in the area. These comments do not necessarily 
represent the views of the Greater London Authority (GLA). A separate response has been prepared 
by TfL CD Planning (Property) to reflect TfL’s interests as a landowner and potential developer. 
 

Thank you for consulting Transport for London (TfL) on the proposed changes to the New 
Southwark Plan (NSP) put forward in August this year (2020). We have set out below comments on 
all the changes made to the submission version of the Local Plan. These should be read alongside 
TfL’s response to the proposed submission version in 2017/2018 and GLA’s response to amended 
policies in 2019 which included some TfL comments. 
 
The Mayor first published his draft new London Plan for consultation on 1st December 2017. 
Following examination, the Panel’s report, including recommendations, was issued to the Mayor 
on 8 October 2019 and the Intend to Publish version of the London Plan (ItPLP) was published on 
17 December 2019. The Mayor received directions from the Secretary of State on 13 March 2020 
in the Annex to his response. The ItPLP and its evidence base are now material considerations and 
have significant weight, except specifically where affected by the tracked changes set out in the 
Secretary of State’s Annex. 
 
Publication of the final version of the new London Plan is anticipated later in the year, at which 
point it will form part of Southwark’s Development Plan and contain the most up-to-date policies. 
Given its advanced stage in the adoption process, we will have regard to it when assessing and 
responding to local planning policy consultations, including proposed modifications to the NSP.  
 
Local Plan policies should be aligned with relevant ItPlP policy and TfL’s aims as set out in the 
Mayor’s Transport Strategy (MTS). In particular, it is important that local plans support the Healthy 
Streets Approach, Vision Zero and the overarching aim of enabling more people to travel by 
walking, cycling and public transport rather than by car. This is crucial to achieving sustainable 
growth, as in years to come more people and goods will need to travel on a relatively fixed road 
network. The NSP should be consistent with transport policies in the ItPLP, particularly on issues 
such as car and cycle parking which have both been updated to reflect the Mayor’s Transport 
Strategy, the Environment Strategy and the Health Inequalities Strategy. 
 
Our comments on specific modifications and suggestions for amendments or wording 
improvements are detailed below. We look forward to working with the Council to finalise the 
Local Plan as it moves towards adoption. 
 
CPC030 and CPC031 – Policies Map 
TfL welcomes the inclusion of map layers showing the Low Line/railway arches and Southwark 
Spine cycling routes, but it should be made explicit that the Low Line is also designed for cycling as 
well as a pedestrian route and should cater for cyclists. 
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CPC045 - Elephant and Castle Area Vision 
TfL welcomes added references to the London Underground station, step-free access and 
provision of a new ticket hall for the Northern line and Bakerloo line extension. 
 
CPC048 - Old Kent Road Area Vision 
TfL welcomes added references to the planned phasing of development on the Old Kent Road. We 
have agreed with you previously the Phase 1 9500 cap suggested in terms of transport capacity. 
We suggest that the 2023 date is omitted given the BLE programme and the build out of especially 
the big sites and instead the wording is revised to read ‘From 2018 it is anticipated that up to 
9,500 homes can be approved with enhancements to the existing public transport network and 
active travel, prior to the letting of the construction contract for the Bakerloo line extension’ 
 
CPC0124 P24 – River Thames 
TfL welcomes the addition of a reference to the River Thames as a means of transport during 
construction. 
 
CPC0177 P44 – Healthy developments 
The policy should be further amended to better reflect all elements of the Healthy Streets 
Approach set out in Policy T2 of the ItPLP. 
 
CPC0187 P51 – Low Line routes 
TfL supports the implementation of Low Line routes, however, the policy wording here and in 
other policies/site allocations should make explicit that the Low Line is also designed for cycling 
and should cater for cyclists throughout. 
 
CPC0188 P52 – Cycling 
While some standards in tables 9 and 10 go beyond the London Plan, which we strongly support, 
some of the proposed standards are now lower than the minimum standards specified in policy T5 
and table 10.2 of the ItPLP. These include the standard for 1 bedroom, 2-person dwellings outside 
PTALs 5 and 6 and standards for all categories of retail. Both tables should be updated to ensure 
consistency with the ItPLP minimum standards. Further, it should be recognised that T5 also 
requires compliance with the London Cycle Design Standards (LCDS) and this should be reflected in 
the NSP to ensure that cycle parking meets at least minimum qualitative as well as quantitative 
standards. 
 
CPC0189 P53 – Car parking 
TfL welcomes the minor wording changes that provide clarification. However, as noted above, the 
submission version of the NSP was published in October 2017. Since then, the new London Plan 
has reached an advanced stage of its adoption process with an Intend to Publish version (ItPLP) 
issued in December 2019 and directions from the Secretary of State received in March 2020. This 
means that the new London Plan is now likely to be adopted before the conclusion of the NSP 
Examination Hearings. With these timescales in mind we would want to avoid any conflict in 
policies between the two documents. 
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Proceeding with the residential and retail standards within this policy, without further 
amendments, risks creating inconsistency with the new London Plan, prompting confusion for 
developers and raising issues of conformity. 
 
To address this, we have agreed with LB Southwark in our Statement of Common Ground that the 
NSP parking standards must be brought into line with the ItPLP at the earliest opportunity. Our 
position is that that there is still an opportunity to make changes to the policy through this plan 
process and we intend to address this issue in submissions to the forthcoming Examination in 
Public (EiP). If changes to the policy are not made before the EiP Hearings, it is imperative that the 
Plan contains a firm commitment to revise parking standards to bring them into line with the 
London Plan as soon as possible and for clarification to be provided that in the interim period, 
where there is any conflict between the two documents, London Plan parking standards should 
take precedence. 
 
Specifically, our areas of concern are: 

• Proposed residential parking standards set out in table 11 for areas of PTAL 4, Aylesbury 

Action Area, Old Kent Road Opportunity Area, Canada Water core/town centre and PTAL 1 

or 2 (suburban south) do not reflect the overall approach of Policy T6.1 or the 

accompanying standards in the ItPLP. In all the above areas the proposed standard is 

higher than would be permitted by maximum ItPLP standards for all or part of the 

designated area. The cumulative effect of permitting all this additional car parking could 

undermine implementation of the London Plan, in particular the achievement of 

challenging mode share targets set by the Mayor that Southwark has agreed to, as part of 

their approved Local Implementation Plan. It should also be noted that the planning 

permission for Canada Water1 stipulates that the residential development must be car-

free, in accordance with the ItPLP. This should be reflected in the NSP. 

• Retail parking standards set out in table 12 do not reflect the overall approach of Policy 

T6.3 or the accompanying maximum parking standards in the ItPLP and risk over-provision. 

It is not clear why they only apply to town centres because retail development proposals 

(including redevelopment of existing out of centre stores) are still put forward for new or 

reconfigured retail stores outside defined town centres. Retail parking standards should 

apply to all areas and be in accordance with the maximum standards in the ItPLP.  

CPC0207 IP2 – Transport infrastructure 
Although TfL welcomes a number of the updates including the need for contributions towards the 
Bakerloo line extension, we are concerned at the proposed deletion of bus priority measures in 
this policy. Furthermore, it does not appear to be justified.  It should be noted that TfL does not 
support proposals for a new rail station at Camberwell. 
 
CPC0226 - NSP04/CPC0229 - NSP05/CPC0305 - NSP46 
TfL welcomes additional clarification on linking these sites to Cycle Superhighway 7 (now renamed 
Cycleway) 
 

1 LPA Reference: 18/AP/1604 
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CPC0266 NSP25 – Camberwell Bus Garage/CPC0269 NSP26 – Abellio Walworth Depot 
Although there may be potential for future redevelopment or reconfiguration while retaining 
operational bus garage uses on these two sites, we are concerned about the proposed wording 
that has been inserted which states: ‘If the bus garage is required redevelopment should consider 
over the station development to provide new homes’. This wording is inconsistent with policy T3 
in the ItPLP which requires development plans to safeguard existing land and buildings used for 
public transport, active travel or related support functions.  
 
The proposed wording does not recognise the need to retain bus garage capacity to maintain the 
local bus network. These bus garages, whether they are owned by TfL or third parties, are 
required, and the wording should acknowledge this. It should also be made clear that any over-site 
development must retain or increase the existing vehicle capacity, ensure continuity of operation 
during construction, meet existing and future operational needs including 24/7 operation by a full 
range of vehicles including electric charging, and be the subject of approval by TfL to ensure that it 
meets the standard requirements for an operational bus garage. If garage capacity were lost as a 
result of a proposed redevelopment (including on a temporary basis), at least equivalent capacity 
would need to be provided within the local area and agreed with TfL prior to any redevelopment. 
 
CPC0379 NSP71 – Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station 
Although there may be potential for future redevelopment or reconfiguration while retaining an 
operational bus station use on this site, we are concerned about the proposed wording that has 
been inserted which refers to the bus station use and states: ‘…if that use is still required. If the 
bus garage (sic) is required, redevelopment should consider over the station development to 
provide new homes.’ This wording is inconsistent with policy T3 in the ItPLP which requires 
development plans to safeguard existing land and buildings used for public transport, active travel 
or related support functions.  
 
We do, however, acknowledge the discussions with the landowner for the adjacent Aylesham 
Centre which could result in a reconfiguration of the uses on the combined site as part of a 
redevelopment scheme. In these discussions, we have been clear that bus station capacity and 
efficient operations must be retained even if on a different part of the combined site. The 
proposed wording also confuses a bus garage with a bus station. A bus station provides passenger 
facilities while a bus garage provides depot, storage and maintenance facilities for buses. It should 
be made clear that any over-site development must retain or increase the existing vehicle 
capacity, ensure continuity of operation during construction, meet existing and future operational 
needs including 24/7 operation by a full range of vehicles including electric charging, and be the 
subject of approval by TfL.  In order to provide high quality facilities for passengers it must 
additionally meet TfL standards for safety, lighting and ventilation. 
 
CPC0380 NSP72 – Blackpool Road Business Park 
We welcome the continued emphasis on the need to retain or re-provide a bus garage in any 
redevelopment of the site. In line with our comments on NSP25 and NSP26, existing bus garage 
capacity in the borough needs to be retained and enhanced to support the local bus network. 
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REF: MR/BH/DB/R00150 

 

BY EMAIL ONLY: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

26th October 2020 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

 

NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN: PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK 
PLAN AUGUST 2020 

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF UNITE GROUP PLC (NSPPSV198) 

 

I write on behalf of our client, Unite Group Plc (Unite), to submit representations to the consultation on 
the proposed changes to the submitted New Southwark Plan August 2020. Unite are one of the UK’s 
leading manager and developer of purpose-built student accommodation (PBSA), providing homes for 
around 74,000 students in more than 177 purpose-built properties across 27 of the UK’s strongest 
university towns and cities. 

 

The New Southwark Plan (NSP) was submitted for examination in January 2020. As a result of the 
comments received from the Inspectors since this submission, modifications have been made to the 
plan beyond those consulted on in previous stages. Therefore, the current version of the plan (August 
2020) is currently undergoing consultation. It is understood that following this consultation, the plan will 
proceed to Examination in Public in early 2021. The representations contained within this letter primarily 
relate to policy P5 (formerly P24) ‘Student Homes’, as well as policies P4 ‘Private Rented Homes’, P7 
‘Wheelchair Accessible and Adaptable Housing’, P30 ‘Affordable Workspace’ and P52 ‘Cycle Parking’. 

 

DRAFT POLICY P5 ‘STUDENT HOMES’ 

 

Draft Local Plan Policy P5 ‘Student Homes’ has been subject to a number of changes. The policy now 
states that PBSA developments must: 

 

1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; and  
 

2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount, with a minimum of 35% 
as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4, as a 
first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent that is affordable to 
students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 

3. When providing student rooms for nominated further and higher education institutions at 
affordable student rent as defined by the Mayor of London, provide the maximum amount with 
a minimum of 35% as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as 
per policy P4.” 

 

Unite make the below recommendations to parts 1, 2 and 3 of draft policy P5, as well reason 5 of the 
justifying text. 

 

Part 1 – Accessible and Adaptable Rooms 

 

Unite object to the 10% requirement for adaptable rooms for the following reasons: 
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1. The requirements for conventional residential accommodation should not be applied to student 
housing as in reality, the typical demand from students per annum falls significantly below the 10% 
mark. This is a steady and consistent trend as evidenced by Unite’s longer term experience; 
 

2. Indeed, Unite have over 117 PBSA properties across the UK with 27 buildings in the London 
portfolio. Of these c.9,500 bedrooms, they have provision for 528 students that may need a 
wheelchair room. This is over 5.5% of the total London rooms. Over the last 5 years, Unite have 
provided 41 students with these rooms. For the previous academic year, Unite had 7 students in 
need of wheelchair sized rooms out of an approximate total of c.9500 bedrooms. This equates to a 
0.07% take up and thus demonstrates the exceptionally low need for accessible bedrooms; 
 

3. The majority of wheelchair students are housed by the universities close to campus for ease of 
travel; 
 

4. The 10% requirement was introduced in order to help meet a shortfall in wheelchair accessible 
housing within conventional housing. Generally, those who live in conventional dwellings are of an 
older demographic thus the percentage of those who have a disability and require wheelchair 
accessibility is far greater than the demographic affiliated with student accommodation. The normal 
age range of students is between 18 and 25, explaining why there has never been a shortfall in 
wheelchair provision within student housing; and 
 

5. Unite operate a policy of meeting the needs of an individual user and not applying a one size fits all 
policy. Indeed, should individual bedrooms need to be adapted; this can be done quickly and 
relatively easily to meet requirements. Unite have undertaken such additional alterations in 
discussion with the end user and provided a bespoke solution to a student’s needs. 
 

Given the above, it is not considered necessary to over provide on wheelchair accessible units which 
will not be used. Indeed, these units are required to be larger and thus an over-provision will 
unnecessarily reduce the number of student bedrooms able to be delivered within a scheme. This will 
in turn reduce the level of contribution a proposal can make towards housing supply.  

 

Recommendation: Based on the evidence above it is considered that the 10% requirement for 
adaptable rooms should be reduced to 5%.  

 

Part 2 and 3 – Affordable Contributions and Affordable Student Rent 

 

 Unite raise objection to the requirements of parts 2 and 3 of the policy for the following reasons: 

 

1. The overarching approach of draft policy P5 is in direct conflict with the approach of draft London 
Plan ‘Intend to Publish’ Version (the draft London Pan), as set out in draft policy H15, which is 
considered by the GLA to carry weight, for the following reasons: 
 
a. Regardless of whether rooms are provided for via nominations agreement, Draft policy H5 

requires a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing in addition to affordable student 
rents. This is clearly in conflict with draft policy H15 of the draft London Plan which is explicit 
that where PBSA provides a policy compliant level of affordable student rent, “boroughs should 
not require on-site provision of, or a contribution towards, conventional Use Class C3 affordable 
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housing”; 
 

b. For direct let student rooms, draft policy H5 requires 27% of the student bedrooms to be let at 
affordable student rent. This is in addition to the 35% conventional affordable housing 
requirement. This approach is in conflict to draft policy H15 of the draft London Plan which 
requires the majority of rooms, including all of the affordable rent rooms, within a student 
development to be subject to a nominations agreement with a minimum of 35% provided at 
affordable student rent; 

 

c. For rooms let via nominations agreement, draft policy P5 requires all rooms to be let at 
affordable student rent. This is in addition to the 35% conventional affordable housing 
requirement. This approach is in direct conflict with draft policy H15 of the draft London Plan 
which requires only at least 35% (50% on public land) to be delivered as affordable student rent, 
and only where this is not met should the maximum amount be provided as determined via 
viability testing; 
 

d. Reasons 1 and 2 of the supporting reasons for the policy set out a justification for the Council’s 
approach to PBSA, particularly with regards to the requirement for conventional affordable 
housing, stating that allowing too much student accommodation will restrict the delivery of family 
and affordable housing. However, this is contradictory to the draft London Plan which 
acknowledges that new flats, houses or bedrooms in PBSA all contribute to meeting London’s 
housing need. The completion of new PBSA therefore contributes to meeting London’s overall 
housing need, and is not in addition to this need; 
 

2. Notwithstanding the conflicts with regional policy outlined above, this approach will significantly 
hinder the viability and deliverability of student schemes. The requirement for 35% affordable 
housing, which is not compliant with the draft London Plan, in addition to a requirement for a level 
of affordable student rent beyond that of the level required by the London Plan, will undoubtedly 
have an effect on the viability of schemes. This should be further considered in the context of 
borough and mayoral CIL contributions which student schemes are also subject to; 
 

3. The hindered viability of student schemes and the subsequent effect on their deliverability will have 
numerous knock-on effects. Firstly, in accordance with the NPPF and draft London Plan which set 
out that PBSA contribute to overall housing, a hinderance on the delivery of student housing is 
equally a hinderance on the delivery of housing as a whole. Notwithstanding this, a lack of student 
accommodation, and particularly affordable student accommodation, will place additional pressure 
on family housing as students will be forced to occupy conventional dwellings. Increased delivery of 
PBSA in fact relieves pressure on family housing, which the Council itself notes is a typology highly 
needed across the borough. 

 

Recommendation: Parts 2 and 3 of draft policy P5 should be updated to reflect the draft London Plan 
position. The requirement for conventional affordable housing is in clear conflict with regional policy and 
should be removed. Additionally, requirements for affordable student rent should be revised in 
accordance with the draft London Plan.  

 

Reason 5 of the policy justification – Co-Living 

 

Reason no. 5 given as justification for policy P5 states the following: 
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“Development proposals for ‘co-living’ will be considered in the same way as direct let student 
accommodation and similarly trigger a requirement for self-contained affordable housing for 35% 
affordable housing. However, where this requirement can be exceeded additional affordable housing will 
be conventional affordable housing rather than affordable student rooms.” 

 

Unite object to this on the following basis: 

 

1. Co-living is a form of purpose-built shared living targeted largely at young professionals but available 
for all types of occupier. It is not a form of accommodation intended to be occupied by students 
alone. On this basis, co-living developments should not be assessed on the basis of draft policy P5 
which applies specifically to PBSA; 
 

2. The above is evidenced by the draft London Plan, whereby draft policy H16 of this plan sets out a 
series of policy requirements for co-living which are entirely separate from PBSA considerations; 
 

3. In any case, the requirement for at least 35% affordable housing as part of co-living developments, 
which would be required by draft policy H5, is in fact in conflict with draft policy H16 of the London 
Plan. Draft policy H16 requires a contribution (payment in lieu) towards affordable housing 
equivalent to 35% of the co-living units – it does not require the delivery of 35% affordable housing. 

 

Recommendation: Reason 5 of the justification for policy P5 should be removed. A separate policy 
should be added which applies to purpose built shared living (co-living), as per the draft London Plan. In 
addition, the requirement for at least 35% affordable housing should be revisited in the context of draft 
London Plan policy H16, which requires a contribution equivalent to this value only. 

 

DRAFT POLICY P52 ‘CYCLING’ 

 

Part 2 of policy P52 requires cycle parking to be delivered at a level of 1 space per bedroom for student 
accommodation and co-living development (Sui generis). Unite object to this requirement for the 
following reasons: 

 

1. The standards are not compliant with the draft London Plan which requires only 0.75 spaces per 
bedroom. In any case, this standard itself is still considered unnecessary given the additional 
reasons set out below; 
 

2. Unite’s experience has shown that cycle parking provision provided at policy complaint levels is 
severely underused. Enclosed within Appendix A (Representations to Draft New London Plan - 
WSP) is supporting evidence which refers to a survey (February 2018) undertaken by Unite to 
understand the present uptake of cycle utilisation across their student accommodation sites. The 
study demonstrates that the maximum average demand for cycle parking storage is 5% of bed 
places, which has been found across the 26 of Unite' sites which equates to a demand of one cycle 
space per 20 students; 
 

3. This over-provision of unnecessary cycle space can lead to loss of valuable floorspace in which 
more bedrooms can be provided, thus reducing the efficiency of the use of the land. By way of an 
example, Unite were required to provide a minimum of 423 cycle spaces for a student scheme in 
the London Borough of Islington which translates to a floor area of approximately 465 sqm or 385 
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sqm based on the typical requirements of 1.1sq.m for a Sheffield stand or 0.91sq.m for a dual-
stacking system respectively. Based on an average student cluster bedroom size of approximately 
11sq.m, this would result in the unnecessary loss of approximately 35-42 bedroom units; 
 

4. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that an increase in the provision of cycle parking for student 
accommodation would not directly result in an increase in cycling patterns amongst students. Firstly, 
student housing schemes are generally in close proximity to places of study, allowing the majority 
of journeys to be undertaken on foot. Furthermore, they are in areas with high levels of public 
transport accessibility providing an alternative means of transport. Additionally, the influence and 
take up of Cycle hire schemes provide an affordable means of transport, precluding the requirement 
for private cycle ownership and storage which eliminates the need for students to invest in safety, 
security and maintenance associated with private ownership; and 
 

5. Finally, student housing and co-living accommodation is developed at higher densities than 
conventional housing. As a consequence, and in order to provide the required levels of cycle parking, 
large areas of floorspace (typically at ground floor level) are lost. These areas could otherwise be 
used more efficiently and effectively for living space or town centre uses, providing numerous 
benefits to a scheme including increasing their viability. 

 

Recommendation: Given the above, it is considered that a 25% provision of cycle parking for student 
housing should be required. 

 

POLICY P30 – AFFORDABLE WORKSPACE 

 

Unite support part 2.1 of draft policy P30 which sets out the requirement to deliver at least 10% of 
proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at Discount Market Rents. 
Unite additionally support the definition of Discount Market Rents provided within draft policy P30 as “a 
rent that is less than the market rent”. Unite would reinforce that planning policy cannot dictate rental 
levels and thus specific discount levels should not be set.   

 

I trust the above is in order and look forward to confirmation of safe receipt of these formal 
representations. I reserve the position to further amplify these representations and participate in the 
Examination in Public as necessary.   

 

Yours faithfully,  

 

 

Director  

ROK Planning  

 

T:  

E:   
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:63�KDV�EHHQ� FRPPLVVLRQHG� E\ 81,7(� WR�XQGHUWDNH� D�F\FOH�VWRUDJH� GHPDQG� UHVHDUFK� QRWH� LQ�OLJKW�RI� WKH�GUDIW������
/RQGRQ� 3ODQ���$FURVV�WKHLU�/RQGRQ� (VWDWH�81,7( H[SHULHQFH� YHU\� ORZ�GHPDQG� IRU�F\FOH�VWRUDJH���81,7(� LV�FRQFHUQHG�

WKDW�WKHUH� LV�QR� MXVWLILFDWLRQ� IRU� IXWXUH� LQFUHDVHV� LQ�PLQLPXP�VWDQGDUGV� ZLWKLQ� WKH�GUDIW�/RQGRQ� 3ODQ�DQG� WKLV�ZLOO�OHDG� WR�
IXUWKHU� XQQHFHVVDU\� XQXVHG�VSDFH�ZLWKLQ� WKHLU� IXWXUH� UHGHYHORSPHQW� VLWHV�

%$&.*5281'

7KH� */$�KDV�SURYLGHG� WKH�GRFXPHQW� µ&\FOH�3DUNLQJ� ± 3DUW�RI� WKH�/RQGRQ� 3ODQ�HYLGHQFH� EDVH¶�'HFHPEHU� ����� ,W�
QRWHV�WKDW�WKH������(DUO\�0LQRU�$OWHUDWLRQV� WR�WKH�/RQGRQ� 3ODQ� LQFOXGHG�PLQLPXP�VWDQGDUGV� IRU�F\FOLQJ�IRU� WKH�ILUVW�
WLPH��DV�LW�FRQVLGHUHG� WKDW�VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� LV�HVVHQWLDOO\�UHVLGHQWLDO� LQ�QDWXUH� DQG�DV�VXFK�VKRXOG�EH�FRQVLVWHQW�

ZLWK�UHVLGHQWLDO� VWDQGDUGV� 6XEVHTXHQWO\�� WKH�HYLGHQFH� EDVH�UHFRJQLVHV� WKDW�IXUWKHU� DOWHUDWLRQV� GLG�QRW�LQFOXGH�VLPLODU�
ULVHV�LQ�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ� IRU�VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� DV�LW�LQFOXGHG� IRU� UHVLGHQWLDO� 7KLV�� WKH�HYLGHQFH� SDSHU� QRWHV��PHDQV�

WKDW�QRW�HYHU\� VWXGHQW�OLYLQJ� LQ�VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� FRXOG�RZQ�D�ELF\FOH� ,W�DOVR�UHFRJQLVHV� WKDW�VLQFH�VWXGHQW�
DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� GRHV�QRW�LQFOXGH�FDU�SDUNLQJ��VWXGHQWV�KDYH� D�OLPLWHG EXGJHW�� OLYH� LQ�LQQHU� /RQGRQ� DQG� WKDW�F\FOLQJ�
FRXOG�SRWHQWLDOO\�EULQJ� EHQHILWV�DQG�VXLWDEOH� IRU�GLVWDQFHV�WKDW�WKH\�DUH� OLNHO\�WR�WUDYHO�

7KH� GUDIW�/RQGRQ� 3ODQ�SURSRVHV�DQ�DPHQGPHQW� WR�WKH�PLQLPXP�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�VWDQGDUGV � EDVHG�RQ� WKH�ILQGLQJV� RI� WKH�

HYLGHQFH� IURP�WKH�DGRSWHG� /RQGRQ� 3ODQ�VWDQGDUG� RI��� F\FOH�VSDFH�IRU�HYHU\� WZR�EHGURRP� XQLWV WR�HIIHFWLYHO\� RQH�
F\FOH�VSDFH�IRU� HYHU\� EHG�VSDFH� 7KLV� LV�EDVHG�RQ� WKH�IROORZLQJ� H[WUDFWV�RI�7DEOH� �����RI� WKH�'UDIW� /RQGRQ� 3ODQ��
ZKHUH� HYHU\� VWXGLR�XQLW�UHTXLUHV� D�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�VSDFH�����

6XL�
JHQHULV

$V�SHU�PRVW�UHOHYDQW� RWKHU�VWDQGDUG�H�J��FDVLQR�DQG�WKHDWUH� �'���URRP�LQ�ODUJH�VFDOH�
SXUSRVH�EXLOW� VKDUHG�OLYLQJ�RU�VWXGHQW� DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� �VWXGLR�&��

&��
&�

'ZHOOLQJV�
�DOO�

��VSDFH�SHU�VWXGLR������VSDFHV�SHU���EHGURRP�XQLW�� ��VSDFHV�SHU�DOO�RWKHU�
GZHOOLQJV

35(9,286 5(35(6(17$7,216

81,7(� SUHSDUHG� ZULWWHQ�UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV LQ������ LQ�UHVSRQVH� WR�WKH�*/$�SURSRVLQJ� DQ� LQWURGXFWLRQ� RI�PLQLPXP�F\FOH�
SDUNLQJ�VWDQGDUGV� ZLWKLQ� WKH�/RQGRQ� 3ODQ���7KH� UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV� IRXQG WKDW�DFURVV�WKH�81,7(� HVWDWH�YHU\� OLWWOH�F\FOH�

SDUNLQJ�ZDV�XVHG��DW�DURXQG� ���

$Q�LQGHSHQGHQW VWXG\�ZDV�DOVR�XQGHUWDNHQ� LQ������RQ�EHKDOI� RI�.QLJKWVEULGJH� 6WXGHQW�+RXVLQJ�/WG�DQG�7KH�6WXGHQW�

+RXVLQJ� &RPSDQ\������ DFURVV�(QJODQG�� �7KH� 1RWH�UHIOHFWHG� WKH� ILQGLQJV�RI�81,7(¶V� ����� VWXG\��ILQGLQJ� ORZ�F\FOH�
VWRUDJH�XVDJH�RI�DURXQG� ��WR����DFURVV�ILYH� VLWHV�DQG����VLWHV�LQ�/RQGRQ� ZLWK�RFFXSDWLRQ� IURP� ]HUR�WR�����
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*UDSK� ��GHPRQVWUDWHV� WKH�F\FOH�RZQHUVKLS� DFURVV�WKH������DQG������VWXGLHV�UHIHUUHG� WR�DERYH�

*UDSK��� &\FOH�6WRUDJH�'HPDQG� E\�%HG�6SDFHV ��� 5DWLR�

678'<� 385326(� $1'�5(6($5&+� ),1',1*6

7KLV�1RWH�SURYLGHV� DQ�XSGDWH� WR�WKH������F\FOH�RFFXSDQF\�GDWD� WR�LGHQWLI\�FXUUHQW� F\FOH�VWRUDJH�XVDJH�DQG� WR�LGHQWLI\�
ZKHWKHU� WKHUH�KDV�EHHQ� D�JHQHUDO� LQFUHDVH� LQ�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�XWLOLVDWLRQ�DFURVV�WKHLU HVWDWH�

7KH� 1RWH� WKHQ GLVFXVVHV WKH�DSSURSULDWHQHVV� RI�DOLJQLQJ� VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� �6XL�*HQHULV� ODQG�XVH� FODVV��ZLWK�
UHVLGHQWLDO� ODQG�XVH�FODVV�

83'$7('� 5(6($5&+

81,7(� KDV�XQGHUWDNHQ� IXUWKHU� VXUYH\V�RI� WKHLU�VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� VLWHV�WR�XQGHUVWDQG� WKH�SUHVHQW�XSWDNH�RI�F\FOH�

XWLOLVDWLRQ�DFURVV�WKHLU�HVWDWH���7KH� VXUYH\V� ZHUH�XQGHUWDNHQ� EHWZHHQ� WKH��VW WR��WK )HEUXDU\� ������ �7KH� DSSURDFK� ZDV�
WR�FRXQW�WKH�QXPEHU� RI�ELF\FOHV�FRQWDLQHG� ZLWKLQ� WKHLU RQ�VLWH�F\FOH�VWRUHV�DW��DP��WLPHG WR�FDSWXUH�SHDN�WLPH�IRU� F\FOH�
VWRUDJH�UHTXLUHPHQWV�� �7KLV� LQFOXGHG� ���RI� WKHLU�/RQGRQ� VLWHV��SURYLGLQJ� UHSUHVHQWDWLYH� GDWD�DFURVV�WKHLU�/RQGRQ�

(VWDWH�
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3DJH��

6859(<� ),1',1*6

7KH� VHYHQ� GD\�PD[LPXP�F\FOH�VWRUDJH�GHPDQG� DFURVV�DOO����VLWHV�LV�LOOXVWUDWHG�E\�*UDSK���EHORZ�

$�PD[LPXP�DYHUDJH� GHPDQG� RI����RI�F\FOH�VWRUDJH�KDV�EHHQ� IRXQG� DFURVV�WKH����VLWHV���7KLV�HTXDWHV� WR�D�GHPDQG�
RI�RQH�F\FOH�VSDFH�SHU���EHGURRP� XQLW���7KHUH� ZDV�D�PD[LPXP�GHPDQG� RI���� RU���SHU�� EHGURRP� XQLW�KRZHYHU� DV�
JUDSK� ��LOOXVWUDWHV�EHORZ� WKLV�ZDV�OLPLWHG� WR�D�VLQJOH�VLWH��ZLWK� WKH�YDVW�PDMRULW\� ���WK SHUFHQWLOH�� UDQJLQJ� IURP��� WR����

RU���ELF\FOH�IRU�HYHU\� �����EHGURRP� XQLW�

*UDSK�� ± &\FOH�6WRUDJH�'HPDQG E\�%HG�6SDFHV ��� UDWLR�

,Q� WKH�ODVW���\HDUV�WKHUH�KDV�EHHQ� D�QHJOLJLEOH� LQFUHDVH� LQ�F\FOH�VWRUDJH�UHTXLUHPHQWV� IURP���WR����RI�ELF\FOHV�VWRUHG�
SHU�EHG�VSDFHV�

*UDSK� ���SURYLGHV� DQ�LQGLFDWLRQ�RI� WKH�XWLOLVDWLRQ�RI� WKH�OHYHO� RI�F\FOH�VWRUH�XVDJH�DFURVV�WKH�81,7(� HVWDWH���)RU�
H[DPSOH��RQH�RI� WKH�UHFHQWO\�FRPSOHWHG� VLWHV��6WDSOHWRQ�+RXVH�� H[SHULHQFHG� D�PD[LPXP�GHPDQG� RI����F\FOHV�ZLWKLQ�

WKH�F\FOH�VWRUH�DFFRPPRGDWLQJ ����F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�VSDFHV���7KLV VWRUH�ZRXOG� WKHUHIRUH� FRQWLQXDOO\�H[SHULHQFH� ����
HPSW\�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ� VSDFHV�

Ϭ͘ϬϬй

Ϯ͘ϬϬй
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*UDSK���� �1XPEHU�RI�&\FOH�3DUNLQJ�6SDFHV�&RPSDUHG�:LWK 1XPEHU�RI�3DUNHG�%LF\FOHV�

',6&866,21

*LYHQ� WKH�FRQVLVWHQW�ORZ�OHYHO� RI�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ IURP������ WR������ DQG� WKH�YHU\� ORZ� OHYHO� RI�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�GHPDQG� WKDW�

H[LVWV��LW�VWURQJO\�LQGLFDWHV WKDW�WKH�FXUUHQW� OHYHO� RI�F\FOH�VWRUDJH�JXLGDQFH� DW���SHU���EHGURRP� XQLW�LV�VLJQLILFDQWO\�RYHU�
SURYLGLQJ� F\FOH�VWRUDJH�FDSDFLW\�

$ IXUWKHU� LQFUHDVH� LQ�PLQLPXP�F\FOH�VWDQGDUGV� WR���SHU���LV�XQQHFHVVDU\�DQG�ZRXOG� EH�LQHIIHFWLYH� DW�VHHNLQJ�WR�
LQFUHDVH�F\FOLQJ�XVH�DQG�ZRXOG� OHDG� WR�HYHQ� JUHDWHU� OHYHOV� RI�SRRUO\�XWLOLVHG� VSDFH��
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3DJH��

/,1.6�72�5(6,'(17,$/ /$1'�86(� &/$66

7KH� HYLGHQFH� SURYLGHG� E\�7I/� LQ�GRFXPHQW� UHIHUUHG� WR�DERYH� VWDWHV�WKH�UDWLRQDOH� EHKLQG�VWRUDJH� LQFUHDVH�UHOLHV�RQ�
EULQJLQJ� VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� �6XL�*HQHULV�� PRUH� LQ�OLQH�ZLWK� UHVLGHQWLDO� ODQG�XVH� FODVV��&�� ODQG�XVH�FODVV����
+RZHYHU�� VRPH�RI� WKH GLIIHUHQFHV� LQ� WKH�WZR�ODQG�XVH� FODVVHV KDYH� EHHQ� LGHQWLILHG ZKLFK�DUH� OLNHO\�WR�LQIOXHQFH� WKH

SRWHQWLDO�XSWDNH� LQ�F\FOLQJ�EHWZHHQ� WKH�WZR�ODQG�XVH� FODVVHV���7KHVH� IDFWRUV�DUH� VXPPDULVHG� EHORZ�

� 6WXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� RFFXSLHUV�DUH�PRUH� OLNHO\�WR�EH�ZLWKLQ�D�ZDONLQJ GLVWDQFH� IURP�WKHLU�PDLQ�MRXUQH\�
GHVWLQDWLRQ�DQG� OHVV�OLNHO\ WR F\FOH���:KHUHDV�UHVLGHQWV�DUH�PRUH� OLNHO\�WR�OLYH� IXUWKHU� DZD\� IURP� WKHLU�
GHVWLQDWLRQV� LQFUHDVLQJ� WKH� OLNHOLKRRG�RI�F\FOLQJ�EHLQJ� DWWUDFWLYH��

� 6WXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� RFFXSLHUV�DUH�PRUH� WUDQVLHQW�DQG� WKHUH�DUH� EDUULHUV� WR�WUDQVIHUULQJ� ELF\FOHV�WR�
SODFH�RI�VWXG\��SDUWLFXODUO\� LI�VWXG\LQJ�DEURDG� RU� UHOLDQW�RQ�SXEOLF� WUDQVSRUW� WR�WUDYHO� WR�WKHLU�VWXGHQW�
DFFRPPRGDWLRQ IURP��WKHLU�KRPH��DQG

� 6WXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� VLWHV�KDYH� ]HUR�FDU�SDUNLQJ� DQG�RFFXSLHUV�DUH� WUDYHOOLQJ� VXVWDLQDEO\�IURP�WKH�
RXWVHW��L�H��WKHUH� LV�OHVV�VFRSH�IRU� PRGDO�VKLIW�FRPSDUHG� WR�UHVLGHQWLDO�

68**(67('� $3352$&+

*LYHQ� WKH�DERYH� UHVHDUFK� LW�LV�HYLGHQW� WKDW�WKH�OHYHO� RI�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ� XWLOLVDWLRQ�LV�FRQVLVWHQWO\�ORZ���$V�VXFK��IXUWKHU�

LQFUHDVH� LQ�SURYLVLRQ� ZLOO�EH�LQHIIHFWLYH� DW�HQFRXUDJLQJ� IXWXUH F\FOH�JURZWK�� �$OO�81,7(� VLWHV�KDYH� DPSOH�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�
DQG� WKHUH� LV�QRW�D�ODFN�RI�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ� FUHDWLQJ� D�EDUULHU� WR�F\FOH�RZQHUVKLS� 3XUSRVH�EXLOW�VWXGHQW�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� LV�
DOVR�W\SLFDOO\�EXLOW� LQ�DUHDV�RI�KLJK�SXEOLF� WUDQVSRUW�DFFHVVLELOLW\��SURYLGLQJ� DQ�DOWHUQDWLYH� WR�WUDYHOOLQJ� E\�ELF\FOH�IRU�

GHVWLQDWLRQV� IXUWKHU� DILHOG�

,I� WKHUH� LV�WR�EH�D�SROLF\�FKDQJH� LQ�UHODWLRQ� WR�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�� LW�VKRXOG� OLNHO\�FHQWUH�DURXQG�� �DOORZLQJ� GHYHORSHUV� WR�EH�
DEOH� WR�RII�VHW� F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�SURYLVLRQ� ZLWK�RWKHU� LQLWLDWLYHV� WR�HQFRXUDJH� F\FOH�RZQHUVKLS�� VXFK�DV�FRQWULEXWLRQV�
WRZDUGV�F\FOH�KLUH���VKDUH� LQLWLDWLYHV�� �7KHVH� LQLWLDWLYHV�ZRXOG� EH�DV�DQ�DOWHUQDWLYH� WR PHHWLQJ�FXUUHQW�PLQLPXP�/RQGRQ�

3ODQ�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ�VWDQGDUGV�� �

7KHUH� PD\�EH�RWKHU�EDUULHUV� WR�F\FOH�XSWDNH�DPRQJVW�VWXGHQWV�WKDW�VKRXOG�EH�H[SORUHG�� VXFK�DV�VDIHW\�DQG�VHFXULW\�
LVVXHV�DVVRFLDWHG�ZLWK�WUDYHO� E\�ELF\FOH�RU�VHFXUH�VWRUDJH� ZLWKLQ�KLJKHU� HGXFDWLRQ� FDPSXVHV �

,W�PD\�EH� WKDW�F\FOH�VWRUDJH�SURYLVLRQ� LV�DJUHHG� ZLWK�WKH�ORFDO�SODQQLQJ� DXWKRULW\� RQ�D�FDVH�E\�FDVH�EDVLV��ZLWK� WKH�
SURYLVLRQ� EDVHG�RQ� OLNHO\ GHPDQG�� �7KLV�VWRUDJH� OHYHO ZRXOG�EH�EDVHG�RQ�IDFWRUV�VXFK�DV��SUR[LPLW\� WR�KLJKHU�

HGXFDWLRQ��DYDLODELOLW\� RI�SXEOLF� WUDQVSRUW DQG�H[SHULHQFH� RI�F\FOH�SDUNLQJ� GHPDQG�DW�VLPLODU�VLWHV�

7KLV�PRUH� IOH[LEOH�DSSURDFK� ZRXOG�DOORZ� IRU� DOWHUQDWLYH� XVH IRU�SRRUO\�XWLOLVHG�VSDFH��VXFK�DV�LQFUHDVH� LQ�VWXGHQW�

ZHOIDUH DQG UHFUHDWLRQDO� IDFLOLWLHV�ZLWKLQ� WKH�DFFRPPRGDWLRQ� VLWHV�
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Dear Sir/Madam, I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I 
am a member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association and local resident. We 
are extremely concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned 
for our area. This plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the 
Bakerloo Line extension which has now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial 
problems caused by the pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to double the 
population of Southwark over the next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely 
abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms of transport to 
support such a huge increase in population. In addition there has been widespread reduction 
of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing across 
the borough since the pandemic started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing 
stress and misery for residents; journey times are hugely increased and as cars are now on 
the roads for longer which increasing fuel emissions. There have also been a huge increase 
in road rage resulting in altercations on the streets. It’s insane to keep reducing road capacity 
for traffic whilst simultaneously increasing the population. Whilst we can appreciate that the 
new developments are largely car-free, traffic will still be an issue as those without cars will 
still be using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially considering that the Bakerloo Line extension 
has been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic 
problems. Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current 
building and regeneration issues please see below specific comments on the New 
Southwark Plan. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association wish to get Pages 
Walk and Walk identified specifically to the inspectors as areas of high concern. Please can 
you confirm receipt of my comments. Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
Irina Waterhouse 
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26 October 2020 
 

 
 
 
 
  Planning Policy  

 

 
 
By email only: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan  
 
We write on behalf of our client, Newington Square Limited, to make representations on the Proposed 
Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (PCSNSP). 
 
In February 2018, Savills made representations on behalf of the previous owners of 101 Newington 
Causeway, The Salvation Army Trustee Company in response to consultation on the New Southwark Plan: 
Proposed Submission Version (December 2017). The representation expressed broad in-principle support for 
the site allocation and the identification of the sites potential to accommodate tall buildings. Newington 
Square Limited is now in contract to purchase the site from The Salvation Army Trustee Company. 
 
Newington Square Limited is broadly supportive of the principles of Site Allocation NSP44 which recognise 
the potential of the site to help realise the wider vision for the Elephant and Castle. However, the addition of 
an “indicative residential capacity” to the policy is unduly prescriptive and we have set our comments below. 
 
NSP44: Indicative residential capacity 
 
In their response to the submission version of the New Southwark Plan, the Inspectors raised concerns as to 
the effectiveness of the site allocation policies in the view of the following guidance from Paragraph 61-60-
20190315 of the Planning Practise Guidance (PPG): 
 
“in order to demonstrate that there is a reasonable prospect that large scale developments can come forward, 
strategic policy-making authorities are expected to make a realistic assessment about the prospect of sites 
being developed (and associated delivery rates) (Paragraph 61-60-20190315)” 
 
The Inspectors went on to note that the site allocation policies did not provide sufficient indication as to what 
the minimum number of dwellings that are expected to come forward on the sites would be. In response, the 
Council is proposing that site capacity information from its evidence base be included within the site 
allocations.  
 
As a result, Site Allocation NSP44 now includes an “indicative residential capacity” of 57 homes. This figure 
has been determined by an iterative series of site capacity studies undertaken by officers. The Site 
Allocations Methodology Report (December, 2019) states that assumptions around site efficiency and 
appropriate height and mass informed the capacity calculation. We would emphasise the importance of a 
contextual site based approach to such studies that takes account of the challenges, constraints and 
opportunities specific to each site.  
 
We consider that the addition of an indicative residential capacity is unjustified for a number of reasons as set 
out below. 
 

Southwark Council 
PO Box 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
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1) Land use priorities 
 
At page 183, the PCSNSP provides some justification for the Council’s use of Site Allocations as a means 
identifying development sites of strategic importance. The text states that “Site Allocations set out the land 
uses that must be provided as part of any redevelopment alongside other acceptable land uses that may be 
provided in addition to the required land uses (emphasis added).” 
 
Later, the PCNSP introduces new supporting text to provide definitions for the terms “must”, “should”, and 
“may” in the context of the Site Allocations: 
 
Site Allocations require that development ‘must’ achieve certain land uses or requirements where they are 
essential to meet the strategic needs of the borough. 
 
Site Allocations specify that development ‘should’ achieve certain land uses or requirements where they can 
achieve the ‘must’ requirements of the Site Allocation and can also achieve all the requirements of the 
‘should’. All possible efforts should be made to achieve all the site requirements of both ‘must’ and ‘should’. 
 
In the Site Allocation NSP44, the text states that the site should provide new homes (C3) in contrast to 
employment uses and active ground floor frontages with town centre uses which must be provided. The 
prescriptive nature of the indicative residential capacity is unjustified in this context given that residential uses 
on the site are not considered essential to meeting the Council’s strategic needs and that there is no 
prescription for the quantum of town centre uses which are deemed essential. Given the priority of land use 
requirements on this site, the inclusion of an indicative residential capacity places undue emphasis on a lower 
priority use.  
 
2) Housing supply 
 
The indicative residential capacity for the site is drawn from the Council’s evidence base, specifically its Site 
Allocations Methodology Report (December, 2019). Paragraph 3.16 states that the Council’s housing 
requirements will be met through Site Allocations which “must” provide housing. The report goes on to state 
that these sites are required to contribute to the Council’s 5 year supply of housing land and provide 
approximately 25,000 new homes.  In respect of Site Allocations which “should” provide housing , these sites 
result in an uplift of approximately 5,000 new homes identified in the 5 to 15 Year Housing Land Supply 
Report for years 6-15. 
 
Additionally, we note that the Southwark Five and Fifteen Year Housing Land Supply 2016-2031 (2017) 
assessment concludes that the Borough “has more capacity than required” in the short and long term, with 
sites that could deliver 18,595 homes by 2021 and 42,043 by 2031”(including a 20% buffer to encourage 
more development in the short-term).  
 
The Council’s evidence base makes clear therefore that its housing supply trajectory has sufficient capacity 
from strategic “must provide” sites and is not reliant on sites that “should” provide new homes, such as 
NSP44.  
 
In their comments to the Council, the Inspectors highlight need for plan making authorities to make realistic 
assessments about the prospects of sites being delivered and associated delivery rates, citing paragraph 61-
060-20190315 of the PPG. This PPG guidance is set out in response to the following question: 
 
How can strategic policy-making authorities demonstrate that there is a reasonable prospect that large scale 
developments such as new settlements, or significant extensions to existing villages and towns can be 
developed within a set timescale? (emphasis added) 
 
The question and corresponding guidance clearly point to the need for local plans to identify sites capable of 
delivering an authority’s housing requirement over a 5 year period in line with paragraph 73 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (NPPF, 2019).  Given that Southwark’s 5 year housing supply is to be met from 
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site allocations that “must” provide housing, we consider it reasonable that those Site Allocations indicate 
their residential capacity to demonstrate deliverability in response to the Inspectors’ comments and the PPG 
guidance.  
 
Where Site Allocations do not contribute to the 5 year supply, such as NSP44, the inclusion of an indicative 
residential capacity is unjustified and overly and unnecessarily prescriptive. This requirement could have the 
effect of unnecessarily constraining development and would therefore not be effective in its delivery. 
Therefore, making this change would provide flexibility and it will ensure that the New Southwark Plan (NSP) 
is effective in its delivery. 
 
Development Management Policies 
 
In addition to our observations on the Site Allocation NSP44, we note that at policy P14 Residential Design, 
the Council is seeking to apply additional requirements in terms of private and communal amenity space 
which go above London Plan standards. In terms of communal amenity, this includes a requirement for 
50sqm of communal amenity space per block in flatted developments. In terms of private amenity, this 
includes requirements for: 
 

 a minimum 50sqm private garden space which is 10m in length for new houses 

 10 square metres of private amenity space per unit in flatted developments 

Whilst we acknowledge the importance of communal and private open amenity, we consider that the Council 
ought to recognise that the borough incorporates central London locations where land is at a premium and 
presents constraints that can make development very challenging. By adding further requirements in these 
locations, the Council risks making it more difficult to optimise the limited supply of brownfield land. Unless 
there is a very robust case for not doing so, the Council ought to apply the emerging London Plan (Intend to 
Publish) standards to private and communal amenity space.  
 
This requirement could have the effect of unnecessarily constraining development and would therefore not 
be effective in its delivery. Therefore, making this change in accordance with the draft London Plan 
standards would provide flexibility and it will ensure that the NSP is effective in its delivery. 
 
We note at policy P4 Private Rented Homes that new self-contained, private rented homes in developments 
providing 100 or more homes must provide the maximum amount of affordable homes with a minimum of 
35% subject to viability. The policy goes on to state that where the provision of private rented homes 
generates a higher development value than a build for sale equivalent, the minimum affordable housing 
requirement will increase to the point where there is no financial benefit to providing private rented homes 
over build for sale homes. 
 
Given that policy P1 Social Rented and Intermediate Housing offers a fast track route for build for sale 
developments providing 40%  affordable housing, we question why >100 unit build to rent schemes providing 
the same quantum do not also qualify for the fast track route. We consider that a provision for the fast track 
route in policy P4 will provide flexibility and ensure that the NSP is effective in its delivery. 
 
We note at policy P16 Tall Buildings that the requirement for new publically accessible space at or near the 
top of tall buildings now applies to all tall buildings where appropriate and not buildings over 60m. We 
welcome the recognition that publically accessible space may not always be appropriate. However, we also 
note that the requirement now applies to buildings exceeding 30m in height. In this context, we reiterate the 
challenges associated with optimising development on constrained brownfield sites in parts of Southwark 
such as the Elephant and Castle where building heights will exceed 30m. The Council risks compounding 
these challenges by making requirements for publically accessible space where this is not deliverable for a 
range of reasons. The recognition that the policy should only apply “where appropriate” will be key to 
providing flexibility and ensuring that the NSP is effective in its delivery. 
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Conclusion 
 
In summary, Newington Square Limited supports the Council’s broad vision for a comprehensive mixed-use 
redevelopment of the site at 101 Newington Causeway as reflected in the Site Allocation NSP44. Newington 
Square Limited recognises the potential the redevelopment has to contributing to the wider Elephant and 
Castle vision. Notwithstanding, Newington Square Limited has concerns about the justification for the 
inclusion of an indicative residential capacity given the lower priority for housing on this site and the fact that it 
does not contribute to the Council’s 5 year supply. As currently drafted, they believe the policy to be unsound 
and that it will not be effective in its delivery. In addition, we have concerns about a number of the 
Development Management policies. The private and communal amenity space requirements as currently 
drafted in policy P14 risk constraining development. In addition, the approach to fast track routes for build to 
rent schemes in policy P4 lacks flexibility and may reduce the effectiveness of the NSP in its delivery. Lastly, 
the requirement for publically accessible space in buildings exceeding 30 metres in height again risks 
constraining development and undermining the effectiveness of the NSP. 
 
We look forward to acknowledgement of receipt of these representations and additional information about the 
examination hearing sessions which we are keen to participate in.   
 
Please do not hesitate to contact us on the details at the head of this letter should you require any further 
information. 
 
 

Yours faithfully 

Savills 
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SH/KFW/DP4622 

 

26th October 2020 

 

 

 

Plan Making Team 

London Borough of Southwark 

160 Tooley Street 

London 

SE1 2TZ 

 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

 

CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW 

SOUTHWARK PLAN 

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF BRITISH LAND (LAND BETWEEN GREAT 

SUFFOLK STREET AND GLASSHILL STREET) 

 

On behalf of our client, British Land Fixed Uplift Fund Limited Partnership, a subsidiary of The 

British Land Company PLC (‘British Land’), we write in relation to the current consultation on 

the submitted New Southwark Plan (‘NSP’). The purpose of this consultation is to consult on the 

latest changes made following the Examination in Public on the submitted NSP. These 

representations should be read in this context.  

Background 

As you will be aware, British Land hold substantial land interests in Southwark, most notably in 

Canada Water, including Surrey Quays Shopping Centre, the former Harmsworth Quays 

Printworks and Surrey Quays Leisure Park sites as well as the former Dock Offices.  

British Land has a long-term interest in the site referred to as ‘Land between Great Suffolk Street 

and Glasshill Street’(Ref: NSP07). As detailed in our previous representations to the London 

Borough of Southwark (LBS), it is important that the Plan and the Site Allocations documents 

reflect the prospective development aspirations for the Site. To this end, representatives from 

DP9 and British Land met with officers at LBS to discuss the content of the Site Allocations 

Documents in July 2017. The purpose of these discussions was to agree the existing uses and 

outline the prospective options for the Site which could contributions towards the long-term 

aspirations of the Plan.  
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Site Allocation  

We note that the current Site Allocation has not fully incorporated our previous representations 

since the publication of the updated NSP. Our previous representations principally relate to the 

existing uses on the Site or provision of acceptable uses which could be brought forward at this 

location, which had previously been broadly agreed with LBS officers. For ease of reference, 

our previous comments are set out below:  

• References to existing uses not included: 

• 2,196sqm of non-employment floorspace (Data Centre);  

• 9,759sqm of employment floorspace (Use Class E); and  

• the Car Park. 

 

• Removal of reference to the re-provision of 50% of the development as employment 

floorspace; 

• Removal of reference to the provision of active retail frontages at ground floor level along 

the Low Line walking route; 

• The combination of proposed redevelopment options which the site may provide, 

including required uses and acceptable uses (referred to in the Site Vision), including 

Hotels (Use Class C1) and re-provision of employment uses. 

 

The Consultation Report previously stated that a hotel use (Use Class C1) would be considered 

an acceptable use at this location, however, this has subsequently been removed from the 

breakdown of uses in the Site Requirements. We would therefore request that the Council review 

the wording of the Site Allocation to take into account the above points and amend the existing 

wording accordingly.  

 

In addition, we would reiterate our request to remove the reference in the Site Requirements to 

re-provision of 50% employment floorspace as part of the development. We consider that the 

removal of this requirement is justified in order to align with updated draft Policy P29 (Office 

and Business Development), which requires development to retain or increase levels of Class B 

uses and/or other employment generating floorspace (Sui Generis Use Class) across the borough 

unless: 

 

“in exceptional circumstances, the loss of employment may be accepted in the Central Activities 

Zone, town centres, opportunity areas and where specified in site allocations, where the 

retention or uplift in employment floorspace on the site is not feasible.” 

 

Whilst we agree with LBS’s Consultation Report response that the Site is located in the Central 

Activities Zone which is a suitable location for employment growth, in light of the above policy 
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wording, we consider that the existing reference to the re-provision of employment floorspace 

detailed in the Site Vision is too prescriptive and would undermine the principle policy intention 

of P29.  

 

In summary, we do not consider this a sound approach given that the Plan prescribes a punitive 

approach for sites allocated within the Plan which is contradictory to the proposed policy 

intention set out in draft Policy P29. This diversion from policy would establish a separate 

approach to allocated and windfall sites, whereby the latter would not be subject to prescriptive 

thresholds for delivery. We therefore urge the Council to remove this wording from the Site 

Allocation.  

 

We trust that our representations for Site Allocation NSP07 will be fully considered by LBS as 

part of this round of consultation on the New Southwark Plan. We look forward to receiving 

confirmation that the representations have been received. In the meantime, should you have any 

questions or require any further information in relation to the above, please contact  or 

 at this office.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

DP9 Ltd 

Enc. 
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SH/KFW/DP4622 

 

26th October 2020 

 

 

 

Plan Making Team  

London Borough of Southwark 

160 Tooley Street 

London 

SE1 2TZ 

 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

 

CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW 

SOUTHWARK PLAN 

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF BRITISH LAND (CROFT STREET) 

 

On behalf of our client, British Land Fixed Uplift Fund Limited Partnership, a subsidiary of The 

British Land Company PLC (‘British Land’), we write in relation to the current consultation on 

the submitted New Southwark Plan (‘NSP’). The purpose of this consultation is to consult on the 

latest changes made following the Examination in Public on the submitted NSP. These 

representations should be read in this context.  

Background 

As you will be aware, British Land hold substantial land interests in Southwark, most notably in 

Canada Water, including Surrey Quays Shopping Centre, the former Harmsworth Quays 

Printworks and Surrey Quays Leisure Park sites as well as the former Dock Offices.  

British Land has a long-term interest in the Croft Street Depot. As detailed in our previous 

representations to the London Borough of Southwark (LBS), it is important that the Plan and the 

Site Allocations documents, reflect the prospective development aspirations for the Site. To this 

end, representatives from DP9 and British Land met with officers at LBS to discuss the content 

of the Site Allocations Documents in July 2017. The purpose of these discussions was to agree 

the existing uses and outline the prospective options for the Site which could contributions 

towards the long-term aspirations of the Plan. The Site Allocation was later removed in error and 

subsequently reinstated in January 2019 (Updated Ref: NSP079) ahead of the formal submission 

of the NSP to the Secretary of State for an Examination in Public.  
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Proposed Site Allocation 

The current allocation for Croft Street has been updated to reflect the format of other site 

allocations within the NSP. Notwithstanding, we note that our previous representations have not 

been taken into consideration. In particular, we would draw the Inspector’s attention to our 

representations in September 2017 where the existing floorspace area (sqm) in the Site 

Allocation was considered to be over-estimated by 1,966sqm on the basis of British Land’s 

records.  

In addition, we would note that the existing use of the building should also be updated to reflect 

that the building is used as a Data Centre, comprising of ‘non-employment generating’ floorspace 

as previously discussed with LBS officers. This is on the basis that the building principally 

houses equipment in relation to its use as a Data Centre with a small ancillary office space for 

site management purposes. To this end, we would expect that the same level of non-employment 

generating floorspace should be re-provided as part of any future redevelopment.  

On this basis, we would ask that the site allocation is updated to reflect our previous 

representations in relation to the existing uses as set out above.  

We look forward to receiving confirmation that the representations have been received. In the 

meantime, should you have any questions or require any further information in relation to the 

above, please contact  or  at this office.  

Yours sincerely, 

DP9 Ltd 

Enc.  
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Planning Policy                                    Nick Cook                                 
5th Floor Hub 2      Senior Development Surveyor 
Southwark Council      Guy’s & St Thomas’ Charity                                
PO Box 64529      Francis House                                    
London SE1P 5LX      9 Kings Head Yard  
        London SE1 1NA 

         Friday 9th October 2020 

Dear Sir/Madam 

Re: New Southwark Plan Submission Version – Proposed Modifications for 
Examination 2019 to 2034  

Guy’s & St Thomas’ Charity (the Charity) is an independent urban health foundation.  

We work closely with Guy’s and St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust (the Trust) and 
Kings College London (KCL) and others, to improve health and wellbeing in the 
London Boroughs of Lambeth and Southwark and beyond. 

Our strategy includes leading in the development of programmes focussed in 
Southwark and Lambeth on: 

 Childhood obesity - where the goal is to close the inequality gap by bringing 
down childhood obesity rates in the poorest neighbourhoods to compare with 
the most affluent ones. 

 Multiple long-term conditions – our goal is to slow people’s progression 
through testing interventions. 

 Health effects of air pollution – we want to address the health effects of poor 
air quality on people in our inner-city area.   

 Adolescent mental health – to explore ways to prevent and support young 
people with mental health issues. 

To put our work into context we plan to put around £250 million into improving health 
in Lambeth and Southwark over our 10-year strategy. As the Hospital Charity we 
raise funds to support the work across the Trust, assign around £3 million a year 
towards improving patient and staff experience, and to transform healthcare settings. 
At the present time we are making extraordinary donations to the Trust to support 
staff at this time of COVID-19 crisis and are leading on fundraising. 

We are extremely fortunate to be the beneficiary of a large Endowment which we 
proactively commercially manage to fund our Charitable purposes. Property forms 
40% of this Endowment. 

We thank-you for the opportunity to respond to the proposed modifications to the 
new Southwark Local Plan (NSP). Please note that our advisors, Savills, have 
previously submitted a written representation to the earlier version of the Southwark 
Local Plan consultation, on behalf of the Charity, in their submission dated 27 
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February 2018.  

Accordingly, we have focussed comments on any substantive new proposals to the 
NSP. 

We hold significant land holdings in the immediate London Bridge area, amongst 
them at Snowsfields. 

Our representations relate primarily to the proposed policies for London Bridge and 
the site allocation NSP49 (previous identified NSP 51):London Bridge Health Cluster. 

We are in the process of exploring options for the future redevelopment of our site at 
London Bridge. Whilst we continue to support the principles of site allocation NSP49 
to deliver large scale comprehensive, mixed-use redevelopment. 

We note the following amendments and comment as follows: 

‘NSP49: London Bridge Health Cluster’  

Employment Floorspace 

We welcome the inclusion that “Redevelopment of the site may: 

• Provide for the needs of visitors, pedestrians and the surrounding workforce 

through the provision of ancillary uses, including town centre uses (A1, A2, A3, A4, 

B1); 

• Provide other ancillary uses which would complement the health cluster (C2, D1).  

• Provide student housing (sui generis) where this is directly linked to nominations 

from the hospital.”   

and that the allocation includes the introduction of B1 uses, and this is helpful, 
although we would question its reference in light of the amendment to the Use 
Classes Order of Class E. 

Tall Buildings 

In addition to our comments below, please see our comments and request set out in 
our earlier submission.  

We note that there have also been some adjustments to the Tall Buildings Policy 
(P16) with a new map introduced showing the various views including Nunhead 
Cemetery, and London Bridge and the CAZ are still envisaged as an appropriate 
place for tall buildings.  

Our previous request for amendment to NSP 51, (now PSP49) would give greater 
flexibility for a redevelopment to be judged on the design merits of the building taking 
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into account the local context. 

Affordable Workspace 

With regard to affordable workspace, we note that Policy P30 has been updated to 
confirm that it, 

 ‘applies to all new build developments providing over 500sqm of new employment 

floorspace regardless of any existing employment uses that will be demolished.’  

The 10% quantum is still proposed and whilst there is some helpful wording about 
potential occupiers added which includes, 

 ‘charities, voluntary and community organisations or social enterprises; creative and 

artists’ workspace; rehearsal and performance space and makerspace; occupiers for 

disadvantaged groups starting up in any sector; occupiers in support of educational 

outcomes through connections to schools, colleges or higher education; existing 

businesses in Southwark who need to relocate; small businesses located in 

Southwark; and start-ups or small businesses otherwise identified,’ 

given our site’s inclusion within the Health Cluster redevelopment we would request 
that consideration is given to include that, 

 the development and use of specifically a health facilities building, including medical 

research use, should also be a noted as an exceptional circumstance to this 
provision. 

 

Public Examination 

We request that we and our advisor are invited to attend and speak at the oral 
section of the Examination in Public (EiP), and would be grateful if you would provide 
us with a written acknowledgement of receipt of this and our earlier representations.  

We should be grateful if you would please keep us informed of any anticipated date 
of the EiP, and further progress and amendments of the NSP. 

Yours faithfully, 

 
Senior Development Surveyor 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a local resident 
and member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association. 
 
I live at  and my phone number is .  My email address is 

 
 
I am strongly opposing updates and plans for NSP55: Mandela Way. 
 
There is no question that certain parts of this area should and need to be regenerated for the 
good of the community, the buildings and to attract commerce to the district.  However, the scale 
and ambition of the current plans are totally out of kilter with the surroundings and the needs of 
Londoners in 2021 and beyond.  This is why I write to you today. 
 
Most recently, the indefinite delay to the Bakerloo line extension project must call into question 
the effectiveness and accuracy of the numbers you have projected for this project.  The 
ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must either be re-
thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms of 
transport to support such a huge increase in population.  Also the economic confidence that 
people will be able to buy the huge volume of flats or rent the office space. 
 
Specific objections: 
 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 
Is it effective? No 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since 
November 2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off 
Mandela Way that backs onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win 
when they agreed to change the original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced 
housing with gardens backing on to our existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk 
Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning 
proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new development will mirror our Conservation 
Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and preserve history of the few pockets of 
heritage that remain in Southwark.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and 
objectives of sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to 
build  5-6 stories high buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the 
conservation area to the north of the terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England 
has expressed concerns about the height of buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ 
of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, 
Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the area. We were previously assured that 
buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from Pages Walk but on the new proposal 
there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey development in relatively close 
proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning principles of sustaining 
and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing buildings sit at a maximum of 2 
stories in the locality. 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that 
are completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  The buildings seem to 
be full of expensive accommodation and office space that will be left empty – so it doesn’t seem 
like this scale of project will be benefitting developers either.  
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The regeneration is needed but the proposals for it are strongly opposed and certainly do not 
work for the current residents of the area (not just Pages Walk). 
 
We submitted a petition earlier this summer with at least 78 signatures to proving our opposition. 
In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association has 
been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept ignorant of and 
are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it evident that 
we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new applications should 
be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually fighting new overly 
ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a 
decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low scale 
environment. 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and 
arrangement respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context 
there is no determination of what positively means and therefore how and by whom 
‘harm’ is assessed in the context of proposed developments.  In an area as diverse 
as Southwark it is very easy to point to a development in proximity to a site and claim 
that it justifies a development of similar height and massing a block away; only that 
block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages Walk is a 
predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments 
for justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local 
heritage of Pages Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten 
to engulf what is an already protected neighbourhood. 

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address 
this kind of behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are 
specific to the site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of 
SE1 having been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the 
blitz are cherished. We live in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we 
should be celebrating that. It’s important to culturally preserve areas not just for 
residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how 
‘harm’ created by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. 
The renders we have seen from current plans seem like concrete and glass blocks 
which are absolutely not in keeping with the site’s historical context…  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  
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Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that 
addresses this situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to 
develop infrastructure necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with 
younger children. Designing out crime cannot be limited to the design of buildings 
and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the 
middle of residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas 
creating higher risk at weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of 
youth services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain 
capacity of health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are 
allowed. Recreational facilities should be available to all existing residents 
rather than exclusively for those within gated developments. Crime is reduced 
in a cohesive integrated communities.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is 
restricted or wind tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such 
developments. There is insufficient reference in the policy about how impact on 
community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to 
the significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is 
extremely vague and will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it 
lacks clarity on what is meant by location and therefore how far out height of existing 
buildings can be considered. For example, making reference to Elephant and Castle 
and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 storey buildings on 
Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are 
seeing is developers referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not 
approved and refer to this as ‘emerging context’ to justify their own excessive 
heights. This results in higher and higher developments being created in areas that 
were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 story 
buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne 
regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of 
Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving our opposition.  In addition to the Harold 
Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association have been 
raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept ignorant of 
and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should 
make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height 
and massing in our area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to 
reflect this. We should not have to be continually fighting new overly ambitious and 
greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a decent 
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residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment. 
 
Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a 
community asset and will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the 
boundaries of consideration are too narrow. There should be a band around 
conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but where stricter 
consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there 
needs to be an equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation 
area for example.  

 
Thank you for taking my comments into account, I look forward to the next stage of the 
proposals. 
 
Alex. 
 

 
 

 
 

At Story we take your privacy seriously and will only use your personal information to provide you with 

relevant updates regarding our portfolio of clients.  

 

This email conversation and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 

recipient or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, the email and any files have 

been transmitted to you in error and any copy, distribution or other use of the information contained in them is 

strictly prohibited.  

Nothing in this email conversation amounts to contractual or other legal commitment on behalf of Story and/or 

its clients.  

 

Story PR. Registered Number: 06591094 

Registered in England & Wales 250 Woodcote Road, Wallington, Surrey, SM6 0QE 
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Dear sir/madam, 

 

I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 

the submitted NSP August 2020’. 

Contact details:   
Title: Rev. Dr.  

Full Name:Leonard Amechi 

Email:  

Organisation: Community Outreach Ministries 

Address:  

 

I do not wish to appear at the Examination in Public.   

 

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 
I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the right 

direction, but they do not yet make this policy sound on the tests of soundness – positively 

prepared, justified or effective. Changes are required and some suggested for the reasons 

explained below: 

The Old Mill Building 
The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site allocation 

document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, stating only that 

‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets such as the railway viaduct 

and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland Road, which is of local interest’. 

 A Local List will soon be prepared and the Old Mill Building will be nominated by 
local people.  
 

This provides little protection over the building.  

 

The site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building specifically should be 

retained. 

 

Thank you  

Yours sincerely, 

Mrs Pauline Amechi 

Trustee of 

Community Outreach ministries. 
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Comments to the New Southwark Plan - Clean version


Nancy Coleman-Frank




I would like to speak at the Examination in Public. 


TOPIC: PNAAP1 / NSP71 Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station- Residential Units  
is not justified. 

PNAAP1 site-specific guidance indicates that 400 ‘residential units’ are appropriate for this site. 
The NSP indicates an indicative residential capacity of 850 ‘homes’. This policy is not justified 
because the two policy documents are in conflict. Additionally, an indicative residential capacity of 
850 homes will create an extremely dense, high rise neighbourhood, not in keeping or appropriate 
for Peckham Town Centre.


Suggest: the policy should remove the reference to indicative capacity of 850 residential units. 


TOPIC: PNAAP1 / NSP71 Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station- Tall Buildings  
is not justified and not positively prepared.


A taller building is defined at more than 30 metres (more than 12 storeys) (NSP71) Stated is the 
potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys (PNAAP1), alongside a significant 
increase in meaningful public space. PNAAP1/NSP71 ignores policies set out in:

 

• in P12 (Design of places) ensuring height, scale, massing, arrangement and positive 

response to the existing townscape. A building of this height will not fit with the 
distinctiveness and architectural character of the current buildings. 


• in P13 (Design quality) ensuring specific design solutions to the site’s historic context, fitting 
to the location, context and scale. There are no buildings over six storeys in the vicinity of the 
proposed development.


• in P16 2. (Tall buildings) not causing harmful impact on strategic views. The site lies within 
the Borough View of St Paul’s Church from One Tree Hill.


• P16 3. (Tall buildings) avoiding environmental impacts such as wind shear, overshadowing 
and solar glare. A building of more than 20 storeys will inevitably cause such impacts.


• in P19 (Conservation areas) regarding the significance of conservation areas. The plan 
encroaches on a conservation area which contains unlisted buildings of townscape merit.


Suggest: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark building up to 20 storeys.
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Planning Policy 
Southwark Council  
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 

 
26 October 2020 

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Representations on Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted 
New Southwark Plan 2018 – 2033 (August 2020) 

Notting Hill Genesis (‘NHG’) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the New 
Southwark Plan (‘NSP’) and are writing to make representations in respect of the 
Proposed Changes to the Submitted NSP. 

In 2014, NHG and the London Borough of Southwark (LBS) entered into a 
Development Partnership to regenerate the Aylesbury Estate in line with the 
Aylesbury Area Action Plan (AAAP) (2010) and in accordance with our shared 
objectives, which include a multi-decade programme for the physical and socio-
economic regeneration of the Estate.  

The emerging NSP provides an important planning framework to support the 
remaining phases of redevelopment at Aylesbury and is key to delivering a 
successful and viable regeneration programme. NHG welcomes the references 
within the emerging NSP to the Estate but encourages LBS to ensure that a clear, 
inclusive and progressive set of policies for Aylesbury is included in the NSP to build 
upon and update the AAAP. 

To this end, NHG looks forward to further constructive engagement with LBS as the 
emerging NSP advances through the plan making process.  NHG would be happy to 
expand on these representations at a future meeting with LBS.  In the meantime, 
please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any queries.   

 

Kind regards, 

 

Director of Regeneration 
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Planning Policy 
Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 
26th October 2020 
By email only  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ref: JOH-PSS 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

Re: NSP Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes to the Submitted New 

Southwark Plan, August 2020 

HTA Planning are acting on behalf of JH Parkhouse Ltd to provide 

additional feedback on the forthcoming New Southwark Plan (NSP) 

following the submission of the plan for examination by the Secretary of 

State on 16th January 2020, and re-consultation on an amended document 

which commenced on 27th August 2020 until 26th October 2020.   

JH Parkhouse Ltd is a joint venture, managed by Joseph Homes. Joseph 

Homes is a progressive, residential-led mixed use developer dedicated to 

making life better not just for their homeowners, but for their employees, 

neighbourhoods and the planet through their ‘Live Well’ ethos. JH 

Parkhouse Ltd are the owner of the brownfield site at 25-33 Parkhouse 

Street, which is a part of Burgess Business Park. This area is identified for 

redevelopment within the emerging NSP (NSP 22: Burgess Business Park), 

and is identified as a development area within the emerging Camberwell 

Area Plan.  

These representations are made alongside previous comments made in 

May 2019 on the Amended Policies Version (APV) of the NSP (under the 

name Joseph Homes). We would like to reiterate that the previous 

comments made in May 2019 are still applicable and as such request that 

they could continue to be considered. They principally relate to Proposed 

Site Allocation NSP22 for Burgess Business Park.  

JH Parkhouse Ltd submitted a planning application to the London Borough 

of Southwark (LBS) in March 2020 for residential-led mixed use 
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development at 25-33 Parkhouse Street (application ref. 20/AP/0858). 

The application is currently being determined and the proposals are being 

refined in response to feedback received during the consultation process. 

The proposals have been developed in line with the requirements and 

aspirations of Site Allocation NSP22 and other extant and emerging 

development plan policies.   

NSP22: Burgess Business Park 

The previous comments which were submitted referred to the ‘NSP23’ 

site allocation, which has since been renamed to ‘NSP22’. The references 

to NSP23 should therefore be replaced with NSP22, which refers to 

Burgess Business Park in line with the most recent version of the NSP.  

Joseph Homes fully support the Council’s ambition to deliver a new and 

vibrant mixed-use neighbourhood in this part of the Borough and believe 

that planning to provide employment space for a diverse and balanced 

range of occupiers can help the Council achieve this ambition. Joseph 

Homes also supports the ambitions to enhance permeability, including 

creating a north-south green link, and public realm improvements which 

extend to greater planting along Parkhouse Street.   

The current version of this draft policy now includes an indicative 

residential capacity of 681 homes across the four sites within the wider 

business park which comprise the NSP22 allocation (21-23 Parkhouse 

Street, 25-33 Parkhouse Street, 35-39 Parkhouse Street and the Land at 

Burgess Business Park). The indicative residential capacity for the site at 

25-33 Parkhouse Street is 128 homes, as set out within Table 3 of Annex 

2 of the draft Plan. This reflects the number of homes proposed in 

planning application 20/AP/0858. 

This indicative capacity for the NSP22 site allocation recognises the strong 

need for housing in this part of the Borough, and that such capacity can 

be delivered through careful co-location with the industrial uses which 

are to be re-provided in accordance with the policy. The indicative 

quantum of homes also provides a useful benchmark for the overall scale 

of development, including taller buildings, which the Council has 

identified as potentially appropriate and thus is seeking to achieve in this 

location.   

Though the changes to this policy are welcomed, there remains an 

absence of up-to-date supporting viability information to support this 
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policy. The most recent viability testing which the Council undertook was 

in 2017, which was the Housing Policy Viability Update Study, which built 

upon the original research undertaken in 2015. Neither the original 2015 

Study or 2017 Update Study could have accounted for the economic and 

political uncertainty, and changes to the markets for housing and 

commercial/industrial uses, which has arisen since then.  

Paragraph 123 of NPPF states that Councils are required to contain 

policies to optimise the use of land in their area and meet as much of the 

identified need for housing as possible. In accordance with this 

requirement, we suggest wording is included within the NSP 23 allocation 

text to reinforce this overarching national principle to the following 

effect:  

‘Redevelopment of the site must:  

• Ensure every individual development proposal increases or 

provides at least the amount of employment floorspace (B class) 

currently on the site; and  

• Provide new homes (C3) of a mix, density and quality that are 

appropriate to ensure the optimization of the site within its 

surrounding context; and 

• Enhance permeability including new north-south and east-west 

green links; and  

• Provide public realm improvements including a square’. 

JH Parkhouse Ltd also strongly supports the Council’s approach to tall 

buildings within the site allocation, and the suggestion of considering 

each case on its own merit within the wider townscape and heritage 

context. This echoes the sentiment of paragraph 123 within the NPPF 

which advises that Council’s should refuse applications that do not make 

efficient use of the land. In order to ensure consistency, reference should 

also be made to the emerging Parkhouse Street Local Development Study 

(latest draft published October 2020), which identifies an opportunity 

within the site allocation for taller landmark buildings adjacent to the key 

pedestrian link into the Park and fronting the Park.  

In summary, JH Parkhouse Ltd supports the aspiration to deliver mixed-

use development in the Borough however we consider the policy should 

be further strengthened in order to optimise this brownfield site. To 

support this aspiration, we suggest that further viability testing should be 
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undertaken to ensure that the Council has a robust evidence base which 

sufficiently reflects the proposed policy requirements, indicative housing 

capacity and the vision for the design of these schemes, to ensure that 

the aspiration is deliverable. 

 

I trust the above outlines JH Parkhouse Ltd comments on the emerging 

New Southwark Plan clearly.  

If you require any clarification or further detail on the comments above, 

I can be contacted on  or  via email.  

Yours sincerely, 

 

Planner 

 

For and on behalf of HTA Design LLP 

Cc:  
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Our ref: Q100233 
Your ref: - 
Email:  
Date: 26 October 2020 
 

Strictly Private & Confidential 

Planning Policy 5th Floor Hub 2 

Southwark Council 

PO Box 64529 

London, SE1P 5LX 

 

 
By email: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

   

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan – August 2020 
Representations on behalf of Avanton  

Quod is instructed by our client Avanton to submit representations to Southwark Council’s Proposed Changes 

to the Submitted New Southwark Plan and supporting evidence. In particular, the focus of our representation 

are made in respect of the site allocation at Sandgate Street and Verney Road (NSP65) and to Document 

EIP82 – Southwark Site Allocations Methodology Paper (updated July 2020). We also provide comments with 

respect to Policy P14 Residential Design. 

Background 

The site comprises the existing gas holders (Gas Holder 12 and Gas Holder 13) with adjoining land to the 

south and falls within the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan area, which comprises a mix of uses including large 

format retail warehouses, industrial and commercial uses as well as residential.  The area which is currently 

dependent on an extensive bus network will be subject to greater public transport accessibility following the 

opening of the Bakerloo line extension.  

Avanton have already commenced discussions with Southwark Council with respect to this site.  Avanton in 

partnership with SGN are obliged to remediate the site. These remediation works, alongside dismantling of 

associated infrastructure and on site works to install a new high-pressure storage pipework will result in 

significant up-front costs, which in turn require higher value uses to fund this process. The site is further 

constrained by the listing of Gas Holder 13 (Grade II).   
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Site Allocation NSP65: Sandgate Street and Verney Road 

The site is allocated within the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan under Site Allocation 

NSP65: Sandgate Street and Verney Road.  

The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan has introduced an indicative residential 

capacity range for the site of between 3,680 and 5,300 new homes. An extract of the allocation with tracked 

changes (purple text) is shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Extract from 

Proposed Changes to the 

Submitted New 

Southwark Plan (2020) – 

Site Allocation NSP65: 

Sandgate Street and 

Verney Road 
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The New Southwark Plan Submission Version - Proposed Modifications for Examination (January 2020) did 

not include an indicative residential capacity for the site.  

It is acknowledged that the introduction of a site capacity was at the request of the Inspectors’ as outlined in 

the Main Initial Matters/Concerns letter dated 20 April 2020 (Paragraph 4.8) which required information on 

the proposed dwelling capacity and the timing of each site’s anticipated delivery to be considered against 

the Council’s housing trajectory. 

The site capacity had previously been included within the Old Kent Road AAP evidence base which identified 

the site as being capable of delivering 3,680 units.  This is now the lower end of the proposed range of 

development (3,680 – 5,300 units).  The site allocation’s delivery timeframe has also been populated to show 

that 1,259 units of the 2,051 homes currently ‘approved’ are to be built within 5 years, with the remaining 

‘approved’ units to be built in the following 9 year period up to 2033.  Based on the allocation’s upper capacity 

of 5,300 new homes, there is capacity for up to 3,249 additional homes to be delivered by 2033.   

We note that these changes are in line with the Inspector’s recommendation to include an indicative 

development capacity and timeframe for all site allocations. In principle, the introduction of a site capacity 

range is welcomed and positively acknowledges that a larger quantum of development could be 

accommodated within this site allocation. There is however some concern that the upper limit could curb or 

underestimate the development potential of the site.  

The approach to apply an upper limit is contrary to the Secretary of State’s letter to the Mayor of London 

(March 2020) in respect of the Intention to Publish version of the London Plan, which outlined an expectation 

that development sites should be brought forward to maximise site capacity and to which high density 

developments will be directed to the most appropriate sites. We therefore feel that the application of an 

upper limit should be removed and only the lower limit be reported for the site allocation.  

The site is located within an area that is undergoing significant transformation, it is also located within the 

Old Kent Road Opportunity Area as designated by the Mayor of London and the emerging (ItP) London Plan 

(2019) requires site within Opportunity Areas to make the best use of land and shall prioritise the 

development of sites that are well-connected or planned public transport. 

In consideration of the above, and also taking into account the complexity of this site and significant costs 

involved for remediating the site, the proposed range should be defined as the minimum site allocation 

capacity.  

In view of the NPPF’s test of soundness (paragraph 35), we consider the Proposed Changes to the Submitted 

New Southwark Plan Previous to be unjustified, inconsistent with national planning policy and not effective.  

Policy P14 Residential Design  

The Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan proposes amendments to Policy P14 

‘Residential Design’ which requires children’s play space to be provided on ground or low-level podiums with 

multiple egress points. As presented, the New Southwark Plan fails to acknowledge that on some sites it is 

not always possible to incorporate children’s play space at ground or low level and may not always be the 
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best design solution.  On this basis, the current policy does not provide sufficient provision of children’s play 

space to be considered on a site by site basis, nor the flexibility to provide child play space at upper levels 

where it could otherwise be delivered successfully and inclusively.  

 

Site Allocation Methodology  

The Site Allocation Methodology Report has been updated to align with the Old Kent Road AAP and the New 

Southwark Plan in their promotion of the two phases [Phase 1: Pre-Bakerloo Extension/ Phase 2: Post-award 

of Bakerloo Extension construction contract]. The Site Allocation Methodology Report has been used to 

inform the indicative capacity for Site Allocation NSP65.  

We acknowledged that the Methodology Report allows some flexibility to be applied where a scheme 

consented in Phase 1 is not implemented/ or their consent expires, and in such instance said Phase 1 scheme 

would be swapped out for another deliverable scheme designated in Phase 2. However, at present, the draft 

New Southwark Plan does not provide sufficient guidance on the swapping of schemes from Phase 2 to Phase 

1 in the instance that deliverability was to fall away.  

In the absence of further guidance, this presents deliverability/housing supply issues for both our client and 

LBS if the Bakerloo Line extension to be delayed or cancelled. In view of the NPPF’s test of soundness 

(paragraph 35), this would contravene the effectiveness of the New Southwark Plan on account of its reliance 

on a currently uncommitted major infrastructure project.  

In view of the above, we recommend that schemes identified as being delivered in Phase 2 should not be 

dependent on the Bakerloo extension and flexibility should be applied where sites are deliverable in isolation. 

Further consideration is therefore required to demonstrate how sites defined within Phase 2 would come 

forward in the instance that the Bakerloo extension was delayed or cancelled.  

Conclusion 

Whilst the introduction of a development capacity range for Site Allocation NSP65 Sandgate Street and 

Verney Road is welcomed in principle; especially as it acknowledges that 3,680 units would be a minimum 

quantum of development, there remains concern that the introduction of an upper limit has the potential to 

limit development capacity, which would not be considered sound in accordance with the NPPF test of 

soundness.  

In line with strategic guidance of the draft London Plan and national planning policy, the proposed capacity 

range should represent the minimum quantum of development that could be accommodated across the site 

allocation. 

The proposed amendment to Policy P14 Residential Design which requires children’s play space to be 

provided at ground or low-level podium is not always practical nor a sound and approach and this text should 

be removed.  

Further details are required to demonstrate how sites allocated within Phase 2 would come forward in the 

absence of the Bakerloo extension.  
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Please can you ensure that we remain on your data-base and are kept informed of the outcome of this 

consultation process and any future consultation proposals. Please can you confirm receipt of this letter via 

email to   

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

 

Associate Director 
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My name is James Greer. I live at . 
 
I am, in general, supportive of the plan and welcome the opportunity to develop and improve our 
area. 
However, I do have serious concerns about over development both in terms of scope of height and 
density 
of developments that might be allowed to be and built with in its boundaries. 
 
The built heritage in this area has created a medium density, low rise neighbourhood. Nearly all 
recent developments have reflected  
and respected this.  New builds are, in the main 4 stories and perhaps 5 with a set back. This 
compliments and reinforces our  
built heritage and creates a well balanced and pleasant environment. 
 
I do not want see our area move away from this model with a move to  taller buildings and buildings 
of greater density taking both light and space form us.  
 
 
 
 
 
James Greer 
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Southwark Traveller’s Action Group (STAG) 

 

response to 

 

 

 

LB Southwark’s consultation: 

 

Proposed changes to the New Southwark Plan 

 

 

 

 

 

 

26 October 2020 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Southwark Travellers Action Group (STAG) is a community organisation for Gypsies, 

Roma and Travellers based or connected with the London borough of Southwark. 

STAG supports the local Gypsy and Traveller community to overcome barriers to 

accessing services through one-to-one and group support.  

 

1.2 The 2011 census data produced a figure of 263 Gypsies and Travellers in 

Southwark, however, STAG estimate the Gypsy and Traveller population in the 

borough is currently much higher.1 The census data also showed that a majority 

(61%) of those who identified as Gypsy or Irish Traveller in England & Wales lived in 

a house or bungalow (bricks and mortar accommodation), rather than a caravan or 

other mobile or temporary structure.2 Last year at least 21% of STAG’s service users 

lived in bricks and mortar accommodation in the borough and 55% lived in the 49 

socially rented caravans on 42 local authority pitches in Southwark.3 In 2019 the 

majority of our service users (96%) were Irish Travellers. 

 

2. Overview 
 

2.1 Overall, we are concerned that the proposed changes to the submitted New 

Southwark Plan (NSP) still have not properly considered or engaged the borough’s 

Gypsy and Traveller community. Evidence that this has been an on-going problem 

with the Plan’s development is provided in the Inspector’s initial correspondence 

regarding the Examination in Public (EiP).4  

 

2.2 The Southwark Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment (GTAA) 

Report was conducted at a late stage of the process and the evidence it has provided 

has not been fully considered in the proposed changes to the submitted NSP. There 

is no over-arching policy, definition of need, or reference to all the evidence in the 

assessment in the NSP. This is despite this being a key request from the Inspectors 

in their later letter to the Council.5 

 

2.3 Southwark Council does not have a good record of responding to Gypsy and 

Traveller accommodation needs. For example, in 2014 the GTAA for additional 

pitches in the borough between 2007 and 2017 was 12-17, but the borough set its 

target as zero.6 An analysis of London councils’ Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 

1 Irish Traveller Movement in Britain (2013) Gypsy and Traveller population in England and the 2011 census. London: Irish 

Traveller Movement in Britain 

2 Office for National Statistics (2014) 2011 Census analysis: What does the 2011 census tell us about the characteristics of 

Gypsy or Irish Travellers in England & Wales? London: ONS 

3 Ministry of Housing, Communities & Local Government (2020) Count of Traveller Caravans: January 2020 (Winter) Count 

England 

4 Appendix 1 

5 Appendix 2 

6 Written submissions received for the London Assembly’s Housing Committee Investigation into Gypsy & Traveller Site 

Provision in London (2014) London: London Gypsies & Travellers. page 6 
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compliance conducted at the time noted that Southwark Council had not included any 

assessment of the accommodation needs of Gypsies and Travellers.7 

 

2.4 The Southwark GTAA (EIP22) was conducted using a flawed methodology which has 

underestimated the accommodation needs of the Gypsy and Traveller community in 

Southwark. In addition, the evidence it has provided has not been effectively used to 

inform Planning Policy 11 and has not been considered within wider planning 

policies, such as Strategic Planning Policy 1, the Equality, Health and Integrated 

Impact assessments nor within the current Southwark Housing Strategy. 

 

2.5 Southwark Council has not fulfilled its duties under the Equality Act 2010, by not 

considering the cultural accommodation needs of Romany Gypsies and Irish, 

Scottish and Welsh Travellers in the borough, all of whom are protected ethnic 

groups.8 It has also not considered its general duty under section 124 of the Housing 

& Planning Act 2016 to: 

 

“consider the needs of people residing in or resorting to their district with respect to 

the provision of— 

sites on which caravans can be stationed, or 

places on inland waterways where houseboats can be moored.” 

 

2.6 We conclude (with more detailed evidence discussed in the relevant sections below) 

that the NSP consultation document  still does not include Gypsies and Travellers as 

part of the local community, does not effectively consider or assess their needs and 

does not address these needs with pitch targets. The Council has given no 

consideration to its duties to ethnic Gypsies and Travellers under the Equality Act 

2010 nor its general duty to consider the needs of  people residing on caravan sites. 

This is a long-term problem in the borough, and is not unique to Southwark, but the 

NSP should not be accepted until these issues are addressed: 

 

“Gypsy and Traveller families are often invisible to services…..They were too often 

viewed by both councils and settled residents as not being part of local communities 

and consequently not entitled to many of the basic services that facilitate good health 

outcomes. Equally, they are often overlooked in the planning for better community 

services – through, for example joint strategic health needs assessment (JSNAs) – 

because their existence is not recorded in local data systems.” 

Professor Steve Field CBE, FRCP, FFPH, FRCGP when Chair of the National 

Inclusion Health Board and Chief Inspector General Practice, Primary Medical 

Services and Integrated Care, Care Quality Commission 9 

 

 
 

7 ibid (Annex A) 
8 Southwark Council Health, Adult Social Care, Communities & Citizenship Scrutiny Sub-Committee (2014) Exploring the issue 

of access to maternal health and early years services for the Gypsy and Traveller communities in Southwark 

9 Greenfields, M. & Brindley, M. (2016) Impact of insecure accommodation and the living environment on Gypsies’ and 

Travellers’ health. London: The Traveller Movement 
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3. The Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (PPTS 2015) definition of “Gypsies 
and Travellers” and legal challenge 

 

3.1 The current Planning Policy for Traveller Sites 2015 (PPTS 2015) definition only 

defines as “Gypsies and Travellers” those who have to travel for their work: case law 

has identified that this travelling needs to be for considerable periods of time. This 

definition does not cover the majority of clients STAG works with, although over 90% 

are Irish Travellers, a protected ethnic group under the Equality Act 2010 and ”their 

needs should be considered beyond the planning definition”.10 

 

3.2 The focus of the PPTS 2015 is to provide a sufficient number of sites where Gypsies 

and Travellers can live in caravans. Local Planning Authorities should ensure their 

policies in respect of Gypsies and Travellers: 

“provide a settled base that reduces…the need for long-distance travelling (par13(d)); 

ensure that children can attend school on a regular basis (para. 13(c)); 

wherever possible, [promote] traveller sites suitable for mixed residential and 

business uses (i.e. sites which limit the need for travelling) (para. 18).”  

3.3 This is to provide a “settled base” in authorised, planned, sustainable locations and to 

enable Gypsies and Travellers to access resources such as health and education. 

The PPTS facilitates living in caravans. It does not promote an itinerant lifestyle and 

in many respects actually limits the need for travelling. However, those who are 

entitled to this “settled base” through the PPTS 2015 definition are those who have to 

show they are leading an itinerant lifestyle.11 

 

3.4 In their review of the impact of the PPTS 2015 definition on assessing 

accommodation needs of Gypsies and Travellers, the Equality & Human Rights 

Commission found: “The new definition of Gypsies and Travellers has reduced the 

accommodation need that is being provided for under PPTS. Existing legislation and 

the approach to housing provision in the [National Planning Policy Framework] NPPF 

appear to be inadequate in addressing the very specific needs of ethnic Gypsies and 

Travellers who are not covered by the definition.” 

 

3.5 The PPTS 2015 definition, by requiring the demonstration that Gypsies and 

Travellers are travelling for work or will travel for work in the future, discriminates 

against older, female and disabled members of the community who are unlikely to 

commit to travelling now or in the future because of their health, caring or parenting 

responsibilities and being unable to seek work for these reasons. 

 

3.6 The PPTS 2015 definition is, therefore, contradictory to the aims of the PPTS itself, 

and discriminates against ethnic Gypsies and Travellers who do not travel for work, 

as well as Gypsies and Travellers who are older, have a disability or caring 

10 Cottle, S., Munns, R., Murdoch, A., Richardson, J., Ruston, S. & Soucek, N. (2019) Research report 128 Gypsy & Traveller 

sites: the revised planning definition’s impact on assessing accommodation needs. Manchester: Equalities & Human Rights 

Commission 

11 Liberty (2020) submission to Lisa Smith v Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government and 

Leicestershire District Council. In the High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench Division in the Administrative Court Claim 

number CO/41/2019 
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responsibilities. As a result, there is currently a legal challenge to the definition which 

has been remitted to the Administrative Court for hearing.12 

 

3.7 STAG, Friends, Families & Travellers and London Gypsies & Travellers have jointly 

made a submission to intervene in this legal challenge. In STAG’s submission we 

have specifically highlighted the negative impact of the current definition on the 

GTAA and Planning Policy 11 in the NSP. Southwark Council should, therefore, at 

least consider the implications of this challenge being successful, and include 

consideration of changes to the PPTS 2015 definition to the GTAA and Planning 

Policy P11, as well as in relation to pitch targets for the borough. 

 

3.8 The Mayor of London’s proposed definition of Gypsies and Travellers in the draft 

London Plan13 is much broader and would include all our clients. It does not suffer 

the contradictions within the PPTS 2015 definition nor force Local Planning 

Authorities to face contradictions between their planning policies and equalities 

duties or their general duty to those living in caravans. 

 

3.9 The Mayor’s attempt to provide a broader definition highlights that the current 

national planning policy means that: “provision for non-PPTS Gypsies and Travellers 

is likely to be uneven across England, so the inequalities already faced by them with 

regard to access to accommodation will be compounded further.”14 

 

3.10 The current dispute between the Secretary of State and Mayor of London 

upon the planning definition of “Gypsies and Travellers” makes it difficult for Local 

Planning Authorities in the capital to “be consistent with national policy and the 

London Plan” as required by the Inspectors for planning policies to be sound. 

 

3.11 STAG recommends, therefore, that Southwark Council should take a different 

approach to its planning definitions and policies for  Gypsies and Travellers. There is 

some precedent for this in other local plans.15 For example, in Islington the GTAA 

provided three figures for Ethnic, PPTS and Work definitions of Gypsies and 

Travellers, “in order to futureproof the study and ensure that the revised definition is 

applied in both a fair and objective manner.” The Ethnic definition was the London 

Plan definition and was based on accommodation needs of families ethnically 

identified as Gypsies and Travellers; the second definition was the PPTS definition 

based on the needs of families who had not permanently ceased to travel; and the 

third definition was the Work definition and considered the needs only of families who 

12 Lisa Smith v Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government and Leicestershire District Council. In the 

High Court of Justice, Queen’s Bench Division in the Administrative Court Claim number CO/41/2019 

 
13 Appendix 3 

14 Cottle, S., Munns, R., Murdoch, A., Richardson, J., Ruston, S. & Soucek, N. (2019) Research report 128 Gypsy & Traveller 

sites: the revised planning definition’s impact on assessing accommodation needs. Manchester: Equalities & Human Rights 

Commission 

15 See also Sutton Council’s approach and the examples provided in: Cottle, S., Munns, R., Murdoch, A., Richardson, J., 

Ruston, S. & Soucek, N. (2019) Gypsy and Traveller sites: the revised planning definition’ impact on assessing 

accommodation needs. Manchester: Equality & Human Rights Commission 
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travel in a caravan for work purposes. The Local Plan adopted the Ethnic definition 

which provided the highest figure of need (10 vs 6 and 2 respectively) taking the 

approach that the figure derived from an ethnic definition best satisfied the council’s 

duty in line with the Equality Act 2010.16 

 

4. EIP22 Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment 
 

4.1 The main findings of the recent Southwark Council commissioned GTAA can be 

summarised as: no need for pitches for households that meet the PPTS planning  

definition, a need for between 0 and 1 pitches for undetermined households and a need 

for 42 pitches for households that did not meet the PPTS planning definition. 17 

 

4.2 STAG has concerns that, even if the report’s numbers are accepted as correct (which we 

do not accept), the evidence of a need for 0-1 pitches for undetermined households, the 

need for 42 pitches for households that did not meet the PPTS 2015 planning definition 

and the need for a more strategic approach to transit provision across London have not 

been properly considered in any of the other evidence bases, reports or policies of the 

NSP. 

 

4.3 The Council asserts that need for households which do not meet the planning definition, 

should not be included in the NSP and can be met through other local housing policies. 

This incomplete use of the evidence in the GTAA has therefore excluded these 43 

households from the protections and provisions in P11 because they have been defined 

as having permanently ceased to travel through old age, ill health, caring responsibilities 

or other reasons. However, their ethnic identity requires that they live in culturally 

appropriate accommodation. 

 

4.4 This means P11 and the NSP Equalities Impact Assessment are not justified as the 

choice has been made to ignore the full evidence in the GTAA in the assessment of 

identified need for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation. 

 

4.5 This decision will have a severe impact on the families we support in Southwark who are 

already living in conditions which are extremely detrimental to their health, with 

overcrowding severe across the sites. To date, Southwark Council has not identified 

areas of overcrowding or areas of potential extra capacity within existing sites as part of 

the NSP. However, the ORS GTAA report itself  identifies 18 concealed or doubled-up 

households, and quotes London Fire Brigade as having identified overcrowding on the 

sites (section 5.6). In addition, the Tower Hamlets 2016 GTAA (also conducted by ORS) 

states: “The [Southwark council] officer referred to four public sites in Southwark 

comprising of 42 pitches (6, 5, 15 and 16). All of the sites have recently been refurbished 

and are therefore popular. There is demand for pitches from the existing community and 

there are occasions when there is doubling up of pitches by extended families. The 

demand for new pitches derives from the natural growth on existing sites.”. It seems 

16 Islington Council (2020) Local Plan Topic Paper: Gypsy and Traveller. [https://www.islington.gov.uk/-/media/sharepoint-

lists/public-

records/planningandbuildingcontrol/publicity/publicconsultation/20192020/20200212sd18gypsyandtravellertopicpaper.pdf]  
17 Appendix 4 
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unlikely that this demand for new pitches resulting from the natural growth on existing 

sites would have subsided so significantly within three years. However, in the GTAA 

report key stakeholders are concluded as finding: “the current provision in the borough 

was thought to be meeting the accommodation need very well”. 

 

4.6 Beyond this STAG has concerns about the methodology and sampling used by ORS for 

the GTAA, which invalidates its figures and underestimates the accommodation need in 

the borough. 

 
4.7 In particular, conclusions about the need amongst Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks 

and mortar accommodation in Southwark are based on an interview with a single 

household member. This interviewee expressed a need for a pitch in Southwark and the 

report states: “This household did not meet the planning definition of Traveller; was a 

former resident on a site in Southwark but was forced to move to a house due to over-

crowding and expressed a need to move back into a site in Southwark.” ORS used this 

one interview to conclude there was a need for one extra pitch amongst non-PPTS 

Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks and mortar accommodation in Southwark. 

 
4.8 However, the 2011 census suggests there are around 160 Travellers and Gypsies living 

in bricks and mortar in Southwark, and this is a likely underestimate, as many Gypsies 

and Travellers do not identify themselves as such in official surveys.18 From STAG data 

from July – December 2019, at least 16 of 76 clients we worked with directly over that 

period were living in bricks and mortar accommodation in the borough.  

 
4.9 In order to investigate this further and to see how widely the Gypsy and Traveller 

community in Southwark had been engaged in the GTAA, STAG conducted a short 

survey and interviews with Gypsies and Travellers in Southwark between 1st October 

and 26th October 2020 (Details of methodology and full responses are shown in 

Appendix 7) 

 
4.10 Despite conducting the survey at a time when coronavirus restrictions were in place 

in Southwark, and having limited resources, 23 Gypsies and Travellers responded. The 

results are summarised below: 

• 18 of those responding lived on a Gypsy and Traveller site in Southwark and 5 in 

bricks and mortar accommodation. 

• 13 (57%) did not know there was a survey of Gypsy and Traveller 

Accommodation Needs in Southwark between October and December 2019. Of 

the five who lived in bricks and mortar accommodation only one knew about the 

survey. 

• 18 (78%) said no one had contacted them to talk about the survey and the need 

for pitches in Southwark between October and December 2019. Of the five who 

lived in bricks and mortar accommodation, none had been contacted. 

• Only three (13%) said they had taken part in the survey, although another five 

(22%) said members of their household had taken part in the survey. 15 (65%) 

said they had not taken part in the survey. 

18 Irish Traveller Movement in Britain (2013) Gypsy and Traveller population in England and the 2011 census. London: Irish 

Traveller Movement in Britain 
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• Of the three who had taken part in the survey, only one answered the question 

about survey questions: they did not think the survey asked the right questions. 

 

Comments about the way people were invited to take part in the survey and the way 

it was carried out included: 

“I live in a flat in Southwark and was not aware that the Southwark Needs 

Assessment for Gypsies and Travellers was taking place. No one spoke to me about 

it or came to see me.” 

 

“The council did not contact me to tell me about it. They came to the site one day so I 

invited them in, it wasn't prearranged beforehand.” 

 

“We weren’t made aware of when they would be coming which meant that I was 

unable to speak to them when they did come because I was at work. They did not 

leave any details to contact them to arrange a time to speak.” 

 

“I was told about the needs assessment taking place by other residents but I was not 

spoken to as I was not there when they came in to do it. No one contacted me. I have 

been on the council waiting list for at least five years.” 

 

“I knew about the needs assessment but I wasn’t spoken to. I didn’t know what to say 

so I let them talk to my daughter because my wife used to do that stuff. I don’t know 

how to read or write and I don’t know about these things.” 

 

4.11 In respect of need for accommodation and overcrowding: 

• Of the 21 who answered this question, 17 (81%) said their home was currently 

overcrowded (one who lived in bricks and mortar accommodation and 16 who 

lived on sites). Two of those who said their home was not currently overcrowded 

lived in bricks and mortar accommodation; two on sites. 

• Of the 14 who answered the question, seven (50%) said they were currently on 

the council waiting list for a new pitch. One who said they were not on the waiting 

list said their son was, and two (both of whom lived in bricks and mortar 

accommodation) said they weren’t on the waiting list but wanted to have a pitch 

in Southwark.  

• Four out of the five (80%) of respondents who lived in bricks and mortar 

specifically said they wanted to live on a pitch in Southwark in their response. 

 
4.12 All 23 respondents answered the question: “Do you think there is a need for more 

Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Southwark?”. All (100%) answered “Yes”. 

Comments about the need for accommodation and overcrowding included: 

“We need so many more pitches we all have young children growing up who will all 

soon need their own space. We are cramped in like animals on these sites, the 

pitches we have are far too small as it is. We need more.” 

 

“I think that the needs assessment and the definition deliberately excludes people  
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like me who have been born on these sites and haven’t travelled anywhere. Their 

definition and understanding of Travellers is flawed and doesn’t take into 

consideration the fact that there isn’t anywhere else for people to travel to, so people 

aren’t going to leave sites when their kids have grown up. The government has 

forced this stop and then almost penalises you for it.” 

 

“I was born on this site and have three young children who I want to grow up here. 

There is a need for pitches in Southwark. Lots are overcrowded because our parents 

moved here when it first opened in the early nineties and have had families who have 

grown up but there is nowhere for us to go.” 

 

4.13 In order to get an idea of how many Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks and 

mortar accommodation were known by our respondents, and so presumably relatively 

easy to contact as part of the GTAA, we asked “How many Gypsies, Roma or Travellers 

do you know who live in bricks and mortar in Southwark?” Of the 18 who answered this 

question, six said simply “a lot” or “lots”. Of the 12 who provided an estimate of numbers 

the average estimate was 37 (ranging from 10 to 100). This suggests that there is a large 

population of Gypsies, Roma and Travellers living in bricks and mortar accommodation 

in Southwark, who would have been relatively easy to engage in the survey through site 

contacts. However, they were completely excluded from the ORS GTAA, as were the 

five living in bricks and mortar accommodation who completed our survey. If 80% of 

these (as suggested by our survey) wanted to live on a pitch in Southwark, this implies 

the ORS GTAA underestimated non-PTS defined Gypsies and Traveller accommodation 

need from those living in bricks and mortar accommodation by, at the very least, 29. The 

likelihood is there are many more Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks and mortar 

accommodation in Southwark and this number should be even higher. 

 

“We need more pitches in Southwark so that we aren’t forced into houses like I have 

been which isn’t good for mental health, I would like to be on a site.” 

 

“There is a lot of people living in flats around us because there isn’t enough pitches.” 

 

“There is a lot of people who live in houses around Southwark or who are forced to 

move to different places or to move onto the road because there isn’t enough pitches 

or they are overcrowded.” 

 

“There are lots of pitches that are overcrowded and people are being forced to move 

into houses or to try and find private yards or sites outside of Southwark even if they 

don’t want to.” 

 

4.14 Our evidence suggests that Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks and mortar have 

been inadequately consulted in the GTAA and many of these would prefer to live in a 

caravan on a site, as that is part of their culture and traditional way of life. There is a 
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significant negative impact for those Gypsies and Travellers who are forced into static 

housing which is isolated from their communities and way of living, as a result.19  

 

4.15 There is a range of evidence of the negative impacts on the health of Gypsies and 

Travellers who are forced to live in bricks and mortar accommodation when they view 

living in caravans as a core element of their cultural identity.20,21 Social exclusion, 

problems of access to long term tenancies, lack of familiarity with housing bureaucracy, 

issues relating to housing allocation, discrimination and a pervading cultural aversion to 

bricks and mortar accommodation are among the many concerns housed Gypsies and 

Travellers face.22 

 
4.16 Members of STAG’s Women’s Group who live in bricks and mortar accommodation 

have told us of the negative impacts of the social isolation this caused on their mental 

health: 

 

“I didn’t have no friends until I start here [going to STAG Women’s Group meetings]. I 

suffered panic attacks and Anxiety and this Group helped so much. I never went out for a 

meal or even cinema until I started coming to this Group.” 

 

“I suffer with serv[er]e Anxiety, stress. The woman’s group has got me out of my home, 

which I wasn’t really leaving before to mix with other Traveller women.” 

 

And one explained more widely how living in bricks and mortar accommodation made 

them feel: 

 

“Travellers need to be free to roam and live as lived by their culture. It does effect 

Travellers living in bricks and mortar. Travellers can feel sick being put into housing, they 

need more sites. The Travellers in bricks and mortar isn’t in there by choice and would 

love to move onto a site. Some can find it very nerve-racking and feel sick all the time 

and miss their way of life on the move and being free.” 

 

4.17 This suggests that the one pitch need identified for those Gypsies and Travellers 

living in bricks and mortar accommodation in Southwark is a significant underestimate 

and is likely to cause  psychological harm to those whose needs have not been 

assessed as a result of the faulty GTAA sampling methodology. 

 

4.18 STAG has further concerns about the methodology used in the ORS GTAA as they 

have not analysed, nor reported upon, all the available data in their analysis so missing 

19 “Being forced into low quality housing isolated from community structures can have damaging outcomes on physical and 

mental health” Smith, D.; Greenfields, M. Gypsies and Travellers in Housing: The Decline of Nomadism; Policy Press: 

Bristol, UK, 2013. 

20 Welsh Government (2015) Travelling to Better health: policy implementation guidance for healthcare practitioners on working 

effectively with Gypsies and Travellers 

21 Traveller Movement & Bucks New University (2016)  Impact of insecure accommodation and the living environment on 
Gypsies’ and Travellers’ health: A report by the Traveller Movement: principal authors Margaret Greenfields and Matthew 
Brindley commissioned by the National Inclusion Health Board  
22 Gypsy & Traveller Welfare in Croydon September 2016 A local action mini review summary report by Councillor Andrew 
Rendle 
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important evidence that could have provided a stronger foundation on which to base their 

figures and recommendations. Full data from the ORS questionnaire (the questionnaire, 

but nots its results, is included as an appendix to their report), or analysis of this data 

would have provided useful information on accommodation need amongst Gypsies and 

Travellers in the borough. However, it has not been included or referred to in the report. 

This was a detailed survey, and answers (or an analysis of answers) to questions in 

sections A,B,C,D and E should provide important data to inform any assessment of 

need. However, no such analysis is included as evidence in the report – and this also 

makes it impossible to see if ORS’ interpretation of the PPTS 2015 definition is correct. 

Southwark Law Centre, in partnership with STAG has used a Freedom of Information 

request to try and access the results of the questionnaire responses, but so far with no 

success. This suggests the report is unsound as it has not been positively prepared. 

 

4.19 In addition, no use was made of the council waiting list for pitches to identify need in 

the ORS’ assessment. Southwark Council has a waiting list for the pitches that it owns 

and an allocation policy to determine who is offered any empty pitches. The numbers on 

the council wating list are an indication of the need for pitches in the borough. Despite 

ORS being commissioned by, and working with, Southwark Council to conduct the 

GTAA, no reference is made to this important evidence base: the numbers on the council 

waiting list for pitches. 

 
4.20 The data on which ORS’ projections are made beyond five years are  based on an 

already flawed survey of need over the next five years. For example, the assessment 

only looked at the accommodation needs of teenage children living on sites over the next 

five years, although the data collected should have provided an assessment of younger 

children’s need in the next ten years and more.   

 
4.21 The GTAA report recommendations are not based on, or even informed by, the 

evidence available (as already described in sections 4.17- 4.19), nor do they have due 

regard to fire regulations. Sections 8.6 and 8.7 suggest that pitch needs could be met 

through “additional touring caravans on existing sites equivalent to provision of a pitch, 

as opposed to more formally set out pitches” and “sites [occupied by larger extended 

family groups] may be able to meet the accommodation needs through a combination of 

shared static caravans, tourers and dayrooms as opposed to more formally set out sites 

with separate pitches”. However, we know that currently when this approach has been 

adopted by households living in overcrowded accommodation it has fallen foul of fire 

safety regulations for the sites.23 

 
“I moved into a pitch that was left vacant for at least two years because my mother in 

laws pitch was overcrowded and the council and fire brigade were complaining about 

overcrowding and fire safety.” 

 

“I think there needs to be more sites and pitches because everyone is getting older but 

they can’t go out travelling anymore so they need pitches to live on. It is dangerous if 

they are overcrowded because of fires.” 

23 This is demonstrated by the emphasis on fire safety on Gypsy and Traveller sites in the most recent draft of the Southwark 

Housing Strategy, which furthermore means ORS’ recommendations would go against the policy of a key Southwark 

Council Strategy. 
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Respondents to STAG’s survey (October, 2020) 

 
4.22 Another flaw in ORS’ methodology in conducting the GTAA is in their interpretation of 

the current PPTS planning definition and, again, this may have resulted in an 

underestimation of need. Concerns have previously been raised about ORS’ 

methodology in conducting GTAAs. The Equality and Human Rights Commission’s 

review of a number of GTAAs concluded that: “The research team’s view is that the 

approach taken [by ORS] in all but one of the GTAAs to the definition is erroneous and 

has disenfranchised a large number of Gypsies and Travellers.” 24 

 

4.23 The PPTS 2015 definition already discriminates against older people and those with 

disabilities and caring responsibilities, as they have to show  that  they “plan to travel 

again for work in the future” 25 to be included. However, the ORS methodology assesses: 

“Whether there is an intention of living a nomadic habit of life in the future, and if so, how 

soon and in what circumstances. “ The latter part of their assessment (in bold) is not 

included in the PPTS 2015 definition and suggests that they are using additional 

unwarranted criteria to assess who falls under the definition. It seems unlikely that a 

family with a dependent in education would know exactly how soon and for what 

purposes they would travel again for work in the future – but they may well intend to do 

so. As the EHRC found with previous ORS GTAA methodology, this could 

disenfranchise many Gypsies and Travellers. 

 
4.24 STAG concludes that EIP22 is unsound: as detailed above, it is not justified as the 

evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and Travellers, particularly those 

who live in bricks and mortar accommodation, and does not show its questionnaire 

results or an analysis of them. Nor is it positively prepared, as it selects the evidence it 

uses, does not produce recommendations that are consistent with the evidence it has 

collected, and is unclear on how the PPTS 2015 definition has been interpreted. 

 

5. Planning Policy P11: Homes for Gypsies & Travellers 
 

5.1 Planning Policy P11 is highly dependent on the GTAA [EIP22] and the council’s use of 

the figures this provides because of the continued references throughout to identified 

accommodation need.26 

 

5.2 These are highly significant as is illustrated by their interpretation in other documents 

submitted as part of  the NSP. For example, the Equalities Impact Assessment states:  

 

“Draft Policy P11 seeks to protect existing Gypsy and Traveller sites and provide new 

sites in the future to meet needs. The Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 

Assessment Report (May 2020) identifies that there is no need for pitches in 

24 Cottle, S., Munns, R., Murdoch, A., Richardson, J., Ruston, S. & Soucek, N. (2019) Gypsy and Traveller sites: the revised 

planning definition’ impact on assessing accommodation needs. Manchester: Equality & Human Rights Commission  

25 STAG also notes the current policy climate that makes it more and more difficult for Gypsies and Travellers to travel (whether 

for work purposes or not) 
26 Appendix 5 shows in bold the dependence of the policy on the GTAA and the council’s interpretation of identified need from 

its findings. 
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Southwark to meet the needs of those falling within the definition of Gypsies and 

Travellers in the PPTS.” 

 

This demonstrates that the Council’s interpretation P11 will be assessed against the 

findings of the GTAA Report and they have chosen to ignore even that non-PPTS need 

identified in the report. 

 

5.3 STAG considers that P11 is also a misinterpretation of the council’s legal requirements. 

It ignores the rights of non-PPTS Gypsies and Travellers, including those who have 

ceased travelling permanently through old age, ill health or other reasons, but whose 

ethnic identity requires that they live in culturally appropriate accommodation under the 

Equality Act 2010.It also ignores the general duty to assess the needs of those living on 

caravan sites. 

 
5.4 As detailed in section 4, STAG has provided a detailed breakdown of how the current 

GTAA: 

• could be based on an erroneous interpretation of the PPTS planning definition 

• uses flawed methodology, including poor sampling, and significant under-

engagement of Travellers living in bricks and mortar accommodation. 

• does not acknowledge existing evidence of overcrowding on Southwark Gypsy and 

Traveller sites 

• omits important data sets, that were readily available, from the analysis 

• does not effectively assess need beyond the next five years, nor set pitch targets 

• does not base its recommendations on the evidence it has collected, nor existing 

Southwark Council policies on fire safety on sites, such as in Southwark’s Housing 

Strategy. 

 

It therefore means that P11 is unsound as the report on which its implementation depends is 

not justified in its findings or recommendations nor positively prepared. 

5.5 Inspectors have previously raised concerns about local plans that do not properly 

consider the Public Sector Equality Duty and the Housing and Planning Act 2016 duty to 

assess the need for caravan site provision – which should include an assessment and 

plans to meet the needs of Gypsies and Travellers who do not meet the PPTS definition 

but currently live in, and because of their ethnicity will likely require future, caravan 

accommodation.. For example, in a letter prior to the examination of the South 

Cambridgeshire plan the Inspector stated: 

 

“The new GTAA […] identifies 70 households not meeting the new definition and 170 

unknowns of which it suggests only 10 might meet the definition. Assuming for the 

moment that the GTAA is correct it [sic] its assumptions, it identifies a substantial 

base population of caravan dwelling households (up to 240) which is likely to give 

rise to additional needs in the future for additional pitches for caravan dwellers. The 

GTAA (e.g. paragraph 3.20) highlights, among other matters, that some of those who 

fall outside the new definition may be able to demonstrate a right to culturally 

appropriate accommodation, which is likely to be caravans. More generally the 

Council is now required by the Housing Act as amended, to assess the need for 

provision of sites on which caravans can be sited.” 
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5.6 STAG is concerned that P11 and its interpretation throughout the NSP documents does 

not address the council’s legal duties nor requirements outlined in the Inspectors’ 

previous letter (Appendix 1). It is therefore not legally compliant and its interpretation 

throughout the NSP submissions is not sound. 

 

6 EIP 78 Addendum to Housing Background paper – Gypsy and Traveller 
update (July 2020) 

 

6.1 The EIP 78 Addendum Paper also includes a statement on Gypsies and Travellers that 

is based solely on the flawed ORS GTAA report and excludes the needs identified for the 

non-PPTS Gypsies and Travellers living on sites in Southwark and the unassessed need 

of Gypsies and Travellers living in bricks and mortar in the borough.27 It therefore ignores 

the Public Sector Equality Duty of the Council and their general duty to assess the needs 

of caravan dwellers in their planning policies. As Scottish, Welsh, Irish and Romany 

Travellers are protected under the Equality Act 2010, their needs should be considered 

beyond the planning definition. 

 

6.2 Previously Southwark Council’s adopted Core Strategy 2011 committed to safeguarding 

the existing four Traveller sites and to provide more sites in the borough: “Our approach 

is: We will continue to protect our existing Traveller and Gypsy sites.  We will provide 

new sites in the future to meet the accommodation needs of Travellers and Gypsies”. It 

is unclear why this commitment has changed, except that the flawed GTAA Report has 

taken an approach that, we believe is not objective, and so finds no additional needs for 

Gypsy and Traveller sites in the borough. 

 

6.3 EIP 78 then continues “Southwark Council is, however, committed to working to meet 

this wider need [that of non-PPTS Gypsies and Travellers] through other mechanisms 

outside of planning policy. Southwark Council Cabinet agreed Southwark’s first long-term 

housing strategy in January 2015. In 2019, the council took the decision to update the 

housing strategy to reflect changes in national policy and to reflect other agreed changes 

such as commitments in the Council Plan 2018-22.”  However, there has been no 

finalised Equality Impact Assessment of the Southwark Housing Strategy 2020 and there 

was no consideration of Gypsies & Travellers in the 2015 Equality Impact Assessment of 

the previous Housing Strategy. In addition, many of the proposed commitments in the 

Southwark Housing Strategy 2020 will affect Gypsies and Travellers housed in local 

authority, and other rented bricks and mortar accommodation, but their needs are not 

specifically referred to in the Strategy.  

 

6.4 For those living on local authority pitches STAG’s work provides evidence of a lack of 

pitch provision, overcrowding and problems with poor quality accommodation for 

Gypsies and Travellers in the borough. Accommodation was the most common 

casework issue for Gypsies and Travellers that we dealt with in the last six months of 

2019. The Fordham Study of Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs in London 28 

27 Appendix 6 

28 Fordham Research (2008) London Boroughs Gypsy and Travellers Accommodation Needs Assessment: Final Report 
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and the Tower Hamlets Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment29 both identified 

that there was an undersupply of pitches in Southwark. The current Housing Strategy 

and the EIP78 addendum do not acknowledge or address this need. 

 

6.5 EIP 78 is not legally compliant as it discriminates between PPTS and non-PPTS Gypsies 

and Travellers living on local authority sites as well as between those living on sites and 

those living in bricks and mortar. It is unsound as it is based on a selective and flawed 

evidence base and assessment of need. 

 

7 EIP77: Health, NSP07 & NSP07A: Equalities and NSP06 & NSP06A: 
Integrated Impact Assessments 

 

7.1 There is no mention of Gypsies and Travellers in the Health Impact Assessment of the 

NSP. This is despite the document answering “Yes” to the following questions: 

 

“Does the plan include a range of housing types and sizes, including affordable housing 

responding to local housing needs?” 

“Does the plan connect with existing communities, i.e. layout and movement which 

avoids physical barriers and severance and land uses and spaces which encourage 

social interaction?” 

“Does the plan consider health inequalities by addressing local needs through 

community engagement?  

“Has engagement and consultation been carried out with the local community and 

voluntary sector?”  

 

7.2 There is a substantial evidence base that Gypsies and Travellers face significantly worse 

health outcomes than the general population. Examples of research (dating as far back 

as 2004) show that:  

 

• The health status of Gypsies and Travellers is much poorer than that of the 

general population, even when controlling for other factors such as variable 

socio-economic status and/or ethnicity; 

• Life expectancy is 10 to 12 years less than that of the non-Traveller population; 

• 42 per cent of English Gypsies are affected by a long-term condition, as opposed 

to 18 per cent of the general population;  

• One in five Gypsy Traveller mothers will experience the loss of a child, compared 

to one in a hundred in the non-Traveller community.30  

 

7.3 Not only are Gypsies and Travellers health outcomes worse, but they also suffer worse 

outcomes across a huge range of areas which are wider social determinants of health, 

such as education, employment, criminal justice and hate crime.31 Their health 

inequalities have been attributed to the consequences of living on Traveller sites or 

29 https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/Documents/Planning-and-building-control/Strategic-Planning/Local-

Plan/Gypsies_and_Travellers_Accomodation_Assessment_2016.pdf [accessed 4th March 2020] 

30 House of Commons, Women’s and Equality Committee (2019) Tackling inequalities faced by Gypsy, Roma and Traveller 

communities: seventh report of Session 2017-19 

31 ibid 
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actively travelling, direct and indirect discrimination, problems with accessing healthcare 

services, registering for services due to discrimination or language and literacy barriers, 

and/or problems associated with a lack of trust leading to a lack of engagement with 

public health campaigns.32 It is therefore a significant omission that they have not, so far, 

been considered in the Health Impact Assessment of the NSP. 

 

7.4 In addition, it is acknowledged that those previously suffering the worst health outcomes, 

are likely to have been most negatively affected by Covid-19.33 A rapid impact 

assessment of the impacts of Covdi-19 on vulnerable groups, including Gypsies and 

Travellers, found that “COVID-19, and the government and societal response to it have 

significantly impacted the health needs of these groups and widened the health 

inequalities they experience”.34 There is no mention of this disproportionate impact on 

Gypsies and Travellers in Southwark’s Health Impact assessment, nor any measures 

recommended to mitigate its negative effects. 

 

7.5 The Equalities Impact Assessment of the NSP only makes reference to Gypsies and 

Travellers in relation to P11, with the same proviso as in other submissions that this 

depends on the assessment of need and quoting selected, but not the full, findings from 

the ORS GTAA Report (EIP 22). 

 

7.6 The Equalities Impact Assessment notes on P11 and its current interpretation: “It is 

recognised that the criteria may serve to restrict the sites on which Gypsy and Traveller 

pitches may be accommodated, which may have some adverse effect. However, this is 

necessary in the interest of good planning and the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 

Assessment Report (May 2020) does not identify any need for additional Gypsy and 

Traveller pitches in Southwark.” No further attempt has been made to quantify nor 

mitigate this negative impact, suggesting that the council has not considered its Public 

Sector Equality Duty in relation to ethnic Gypsies and Travellers who do not fulfil the 

PPTS 2015 definition, nor the current over-crowding issues on Southwark Gypsy & 

Traveller sites identified in the GTAA. 

 

7.7 Although Gypsies and Travellers are mentioned in reference to Strategic Planning Policy 

1 in the Integrated Impact Assessment – this merely repeats the statements made in the 

Health and Equality Impact Assessments in reference to P11. However, there is no data 

on Gypsies and Travellers included in Appendix 3 of the Assessment (Baseline data) 

and, hence, no indication that their equalities and health needs have been considered 

beyond the provision of pitches on local authority sites to those who meet the PPTS 

2015 definition. 

 

7.8 This indicates that there has been no wider assessment of the needs of Gypsies and 

Travellers in the borough in the Health, Equalities or Integrated Impact Assessments of 

the NSP. These Assessments are therefore, unlawful and unsound as they do not have 

an evidence base on wider Gypsy and Traveller health or equality impacts relating to 

32 ibid 
33 Public Health England (2020) Beyond the data: understanding the impact of Covid-19 on BAME groups London: Public 

Health England. page 6 

34 Doctors of the World (2020) a rapid needs assessment of excluded people in England during the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. 
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planning policies or, in the case of Gypsy and Traveller site provision and 

accommodation need, are based on selective and flawed evidence, as detailed in 

section 4. 

 

8 O0001 Statement of Community Involvement (2008) (updated 7 February 
2020) and O0001A Draft Statement of Community Involvement (2019) 
(public consultation scheduled in early 2020) 

 

8.1 Under regulation 10A of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) 

Regulations 2012  as amended), Local Planning Authorities must review Statements of 

Community Involvement at least once every five years from their adoption date to ensure 

that policies remain relevant and effectively address the needs of the local community. 

Southwark Council’s Statement of Community Involvement O0001 was last adopted in 

2008. The Draft Statement of Community Involvement (O0001A) prepared in 2019 has 

not been adopted, nor fully consulted on because of the coronavirus pandemic. It is 

unclear whether Southwark Council currently has a valid Statement of Community 

Involvement upon which to conduct this consultation, therefore the consultation itself has 

been unlawful. 

 

8.2 For STAG, the publication of two different Statements of Community Involvement on the 

Council’s Examination in Public website means it is extremely unclear how the council 

intends to ensure the Gypsy & Traveller community is involved in this consultation and 

those in the future. 

 
8.3 In the O0001 Statement of Community Involvement the council says that it can make 

consultations more inclusive by: “trying to find out if there are any special needs that may 

be provided to help everyone take part in the meeting, workshop etc before the event;” 

However, the current NSP consultation has been conducted purely online – there has 

been no attempt by the council to hold meetings or workshops and all council meetings 

are currently held online. There has been no help provided to ensure Gypsies and 

Travellers could take part in such meetings. 

 
8.4 Gypsies and Travellers are a community that is disproportionately digitally excluded. A 

survey by Friends, Families and Travellers found that: 

 

• One in five Gypsy and Traveller participants had never used the internet, compared 

to one in ten members of the general population.  

• Over half of Gypsy and Traveller participants said that they did not feel confident 

using digital technology by themselves.  

• Only two in five Gypsies and Travellers surveyed said that they use the internet daily, 

compared to four out of five of the general population.35 

• Only 38% of Gypsies and Travellers (33% if housed) had a household internet 

connection, compared to 86% of the general population. 

 

35 Friends, Families & Travellers. (2018) Digital Exclusion in Gypsy and Traveller communities in the United Kingdom. Retrieved 

23 October 2020 from https://www.gypsy-traveller.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Digital-Inclusion-in-Gypsy-and-

Traveller-communities-FINAL-1.pdf   
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8.5 STAG has found that digital exclusion was a key barrier to our clients engaging with the 

NSP consultation. Their digital exclusion was present for four main reasons: lack of 

financial means to pay for access to broadband or mobile data; poor wifi on sites; lack of 

access to the right technology or equipment; and a lack of digital skills.  

 

“We don’t have any computers, laptops or tablets and I don’t have a smartphone. But 

my children need to go online for school and college work. I have an e-mail address 

but don’t really use it and I don’t know how to use computers. I have a severe health 

condition that means I don’t often leave the house, and I am often unwell. I feel very 

isolated here and it is making my mental health problems worse.” Respondent to 

STAG survey, October 2020 

 

8.6 As well as limiting engagement in the consultation as they could not see the documents 

online or link into online meetings, this lack of inclusion has deepened actual and 

perceived exclusion amongst the Gypsy & Traveller communities: 

 

“While this pandemic has highlighted opportunities for new ways of working, we need to 

enable digital inclusion and that is very difficult at this time”. Deputy CEO of Leeds GATE 

(Gypsy & Traveller Exchange). 36 

 
8.7 To overcome this digital exclusion STAG has used telephone calls, mailed out paper 

newsletters and template responses, and supported members of Gypsy and Traveller 

households in Southwark to conduct (socially distanced) interviews with other members 

of their communities, to try and engage them in a consultation that has a major impact on 

their future. However, the council has not provided short papers or easy-to-read 

information about the consultation in formats that were suitable for communicating to our 

communities in these ways. The Council has also not provided any support for members 

of the community to access online meetings or documents. 

 

9. Breaches of the Equality Act 2010 

 

9.1 STAG is of the view that the GTAA and subsequent inclusion of policy P11 amounts to 

direct discrimination contrary to section 13 of the Equality Act 2010. This policy and the 

underlying evidence base discriminates against Gypsy and Traveller communities in 

Southwark and means they are not enabled to live according to their culture. 

 

9.2 STAG believes that the lack of support to engage the Gypsy and Traveller communities 

in Southwark in this consultation  is  a further breach of section 19 of the Equality Act 

2010 in terms of indirect discrimination – the online consultation process has 

disadvantaged some groups (including Gypsies and Travellers) more than others, but 

the council has put nothing in place to mitigate that disadvantage, which is also in breach 

of both versions of its Statement of Community Involvement. 

 

9.3 Furthermore, STAG maintains that the operation of P11 would amount to a breach of the 

Public Sector Equality Duty at section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. The most relevant 

36 Doctors of the World (2020) A Rapid Needs Assessment of Excluded People in England during the 2020 Covid-19 pandemic. 

Retrieved 23 October 2020 from https://www.doctorsoftheworld.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/covid-full-rna-report.pdf 
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breach being that a public authority, in the exercise of its functions, must have due 

regard to the need to eliminate discrimination. 

 

10. Conclusions 
 

10.1 The New Southwark Plan policies and underlying evidence base (particularly P11 

and the Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not legally 

compliant as: 

 

Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many Gypsies 

and Travellers living or wanting/needing (because of family connections) to live in the 

borough. 

 

Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the accommodation 

needs of people who live in caravans. 

 

This New Southwark Plan consultation with an amended homes for Gypsies and 

Travellers policy has not complied with 10A of the Town and Country Planning (Local 

Planning) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 because Southwark Council’s 

consultation is out of date and the Gypsy and Traveller community have not been 

engaged at all.  

 

10.2 The New Southwark Plan policies are unsound as they are not: 

 

Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and Travellers, 

does not show the details of how it was analysed and recommendations are not based 

on the evidence collected. 

 

Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark have adopted the 

national policy without considering the accommodation needs of Gypsies and Travellers 

included in London Plan policies. 

 

Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is not objective 

– it selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its questionnaire results and didn’t involve 

enough Gypsies and Travellers who live in bricks and mortar. Furthermore, the full 

evidence available in the GTAA has not been used, but only selected sections, to inform 

the council’s submissions for the Examination in Public. 

 

11. Contact details 
 

11.1 This response was prepared by , Manager, STAG, Sojourner 

Truth Community Centre, 161 Sumner Road, London SE15 6JL. 

 

11.2  I would like to speak at the Examination in Public 

 

11.3 I have commented on the following policies: 

 EIP 22 

 NSP01 & P11 
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 EIP 78 

 EIP 77 

 NSP07 & NSP07A 

 NSP06 & NSP06A 

 O0001 & O0001A 
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Appendix 1: Initial Inspectors’ letter 

“[There is] a need for clarity on the approach to meeting the needs of gypsies and travellers 

as well as any wider caravan/houseboat needs. 

 

“The examination would need to look carefully at Policy A of the PPTS in terms of the 

evidence base and degree of engagement with gypsy and traveller communities (noting 

Southwark has 4 existing permanent sites, accounting for 7% of London’s provision). Policy 

B of the PPTS is clear that pitch targets should be set and that plans should identify a supply 

of specific deliverable sites sufficient to provide 5 years’ worth of sites against their locally 

set targets and identify a supply of specific, developable sites, or broad locations for growth, 

for years 6 to 10 and, where possible, for years 11-15. 

 

“Furthermore, in addition to those who meet the planning definition, Section 124 of the 

Housing and Planning Act 2016 requires a wider assessment of those who seek caravan or 

houseboat accommodation. We cannot see that the 2019 SEL SHMA has addressed this 

and it is important that these wider needs simply do not “slip through the net”. We would 

welcome further information on whether the Council has undertaken this work, is working on 

such a wider assessment either alone or in partnership or whether there is a programme to 

carry out a S124 assessment?” 37 

 

Appendix 2: Inspectors’ response to NSP consultation 

“The Council has provided some latest evidence during this early stage of examination, 

notably the Gypsy & Traveller Needs Assessment and the updated Habitat Regulations 

Assessment. Again, this is not unusual in plan examinations and it is helpful that it is 

available prior to hearings. We would advise that the Council considers carefully whether this 

latest evidence prompts any further changes the Council wishes to make to its Plan and 

where it does that these are also consulted on as part of this early ‘Council’s Proposed 

Changes to the Submitted Plan.” 38 

 

Appendix 3: London Plan definitions 
The current London Plan definition of Gypsies and Travellers: 

“People with a cultural tradition of nomadism, a nomadic habit of life, or living in a caravan, 

whatever their race or origin, including: 1) those who are currently travelling or living in a 

caravan 2) those who currently live in bricks and mortar dwelling households whose existing 

accommodation is unsuitable for them by virtue of their cultural preference not to live in 

bricks and mortar accommodation 3) those who, on grounds of their own or their family’s or 

dependents’ educational or health needs or old age, have ceased to travel temporarily or 

permanently.” 

 

 

37 EIP 14: Inspectors letter: introduction and summary of main initial matters and concerns, 20 April 

2020 

38 EIP25: Inspectors response to NSP further consultation, 2 June 2020 
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Appendix 4: GTAA 2020 findings 
Findings of Southwark Council’s commissioned GTAA 2020 (EIP22): 

“There were no Gypsy or Traveller households identified in Southwark that meet the PPTS 

planning definition of a Traveller; 3 undetermined households that may meet the PPTS 

planning  definition; and 46 households that did not meet the PPTS planning definition. 

“There is no need for pitches for households that meet the PPTS planning  definition 

as none of the households that were interviewed were found to meet the PPTS definition. 

“There is a need for between 0 and 1 pitches for undetermined households. This is 

made up of new household formation from a maximum of 3 households. 

“There is a need for 42 pitches for households that did not meet the PPTS planning 

definition. This is made up of 18 concealed or doubled-up households; 1 movement from 

bricks and mortar; 9 teenagers who will be in need of a pitch of their own in the next 5 years; 

4 households currently living on the roadside or from in-migration; and 15 from new 

households.” 

 

“Due to historic low numbers of unauthorised encampments it is not recommended  that 

there is a need for any formal transit provision in Southwark at this time.” 

Appendix 5: P11 
P11: Homes for Gypsies and Travellers states: 
“We will continue to protect our existing Traveller and Gypsy sites subject to need. We will 

provide new sites in the future to meet the accommodation needs of Travellers and 

Gypsies. We will do this by: 

1. Safeguarding the existing four Traveller and Gypsy sites in Southwark where there is an 

identified need; 

and 

2. Identifying new sites for additional accommodation facilities to meet the needs of 

Travellers and Gypsies having regard to: 

1. The need for safe access to the road network; and 

2. The impact on the local environment and character; and 

3. The impact on amenity; and 

4. The availability of essential services, such as water, sewerage and drainage and waste 

disposal; 

and 

5. The proximity to shops, services and community facilities; and 

6. The need to avoid areas at high risk of flooding. 

Reasons 

1. We support the culture and traditions of Gypsies and Travellers in Southwark. 

We will assess our need for Gypsy and Travellers sites and look at how best to meet 

any additional need. This could be at a local, sub-regional or regional level. 

2. We currently have 42 authorised Gypsy and Travellers’ pitches across four sites which is 

one of the highest in London. The four sites are Bridale Close, Burnhill Close, Ilderton Road 

and Springtide Close and we have shown these on our Planning Policies Map. We will 

protect these sites where there is a need to make sure they remain as homes for 

Gypsies and Travellers.” [our emphasis added 
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Appendix 6: EIP 78 Addendum Paper 
The EIP 78 Addendum Paper states that: 

“The Assessment identifies that the need for pitches in Southwark to accommodate those 

falling within the Planning Policy for Traveller Sites (2015) (“PPTS”) definition of ‘gypsies and 

travellers’ is zero. The PPTS definition of ‘gypsies and travellers’ does not include those who 

have ceased to travel permanently. Consistent with the PPTS, the New Southwark Plan 

does not seek to meet any wider need for pitches to meet the needs of settled gypsies and 

travellers.” 

 

Appendix 7: The STAG survey 
Methodology: STAG conducted a small survey targeted at Gypsies, Roma and Travellers 

and Travelling Showpeople, who live, in or have lived, in Southwark between 1st and 26th 

October 2020 to inform our response to the Southwark GTAA conducted by ORS (EIP22). 

 

The survey questions were: 

1. Do you live in  

 a site in Southwark,  
bricks and mortar in Southwark  
Other 

 
2. Did you know there was a survey of Gypsies and Traveller Accommodation Needs in 

Southwark between October and December 2019? 

Yes 
No 
Other 
 

3. Did anyone contact you to talk about the survey and the need for pitches in Southwark 
between October and December 2019? 

Yes 
No 
Other 

 

4. Did you take part in the survey? (It was carried out by an organisation called ORS 
contracted by Southwark Council and took place between October and December 
2019)? 

Yes 
No 
Other 

 

5. Do you think the survey asked the right questions? (if not relevant, please go to question 
6) 

Yes 
No 
Other 

 

6. Is your home currently overcrowded? 
Yes 
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No 

Other 

 

7. Are you on the council waiting list for a new pitch? 

Yes 

No 

Other 

 

8. Do you think there is a need for more Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Southwark? 
Yes 
No 

Other 

 

9. Only one Traveller living in bricks and mortar was interviewed for the survey. How many 
Travellers, do you know of (you only need to estimate) who live in bricks and mortar in 
Southwark? (You only need to provide an estimate) 

 

10. Anything else you’d like to add? 
 

Survey responses were collected in three ways: 

• The survey was put into Survey Monkey and the link circulated to nine Gypsies and 

Travellers on STAG’s database who had e-mail addresses (this represents only 7% of 

the 127 clients on the database, as the majority of our clients do not have e-mail 

addresses, or do not use e-mail). Four completed the online survey. 

• The survey questions were asked over the telephone by the STAG Manager to Gypsies 

and Travellers who contacted us over this period, who were digitally excluded and asking 

for our support with this. Three completed the survey in this way. 

• A copy of the survey questions were e-mailed to a Traveller on a site in Southwark, who 

conducted (socially distanced) interviews and then wrote these up. Respondents 

engaged in this way were offered a £10 voucher for their time. 16 completed the survey 

in this way. 

 

Results: Despite conducting the survey at a time when coronavirus restrictions were in 

place in Southwark, and having limited resources, 23 Gypsies and Travellers responded to 

the survey. 18 of those responding lived on a Gypsy and Traveller site in Southwark and 5 in 

bricks and mortar accommodation. Respondents included Gypsies and Travellers living in 

Brideale Close, Burnhill Close and Ilderton Road sites in Southwark. 

 

Involvement in the ORS GTAA between October and December 2019 

• 13 (57%) did not know there was a survey of Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation 

Needs in Southwark between October and December 2019. Of the five who lived in 

bricks and mortar accommodation only one knew about the survey. 

• 18 (78%) said no one had contacted them to talk about the survey and the need for 

pitches in Southwark between October and December 2019. Of the five who lived in 

bricks and mortar accommodation, none had been contacted. 
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• Only three (13%) said they had taken part in the survey, although another five (22%) 

said members of their household had taken part in the survey. 15 (65%) said they 

had not taken part in the survey. 

• Of the three who had taken part in the survey, only one answered the question about 

survey questions: they did not think the survey asked the right questions. 

 

Overcrowding and the need for pitches 

• Of the 21 who answered the question, 17 (81%) said their home was currently 

overcrowded (one who lived in bricks and mortar accommodation and 16 who lived 

on sites). Two of those who said their home was not currently overcrowded lived in 

bricks and mortar accommodation; two on sites. 

• Of the 14 who answered the question, seven (50%) said they were currently on the 

council waiting list for a new pitch. One who said they were not on the waiting list told 

us their son was, and two (both of whom lived in bricks and mortar accommodation) 

said they weren’t on the waiting list but wanted to have a pitch in Southwark.  

• Four out of the five (80%) of respondents who lived in bricks and mortar specifically 

said they wanted to live on a pitch in Southwark in their response. 

• All 23 respondents answered the question: “Do you think there is a need for more 

Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Southwark?”. All (100%) answered “Yes”. 

 

How many Gypsies, Roma or Travellers do you know who live in bricks and mortar in 

Southwark?  

Of the 18 who answered this question, six said simply “a lot” or “lots”. Of the 12 who 

provided an estimate of numbers the average estimate was 37 (ranging from 10 to 100).  

 

Additional recorded information and comments provided by the respondents to the 

(socially distanced) interviews, the three telephone interviews and one of the online 

surveys are listed below: 

 

Respondent 1 

I live on a site in Southwark. I was aware of the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs 

assessment because my daughter had heard about it from London Gypsies and Travellers 

and so had made me aware of it. The council did not contact me to tell me about it. They 

came to visit the site one day so I invited them in, it wasn’t prearranged beforehand. Yes, I 

took part in the survey. My home is overcrowded and my children are years on the council 

waiting list for a pitch. I think there is a need for more pitches in Southwark so that it is less 

overcrowded on sites that are already there and for other Travellers who might want to live in 

Southwark or who live in houses in Southwark. There is at least 15 – 25 people that I know 

who live in houses in Southwark and there is probably more that I don’t know about. They 

didn’t arrange it with us before hand which meant that my grown up children didn’t get to talk 

to the people doing it. I told them about my children’s circumstances but I don’t know if they 

wrote that down.  

 

Respondent 2  

I live on a site in Southwark. I was aware of the Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs 

assessment because someone from London Gypsies and Travellers (LGT) had made me 

aware of it so I told others about it. We weren’t made aware of when they would be coming 
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which meant that I was unable to speak to them when they did come because I was at work. 

They did not leave any details to contact them to arrange a time to speak. I am on the 

council waiting list for a plot, we did the application form in 2015 when Marie Griffin was 

there. I believe there to be a lot of Gypsies and Travellers living in Southwark who are living 

in houses or flats. I think that the needs assessment and the definition deliberately excludes 

people like me who have been born on these sites and haven’t travelled anywhere. Their 

definition and understanding of Travellers is flawed and doesn’t take into consideration the 

fact that there isn’t anywhere else for people to travel to, so people aren’t going to leave 

sites when their kids have grown up. The government has forced this stop and then almost 

penalises you for it.  

 

Respondent 3  

I live on a site in Southwark and it is very overcrowded. I was told about the needs 

assessment taking place by other residents but I was not spoken to as I was not there when 

they came in to do it. No one contacted me. I have been on the council waiting list for at 

least five years. There is a need for more pitches in Southwark. There are lots of pitches that 

are overcrowded and people are being forced to move into houses or to try and find private 

yards or sites outside of Southwark even if they don’t want to.  

 

Respondent 4 

I live on a site in Southwark. The council have given me verbal permission to stay on the 

pitch I am in due to overcrowding in my mothers pitch. My mom told me about the needs 

assessment but I was not there when it was carried out, my mom told them about my 

situation. I have been on the council waiting list for a very long time. I was born on this site 

and have three young children who I want to grow up here. There is a need for pitches in 

Southwark. Lots are overcrowded because our parents moved here when it first opened in 

the early nineties and have had families who have grown up but there is nowhere for us to 

go.  

 

Respondent 5  

I live on a site in Southwark. I moved into a pitch that was left vacant for at least two years 

because my mother in laws pitch was overcrowded and the council and fire brigade were 

complaining about overcrowding and fire safety. I am pregnant and my baby is due soon. I 

heard about the needs assessment from my mother who works for London Gypsies and 

Travellers. I spoke to the people who did the needs assessment when they came in. I think 

there is a need for more pitches in Southwark. Lots of Travellers live in houses and flats in 

Southwark and a lot of them want to live on a site.   

 

Respondent 6  

I live on a site in Southwark. There is overcrowding in the pitch that I live on. I did not know 

about the needs assessment and was not spoken to but my mother spoke to them. I think 

there needs to be more pitches because there isn’t enough now and we are growing up and 

getting older, when I get married and have kids there is nowhere for me to go except into the 

pitch where my mother is and that is how it gets overcrowded. There is a lot of people living 

in flats around us because there isn’t enough pitches.  
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Respondent 7 

I live on a site in Southwark. I moved out of my mum’s pitch and into a vacant one because 

of overcrowding. I did not take part in the needs assessment because I was out working but 

they spoke to my wife. I think there is at least 25-40 Gypsies and Travellers living in houses 

and flats in Southwark. There needs to be more pitches.  

 

Respondent 8 

I live on a site in Southwark. There is bad overcrowding on my pitch. I was made aware of 

the needs assessment by my brother in laws wife and spoke with the people when they 

came in. I explained the situation and that I have grown up sons who all have their own 

caravans because they are too old to share/have girlfriends. There is no pitches for them to 

move onto so they have to stay here.  

 

Respondent 9 

I live on a site in Southwark and on a pitch with my dad and family it is very overcrowded 

and trailers are close together. I did not know about the needs assessment and no one 

spoke to me. My dad says that he spoke to them. I share a trailer with my girlfriend and I 

would like us to have our own pitch, especially when we have children. There is lots of 

Gypsies and Travellers living in houses and flats in the borough. I was born here and don’t 

want to live anywhere else. I think there needs to be more pitches. 

 

Respondent 10  

I live on a site in Southwark. I did not know about the needs assessment and was not 

interviewed by anyone. There is lots of overcrowding on sites in Southwark but there is no 

pitches or other sites for us to go to so I have to stay where I am. My brother moved to a 

different place with his wife and children because the pitch was too overcrowded for all of us 

to live there. I think there needs to be more sites in Southwark especially because we have 

always lived here but our families have got bigger because we have grown up. There is at 

probably 45 Gypsies and Travellers living in houses in Southwark. Lots of them would like to 

live in a site but there isn’t any room so they have to live in houses.  

 

Respondent 11 

I live on a site in Southwark. I didn’t do the needs assessment because I didn’t know about 

it. The plot is overcrowded. I think that we should have more pitches in Southwark because 

of this. Lots of Travellers live in houses in Southwark.  

 

Respondent 12 

I was living in a flat in Southwark at the time of the needs assessment and was not aware 

that it was taking place. I want to be on a site in Southwark as that is where I grew up, where 

my parents live and where I want my children to grow up. I think there is need for more 

pitches in Southwark.  

 

Respondent 13  

I live in a flat in Southwark and was not aware that the Southwark Needs Assessment for 

Gypsies and Travellers was taking place. No one spoke to me about it or came to see me. 

We need more pitches in Southwark so that we aren’t forced into houses like I have been 

which isn’t good for mental health, I would like to be on a site.   
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Respondent 14  

I live on a site in Southwark. I did not take part in the needs assessment because I was living 

with my husband in his parents pitch in a different borough. We had to move back into my 

mom’s pitch because there was too many people there. It is making my parents pitch 

overcrowded. I want to be able to live in Southwark because this is where I was born and 

where I grew up. I think there should be more pitches and sites. There has been the same 

amount for years. They are building more flats and houses, they should be trying to build 

more sites as well. There is a lot of people who live in houses around Southwark or who are 

forced to move to different places or to move onto the road because there isn’t enough 

pitches or they are overcrowded.  

 

Respondent 15 

I live on a site in Southwark and have done for the last thirty years. My sister in law told me 

about the needs assessment and I took part in it when they came around. The council didn’t 

tell us about it. My son is on the council waiting list for a pitch. There needs to be more 

pitches so that it can keep up with the amount of people that is here. This wasn’t even 

enough pitches when they made the site and it is not enough pitches now. There are lots of 

Travellers who are forced to live in houses in Southwark. I think there is around fifty people 

living in flats and houses.  

 

Respondent 16 

I live on a site in Southwark and have done for over thirty years. My plot isn’t overcrowded 

but the plots of my children are and there is nowhere for my grandchildren to go. I knew 

about the needs assessment but I wasn’t spoken to. I didn’t know what to say so I let them 

talk to my daughter because my wife used to do that stuff. I don’t know how to read or write 

and I don’t know about these things. I think there needs to be more sites and pitches 

because everyone is getting older but they can’t go out travelling anymore so they need 

pitches to live on. It is dangerous if they are overcrowded because of fires.  

 

Respondent 17 

We need so many more pitches we all have young children growing up who will all soon 

need their own space. We are cramped in like animals on these sites, the pitches we have 

are far too small as it is. We need more. [respondent lived on a Gypsy and Traveller site in 

Southwark] 

 

Respondent 18 

I am  a mum with three children in school and college. We live in bricks and mortar 

accommodation in Southwark. I never heard anything about the accommodation needs 

assessment and wasn’t involved in it. We don’t have any computers, laptops or tablets and I 

don’t have a smartphone. But my children need to go online for school and college work. I 

have an e-mail address but don’t really use it and I don’t know how to use computers. I have 

a severe health condition that means I don’t often leave the house, and I am often unwell. I 

feel very isolated here and it is making my mental health problems worse. We need more 

pitches in Southwark. 

 

Respondent 19 

I am a single mum who lives in bricks and mortar accommodation in Southwark, I am not on 

the council waiting list but I do want a pitch in Southwark, so I can bring my children up in the 
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traditional way. I have three children, but only two live with me – the other has left home 

because he is older. I don’t know anything about computers and can’t use them. It is really 

difficult with Universal Credit as I can’t use the online form. Both my children living with me 

need computers for school and college work, especially now that there’s the coronavirus. I’m 

lucky that I see members of my family who live in Southwark reasonably often. But if I didn’t I 

would be very isolated in this house, away from other Gypsies and Travellers, and I miss 

living in a caravan. We need more pitches in Southwark. I wasn’t involved in the Gypsies 

and Travellers Accommodation needs survey and never heard of it. 

 

Respondent 20 

I live on a site in Southwark with my four children. I have a disability and mental health 

problems and one of my children has special needs. I don’t have access to a computer and I 

don’t know how to use them. I need at least one for my children to be able to do their 

schoolwork, especially if the schools are closed down again. I didn’t know about the survey 

and no one contacted me about it. We are overcrowded in here, but I’m not on the council 

waiting list because my children are too young. A lot of the site is overcrowded, so we need 

more pitches. 
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Dear Sir/Madam,  
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am  In addition to my previous 
email I wish to also make comments on NSP55: Mandela Way as both a resident of Pages Walk and the 
founder member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association. I did send this email from my 
other email address but have not received confirmation of receipt yet.  I have an extensive network of 
members with varying degrees of involvement in petitioning, objecting and negotiating what is best for 
existing residents and the future of our local area. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association 
wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified specifically to the inspectors as areas of high concern.  
 
If Southwark Planning is serious about SP2: Regeneration that works for all  and “ promoting 
wellbeing” then they should be listening to the existing residents of Pages Walk on all matters outlined 
below which will impact on the lives and well being of the current community. Please note that 
Southwark Planning have consulted with us previously over the last few years but it seems that 
consultations are repeatedly being ignored as the new plan does not accurately reflect those 
consultations. 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email which I will also be forwarding to our local councillors who 
have expressed interest and in addition our MP. 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
Jo Frost  
Founder Member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association 

Jo Frost  

Make-Up Artist 
 
E .  
T .  
 
 
Website | Instagram  
 

 
Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 
 
Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since November 
2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off Mandela Way that backs 
onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win when they agreed to change the 
original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our 
existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a 
limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new 
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development will mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and 

preserve history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 
level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on Pages Walk. 
The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building footprint and stand no 
higher than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a loss of light which will be fiercely 
opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 
59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 story development, this is completely against previous 
assurances and proposals by Southwark Planning Officers.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and objectives of 
sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to build  5-6 stories high 
buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the conservation area to the north of 
the terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England has expressed concerns about the height of 
buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of 
Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the 
area. We were previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from 
Pages Walk but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 
development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning 
principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing building sit at a 
maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 
 
Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an environmental 
issue. The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the landscaped gardens of the 
proposed area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a wildlife corridor and supports a wide range 
of biodiversity including many types of birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. Living in 
close proximity to nature is proven to positively enhance health and mental well being. Any destruction 
of this habitat will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well being of residents but 
will also negatively affect drainage and flooding.  
 
Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this 
new development. Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk for in excess 
of 15 years. The road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and want assurance that there are no 
plans to change our quiet residential street. With such a huge development planned for the entire length 
of Mandela Way how will this be put in place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent 
Road traffic especially as plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all 
Is it positively prepared? No:  

Is it effective? No: 

Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are 
completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not justified because no one 
living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding 
imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to 
proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate 
Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association have been raising awareness of new 
proposals that many residents have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new 
plans on a regular basis. This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment 
of our area and therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not 
have to be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
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effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 

 

Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 
where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  
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Dear Sirs, 
 
I live at  and am a member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
association and write to register my objection  in response to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. 
 
I fully adopt in general terms the detailed objections that have been raised by Jo Frost, the founder 
of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association. 
 
I also wish to register a specific objection to the proposed massing in the area behind Pages Walk. 
Examination document EIP38 proposes the construction of a new residential street parallel to Pages 
Walk, and rightly concludes that any such development would have to be "reasonably offset" from 
Pages Walk. Page 94 of that document identifies a proposed set-off of 22 meters from the rear of 
the existing gardens on the East side of Pages Walk. Although I agree with Jo Frost that any 
development running parallel to Pages Walk should be restricted to the same height as the buildings 
on Pages Walk (i.e. two stories) the proposal for a significant offset seems to me to be a sensible way 
to minimise the impact on existing residents. 
 
However, page 101 of that document contains a plan showing that the proposed new residential 
buildings will not be offset at all from the gardens of 103, 101, or 99 Pages Walk. The proposal 
appears to be to permit development of a three or four storey structure directly abutting my garden 
(I live at 101 Pages Walk) and the gardens of my neighbours. Such a development would put the 
gardens permanently in shadow (whereas at the moment they enjoy direct sunlight for a large 
portion of the day), and mean that both the gardens and our homes would be overlooked by a 
building just a few meters away from our rear walls. Page 59 of EPI38 suggests that development 
may in fact be permitted to four stories in height.   
 
As I am sure you appreciate, the idea of such a development is frightening. It would mean the loss of 
all of the direct light me and my neighbours currently enjoy, as well as a total loss of privacy. A three 
or four storey construction would completely dominate the area immediately behind our homes. It 
also seems completely inconsistent that the proposals accept the need to offset most of the 
proposed development from existing homes on Pages Walk, before going on to propose that at the 
southern end of Pages Walk, at least three existing homes will be directly abutted by new three 
storey buildings.  
 
The impetus seems to be to allow future developers to "cram in" a couple of extra homes at the 
southern end of the new proposed street. I do not see why future developers should be permitted to 
squeeze that extra value to the direct and corresponding cost of me and my neighbours. 
 
I urge to reconsider this aspect of the Masterplan, and instead: 
- Specify that developments along the proposed new residential street parallel to Pages Walk will be 
offset from the boundaries of existing homes on pages walk by at least 22 meters along the entirety 
of the street (i.e. applying a consistent approach along the length of the new proposed street rather 
than throwing me and my immediate neighbours under the bus); and, 
- Specify that developments along that proposed new street should be restricted to two stories in 
height, so as to be consistent with the existing development (which is protected as a conservation 
area) along Pages Walk.  
 
Yours faithfully, 
Daniel Churcher 
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a member of the Pages 
Walk Conservation Residents Association and local resident. We are extremely concerned with the scale 
of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for our area. This plan was previously supported and 
would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line extension which has now been put on hold by TFL London 
due to financial problems caused by the pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to 
double the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely 
abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms of transport to support such a 
huge increase in population. In addition there has been widespread reduction of road capacity to 
increase cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing across the borough since the pandemic 
started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and misery for residents; journey times 
are hugely increased and as cars are now on the roads for longer which increasing fuel emissions. There 
have also been a huge increase in road rage resulting in altercations on the streets. It’s insane to keep 
reducing road capacity for traffic whilst simultaneously increasing the population. Whilst we can 
appreciate that the new developments are largely car-free, traffic will still be an issue as those without 
cars will still be using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially considering that the Bakerloo Line extension has 
been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic problems. 
 
Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and regeneration 
issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The Pages Walk Conservation 
Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified specifically to the inspectors as areas of 
high concern.  
 
Please can you confirm receipt of my comments. 
  
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
Mary McDonagh 
Sent from my iPhone 
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Dear Yvonne, the planning policy team and planning team for Southwark Council, 
 
In my reasonable opinion, it is important to consider the consultation for the New Southwark Plan in 
the context of what the community has been presented to date across Southwark, what it hopes to 
provide in terms of its ambitious house building strategy for managing growth and development 
across the Borough and how this should be considered in terms of 'land management' as we are 
within close proximity to other parts of London to ensure that the heights, massing, and 
neighbourhood becomes an attractive proposition, overall. 
 
Key considerations are:  

 how the water scarcity issue will be managed to ensure access to clean drinking water. 
 If the properties in Southwark are accessing water from the desalination plant in Beckton, 

how will this site and the river Thames that it accesses water from be kept safe to avoid 
contamination? 

 What investment from Central government will take place to facilitate the needs of 
protecting the community? 

 How will all homes e.g., Council, housing association and privately managed assets e.g., 
private leaseholders and those renting be maintained to ensure the OH&S of all sites meets 
health and safety requirements and compliance.  

 In my reasonable opinion, the maintenance and management of each site must be discussed 
ahead of planning approval and as part of the costs to ensure that those seeking to buy, rent 
privately, or rent council homes or commercial properties be provided with an understanding 
of how to manage this important infrastructure and housing requirement. 

 Ensure that the air we breathe is safe. 

Tall buildings: 

 Due to Grenfell, fire safety has changed some views on construction. IMHO, and based on the 
consultation it could be considered unreasonable to harm existing structures that met 
building control. It is appropriate that we seek discussion and standards on new properties 
but ensure ESG compliance on health and safety of each building. A key risk is that property 
management companies don't have the specialist construction backgrounds to consider and 
make substantive material changes to many of the buildings. It reasonable to state that if they 
cause harm to an existing award-winning design that met building control for the purposes of 
a fee, it could devalue assets, harm the structure, and potentially affect the health and 
wellbeing of the homeowners. It is unreasonable to knock homes down and affect the health 
and well-being of local communities given the housing crisis. 

 Insofar as how water will be accessed, pipes and drains need to be considered as key 
investment opportunities for the minister of housing to invest in as they will be providing a 
key nutrient to communities and it is reasonable to consider how this will be installed, where 
and how climate change will affect this. 

 How remediation will take place as the drains will need to be put in the grounds. 
 How existing buildings need to be safeguarded from opportunists to avoid exploitation and 

how the insurance industry will need to consider premiums for properties that exist, what 
requirements are needed for properties that have cladding that does not meet building 
control and new stock. 

Land management in terms of an 'island' must be considered to avoid excessive build-up of tall 
buildings with heights, massing weighing down the local neighbourhood that could harm local 
buildings and the neighbourhood, a sinking or impact to the adjacent site. Air pollution around the 
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site will need to be managed in accordance with guidelines to avoid harm to local neighbours in the 
neighbourhood. 
 
Green spaces and treelined streets. 

 It is important to consider how treelined streets will be conceived and accommodated 
throughout the Borough to provide safer pedestrian and cycle routes, and more attractive 
and inviting public realm and how these green spaces will be maintained and areas around 
construction sites will have dampening and key neighbourhood EIA compliance to avoid harm 
and inconvenience. 

 How lighting will be considered and managed to avoid crimes increasing 
 How permeability will be enhanced in a safe way to make pedestrian routes more attractive 

to those seeking to buy or rent their homes in Southwark 

The cyclist bridge installed in the Albion channel needs to be reconsidered with immediate effect as it 
does not complement the heritage and ambiance of the local area and replace it with a bridge to 
mirror the others and complement the local areas to avoid harm to the local Dock heritage.  
 

 Where are the Black moors that were removed?  
 Where will they be repositioned? 
 When will the historic pebbles be replaced along the Albion channel that were removed as 

part of the First phase of the Notting hill housing and decathlon project to avoid a trip hazard 
as this area is accessed by the public? 

 Will wildlife be introduced to the Bird sanctuary as we have seen a significant year on year 
reduction? 

 The trees along the front of the decathlon site need to be replaced as the selection was not 
suited. 

Priority: must be for sustainable developments in the context of a neighbourhood, for those that live 
here and for those that the community wishes to attract to ensure that the new housing strategy 
does not encroach on the aspirations of locals and their families who wish to rent or buy and for 
those who wish to join the community by purchasing homes. 
It is reasonable to state that adopting just a rental strategy restricts trade and does not provide the 
aspirations of those living and working nearby nor does it implore diversity or community.  
 
As history, and antidotally in context, many our homeowners many years ago attended a local 
consultation meeting with a rival developer who claimed that our buildings were ugly. It reasonable to 
state that for the majority in attendance found the comments offensive. We want to protect our 
homes for the duration of the term. 
 
It is therefore reasonable that the land management of adjacent sites to be complementary with 
award-winning architecture, great design, and be a neighbourhood of balance and beauty to avoid 
unattractive and uninviting spaces. To accommodate the people and homes that exist and for there to 
be a 'mirror' so that any residential buildings or businesses must be in complement and those new 
businesses can become part of our communities. It is the breadth of knowledge that provides a 
template for mixed communities to thrive as we should respect each other despite our 
socioeconomics and backgrounds. It is this that we wish to implore and safeguard. It is reasonable to 
state that we don't accept fear, intimidation, harassment, crime, or discrimination in our local 
communities. This doesn't implore the type of place that many of us chose to buy our properties in, 
live and work in.  
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We want to live in a clean neighbourhood that is friendly and inviting. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you should you require any further clarity about the 'places that people 
prefer to live or work in.' 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Anastasia Cavouras 
 
Disclaimer. This is without prejudice and in the spirit of fairness 
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Hello all,  
 
Some more planning policy considerations:  
- external windows should be made flush to avoid popping out and causing damage to the facade. 
- Balconies should be reconsidered due to the effects of climate change.  
Most importantly, if we refer to New York and Chicago architecture and design many of the buildings 
do not have external balconies and it provides a cleaner finish and better opportunities for windows 
to create a nicer room with space and light.  
 
It is fair to say that many construction companies in New York are use to building on an island.  
 
Kind regards, 
Anastasia  
 
On 30 Oct 2020, at 13:14, A Cavouras < > wrote: 

Dear Yvonne, the planning policy team and planning team for Southwark Council, 
 
In my reasonable opinion, it is important to consider the consultation for the New Southwark Plan in 
the context of what the community has been presented to date across Southwark, what it hopes to 
provide in terms of its ambitious house building strategy for managing growth and development 
across the Borough and how this should be considered in terms of 'land management' as we are 
within close proximity to other parts of London to ensure that the heights, massing, and 
neighbourhood becomes an attractive proposition, overall. 
 
Key considerations are:  

 how the water scarcity issue will be managed to ensure access to clean drinking water. 
 If the properties in Southwark are accessing water from the desalination plant in Beckton, 

how will this site and the river Thames that it accesses water from be kept safe to avoid 
contamination? 

 What investment from Central government will take place to facilitate the needs of 
protecting the community? 

 How will all homes e.g., Council, housing association and privately managed assets e.g., 
private leaseholders and those renting be maintained to ensure the OH&S of all sites meets 
health and safety requirements and compliance.  

 In my reasonable opinion, the maintenance and management of each site must be discussed 
ahead of planning approval and as part of the costs to ensure that those seeking to buy, rent 
privately, or rent council homes or commercial properties be provided with an understanding 
of how to manage this important infrastructure and housing requirement. 

 Ensure that the air we breathe is safe. 

Tall buildings: 

 Due to Grenfell, fire safety has changed some views on construction. IMHO, and based on the 
consultation it could be considered unreasonable to harm existing structures that met 
building control. It is appropriate that we seek discussion and standards on new properties 
but ensure ESG compliance on health and safety of each building. A key risk is that property 
management companies don't have the specialist construction backgrounds to consider and 
make substantive material changes to many of the buildings. It reasonable to state that if they 
cause harm to an existing award-winning design that met building control for the purposes of 
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a fee, it could devalue assets, harm the structure, and potentially affect the health and 
wellbeing of the homeowners. It is unreasonable to knock homes down and affect the health 
and well-being of local communities given the housing crisis. 

 Insofar as how water will be accessed, pipes and drains need to be considered as key 
investment opportunities for the minister of housing to invest in as they will be providing a 
key nutrient to communities and it is reasonable to consider how this will be installed, where 
and how climate change will affect this. 

 How remediation will take place as the drains will need to be put in the grounds. 
 How existing buildings need to be safeguarded from opportunists to avoid exploitation and 

how the insurance industry will need to consider premiums for properties that exist, what 
requirements are needed for properties that have cladding that does not meet building 
control and new stock. 

Land management in terms of an 'island' must be considered to avoid excessive build-up of tall 
buildings with heights, massing weighing down the local neighbourhood that could harm local 
buildings and the neighbourhood, a sinking or impact to the adjacent site. Air pollution around the 
site will need to be managed in accordance with guidelines to avoid harm to local neighbours in the 
neighbourhood. 
 
Green spaces and treelined streets. 

 It is important to consider how treelined streets will be conceived and accommodated 
throughout the Borough to provide safer pedestrian and cycle routes, and more attractive 
and inviting public realm and how these green spaces will be maintained and areas around 
construction sites will have dampening and key neighbourhood EIA compliance to avoid harm 
and inconvenience. 

 How lighting will be considered and managed to avoid crimes increasing 
 How permeability will be enhanced in a safe way to make pedestrian routes more attractive 

to those seeking to buy or rent their homes in Southwark 

The cyclist bridge installed in the Albion channel needs to be reconsidered with immediate effect as it 
does not complement the heritage and ambiance of the local area and replace it with a bridge to 
mirror the others and complement the local areas to avoid harm to the local Dock heritage.  
 

 Where are the Black moors that were removed?  
 Where will they be repositioned? 
 When will the historic pebbles be replaced along the Albion channel that were removed as 

part of the First phase of the Notting hill housing and decathlon project to avoid a trip hazard 
as this area is accessed by the public? 

 Will wildlife be introduced to the Bird sanctuary as we have seen a significant year on year 
reduction? 

 The trees along the front of the decathlon site need to be replaced as the selection was not 
suited. 

Priority: must be for sustainable developments in the context of a neighbourhood, for those that live 
here and for those that the community wishes to attract to ensure that the new housing strategy 
does not encroach on the aspirations of locals and their families who wish to rent or buy and for 
those who wish to join the community by purchasing homes. 
It is reasonable to state that adopting just a rental strategy restricts trade and does not provide the 
aspirations of those living and working nearby nor does it implore diversity or community.  
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As history, and antidotally in context, many our homeowners many years ago attended a local 
consultation meeting with a rival developer who claimed that our buildings were ugly. It reasonable to 
state that for the majority in attendance found the comments offensive. We want to protect our 
homes for the duration of the term. 
 
It is therefore reasonable that the land management of adjacent sites to be complementary with 
award-winning architecture, great design, and be a neighbourhood of balance and beauty to avoid 
unattractive and uninviting spaces. To accommodate the people and homes that exist and for there to 
be a 'mirror' so that any residential buildings or businesses must be in complement and those new 
businesses can become part of our communities. It is the breadth of knowledge that provides a 
template for mixed communities to thrive as we should respect each other despite our 
socioeconomics and backgrounds. It is this that we wish to implore and safeguard. It is reasonable to 
state that we don't accept fear, intimidation, harassment, crime, or discrimination in our local 
communities. This doesn't implore the type of place that many of us chose to buy our properties in, 
live and work in.  
 
We want to live in a clean neighbourhood that is friendly and inviting. 
 
I look forward to hearing from you should you require any further clarity about the 'places that people 
prefer to live or work in.' 
 
Kind regards, 
 
Anastasia Cavouras 
 
Disclaimer. This is without prejudice and in the spirit of fairness. 
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Dear Sir/Madam 
I am a member of Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association and a local resident. 
We are all really concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for 
our area. This plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line 
extension which has now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial problems caused by the 
pandemic. We have to point out that the ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over 
the next 10 years must either be re-thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported 
by the infrastructure in terms of transport to support such a huge increase in population.  I really 
feel our schools and certainly our Doctors surgeries will not be able to cope.  (My surgery was closed 
down  (Bermondsey Health Centre, Grange Road) and so I joined one in Old Kent road.  As it has so 
many patients you can hardly ever get an appointment!   
In addition, there has been widespread reduction of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and widen 
pavements for social distancing across the borough since the pandemic started. This has resulted in 
gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and misery for residents; journey times are hugely increased 
and as cars are now on the roads for longer which in itself, is increasing fuel emissions. The use of 
heavy goods vehicles for construction will also cause traffic problems. 
 
Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and 
regeneration issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan. The Pages 
Walk Conservation Residents Association wish to get Pages Walk and Walk identified specifically to 
the inspectors as areas of high concern.  
 
Could you please confirm receipt of my e-mail. 
  
Kind regards 
 
Siobhan Mckenna 

 
 
 

 

 
For Residents Concerned with the Development immediately behind Pages Walk going 
down Mandela Way  
Site Allocation NSP55: Mandela Way 
 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 
Is it effective? No 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since November 
2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off Mandela Way that backs 
onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win when they agreed to change the 
original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced housing with gardens backing on to our 
existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a 
limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new 
development will mirror our Conservation Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and 

preserve history of the few pockets of heritage that remain in Southwark. We are also want the ground 
level to be preserved as existing - it sits approximately 0.5 meters below the ground level on Pages Walk. 
The footprint of the new build should be constrained to the existing building footprint and stand no 
higher than the existing 8.2 meters. Any changes to this will result in a loss of light which will be fiercely 
opposed by all residents. However, we are concerned that in the new EIP38 Feasibility Study (2018) Page 
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59 this area has been zoned for a possible 4 story development, this is completely against previous 
assurances and proposals by Southwark Planning Officers.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and objectives of 
sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to build  5-6 stories high 
buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the conservation area to the north of 
the terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England has expressed concerns about the height of 
buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of 
Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, Thorburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the 
area. We were previously assured that buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from 
Pages Walk but on the new proposal there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey 
development in relatively close proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning 
principles of sustaining and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing building sit at a 
maximum of 2 stories in the locality. 
 
Environmental Impact  
Residents are also attaching importance for all the existing trees to be preserved as an environmental 
issue. The existing area of Pages Walk terraced gardens backing on to the landscaped gardens of the 
proposed area for redevelopment on Mandela Way creates a wildlife corridor and supports a wide range 
of biodiversity including many types of birds, foxes, squirrels, bees, butterflies and other insects. Living in 
close proximity to nature is proven to positively enhance health and mental well-being. Any destruction 
of this habitat will have a detrimental affect not only on the environment and well- being of residents but 
will also negatively affect drainage and flooding.  
 
Traffic and Pressure on Road Use 
We are also concerned about the impact on roads and traffic that will be caused by this 
new development. Pages Walk has been a no through road accessed only from Willow Walk for in excess 
of 15 years. The road is not wide enough to support 2 way traffic and want assurance that there are no 
plans to change our quiet residential street. With such a huge development planned for the entire length 
of Mandela Way how will this be put in place without extreme strain put on Mandela Way and Old Kent 
Road traffic especially as plans to extend the Bakerloo line have been suspended indefinitely? 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are 
completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  It is not justified because no one 
living here wants this development. We have a petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing 
a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our 
opposition. This was submitted earlier this summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages 
Walk Conservation Residents Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many 
residents have been kept ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. 
This should make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore 
new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will 
destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment. 
 

For Residents Concerned with the Overall Plan for Pages Walk, Willow Walk, Crimscott Street and 
Surrounding Areas 

 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all (document EIP27B)  

We do not see why the Council should get away with imposing outrageous developments on us 
when the words of at least one of its policies in the NSP says it will work with us for our greater 
benefit.  The Council (or the planners) evidently understand something completely different from 
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how residents interpret the words.  The policy is “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” can be found 
in document EIP27B on the Southwark NSP website (click here ). 
  
“SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is on page 8.  Wonderful words but very far from the actual 
behaviour of the Council over what they are proposing for the upper east side of Pages Walk and 
adjacent Willow Walk.  We weren’t informed that there was a planning application proposing to 
destroy our neighbourhood, let alone “…collaborate with the community throughout the 
process”.  If this is what they call “regeneration that works for all” it is a deceitful use of words.   
 
 “SP2: Regeneration that works for all” is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in 
Pages Walk and Willow Walk that are completely out of context with the area in which they are 
proposed.  It is not justified because no one living here wants this development. We have a petition 
drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate 
vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures to proving our opposition. This was submitted earlier this 
summer.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new 
applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually 
fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it 
will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently 
low scale environment. 
  
As for “promoting wellbeing”.  Many of us are sick, agitated  and anxious about the Council’s 
proposals for our area. 
 
Feelings are running high with residents as it is apparent that Southwark Planning and developers 
are merely ticking boxes and not actually sticking to their own manifesto or listening to the views of 
residents even when involved in the consulting phase. It’s evident that many of the online 
consultancy feedback forms ask leading questions and make it almost impossible to actually object 
or offer objective criticism. This is a total manipulation of the system. 
 
As an alternative to this policy (which the inspectors would also like to hear about) the Council 
should work with the local community rather than against it and develop proposals that the 
residents of the area support. 
 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement 
respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context there is no determination of 
what positively means and therefore how and by whom ‘harm’ is assessed in the context of 
proposed developments.  In an area as diverse as Southwark it is very easy to point to a 
development in proximity to a site and claim that it justifies a development of similar height and 
massing a block away; only that block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages 
Walk is a predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments for 
justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local heritage of Pages 
Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten to engulf what is an already 
protected neighbourhood. 
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This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address this kind of 
behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are specific to the 
site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of SE1 having 
been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the blitz are cherished. We live 
in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we should be celebrating that. It’s important to 
culturally preserve areas not just for residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how ‘harm’ created 
by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. We have proposed 
developments that claim to be based on ‘historical context’ for example claiming that building a 
glass building in a brick area is a reflection of botanical gardens that were in the area. Only those 
botanical gardens had a brick house, not a glass green house. It is easy to ‘tick a box’ – this policy 
does not safeguard against such behaviours.  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that addresses this 
situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to develop infrastructure 
necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with younger children. Designing out crime 
cannot be limited to the design of buildings and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It 
needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the middle of residential 
areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas creating higher risk at weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 
services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 
health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are allowed. Recreational 
facilities should be available to all existing residents rather than exclusively for those within 
gated developments. Crime is reduced in a cohesive integrated communities. Economic 
disparity reflected in facilities will only fuel crime as it puts groups into direct opposition and 
fuels a ‘us and them’ mentality. The gap between rich and poor in our area is accelerating 
due to the pandemic which will result in widespread unemployment, the crime rate is 
increasing as a direct reflection of this. Southwark Planning should also be mindful that 
much of the new plan can be interpreted as social cleansing.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is restricted or wind 
tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such developments. There is insufficient 
reference in the policy about how impact on community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 
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Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to the 
significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is extremely vague and 
will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it lacks clarity on what is meant by 
location and therefore how far out height of existing buildings can be considered. For example, 
making reference to Elephant and Castle and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 
storey buildings on Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are seeing is developers 
referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not approved and refer to this as ‘emerging 
context’ to justify their own excessive heights. This results in higher and higher developments being 
created in areas that were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 
story buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne regarding imposing a 
restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving 
our opposition.  In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents 
Association have been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept 
ignorant of and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it 
evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height and massing in our 
area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to 
be continually fighting new overly ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not 
effective because it will destroy a decent residential area with serious over development and vast 
buildings in a currently low scale environment. 
 
Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst he policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a community asset and 
will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the boundaries of consideration are too narrow. 
There should be a band around conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but 
where stricter consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there needs to be an 
equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation area for example.  
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Response to Southwark’s Council’s consultation on proposed changes to the 

submitted New Southwark Plan: October 2020 

 

 

I am responding to the New Southwark Plan consultation, as I am concerned 

that Gypsy and Traveller families who have lived in Southwark for generations 

slip through the net in the submitted New Southwark Plan. This Local Plan 

fails to recognise and meet their needs, and to acknowledge the overcrowding 

that exists on Southwark Gypsy and Traveller sites. 

 

The New Southwark Plan submissions (particularly Planning Policy P11 and 

the Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment Report (EiP22)) are not 

legally compliant as: 

- Southwark Council has not considered its Public Sector Equality Duty to many 
Gypsies and Travellers. 

- Southwark Council has not considered its general duty to assess the 
accommodation needs of people who live in caravans. 

and are unsound as they are not: 

- Justified: the evidence is incomplete, did not involve enough Gypsies and 
Travellers .and does not show the details of how it was analysed. 

- Consistent with national policy and the London Plan: Southwark have adopted 
the national policy without properly considering the accommodation needs of 
Gypsies and Travellers included in London Plan policies. 

- Positively Prepared: The Gypsy & Traveller Accommodation Assessment is 
not objective – it selects the evidence it uses, doesn’t report its survey results 
and didn’t involve enough Gypsies and Travellers who live in “bricks and 
mortar” accommodation.  

 
Signature:  

 

 

 

 

Print name: Seth Randall-Goddard  Date: 23rd October 2020 

       (Needs to be returned by 26th October) 

Address:  
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Name: Susan Crisp           Address:   
 

Email address:                            Phone:             Organisation: Friends of Burgess Park  

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   

 
TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

EIP 27A 
 
Page 155  
Map of 
Southwark Spine 
cycle route  

The policy is 
not justified 

Southwark Spine cycle route map Page 155, the map is indicative and illustrative. This needs to be 
clarified and the more detailed map in the cycling policy documentation updated.  

The Cycling Strategy 2015 (SP507) is used as the evidence base. This includes the map for the 
Southwark Spine, it shows Wells Way as an alternative route; a dotted line, with a route through 
Burgess Park. This map has been reproduced throughout various documents for cycle routes which 
reference the Southwark Spine. 

Friends of Burgess Park campaigned for the alternative route along Wells Way and is opposed to the 
route through Burgess Park.   

This was posted on the Southwark website in Dec 2019 re the Southwark Spine. 
https://www.southwark.gov.uk/transport-and-roads/active-travel/cycling/cycle-
improvements?chapter=3 [Note this is called active travel.] "On residential streets, traffic will be 
heavily calmed or designed out. The route passes though Burgess Park where a new greenway will be 
carefully designed as part of the new park masterplan. An alternative route will also be provided 
around the park, while other existing routes through the park are being replaced by parallel on 
road routes wherever possible.” 
 
We have now realised that the subsequent reproduction of the map as a council policy document does 
not adequately show that Wells Way is the preferred route along with an orbital route. 

A new updated map is needed with Wells Way as a route (not a dotted line), and additional routes 
around the park as desirable. Preferably the detailed map 2015 in the cycling strategy needs to be 
updated to show Wells Way as the preferred route.  The map in the NSP shows an indicative route, it 
is the supporting evidence which needs updating  
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NSP Consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 - SPN CLIMATE 
EMERGENCY issues. 

Name: Abby Taubin          Address:  
  
Email address:       Phone:         Organisation PV 
  

        

  
TOPIC Test of 

Soundne
ss  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 

Document 
EIP 27A 
SP2 
Regenerati
on that 
works for 
all  

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 
  

Policy SP2 policy states: “We will continue to revitalise our places and 
neighbourhoods to create new opportunities for residents and local businesses, to 
promote wellbeing and reduce inequalities so that people have better lives in 
stronger communities. This will be achieved through..”  
  
Not everyone is benefitting from regeneration because … landlords are forcing out 
independent shops in favour of chains. Loss of industrial space on Old Kent Road 
will cripple the future of London employment 
  
Policy objection  
I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively 
prepared/justified/effective 
  
Policy support 
I support the word change where the following is included: “4. Ensuring that 
buildings have a positive relationship with the public realm and the existing 
place…”  

  
SP6 
Cleaner, 
greener, 
safer 

  
Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

  
Policy SP6 states: “We will lead the way in providing spaces for people to connect 
with nature, making people feel safe, creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling 
and reducing landfill waste, and addressing the Climate Emergency.” 

Southwark Council declared a Climate Emergency in May 2019.  The council have 
consulted on the strategy, have a stakeholder group and have held a conference to 
help inform the strategy development. 
http://moderngov.southwarksites.com/documents/s89801/Report%20Climate%20
Strategy%20report.pdf 

This policy does not show leadership in addressing the Climate Emergency. The 
Council has not provided information about how the New Southwark Plan will 
address the Climate Emergency.  The Foreword to the NSP says that: “We have 
included a number of policy additions to assist us in achieving this target, however 
we are also committing to developing a specific supplementary planning document 
focussed on the climate emergency in line with the findings from Southwark’s 
Climate Summit.” 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared.  Producing 
a supplementary planning document as an add-on after the NSP has been agreed is 
not a positive approach to preparation of a spatial plan that will be central to 
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achieving the Climate Emergency Strategy. Positive preparation would involve 
considering the carbon emission and behaviour change targets that need to be met 
and considering the alternatives for achieving them. 

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not justified.  There is no evidence 
in the documents submitted to the Inspectors of any studies on the climate 
emergency and its implications for the NSP, e.g. looking at what has been done to 
reduce carbon emissions within the borough so far, the main gaps and challenges 
to be addressed and on the alternatives for action.  There is no cross reference to 
the Council’s draft Climate Emergency Strategy (Tackling the Climate Emergency 
Together, July 2020).  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not effective. The draft Climate 
Emergency Strategy is clear about the need for policy changes to be included in the 
New Southwark Plan.  It states: “[For the Climate Emergency Strategy] to be 
implementable, changes would be required to the New Southwark Plan to do this. 
This strategy sets out ideas that should be considered to make policy 
amendments.” (p41) However, the Council has only made minor changes to NSP 
policies and has not stated clearly how these amendments are contributing to the 
Climate Emergency Strategy. 
  
Policy support 
I support the stated aim of the policy to ‘lead the way in ...addressing the Climate 
Emergency’. 
  
I would support the Council in developing and bringing forward amendments 
designed to align the NSP with the draft Climate Emergency Strategy, specifically 
on:  
·     Including emissions and embodied carbon from construction in net zero targets 

on developments, driving demand for a circular economy and assessing new 
development on life cycle costs.  We note that Wales, Scotland and EU are 
developing circular economy strategy 

·       Requiring developers to consider options for reusing or repurposing existing 
buildings before applying for permission for demolition and new build as part of 
the site assessment, integrated into current usage, and an assessment of existing 
social and economic value with community engagement as outlined in the 
Development Charter 

·       Taking a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty by mapping “fuel poor” 
areas in the borough and requiring that energy companies meet their obligations, 
alongside a plan led approach for local power schemes  

·       Creating traffic free zones and pedestrianised areas, delivering the 15 minute 
city objectives, low traffic neighbourhood, school superzones  

·       Increasing the number and quality of trees in the borough, and protecting 
existing trees, increasing biodiversity  

·       Increasing green corridors across the borough for cycling, walking and wildlife 

SP5 
Healthy 
Active 
Lives 

Not 
positive
ly 
prepare
d, 

Policy SP5 states that, “All developments must reduce their carbon 
emissions” (Key Statistics, p12) and that, “Ensuring buildings are 
energy efficient and low carbon will help reduce our carbon footprint and 
our contribution to man-made climate change.”  
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justified 
or 
effectiv
e 

  
P55 
Protection 
of amenity 

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

Development should not be permitted when it causes an unacceptable loss of 
amenity to present or future occupiers or users 
This is too vague.  Tall Buildings pose safety risks and reduce living standards 

there is a large body of research suggesting that under some 
circumstances, some demographics do report higher mortality 
rates living on higher versus lower floors. A survey of recent 
studies reveals that the risks can run the gamut from slower 
emergency response times to social isolation and depression. 

  
P56 Open 
space 

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

1. Development will not be permitted on Metropolitan Open Land (MOL) or 
Borough Open Land (BOL). In exceptional circumstances development may be 
permitted on MOL or BOL when: 
2. Development will not be permitted on Other Open Space (OOS). In 
exceptional circumstances development may be permitted if it consists of 
replacement OOS of equivalent or greater size or substantially better quality 
can be secured on site or nearby before development commences. 
You cannot dig up space sanitise it plant sapplings and have bio 
diversity.  The word reflects complex organic left alone old growth.  It has to 
be contiguous.  There are hundreds of books on the subject.  You cannot 
write a plan with “biodiversity” as a heading and tick a box and global 
warming goes away 
https://www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/Biodiversity_in_the_urban_envir
onment 
  

  
P57 Open 
water 
space 

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

Development within designated Open Water Space will only be permitted 
when it consists of ancillary facilities that positively contribute to the setting, 
accessibility and quality of the open space and they do not affect its 
openness or detract from its character. 
Same as above. There has to bdensity of growth and wild contiguous places 
on water banks. Yes you can have this in a city. Children need it. 

  
P58 Green 
infrastruct
ure 

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

1. Provide multiple benefits for the health of people and wildlife; and 
vertical farming in the “multi storey carpark” 
https://digital.olivesoftware.com/Olive/ODN/FTUK/Default.aspx 
FT 2/11/20 

Vertical farming has become a hot topic during the 
coronavirus pandemic, as supply chain disruptions and 
labour shortages feed perennial fears over global food 
security. 

The nascent sector, in which crops are grown in stacked 
indoor systems under artificial light and without soil, has 
enjoyed a flurry of activity this year. 

  
P59 

Not 
positivel
y 

Biodiversity benefits people within and outside Southwark by maintaining 
ecosystems, providing natural resources, regulating the environment and 
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Biodiversit
y 

prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

enriching mental health and wellbeing as well as having intrinsic value. 
Regeneration, particularly in areas of natural deficiency, presents the 
opportunity to deliver net biodiversity gains benefitting local people by 
introducing features for wildlife as part of green infrastructure. Due to the 
intense pressure on land for development, it is important that areas of 
nature conservation value or ecological importance are identified and the 
flora and fauna are protected and enhanced.  

  
P60 Trees 

Not 
positivel
y 
prepare
d, 
justified, 
effective 

. In exceptional circumstances removal of trees protected by TPO or 
conservation area status will be permitted where sufficient evidence has 
been provided to justify their loss. Replacement planting will be expected 
where removal is agreed. The replacement of TPO trees must take into 
account the loss of canopy cover as measured by stem girth and biodiversity 
value. 
Fill the cemeteries with old growth.  Leave them alone to wild. Have 
elaborate ceremonies of grief that end with a another tree planted/ a plaque 
on an existing tree a donation to children in need or end hunger for school 
kids.  We are running out of time to show high intellect and imagination 
based on David Attenborough and scientists from around the world.  Our 
children need to see leadership from government on climate 

...   

(Evidence 
Bases) 
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Comments on the Submitted New Southwark Plan (NSP), January 2020 
 
Julie Brinkworth 

 
 

 
I wish to take part in the oral examination/public hearings. 
I would like to work on a Statement of Common Ground. 
 
 
P16: Tall Buildings  
 
I do not consider the policyP16: Tall Buildings to be sound because it has not been positively 
prepared and is not justified or effective: 
 
Policy P16 is not properly ‘plan-led’ and therefore not positively prepared or justified because 
there is no detailed framework for making judgements as to whether a tall building is appropriate 
(or not) when it is outside of the areas specifically covered in Figure 4.  In a system where there is, 
in effect, limited opportunity for public involvement in the design process, and no opportunity for 
third party appeal, the guidance in P16 is inadequate. If tall buildings are not appropriate outside 
of the specified areas, this should be stated clearly. 
 
Generally the prevailing logic for the siting of tall buildings appears to be the existing townscape 
height, yet this is contradicted by the suggestion that tall buildings are ‘possible’ in other 
locations:  there is no clarity as to whether the existence of a single tall building nearby can be 
used to benchmark the height of a new building. This leaves open the possibility for a cluster to be 
formed where it has not been shown to be desirable, based on the existence of a single building of 
poor quality that is nearing the end of its lifespan for example.  Therefore the policy is not 
positively prepared. 
 
There is severely limited justification or evidence given for the reasoning behind the potential 
location of tall buildings outside of the areas specifically shown in Figure 4.  In particular it has not 
been shown that this policy has been developed with the communities most impacted and is 
therefore not justified. 
 
There is no guidance of how the harm that is caused by erecting a building of a much larger scale 
within the setting of historically valuable areas or buildings is to be judged and no guidance as to 
what sort or size of associated public space would be considered ‘appropriate’ therefore the policy 
is not effective. 
 
Specifically, the reference to Peckham in “1. The areas…Some of these site allocations have 
identified possible locations for tall buildings in Peckham and Camberwell town centres…” should 
be removed, as the site allocation does not now identify any sites in Peckham where tall buildings 
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are considered appropriate.  This contradiction means that the policy is not sound because it has 
not been positively prepared. 
 
The reference to the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan is inappropriate as it is out of date 
and does not reflect the current situation or emerging evidence regarding the impact, 
sustainability or desirability of tall buildings therefore the policy is not justified. 
 
 
 
NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station  
(read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre).  
 
The following is based upon the document EIP27A – Proposed Changes to the submitted New 
Southwark Plan 2020 (Clean version).  This appears to contradict the ‘tracked changes’ version 
EIP27B – Proposed Changes to the submitted NSP 2020 (Track Changes version). Assuming the 
‘clean’ version to be the correct one, then I wholeheartedly commend Southwark Council for 
removing the section “Approach to tall buildings” from this site allocation policy. 
 
I would urge the policy to go further and specifically limit the height of any buildings on the site to 
nine stories which is in line with the Peckham Citizens’ A Citizens’ Charter for the redevelopment 
of the Aylesham Centre, Peckham.  This charter was written in consultation with local people and 
gained over 5000 signatories in support, showing the general agreement that tall buildings are not 
appropriate in this location.  There is no opposing evidence presented that tall buildings are 
wanted by local people and the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) is considerably 
out of date.  It should explicitly be contradicted in this policy where it differs. 
 
The Charter also calls for between 35 and 50% genuinely and permanently affordable homes for 
local people, including a Community Land Trust and meaningful community engagement.  I 
support the inclusion of a Community Land Trust and would urge the policy to be strengthened to 
call for the affordable housing to be proved to be affordable for local people. As this is a crucially 
important site within the community, I would also suggest that the policy can only be considered 
positively prepared and justified if it calls for extensive community consultation that then can be 
shown to be enacted in any proposals. 
 
The plan on page 369 showing the site, should include the Jones and Higgins Clock Tower as a 
building of architectural and historic merit.  It is probably the most loved building in Peckham and 
is currently being proposed for Listing by Historic England.  It would certainly feature on any ‘local 
list’ and while it is almost inconceivable that anyone should want to demolish it, it should be given 
as much protection in this document as is possible.  It is even acknowledged as a “heritage asset” 
in the table on page 371.  The same situation applied to nos.43-49 Rye Lane. In this respect the 
policy is not sound because it is not positively prepared. 
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The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicated that ‘400 residential units’ would be appropriate on 
the site, however this has been increased to ‘850 homes’ in the proposed NSP 71, without any 
evidence given that the site or surrounding neighbourhood can accommodate this increase, or 
that those who already reside nearby wish a very dense development to be built in what is a 
generally a low-rise town centre.  Please note that I do not disagree that the provision of more 
than 400 homes on this site might be appropriate, however, the implications in terms of 
townscape, character and amenity for neighbours has not been demonstrated and therefore 
cannot be said to be appropriate or acceptable to the local community. This policy is not justified 
because it does not show how the other policies P12: Design of place, P19 Conservation areas 
and P18 Listed buildings and structures can be met and it is not evidenced by local community 
participation. 
 
 
If the EIP27B – Proposed Changes to the submitted NSP 2020 (Track Changes version) is to be 
the submitted version, then the following comments apply in addition: 
 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Track Changes 
version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is not 
positively prepared:  
 
The policy is inconsistent because states “Careful consideration would also need to be given to the 
neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings”, yet suggests that a taller 
building of up to 20 stories could be appropriate in this location.  It is a well acknowledged 
principle of townscape planning that a tall building adjacent to much lower development, 
particularly those with heritage value, will tend to loom and causes harm.  The site is surrounded 
by much lower buildings: 2-5 stories to the North on Peckham High Street, 3 (with some 
architectural features raising the level to 4 or 5) stories to the West on Rye Lane, 2-4 stories to the 
South on Hanover Park and 6-7 to the East on Mckerrell Road.  The only tall building currently in 
the area is Whitcombe Point on the opposite side of Clayton road.  This building is a remnant of 
the days when the ‘North Peckham Estate’ was synonymous with poverty, crime, poor living 
conditions and poor outcomes for residents on almost every scale. It is also an older building, 
closer to the end of its useful life than the beginning, and should not be taken as the benchmark 
for a vision for the future of Peckham. There is no part of this site where a building of 20 stories 
will not negatively impact both the living amenity of the existing residents, the quality of the 
townscape generally, or the setting of historic buildings and areas. Therefore the inclusion of a tall 
building runs contrary to the policies set out in P12 Design of Places regarding height, scale, 
massing and arrangement  
 
Mitigation of the impact on the Rye Lane Peckham and Peckham Hill Street conservation areas is 
proposed by siting any taller buildings to the eastern end of the site, yet a very tall building (such 
as 20 stories in this generally low-level context) has a very wide impact and will form the backdrop 
to not only the immediately adjacent areas, but also to important local views and therefore the 
setting of, such important buildings as the Jones and Higgins clock tower as it is approached from 
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Camberwell along Peckham High Street, and to the Holly Grove conservation area, again causing 
harm to the nature and special architectural and cultural interest of the area and it’s many non-
conformist chapels including the Grade II listed Rye Lane Chapel when seen from Highshore Rd.  
Therefore this policy runs contrary to the policies set out in P19 Conservation areas and P18 
Listed buildings and structures, and P12: Design of place which states that development “must 
ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement must respond positively to existing townscape, 
character and context, and reveal local distinctiveness”. Yet these principles are not consistent 
with the inclusion of a tall building that is over three times higher than any surrounding building. 
If, as referenced research states: “the character and feel of neighbourhoods influences community 
cohesion and social interaction” then NSP 71 should describe how this could be enacted on the 
Aylesham site.  
 
NSP71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Garage (Track Changes version)  and AV14: Peckham 
Area Vision are also not consistent with SP2: Regeneration that works for all and SP4: Strong 
local economy  as it is not shown how these intricately linked policies have been addressed in 
such a significant site in the town centre, particularly P34: Town and local centres which states  
that “Southwark's town centres are the central meeting places for residents... it is important to 
ensure that we maintain our town centres as lively and interesting places... each town centre has a 
unique identity that helps create a sense of place”.   

P2 New family homes states that	”Family homes in apartment blocks should have direct access to 
outdoor amenity space and allow oversight of children outside so children will be encouraged to 
use the space and can safely do so.”  However it is not explained how this can be accommodated in 
a tall building.  If the policy is intended to address the (very real) local housing need particularly in 
affordable family housing, then it has not been positively prepared because it does not show how 
a tall building will do this, as compared with other typologies, see below for further explanation of 
this point.	

 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Tracked 
Changes version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is 
not justified: 
 
The justification in NSP 71 for the possibility of a tall building comes from its inclusion in the 
Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAPP) which is widely acknowledged to be out of date 
and inconsistent with local opinion. There is no evidence given that this policy is supported by 
local people, in fact, there is no evidence that this policy was widely consulted on or that such a 
significant change was brought to public attention. To the contrary; there is evidence (a petition 
signed by over 5000 people two years ago) that when the possibility of a tall building on this site 
was brought to public attention, it was widely rejected.  Continuing to entrench an out of date and 
unsupported policy by inclusion in NSP 71 is not justified. 
 
This policy is also not justified because there is significant and growing evidence that tall buildings 
are not the best drivers for addressing the (very real) housing shortage. In fact, evidence supports 
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the theory that this sort of development can create a demand from outside the area (including 
from overseas) that pushes up prices, while not delivering the type or number of affordable 
housing units required to address local need. 
 
Please refer to the following: 
 

(i)The GLA has commission two studies that that have looked at the relationship 
between tall buildings and viability: 
• London Plan Viability Study (Draft December 2017) 
• Lessons from Higher Density Development (September 2016) 
 
(GLA (2019b) Freedom of Information Request: Tall Buildings Affordable Housing and Viability for 
Planning Policy. FOI reference number: MGLA100119-2766. Available via: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mgla100119-2766_-_foi_response.docx_redacted.pdf ) 
 
(ii) Evidence is accruing about the perceived low levels of affordable housing in tall buildings (Bailey, 
2020; Marrs, 2019; Neate, 2018; Just Space, 2019; Wainwright, 2015). In particular, organisations 
such as the 35% Campaign in Southwark have campaigned on behalf of their residents arguing that 
many tall buildings do not provide compliant levels of affordable housing (35% Campaign, 2016). 
 
(Bailey C. (2020) Pretty Vacant: The 500 hi-rise towers that won't solve London's housing crisis. 
Action on empty homes. Published: 12th May 2020. Available via: 
https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/blog/pretty-vacant-the-500-hi-rise-towers-that-wont-solve-
londons-housing-crisis [Accessed 23 May 2020] 
Marrs C., (2019) London towers approved despite affordable housing policy breach. Planning 
Resource: independent intelligence for planning professionals. Available via: 
https://www.planningresource.co.uk/article/1583083/london-towers-approved-despite-affordable-
housing-policy-breach [Accessed 15 May 2020]) 
Neate R. (2018) Ghost towers: half of new-build luxury London flats fail to sell. The Guardian. 
Available via: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/26/ghost-towers-half-of-new-build-
luxury-london-flats-fail-to-sell [Accessed 14 June 2020] 
Just Space (2019) Tall Buildings written statement in response to M41. London Plan Examination in 
public. 6 March 2019. Available via: https://justspace.org.uk/hearings-eip-2019/ [Accessed 12 June 
2020] 

 
 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Track Changes 
version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is not 
effective: 
 
The policy does not include a strategy for what would happen in the event any tall building was 
not desirable to buyers/renters in the future.  There is no suggestion as to how these could be 
stopped from becoming another run down and undesirable tower block, particularly considering 
the very high costs of maintenance for a tall building and the difficulties in carrying this out when 
the units are in private ownership.  
 
A similar problem exists with its policy in setting a lower limit for retail space requirements but not 
an upper level.  It does not address the increasingly tenuous future of high streets generally and 
how a very large amount of new retail space could negatively affect the existing high street/s.  For 
example, I understand that at least three existing retailers on Rye Lane, are considering moving 
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into any future development at the Aylesham site.  What then becomes of those retailers’ existing 
prominent shops?  
 
 
If the ‘Clean’ version: document EIP27A is the proposed version, then I fully support the changes 
made that remove any reference to a tall building on the Aylesham site in NSP71 and would hope 
that the comparable change can be made to P16 to make it consistent.  
If the references to tall buildings on the Aylesham site remain in NSP71 and P16, then I suggest 
that the removal of these references would help considerably in making the document sound by 
making it more consistent, justified and positively prepared. 
 
Further, explicit reference to a tall building not being appropriate on the NSP71 site would make 
the policy consistent with P12 Design of place, P19 Conservation areas and P18 Listed buildings 
and structures. 
 
The PNAAP (which was adopted in 2014 and written in the years preceding it), should be explicitly 
referred to as requiring revision and stated as supplanted by NSP71. 
 
I propose that to make the policies above effective and legally compliant, they are rewritten in 
such a way to acknowledge their impact and affect upon each other, and to include strategies for 
the increasingly likely event that high street retailers will continue to operate more and more on-
line, causing a very real possibility of existing high streets that are ghost towns with empty shops, 
while a privately owned area supplies all the required retail space. 
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PD12723/TM/AB/AJ 
 
02 November 2020 
 
 
 
 

 5 Bolton Street 
London 
W1J 8BA 
Tel: 020 7493 4002 
www.montagu-evans.co.uk  Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 
PO BOX 64529 
London 
SE1P 5LX 
 
 
By email only to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

 
Dear Sir / Madam, 
 
LONDON BOROUGH OF SOUTHWARK – THE PENARTH CENTRE, PENARTH STREET, LONDON SE15 1TR 
REPRESENTATIONS TO THE NSP: SOUTHWARK COUNCIL’S PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW 
SOUTHWARK PLAN 2020 ON BEHALF OF MR NATHANIEL HENRY CLARK 

 
On behalf of our client, Mr Nathaniel Henry Clark, we have prepared these representations to the London Borough of 
Southwark (“LBS”) in response to the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 (August 
2020). More specifically, this representation has been prepared in relation to the Penarth Centre, Penarth Street, London 
SE15 1TR (the “Site”). 
 
CONTEXT FOR REPRESENTATIONS 

 
Mr Nathaniel Henry Clark is a long leasehold owner of Units 29, 30 & 31 of the Penarth Centre, Penarth Street, SE15 
1TR. The Penarth Centre forms part of the draft New Southwark Plan site allocation NSP67.  
 
On behalf of Mr Nathaniel Henry Clark, Montagu Evans have submitted a planning application to LBS for the change of 
use of the units 29 and 31 from office/light industrial (Use Class B1) to a single live/work unit (Sui Generis). The 
application was validated by the Council on 23 July 2020 and is currently under determination.  
 
The Applicant also owns the lease for Unit 30, which until recently was leased to a third party and is not currently in use 
by the Applicant. 
 
These representations are specifically concerned with the Penarth Centre in the context of NSP draft site allocation 
NSP67: Hatcham Road, Penarth Street and Ilderton Road and proposed draft Policy P30 (Affordable Workspace). 
 
It is acknowledged that the draft New Southwark Plan does not reflect the changes to the use class order that came into 
effect on September this year. The Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2020 
(SI 2020 No.757) were introduced by the government on 20 July, and took effect on 1 September 2020. The new 
regulations make changes to the 1987 Use Classes Order.  
 
THE SITE  

 
The Penarth Centre was built in 1957 and comprises a broad mix of uses however the units within the building are 
occupied predominately as artistic studios and community/faith uses alongside a number of light industrial and 
retail/wholesale occupiers. The building provides two floors of accommodation with an internal courtyard. At ground floor, 
units are accessed either from the internal courtyard or from the street. At first floor level, the units are accessed via the 
courtyard gallery. There is a (partly covered) car park providing 80 surface car parking spaces and a servicing yard which 
can be accessed from Record Street to the north and Hatcham Street to the east. 
 
Turning to specifically the units 29 and 31, Mr Nathaniel Henry Clark uses Unit 31 with Unit 29 as his main artistic 
production premises. Unit 29 is the main studio ‘production’ and ‘office’ space and Unit 31 contains living accommodation 
but is also used for certain types of creative work used by himself and his employees.  
 
In terms of immediate surroundings, The Penarth Centre is bounded to the: 
 

  North by Record Street; 

  East by Hatcham Road; 
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  South by Penarth Street; and 

  West by Ormside Street. 
 
The Hatcham Road industrial estate, comprising mainly commercial and light industrial uses within a range of yards and 
low rise buildings, forms the site’s wider context to the south, east and west. Within the industrial estate there are also a 
number of artists’ studios and creative workspaces. 
 
The Site falls within the area to be covered by the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan, a draft of which was consulted on by 
the Council between December 2017 and March 2018. 
 
CURRENT SOUTHWARK LOCAL PLAN POLICY DESIGNATIONS  

 
Within the current adopted Southwark Plan, the Site is subject to the following designations: 
 

  Old Kent Road Strategic Preferred Industrial Location;  

  Old Kent Road Action Area Vision;  

  Air Quality Management Area; and 

  Bermondsey Lake Archaeological Priority Zone. 
 

Within the emerging New Southwark Plan, the Site is subject to the following designations:  
 

  Site NSP67 (Hatcham Road, Penarth Street and Ilderton Road); 

  Strategic Protected Industrial Land SPIL4; 

  Strategic Cultural Area for the Old Kent Road;  

  The Old Kent Road Opportunity Area;  

  The Old Kent Road Action Area; 

  Old Kent Road Action Area Core;  

  Air Quality Management Area; and  

  Archaeology Priority Area (New Southwark and Roman Roads).  
 

The Site lies within Flood Zone 3 (albeit benefits from flood defences). 
 
The Site is not located within a conservation area nor does it contain any statutory listed buildings. It is noted that The 
Penarth Centre is identified as a building of townscape merit within the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan Further preferred 
option version 2017 (OKRAAP).  
 
A. DRAFT NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SITE ALLOCATION NSP67 HATCHAM ROAD, PENARTH STREET AND 
ILDERTON ROAD 

 
The draft site allocation NSP67 (Hatcham Road, Penarth Street and Ilderton Road) states redevelopment of the Site 
must: 
 

  “Provide new homes (C3); and 

  Provide the same amount of employment floorspace currently on the site (B use class); and 

  Provide industrial uses (B1c or B8 use class); and 

  Provide public open space.” 
 

It also states that redevelopment of the site may: 
 

  “Provide retail (A1, A2, A3, A4); 

  Provide community and education uses (D use class).” 
 
In terms of Design and Accessibility, the allocation states: 
 

“The site falls within the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area and is partially a Locally Significant Industrial Site. 
Further details regarding development of this area will be provided through the Old Kent Road Area Action Plan. 
Development in the opportunity area will need to demonstrate that the site responds positively to the objectives of 
the AAP and provides the appropriate facilities for health care, education and leisure facilities as well as 
community, energy and transport infrastructure.” 
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Overall, we support the principle of the draft allocation for NSP67 however the draft policy does require some 
amendments to ensure it is consistent with, and supports the other draft policies and objectives within the emerging 
Local Plan. These are set out in detail below.  
 
Strategic Protected Industrial Land (SPIL4) 
 
Firstly, the draft site allocation NSP67 should be amended to exclude the Penarth Centre as Strategic Protected 
Industrial Land (SPIL4).  
 
While it is acknowledged that the Site is designated as falling within Protected Industrial Land within the adopted 
Development Plan and within Strategic Protected Industrial Land (SPIL4) within the emerging New Southwark Plan and 
Old Kent Road Area Action Plan (OKRAAP), the Penarth Centre clearly does not make a significant contribution to the 
overall supply of industrial and commercial floorspace in SPIL4. The Penarth Centre is identified in the Southwark 
Employment Land Review (SELR) (January 2016). The SELR identifies: 
 

  The quality of employment stock within this area (cluster 7) is generally poor, ageing and has seen 
no investment for a considerable time and the report notes ‘it is difficult to envisage widespread new 
investment in commercial property in this area’; and 

  The SELR identifies however that the stock provides a useful purpose supporting creative uses that 
have been moving in.  

 
The Old Kent Road Employment Study (March 2016) identifies the Hatcham Road area as accommodating a cluster of 
artistic and creative sector uses. It also however identifies a large number of faith establishments within the area (15 
across the area and 8 within the Penarth Centre alone). The pressure for continued use of the Penarth Centre for faith 
purposes is illustrated by the large number of planning applications to retain and introduce space for religious purposes 
within the Penarth Centre (Appendix 1) and is a clear indicator of a distinct lack of demand for space within the Penarth 

Centre for commercial use. In addition to this, there are existing residential uses on the Site located at Unit 18 and 33.  
 
An assessment of the quality of space within the building, with specific regard to Units 29 & 31 has been prepared by 
Montagu Evans and is provided at Appendix 2 of this representation. This report also details the requirements for 

modern commercial and industrial occupiers in this location, how that compares to the accommodation within the Site 
and the necessary steps that would be required to upgrade the Penarth Centre to achieve a reasonable prospect of 
being let by a commercial occupier.  
 
The conclusion within the assessment is that the space within the Penarth Centre and Units 29 and 31 is sub-optimal 
and not fit for purpose for modern industrial commercial occupation. The lack of service yard and street level access is to 
the detriment of the attractiveness of the unit to the market.  In addition, the absence of a heavy goods lift within the 
building further reduces the attractiveness of the Site to prospective industrial occupiers, particularly for premises located 
at first floor level.  
 
In addition to this, it is relevant to note that the Hatcham Road industrial estate, comprising mainly commercial and light 
industrial uses within a range of yards and low rise buildings, forms the site’s wider context to the south, east and west. 
Within the industrial estate there are also a number of artists’ studios and creative workspaces. It must be noted that 
there are several major residential-led developments within the immediate vicinity to the site which have recently been 
granted planning permission by the LPA and are now in the process of being delivered (see map at Appendix 3). This 

includes:  
 
LPA Ref: 18/AP/1049 
Address: 78-94 Ormside Street London SE15 1TF 
Proposal: Redevelopment of the site to deliver a mixed-use building of 9/10 storeys comprising 2,058 sqm of 

replacement commercial floorspace (B1 use) and 56 residential units 
Decision: Granted 
Date: 29 March 2019 

 
LPA Ref: 17/AP/3757 
Address: 60A And 62 Hatcham Road and 134-140 Ilderton Road London SE15 1TW 
Proposal: Mixed use redevelopment comprising: demolition of existing buildings and construction of a building ranging in 

height from four to nine storeys to provide 1,179 sqm (GIA) of commercial space (use class B1) at ground floor and 86 
residential dwellings above 
Decision: Granted 
Date: 18 March 2019 
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LPA Ref: 17/AP/4546 
Address: Demolition of existing building and erection of a part 5, 8 and 9 storey plus basement mixed-use development 

(max height 29.98m) comprising 2,351 sqm (gia) of flexible workspace (Use Class B1) and 84 residential apartments 
(Use Class C3) 
Decision: Granted 
Date: 13 September 2018 
 

In addition to the above consented developments, we note that there is a pending planning application for 
a major residential-led redevelopment at 227-255 Ilderton Road London SE15 1NS. The application (LPA Ref. 
19/AP/1773) seeks permission for, “Demolition of existing buildings and the erection of a part 2/3, 9 and 28 storey (up to 
94.65m AOD) mixed-use development comprising 2,538 sqm of industrial floorspace (Use Classes B1c/B8) at ground 
and intermediate levels and an internal loading yard; and 254 residential apartments (C3)”.  

 
It is clear that the above consented planning permissions will, once built out, result in a significant quantum of residential 
units in this location resulting in a change in the character of area to one that is primarily residential in character. This 
change in character is consistent with the LPA objectives set out within the OKRAAP which is seeking to create a ‘new 
vibrant neighbourhood where people can live and work’ in this location. Site NSP67 also states that the redevelopment of 
the area ‘must’ provide new homes.  
 
In summary, the Site clearly provides existing accommodation that is sub-optimal and not fit for purpose for modern 
industrial commercial occupation. This is evidenced by the occupation of the existing building by a range of faith, retail 
and artistic type uses as well as existing self-contained residential units. Further, the immediate surrounding area is to be 
primarily residential in the future (as evidenced by the recent planning permissions above). As such, the designation of 
the Site as SPIL would be counter to the Council’s aspiration for the Site to be developed as a cultural and artistic cluster 
as it could limit the types of uses that could be permitted there in the future, and potentially restrict uses that are 
conducive to and support culture and art within the Penarth Centre.  
 
Live/Work Units  
 
Draft Site allocation NSP67 should be amended to allow for greater flexibility with regards to the allocated uses classes 
for the Site and should be amended specifically to allow for and promote the delivery live/work units (Sui Generis Use) 
within the Penarth Centre. Critically, the current draft policy wording would undermine the ability of the Penarth Centre to 
effectively operate and flourish as a creative cluster.   
 
As stated previously, on behalf of our client, Montagu Evans are currently progressing a planning application for the 
change of use of the units 29 and 31 from office/light industrial (Use Class B1) to a single live/work unit (Sui Generis). 
Our client’s use of Units 29 and 31 is for predominately employment based contemporary art production comprising a 
mix of uses including office and light industrial functions alongside a small element of ancillary residential 
accommodation. This represents an innovative and flexible use that secures the continued function of these units for 
employment generating purposes.  
 
Draft London Plan Policy HC5 (Supporting London’s Culture and Creative Industries) states that development proposals 
should:  

 
“…protect existing cultural venues, facilities and uses where appropriate and support the development of new 
cultural venues… 
 
…identify and promote new, or enhance existing, locally-distinct clusters of cultural facilities, venues and related 
uses defined as Cultural Quarters, especially where they can provide an anchor for local regeneration and town 
centre renewal…”  

 
The Site is designated as falling within a Strategic Cultural Area within the emerging New Southwark Plan. Draft NSP 
Policy P45 (Leisure, Arts and Culture) states that development must retain or re-provide existing leisure, arts and cultural 
uses. Draft Policy P45 also supports development where new arts and cultural venues are proposed within the Old Kent 
Road Opportunity Area Core (within which the Site is located).  

 
Further, the NSP Old Kent Road Area Vision states that development on the OKR should include growing sectors such 
as the arts industry and that innovative ways of mixing homes with commercial uses should be promoted.  
 
Southwark’s direction of travel within recent planning policy supports the use of the Penarth Centre as a creative hub that 
should enable and encourage artistic uses. Within the OKRAAP, the Penarth Centre falls within draft site allocation OKR 
16 Hatcham Road and Ilderton Road. The draft allocation recognises the established artistic presence in the Penarth 
Centre as it states: 
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“However, the type of businesses on the estate is changing as the manufacturing businesses have moved out, a 
mix of some faith premises and increasingly startup businesses, artists and small scale makers have moved in. 
The small scale industrial units in buildings such as the Penarth centre, 180 Ilderton Road and Hatcham Studios 
are home to a mix of artists and creative industries”.  

 
The draft OKR site allocation states that the LPA objectives are to provide a range of workspaces in this location 
including light industrial units suitable for small scale manufacturing and makers, artists studios and managed offices.  

 
The draft AAP identifies the Penarth Centre as suitable for the introduction of arts related D use classes (now Use 
Classes E(e-f) and F1) illustrating a clear recognition of the contribution that the Penarth centre makes to the creative 
sector generally and the policy support for the development of this location as a creative ‘cluster’. 
 
Our client is a key catalyst for and is directly instrumental in the development of the Penarth Centre as a creative cluster. 
In 2013/2014, a group of six-young artists (including our client) acquired space within the building and began using the 
spaces for studio space and various creative endeavours. Our client is also in the process of developing proposals for 
the delivery of enhanced performance and artistic workspaces within the Penarth Centre which will further develop and 
promote the Penarth Centre as an artistic and cultural cluster within the Old Kent Road.  

 
Critically, the restriction of arts related uses to D class uses (now Use Classes E(e-f) and F1) would undermine the ability 
of the Penarth Centre to effectively operate and flourish as a creative cluster. Fundamentally, artistic and creative uses 
comprise a range of uses and activities including elements of production and manufacturing activities and it is common 
for artists to live and work within their studios. There is a long tradition of buildings that combine studios with living 
accommodation. There is an equally long tradition of studio houses which function in effect as display spaces for 
collectors, museum and gallery directors, dealers, critics and others who have a more direct engagement with the 
business of artistic production. As such, the draft site allocation should be amended to recognise and support this in 
order to promote the established artistic presence in the Penarth Centre.  
 
In summary, it is clear the use of the Penarth Centre as a creative artistic hub is strongly supported within the emerging 
planning policy. Critically, artistic and creative uses comprise a range of uses and activities and the draft site allocation 
should be amended to support this. As such, the draft site allocation NSP67 should be amended to support development 
that provides live/work units (Use Class Sui Generis) on the Site and within the wider draft site allocation. This would 
support the delivery of the wider Council aspiration for the development of the Penarth Centre as a creative ‘cluster’.  
 
B. POLICY P30 – AFFORDABLE WORKSPACE 

 
Draft NSP Policy P30 currently states the following: 
 

1.  Development must: 
 

i.  “Retain small and independent businesses (B class uses). Where existing small and independent 
businesses are at risk of displacement from a development there should be full consideration of the 
feasibility of providing affordable and suitable space for existing occupiers in the completed 
development. Replacement business space should be like for like in terms of floorspace or bespoke 
to suit the requirements of the business; and 

ii.  Explore the opportunities for long term management of employment space and the delivery of 
affordable workspace by workspace providers. 

 
2.  Developments proposing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 

 
i.  Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site 

at discount market rents; and 
ii.  Secure the affordable workspace for at least 30 years; 
iii.  Provide affordable workspace of a type and specification that meets current local demand; and 
iv.  Prioritise affordable workspace for existing small and independent businesses occupying the site that 

are at risk of displacement. Where this is not feasible, affordable workspace must be targeted for 
small and independent businesses from the local area with an identified need; and 

v.  Collaborate with the council, local businesses, business associations and workspace providers to 
identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying affordable workspace. 

 
3.  If it is not feasible to provide affordable workspace on site, an in lieu payment will be required for off site 

affordable workspace. 
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4.  In exceptional circumstances affordable retail (A class) or affordable cultural uses (D class), which provide a 
range of affordable access options for local residents, may be provided as an alternative to affordable 
workspace (B class). This will only be acceptable if there is a demonstrated need for the affordable use 
proposed and with a named occupier. If the alternative affordable use is no longer required in the future, the 
space should be made available for affordable workspace (B class) in accordance with the criteria above. 
The re-provision or uplift of employment (B class) floorspace must still be provided in the scheme overall.” 

 
We support the aspirations of this policy in that it seeks to deliver affordable workspace in the borough. However, part 2i 
of the draft policy is considered to be overly onerous and unviable, particularly within the current economic climate. It 
does not comply with paragraph 80 of the NPPF which states that “planning policies and decisions should help create the 
conditions in which businesses can invest, expand and adapt”.  
 
This is further emphasised by the Intend to Publish London Plan Policy E3 which states that “Boroughs, in their 
Development Plans, should consider detailed affordable workspace policies in light of local evidence of need and 
viability”. The viability of the current Policy was queried by the Mayor in the previous round of consultation (Reference 
NSPPSV66) who commented, “The Mayor welcomes an approach that seeks affordable workspace from developments, 
however he questions the viability of the 500sqm of employment floorspace threshold. Southwark should ensure that the 
proposed threshold is appropriate and viable for the range of employment uses and locations that fall with class B. 
 
Draft NSP Policy P29 states that where specified, development must retain or increase the amount of employment 
floorspace on site. As drafted, Policy P30 would conflict with policy P29 by discouraging the refurbishment, renewal and 
expansion of existing commercial buildings through reducing the floorspace available for a profitable return, making the 
renewal and upgrade of existing buildings unattractive. 
 
Turning to the application of the current policy wording in practice, where 500 sqm (GIA) of employment floorspace is 
proposed as part of a planning application, the draft policy seeks 10% of the gross employment floorspace be provided 
as Affordable Workspace (“AWS”). This would seek affordable workspace provision on existing employment floorspace 
alongside the uplift in floorspace. This would impede refurbishment proposals and small scale extensions to existing 
buildings by requiring existing floorspace to be converted to AWS, reducing the value of existing commercial floorspace 
and the likelihood of this type of development being viable.   
 
For example, for a building that currently provides 10,000 sqm of office floorspace, if a 500 sqm extension were to be 
proposed, this would result in the requirement for 1,050 sqm of affordable workspace to be provided. This approach is 
clearly not viable and would strongly discourage smaller scale development proposals from coming forward. As such, it is 
highly likely that any proposals for small extensions would not be deliverable due to the resultant lower value of any 
additional space, combined with the decrease in value of the existing space arising from affordable workspace provision.  
 
Typically, benefits such as affordable housing and AWS in other London boroughs are sought on the uplift in floorspace 
from a new development, not the total area.  Otherwise such a policy would act as a disincentive for development. 
Consequently, the policy should be amended so that affordable space provision should only be required on the 
floorspace uplift over and above what is already provided on site.  
 
Turning to the 500sqm employment floorspace threshold, notwithstanding the current objection to this from the Mayor 
and various other parties, it is relevant to note that The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010, Regulation 122 
states that planning obligations may only constitute a reason for granting planning permission for the development if the 
obligation is: 
 

a) necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
b) directly related to the development; and 
c)  fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

 
It is clear that the currently proposed development threshold within the draft policy wording does not accord with part c of 
Regulation 122 and should be amended as it is not fair nor reasonable in the context of the scale of development to seek 
the provision of affordable workspace from minor development proposals. Therefore the overall threshold for seeking 
affordable workspace provision should be increased so that it applies to major developments providing more than 1,000 
sqm of employment floorspace in order to promote smaller scale commercial development in the borough. 
 
In order to safeguard viability and promote small scale employment proposals and refurbishment projects that seek to 
upgrade and renew existing employment stock, AWS provision should only be sought on major redevelopment proposals 
and should be on the basis of 10% of the proposed uplift in gross employment floorspace. We would request that the 
wording of draft Policy P30 is amended to the following:  
 

 “2.  Major developments providing 500sqm GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must: 
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2.1 Deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at 

discounted market rents…” 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

 
In summary, we broadly support the draft site allocation NSP67, however this should be amended to provide greater 
flexibility with regards to the proposed use classes for the Site, by allowing for live/work units which fall within sui generis 
use. This will allow artistic and creative uses to effectively operate and flourish within the Penarth Centre, without any 
restrictions undermining the ability of the Site or its residents. In addition, the Penarth Centre should not be allocated as 
SPIL as this would not be conssitent with the Council’s aspiration for the Site to be developed as a cultural and artistic 
cluster  
 
In addition, draft Policy P30 as currently worded is not considered to be viable and would be contrary to Regulation 122 
of The Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010. The current draft Policy would act as a disincentive to small 
scale commercial developments and proposals seeking the refurbishment and upgrade of existing office stock. This draft 
Policy should be amended so that AWS provision should only be sought on major redevelopment proposals and should 
be on the basis of 10% of the proposed uplift in gross employment floorspace.  
 
We trust these comments are useful at this stage. By way of this letter we reserve the right to comment on further rounds 
of consultation and attend the Examination in Public on behalf of our client.  
 
Should you require any further information or clarification on the content of this letter, please do not hesitate to contact 
Tim Miles     /       / 

 or   / ) 
of this office. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

Montagu Evans LLP 

Enc. 
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APPENDIX 1.0 
PENARTH PLANNING HISTORY  
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Planning history 

Unit 3 

Ref. 13/AP/0532 – Change of use from office (Use Class B1) to training and conference centre (Use Class 

D1) (refused 30/ 05/13) 

 

Unit 14 

Ref. 03/AP/0080 – Change of use from Light Industrial/Office (B1 Use Class) to General Industrial (B2 

Use Class) for use of building as factory for the manufacture of frozen foods (Invalid 29/12/08) 

 

Unit 14 & 15 

Ref. 10/AP/3006 – Change of use to community space for place of worship, offices, counselling and 

education and training of young people to access the job market (Class D1) (refused 05/01/11) 

 

Ref. 08/AP/2922 – Change of use from Class B (employment use) to mixed use comprising Classes D1 

(place of worship and education), B1 (offices) and B8 (storage and distribution) (refused 04/03/09) 

 

Units 18 & 19 

Ref. 04/AP/0722 – Erection of non-illuminated aluminum fascia signs and one notice board sign on the 

external elevations (granted 18/06/04) 

 

Unit 22 

Ref. 99/AP/1563 – Renewal of temporary consent granted 13/11/99 (LBS Reg No: 9801542) for 

continued use as a place of worship and variation of condition 2 of the planning permission to extend 

hours of operation (granted 10/12/99) 

 

Ref. 98/AP/1542 – Change of use to place of worship (granted 13/11/98) 

 

Unit 24, First Floor 

Ref. 98/AP/1162 – Change of use from offices to religious hall (granted 27/08/98) 

 

Units 25 & 26 

Ref. 13/AP/0544 – Use of premises for office use and religious meetings (App invalid or turned away 

not started 23/07/13) 

 

Units 33 & 34 

Ref. 14/AP/3161 – Change of units 33 and 34 to B1 use from D1 Church Hall for use as artists / studios 

and a small exhibition space (granted 04/11/14) 

 

Units 18 & 33 

Ref. 19/AP/2017 – Certificate of lawfulness (existing) for use of the ground and first floor at Unit 18 & 

33 Penarth Centre as residential under use class C3 (unknown) 
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APPENDIX 2.0 
MONTAGU EVANS INDUSTRIAL REPORT  
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INDUSTRIAL REPORT 
THE PENARTH CENTRE, BERMONDSEY  
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MARKET COMMENTARY 

The Southwark Industrial Submarket, directly south of the City of London, is among the most central industrial 

submarkets in London. 

Southwark Industrial Submarket, as with the wider London Market, has a general lack of good quality stock. This is more evident 

specifically within Bermondsey and the Old Kent Road area. This is in part due to the higher land values associated with other 

uses, resulting in less new build industrial development and existing stock falling short of the demands of modern occupiers.  

Industrial rents have continued to rise strongly as they do across London, particularly in the limited logistics stock. A lack of available 

stock, and healthy demand for logistics assets in particular, have fuelled rapid rental increases across the capital in recent years. 

Annual rental growth in Southwark is about 5%, slightly below the London average but above the national average. 

As above the strong occupier fundamentals have translated into healthy annual rent growth, which exceeded 8% for more than 

three years and remains around 4%. This rate is slightly behind the average growth across London but is above the national 

average. The growth is strong compared to nearby south London submarkets Wandsworth and Lambeth, where growth has been 

slightly lower in the past year. Growth has begun to slow across the nation and is down more than 300 basis points in Southwark 

from the all-time high in 2016 Q2 around 10%. 

CoStar research identifies that there is more than 6 millions square foot of industrial space in Southwark. The majority of industrial 

space here is concentrated in arches under the rail lines between London Bridge and Deptford or in South Bermondsey industrial 

estates. The government is the primary occupier, with a 300,000-SF recycling centre and numerous transport-related warehouses 

across the submarket. Its largest warehouses are congregated in industrial parks, like the Bricklayers Arms Industrial Estate and 

Burgess Business Park, or in studios, like Metal Box Factory and the Biscuit Factory.  

The Biscuit Factory and the Metal Box Factory both offer a range of studios, offices and industrial units. They have been 

comprehensively refurbished and are operated using the flexible office model, accordingly benefiting from in-house amenities 

including gyms, cafés, dedicated meeting rooms, games rooms and communal work spaces generally associated with co-working. 

Industrial / workshop units here are marketed from £11.00 psf with office space approximately £25-30 psf. These flexible units are 

of substantially better quality than the Penarth Centre and would appeal to similar occupiers, which we do not believe will be 

traditional industrial occupiers because of the specification expected by occupiers as set out below.  

Over the past years, investors have been investing heavily in industrial assets, with many of the recent transactions in the Southwark 

area targeted for the sites' redevelopment potential.  In February 2019, Hexagon Housing Association bought two small industrial 

service buildings on Old Kent Road from MHA London for £7.5 million with the intention to redevelop the site into 42 flats. In 

November a 22,000 sqft, multi-storey warehouse near Borough High Street transacted for £17.45m, although currently occupied 

we expect there to be redevelopment angle. Generally speaking these properties were in poor condition and were no longer suitable 

for modern occupiers and so had become obsolete.  
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MARKET REQUIREMENTS 
We have had regard for specification expected from traditional industrial occupiers of up to circa 5,000 sq.ft which can be 

summarised as having: 

- Minimum 5 metre eaves 

- Yard area for loading and unloading (minimum of 10m yard depth) 

- Full height loading doors (minimum of 4.5 metres in height)  

- Floor loading minimum of 35Kn/M2  

- Three phase power 

- Minimal office content 

A schedule of current and live requirements for the Bermondsey area is set out below, this illustrates our identified specification: 

 

Examples of the kind of units we would expect are attached in appendix 1. 

 

 

 

 

REQUIREMENT SIZE LOCATION COMMENT  

UK Snacks Ltd 5,000 South/East 

London 

A Leyton based food wholesaler, requires storage and 

distribution facilities.  

Yun Restaurants 2,500 – 3,500 East London Commercial kitchen / catering use. Requires vehicle access 

and loading. 3 phase power gas and drainage required.  

Forest Road Brewers 5,000 – 9,000 North and East 

London 

Brewery, requires a minimum of 7 m eaves and ability to install 

two large containers (in or outside)  

B2 Planning use 

3 phase power and drainage 

Tap room needed too for weekends  

Perfectglass 2,000 East 

London/Essex 

Commercial and domestic glass fitting firm based in Essex. 

Requires yard space and dedicated loading.  

Infarm C/O DTRE  12,000-18,000 South East 

London 

A vertical farm concept, requires 8m eaves and 500kva power 

minimum 

 

AT Dies 1,500 South East 

London 

A laser cutting firm. Required ability to install a mezzanine. 

Preference for 200 kVa power.  

Dolphin Joinery 2,000 South East 

London 

A small joinery firm. Identified that they will require ability to 

rack and loading facilities.  
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SUMMARY OF EXISTING 
ACCOMMODATION 
The existing building offers little to attract a traditional B1c/B2/B8 occupier given the condition and site restrictions. In our experience 

a potential occupier would seek a yard depth of 10+ metres as a minimum, eaves height of 5+ metres and clear column free internal 

space for a unit of similar size. The building also suffers from restricted vehicular access for HGV’s which would discount a number 

of third party logistics companies, distribution occupiers and light manufactures.  

There are a number of alternative locations that offer better accommodation situated within established industrial locations, notably 

Glengall Business Centre and Six Bridges Trading Estate, both located on the Old Kent Road. These locations are better suited for 

HGV access, unrestricted hours of use, good yards and parking provisions.   

The existing accommodation would require significant capital expenditure to bring it up to a re-lettable standard and condition. As 

discussed previously, we would expect traditional occupiers to be drawn to better specification industrial units nearby. The non-

traditional occupiers are also well provided for by the provisions at the Biscuit Factory and The Metal Factory.  
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APPENDIX 01  
AVAILABLE 
STOCK 
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COMPETING STOCK 
PHOTO ADDRESS SIZE (SQ 

FT) 
RENT P.A. 

 

SPECIFICATION COMMENTS 

 

Crescent Court 

Business Centre, 

Canning Town, 

London, E12 4TG  

12,890  £386,700.00 

 

c.£30.00 psf  

New warehouse development  

Available now  

7m eaves height  

Fully fitted offices  

Secure self-contained site  

 

Guiding £8,000,000 for Freehold 

 

Units 1-4 

 

Unit 1A, 7 Spa Road, 

London, SE16 3QP 

10,637 £180,829.00 

 

  £17.00 psf 

Available now  

3.99 – 4.89 m eaves height  

Loading area  

Three phase power  

 

 

Unit 2, Glengall 

Business Centre, 43 – 

47 Glengall Road, 

London, SE15 6NF  

10,571  TBC  

Likely to be 

c.£18.00 psf 

50:50 light industrial / office unit  

Available now  

Recently fully refurbished  

4.5m eaves height  

10 car parking spaces  

4m high roller shutter door  
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PHOTO ADDRESS SIZE (SQ 
FT) 

RENT P.A. 

 

SPECIFICATION COMMENTS 

 

Meridian Trading 

Estate, Lombard Wall, 

Charlton, SE7 7SW 

11,285  £169,500.00 

 

£15.00 psf 

Single storey light industrial  

Available now 

Loading/parking facilities  

Second hand building needing work.  

 

Unit 41, The iO 

Centre, Armstrong 

Road, Woolwich, 

SE18 6RS 

12,064 £165,000.00 

 

£13.68 psf 

Modern industrial warehouse unit extensive 

mezzanine floor showroom and offices 

Available now 

Recently subject to extensive works  

6.5m eaves height  

30 car parking spaces  

Service charge is approximately 

£9,000 per annum. This is subject to 

annual reconciliation 

 

Unit 2, Meridian 

Trading Estate, 

Lombard Wall, 

Charlton, SE7 7SW 

10,151  £155,000.00 

 

£15.27 psf 

 Recently fully refurbished  

 Available now 

 5.5m rising to maximum 8m eaves  height            

The location continues to benefit from 

investment – the unit is situated 

opposite a new retail park including 

occupiers Primark, Aldi and IKEA 

 

Unit 8, Bidder Street, 

Canning Town, 

London, E16 4ES 

16,999 £350,000.00 

 

£20.56 psf 

 Twin loading doors 

 Available now 

 7.5m eaves height  

 Fitted offices & raised floors  
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PHOTO ADDRESS SIZE (SQ 
FT) 

RENT P.A. 

 

SPECIFICATION COMMENTS 

 Atlas Wharf, Berkshire 

Road, London, E9 

5NA 

10,756 £75,000 

 

£6.97 psf 

 Built 1972 secondary unit of steel  portal frame 

construction  

 Available now 

 6m eaves height  

 No office space  

 Fenced Lot 

 Security System  

 

 

Short term lease available  
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MONTAGU EVANS 

5 BOLTON STREET 
LONDON 
W1J 8BA 
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APPENDIX 3.0 
MAP OF NEARLY PLANNING PERMISSIONS  
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Ordnance Survey © Crown Copyright 2020. All Rights Reserved.

Licence number 100022432
Plotted Scale - 1:5000. Paper Size - A4
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By email: 
planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 
 
Date: 2 November 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
Proposed changes to the submitted New Southwark Plan 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the above document. The following comments are 
submitted by NHS Property Services (NHSPS) and support the comments made during the pre-
submission consultation response dated 21 May 2019.  

Foreword 
 
NHSPS previously provided a response to the New Southwark Plan Pre-Submission consultation 
and the Preferred Options Consultation.  
 
The Council are now seeking views on the New Southwark Plan Examination Version: Amended 
Policies. Comments are sought on these amended polices via the online system only. 
 
NHSPS have reviewed this document and have no comments to make on the amended polices. 
However, we have concerns with Policy P44 Healthy Developments, for which we previously 
provided representations. We request that these comments are properly considered and Policy P44 
be amended as part of the examination of the Local Plan.  
 
Our representations  
 
Policy P44 (Healthy Developments) of the New Southwark Plan Proposed Submission Version 
allows for the replacement of existing health facilities only in exceptional circumstances. As drafted, 
it is not felt that Policy P44 is sound, nor does it provide an effective framework for the delivery of 
healthcare facilities. 
 

As there have been no changes made to the submission version of the Local Plan, we maintain that 

there has been no consideration of NHS estate rationalisation programmes carried out by public 

service providers. It is important that public service estate rationalisation programmes are 

considered when assessing policies that seek to manage healthcare uses.  

 

NHS estate reviews are aimed at improving the provision of healthcare services by increasing 

efficiencies, including through the disposal or development of unneeded and underutilised 

properties. This means that capital receipts from disposals for best value, as well as revenue 

spending that is saved, can be used to improve facilities and services.  

 
 

 

NHS Property Services Ltd 
99 Gresham Street 

London  
EC2V 7NG 

 
 

www.property.nhs.uk 
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Unfortunately, the policy is not positively prepared, is overly restrictive and as worded, would have 

a negative impact on the ability of the NHS and Council to deliver services locally. Restrictive 

policies, especially those which require substantial periods of marketing, could prevent or delay 

required investment in new/improved services and facilities. It is not therefore felt the policy is in 

accordance with national planning policy. 

 
In September 2020, the Use Classes Order was updated. The update changes former D1 and D2 
uses to Class F, while health facilities (previously D1) are now considered Class E alongside other 
retail and high street uses.  
 
Considering these changes, P44 as worded can no longer be deemed applicable to health facilities 
and exception should be made for health uses that now fall within a different use class. Furthermore, 
it should be noted that health facilities, now a Class E land use, cannot be subject to policy P46 
(Community Uses).  
 
Therefore, where NHS sites are declared surplus to requirements by NHS commissioners, planning 
policies should actively seek to support alternative value generating uses to allow for reinvestment 
in new NHS facilities.  
 
 
 
Yours Faithfully, 
 

  
Town Planner – NHS Property Services Ltd  
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NSP consultation; Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

2020 

Name; Celia Cronin 

Address;  

Email.    Phone;   

I wish to take explain my objections more fully at the public hearings. 

 

 EIP 27B     SP1 Quality Affordable Homes 

This policy is not sound as not positively prepared, justified or effective. 

In spite of the fact, for example that it claims to ensure ’vulnerable residents 

and families are helped to find the right housing to live as independently as 

possible,’ there does not seem to be any attempt to ensure increased provision 

of this type of housing. (Further, I believe that housing for the elderly would be 

part of this group, too and almost all the Site Allocations that originally 

mentioned provision of ‘extra- care housing’ for the elderly, have been 

removed in this version). 

  EIP 27B      SP5   Healthy Active Lives 

I maintain this policy too is not sound as not justified. 

 It claims to be ‘…improving access to healthcare and community health 

facilities..’  

Yet in the Elephant and Castle area where I live, the very large Princess Street 

Group Practice – now part of the Nexus consortium, has for many years been 

promised a larger, modernised and more functional and accessible site. For a 

number of years, the council was suggesting the site would be found during 

the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area works. Then for the last couple of 

years, we heard a site would be found in the South Bank University. But now, 

in the latest amended Site Allocations for the Elephant and Castle area, there 

are four references to the possibility that certain developments ‘may’ be able 

to provide a site for a ‘Community Health Hub’. (Site Allocations NSP 42, 43, 

44, 45).  Residents here, surrounded for years by a massive amount of 

‘regeneration’, can be forgiven I suggest, for doubting it will happen.    
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EIP 27B    SP6   Cleaner Greener Safer 

 

The Plan is not sound as this policy has not been positively prepared or 

justified. 

Following last year’s claim by Southwark Council that we were in a state of 

Climate Emergency, there was a further aspiration for the borough to become 

carbon neutral by 2030. In the council’s draft carbon reduction strategy 

document, ‘Tackling the Climate Emergency Together’, we are told ‘The 

strategy should be clear in its targets’. (p8)  However this policy and various 

others in this version of the Plan read as if phrases about tackling the climate 

emergency have been added for the sake of adding them. There is nothing 

specific and no targets.   

On p 40 of the draft carbon reduction document, it is claimed  ‘Re-using or 

retrofitting existing buildings is the most efficient way to reduce carbon.’ Yet 

the Site Allocations in this New Southwark Plan version present us with dozens 

and dozens of buildings to be demolished.  

And again on p 41 we are told the council is planning to ‘Make Policy 

amendments to the New Southwark Plan to ensure it fully reflects the impact 

of the climate emergency….’  

I look forward to reading these amendments but they do not appear to be in 

this version. 
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Dear Sir / Madam, 

 
 

I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes 
to the submitted NSP August 2020’. 

 
 

I would be very happy to expand and develop on these points as required throughout the 
forthcoming process. 
 

 
 

Please can you acknowledge receipt of this email. 

 

 

Mike Wilson 

 
 

-------------------------------------- 

 
 

Policies addressed: 

New Southwark Plan Strategic Vision 

SP1b Southwark's Places 

SP2 Regeneration that works for all 

SP5 Healthy, active lives. 

P44 Healthy developments.  

P46 Community Uses 

IP6 Monitoring Development 
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Contact details: 

Title:  Mr 

Full Name: Mike Wilson 

Email:  

Phone:  

Organisation: Pembroke House (Executive Director) 

Address:  

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
Representations: 

 
 

I support the Southwark Plan’s aspiration to develop a “regeneration that works for all” and, 
in particular, the changes that have been made to the plan to emphasise the importance of a 
borough built from a network of distinctive places or neighbourhoods. 

 

However, there are three critical elements that are, at present, missing from the plan in order 
to put this core aspiration into action: 

 

Firstly, a definition and evidence base concerning the characteristics of a thriving, healthy or 
resilient neighbourhood – followed by a clear plan to implement this aspiration. 

 

Secondly – and a critical component of the above – a commitment to protect and develop 
appropriate community and social infrastructure that can act as the glue for these 
neighbourhoods.  

 

Without these, the plan would not yet appear to be positively prepared, justified or effective.  

 

Taken together, these missing elements could be captured in a new policy setting out clear 
details on how the plan will effectively deliver “regeneration that works for all” by working 
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with local residents and partners to build thriving neighbourhoods, and by protecting and 

developing community and social infrastructure.  

 
 

Alternatively, I set out below suggestions for how these missing elements can be addressed 
by amendments to the current policy framework. 

 

1. A definition of effective neighbourhoods & places 

 

Under SP1b “Southwark’s Places” the plan rightly sets out an aspiration “to strengthen the 
distinctive network of diverse places so that they will continue to be successful and vibrant 
as part of the overall plan for Southwark”. This is followed through in a sequence of Area 
Plans for specific areas but there is not, as yet, an adequate description or evidence base for 
the core ingredients or shared characteristics of neighbourhoods that would mark them out 
as successful and vibrant. 

 

The pandemic has highlighted the importance of access to support, goods and services 
locally. There is also a growing evidence base, both domestically and abroad, concerning 
the effectiveness of “15-minute cities”, where residents are able to meet most, if not all, of 
their needs within a short walk or bike ride from their home. Without sufficient reference to 
this evidence base the current plan is not yet positively prepared or justified. 

 

Within Southwark itself there are also examples of innovative neighbourhood schemes that 
attempt to not only identify and build also on the assets within local communities (social as 
well as physical) to develop strong and distinctive neighbourhoods. These initiatives provide 
examples of how statutory, community, and business partners, can work together to 
contribute to thriving neighbourhoods – a collaborative approach that also needs to be 
captured more clearly within the NSP if it is to be effective. 

 

Suggested changes: 

 

New Southwark Plan Strategic Vision: 

Explicit reference to a 15-minute city and/or the core characteristics of thriving 
neighbourhoods will greatly strengthen the plan and its evidence base, to ensure it is both 
justified and positively prepared. 
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E.g. change to: The New Southwark Plan Vision is for Southwark to continue to be a network 
of successful, unique, historic, distinct [insert: neighbourhoods. Whilst retaining and building 
on their unique identity, each neighbourhood should share certain core characteristics 
including a mix of housing types, social and community infrastructure and affordable 
transport network. Within a short walk or bike ride from home there should be easy access to 
shops, goods and services, community and] cultural activities, open spaces and clean air. 

 

SP1b: Southwark’s Places 

The wording above should be followed through into SP1b, to give definition and an evidence 
base for this policy (justified and positively prepared). 

 

SP2: Regeneration that Works for All 

In order to meet the commitment to ‘regeneration that works for all’, to be effective SP2 
should include reference to how the council will work with local residents and partners to 
develop its area plans. 

e.g. change by including a new numbered statement: 

10. Working with local residents and partners to develop area plans that build on existing 
assets to develop strong and distinctive neighbourhoods. 

 

IP6 Monitoring Development 

In line with the above, in order to be effective to meet the aspiration for building distinctive 
and healthy places, the implementation policies need to be enhanced in order to explain how 
the council will work with local communities to co-produce the aspirations for neighbourhood 
development and, subsequently, to monitor progress against these aims. 

 

E.g. change to: 

“We will monitor development to assess how planning policies are working and responding 
to local people’s needs in Southwark [insert: by working with local residents and partners to 
agree both these aspirations and the means to track them]. 

 

2. A commitment to protect and develop appropriate social infrastructure in 
neighbourhoods 

 

It is well understood that being able to socialise and interact is a key determinant of the 
health and dynamism of a local community. Some evidence for the detrimental impact of the 
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loss of such affordable spaces for people to meet and mix with other local residents is 
submitted in documents for the NSP (SP503 the Impact of Planning Policy on Health 
Outcomes and Health Inequalities in Southwark and Lambeth (2017), pgs 2 & 29).  

 
 

There is, however, further significant and growing literature on the importance and value of 
social infrastructure or places between work and home (“third spaces”), where people can 
meet and the community and social life of neighbourhoods takes place. This evidence base 
will be supplemented by a forthcoming GLA report by Social Life and Hawkins Brown, which 
will highlight innovative examples of such social infrastructure within Southwark itself (to be 
published early 2021).  

 

The importance of such social and community infrastructure has also been underlined 
through the current pandemic as these buildings and places have been repurposed to 
provide critical community services, including the distribution of food and essential goods at 
Pembroke House, the Walworth Living Room, Time & Talents, the Albrighton Centre and 
Pecan. 

 

At present, however, the plan does not provide a sufficient evidence base for the value and 
importance of such spaces within communities and, as a result, it does not adequately 
address the current absence or future loss of adequate places and spaces in 
neighbourhoods for socialising and community life. Without these changes the plan is not yet 
justified or positively prepared. 

 

The extent of redevelopment encouraged by the NSP will bring many additional people to 
live in many areas. If there are already inadequate places for local socialising and 
interaction, or there are additions to the numbers of residents, these socialising places will 
become inadequate to serve residents. This will not maintain and improve the health and 
wellbeing of local people.  

 

Whilst, again, this could be the focus of a new policy, within the current framework policy 
framework the following changes could be incorporated in order to ensure these policies are 
positively prepared, justified and effective. 

 

SP2 Regeneration that works for all 

Without a sound policy on the provision of local spaces for socialising, SP2 cannot be 
achieved and is not yet effective. SP2 needs to set out an explicit commitment to protecting 
and developing social and community infrastructure, by including a new numbered 
statement: 
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11. Protect and develop effective social infrastructure in neighbourhoods that provides varied 
opportunities for residents to meet and socialise 

 

SP5 Healthy, active lives  

“We will maintain and improve the health and wellbeing of our residents …" amend by -  add 
a new numbered statement: 

2a. Providing adequate places and spaces in local neighbourhoods for community 
socialising appropriate for all age groups across the diverse communities  

 

P44 Healthy developments 

“Development must - add a new numbered statement on the lines of eg: 

4. Identify local provisions for socialising spaces. Where these are inadequate for the 
locality, the new development must contribute adequately to their provision to meet the 
identified need.  

(How this process can be framed and monitored into terms of good participative practice is 
something that can be expanded upon at the EiP (as for P46, below)). 

 

P46 Community Uses 

“Development must: add new numbered statements on the lines of eg: 

3. Retain existing community facilities. Where this is not possible, replacement facilities must 
be provided as part of new developments provided the replacement is an enhanced 
community facility” 

4.  Identify local provisions for premises for social and community uses. Where these are 
inadequate for the locality and there is an identified need, the new development must 
contribute adequately to their provision. 

 

 
______________________________________________ 
  
Mike Wilson | Executive Director 
 

 
Tel:  
Email:   
Website: www.pembrokehouse.org.uk 
Twitter: @Pembroke1885 
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Dear sir/Madam 

 

In October 2020, the Council delivered an information session to the residents at 

Pynfolds Estate to  let them know about the Southwark Council plan to build an 

extension to the estate on the existing car park/ recycle waste area/ green patch. A 

follow up email invited resident to join the Resident Group for the formal consultation.  

 

I joined the group and was sent the email below inviting me comments on - not 

the Pynfolds Estate plan but what I understand to be the strategic larger New Southwark 

Plan that will constitute the back bone of further works such as the construction at 

Pynfolds Estate.  

 

 

 

I am therefore writing in response to the invitation below to send comments on the 

larger New Southwark Plan. 

 

First of all, I would like to express my concern on the credibility of the consultation 

process when I was sent the invitation on 27 October 2020 (see below) and requested to 

comment by 2nd November 2020. This means 7 days to review 335 links including to a 

394 pages Plan. Knowing the 335 links relate to documents collected through a process 

undertaken since January 2020 (10 months), I am surprised the Council would find 

appropriate to give residents 7 days to familiarise themselves with the process, the 

technical jargon, legal framework and finally the New Southwark Plan (NSP) itself. It 

makes me wonder how genuine this 'consultation' is ? I would be grateful for a response 

to this critical comment? 

 

Secondly, I am equally surprised by the lack of clear guidance on the steps for the 

adoption of the New Southwark Plan (NSP). As a Southwark resident, I have not been 

provided with a clear sequence on the consultation process and key benchmarks for the 

adoption of the NSP. It may have been in one of the 335 links I was asked to review in 7 

days? it would have been constructive to provide residents with this level of guidance to 

ensure their proper involvement. 

 

Thirdly, I am again surprised by the sequence of the consultation. If the NSP is the 

backbone supporting further major works and construction works to create new homes 

in Southwark -  how come we, at Pynfolds Estate, were approached on the Pynfolds 

Estate extension project even before the NSP was adopted? How can the consultation on 

the Pynfolds Estate be already engaged while the NSP we should be able to refer to is 

not yet finalised? How are we as resident supposed to find ground to review whether 

Pynfolds Estate Extension plans are conform to the requirements in the NSP is not 

adopted? 

 

Fourthly, I noted the effort to ensure that the cycle routes would be extended and that 

road flow would be improved - such as on Jamaica road. I am disappointed that similar 

efforts are not put into ensuring the pedestrian paths are maintained, improved and kept 

safe (which includes but is not limited to provided sufficiently large paths, levelled 

pavements avoiding potential falls for elderlies and vulnerable residents, as well as 

providing sufficient safe crossings). 

 

Fifth point relates to the specific area of Bermondsey, where improvements seem 

unfortunately limited. I was also surprised not to find any mention to the Pynfolds estate 

extension plan. Why is this major piece of work not included? If deemed not sufficiently 

large to be included, can I challenge the validity of the plan itself (8 units against 

reducing the overall value of so many units privately owned by removing car park 

access, creating a vis-a vis and reducing the green space on the estate).  
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Next, while I appreciated the clear indicators for Southwark Council in terms of number 

of homes and offices/ shop space created, I would have liked to see the same level of 

measurable indicators in terms of  'encouraging' developers to provide more social 

rented and intermediate housing. Clear percentage must be set up by regulation or the 

Council will face a situation where existing estate are extended horizontally and vertically 

to saturation while developers continue building flats accessible only to a minority and 

not solving the problem of housing in London. " encouraging" developers is not 

sufficient.  

 

 

Finally, while I appreciate the effort to aim at building resilient communities, it is 

regrettable that there is not a repeated and clear, genuine commitment to ensure that 

the development and major works to be undertaken under this Plan will not be at the 

detriment of existing residents. While there is a commitment to open space, heritage, 

cycle routes and so forth, I seem to have found NO mention to ensure that those living 

in proximity of the major and development works and plans aiming at the creation of 

home and business space will be compensated for the any loss in their property value 

due to the construction. Any construction on existing estate should be accompanied by a 

pre-survey and post-survey to evaluate potential damage and loss of value and offer 

resident compensation. Plans should be developed in a way to provide benefits to 

the existing estate residents/ owners/ flats and ensure that any loss of facilities is 

replaced by improvement that will guarantee that the individual units are not loosing any 

value.  

 

As an example -  The Pynfold's estate plan - as introduced recently to the Pynfolds 

estate residents -  will take away car park facilities, create a new close vis a vis for 4 

existing units, and will probably mean cutting down 4 trees. The latter is against the 

principle of the NSP to preserve open space repeated throughout the document. The loss 

of value for existing flats should be considered if the promised 'Viability appraisals ad 

reviews' mentioned in the NSP. 

 

I look forward to your answers. 

Regards 

Caroline 
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Our Ref: U0137 

 

2 November 2020 

 

Planning Policy 

Southwark Council 

PO BOX 64529 

London 

SE1P 5LX 

 

[By email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk] 

 

 

Dear Sir / Madam 

 

Re: Written Representations on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

 

We act on behalf of Caddick Developments and hereby submit written representations in respect of the 

Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan. 

 

The New Southwark Local Plan will provide an overarching strategy for managing growth and development 

across the borough.  The Plan sets out how the Council will deliver further regeneration and wider 

improvements to the borough in the years to come. 

 

Our comments are submitted in the context of our overall support for the Local Plan.  Our written 

representations relate to two specific sections of the New Southwark Plan: 

 

1) Housing Policies; 

2) Economic Policies. 

 

Our written representations are prepared in accordance with Paragraph 35 of the National Planning Policy 

Framework (NPPF), which outlines that Plans are ‘sound’ if they are: 

 

a) Positively prepared – providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s 

objectively assessed needs; and is informed by agreements with other authorities, so that unmet 

need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and is consistent with 

achieving sustainable development; 

b) Justified – an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable alternatives, and based on 

proportionate evidence; 

c) Effective – deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working on cross-boundary 

strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, as evidenced by the statement of 

common ground; and 

d) Consistent with national policy – enabling the delivery of sustainable development in accordance 

with the policies in this Framework. The NPPF sets out that the aforementioned tests of soundness 

 

Housing Policies 

 

Policy SP1 of the New Southwark Plan is entitled ‘Quality Affordable Homes’ and includes the following 

statement regarding the difficulties younger people are experiencing with a lack of affordable accommodation 

in the borough: 
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“It is widely recognised that rising rent and property prices in the private sector, the loss of council 
homes through the ‘Right to Buy’, and a lack of affordable housing means that younger generations 
may be forced to move away from their families and communities.” 

 

The development management policies set out in the New Local Plan include eleven housing policies, 

including policies for private rented homes, student homes and housing for older people.  However, one area 

of accommodation which is missing from the list of housing policies is that of large-scale purpose-built shared 

living as set out in London Plan Policy H16, often referred to as co-living.  This is an aspect that is not 

addressed by the modifications and where a further modification could bring the Local Plan in line with the 

London Plan. 

 

Shared living is a relatively new concept, which is primarily a response to the needs of a more dynamic 

population that require a good quality of accommodation and which benefit from the supporting facilities and 

services, sense of community and inclusion that shared living can provide.  This is relevant to large parts of 

the borough and to the emerging changes in the rental market.  A significant proportion of Londoners can 

no longer afford to rent or buy within the traditional housing market.  They are often forced to rely on limited 

housing choice and rent substandard accommodation.  The sector has to date been hidden in the ‘other’ 

category of housing need, partly as house and flat shares and in some cases licensed and unlicensed HMOs.  

Modern co-living proposals provide a high quality, managed solution that provides a wider range of services 

and a higher quality of accommodation, on secure tenancies and enabling independent and flexible living 

that suits the needs of local people and a flexible workforce.       

 

The concept of shared living is recognised in the Intend to Publish version of the London Plan, with Policy 

H16 setting out the criteria that large-scale purpose-built shared living developments are expected to meet.   

Paragraph 4.16.1 of the Intend to Publish version of the London Plan states that large-scale shared living 

developments may provide a housing option for single person households who cannot or choose not to live 

in self-contained homes or HMOs.  It is noted that the letter from the Secretary of State for Housing, 

Communities & Local Government to the Mayor of London on 13 March 2020 does not include proposed 

modifications to Policy H16. 

 

There is an increasing demand for shared living accommodation across London and it is a form of 

accommodation which serves a specific role within the housing market.  Demand from single occupiers places 

a strain on the existing housing stock throughout Southwark and is evidenced in the high proportion of HMOs 

in certain parts of the borough.  Many of these are typically in older conversions of former houses and are 

of a poor standard.  Shared living accommodation, which is carefully considered in terms of its location and 

design, has the potential to provide a new and enhanced quality of accommodation, which can create long-

term and sustainable communities. 

 

Shared living is one aspect of the housing market which has the potential to address the difficulties younger 

people experience in accessing accommodation at affordable prices in the borough, as set out in Policy SP1 

of the New Southwark Plan.  We would submit that a specific policy for shared l iving would ensure that the 

New Southwark Plan is ‘positively prepared’ and ‘effective’, in accordance with Paragraph 35 of the NPPF. 

 

Economic Policies 

 

Policy SP4 is entitled ‘Strong Local Economy’ and includes a proposed change which refers to intensification 

and co-location on industrial land: 

 

“Ensuring we intensify industrial land and co-locate industrial premises with new homes London 
needs.” 
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We support this proposed change to Policy SP4 and consider that it is sound, in being both ‘positively 

prepared’ and ‘justified’.  However, we would question whether Policy SP4 is entirely consistent with Policy 

P28 which refers to strategic protected industrial land (SPIL).  Policy SP28 states that “only industrial uses 
(B1b, B1c, B2, B8, sui generis industrial use classes) and uses ancillary to the industrial uses, will be 
permitted” on SPIL land.  We note that Paragraph 3 under Policy SP28 is a proposed change and that it 

states as follows: 

 

“Much of the industrial land in the borough is located in the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area.  These 
sites will be intensified for mixed use development and industrial co-location.  Development will include 
an innovative new approach to create new town centres which include community facilities, retail, 
office, education and health uses.  Industrial development will be included alongside or underneath 
new homes with specific design criteria to ensure businesses can operate successfully  without harming 
residential amenity.” 

 

We welcome the above paragraph, but we would again question whether the current wording of Policy P28 

adequately reflects these objectives for intensification and co-location. 

 

The Intend to Publish version of the London Plan requires boroughs to identify as many sites, including small 

sites, as possible via their Development Plan Documents and to maximise housing delivery through positive 

policies, allocations, small sites and windfalls.  We do not consider Policy P28, as currently drafted, to be 

consistent with Policy GG2 of the Intend to Publish version of the London Plan as proposed, which seeks to 

intensify and optimise the use of land within the urban area for a variety of uses and which recognises the 

challenges facing London. 

 

Policy E7 of the Intend to Publish version of the London Plan refers to industrial intensification and co-

location.  The policy is clear in stating that development plans and planning frameworks should be proactive 

and consider, in collaboration with the Mayor, whether certain logistics, industrial and related functions in 

selected parts of Significant Industrial Sites (SIL) could be intensified to provide additional industrial capacity.   

Further to this, Policy ED7 states that intensification can also be used to facilitate the consolidation of an 

identified SIL to support the delivery of residential and other uses, such as social infrastructure, or to 

contribute to town centre renewal. 

 

We would submit that policies pertaining to industrial land in Southwark should clearly recognise the 

relationship between intensification and co-location with appropriate residential uses, including co-living 

accommodation, which has the potential to provide a synergy with employment uses as part of a carefully 

considered mixed-use development.  This approach would also be consistent with the advice from the 

Secretary of State for Housing, Communities & Local Government to the Mayor of London on 13 March 2020, 

which emphasised the importance of industrial land policies not taking an overly restrictive approach. 

 

We note that Policy P30 refers to ‘affordable workspace’ and requires that developments proposing 500 sqm 

GIA or more employment floorspace (B class use) must deliver at least 10% of the proposed gross 

employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at Discount Market Rents.  We are concerned about 

the potential implications this policy might have on businesses within the wider borough and how this might 

impact on the viability of commercial development for employment space. 

 

The current wording of Policy P30 may have the effect of dissuading an existing established business from 

redeveloping its floorspace, as 10% of the replacement floorspace may be required as affordable workspace.  

If the policy applies to the redevelopment of existing employment space, this may inhibit existing business 

owners who are seeking to redevelop and upgrade their employment space.  Therefore, rather than assisting 

small local businesses, this policy may actually have the opposite effect. 
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One of the proposed changes in Policy P30 requires collaboration “with the council, local businesses, business 
associations and workspace providers to identify the businesses that will be nominated for occupying 
affordable workspace”.  However, we consider that there is a lack of clarity with regard to the qualifying 

criteria for affordable workspace providers.  We would advise that clarity is required in relation to how 

businesses will be assessed as prospective tenants of the affordable workspaces and whether they will retain 

unfettered access to those spaces, irrespective of their commercial performance.  We would conclude that 

the current wording of Policy P30 means that is not positive prepared, justified or effective. 

 

Summary and Concluding Comments 

 

In summary, these representations are submitted on behalf of Caddick Developments in respect of the current 

consultation on the Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 

 

We would submit that careful consideration should be given to incorporating a policy on shared living to help 

address the lack of affordable housing for younger generations, as outlined in Policy SP1. 

 

We also consider that Policy SP28 requires further wording to provide the necessary flexibility of uses required 

in order to deliver the intensification of industrial use and co-location, which are identified as objectives in 

the subsequent Paragraph 3 under the policy. 

 

Finally, the current wording of Policy P30 referring to affordable workspace lacks clarity, and we are 

concerned that it may inhibit the redevelopment of existing industrial sites by businesses that are seeking to 

remain on-site.  In this regard, we consider that Policy P30 is not positive prepared, justified or effective. 

 

In conclusion, we would respectfully submit that careful consideration should be given to the housing and 

economic policies to ensure that the New Southwark Local Plan can address current demands within the 

borough, thereby supporting urban regeneration which provides affordable accommodation and jobs for 

those who wish to live and work within the borough. 

 

Yours faithfully 

 

Director 
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To Planning Policy, Southwark Council 

I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 

the submitted NSP August 2020’ on policy SP2 Regeneration that works for all. 
 
Contact details   
Full Name: Eileen Conn 
Email:  
coordinator of Peckham Vision, & coordinator of Southwark Planning Network (SPN) 
Address:   
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SP2 Regeneration that works for all 
 
I have read the final amended policy (2020) and reread my earlier submission on the original 
version and on the amended (2019) version. The amendments are an improvement but don’t yet 
make the policy sound in being Regeneration that works for all.  My earlier comments still stand. 
But one in particular I would like to draw attention to in these comments is that there is nothing 
yet in the policy which gives due regard to existing neighbourhood physical, social and economic 
assets before proposing plans to remove or change them. I previously commented that this SP2 
policy is unsound because the NSP’s policies seem to assume through omission that regeneration 
is equated with demolition and new buildings, and that this leads to disruption of 
neighbourhoods and communities and damages health and wellbeing of individuals and 
communities.  In addition, the Council has now declared a Climate Emergency policy which 
includes the reduction of carbon emissions. To achieve this, the NSP must ensure that buildings 
are not demolished and new buildings authorised so creating carbon emissions when this is not 
essential. 
 
Suggested change: 
There must therefore be an additional policy requirement to achieve regeneration that works for 
all. This could be inserted between current points numbered 2 and 3 in SP2, for example:  
“ensuring that all existing neighbourhood assets in buildings, spaces and social and economic 
infrastructure are identified and agreed with local stakeholders before regeneration plans are 
developed, and the plans must demonstrate that they will provide better benefits for the existing 
neighbourhood than the retention and nurturing of the existing assets and uses.” 
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 1 

 

To Planning Policy, Southwark Council 
I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 
the submitted NSP August 2020’ on these policies: 
SP5 Healthy, active lives. page 37  
P44 Healthy developments.  page 143 
P46 Community Uses.  page 145. 
 

Contact details 
Full Name:  Eileen Conn 
Email:  
Coordinator of Peckham Vision and Southwark Planning Network 
Address:   
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SP5 Healthy, active lives page 37  
P44 Healthy developments page 143 
P46 Community Uses page 145. 
 

These three policies are unsound because they are not positively prepared, not justified and not effective. 

They do not address the lack of quality places and spaces in neighbourhoods for community socialising. 
It is well understood that being able to socialise and interact is a key part of mental and physical health. 
The pandemic has emphasised the importance of this at the local level and within walking distance of 
where people live. There is evidence that there is already significant unmet need. Eg SP503 Public Health 
Findings. 
 
The extent of redevelopment encouraged by the NSP will bring many additional people to live in many 
areas. If there are already inadequate places for local socialising and interaction, or there are additions to 
the numbers of residents, the places will become more inadequate to serve residents. This will not 
maintain and improve the health and wellbeing of local people or enable regeneration that works for all.  
 
Without a sound policy on the provision of local spaces for socialising, SP2  ‘Regeneration that works for 
all’  cannot be achieved either and so is also unsound. 
 
 

Suggested changes:  
SP5 Healthy, active lives page 37  - “We will maintain and improve the health and wellbeing of our 
residents … by -  add a new numbered statement: 
2a. Providing adequate places and spaces in local neighbourhoods for community socialising appropriate 
for access by all groups across the diverse communities  
 
P44 Healthy developments page 143 –  
“Development must - add a new numbered statement on the lines of eg: 
4. Identify local provisions for socialising spaces. Where these are inadequate for the locality, new 
development must contribute adequately to their provision to meet the identified need. 
 

P46 Community Uses page 145 –  
“Development must: add a new numbered statement on the lines of eg: 
3.  Identify local provisions for premises for community uses. Where these are inadequate for the locality 
and there is an identified need, new development must contribute adequately to their provision. 
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Hi Harpreet, 
 
I would like to comment:  Aylesham Community Action  
The way this has been conducted is highly unfair and will it have the true affect that benefits the real 
people of Peckham. I was harrressed by the TIGER via email to take a call over the phone when it’s 
COVID-19 they sent me documents to read, however from documents I gathered a decision was 
made with the council. Again the Council are sneaky they should be held responsible for this too, to 
many are using this pandemic to better themselves ITS NOT ABOUT YOU it’s about OUR 
COMMUNITY and they never seem to have the people that voted them into power’s interest at 
heart or comments at a time like this.  
 
This old system that is being used is a huge failure and a great PUT OFF is that what you want? 
Seems so as those who’s opinions you really need cannot properly read and don’t have the time to 
read all that information along with knowing where to start from.  
 
Peckham needs the REAL community to be heard WE are still here have been holding down this 
area, and still they don’t get a chance or choice to be heard.  
 
 
Best Wishes  
 

Natalie Worgs  
Director of gIRLS aBOUT pECKHAM  
Substance ova HYPE in the world we walk around in today 
gIRLS, sTYLE, cOMMUNITY & cULTURE 
#girlsaboutpeckham #se15tulipgirls 
Call Me:   

Instagram:  https://bit.ly/2VtXZ1G 

Website: https://bit.ly/3bgvnjt 
 
 
BLACK CREATIVES MATTER  
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a local resident. We are 
extremely concerned with the scale of redevelopment and regeneration that is planned for our area. This 
plan was previously supported and would have been enabled by the Bakerloo Line extension which has 
now been put on hold by TFL London due to financial problems caused by the pandemic. We have to 
point out that the ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must 
either be re-thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in 
terms of transport to support such a huge increase in population. In addition there has been widespread 
reduction of road capacity to increase cycle lanes and widen pavements for social distancing across the 
borough since the pandemic started. This has resulted in gridlocked traffic and is causing stress and 
misery for residents; journey times are hugely increased and as cars are now on the roads for longer 
which increasing fuel emissions. There have also been a huge increase in road rage resulting in 
altercations on the streets. It’s insane to keep reducing road capacity for traffic whilst simultaneously 
increasing the population. Whilst we can appreciate that the new developments are largely car-free, 
traffic will still be an issue as those without cars will still be using Ubers and Addison Lee, especially 
considering that the Bakerloo Line extension has been abandoned. The use of heavy goods vehicles for 
construction will also cause traffic problems. 
 
Whilst the above outlines general concerns of the residents regarding current building and regeneration 
issues please see below specific comments on the New Southwark Plan.  
 
My main concern is about the very tall towers due to be built on the site where Tesco is now on the old 
kent road. Firstly I was told by the council team at the open consultation that the towers were being built 
to fund the tube extension: well if that’s not happening now then the plans should be revised.  
 
I have grave concerns about the scale of the properties and the density of the intended population for 
this area. I think it would be unreservedly foolish for Southwark council to blindly just follow through on 
existing plans in light of the pandemic and how that is affecting the way we all live and work.  
 
I feel that the plans reflect a panic to build properties to hit a housing target & this will result in a similar 
situation that produced the vast council estates that spanned from in elephant and castle to Bermondsey. 
Additionally the lack of aspirational residential properties, the stack em high sell em cheap planning and a 
distinct lack of provision of adequate additional infrastructure needed during the 20 years of building 
does nothing to make me, a resident of the area for nearly 20 years, think that this plan is designed to 
enhance the neighbourhood for those actually living here.  
 
Please can you confirm receipt of my comments 
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 
 
Miss Hannah Platt  
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Representations about the New Southwark Plan 2018-2033 (August 2020) 
 

Monday, 02 November 2020 

 

 

1.1 This statement has been written by Jason Leech, Director of Camberwell & Metropolitan (planning and 

architecture) and member of the Camberwell Society’s Planning Sub-Committee. It constitutes the 

formal representations of the Camberwell Society about the August 2020 submission version of the 

proposed New Southwark Plan.  

 

1.2 These representations concern themselves exclusively with residential design and quality and heritage 

matters, all falling within the section of the proposed local plan entitled ‘regeneration that works for all’, 

which comprises proposed Strategic Policy SP2 and its supporting Policies P12-P25. These 

representations address most but not all of these proposed policies.  

 

1.3 These representations are divided into four sections:  

• Section 1 comprises introductory and general points about the whole document; 

• Section 2 addresses residential design and quality and policies relating to that; 

• Section 3 addresses heritage concerns and policies relating to that; 

• Section 4 makes a brief point about Policy AV.05: Camberwell Area Vision. 

 

1.4 Overall, the structure of the New Southwark Plan, whereby strategic policies are linked directly with 

specific policies which underpin them, strikes as sensible organisation. 

 

1.5 The formatting within policies is much less user-friendly. Both policy clauses and sub-clauses are in 

numbers (1, 2, 3), as are the reasons underpinning the policies. They could be much clearer and intuitive 

if restructured as 1.i, 1.ii and Reasons as A, B, C (or some other permutation using numbers, letters and 

numerals. The London Plan format could be an exemplar if LB Southwark did not seek an idiosyncratic 

system.).  

 

1.6 There is insufficient confidence that the promise in the New Southwark Plan is deliverable on the basis 

of the Council’s action to date and the lack of specificity (some might say ‘vagueness’) prevailing in this 

submission version. While there is no right or wrong approach between high-level and prescriptive 

planning, there is concern that a high-level, imprecise local plan will lead to arbitrary exercise of 

development control in the absence of detailed Supplementary Planning Guidance. If this high-level, 

prescriptive approach is adopted for LB Southwark’s local plan, detailed SPDs are expected to follow 

soon after its adoption. 

 

1.7 These concerns are not assuaged by the many remaining typos, ungrammatical sentences and poor 

diction found throughout the document but, fortunately, far less frequently than in the January 2020 

submission version. In places, the New Southwark Plan reads like a hastily written university essay. This 

fails to inspire confidence in the Council’s development vision or in the development control it seeks to 

exercise. In many specific cases, vague or flawed phrasing is so unsound, it will undoubtedly lead to 

misinterpretation or challenge at appeal on grounds of unlawfulness. 
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1.8 These grave concerns notwithstanding, the Camberwell Society does laud the Council’s ambition for the 

built environment and reiterates its willingness to assist in the development of an exemplary local plan. 

The detail within these representations and the frequent reference to other boroughs is given with that 

good will in mind, to help mould the New Southwark Plan and future development within the borough 

into something remarkable.  

 

1.9 In this vein, please may it be noted that the Camberwell Society wishes to exercise its right under Section 

20(6) of the Act to appear and be heard during the Examination in Public of the proposed submission 

of the New Southwark Plan.   
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SP2  Regeneration that works for all 

 

2.1 There is no criticism of this strategic policy per se on account that it is very high level by nature. The 

concomitant expectation, however, is that the policies which explicitly underpin SP2 (namely P12-P25) 

will demonstrate in their detail and robustness how these strategic aims will be achieved.  

 

2.2 If there is one glaring oddity, it is in Clause 5 where only three of the characteristics protected by the 

Equality Act 2010 are cited. In a borough as multi-ethnic as Southwark, one would have expected that 

race and religion would have been mentioned, if not sexual orientation as well. All these characteristics 

require consideration of their needs and consequent protections in the built environment to enable 

them to flourish equally. While it is accepted that these considerations would most prominently feature 

in proposed Policy P46: Community uses, suitable rephrasing of this policy would better indicate that it 

has been positively prepared. 

 

 

 

Residential design and quality 

 

 

2.3 The representations in this section are based heavily on the outcome of the public inquiry held by the 

Secretary of State into the appeal of the Council’s decision to refuse planning permission for the 

proposed development at Burgess Business Park, Parkhouse Street, London SE5 7TJ (app. ref. 

17/AP/4797; appeal ref. APP/A5840/W/19/3225548). The Secretary of State dismissed the appeal, 

thereby upholding the Council’s refusal. This refusal, however, was a decision by Members of the 

Council’s planning committee which went contrary to officer’s recommendation to approve what was 

widely considered by local communities to be an outrageous scheme running roughshod over planning 

policy. The Camberwell Society was a member of the Local Group granted Rule 6 status at the public 

inquiry, providing materially important evidence on residential design and quality in support of the 

decision to refuse permission.  

 

2.4 On 21 July 2020, the author of these representations submitted an ‘Opinion on local development in 

the Parkhouse Street Area’ to the Council, on behalf of the Camberwell Society. That 69-page Opinion 

thoroughly analysed the Inspector’s recommendation to the Secretary of State and made consequent 

recommendations to the Council on planning policy requirements. It is appreciated that the timing of 

that submission and the release of the Council’s August version of the New Southwark Plan did not 

allow for due consideration of that Opinion. Since much of what was written in July 2020 is repeated 

here, it is hoped that the most important recommendations of both that Opinion and these 

representations make their way into the finally adopted New Southwark Plan.  

 

2.5 The fundamental concerns of both the 21 July Opinion and these representations in respect of 

residential design and quality is the dilution of the saved UDP policies of the 2007 Southwark Plan and 

the 2011 Core Strategy to the extent that the policy framework for development control is too 

ephemeral to provide adequate guidance. The vagueness of proposed Policies P16: Tall buildings and 

P17: Efficient use of land is so much greater than the current local development framework that under 

the proposed local plan, an outrageous application which was rightly refused by both LB Southwark’s 

planning committee and the Secretary of State on policy grounds, could not be held back by the 

flimsiness of the proposed New Southwark Plan. This must surely indicate the fundamental unsoundness 

of the proposed suite of policies on residential design and quality.  

 

2.6 The Camberwell Society wants to be clear that the reasoning behind its representations and, indeed, 

the purpose of frameworks and matrices is not to stymie or straitjacket development, but to set clear 

parameters for development which are intelligible to applicants, officers and the local communities 
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affected by them. Both the National Planning Policy Framework (February 2019) and the Planning and 

Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 state that development decisions must be plan-led, except where 

material considerations indicate otherwise. There are legal provisions to divert from the plan-led 

approach in individual cases where that departure is adequately justified in planning terms. 

 

 

 

P12 Design of places 

 

2.7 While there is full support for the aims of Clauses 1, 3 and 4 in respect of massing, height, positioning 

and spacing of new development with close reference to and in sympathy with the established pattern 

of development, this entire policy provides no indication (let alone any framework) about how this is 

achieved. What are the ‘principles of urban design’ in Southwark referred to in Reason 1? Where will 

they be laid out and defined? Fearful that these will be concocted arbitrarily to justify or refusal 

applications as they come forward, the Camberwell Society considers this policy fundamentally unsound 

on account of its vagueness and likely consequent ineffectiveness and inconsistency with planning case 

law. 

 

2.8 There is a fundamental want for supplementary planning guidance to underpin this policy. Attention is 

drawn in this respect to LB Croydon’s Suburban Design Guide SPD which provides an exemplary 

framework for the design of places in that London borough. A similar SPD will be expected taking into 

account the specific urban grain within LB Southwark and its development capacity and needs.  

 

2.9 Clause 2 has a substantive flaw in its phrasing of ‘conserve and enhance’ which is discussed at greater 

length in the heritage section (3.0) of these representations 

 

2.10 Clause 8 would benefit from supplementary planning guidance. The City of Westminster’s Inclusive 

Design and Access SPG (2007) is a good reference point. In respect of heritage assets, where weighing 

up heritage harm against the LPA’s statutory duties under s149 (Public sector equality duty) of the 

Equality Act 2010 is a particularly fine balance, forthcoming supplementary planning guidance should 

have regard to Historic England’s Easy Access to Historic Buildings (2004). 

 

 

 

P13  Design quality 

 

2.11 Clause 1 could be clearer. Instead of specifying a vague, utterly subjective and contestable 'high 

standard' of design, it could specify exactly what it seeks to achieve in respect of the fabric, function and 

architectural composition of new development. In the 1960s and 19709s, LB Southwark built no end of 

pre-fab, concrete buildings in a ‘brutalist’ architectural style. Does the New Southwark Plan aim for a 

return to retro? If not, what does the future look like?  

 

2.12 Clause 2’s phrasing is poor. It is unreasonable to demand that '[development must provide] innovative 

design solutions'. Often, tried and tested building practices which replicate adjacent built form are the 

most appropriate solutions.  

 

2.13 The same comments apply to Clause 9 as Clause 8 of proposed Policy P12: there is a need for an ‘Access 

SPD’. 

 

2.14 Also of benefit would be the inclusion of a clause which sought improvements to existing buildings 

where opportunities arose through proposed development for the amenity benefit of both the 
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application site and its surroundings. Example phrasing can be found in the City of Westminster’s saved 

UDP Policy ENV 13: Protecting amenities, daylight and sunlight and environmental quality. 

 

2.15 Reason 3 may be better articulated in bullet-point format.  

 

 

 

P14  Residential design 

 

2.16 With regard to 'residential design', this Policy makes reference to 'an exemplary standard' (Clause 1), 'a 

high standard' (Clause 2.1), and 'an excellent standard' (Reason 1) while defining none of these explicitly 

different standards of residential design. The expected standard of residential design thereby becomes 

vacuous verbiage open to arbitrary interpretation when it is a guideline of material importance. 

 

2.17 For Clause 1 to demand that 'development must achieve an exemplary standard of residential design' 

is nonsense both in principle and as demonstrated by the Council's exercise of development control.  

 

2.18 In planning app. 17/AP/4797 for the redevelopment of the 1.59 hectare site at Burgess Business Park, 

officers recommended planning permission (with reference to the New Southwark Plan) for the creation 

of 499 residential dwellings which were demonstrably not of an exemplary standard. Indeed, a 

substantial percentage of the proposed residential accommodation failed to be satisfactory (by meeting 

the minimum requirements).  

 

2.19 The takeaway for policy-makers provided by that public inquiry is that the New Southwark Plan should 

avoid hollow requirements which are demonstrably observed more in the breach than in the adherence, 

making a nonsense of development control and undermining confidence in the planning system. 

References to quality of design should all be defined and used consistently. It is recommended that 

there should be an ‘acceptable’ or ‘satisfactory’ standard of design which warrants planning permission, 

and an ‘exemplary’ standard which, if met, should carry greater weight in the overall planning balance.  

 

2.20 The Inspector leading the inquiry into the Burgess Business Park appeal made the explicit point [in para. 

351 of her report] that an exemplary standard was something above the ordinary: ‘[to be exemplary] 

the quality of the new living environment must be better than adequate or satisfactory.’ The standard 

English language definition of ‘exemplary’ is ‘serving as a desirable model; very good’ or ‘deserving 

imitation because of excellence’.  

 

2.21 Clause 1 should be rephrased to something along the lines of: 'Development much achieve an 

acceptable standard of residential design in all cases and seek to be exemplary wherever possible.' 

 

2.22 The 21 July Opinion produced by this author (unanimously supported by the Camberwell Society and 

representative of the views of other local stakeholders) recommended that in terms of space standards 

(at least), the ‘exemplary’ standard of residential accommodation should begin at either: 

• 10% above the minimum space standard for each category in Table 3.1 of the current London Plan, 

or  

• meets the minimum threshold for a higher storey dwelling (eg. 1b2p single-storey flat which 

normally has a minimum space standard of 50 sqm, would be exemplary if its GIA were 58 sqm.)  

whichever is the lesser. 

 

2.23 Other specific design criteria which enshrine best practice can be incorporated into the definition of 

‘exemplary’ which could become a Fact Box (as are used to define other terms within the proposed New 

Southwark Plan).  
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2.24 Clause 2.1 is similarly vague in the absence of a definition of 'high standard'. A better format might be 

that used by LB Ealing where London Plan policies are adopted in full and additional local policies are 

written to supplement them. Provided the new London Plan is adopted prior to the New Southwark 

Plan, it would make sense to use Policy D6 – Housing quality and standards as a basis for residential 

design and supplement that with additional policies which are particularly important to Southwark. A 

number of the sub-clauses of Clause 2 are different to the London Plan and borough-specific and could 

be included.  

 

2.25 Because Clause 2 addresses itself to residential conversions as well, it must take account of the likely 

possibility that applications will be submitted to convert period buildings which have unalterable site 

constraints.  

 

2.26 For example, in many period conversions, it may be impossible to provide private open space on site. 

In such cases, the Policy should either encourage a financial contribution for the creation of open space 

in the vicinity of the application site in lieu (according to a specified table / matrix) or, alternatively, 

provide private open space as additional space within each dwelling to create larger dwellings, following 

the mitigation provided by the current London Plan Housing SPG in para. 2.3.32 which stated that  

 

‘in exceptional circumstances, where site constraints make it impossible to provide private open space for 

all dwellings, a proportion of dwellings may instead be provided with additional internal living space 

equivalent to the area of the private open space requirement. This area must be added to the minimum 

GIA’. 

 

2.27 New London Plan Policy H10 – Housing size mix and parallel local policies in other London boroughs 

(but not Southwark, where proposed Policy P2: New Family Homes only refers to family housing) all 

stress the need for variety in the size of dwellings delivered. A development which provides for both 

private outdoor space for some units, and for internal space in lieu for others, may be said to better 

optimise space in that location.   

 

2.28 A discussion in the Planning, Environment & Transport Committee of the London Forum of Amenity 

Societies has raised the point that many people living in flats in close proximity to large open spaces 

may prefer maximum internal space instead of tokenistic external space like a balcony which is rarely 

used as open space but rather an open-air storage cupboard for items not wanted in the flat. Equally, 

when roof terraces/gardens are pooled too widely, they cease to constitute private outside space. 

Instead, a more pressing concern about residential quality might be good sound insulation between 

dwellings, ensuring satisfactory privacy of the private indoor space. 

 

2.29 This Policy will likely benefit from a Residential Design Standards SPD which will fill in detail absent from 

the policy wording. 

 

 

 

P15  Designing out crime 

 

2.30 The Camberwell Society notes the representations by other local amenity societies which raise concerns 

about the conflict between Clause 1 of this proposed policy (viz. for windows to overlook public places) 

and the need to ensure that residential amenity (specifically privacy) is not compromised by public 

thoroughfares overlooking private dwellings.  

 

2.31 The Society is also concerned about creating gated communities by means of high walls and locked 

gates which seem to be features recommended by planning officers to schemes on key sites (eg. NSP 

22: Burgess Business Park and NSP23: Butterfly Walk and Morrisons Car Park). 
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2.32 It is felt that supplementary planning guidance in a ‘Secured by Design SPD’ might seek to investigate 

and illustrate how low levels of continuous pedestrian traffic through permeable routes in popular 

environments might naturally eliminate anti-social behaviour better than locking it out or by press-

ganging permanent residents into providing surveillance of their front or rear yards.   

   

 

 

P16  Tall buildings 

 

2.33 There is a dissonance between Clause 1 (which specifies the locations where tall buildings are 

acceptable) and Clause 2.1 which requires that tall beings are located ‘at a point of landmark 

significance’. Many NSP allocation sites are not points of landmark significance and cannot 

accommodate tall buildings. NSP22 Burgess Business Park is a case in point, as revealed by the public 

inquiry into appropriate development there.  

 

2.34 This Policy should have paid closer regard to the requirements of London Plan Policy 7.7 – Location and 

Design of Tall and Large Buildings, clause A in two respects. First: it should identify ‘inappropriate 

locations’ in order to better define (by contrast) locations which are appropriate outside the Central 

Activity Zone, opportunity areas, areas of intensification or town centres that have good access to public 

transport. Second: there should be reference to such locations having good access to transport. At 

Burgess Business Park, officers recommended planning permission for 12-storey buildings in a location 

with a PTAL of 2. Otherwise, tussles between applicants, case officers and local objectors during live 

applications on what is the acceptable height of a tall buildings are routine because there is no pre-

existing guidance. 

 

2.35 There is no reference in the proposed policy to transport requirements for tall buildings. Saved Policy 

3.20 – Tall Buildings of the saved Southwark Plan states that ‘proposals for tall buildings should ensure 

that there are excellent links between the building(s) and public transport services.’ There is no 

justification for this principle to vanish from the New Southwark Plan. It only makes the local plan less 

effective.   

 

2.36 The re-emergent definition of a ‘tall building’ in this Proposed Submission Version is welcome; although 

the definition is the Southwark Core Strategy 2011 (p.107) was worded better. It read: 

 

‘Tall buildings are those which are higher than 30 metres (or 25 metres in the Thames Policy Area) and/or 

which significantly change the skyline. 30 metres is approximately the height of a 10 storey block of flats 

or a 7-10 storey office building. In areas which have a low scale character, any building that is significantly 

higher than surrounding buildings will be regarded as a tall building even if it is lower than 30 metres.’ 

 

2.37 The concepts of ‘significantly higher’ (in the above definition) and ‘a height that is proportionate’ (in 

Clause 2.2 of proposed Policy P16 need to be defined if the policy is to be sound. This could be done 

with reference to a ‘context height ratio’ as in the ‘Westminster Building Height Study’ (2019) within the 

evidence base for the proposed Westminster City Plan 2019-40 (p.18) which defines: 

• a ‘Large/Higher Building’ as up to 2x context height; 

• a ‘Tall Building’ which is a ‘Local Landmark’ as above 2x and up to 3x context height; 

• a ‘Tall Building’ which is a ‘District Landmark’ as above 3x and up to 5x context height; 

• a ‘Tall Building’ which is a ‘Metropolitan Landmark’ as above 5x context height. 

 

2.38 The New Southwark Plan ‘Background Paper: Tall buildings’ (June 2020) makes no reference to context 

height ratios, nor does it present a policy mechanism by which can be judged a building height which 

is ‘proportionate to the significance of the proposed location and the size of the site’. It does not 

adequately justify proposed Policy P16.  
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2.39 An effective mechanism might cap the height of new development according to the context height. In 

areas where tall buildings are not allowed, the maximum height would be up to 2x the height of the 

neighbouring buildings (although it could be lower if constrained by other considerations/factors). A 

tall building acting as a local landmark would be no more than 3x the context height. Eg. within the 

context of a typical Victorian street with 2-storey buildings, a large building could be no more than 4 

stories and a tall building (if allowed) no more than 6.  

 

2.40 There is no reference in proposed Policy P16 (indeed nowhere in the New Southwark Plan) to density, 

even though the height of buildings is inextricably linked to density. Floorspace which is provided 

vertically across a site still needs to remain within an acceptable density range because upward 

development still affects neighbouring sites, albeit differently. (Conversely, a single tall building within 

a large site may actually be a lower-density development than a low scheme which covers the entirety 

of a site.) 

 

2.41 Tall buildings should have to conform to a density matrix. A recommendation of such a matrix is made 

in the following section which discussed proposed Policy P17.  

 

2.42 Clause 3.1 again makes reference to ‘exemplary architectural design’ without providing a mechanism to 

gauge it. Strategic Policy 12 – Design and conservation of the Core Strategy (2011) made reference to 

the Council’s intention to ‘5. [Continue] to use the Southwark Design Review Panel to assess the design 

quality of development proposals’. This was given weight by the Inspector in the Burgess Business Park 

Inquiry. The importance placed on the Design Review Panel by Policy SP12 should mean that any 

development scheme must gain the approval of at least one Design Review Panel before an application 

can be granted planning permission. 

 

2.43 To ensure that densification only takes place in areas that can sustain it, the Council should ensure that 

the spacing/distance between buildings is considered as well as the context height. In this respect, LB 

Croydon’s Suburban Design Guide SPD provides a well-structured methodology to gauging the 

‘relationship between buildings’ in section 2.9. In principle, the SPD guides that the height of elevations 

facing each other across a new street should be equal to the heights of these  elevations.   

 

2.44 Clause 3.2 again mentions ‘conserve and enhance’ which should be rephrased as ‘conserve or enhance’, 

as discussed below.  

 

 

 

P17  Efficient use of land 

 

2.45 This policy has stripped out all reference to density found in Strategic Policy 5 – Providing New Homes 

of the Core Strategy (2011) and its previous iteration in the New Southwark Plan as Policy P9 – 

Optimising Delivery of New Homes. Indeed there now appears to be no clear framework by which to 

control the density of development through the entire Plan. This is a fundamentally unsound approach 

bearing in mind Burgess Business Park, and appears inconsistent with the London Plan and national 

policy. It is no surprise that there are no Reasons given in support of this policy. The policy is half-baked.  

 

2.46 Clause 1.1 (‘Development will be permitted that: Maximises the efficient use of land’) is too vague and 

meaningless to be effective as a policy. It looks more as a placeholder for an actual policy yet to be 

written. As currently written, it constitutes a retrograde step by comparison to saved UDP Policy 3.11- 

Efficient Use of Land. Saved UDP Policy 3.11 explicitly framed the concept of ‘efficient use’ as the 

maximisation of a site without harm; hence an ‘optimum’ balance within an established range 

appropriate to an area. 
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2.47 The Inspector in the Burgess Business Park inquiry highlighted the importance of the density ranges in 

regulating the scale of development. She wrote [in para. 343]:   

 

‘343. Policy 3.4 in the London Plan seeks to optimise housing output for different types of location within 

the relevant density ranges, which are similar in this case to those referred to in Strategic Policy 5. The 

supporting text makes clear that the densities should not be applied mechanistically. However, I do not 

consider that this means that carte blanche is provided to exceed the ranges but rather that flexibility is 

appropriate within the ranges. If that were not the case it is not clear what the purpose of the ranges would 

be. It seems to me that the clue is in the word “optimising”, which is not the same as “maximising” and 

implies that the ranges have been carefully considered taking account of other factors, such as the need 

to achieve high quality design, public transport capacity and proximity and local context and character.’  

 

2.48 Indeed, London Plan Policy 3.4 – Optimising Housing Potential states that  

 

‘A  Taking into account local context and character, the design principles in Chapter 7 and public 

transport capacity, development should optimise housing output for different types of location within 

the relevant density range shown in Table 3.2. Development proposals which compromise this policy 

should be resisted.’ 

 

2.49 The Secretary of State’s Directions to the Mayor of London (13 March 2020) reinforce the decision in 

the Burgess Business Park inquiry that emerging planning policy in the new London Plan continues not 

to steer towards the maximisation of sites (which is limited only by engineering or financial constraints). 

In respect of 'Optimising Density', the Secretary of State wrote as follows:  

 

'Optimising density: It is important that development is brought forward to maximise site capacity, in the 

spirit of and to compliment the surrounding area, not to its detriment. Sites cannot be looked at in isolation 

and Londoners need to be given the confidence that high density developments will be directed to the 

most appropriate sites; maximising density within this framework. Examples of this are gentle density 

around high streets and town centres, and higher density in clusters which have already taken this 

approach. I am therefore Directing you to ensure that such developments are consented in areas that are 

able to accommodate them.' 

 

2.1 To new London Plan Policy D3, the Secretary of State has added a new part (D) which states that:  

 

‘D  Gentle densification should be actively encouraged by Boroughs in low- and mid- density locations to 

achieve a change in densities in the most appropriate way…’ 

 

2.2 Para. 3.3.1 explains the rationale behind Policy D3. The Secretary of State’s amended version reads thus:  

 

‘For London to accommodate the growth identified in this Plan in an inclusive and responsible way every 

new development needs to make the most efficient use of land. The optimum capacity for a site does not 

mean the maximum capacity; it may be that a lower density development – such as gypsy and traveller 

pitches – is the optimum development for the site.’ 

 

2.50 There is grave concern that if LB Southwark’s local plan ditches its density matrix, the concept of a site’s 

‘optimum capacity’ will be lost along with effective development control. Site density will then be 

determined arbitrarily. 

 

2.51 In the 21 July Opinion on local development, the author proposed the following matrix to regulate the 

density of development within the Parkhouse Street Area and LB Southwark more broadly: 
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Development density matrix for LB Southwark 

Setting 

PTAL / density matrix 

0 to 3 4 to 6 

hrpha dw/ha hrpha dw/ha 

Suburban 200 - 250 70 - 85 200 - 350 70 - 120 

Urban 200 - 450 70 - 150 200 - 700  70 - 235 

Central   650 - 1100 95 - 370 

 

2.52 The matrix follows the structure of Table 3.2 of the current London Plan and Policy SP5 of Southwark’s 

Core Strategy. The matrix is directly linked to existing transport infrastructure (PTAL) and sets a minimum 

density of 200 hrpha in the suburban and urban zones and 650 hrpha in the Central Zone in line with 

Policy SP5. Dwellings/hectare equivalent are calculated on the basis of 3 habitable rooms per dwelling. 

Applicants could justify their schemes using either the hrpha or the dw/ha range. Deviation beyond 

either the minimum or maximum limit would constitute grounds for refusal. Material considerations 

justifying the scheme contrary to policy would still apply in the normal way.  

 

2.53 While scrutiny and refinement of the matrix above is welcomed, the Camberwell Society is adamant that 

there is no justification whatsoever for proposed Policy P17 to be silent on density. 
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Heritage policies 

 

 

3.1 The ‘Documents for consultation on Proposed changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan (August 

2020)’, available on the LB Southwark webpages, made reference to ‘EIP55 - Heritage supplementary 

planning document Consultation Version (to be uploaded)’. No document was available throughout the 

consultation and, indeed, on 27 October, all reference to it in the evidence base was removed. The 

Statement of Common Ground with Historic England also appears out of date. (Active enquiries are 

been made.) Absent a robust evidence base, it strikes the author that all the heritage-related policies 

are unjustified and need to be subject to further, proper consultation before they can be considered 

legally compliant.  

 

3.2 Further consultation is of material importance because, overall, the heritage policies are a bit thin by 

comparison to the more detailed saved heritage policy of the 2007 UDP (Policies 3.15-3.18) or heritage 

policies of other boroughs (eg. RB Kensington & Chelsea) which continue to adopt a more prescriptive 

approach. There is nothing wrong, in principle, with adopting a high-level, light-touch approach. 

Southwark’s skeletal policy framework may be fleshed out clearly and substantively in the will-o’-wisp 

Heritage SPD, in the same way that LB Hammersmith & Fulham’s Planning Guidance SPD (2018) fleshes 

out the 2018 Local Plan policies in substantial and very useful detail. The problem is that without the 

flesh on the bones, the author cannot tell whether LB Southwark’s overall approach to heritage is 

consistent with national policy (specifically para. 185 of the NPPF), conservation best practice (as laid 

out by Historic England) and, ultimately, justified. The absence of a satisfactory evidence base for 

heritage strikes at the heart of the Plan's soundness in terms of heritage. 

 

3.3 The concomitant question is whether the New Southwark Plan benefits from having five separate, thin 

and repetitious policies for heritage assets (plus one for archaeology which is distinct) instead of a single 

policy addressing all the distinctions (between listed buildings and conservation areas, say) through 

sub-clauses.   

 

3.4 The absence of policy detail notwithstanding, there are several problematic threads running through 

the New Southwark Plan’s heritage policies. These are: 

• the (apparent) obligation to enhance heritage significance; 

• proportionality; 

• statements of significance. 

 

 

The (apparent) obligation to enhance heritage significance 

 

3.5 The phrase ‘conserves and enhances’ appears throughout the New Southwark Plan as an obligation 

(rather than an ambition): ‘Development…will only be permitted if it conserves and enhances…’. This is 

a direct departure from the saved UDP heritage policies (3.15-3.18), all of which use the phrasing 

‘preserve or enhance’.  

 

3.6 The departure is demonstrably retrograde and problematic. Although the enhancement of heritage 

assets can and should be encouraged, it should be one of the Council’s ambitions. It cannot be an 

obligatory requirement for development. To ‘conserve and enhance’ is, moreover, a non sequitur of 

mutually exclusive actions. 

 

3.7 This obligation on developers is inconsistent with national policy, statute and well-established case law. 

The judgement in South Lakeland District Council v Secretary of State for the Environment [1992] 1 All 

E.R. 45 held that while the intention of the 1971 Act, as well as its successor (the Planning (Listed 

Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990), was that a high priority be given to the preservation or 
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enhancement of the character or appearance of a conservation area, that object could be achieved 

either by a positive contribution to preservation or enhancement or by development that left character 

or appearance unharmed. The lawful policy requirement, therefore, is the avoidance of harm to heritage 

assets; not their proactive enhancement. 

 

3.8 All proposed policies referring to Southwark’s heritage must, therefore, be rephrased to read ‘conserve 

or enhance…’ or ‘preserve or enhance…’ where it refers to the obligations of an applicant rather than 

the Council’s overall ambitions. This would follow the statutory phrasing in the 1990 Act and the 

interpretation of the Council’s general duty in s72 of the Act as defined by case law.  

 

 

Proportionality  

 

3.9 When re-drafting the policies to conform with law, thought should be given to conveying the 

importance of proportionality in the exercise of development control. With the exception of proposed 

Policy P22: Archaeology, none of the other heritage policies in the New Southwark Plan make the point 

that the conservation of heritage assets must be ‘commensurate to their significance’, even though this 

is a fundamental aspect of managing change to the historic environment.  

 

3.10 Para. 184 of the NPPF states that heritage assets are ‘an irreplaceable resource, and should be conserved 

in a manner appropriate to their significance, so that they can be enjoyed for their contribution to the 

quality of life of existing and future generations.’ 

 

3.11 In its Conservation Principles, Policies and Guidance for the Sustainable Management of the Historic 

Environment (2008), Historic England has established a framework through which change to the historic 

environment can be managed objectively and effectively. The leitmotiv of the Conservation Principles is 

proportionality. Specifically, Conservation Principle 5 states that:  

 

‘5  Decisions about change must be reasonable, transparent and consistent  
  

5.1  Decisions about change in the historic environment demand the application of expertise, 

 experience and judgement, in a consistent, transparent process guided by public policy.  
 

5.2  The range and depth of understanding, assessment and public engagement should be sufficient to 

inform and justify the decision to be made, but efficient in the use of resources. Proportionality should 

govern the exercise of statutory controls.  
 

5.3  Potential conflict between sustaining heritage values of a place and other important public interests 

should be minimised by seeking the least harmful means of accommodating those interests.  
 

5.4  If conflict cannot be avoided, the weight given to heritage values in making the decision should be 

proportionate to the significance of the place and the impact of the proposed change on that 

significance.’ 

 

3.12 The proposed policies’ wording should be rephrased accordingly. Policies’ reasoned justification would 

benefit from reference made to paras. 193-197 of the NPPF and to Historic England’s Conservation 

Principles.  

 

3.13 Alternative sample wording can be found in Policy DC8: Heritage and Conservation of the Hammersmith 

& Fulham Local Plan (2018) which reads:  

 

‘a. the presumption will be in favour of the conservation, restoration and enhancement of heritage assets, 

and proposals should secure the long term future of heritage assets. The more significant the designated 

heritage asset, the greater the presumption should be in favour of its conservation.’ 
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Statements of significance  

 

3.14 With NPPF para. 185 in mind, paras. 189 and 190 take on a critical importance. In the New Southwark 

Plan there appears to be limited care about the need for applications to be determined with reference 

to a robust statement of significance. In practice, the NPPF’s ‘minimum requirement’ that the historic 

environmental record be consulted is routinely disregarded because LB Southwark currently has no 

system in place to provide the historic planning record for individual properties in the way other 

boroughs do. Also, of the 48 conservation areas in Southwark covering about a quarter of the borough, 

36 have a conservation area appraisal (and many of these are well over a decade old). Both in policy 

and practice, this situation is not unacceptable in a local authority which has (as the New Southwark 

Plan points out) 2,500 listed buildings.  

 

3.15 Reference must be made in the New Southwark Plan to the national policy requirement for a statement 

of significance to accompany applications for the redevelopment of heritage assets, as appears in other 

local plans. Sample wording from Hammersmith & Fulham’s Policy DC8 again:  

 

‘g. applications should include a description of the significance of the asset concerned and an assessment 

of the impact of the proposal upon it or its setting which should be carried out with the assistance of a 

suitably qualified person. The extent of the requirement should be proportionate to the nature and level 

of the asset’s significance. Where archaeological remains of national significance may be affected 

applications should also be supported by an archaeological field evaluation.’ 

 

3.16 Hammersmith & Fulham’s Planning SPD supplements Policy DC8(g) with the following two Key 

Principles: 

 

‘Key principle - AH1: Information requirements for applications for consent affecting heritage assets 
 

The council will require an applicant to provide a description of the significance of the heritage assets 

affected and the contribution of their setting to that significance. 

 

Key principle - AH2: Protection of Heritage Assets 
 

There will be a presumption in favour of the conservation of heritage assets and the more significant the 

heritage asset, the greater the presumption in favour of its conservation will be. The council will seek to 

identify and assess the particular significance of any element of the historic environment that may be 

affected by the relevant proposal (including by development affecting the setting of a heritage asset) taking 

account of: 

(i)  evidence provided with the application 

(ii)  any designation records 

(iii)  the historic environment record and similar sources of information 

(iv)  the heritage assets themselves 

(v)  the outcome of the usual consultations with interested parties; and 

(vi)  where appropriate and when the need to understand the significance of the heritage asset demands 

it, expert advice (from in-house experts, experts available through agreement with other authorities, or 

consultants, and complemented as appropriate by advice from heritage amenity societies). 
 

Where the loss of the whole or a material part of a heritage asset’s significance is justified, the council will 

require the developer to record and advance understanding of the significance of the heritage asset before 

it is lost, using planning conditions or obligations as appropriate.’ 

 

3.17 Key principle AH1 very sensibly creates an information requirement which is underpinned by Article 

7(1)(c)(ii) of the Town and Country Planning (Development Management Procedure) (England) Order 

2015. Para. 5.7 of the Planning SPD thereby goes on to state that:  

 

‘the council will not validate applications where the extent of the impact of the proposal on the significance 

of any heritage assets affected cannot adequately be understood from the application and supporting 

documents.’ 
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3.18 This is not an onerous requirement on developers. It is entirely proportionate to the statutory 

responsibility owners have as custodians of their listed properties.  

 

3.19 When placing such an obligation on developers, however, a system underpinning applicants’ and 

officers’ ability to consult the historic record must also be put in place if heritage policy is to be effective. 

Currently, it appears to the author that proper assessment of proposals to heritage assets in LB 

Southwark is defective. Anecdotally, over the past year alone, a not insignificant number of applications 

have been determined on the basis of heritage significance and historic development which applicants 

or officers have simply made up to justify their development aims or instinctive prejudices. It is expected 

that the author’s representations to senior officers to create a service to provide applicants with 

historical planning records will be implemented prior to adoption of the New Southwark Plan.  

 

3.20 With regard to conservation areas, LB Southwark must accelerate the writing and updating of 

conservation area appraisals pursuant to its statutory obligations under s69 of the Planning (Listed 

Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990. To leverage its limited resources, the Council is 

recommended to enlist the support of local amenity societies which have rich local knowledge and may 

be able to competently produce a Historic Area Assessment (HAA) for new areas which warrant 

conservation area designation.  

 

3.21 Similarly, if the Council’s ambition is to enrich its understanding of its history and (lost) heritage, the 

provisions of para. 199 of the NPPF (also Hammersmith & Fulham’s Key principle AH2) should also 

appear prominently within its heritage policies:  

 

‘Local planning authorities should require developers to record and advance understanding of the 

significance of any heritage assets to be lost (wholly or in part) in a manner proportionate to their 

importance and the impact, and to make this evidence (and any archive generated) publicly accessible’. 

 

This requirement will likely be fulfilled by virtue of the submission of a substantive statement of 

significance and will, therefore, not be any more onerous on agents of change than the information 

requirements of an application for listed building consent and/or planning permission.  

 

 

 

P18  Listed buildings and structures 

 

3.22 As written, the proposed policy offers nothing beyond the stipulations of national policy and the 1990 

Act. It is garnish on top of robust frameworks drafted by others.  

 

3.23 Moreover, while Clause 1 and its subclauses make sense to the professional who can correctly interpret 

its allusive phrasing, the layman would surely benefit by a more prescriptive policy such as the current 

saved UDP Policy 3.17 – Listed Buildings or Policy CL4: Heritage Assets – Listed Buildings, Scheduled 

Ancient Monuments and Archaeology in the RB Kensington & Chelsea Local Plan (2019) or saved UDP 

Policy DES10: Listed Buildings of the City of Westminster.  

 

3.24 Far more comprehensive detail would be expected from the elusive Heritage SPD which should take 

into account and incorporate best practice in Historic England’s recently released consultation draft of 

Listed Building Consent Advice.  
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P19  Conservation areas 

 

3.25 As with proposed Policy 18: Listed buildings and structures, this policy suffers similarly from a dearth of 

words, leaving much up to subjective interpretation or follow-up in Conservation Area Appraisals. In 

principle, a lightweight policy would not be of concern if there were confidence it could be underpinned 

by a general interpretative framework (Heritage SPD) or location-specific guidance (Conservation Area 

Appraisals), but in LB Southwark there is a dearth of these too. In its context, therefore, this policy is 

unsound by failing to be demonstrably effective. 

 

 

 

P20  Conservation of the historic environment and natural heritage 

 

3.26 This policy reads like a shopping list with no structured hierarchy of ambitions, methods or 

proportionality in conservation.  

 

3.27 For example, what is the policy relationship between ‘1. Scheduled monuments’ (afforded statutory 

protection under the 1990 Act) and ‘10. Unlisted buildings of townscape merit’ (which LPAs must only 

take into account in their decisions according to the provisions of NPPF para. 197, unless they fall within 

the boundary of a conservation area in which case their contribution to the conservation area becomes 

the statutory material consideration)? Equally, ‘3. Protected London squares’ which are subject to the 

specific statutory provisions in the London Squares Preservation Act 1931. What is the Council’s 

proposed method of development control in respect of the 12 items listed? One approach (probably 

ultra vires) or an array of different approaches?  

 

3.28 There is no explanation why some heritage assets are specified here when they could be specified 

elsewhere. What are ’10. Undesignated heritage assets’, if not items on the Local List best addressed 

under proposed Policy P25? Also: ‘6. Trees that contribute to the historic character or appearance of 

conservation areas’ should form part of Policy P19.  

 

 

 

P21  Borough views 

P22  Archaeology  

P23  World heritage sites  

P24  River Thames 

 

3.29 The Camberwell Society makes no representations on proposed policies P21-P24 at the present time.   

 

 

 

P25  Local list 

 

3.30 Clause 1 appears consistent with para. 197 of the NPPF, although it may benefit from reiterating that ‘a 

balanced judgment will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance 

of the heritage asset’.   

 

3.31 In contrast, Hammersmith & Fulham’s Key principle BM2: Proposals affecting buildings of merit specifies 

the limited circumstances in which demolition, loss or harmful alterations to buildings or structures on 

its local list would be permitted. It is expected that this sort of helpful guidance should appear in 

Southwark’s Heritage SPD, but Clause 1 is sound as it stands.  
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3.32 Clause 2, however, appears to be another ‘shopping list’ of criteria. Similar considerations overlap 

between criteria groups to the extent that it’s not transparently clear why six criteria groups have been 

specified. eg. ‘Age and rarity’ is implicit in ‘historical’ and/or ‘evidential value’. It is also unclear why 

‘aesthetic value’ has been separated from its natural friends (as per Historic England’s Conservation 

Principles) to be married with ‘landmark status’ which is a criterion which has nothing to do with design.  

 

3.33 The Hammersmith & Fulham Planning SPD adopts a similar list of ‘selection criteria’ [in para. 6.3], but 

these are not grouped haphazardly and are much more clearly explained: 

 

• ‘Age – where the age of a building may be important in the local context 

• Rarity – maybe rare in the borough but not nationally so not fulfilling national criteria 

• Aesthetic value – where the design is important in the local context 

• Group value – where the grouping has a clear design or historic relationship 

• Evidential value – where the significance of the asset is supported by written record 

• Historic association – would include association with important local persons and events 

• Archaeological interest – where the asset is locally significant 

• Designed landscape – locally important designed landscapes and gardens 

• Landmark status – an asset with strong historical associations or particularly striking design value 

• Social and communal value – relating to places perceived as a source of local identity’ 

 

3.34 There is no timeframe, methodology or rigour of consultation to be applied in compiling Southwark’s 

Local List given in the policy, although it is appreciated that this would appropriately appear in a SPD. 

 

3.35 Considering that there has been no consultation on the Local List, provisions should exist for the removal 

of buildings from that List subject to challenge by interested parties.  

 

3.36 It is considered that this is a better place in which to specify the aim to preserve or enhance artifacts 

found within buildings of merit and/or within conservation areas (such as sculptures or murals) and that 

these could be relocated to other sites or removed and restored within the proposed new development. 

Also structures of heritage significance like stretcher railings.  

 

3.37 Overall, in the absence of the draft Heritage SPD within the evidence base, some (albeit lesser) concern 

remains (as with the previous iteration of this policy as P70) about the approach to appraising 

undesignated heritage assets and the weight to be applied in planning decisions.  
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AV.05 Camberwell Area Vision and site allocations NSP 21 - NSP 33 

 

 

4.1 The Camberwell Society makes no representations on Policy AV.05 or on site allocations NSP21 – NSP33 

(in Camberwell) at the present time. 

 

4.2 The Camberwell Society does not find anything objectionable in Area Vision 05 but it does not consider 

that vision exhaustive either.  

 

4.3 The Camberwell Society notes that, in the government’s Indices of Deprivation (2019 and 2015) 

(http://dclgapps.communities.gov.uk/imd/iod_index.html), the heart of Camberwell (Camberwell Green 

ward) was ranked among the 10% most deprived neighbourhoods in the country in 2015 and among 

the 20% most deprived neighbourhoods in 2019. While improvement has been demonstrated, there is 

still a great deal more need of ‘regeneration that works for all’ here.  

 

4.4 Over the course of 2021, the Camberwell Society will be putting its efforts into creating a 

Neighbourhood Plan to provide the overall strategic vision it seeks for the area, a detailed development 

steer for key sites within the SE5 postcode, and the design codes which will help deliver it all, in 

anticipation of the planning changes trickling down from the new London Plan and the Planning White 

Paper.  
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 Living Bankside 
 18 Great Guildford Street 
 London SE1 0FD  
  

Monday, 2 November 2020 
 
Dear Southwark Planning  
 
I write on behalf of Living Bankside (formerly Bankside Residents’ Forum)  which represents 
25,000 residents living between the London Eye and City Hall responding to the consultation 
on the New Southwark Plan. 
 
Consultation  
 
Whilst there have been numerous consultations on the New Southwark Plan, the reach and 
quality of the consultations are inadequate. Southwark Council’s approach to both its own 
consultations and that of its requirement/encouragement of planning applicants is frequently 
and deeply inadequate. It continually fails to ensure protected characteristics not only have 
been considered but have been effectively engaged to ensure their views are captured. 
 
The accessibility of the consultations have been severely limited. By only allowing online 
responses it discriminated against those without internet access and those digitally excluded. 
Accordingly protected characteristics such as older people, who are typically digitally 
excluded have been been derived of a say on policy change which will impact them. As such 
the New Southwark Plan fails to meet the standards of equalities legislation.  
 
The New Southwark Plan is not legally compliant as the consultation procedure  has been 
changed mid-way through. As the consultation process has not been legally compliant the 
current iteration of the New Southwark Plan is both unsound and unlawful. The plan is not 
sound as it is not justified – it has not allowed for effective engagement of all interested 
parties. The plan is unsound as it is not consistent with the national planning policy in 
relation to consultation.  
 
It should be noted that even though we responded to the original consultation Living 
Bankside has not received any direct communications from Southwark Council to further 
engage in the process. We respond to this latest consultation after being made aware via 
social media.  
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Quality Affordable Homes 
 
This policy does not set an evidenced based housing target; it only relies on the London Plan 
housing target and therefore cannot be considered robust or sound as evidence does not 
illustrate how it would be realised. Therefore it is not justified.  
 
evidence is not provided to illustrate the demand for the types of housing needed in the 
Borough and therefore the housing target is unsound.  
 
Social Rented & Intermediate Homes 
 
The policy requirement should be a minimum of 50% of all housing on site at social rent. 
There would be evidence to ensure this policy is sound and justified.  
  
Sustainability Standards & Energy  
 
The plan should make reference to net zero carbon and the whole life carbon model. 
 
Transport Infrastructure  
 
The following strategic transport projects should be added to the list: 
 

 
- Greater pedestrianisation in Borough & Bankside restricting motor vehicles to only 

those owned by residents in the area, freight serving business and residents in the 
area, taxi/mini-cab serving businesses and residents in the area, vehicles used by 
those visiting residents in the area, public transport and emergency services. All other 
motor vehicles should be banned 

- Sustainable improvements to Public Realm in the Borough and Bankside area in 
particular in areas with high footfall. 

 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) & S.106 planning obligations  
 
The policy should use the wording mitigate rather than offset as CIL and s.106 planning 
obligations will not offset negative impacts but will mitigate. A unacceptable development 
cannot be made acceptable by a contribution of CIL or S.106 Planning obligation if those 
loving locally to a given development are not able to shape or influence how the CIL or s.106 
Planning obligation is spent or executed. The plan should reference that all immediate 
residents to a development should have meaningful involvement in the spending or 
execution of CIL and s.106 Planning obligations. 
 
Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO)  
 
 This policy could justify use of CPOs under S 226 1A Town and Country Planning Act, to the 
detriment of existing residents' well-being. This is inappropriate  
   
The use of CPOs on homeowners should be based on clear and well-evidenced strategies, 
to ensure the protection of human rights of residents facing displacement and disruption.  
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 The policy should be amended to provide better mitigation of the negative impacts of 
regeneration and have regard to the DCLG’s Estate Renewal National Strategy, the Mayor of 
London’s draft Good Practice guide to Estate Regeneration and the DCLG’s 2015 guidance 
on the use of CPO. 
 
Regeneration that works for all  
 
There is a risk that too many tall buildings will be built and have a detrimental affect on 
mental wellbeing and recreational conditions.  
 
The wording around the requirement to provide publicly accessible space in buildings higher 
than 30m is considered to be ambiguous and impractical.  
 
The policy should include a commitment to work with the community sector.  
 
The policy needs to define what is meant by terms such as “wellbeing,” “equity of esteem” 
and “better lives in stronger communities”.  
 
The policy needs to give clearer indication of how those who face greater disadvantage will 
be identified, how investments will be made and how Southwark defines the “causes of 
inequality”.  
 
Tall buildings  
 
The inclusion of a map highlighting the locations of tall buildings is welcomed.  
 
∙  Height and massing of proposals for tall buildings should have to include detailed 
supporting information that includes how negative impacts will be mitigated against.  
 
∙  The maps highlighting the locations of tall buildings are considered to be too vague and 
non- specific and many are in historic neighbourhoods which would have a detrimental 
impact on the areas unique character and feel.  
 
∙  The definition of tall buildings lacks clarity. There is no definition of what makes a tall 
building a ‘landmark’ building. The policy should define what is meant by ‘context’, ‘emerging 
context and ‘exemplary architectural design’.  
 
∙  Tall buildings also encourage a contradiction with Southwark’s affordable housing policies 
as recent viability reports from the GLA show how it is more difficult to achieve policy 
compliant levels of affordable housing in tall buildings. Viability should be calculated with 
reference to site, not simply building, as the latter may allow developers to ‘design-out’ 
affordable housing.  
 
∙  The policy should explain how ‘appropriate, sensitive and inappropriate locations’ will be 
assessed and indicate what relevant standards will be applied to make this assessment 
where the tall buildings might have a negative impact on the setting of and vista surrounding 
public and protected open spaces.  
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∙  The policy is not justified or positively prepared because it introduces a fundamental policy 
change about tall buildings with no evidence to support or justify the change.  
 
∙  Policy is not compliant with London Plan which requires a plan-led approach to tall 
buildings. 
 
Self and Custom Build  
 
Community led housing should be included in this policy with a commitment of support from 
Southwark Council. 
 
Borough Views  
 
Southwark Cathedral must be included in this policy as an example of Borough Views that 
must not be affected by development. 
 
Local List  
 
Whilst a specification is given there is no detailed provided of that which meets the 
specification Borough-wise. The plan should make reference to a local list which has been 
produced in collaboration with the community. Without the latter this policy is without any 
evidence base and therefore is unsound and not properly justified.  
 
New developments should not dwarf or be overbearing on buildings of local historic 
importance. 
 
Town and Local Centres  
 
Whilst Borough and Bankside is considered a district town centre it or its surrounding areas 
should be home to a large supermarket due to large residential population in SE1.  
 
Hotels and other visitor accommodation  
 
Hotels and other visitor accommodation should not be accepted in areas such as Borough 
and Bankside where there is a saturation of hotels and other visitor accommodation.  
 
Community Uses  
 
The policy should should state that Southwark seeks to encourage community uses in every 
development to ensure adequate social infrastructure. There is a lack of social infrastructure 
in areas with large numbers of residents and businesses. This is contradictory to 
‘regeneration for all’ as many residents feel isolated in an oasis of businesses – community 
uses with support from applicants enables sense of belonging and pride of place. This 
improves mental health. 
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Listed buildings and structures  
 
The policy is ineffective because it does not ensure that the relevant specialist advice on the 
future viable use of the buildings and structures is available before a planning decision is 
made. 
 
The council should demonstrate what positive action it will take to make sure heritage assets 
are protected.  
 
The policy is unsound because the Area Visions do not include reference to ‘historic assets 
that are irreplaceable’.  
 
Development should require specialist assessments, consultation processes and adequate 
appraisal timelines.  
 
New developments should not dwarf listed buildings. 
 
Green Infrastructure & Open Space 
 
∙  There is no evidence that the Council has calculated the amount of new green space 
needed to provide adequately for the growing population, taking account of requirements of 
different ages within the population.  
 
∙  Where areas have a green space deficit (as set out in Southwark’s Open Space Strategy) 
this should be identified in the relevant Area Vision along with a commitment and plan to 
address the deficit working with local stakeholders and landowners. 
 
The plan should specify in site allocation where green infrastructure and open space should 
be delivered. The plan should be ambition and illustrate a commitment to the creation of 
large green spaces in the north west of the Borough - in Borough and Bankside. 
  
Bankside & Borough Area Vision  
 
The New Southwark Plan should greater significance to the Draft Bankside Neighbourhood 
Plan and should reflect Living Bankside’s Vision 2035. 
 
The area vision should mention that new developments should increase the community use 
spaces to ensure cohesion between its business and resident communities 
 
London Bridge Area Vision  
 
Makes no mention of the residents and their needs which live in the area, who are rapidly 
growing in number.  
 
How does their exclusion ensure regeneration for all? The plan disregards their needs and 
wishes. 
 
The area vision should mention that development in this area should deliver social rented 
homes. 
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The area vision should mention that development in this area should deliver new green space 
as there is a deficit in the neighbourhood and it is desired by employees and residents. 
 
The New Southwark Plan should reflect Living Bankside’s Vision 2035. 
 
 
Blackfriars Road Area Vision  
 
The area vision should mention that development in this area should deliver new green space 
as there is a deficit in the neighbourhood and it is desired by employees and residents. 
 
The New Southwark Plan should greater significance to the Draft Bankside Neighbourhood 
Plan and should reflect Living Bankside’s Vision 2035. 
 
Site Allocations  
 
NSP02  
 
Active Frontages in the allocation at the west side of the site should be removed as they re not 
feasible due to the narrow road. 
 
The site must rather than should provide homes as the surrounding properties are 
residential/cultural use – homes would be complimentary here. 
 
The site should also provide community/cultural use.  
 
NSP05 
 
The site The site must rather than should provide homes as the surrounding properties are 
residential/cultural use – homes would be complimentary here. 
 
The site should also provide community/cultural use.  
 
 
 
Kind regards, 
 

 
 
Executive Chair, Living Bankside   
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REF: AE/DM/R00175 

 

BY EMAIL ONLY: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk  

2nd November 2020 

 

Dear Sir / Madam, 

 

NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN: PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK 
PLAN AUGUST 2020 

REPRESENTATIONS ON BEHALF OF TRIBE STUDENT HOUSING LTD   

 

I write on behalf of Tribe Student Housing Ltd (Tribe), to submit representations to the consultation on 
the proposed changes to the submitted New Southwark Plan August 2020.  

 

The New Southwark Plan (NSP) was submitted for examination in January 2020. As a result of the 
comments received from the Inspectors since this submission, modifications have been made to the 
plan beyond those consulted on in previous stages. Therefore, the current version of the plan (August 
2020) is currently undergoing consultation. It is understood that following this consultation, the plan will 
proceed to Examination in Public in early 2021. The representations contained within this letter primarily 
relate to policy P5 (formerly P24) ‘Student Homes’, as well as policies P4 ‘Private Rented Homes’, P7 
‘Wheelchair Accessible and Adaptable Housing’, P30 ‘Affordable Workspace’ and P52 ‘Cycle Parking’. 

 

DRAFT POLICY P5 ‘STUDENT HOMES’ 

 

Draft Local Plan Policy P5 ‘Student Homes’ has been subject to a number of changes. The policy now 
states that PBSA developments must: 

 

1. Provide 10% of student rooms as easily adaptable for occupation by wheelchair users; and  
 

2. When providing direct lets at market rent, provide the maximum amount, with a minimum of 35% 
as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as per policy P4, as a 
first priority. In addition to this, 27% of student rooms must be let at a rent that is affordable to 
students as defined by the Mayor of London; or 
 

3. When providing student rooms for nominated further and higher education institutions at 
affordable student rent as defined by the Mayor of London, provide the maximum amount with 
a minimum of 35% as conventional affordable housing by habitable room subject to viability, as 
per policy P4.” 

 

The below recommendations are made to parts 1, 2 and 3 of draft policy P5, as well reason 5 of the 
justifying text. 

 

Part 1 – Accessible and Adaptable Rooms 

 

Tribe object to the 10% requirement for adaptable rooms for the following reasons: 

 

1. The requirements for conventional residential accommodation should not be applied to student 
housing as in reality, the typical demand from students per annum falls significantly below the 10% 
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mark; 

 

2. The majority of wheelchair students are housed by the universities close to campus for ease of 
travel; 
 

3. The 10% requirement was introduced in order to help meet a shortfall in wheelchair accessible 
housing within conventional housing. Generally, those who live in conventional dwellings are of an 
older demographic thus the percentage of those who have a disability and require wheelchair 
accessibility is far greater than the demographic affiliated with student accommodation. The normal 
age range of students is between 18 and 25, explaining why there has never been a shortfall in 
wheelchair provision within student housing; and 
 

4. Direct liaison between applicants and Higher Education Institutions (HEI) should occur and in order 
to tailor needs relevant to the HEI nominated to occupy each institution. 
 

Given the above, it is not considered necessary to over provide on wheelchair accessible units which 
will not be used. Indeed, these units are required to be larger and thus an over-provision will 
unnecessarily reduce the number of student bedrooms able to be delivered within a scheme. This will 
in turn reduce the level of contribution a proposal can make towards housing supply.  

 

Recommendation: Based on the evidence above it is considered that the 10% requirement for 
adaptable rooms should be reduced to a target based upon the needs of individual HEIs.  

 

Part 2 and 3 – Affordable Contributions and Affordable Student Rent 

 

Tribe raise objection to the requirements of parts 2 and 3 of the policy for the following reasons: 

 

1. The overarching approach of draft policy P5 is in direct conflict with the approach of draft London 
Plan ‘Intend to Publish’ Version (the draft London Pan), as set out in draft policy H15, which is 
considered by the GLA to carry weight, for the following reasons: 
 
a. Regardless of whether rooms are provided for via nominations agreement, Draft policy H5 

requires a minimum of 35% conventional affordable housing in addition to affordable student 
rents. This is clearly in conflict with supporting paragraph 4.15.14 of draft London Plan policy 
H15 which is explicit that where PBSA provides a policy compliant level of affordable student 
rent, “boroughs should not require on-site provision of, or a contribution towards, conventional 
Use Class C3 affordable housing”; 
 

b. For direct let student rooms, draft policy H5 requires 27% of the student bedrooms to be let at 
affordable student rent. This is in addition to the 35% conventional affordable housing 
requirement. This approach is in conflict to draft policy H15 of the draft London Plan which 
requires the majority of rooms, including all of the affordable rent rooms, within a student 
development to be subject to a nominations agreement with a minimum of 35% provided at 
affordable student rent; 

 

c. For rooms let via nominations agreement, draft policy P5 requires all rooms to be let at 
affordable student rent. This is in addition to the 35% conventional affordable housing 
requirement. This approach is in direct conflict with draft policy H15 of the draft London Plan 
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which requires only at least 35% (50% on public land) to be delivered as affordable student rent, 
and only where this is not met should the maximum amount be provided as determined via 
viability testing; 
 

d. Reasons 1 and 2 of the supporting reasons for the policy set out a justification for the Council’s 
approach to PBSA, particularly with regards to the requirement for conventional affordable 
housing, stating that allowing too much student accommodation will restrict the delivery of family 
and affordable housing. However, this is contradictory to the draft London Plan which 
acknowledges that new flats, houses or bedrooms in PBSA all contribute to meeting London’s 
housing need. The completion of new PBSA therefore contributes to meeting London’s overall 
housing need, and is not in addition to this need; 
 

2. Notwithstanding the conflicts with regional policy outlined above, this approach will significantly 
hinder the viability and deliverability of student schemes. The requirement for 35% affordable 
housing, which is not compliant with the draft London Plan, in addition to a requirement for a level 
of affordable student rent beyond that of the level required by the London Plan, will undoubtedly 
have an effect on the viability of schemes. This should be further considered in the context of 
borough and mayoral CIL contributions which student schemes are also subject to; 
 

3. The hindered viability of student schemes and the subsequent effect on their deliverability will have 
numerous knock-on effects. Firstly, in accordance with the NPPF and draft London Plan which set 
out that PBSA contribute to overall housing, a hinderance on the delivery of student housing is 
equally a hinderance on the delivery of housing as a whole. Notwithstanding this, a lack of student 
accommodation, and particularly affordable student accommodation, will place additional pressure 
on family housing as students will be forced to occupy bedspaces within conventional dwellings. 
Increased delivery of PBSA in fact relieves pressure on family housing, which the Council itself notes 
is a typology highly needed across the borough. 

 

Recommendation: Parts 2 and 3 of draft policy P5 should be updated to reflect the draft London Plan 
position. The requirement for conventional affordable housing is in clear conflict with regional policy and 
should be removed. Additionally, requirements for affordable student rent should be revised in 
accordance with the draft London Plan.  

 

Reason 5 of the policy justification – Co-Living 

 

Reason no. 5 given as justification for policy P5 states the following: 

 

“Development proposals for ‘co-living’ will be considered in the same way as direct let student 
accommodation and similarly trigger a requirement for self-contained affordable housing for 35% 
affordable housing. However, where this requirement can be exceeded additional affordable housing will 
be conventional affordable housing rather than affordable student rooms.” 

 

Tribe object to this on the following basis: 

 

1. Co-living is a form of purpose-built shared living targeted largely at young professionals but available 
for all types of occupier. It is not a form of accommodation intended to be occupied by students 
alone. On this basis, co-living developments should not be assessed on the basis of draft policy P5 
which applies specifically to PBSA; 
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2. The above is evidenced by the draft London Plan, whereby draft policy H16 of this plan sets out a 

series of policy requirements for co-living which are entirely separate from PBSA considerations; 
 

3. In any case, the requirement for at least 35% affordable housing as part of co-living developments, 
which would be required by draft policy H5, is in fact in conflict with draft policy H16 of the London 
Plan. Draft policy H16 requires a contribution (payment in lieu) towards affordable housing 
equivalent to 35% of the co-living units – it does not require the delivery of 35% affordable housing. 

 

Recommendation: Reason 5 of the justification for policy P5 should therefore be removed. A separate 
policy should be added which applies to purpose built shared living (co-living), as per the draft London 
Plan. In addition, the requirement for at least 35% affordable housing should be revisited in the context 
of draft London Plan policy H16, which requires a contribution equivalent to this value only. 

 

POLICY P30 – AFFORDABLE WORKSPACE 

 

Tribe support part 2.1 of draft policy P30 which sets out the requirement to deliver at least 10% of 
proposed gross new employment floorspace as affordable workspace on site at Discount Market Rents. 
Tribe additionally support the definition of Discount Market Rents provided within draft policy P30 as “a 
rent that is less than the market rent”. Tribe would reinforce that planning policy cannot dictate rental 
levels and thus specific discount levels should not be set.   

 

I trust the above is in order and look forward to confirmation of safe receipt of these formal 
representations. I reserve the position to further amplify these representations and participate in the 
Examination in Public as necessary.   

 

Yours faithfully,  

 
  

Director  

ROK Planning Ltd  

 

T:  

E:   
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION Old Kent Road Area proposals
Name: Catriona Sinclair     Address: 

Email:       Telephone:  

I would like to take part at the oral examination / public hearing). 

TOPIC 

+ Name OR Site 
Number + Name

Test of Soundness to 
which objection relates

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

OKR NSP55/53: 
Bricklayers Arms

Not positively prepared nor 
justified

1. Proposal will remove greenspace and trees and impede the useful pedestrian and cycle routes which have been-
established.

2. Number of homes not designated.

3. A tall building here would block London and Borough views.

4. Has not been chosen by TFL as a Bakerloo Line Extension tube station site so does not feature as a 
transport/crossing hub which would require a so-called landmark building.

5. Lacks a study of how the traffic would be managed without the flyover and roundabout.

NSP57/55 
Mandela Way

Not positively prepared 1. Mixing an industrial site with housing is likely to cause health problems for residents from noise, air pollution and 
traffic hazard.

2. Unsuitable situation for tall buildings. This is not the town centre which will be focused around the Bakerloo Line 
Extension at Burgess Park where a tall building has already been given planning approval. Surrounding buildings 
on Mandela Way are not tall. See the Mayor of London’s statement, Policy D1 London’s form and characteristics, 
B. Development design should respond to local context by delivering buildings and spaces that are positioned and 
of a scale, appearance and shape that responds successfully to the identity and character of the locality ...

 

NSP58/56:  
Dunton Road and 
Southernwood 
Retail Park

Not positively prepared Should include that the site is also in close proximity to:

heritage assets, Thomas A Becket pub and the Dun Cow former pub

the Cobourg (spelling incorrect on NSP 2020) Road Conservation Area and the Trafalgar Avenue Conservation 
Area (omitted)
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NSP60/58 
Lidl OKR

Not positively prepared 1. Unsuitable situation for tall buildings. This is not the town centre which will be focused around the Bakerloo Line 
Extension at Burgess Park where a tall building has already been given planning approval. Surrounding buildings 
at the LIdl site are not tall. See the Mayor of London’s statement, Policy D1 London’s form and characteristics, B. 
Development design should respond to local context by delivering buildings and spaces that are positioned and of 
a scale, appearance and shape that responds successfully to the identity and character of the locality ...

NSP64/62: Former 
Southern Railway 
Stables

Not consistent with  
national policy

As well as listing the buildings as heritage assets, the cobbled area should also be designated as an element to be 
retained in any development to conform to the NPPF policy 16.Conserving and enhancing the historic environment

NSP 65/63: Land 
bounded by Glen-
gall Road, Latona 
Road and Old Kent 
Road

Not positively prepared nor 
justified

Design guidance should include reference to:

existing estates (e.g. Friary Estate) regarding respecting local character and building heights, massing etc. See 
P11, 1.1 to 1.3

Trafalgar Avenue, Caroline Gardens have not been included in the conservation areas affected by the development

Heritage assets should also include: Travis Perkins group of buildings (timber shed and stable buildings as well as 
the chimney), Topps Tiles 19th century brick warehouse, Surrey Wharf 19th century building, Glengall Road Wharf-
side, Harris Works (Haymerle Road), 55-57 Glengall Road, 3-5 Latona Road, Frensham Street Depot.

NSP69/67: Hatcham 
Road and Penarth 
Street and IIlderton 
Road

Not positively prepared nor 
justified

Inadequate green space indicated on the map for the number of intended homes. Ilderton Road which goes 
through this area is a main traffic artery which will be a significant source of pollution for these homes and the pro-
jected parks and divide the space. See London Plan 7.4  People should be able to live and work in a safe, healthy, 
supportive and inclusive neighbourhood
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SUBMISSION P14
Name: Catriona Sinclair     Address: 

Email:      Telephone:  

I would like to take part at the oral examination / public hearing).  

TOPIC 

Page number, Poli-
cy Number + Name 
OR Site Number + 
Name

Test of Soundness OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P13/14 Residential 
Design

not positively prepared 
and not effective

In order to provide extra open space in the Old Kent Road where it is deficient, there is a provision to 
provide 5sqm of public open space per dwelling in addition to the communal amenity space requirement 
but there is also a provision to make a payment if new open space has not been identified on the plan. 
This indicates that in some cases not enough open space has been provided in the plan or there is going 
to be over development. A payment does not rectify an actual deficiency. 
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P14/16 Tall build-
ings 

not positively prepared 
and not effective

The policy states that: “Emerging tall buildings in the Old Kent Road Opportunity Area are informed by a Stations 
and Crossings strategy where the tallest buildings are proposed or have been consented at the most accessible 
locations within the Opportunity Area.”

Accessibility is not a sound reason to erect a tall building. London Plan D9 states “the location of a tall or large 
building, its alignment, spacing, height, bulk, massing and design quality should identify with and emphasise a point 
of civic or visual significance over the whole area”. So, site allocations should be specific and informed about the 
local area. The London Plan section D9 also states that locations should be mapped. The accompanying map in 
the NSP is far too general and allows for tall buildings to sprawl across the Old Kent Road area. 

In the 2017 version of the Southwark Plan, there were floor to area ratios (FAR) which are now found in the Site 
Allocation Methodology Background Paper. This Paper states that “council officers then estimated the notion-
al massing, i.e. number of storeys, which could be achieved on each building footprint” ... “site capacities 
shown in Appendix 2 are indicative as they have not undergone further detailed testing.” This demon-
strates that the NSP and its supporting documents have not been positively prepared with extensive 
scrutiny.

Tall buildings are meant to “provide a  functional public space that is appropriate to the height and size of 
the proposed building”. I

Tall buildings are meant to “Conserve and enhance the significance of designated heritage assets”. As has hap-
pened already in the Old Kent Road area very tall buildings have been approved in spite of the deleterious impact 
on heritage assets and conservation areas. This policy is clearly going to have no effect and will be ignored by 
planners. It has no teeth.

The rationale for tall buildings is not effective. The GLA Report 2018 notes that: “In general tall buildings are not 
generating fast track, affordable housing and the additional costs of construction and maintenance reduce the sur-
plus available for affordable homes.”
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OBJECTIONS TO NSP SP6, P52, P56, P58, P59, P60
Name: Catriona Sinclair     Address: 

Email:       Telephone: .

I would like to take part at the oral examination / public hearing). 

TOPIC 

Policy Number 
+ Name OR Site 
Number + Name

Test of Soundness OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

SP 6 Cleaner, 
greener, safer

Not positively prepared, 
justified, effective

Policy SP6 states: “We will lead the way in providing spaces for people to connect with nature, making people feel 
safe, creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling and reducing landfill waste, and addressing the Climate Emergen-
cy.”

Southwark Council declared a Climate Emergency in May 2019. The council has consulted on the strategy, has 
a stakeholder group and has held a conference to help inform the strategy development. http://moderngov.south-
warksites.com/documents/s89801/Report%20Climate%20Strategy%20report.pdf

This policy does not show leadership in addressing the Climate Emergency. The Council has not provided informa-
tion about how the New Southwark Plan will address the Climate Emergency.  The Foreword to the NSP says that: 
“We have included a number of policy additions to assist us in achieving this target, however we are also committing 
to developing a specific supplementary planning document focussed on the climate emergency in line with the find-
ings from Southwark’s Climate Summit.”
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SP 6 continued Policy objection 

This policy is not sound because it is not positively prepared. Producing a supplementary planning document as an 
add-on after the NSP has been agreed is not a positive approach to preparation of a spatial plan that will be central 
to achieving the Climate Emergency Strategy. Positive preparation would involve considering the carbon emission 
and behaviour change targets that need to be met and considering the alternatives for achieving them.

This policy is not sound because it is not justified. There is no evidence in the documents submitted to the Inspectors 
of any studies on the climate emergency and its implications for the NSP, e.g. looking at what has been done to re-
duce carbon emissions within the borough so far, the main gaps and challenges to be addressed and on the alterna-
tives for action. There is no cross reference to the Council’s draft Climate Emergency Strategy (Tackling the Climate 
Emergency Together, July 2020). 

This policy is not sound because it is not effective. The draft Climate Emergency Strategy is clear about the need for 
policy changes to be included in the New Southwark Plan.  It states: “[For the Climate Emergency Strategy] to be 
implementable, changes would be required to the New Southwark Plan to do this. This strategy sets out ideas that 
should be considered to make policy amendments.” (p41) However, the Council has only made minor changes to 
NSP policies and has not stated clearly how these amendments are contributing to the Climate Emergency Strategy.

Policy support for:

The stated aim of the policy to ‘lead the way in ...addressing the Climate Emergency’.

The Council to develop and bring forward amendments to align the NSP with the draft Climate Emergency Strategy, 
specifically on: 

Including emissions and embodied carbon from construction in net zero targets on developments, driving demand for 
a circular economy and assessing new development on life cycle costs.  We note that Wales, Scotland and EU are 
developing circular economy strategy

Requiring developers to consider options for reusing or repurposing existing buildings before applying for permission 
for demolition and new build as part of the site assessment, integrated into current usage, and an assessment of 
existing social and economic value with community engagement as outlined in the Development Charter

Taking a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty by mapping “fuel poor” areas in the borough and requiring that 
energy companies meet their obligations, alongside a plan led approach for local power schemes 

Creating traffic free zones and pedestrianised areas, delivering the 15 minute city objectives, low traffic neighbour-
hood, school superzones 

Increasing the number and quality of trees in the borough, and protecting existing trees, increasing biodiversity 

Increasing green corridors across the borough for cycling, walking and wildlife 
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SP 6 continued However, the policy does not adequately cover green corridors for nature and wildlife. Point 3 should be amended to 
include this: 

3. Protecting and improving our network of open spaces, waterways, trees and biodiverse habitats and green corri-
dors that make places open and attractive and provide important sport, leisure, (add new wording: wildlife,) and food 
growing opportunities; 

There is policy support in the NPPF and in local policies for nature corridors and stepping stones but there is not a 
local plan therefore policy guidance is needed in the NSP. 

P 52 Cycling The policy is not sound or 
effective

The Southwark Spine route which is to be “delivered” is accompanied by a map (Fig. 9) which does not 
clearly indicate the route. Parts of the route have been contentious and not all sections have been con-
sulted on. There needs to be a qualifying statement that the Spine is in development and the route is in 
development.

P 56 Open Space The policy is not effective The policy should be more strongly worded to prevent the loss of green spaces, MOL Borough Open Land and Other 
Open Spaces. 

The wording of the London Plan and new London Plan make a presumption for no development. 

The London Plan, uses wording which says: “ The strongest protection should be given to London’s Metropolitan 
Open Land and inappropriate development refused, except in very special circumstances, giving the same level of 
protection as in the Green Belt. Essential ancillary facilities for appropriate uses will only be acceptable where they 
maintain the openness of MOL.”

The current Southwark Plan policy wording did not prevent the loss of Greendales where there was considerable 
opposition.. The wording should be strengthened.

The policy should refer to maintaining the openness of MOL This is vital to prevent development encroaching and 
providing walls around the space and thereby spoiling the value of the open space for people and wildlife. 

P 58 Green  
infrastructure

The policy is not effective The policy does not adequately recognise the importance of green corridors for nature and wildlife. It could be includ-
ed in Point 4 of the policy to: “Extend and upgrade the (add new wording: nature corridors and) walking and cycling 
networks between spaces to promote a sense of place and ownership for all.”

The Southwark Open Spaces Strategy 2013 (Evidence base SP602) references green routes and the biodiversity 
benefits but this is not developed into more detailed plans. The Southwark Nature Action Plan 2020 also references 
strategic habitat conservation routes. 

A detailed local plan for wildlife corridors and stepping stones needs to be included in the green infrastructure policy.  
The Open Spaces Background Paper SP601 sets out a number of suggestions for nature corridors and stepping 
stones, joining up major green spaces. For example, linking Burgess Park/Surrey canal Walk to Peckham Park. The 
proposals need to be linked through to Area Visions and site allocations. 
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P 59 Biodiversity The policy is not effective The policy for net gains in biodiversity is supported.

However, the policy needs to set out a measurement to assess and measure the net gains. The new London Plan 
proposed the Urban Greening Factor, there are other methods which could be used or developed. 

Southwark needs to introduce a method alongside the policy. Whilst there are government plans with the Environ-
ment Bill, the time scale and legislation is not yet in place, until then another method is needed. 

P 60 

Trees

The policy is not effective The policy is unchanged but the pressure of development and the focus on climate emergency and eco-
logical emergency have increased. 

The council’s Climate Emergency strategy identifies Theme 4: Biodiversity, trees and green spaces. This 
includes planting or more trees.

More needs to be done to retain and maintain the trees we have. The biodiversity, embodied carbon cap-
ture and environmental benefits of large trees are significantly greater than new trees. They also add to 
the townscape and character of an area.  

The value of green infrastructure for mental health is also not being properly expressed.

The policy does not define ancient, veteran or notable tree. Nor are they defined in the council Tree Man-
agement and Risk Policy. The council do not have a register of ancient, veteran or notable trees, although 
the policy identifies this need. 

 HYPERLINK “http://moderngov.southwark.gov.uk/documents/b50011195/Appendices%20Tuesday%20
17-Dec-2019%2016.00%20Cabinet.pdf?T=9” http://moderngov.southwark.gov.uk/documents/b50011195/
Appendices%20Tuesday%2017-Dec-2019%2016.00%20Cabinet.pdf?T=9

Unless existing trees are retained there will be no ancient trees in the future. The policy of replacement 
of trees is important, this is a calculation for numbers of trees to replace canopy. A balanced and planned 
approach is needed between fast growing and types of trees which will become future ancient trees

More needs to be done to monitor the success of tree replacement and to ensure that those trees survive. 
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I wish to comment under the heading - 

 

 Anyone who now wishes to comment on the latest proposed changes (the 
January 2020 schedule of changes and its accompanying tracked change 
version of the plan and any other changes on or since submission) and the 
latest evidence base. 

My comment is that I do not see reference to the following previous commitments and I 

would ask that these commitments be adhered to - 

 

1. 1000 new homes at London living rent. 

 

2. Community-led sustainable energy projects on estates. 

 

3. More water fountains to reduce use of plastic bottles. 

 

My details - 

 

Name - Denis Loretto  

 

Address -  

 

I am commenting as an individual resident of the Borough. 

 

Denis Loretto  
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Dear Planning Policy, 
 
Southwark Planning Network (SPN) Climate Emergency Working Group 
c/o  
 
 
We will be happy to expand upon and discuss this representation during the EiP process. 
 
 
Please can we request acknowledgement of receipt of this email? 
 
Document: EIP 27A 
Policy: SP6 Cleaner, greener, safer 
 
 
Not positively prepared, justified, effective 
 
 
 
Policy SP6 states: “We will lead the way in providing spaces for people to connect with nature, making people 
feel safe, creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling and reducing landfill waste, and addressing the Climate 
Emergency.” 

Southwark Council declared a Climate Emergency in May 2019.  The council have consulted on the strategy, 
have a stakeholder group and have held a conference to help inform the strategy development. 
http://moderngov.southwarksites.com/documents/s89801/Report%20Climate%20Strategy%20report.pdf 

This policy does not show leadership in addressing the Climate Emergency. The Council has not provided 
information about how the New Southwark Plan will address the Climate Emergency.  The Foreword to the 
NSP says that: “We have included a number of policy additions to assist us in achieving this target, however we 
are also committing to developing a specific supplementary planning document focussed on the climate 
emergency in line with the findings from Southwark’s Climate Summit.” 

We do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared.  Producing a supplementary 
planning document as an add-on after the NSP has been agreed is not a positive approach to preparation of a 
spatial plan that will be central to achieving the Climate Emergency Strategy. Positive preparation would 
involve considering the carbon emission and behaviour change targets that need to be met and considering 
the alternatives for achieving them. 

We do not consider this policy sound because it is not justified.  There is no evidence in the documents 
submitted to the Inspectors of any studies on the climate emergency and its implications for the NSP, e.g. 
looking at what has been done to reduce carbon emissions within the borough so far, the main gaps and 
challenges to be addressed and on the alternatives for action.  There is no cross reference to the Council’s 
draft Climate Emergency Strategy (Tackling the Climate Emergency Together, July 2020).  

We do not consider this policy sound because it is not effective. The draft Climate Emergency Strategy is clear 
about the need for policy changes to be included in the New Southwark Plan.  It states: “[For the Climate 
Emergency Strategy] to be implementable, changes would be required to the New Southwark Plan to do this. 
This strategy sets out ideas that should be considered to make policy amendments.” (p41) However, the 
Council has only made minor changes to NSP policies and has not stated clearly how these amendments are 
contributing to the Climate Emergency Strategy. 
 
We support the stated aim of the policy to ‘lead the way in ...addressing the Climate Emergency’. 
 
We would support the Council in developing and bringing forward amendments designed to align the NSP with 
the draft Climate Emergency Strategy, specifically on:  
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·     Including emissions and embodied carbon from construction in net zero targets on developments, driving 

demand for a circular economy and assessing new development on life cycle costs.  We note that Wales, 
Scotland and EU are developing circular economy strategy 

·       Requiring developers to consider options for reusing or repurposing existing buildings before applying for 
permission for demolition and new build as part of the site assessment, integrated into current usage, and an 
assessment of existing social and economic value with community engagement as outlined in the 
Development Charter 

·       Taking a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty by mapping “fuel poor” areas in the borough and 
requiring that energy companies meet their obligations, alongside a plan led approach for local power 
schemes  

·       Creating traffic free zones and pedestrianised areas, delivering the 15 minute city objectives, low traffic 
neighbourhood, school superzones  

·       Increasing the number and quality of trees in the borough, and protecting existing trees, increasing 
biodiversity  

·       Increasing green corridors across the borough for cycling, walking and wildlife 

///  
 
 
SPN Climate Emergency Working Group 
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Further objections to New Southwark Plan 
 
This submission focuses on transport and environmental issues, arguing the only credible 
way forward is for a new local plan to be drawn up afresh. Although the initial assessment of 
the New Southwark Plan (NSP) by inspectors focused on housing, find there to be a lack of 
coherent strategy, the flaws in transport and environmental issues, including air quality, 
climate change and natural environment, are just as fundamental to strategic planning and 
the failure to incorporate these issues early on in plan-making would result in as serious 
consequences. This is all the more so with Southwark having some of the highest air 
pollution related deaths (equal fourth worst authority in the UK), greatest health inequalities 
in children and some of the worst traffic congestion. The NSP is neither legal nor sound. 

Context 
This further consultation is flawed again, as it seeks to limit responses from those who have 
already commented simply to “the latest proposed changes...and the latest proposed 
evidence base”. This effectively ignores other changes that are key to answering if the NSP 
is legal or sound, including: 

● Changes to national and regional policy,  
● Whether the evidence base is still current in light of the further delay and 
● Whether the NPS is effective given the changed external circumstances. 

 
The Inspectors’ Letter (EIP14) sets out concerns that the NSP has no “overarching coherent 
strategy” and has failed to “consider reasonable alternatives”, then  out a non-exhaustive list 
of significant concerns. Given how much change would be required for the NSP to be found 
sound, these in turn create practical difficulties in running an examination and fundamental 
issues of fairness. As seeking to continue with the plan would mean “an extremely complex 
and uncertain process”, the inspectors suggested withdrawing it and starting afresh. Were 
this clear recommendation not to be followed, Southwark could seek to make major 
amendments to the plan so long as “such work is carried out with an open mind and does 
not seek to simply retro-fit a justification to the plan as it currently stands.” 
 
In Southwark’s response (EIP16) however, officers claim simply to “see no reason to 
withdraw our plan” and assert there are “no policies which we consider to require substantive 
changes”, refusing to carry out any serious review of a local plan that is so clearly flawed. In 
other words the officers’ minds are closed as is conceivable, despite the NSP failing to meet 
the legal tests. 

Changed policy 
Changed policy that requires fundamental change includes 

● Net zero amendment to Climate Change Act 2008: this is so fundamental to multiple 
policies that the NSP requires revising, rather than seeking to add Supplementary 
Planning Documents later; 
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● Revised National Planning Policy Framework (NNPF) - examples of changed policies 
below; 

● Revised Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) - across multiple relevant areas, though 
Southwark never has even taken on board new PPGs dating as far back as 2014; 

● Revised Network Management Duty (NMD) statutory guidance, which required local 
authorities to “deliver a lasting transformative change [to] embed altered 
behaviours...None of these measures are new – they are interventions that are a 
standard part of the traffic management toolkit, but a step-change in their roll-out is 
needed to ensure a green restart.”  

Changed context  
The deterioration to Transport for London’s financial situation, including the abandonment of 
plans for a new crossing in Rotherhithe, likely freeze of the Bakerloo extension (given the 
fate of Crossrail 2) and cuts to bus services will further constrain deliverability of new 
development and increase transport externalities. Wider changes to the economy due to 
COVID-19 will radically change travel patterns in the longer term, whether commuting or for 
leisure. In light of these changes the NSP is not effective. 
 
Although the NMD statutory guidance was issued in May 2020 on a temporary basis, many 
of the measures introduced in Southwark and neighbouring boroughs are likely to be 
permanent. Planning positively will therefore require a higher level of ambition for modal shift 
still. 

Adequacy of proposed changes 
The revision to the NSP seeks to rely on Southwark’s Movement Plan, even though this was 
drawn up after the last iteration of the NSP. TfL’s assessment in late 2018/9 of Southwark’s 
transport planning was that it was inadequate, in particular around buses, cycling and 
walking. 
 
Paragraph 104 of the NPPF now requires planning policies to identify and protect sites and 
routes to widen transport choice, as well as providing for high quality active travel networks 
and facilities. Southwark’s evidence base for cycling is five years old and out of date, 
ignoring TfL’s Strategic Cycling Analysis, and there is no coherent evidence for walking, 
buses or road danger reduction. 
 
The proposed P44 Healthy developments policy is inadequate as it fails to consider relative 
accessibility by motor traffic (including Private Hire Vehicles): TfL’s Healthy Streets guidance 
highlights the need to restrict private motor traffic to deliver significant modal shift. Policy 
P49 highways impacts fails to plan for reductions in motor traffic in line with the Mayor’s 
Transport Strategy or to radically reduce emissions in line with the net zero target. Policy 
P52 is inadequate for failing to set out the wider cycle network or locations for cycle hire 
stations, both of which are largely unfunded. Both the NSP’s Area Visions and Site 
Allocations fail to show proposed cycle routes or even recently built routes such as Cycleway 
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4. No sites are allocated for expansion of cycle hire nor for freight consolidation, such as to 
support cycle freight, contrary to the requirements of the New London Plan. 
 
Policy P59 biodiversity is similarly inadequate, focusing on protecting existing parks, rather 
than planning positively for greening more streets by reallocating space away from driving 
and parking cars to create links between existing green spaces. In turn this lack of policy 
support is likely to hinder the ability of developments to secure Biodiversity Net Gain locally. 
Mapping is required for strategic prioritisation where such gains should be, such as with 
reference to aspirations for coherent local ecological networks or deficits in accessible 
natural greenspace, as required by the new natural environment PPG.  
 

Conclusions 
For the reasons set out above 

● None of the Area Visions are sound, nor are the Site Allocations 
● The Strategic Diagrams on transport are flawed and there ought to be some covering 

natural environment issues 
● The Strategic Policies are neither legal nor sound, nor are the Implementation 

Policies in relation to infrastructure 
● The Development Management policies are neither legal nor sound 
● The Assessments required by statute were wholly inadequate. 

 
The only lawful way forward, so as not to breach requirements of fairness, is to withdraw the 
NSP and start again. 
 
 
Ralph Smyth 
November 2020 
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To Planning Policy, Southwark Council. 
 
Please find below my comments on the New Southwark Plan (Council's Proposed Changes 

to the Submitted NSP) August 2020. 

Contact details: 
Title: Ms 
Full Name: Corinne Turner 
Email:  
Organisation: Member of Peckham Vision & Southwark Planning Network 
Address: . 
 
I wish to appear at the Examination in Public. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
1. Strategic policies (p.32)  
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all 
 
I do not consider this policy to be sound because there are examples in all Development 
Management Policies where regeneration does not work for all, as seen in the examples 
below. 
 
SP5: Healthy, active lives and P44 Healthy developments, P45 Leisure, arts and culture, 
 P46 Community uses 
 
I do not consider these policies to be sound because there is: 
 

 inadequate provision of inclusive and accessible, free at source and 'pay as you go' 
sports facilities such as swimming pools, tennis courts and gyms etc., that if they 
existed would enable all Southwark residents a chance to enjoy healthy activities not 
just the wealthy, and the well being of individuals might be a reality, not just an 
aspiration 

 inadequate provision for all of inclusive and accessible community places, including 
open, green and social spaces, that are essential for residents to maintain healthy 
active lives 

 
SP6: Cleaner, greener, safer 
 
I do not consider this policy to be sound because there is no provision to give: 
 

 adequate recognition and protection of existing and historic public footpaths and 

public rights of way in the Borough when envisioning and mapping regeneration and 

redevelopment schemes 
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SP6: Cleaner, greener, safer and P59 Biodiversity 
 
I do not consider these policies to be sound because: 
 

 they are not robust enough to withstand the continued loss across the Borough of 
biodiversity, green space and natural habitats resulting from redevelopment 

 
 
SP6: Cleaner, greener, safer and P60 Trees 
 
I do not consider these policies to be sound because: 
 

 they are not robust enough to withstand the continued loss across the Borough of 
mature trees, trees and tree canopies with TPO's, large specimen trees and canopies 
with high amenity value, trees and canopies within conservation areas and other 
trees, often resulting from regeneration and redevelopment plans 
 

 there is inadequate protection of trees as described above - including street trees, 
trees located on council property whether public park land or council estate amenity 
space, inside or near to the boundaries of redevelopment sites, which are cleared in 
preparation of the demolition and redevelopment of those sites 
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Response form Southwark Law Centre to the consultation on the New Southwark 

Plan 

EIP27A-Proposed-Changes-to-the-submitted-New-Southwark-Plan-2020 

Personal details  

Title: Ms 

First Name: Harpreet  

Last Name: Aujla 

Organisation Southwark Law Centre 

Position: Planning solicitor 

Address line 1: Southwark Law Centre 

Address line 2: 14 – 16 Hanover Park  

Address line 3: Peckham, London 

Postcode: SE15 5HG 

Email:  

Telephone:  

Consultation response 

This is a representation in response to the consultation on the New Southwark Plan 
2020 made on behalf of Southwark Law Centre. Southwark Law Centre has made other 
representations to the previous consultations and we request to be heard at the 
Examination in Public.  

Southwark Law Centre which is a registered charity and company limited by guarantee 
was founded in 1976.  The objectives may be summarised as the relief of poverty, 
suffering and distress through the provision of free, impartial and confidential specialist 
legal advice and representation. Our main focus is supporting disadvantaged people 
who live, study or work in the London Borough of Southwark though our constitution 
allows us to see clients from other London Boroughs. 

We provide specialist legal advice and representation, which is free and of high quality in 
the areas of discrimination, employment, housing, public law, planning, welfare rights, 
neighbourhood planning issues and asylum/Immigration law. We target people who 
could not otherwise afford to receive legal services. Each year we directly help around 
800 people, and reach many more by way of training, information and campaign work. 

We wish the emphasise that the comments below are made without prejudice to any 
further submissions we may make on the validity, legality and soundness of the New 
Southwark Plan.  
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Legal compliance 

The inspector’s comments and Southwark Council’s subsequent approach 

In the first substantive letter sent by the examination’s appointed inspectors to 
Southwark Council dated 2 April 2020, concerns were raised about the extent of the 
changes from the 2017/2018 Proposed Submission Version (PSV) consultation on the 
proposed submission to date. We share these concerns, as well as those about whether 
a further consultation could remedy them. We submit that given the extent of the 
changes and the restrictions in place due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the current 
consultation is unable to adequately address the inspectors concerns.  

This consultation has taken place with a remedied statements of representations 
procedure but we do not believe the consultation in its form as taken over the past 9 
weeks has remedied the defect of the lack of clarity in the updated New Southwark Plan, 
along with additional evidence bases, which has meant most local people have not felt 
able to understand and engage with the consultation. This comment is made with the 
learning from outreach done by Southwark Planning Network and Southwark Law 
Centre to make sure that people in Southwark are aware of this additional consultation. 
We have heard back that the New Southwark Plan web page is very difficult to navigate, 
with two versions of the final plan on different pages of the dedicated website (one dated 
7 February 2020 and one dated August 2020). This has led to considerable confusion, 
and the guidance from Southwark Council has been minimal, while the outreach for this 
consultation has been non-existent. There has been two mail-outs informing those 
registered with the council’s mySouthwark mailing list about the consultation. There have 

been no general or targeted online events and there were no socially distanced 
information points or events when these were permissible during the course of the 
consultation. There has been no effort to explain why another consultation is taking 
place and how people may be able to effectively engaged with it, as detailed in the 
Statement of Community Involvement. We also submit that this consultation has not 
been consistent with the public sector Equality Duty found at section 149 of the Equality 
Act 2010.  

Additionally, Southwark Council’s consultation hub suffered a malfunction which meant 

that respondents were not sure that there messages have been received, and if they did 
not click “no” to the last question their comments would not have been received. In 
conclusion, we submit that this consultation has been so fundamentally flawed that it 
does not constitute a Regulation 18 of the Town and Country Planning (Local Planning) 
(England) Regulations 2012 compliant consultation, and therefore is not a legally valid 
consultation.  

It is also our view that Southwark Council have not been clear about why they are 
consulting on the New Southwark plan again, which has led to further confusion. We are 
of the view that the Inspectors comments could have been clearly summarised, which 
was not the case in documents explaining the occurrence of the additional consultation.   

Non-compliance with statement of community involvement 

We submit that the New Southwark Plan is not compliant with other sections of the Town 
and Country Planning (Local Planning) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2012. 
Firstly, this consultation is not compliant with Southwark Council's adopted statement of 
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community involvement (which has not itself been amended to reflect the restrictions in 
place due to the COVID-19 pandemic).  

The current Southwark Council Statement of Community Involvement was last adopted 
12 years ago, in 2008.  Section 10A (b) on the Town and Country Planning (Local 
Planning) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2012 state the following “in respect of a 

statement of community involvement, the review must be completed every five years, 

starting from the date of adoption of the statement of community involvement, in 

accordance with section 23 of the Act.” The guidance on plan-making reflects this 
statutory provision and details that “Local planning authorities must review their 

Statements of Community Involvement every 5 years from the adoption date. It is 

important that Statements of Community Involvement are kept up-to-date to ensure 

effective community involvement at all stages of the planning process. Therefore, a local 

planning authority should regularly review and update their Statement of Community 

Involvement to reflect any changes to engagement.”  

The Draft Statement of Community Involvement prepared in 2019 has not been adopted, 
nor fully consulted on because of the Covid-19 pandemic. It is therefore not clear that 
Southwark Council currently has a valid Statement of Community Involvement upon 
which to conduct this consultation. The consequence of this is that there is no legitimate 
expectation of how the community should be consulted that is up to date and therefore 
the current consultation is unlawful. 

This consultation also runs contrary to various provisions in the current, out of date 
Statement of Community Involvement. The consultation was for 8 weeks, not 12 weeks 
as is detailed on the 2008 Statement of Community Involvement. As aforesaid, there 
have been no consultation events by the council aimed at engaging people, which has 
disproportionately impacted on more disadvantaged groups, particularly those who are 
digitally excluded. Furthermore, there has been no copy of the final plan made available 
for in-person inspection as required by the Statement of Community Involvement. Again 
this will have disproportionately impacted on the ability of those who digitally excluded to 
engage with the plan consultation, and these are more likely to be people who were also 
excluded from the non-regulation compliant consultation in 2019.  

Finally, in terms of the general context, we have very significant concerns that the 
additional consultation and the fact that the examination process is taking place during a 
global pandemic, the impact of which has been felt worse by the already most 
disadvantaged groups in the borough. For example, the local plan provides policies of 
the local economy and affordable housing when many people are struggling to keep 
their businesses afloat and struggling to pay their rent or mortgage repayments. We wish 
to emphasise that we write this comment as England prepares to enter another month 
long lockdown on 5 November 2020 to curb the increasing Covid-19 infection rates. We 
submit that it is not appropriate for Southwark Council to be re-consulting on a vastly 
amended local plan, which is the most important planning policy in the borough, in the 
current circumstances.  

The Equality Act 2010 – section 149 and the public sector equality duty 

Southwark Council seeks to demonstrate that it has complied with the Public Sector 
Equality Duty (PSED) in its Local Plan preparation through the Integrated Impact 
Assessment (“IIA”) which accompanies the New Southwark Plan and has been updated 
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with each new draft.  The IIA aims to fulfil the Council’s legal and policy requirements to 

produce a Sustainability Appraisal, Strategic Environmental Assessment, Equalities 
Analysis and Health Impact Assessment.  

The IIA fails to comply fully with Southwark Council’s duties under the PSED for three 

main reasons. First, insufficient baseline information on equalities has been collected to 
enable the Council to take a properly informed decision on whether the policies in the 
plan advance equality of opportunity between those with and without protected 
characteristics or foster good relations.  Second, while the IIA’s framework objectives 
and sub-criteria for assessment rightly seek to test the Plan policies for impacts on 
different specified groups,  the actual analysis of site visions, strategic policies and 
development management policies is thin, uses boilerplate clauses and does not delve 
deeply enough into the consideration of the potential impact of policy on groups with 
different protected characteristics. Southwark Council has failed to follow its own stated 
aim of assessing whether its policies are effective for all target groups.  To some extent, 
this is a direct consequence of the fact that insufficient baseline evidence has been 
gathered, as this evidence is necessary to properly consider the potential impact of Plan 
policies. The analysis in the IIA also makes no attempt to model how the long term 
benefits of policy compliant development will be far-reaching and will significantly narrow 
the inequality gap. Rather it simply assumes that the benefits of regeneration will be 
accessible to all. 

Third, there has been a wholesale failure to consider the impact of the policies in the 
New Southwark Plan on one group protected by the Equality Act 2010, namely Gypsies 
and Travellers. We support the submission made by Southwark Traveller Action Group 
in this regard.  

Policy compliance 

Consistency with the declaration of a climate emergency 

Southwark Council made a declaration of a climate emergency in March 2019. This 
declaration is now reflected in Strategic Policy SP6, reason number 1 which states “The 

Council has declared a climate emergency with the ambition to meet climate neutrality 

by 2030.” Despite this express commitment, there is very little evidence that this 
declaration has influenced further drafts of the New Southwark Plan. The New 
Southwark Plan, in its current form, is inconsistent with this declaration.  

Whole-life cycle carbon emissions 

The New Southwark Plan has no policies for reduction of embodied carbon in the 
manufacturing and construction stage of development. There is no policy on whole life-
cycle assessments for developments. These emission during the manufacturing, 
transportation, construction and end of life phases of all built asset, commonly referred 
to as embodied carbon, have largely been overlooked historically but contribute around 
11% of all global carbon emissions. Carbon emissions released before the building or 
infrastructure begins to be used, sometimes called upfront carbon, will be responsible for 
half of the entire carbon footprint of new construction between now and 2050. 

In particular, we are concerned that the draft New Southwark Plan does not have a 
policy on how to assess whole life cycle carbon emission, equivalent to paragraph 9.2.1 
of the new London Plan. This paragraph states “to fully capture a development’s carbon 
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impact, a whole life-cycle approach is needed to capture its unregulated emissions (i.e. 
those associated with cooking and small appliances), its embodied emissions (i.e. those 
associated with raw material extraction, manufacture and transport of building materials 
and construction) and emissions associated with maintenance, repair and replacement 
as well as dismantling, demolition and eventual material disposal).” 

There is no strategic policy addressing specifically climate change and noting the impact 
of greenhouse gas emissions to global warming. There is no policy, equivalent to 
London Plan Policy SI 2, on minimising greenhouse gas emissions. The New Southwark 
Plan is therefore unsound and inconsistent with regional policy (the London Plan) in this 
respect. Furthermore, we believe that without a policy on minimising greenhouse gas 
emissions, policy P64 on improving air quality remains unsound as it is not positively 
prepared or effective in terms of its claim to improved air quality and mitigate the effects 
of poor air quality. We are also concerned that this policy lacks a proper evidence base, 
therefore so starting point to monitor progress from so that it can be assessed as to 
whether it is achievable.  

We also consider that the following matters should be addressed and re-considered in 
light of the declaration of a climate emergency: 

1. Transport and travel – We are of the view that the New Southwark Plan should take 
into account all sustainable methods of transport, for example including the 
consideration of a tram to connect the Old Kent Road area from the north to the 
south of the Borough more effectively. (Policies P48 – P54) 
 

2. Increase/improve the number, the quality and the diversity of trees. (policy P60) 
 

3. Increase green corridors in the borough and contribute a strategy for large scale 
urban greening, which would also mitigate overheating in the borough and contribute 
to the flood defence strategies. (Policy 56) 
 

4. There should be a policy on recycling and the repurposing of existing buildings.  
 

5. There should be a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty. (Policy P68 and P69) 

Other individual policies 

Policy Objection 
Legality / conformity / test of soundness 

SP1 
Quality affordable homes 

We submit that this policy has not been positively 
prepared or justified.  
There is a desperate need for social and affordable 
housing in Southwark. There is also an objectively 
assessed need for more social and affordable housing 
evidenced in the fact that, at the time of writing, there are 
13,000 families on Southwark Council’s housing waiting 
list. Strategic Policy SP1 states “our target is for 50% of 
all new homes as social rented and intermediate homes.” 
This is in line with the London Plan strategic target, 
however the New Southwark Plan offers very little in the 
area of policy commitments to make this strategic goal 
achievable and effective. 
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SP2 
Regeneration that works 
for all 
 

We submit that this policy has not been positively 
prepared or justified, therefore it cannot be effective. 
 
There are no concrete policies that contribute to the this 
policy and ensure that this commitment is met. One of 
the key tools to put this policy into effect is noted as 
being place-specific Social Regeneration Charters, but 
we note from our experiences in discussing the few of 
these that have started to be developed that they do not 
encourage the confidence of the community in 
Southwark and they have not been positively prepared 
with effective participation. It is not clear how they will 
release the benefits of regeneration for all in the borough. 
 

P1 
Social rented and 
intermediate homes 

The London Plan has a target of 50% affordable housing 
for grant funded developments for them to be allowed to 
be considered for the fast-track route, and developers 
need to show that they have considered the grant 
subsidy to try to increase the affordable level of housing.  
 
This policy should explicitly state that household with 
incomes between £60,000 – £90,000 can have their 
needs met through either shared ownership or market 
housing, and they should therefore not be eligible for 
other intermediate housing. There should be stringent 
measures to ensure that the majority of intermediate 
housing offers on developments do not cater for 
households in that higher income threshold.  
 

P4 
Private rented homes 

We are greatly concerned that the policy for build to rent 
schemes allows a lower level of social housing as a 
minimum threshold (15% compared to 25%). We do not 
think this policy has been positively prepared and 
justified to meet the need in Southwark, which, as policy 
P1 states, is for social rented housing.  
We also have great concern about the use of “social rent 
equivalent” as this is not in line with Southwark Council’s 
social rent level which is the assessed level of social rent 
in the borough. If social rent equivalent homes are setting 
the rent level higher, then they are not truly social rent 
and should not be treated in the policy as being the 
same.  
 

P6 
Housing for older people 

We are concerned that there is not a clear allocation of 
potential sites for specialist care housing and nursing 
care housing across the borough, and we support the 
submissions made by Southwark Pensioner Action 
Group in this regard.  
There appears to be a concentration of this provision in 
the North of the borough and in the central section of the 
borough, but not spread out to effectively meet the need 
across the borough. 
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P11 
Homes for Gypsies and 
Travellers 

We submit that that this policy does not comply with legal 
requirements, described below: 

1. We do not think the Gypsy and Traveller Needs 
Assessment has been lawfully carried out. A key 
concern is that the assessment did not interview 
known families and households of gypsies and 
travellers living in bricks and mortar 
accommodation. 

2. The policy discriminates against Gypsies and 
Travellers who are a recognised ethnic minority 
covered by the protected characteristic of race at 
section 

3. This policy does not comply with section 149 of the 
Equality Act 2010. 

4. This policy is unsound as it neither positively 
prepared, justified or effective. 
 

We support the detailed submission of Southwark 
Traveller Action Group to this consultation.  

P14 
Residential design  

We submit that this policy is unsound because it has not 
taken into account both the pandemic and Southwark 
Council’s declaration of a climate emergency.  
We have concerns in respect of this policy particularly in 
relation to the Old Kent Road area, where there is a 
shortfall of amenity space which we believe is not 
sustainable to mitigate the impacts of the very high 
density developments proposed for the area.  
 

P16 
Tall buildings 

We are concerned that there is not a clear overall 
strategy for tall buildings in the borough. There is no one 
reference point for all sites in the borough that may be 
considered for tall buildings, and therefore an overall 
strategy for where it would be appropriate to have tall 
buildings bearing in mind what exists in the borough, the 
land supply and housing targets and what can be 
released to meet the assessed housing need. Therefore 
we do not think this policy has been positively prepared. 
Furthermore, we do not think the policy has been 
justified, because there is no justification within the site 
allocations themselves for the inclusion of certain sites 
for tall buildings. 
 

P28  
Strategic protected 
industrial land 

We are concerned about the rapid loss of industrial land 
in Southwark, particularly in the area of greatest 
concentration which is, as policy 28 details, in the Old 
Kent Road area.   
We submit that this policy has not been positively 
prepared and it is not effective and meeting the desire for 
industrial co-location in evidenced policy terms, therefore 
it is unsound. 
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P29 
Office and business 
development 

We submit this policy is not effective as it has not been 
considered in light of the impact of the pandemic on 
offices and businesses and the recovery period which will 
take up a significant proportion of the time in which the 
New Southwark Plan is the adopted local plan for the 
borough.  
 

P30  
Affordable workspace 

We submit that this policy has not been positively 
prepared in light of the impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic on the economy. Firstly, a full economic impact 
assessment should inform the business recovery policies 
referred to in the updated New Southwark Plan.  
Secondly, this policy is not justified, effective and 
achievable because we know there is a huge demand for 
affordable workspace and efforts to accommodate this 
have not been reflected in this policy. We submit that the 
amount of affordable workspace required from 
developers should be much higher to meet the actual 
demand in the borough.  
 

Statement of Community 
Involvement 
IP7 
 

This consultation has not been carried out in accordance 
with Southwark Council’s adopted statement of 
community involvement, which itself has not been 
updated for 12 years and has not been interim amended 
to take into account restrictions due to the Covid-19 
pandemic.  
 

 

Harpreet Aujla 

Southwark Law centre 

2 November 2020 
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NSP Consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020. 

email to: planningpolicy@southwark.gov.uk 

Name: Ms Paula Orr.           Address:    

 
Email address:                            Phone:               

 
       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.   

 
TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

SP2 
Regeneration 
that works for 
all 

Not 
effective, 
not 
positively 
prepared 

Policy SP2 reflects an admirable desire to ensure that all Southwark’s residents can access the benefits of regeneration 
programmes.   
Policy SP2 states: “We will continue to revitalise our places and neighbourhoods to create new opportunities for residents and 

local businesses, to promote wellbeing and reduce inequalities so that people have better lives in stronger communities.” 
 
Policy objection 

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared or effective. The current approach to 
development planning and regeneration is based on a model developed away from the place to be developed, which sets 
out targets and requirements, independent of a consideration of the activities and meanings invested in the place by the 
people who live an use it.  The problem this creates is that the new plan or model of development does not allow space 
for existing users to establish their stake and generally the existing community – whether residential, industrial or natural 
– is swept away.  We have seen this in the kind of development plans that are being approved for the Old Kent Road, 
which will completely change the area and uproot functioning businesses and established communities. These people 
have not been invited to work with the council to see how they can access the benefits of the proposed development – 
too often they have not even been kept informed of the proposals that are being developed. 
 
This approach cannot achieve the important objectives set out in this policy. The policy is unsound because it is not 
positively prepared: no alternative way of making local people benefit from  of development initiatives is put forward, so 
the policy cannot be effective in achieving its objectives. 
 
Proposed change: After ‘This will be achieved through:’, add a new point 1 requiring the preparation of a fact-based 
audit of any site or area put forward for development.  The fact-based audit will be carried out with local people 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

(residents and users, e.g. small businesses) and will identify all assets, activities, uses and significance whose retention 
or reprovision should be included in any proposal for regeneration or development. 
   

 
SP6 Cleaner, 
greener, safer 

 
Not positively 
prepared, not 
justified, not 
effective 
 

 

Policy SP6 states: “We will lead the way in providing spaces for people to connect with nature, making people feel safe, 
creating cleaner streets, increasing recycling and reducing landfill waste, and addressing the Climate Emergency.” 

Southwark Council declared a Climate Emergency in May 2019.  The council has consulted on the strategy, has a 
stakeholder group and has held a conference to help inform the strategy development. 
http://moderngov.southwarksites.com/documents/s89801/Report%20Climate%20Strategy%20report.pdf 

This policy does not show leadership in addressing the Climate Emergency. The Council has not provided information 
about how the New Southwark Plan will address the Climate Emergency.  The Foreword to the NSP says that: “We have 
included a number of policy additions to assist us in achieving this target, however we are also committing to developing 
a specific supplementary planning document focussed on the climate emergency in line with the findings from 
Southwark’s Climate Summit.” Developing a supplementary planning document in the future is an inadequate response 
to a situation recognised as an emergency. 

Policy objection  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not positively prepared.  Producing a supplementary planning document 
as an add-on after the NSP has been agreed is not a positive approach to creating a spatial plan to deliver the Climate 
Emergency Strategy. Positive preparation would require setting out the carbon emission and behaviour change targets 
that need to be met and weighing up the alternatives for achieving them. 

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not justified.  There is no evidence in the documents submitted to the 
Inspectors of any studies on the climate emergency and its implications for the NSP, e.g. looking at what has been done to 
reduce carbon emissions within the borough so far, the main gaps and challenges to be addressed and on the alternatives 
for action.  There is no cross reference to the Council’s draft Climate Emergency Strategy (Tackling the Climate Emergency 
Together, July 2020).  

I do not consider this policy sound because it is not effective. The draft Climate Emergency Strategy is clear about the 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

need for policy changes to be included in the New Southwark Plan.  It states: “[For the Climate Emergency Strategy] to be 
implementable, changes would be required to the New Southwark Plan to do this. This strategy sets out ideas that should 
be considered to make policy amendments.” (p41) However, the Council has only made minor changes to NSP policies 
and has not stated clearly how these amendments are contributing to the Climate Emergency Strategy. 
 

Policy support 
I support the stated aim of the policy to ‘lead the way in ...addressing the Climate Emergency’. 
 

I would support the Council in developing and bringing forward amendments designed to align the NSP with the draft 
Climate Emergency Strategy, specifically on:  

· - Including emissions and embodied carbon from construction in net zero targets on developments, driving demand for 
a circular economy and assessing new development on life cycle costs.  We note that Wales, Scotland and EU are 
developing circular economy strategy 

·       - Requiring developers to consider options for reusing or repurposing existing buildings before applying for permission 
for demolition and new build as part of the site assessment, integrated into current usage, and an assessment of 
existing social and economic value with community engagement as outlined in the Development Charter 

·      - Taking a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty by mapping “fuel poor” areas in the borough and requiring that 
energy companies meet their obligations, alongside a plan led approach for local power schemes  

·      - Creating traffic free zones and pedestrianised areas, delivering the 15 minute city objectives, low traffic 
neighbourhood, school superzones  

·       - Increasing the number and quality of trees in the borough, and protecting existing trees, increasing biodiversity  

·      -   Increasing green corridors across the borough for cycling, walking and wildlife 

P25 Local list Not 
positively 
prepared or 

I do not consider this policy sound as it is not effective, because it is not clear how the policy will be developed nor how it 
will meet its objectives. 
 
I strongly support the establishment of a Local List in Southwark, using 6 criteria for local listing which generally refer to 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

effective best practice guidance from Historic England. 
 
However, the policy says that ‘further information on the Local List is set out in the Heritage SPD” 
The Heritage SPD has not been made public nor has it been consulted on. Therefore it is not clear how the process of 
local listing designation will be designed, and how meaningful community consultation will take place on  
community and social value.  
 
Suggested change: include in the policy a recognition of the concept of ‘community value’ as a factor in determining 
listing.  The Heritage SPD should set out an inclusive local listing consultation and engagement process.  

NSP71 
Aylesham 
Centre and 
Peckham Bus 
Station. 

Not justified, 
not 
positively 
prepared.   

Open space 
I do not consider this site allocation justified because there has been a large increase in the indicative residential capacity 
specified in relation to the amount provided for in the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan from 400 ‘housing units’ 
in the PNAAP to 850 ‘homes’ in the NSP.  No justification is provided for why this very high housing density is now 
considered appropriate.  All the evidence is that the allocation of housing should have been reduced, given the existence 
of the bus station on site.  There is a lot of evidence about the problems faced by people living near to a bus garage, as a 
result of continuous noise and air pollution.  A further consideration for not increasing the indicative residential capacity 
is the lack of provision for any green space for recreation: green corridors, walls and roof terraces do not allow residents 
to enjoy outdoor recreation.  There is already a lack of greenspace in this part of the borough. Major residential 
development of the scale proposed should be accompanied by provision for significant greenspace to meet the needs of 
existing and future residents. Research by the developer Barratt London in 2019 found that 80% of respondents to the 
company’s Green City Research study, rated trees and dedicated planted areas as the most important elements of a new 
build (https://www.theconcretejungle.org/barratt-london-green-space/) 
The need for greater provision of green space has been highlighted by the Covid-19 pandemic, which has seen people in 
city centres shut into apartments with no access to open space for recreation. 
 
Suggested changes:  

 Under ‘Indicative residential capacity’, change ‘850 homes’ to ‘400 homes’. 

 Under ‘Redevelopment of the site must’, add ‘Provide at least 5 hectares of planted areas, parks and grassed 
areas and open space between buildings’.   
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

Taller building 

The site-specific guidance (PNAAP) states, “There is potential for a taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys, alongside 
a significant increase of meaningful public space and improved public realm”. 
I do not consider this policy sound because the inclusion of a ‘taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys’ is not 
positively prepared, for the following reasons: 
A) A 20-storey building would impact either directly or indirectly on the view of St Paul’s from One Tree Hill as well on as 
the iconic view from the top of the Multistorey Car Park (new Peckham Levels) towards central London.    
B). There is inadequate evidence of community participation in supporting inclusion of a 20 storey building in this site 
allocation.  
 

Suggested change: the policy should remove the reference to the taller landmark building of up to 20 storeys 

NSP72 

Blackpool Road 

Business Park 

 

Not justified, 
not 
effective, 
not 
positively 
prepared 

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments since the previous consultation are welcome and go in the 
right direction.  One example is the mention of the Old Mill Building as an unlisted heritage building.  But these 
amendments do not yet make this policy sound on the tests of soundness as the Site Allocation has not been positively 
prepared and is not justified or effective. The major reasons for the unsoundness of this site allocation are:  

 The description of the site has a number of inaccuracies and there has been no proper audit of its existing assets, 
in terms of both its physical features and its economic and cultural setting. 

 The proposed allocation does not take into account the viability of existing uses and has not considered 
alternative options. This seems a major flaw as the possible continuation of some significant uses (e.g. the bus 
garage) would inevitably change the ways in which the site could be used. 

 There is no evidence of any thinking of how the uses of the site should fit in with and enhance the overall area.  
The lack of consideration of the dangerous traffic arrangements and how these might be exacerbated by 
development is a crucial flaw in the site proposals. 

 There is no clarity as to how some of the proposals included in the site allocation could be achieved (e.g. 
‘Development should support the provision and implementation of the Peckham Coal Line’: the Peckham Coal 
Line is not on the site nor adjacent to it.   
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

Policy objections 

Indicative residential capacity 

The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is a residential density of 142 dwellings 

per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 hectares. This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all 

residential. However, the site allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on the site (which is 

welcome given the demand for employment floorspace in Peckham and throughout Southwark) so the site area and 

space for homes would be significantly reduced as much of the site will be taken up by employment uses. This would 

push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher than 142 dwellings per hectare, which would be 

unacceptable for this area, particularly given the infrastructure and traffic challenges mentioned below.  

Suggested change: As employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of housing should be lowered.  

Employment floorspace 

The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to treat the bus depot as employment 

floorspace. However, given that the bus depot takes up much of the site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for 

buses, this floorspace should be excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on site.   

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should exclude the floorspace currently being used as 

the bus depot.  

Design and access guidance: Peckham Coal Line 

It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line (which runs along the north side of the railway line to the north of this site) is 
given protection in this neighbouring site allocation.  Unfortunately, this stated protection is undermined by the proposal 
that tall buildings should be concentrated towards the north of the site.  Tall buildings on this part of the site would be in 
close proximity to the Peckham Coal Line and would block attractive views south towards One Tree Hill and the remains 
of the Great North Wood. 
Overall, the site allocation lacks clarity about where the Peckham Coal Line is, with the suggestion in the ‘low line walking 
routes’ section that the Peckham Coal Line is part of the site.  This is ambiguous and therefore needs to be better worded. 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for clarity. 

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated to the north of the site. 
This does not take into account the current location of Buildbase as a successful commercial building on the 
southern half of the site.  Taller buildings are not considered appropriate for this area where the vast majority 
of dwellings are two stories. Local residents, e.g. in the nearby two-storey Atwell Estate, have expressed 
concern about overshadowing by current 6-7 storey development on the west side of Copeland Road. To be in 
keeping with the character of the area, to avoid obstructing views from the Peckham Coal Line and to ensure 
sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a maximum height should be added to the site allocation 
document.  
Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 4 storeys subject to impacts on the Old Mill Building and 

amenity of existing neighbouring occupiers, and the location of commercial buildings should provide for the future of 

Buildbase on the site. 

Impacts on Listed Buildings or undesignated heritage assets 
 
The policy is not properly evidenced. In the section ‘Impacts Listed Buildings or undesignated heritage assets’, the site 
allocation mentions the (offsite) railway viaduct and the Old Mill Building and says, ‘Other Victorian heritage assets on the 
site may be retained and enhanced, including former industrial buildings.‘ Apart from the Old Mill Building, there are no 
Victorian heritage assets on the site. 
The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site allocation document does not 
specifically state that this building should be protected, providing little protection for the building. There is strong local 
interest in the heritage aspects of the building with over 101 of 105 people who completed a survey about the value and 
uses of the building stating that ‘The building is an important part of Peckham’s heritage.’ A Local List will soon be 
prepared and the Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people.  The building has been used as a space for 
community activities for almost 15 years. 
Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building specifically should be retained.  

Green space 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has disappeared. It is an 
important principle to require greenspace as part of all new development. As connectivity is an important 
aspect of the site, the development plan should include green spaces, for example this may be green corridors 
as part of the traffic redesign. 
Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include some green space and 
consider connectivity with nearby green spaces such as Dr Harold Moody Park on Sturdy Road.  
 

Traffic plan 

Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major issue. The site allocation document does 

not specify how a new development should resolve this. The traffic issues are now considerably worse because of the 

diversion of bus and commercial traffic from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may become a permanent 

feature. To be sound the development plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic 

management. Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–south and east-west traffic using 

Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any 

redevelopment.  If it is not possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be removed from the Plan to 

enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. 

Surrounding area 

The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural enterprises quarter, and business 

premises. All of these would be impacted by the development and none are mentioned. 

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the development should show how it will enhance 

the surrounding area.  

Summary 

The lack of clarity in this site allocation document about the site, its current uses and how it fits with the local area are 
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TOPIC 
 

Test of 
Soundness  

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS 
 

so major as to undermine the credibility of the site allocation.  Furthermore, the proposals put forward do not reflect 

any thought about the choices to be made between different uses nor the infrastructure (specifically, road and traffic 

management infrastructure) required.  For these reasons, I suggest that this site is removed from the NSP and that the 

Council carry out a proper audit of the area, involving local people. 
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COMMENTS ON PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW SOUTHWARK 

PLAN  

26th October 2020  

Richard Lee:   

Email:   

I wish to take part at the oral examination/ public hearings. 

I do not consider the Local Plan is legally compliant or sound and set out the reasons below. 

 

The Plan does not meet the legal requirements 

There are 3 major concerns: 

 What is being consulted on is unclear 
 Which Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is being used is unclear 
 There is a failure to discharge the Public Sector Equality Duty and undertake a 

meaningful Equality Impact Assessment 

 

What is being consulted on is unclear 

It has proved confusing to have different versions of the NSP, with people not understanding 
what they can comment on.  Under submission documents there is: 
 
* NSP01 NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN SUBMISSION VERSION  - PROPOSED 
MODIFICATIONS FOR EXAMINATION 2019 to 2034 JANUARY 2020 

How does this differ to the following examination documents: 
 
* EIP27A (clean version) and EIP27B (tracked version) NEW SOUTHWARK PLAN 
SOUTHWARK COUNCIL’S PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SUBMITTED NEW 
SOUTHWARKPLAN 2018 to 2033 AUGUST 2020  

(note the plan period is now 2018-33, when in the other document it is 2019-34). 

If one works with the clean version EIP27A, then the invitation is surely to comment on what 
one sees in front of you i.e. the whole document.  On the other hand, EIP27B shows a 
deleted submission policy, followed by the new policy with some parts underlined.  If you 
commented before on the Amended policies then, presumably, you must work with EIP27B 
and it is the underlined parts only that the Inspectors wish you to comment upon now.  But 
this is not very clear. 

I have tried to limit my comments to where, as far as I can tell, there has been a modification 
since I last made a representation in May 2019, but I have to say I have found this to be very 
difficult.   

It will also be difficult, for participants and Inspectors, to align 3 sets of representations – 
submission version, amended policies and proposed changes – and this seems a recipe for 
confusion.  I fear the public will not be given a fair opportunity to make their case effectively.  
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Which Statement of Community Involvement (SCI) is being used is unclear 

The Consultation Plan has no regard or inadequate regard to: 

 Government guidance (13 May 2020) on the Statement of Community Involvement 
(SCI) during Covid-19 , which should be read in full 

 The engagement methods in Appendices A, C and D of the SCI (2008) 
 

The changes to the New Southwark Plan are significant and require comprehensive 
consultation.  If this cannot be provided under the circumstances of COVID-19, because the 
Council is unable to devise “alternative and creative ways” (words of Government guidance) 
and does not have a credible SCI that meets legal tests, then the entire examination process 
is uncertain.   

The Council seems to be running with 3 different SCI documents – 2008, 2019 and the 
Consultation Plan - which is complex and confusing for the participant.  It appears that the 
Consultation Plan August 2020 is regarded by the Council as its updated Statement of 
Community Involvement reflecting alternatives to consultation when face-to-face consultation 
is not possible. This is required by Planning Practice Guidance: Plan-making (updated on 13 
May 2020).   

However, the Council’s menu of alternatives is limited.  An earlier version of the Consultation 
Plan (July 2020) offered the mitigation of printed copies on request, since libraries were now 
closed.  This was deleted in the August 2020 version.  I have had personal experience.  
When I asked for a printed copy of EIP27B, I was initially told there would be a charge of 
£110.  I complained that this infringed the Public Sector Equality Duty and was then sent a 
copy free of charge.  I am grateful to the Council for supplying me with this, but I do wonder 
how many others managed to overcome the barrier that was put in my way. 

 

There is a failure to discharge the Public Sector Equality Duty and undertake a meaningful 
Equality Impact Assessment (EqIA) 

The EqIA purports to identify and analyse the Plan’s impacts on persons and groups with 

protected characteristics. If this was done in a rigorous manner, it would be based on 
evidence and consider the short, medium and long term impacts of each policy, its 
temporary/permanent effects and the spatial scale of those effects. 

The approach taken comes up with an (almost invariably) positive assessment for each 
policy. There is no evidence based analysis to assist the decision maker about the equalities 
impacts which the policies have on particular group.  The right questions haven’t been 

asked, nor has the Council inquired into where the information can be found.  The Council is 
required to obtain such information through evidence gathering and consultation with 
stakeholder groups representing those with protected characteristics. However, pages 8-9 of 
the EqIA show that the only consultees were statutory authorities. 

This document should have been assessed by the Equality Panel; the Forum for Equalities 
and Human Rights in Southwark receives funding from the Council for this purpose.   Did 
they review and sign off the EqIA?  It seems not. 
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This approach can be illustrated by looking at 2 policies where undoubtedly there are 
negative impacts on BAME groups.  P11 Gypsies and Travellers, where there can be no 
doubt that following the national definition of who is a Traveller will have a negative impact 
on Travellers who have had to move to bricks and mortar homes, and the Elephant and 
Castle site allocation which has undoubtedly led to the loss of livelihood for a large number 
of BAME traders.   

For P11 Gypsies and Travellers, exactly the same text is used for each of the 9 protected 
characteristics: 

“Draft Policy P11 safeguards the borough’s four existing Gypsy and Traveller sites where 

there is an identified need for them, as well as making provision for the identification of new 
sites to meet any identified need for additional Gypsy and Traveller accommodation. The 
safeguarding of existing Gypsy and Travellers sites (subject to need) is expected to have a 
positive impact on this group. The provision of policy criteria against which to assess 
potential new sites provides a greater degree of certainty as to the types of sites which will 
be acceptable to the Council for Gypsy and Traveller accommodation, which is also 
beneficial. It is recognised that the criteria may serve to restrict the sites on which Gypsy and 
Traveller pitches may be accommodated, which may have some adverse effect. However, 
this is necessary in the interest of good planning and the Gypsy and Traveller 
Accommodation Assessment Report (May 2020) does not identify any need for additional 
Gypsy and Traveller pitches in Southwark.” 

That is, this same text is repeated 9 times throughout the EqIA.  There is no differentiation 
between the various protected characteristics, and no recognition of the negative impacts 
upon Travellers caused by the Council’s policy choice.  Both are a clear failure to apply the 
PSED. 

Elephant and Castle Site allocation is a major town centre in Southwark. The area vision 
sets out that improvement should be made to accessibility of walking, cycling and public 
transport routes. This illustrates positive impacts, regardless of age regarding mobility. 
Elephant and Castle is an attractive location for new specialised services and research that 
can have wider benefits for the local community by attracting growth and investment and 
improved infrastructure provisions for all. Elephant and Castle has enormous capacity for 
growth, this creates opportunities to foster good relations for all by creating spaces for 
housing and employment that are high quality. This includes cultural facilities and a 
community health hub, to improve access for all regardless. 

For the Elephant and Castle site allocation, the text shows slight changes only and when it 
comes to the protected characteristic for Race, the assessment illustrates the positive 
impacts of providing opportunities for existing businesses, particularly it says for those from 
minority ethnic groups to relocate and continue trading. 

The EqIA has been revised, with an Appendix 2: Covid-19 Statement on Equalities.  This 
starts with a list of impacts arising from Covid-19 on particular policy areas and in paragraph 
3 commits to continually reviewing and updating the EqIA.  It says the impact of Covid-19 will 
be assessed in the SCI.  Paragraph 5 lists nine policy areas where reviews are taking place.  
These reviews should be provided as evidence base documents (they are not) and main 
modifications to the NSP should emerge (but none yet).   
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Appendix 2 seems to exist as a separate document.  There is nothing to suggest that the 
EqIA has looked at the different policies of the NSP through the lens of Covid-19 impacts on 
protected groups. 

SP1 Quality Affordable Homes & P1  

The changes refer to 50% as a target and replace affordable housing with social rented and 
intermediate.  It is unsound to give social rented and intermediate this sort of equivalence, 
when the evidence shows the overwhelming need is for social rented.   Especially when one 
considers the new data provided in Reasons point 4.   

In Policy points 3,4 and 5 the term encouragement is applied to the 50% “target”, which is 
unsound.  This is a loose aspiration, not a requirement.  Hence, development management 
policy P1 does not refer, at all, to the 50% target; instead 35% is the policy norm with 40% in 
“exceptional circumstances”.   

New reasons point out the difference between gross and net social rented housing.  The 
marked difference draws attention to the high number of social rented homes that are being 
demolished in Southwark (one of the highest in London, if not nationally).  Ending large scale 
demolition would make a significant contribution to meeting the real housing need.  Despite 
this new evidence, no changes have been proposed to Policy P3 protection of existing 
homes. 

The changes give further emphasis to Southwark’s council house building.  However, a 

glance at the housing trajectory table shows that the council housing programme is currently  
making no contribution to delivery in years 6-15 of the Plan.  This needs to be changed to 
make the Plan sound.   

 

SP6 Cleaner, Greener, Safer 

Prior to submission, the Council had declared a Climate Emergency and its intention to 
achieve zero carbon by 2030.  This was not mentioned in the submission version, but has 
been brought forward as a proposed change.   

However, it is not sound to give a high level intention, but not to set out policies and 
mechanisms to achieve this. These can be found in the Council’s draft Climate Emergency 
Strategy (CES) and should be included in the NSP.  The CES states “This strategy sets out 

actions that could take place at the borough level to reduce our carbon impact.  However, to 
be implementable, changes would be required to the New Southwark Plan to do this” and 

“Make policy amendments to the New Southwark Plan to ensure it fully reflects the impact of 

the climate emergency, including requirements for whole life cycle carbon assessments.” 

(both quotations taken from Tackling the Climate Emergency Together, Draft for 
consultation, July 2020, page 41) 

These should be brought forward as Main Modifications and in a timely way so that they can 
be given proper consideration in written statements and not introduced at the last minute at 
the EiP hearings.  Relevant policies in the CES which need to cross over to the NSP have 
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been set out in a useful set of tables produced by the Climate Justice sub-group of 
Southwark Planning Network.  In brief,  

 Net zero targets 
 Recognition of embodied carbon 
 Repurposing of existing buildings 
 Retrofit buildings to a higher energy standard 
 Traffic free zones and pedestrianisd areas 
 Felling trees only as a last resort 
 Increase green corridors 
 Increase support and promotion of markets, using local supply chains 
 Track food deserts where areas do not have access to fresh produce 

New text in SP6 draws attention to the Living Environment Deprivation Domain.   This is a 
strange choice, referring back to the Index of Multiple Deprivation 2008 and its 4 indicators 
that relate to social and private housing in poor condition, air quality and road traffic 
accidents involving injury to pedestrians and cyclists.   More relevant baseline data is 
needed. 

 

P11 Homes for Travellers and Gypsies 

The long delayed Gypsy and Traveller Accommodation Needs Assessment report (EiP 22) is 
a new evidence base document which has led to changes to policy P11.  The assessment is 
not sound; it has not considered the full needs of Gypsies and Travellers and lacks evidence 
to substantiate those who have been surveyed.  The overcrowding on the existing 4 
Traveller sites in Southwark is clear and obvious and on its own one would expect this to 
produce a need for more sites in the Borough.  The Council should also have asked its 
consultants to obtain evidence on the number of residents from the 4 sites who have had to 
move into bricks and mortar in the last 5 years because of over-crowding.  There is no 
evidence that the Council’s consultants spoke to Travellers on the sites who are currently 

overcrowded or to those whose family members have had to move to bricks and mortar 
accommodation.   

The Council should have carried out a full assessment of need, in order to fulfil its duties 
under the Equality Act and enable the EqIA to be properly undertaken, and then gone on to 
assess the impact this would have on pitch targets in accordance with both national planning 
policy and policy in the New London Plan.   

I set out what was required in my comments on the Amended Policies.  The policy changes 
to P11 do not make the Plan sound.   

The needs of boat dwellers would seem to fit best into Policy 11 – following the approach of 
the New London Plan.  Though their needs could alternatively be included in P57, where a 
change adds “berths, residential, commercial and visitor moorings”. 

The failure of the Plan to consider their needs is in breach of Section 124 of the Housing and 
Planning Act 2016 which includes the duty to consider the needs of people residing in 
caravans and places on inland waterways where houseboats can be moored.  
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Policy should include access to services, security and affordability.  Assessments (eg 
SHMA) should have considered evidence of need, including the reasons why people choose 
houseboats and their prevalence in Southwark.   

P56 Open Spaces 

The change is that development can be permitted on MOL/ BOL.  The evidence for this is 
unsound, as there is a deficiency of green space in most parts of Southwark and the 
Council’s Climate Emergency Declaration requires an increase in green space.  MOL and 

BOL are the largest areas of green space in the Borough and therefore highly significant for 
species which need continuous space in which to more around.  Increasing the amount of 
land that is protected for nature, in accordance with the Aichi UN Declaration on Biodiversity, 
to which the UK is a signatory, cannot be achieved by building on those green spaces in the 
Borough which have the highest protection.  

P57 Water Space 

The new text “berths, residential, commercial and visitor moorings” requires evidence and 
policy on houseboat dwellers.  This is covered in my comments on Policy 11. 

P58 Green infrastructure 

The change adds the importance of walking and cycling networks and a “sense of ownership 

for all”.  This is unsound because there is no sense of how these aspirations will be 

delivered.  There is no data of what exists now in terms of these networks, no target for their 
extension, and no mention of green routes which are well established in Southwark (this 
would be a more appropriate terminology given this is the green infrastructure policy).   

Ownership is mentioned, but with no guidance on how residents will be able to participate.  
To be sound, there should be a substantial citizen science component, with a developer 
contribution to Green Infrastructure and Biodiversity review panels.  This would mitigate the 
loss of expertise on these issues within the Local Authority, by bringing together active 
citizens and specialists.    

P59 Biodiversity 

The change allows net gains in biodiversity to be secured off-site.  Habitat should not be 
traded as part of a system of off-sets.  There is no guidance as to the typology for 
biodiversity.   

The evidence base documents are all dated, which does not conform with the New London 
Plan requirement to make use of the best ecological information on priority species and 
areas of deficiency.  There is no register of threatened species in Southwark, or datasets 
that monitor the loss of species in any one part of the Borough, so that local extinction can 
be stopped. 

P61 Reducing waste & P62 Land for waste management 

The change in P62 adds an increase in the amount of waste to be processed by 2041, up 
from 247,000 tonnes of waste in 2036 to 308,000 tonnes in 2041.  This substantial increase 
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over a 5 year period suggests the policies in P61 that are designed to reuse, and therefore 
reduce, waste are not justified and effective.   

Southwark seems to be planning for a massive increase in waste.  For the policy to be 
sound, there needs to be an assessment of the different waste streams, a more effective 
statement of how the circular economy will operate, and 5 year waste reduction targets that 
can be monitored.  

Applications should be required to promote the circular economy and aim to be net zero 
waste. 

P64 Air quality 

The change addresses a shortfall in achieving air quality neutral standards, removing the 
hierarchy and increasing the likelihood of financial contributions.  This is unsound, as it 
allows developers to pay to pollute and will not be effective in improving the very poor air 
quality that we are living with in Southwark.     

For the Plan to be sound, there should be encouragement for development to achieve an Air 
Quality Positive approach and special measures proposed for Air Quality Focus Areas – 
both of which are policy requirements in the New London Plan. 

P68 Sustainability standards 

The change of title from environmental standards to sustainability standards has implications 
which should be followed through in the policy. 

Most people think sustainability is about environment, but sustainability is supposed to have 
two other ‘pillars’: social and economic. Social sustainability needs to be recognised: to 

sustain the continued viability of low- and mixed-income communities – their homes, jobs 
and shared facilities.  Covid 19 has shone a bright light on the un-sustainable conditions in 
which key workers and their families have to survive being confined to inadequate homes 
and neighbourhoods because they are relatively poor and to a disproportionate extent are 
from ethnic minorities.  

P69 Energy 

Southwark has produced new evidence in the form of the Energy Policy Background Paper.  
However, no changes to P69 have come forward.  This is unsound. 

The background paper finds that emissions in Southwark are not forecast to be zero by 2050 
on the current pathway.   Therefore, further policy intervention will be required for Southwark 
to achieve the statutory target under the Climate Change Act 2019.  Furthermore, the 
background paper acknowledges that it relies heavily on assumptions and concludes that    

Further evidence is required:  

• to confirm these assumptions  

• to define ‘Net Zero Carbon’ outside of the built environment  

• to integrate transport energy use and policy goals into the wider energy policy  
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• to determine appropriate local policy interventions versus necessary national policy 
interventions to achieve the national Statutory target  

• to map a pathway to achieving the national and any agreed local targets  

• to consider the sources and impact of other greenhouse gas emissions associated with 
energy production, consumption and distribution in the borough, and potential policy 
interventions to control these In addition to this further investigation is required into:  

• Appropriate Climate Change adaption for the Borough  

• Embodied Energy and emissions, the circular economy and whole life carbon assessment  

• The role of local large infrastructure interventions, in particular the use of District Heating 

networks  

• Limitations in delivering net zero carbon buildings in city environments  

• The deployment of Carbon offset funding raised through policy  

• Measuring and monitoring the impact of funds, where they are deployed 

Given the background paper, it is not considered that P69 is a reasonable and proportionate 
response to achieving the statutory requirement or Southwark’s 2030 Declaration. 

Site Allocations 

The change to the Plan is the addition of new categories showing impacts on the existing 
infrastructure.  The new categories are in the right direction, but the opportunity has not been 
seized to integrate with the Social Regeneration Charters, and with the Council’s Climate 

Emergency Declaration.   According to the Development Charter, there should be a fact 
based audit of what is on the site and valued by local residents.  This should include 
information about the ecological baseline for each site. 

The Sites Allocations Methodology Report (2019) provides guidance on the importance of 
green links, but these are not included in the site allocations.  Similarly, the FAR column in 
the methodology paper is suggestive of building heights, though this information is also not 
provided in the site allocations.   

Site 49 London Bridge Health Cluster 

The change makes clear that this site will impact on significant local green space at Guy 
Street Park, an important part of the local character of the area.  The site map is wrong to 
point to an improvement in pedestrian connectivity when many local residents do not walk on 
the street, but prefer to use the green corridor from Leathermarket Gardens to Guy Street 
Park.  The 2 gardens together make up a fantastic green space, where you do not feel 
hemmed in by tall buildings at the moment.   There has been a lack of consultation with local 
people, in terms of what we want for the area, and not considering alternative options 
proposed by the Old Bermondsey Neighbourhood Plan which proposes a height limit.     
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Site 50 & Site 51 St Thomas Street, Melior Street etc 

Changes made to both sites mention the loss of Melior Street community garden.  This is a 
well maintained space by St Mungo’s, who support people who are homeless or who have 

experienced homelessness.  It has a vegetable garden, potting shed and seating; in fact it is 
something of a green oasis.  Vegetables are donated to the adjacent Manna Centre – a day 
centre for homeless people, many of whom are local rough sleepers.   

If irreplaceable green space will be lost, the right development is not coming forward for this 
specific site. 
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New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020  

Name: Old Bermondsey Neighbourhood Forum  (OBNF) Address:  
 

Email address:  Phone:   
 

      Representatives from the Forum wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.  
 

Topic 
 

Test of Soundness / Legality 
 

Comments  

 
Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: SP2 Regeneration 
that works for all  
 

 
Not positively prepared, 
justified, effective or legally 
compliant. 
 
 

 
The policy is not positively prepared because it is not clear how it will meet the objectives, there are gaps in 
the policy and the plan is internally inconsistent. The policy is not justified because there is a lack of 
credible evidence and a lack of community participation. The policy is not effective because it is not 
achievable and it is not clear how it will be monitored. It is not legally compliant because the SCI is out of 
date:  
 
The policy states that Regeneration that works for all  will be achieved through: 
“Investing in our communities and residents, and particularly existing residents…” 
“Ensuring that buildings have a positive relationship with the public realm and the existing place… with an 
appropriate transition in scale...” 
“Ensuring that our existing residents and neighbourhoods prosper from good growth by giving people from 
every community the opportunity to collaborate throughout the regeneration process” 
“Enhancing local distinctiveness and heritage-led regeneration...” 
 
Some of the objectives/intentions of this policy sound positive and are supported  - including new 
additional wording to the policy like “and local businesses”, “networks of green infrastructure” and that of 
the second point above (on the relationship to existing place) - however there is a lack of detail and also a 
lack of direct reference to policies in the plan that could ensure results and monitoring. Moreover the 
policies which SP2 could usefully refer to and (potentially) be supported by (for example SP6 Cleaner 
Greener Safer, P16 Tall Buildings, P25 Local List, Site Allocations and Regeneration Charters) are themselves 
unsound at present (see comments below) making the plan internally inconsistent and unachievable.  
 
SP2 point 2 as quoted above about investing in communities and existing residents should be developed 
further to make specific reference to different kinds of  infrastructure (e.g. ‘social’ and ‘community’) and 
point to (through definition and reference to other policies like P46 community uses) how the quality and 
quantity of existing provision and the need for this can be assessed as an evidence base to inform 
development - at a fine grain at the level of street / neighbourhood and with reference to ‘networks’.  
 
The references as quoted above to existing residents , scale,  consultation and heritage (SP2 points  2, 4, 8 
and 9) are not effective  at present, particularly when considered against examples of how regeneration 
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currently happens in reality. Using our experience of current plans for the regeneration of the St Thomas 
Street area we would like to discuss these deficiencies and how they could be improved - particularly in 
terms of how the appropriate character and scale of developments could be framed so that regeneration 
could indeed work for all.  Currently there is a negative imbalance where  proposed regeneration in this 
area will benefit the developers and projected future users at the extreme expense of the local residents 
and local economy. The plan is not without some examples of good evidence on which to build - for 
example the original baseline study by Social Life which has been summarised in AV020B which included 
some good detailed consultation (reflecting for example the value of heritage and sense of place) but 
which unfortunately has been backgrounded and very poorly translated during for example the 
development of the regeneration charter and the associated CIL projects process. The Forum would be 
happy to expand at the EiP, using examples of other studies including our own evidence base for our draft 
plan to highlight present inconsistencies between SP2 and related policies and to suggest how SP2 could be 
improved to point more directly to the meaningful involvement of localities / communities in the active 
production of evidence as the basis for policies that could be monitored, which could respect equalities and 
which could frame sustainable development. 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: SP3 Best Start in 
LIfe 

Not positively prepared, 
justified or effective. 

The Forum support the new wording of point 8: Encouraging developments where there can be more 
interaction between people of different ages, particularly elderly and young people. However this should 
be more strongly worded and there are currently insufficient appropriate consultation evidence or 
mechanisms for monitoring for this to be meaningful / achievable. We would be happy to expand on this 
using the example of Site Allocations NSP 50 and 51 where there is a great opportunity for new 
development to provide the potential for such interaction but where the weakness of the policies (both in 
terms of their design guidance and their methodology/evidence) are presently failing to frame this 
appropriately. The council should through consultation build up an evidence base of positive design 
precedents for this policy.  

Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: SP4 Strong Local 
Economy 

Not positively prepared or 
effective. 

We support the new additional wording of ‘..existing and new residents, businesses..” however for the plan 
to be positively prepared or effective, the focus on office space (targets) needs to be fundamentally 
reframed given the new pandemic situation and more emphasis and audit based evidence be provided to 
support local businesses being able to remain and evolve in highstreet settings 
The policy says that highstreets should thrive and this is also reflected in some Area Visions (e.g. AV 11 
“Support the development of vibrant new high streets on St Thomas Street, Crucifix Lane and Tooley 
Street, complementing the distinct character of nearby Bermondsey Street”) however 40% of highstreet 
settings have no protection and some like those in AV11 are threatened by the weakness of Tall Buildings 
and Site Allocations policies which will render them without daylight and subject to high levels of wind 
making them unsustainable.  The resulting shortage/squeeze is leading to economic gentrification of 
industrial areas which undermines policy SP2 (regeneration working for all) and Local Economy Policies 
28-33. For the plan to be positively prepared or effective there needs to be a thorough audit of existing 
highstreet settings to assess how these can be supported and allowed to grow (in depth and diversity as 
well as in ‘length’) and not least how their social cultural and educative value can be understood from 
within their localities - the Forum could expand on this using local examples and are interested in how the 
new stated intention to “..encourage the creation of jobs in the environmental sector to help to respond to 
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the climate emergency” could be developed in more detail for example with regards to the circular 
economy and SP6 policies. 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: SP5 Healthy 
Active Lives 

Not positively prepared or 
effective. 

The new additional wording of Reason 2 (re. health deprivation..) of points 6 “ Delivering a safer walking 
and cycling network to address the climate emergency” and of point 7 “Increasing, protecting and 
improving green spaces”. are supported however this is vague and not clear/achievable/monitorable given 
the weaknesses of the following policies and their supporting evidence P50, P52 and P55-60 - see 
comments below e.g. P 59 where off-site provision is allowed for:  It is similarly presently unsound when 
Site Allocations Policies are considered (e.g. 50 and 51) which allow for extreme increases in density that 
do not take due account of the capacity of local infrastructure (walking, cycling, transport, green) within 
the expanded/true area of their effect and and which do not positively frame ambitious enough 
development in terms for example of real biodiversity, whilst also allowing for the extreme negative 
impacts of construction stage pollution and disruption caused by the over-development which they allow 
for. 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: SP6 Cleaner 
Greener Safer 
 

Not positively prepared, 
justified, effective 
 
 
 
Not positively prepared  
 
 
 
 
 
Not justified or legally 
compliant, effective or 
positively prepared. 
 
 
 
 
Proposed policy changes / 
areas for discussion 

Policy SP6 says ”We will lead the way in ...addressing the Climate Emergency.” 

The foreword to the NSP says “we are also committing to developing a specific supplementary planning 
document focussed on the climate emergency”. 

Making an add-on SPD to follow an ‘agreed” NSP is not a positive approach to preparation of a spatial plan 
that will be central to achieving the Climate Emergency Strategy. Positive preparation would involve 
considering the carbon emission and behaviour change targets that need to be met, (consulting on them) 
and considering the alternatives for achieving them. There is no cross reference to the Council’s draft 
Climate Emergency Strategy which whilst still in its early stages has the potential for real positive change. 

The NSP and SP6 in particular is not justified because the submitted evidence does not include (sufficient or 
robust) studies on the climate emergency and its implications and there has been a lack of (proportionate) 
consultation on these issues. The draft Climate Emergency Strategy is clear about the need for policy 
changes to be included in the New Southwark Plan, however, the Council has only made minor changes to 
NSP policies and has not stated clearly how these amendments are contributing to the Climate Emergency 
Strategy - in this way (as above) it lacks internal consistency. 

The Forum support the stated aim of the policy to ‘lead the way in ...addressing the Climate Emergency’ 
and would support the Council in developing and bringing forward amendments to align the NSP with the 
draft Climate Emergency Strategy, specifically on:  

● Including emissions and embodied carbon from construction in net zero targets on developments, 
driving demand for a circular economy and assessing new development on life cycle costs.  

● Requiring developers to consider options for reusing or repurposing existing buildings before 
applying for permission for demolition and new build as part of the site assessment, integrated 
into current usage, and an assessment of existing social and economic value with genuine 
community engagement - the Forum have good evidence to support discussion of this if needed. 
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● Taking a proactive approach to reducing fuel poverty by mapping “fuel poor” areas in the borough 
and requiring that energy companies meet their obligations, alongside a plan led approach for 
local power schemes.  

● Creating traffic free zones and pedestrianised areas through thorough consultation with residents 
and businesses, delivering the 15 minute city objectives, low traffic neighbourhoods, school 
superzones. There is a very delicate balance here with the local economy in terms of deliveries etc 
and we have appropriate local evidence to support discussion of this if needed / useful. 

● Increasing the number and quality of trees in the borough, protecting existing trees, increasing 
biodiversity, increasing green corridors across the borough for cycling, walking and wildlife. Again 
the Forum would be happy to expand on this using various local examples and with reference to 
the relevant supporting policies and their evidence bases.  

Document: NSP EIP 27A 
Policy: AV 11 London 
Bridge Area Vision 
 

Not positively prepared 
justified or effective 

The Area Vision includes some wording the Forum support in the description (references to Heritage, 
buildings, yards…) and in the directive text (references to distinctive environment, reactivated 
warehouses.. the fabric of local alleyways and yards to create quiet, green routes with clean air.. the Shard 
remains significantly taller and more visible than surrounding buildings.. historic railway arches.. Support 
the development of vibrant new high streets on St Thomas Street, Crucifix Lane and Tooley Street, 
complementing the distinct character of nearby Bermondsey Street”. However, as per previous 
representations by the Forum which have not been addressed there is an imbalance in the way the Area 
Vision is framed whereby the ‘CAZ’ factor literally dwarfs, overshadows and threatens to destroy the 
unique historic fabric and associated character of the area - particularly when the policy is read in 
conjunction with the Site Allocations 50 and 51 and the Tall Buildings Policy P16 (see below). At a strategic 
level the Area Vision and Site Allocations need to be fundamentally  reframed to avoid the terminal loss of 
the character they are apparently setting out to ‘build upon’ and ‘enhance’. An update to the council’s 
Character Studies for the area, in combination with both a proper reflection on the full version of the 
Baseline Study (referred to previously in relation to SP2) and on the emergent research on future office 
needs in the new pandemic situation should form the starting point of a new Area Vision for this area 
which should be ambitious in its aims to take on the climate emergency and frame sustainable 
development for the area. As with the relevant Site Allocations the Forum would be willing to expand on 
this at the public hearings.  

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: NSP Site 
Allocations 50 & 51 and 
the Site Allocations 
Methodology 
background Paper 2020 

Not positively prepared or 
justified, legally compliant or 
consistent with National 
Policy 
 
 
 
 
 

These site allocations are not positively prepared or justified because they are unclear,  internally 
inconsistent and because they are not based on robust evidence or on appropriate participation, 
engagement and consultation.  
 
The maps and text are unclear in that they do not describe in any accuracy an acceptable location or height 
of tall buildings. While most other site allocations similarly fail to locate the location of ‘taller’ buildings in 
plan,  they do sometimes manage to state ‘appropriate height’ s e.g. NSP 71 and 74.  The Site Allocations 
Background Paper however refers to specific planning applications 18/AP/0900 and 20/AP/0944 (as 
relevant to NSP 50) and to applications 18/AP/4171 and 19/AP/0404 (as relevant to NSP 51) and also refers 
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Not effective  

to the St Thomas Street Regeneration Charter as relevant to both allocations. The proposed quantums of 
development however are over double ( 240% at NSP50 and 220% at NSP51) the original projected 
development capacities which shows that the policies are internally inconsistent whilst also undermining 
the soundness of their Area Vision AV11. Previous representations/requests for clarity on the formulation 
of the original projected capacities (FAR) in these cases (in line with the practical steps outlined in the 
Methodology Paper) have not yet been provided - it is unclear what actual processes were undertaken. 
 
In referring to the 4 applications in detail the Background Paper when read in conjunction with the 
evolution of the site allocations (and the tall buildings policy) to date reveals that the applications 
themselves have been the drivers for the policy development rather than any understanding or objective 
assessment of the site or of any genuine engagement. The polices have been developed by the planning 
team in longstanding private negotiation with the developers - and with deliberate ambiguity therein so as 
to deceive the locality and ignore clearly voiced local opinion about issues like height and associated harm - 
there is ample evidence available on this issue and of how the consultation which has taken place in 
various forms to date (including that of the St Thomas Street Framework- now itself out of date with recent 
development) has been inadequate, moreover it’s mistranslation could be described as positively divisive. 
 
Of the four applications (all of which are in direct contrivance of well documented local opinion) one has 
been approved by the council (but is long overdue any sign of agreement at the GLA), one is current, one 
has been rejected and one has been deferred. The latter rejections are in part a result of local opinion 
finally being reflected to some extent through the Planning Committee process (in which the Forum took a 
constructive part by facilitating walks and briefings) however the policies themselves now need overdue 
drastic revision based on genuine consultation in order to frame appropriate sustainable development for 
the area (as required by the NPPF) - this is something the Forum would like to discuss on both allocations, 
given the opportunity, at the EiP. As per previous representations, in addition to issues of building heights 
and density we would like to discuss how the provision of public space can be better framed in terms of 
overall amount, location and design including landscaping, biodiversity and the affordance of mixed 
sociality based on an understanding of the existing condition (e.g. the ecological and social values of Melior 
Street Gardens) in line for example with the aspirations of policies SP2, SP3 and SP6 (as above). 
 
In terms of the policy being effective there is a lack of evidence that genuine alternatives have been 
considered - despite many alternatives being clearly voiced (previously and currently) by the local 
community who through the Forum are currently trying to engage the council and developers with an 
alternative positive vision for the area. Similarly to the (related) Tall Buildings Policy) there is a lack of 
evidence of local capacity having been properly considered, nor of any flexibility for the significant 
emergent changes now taking place with regards  to viability, office, housing and amenity space needs due 
to the global pandemic and the climate emergency. Opportunities for these Site Allocations to help support 
a resilient local economy are not currently being considered, and we would argue that the environments 
that will be created as proposed will significantly damage rather than support the local economy due to the 
negative effects of significant overshaddowing and wind compounded by the terminal loss of character. 
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Linked to this we would suggest that the need for wording to be strengthened in these site allocations (and 
likely in other sites, certainly in the background methodology) with regards to the retention 
(non-demolition) of buildings due to their heritage value (as per previous representations) will be 
underpinned by the emergent policy on demolition in terms of embodied carbon and building lifecycles. 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P16 Tall Buildings 
 

Not consistent with Regional 
Policy or Positively Prepared 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Not justified, legally 
compliant or effective 
 
 
 
 

The policy is not consistent with the London Plan which states (Policy D9 B) that “locations and appropriate 
tall building heights should be identified on maps”.  
P16 refers to a map and says “these are typically within our Major Town Centres, Opportunity Area Cores, 
Action Area Cores and the Central Activities Zone. Individual sites where taller buildings may be possible 
appropriate have been identified in the site allocations.”  In reality approx. 50% of the site allocations in the 
borough are not in the area defined by the Council’s Tall Buildings Map (although no direct overlay has 
been provided we can provide this if useful) and the site allocations themselves typically say 
“comprehensive redevelopment of the site could include taller  buildings.. towards the (west) of the site..” 
This does not (contrary to the council’s claims) meet the standards of the London Plan and in the lack of 
clarity the policy means it is not positively prepared. 
 
The London Plan also states (Policy D9 C) that “proposals should take account of, and avoid harm to, the 
significance of London’s heritage assets and their settings. Proposals resulting in harm will require clear and 
convincing justification, demonstrating that alternatives have been explored and that there are clear public 
benefits that outweigh that harm.“  
Policy P16 has begun to take account of this: adding to “ 2. Tall buildings must.. (2.5) Respond positively to 
local character and townscape” with “3. The design of tall buildings will be required to.. (3.2) Conserve and 
enhance the significance of designated heritage assets and make a positive contribution to wider 
townscape character. Where proposals will affect the significance of a designated heritage asset (from its 
alteration or destruction, or from development within its setting) clear and convincing justification in the 
form of public benefits will be required; and (3.3) Avoid harmful and uncomfortable environmental impacts 
including wind shear, overshadowing, and solar glare..” This is a positive direction for the policy however, - 
particularly when combined with the weakness of the Site Allocations policies -  it does not go far enough in 
preventing the significant harm tall buildings can cause to the local environment and at the very least 
should reflect the London PLan’s requirement (as above) for alternatives to be genuinely explored. The 
Forum would be keen to expand on how this policy is still deficient in these terms with specific reference to 
examples from our local area where massively overscaled and insensitive tall buildings are being proposed 
and approved on St Thomas Street (London Bridge) to unchecked extreme and multiple negative effects.  
 
The policy is not justified because it is not based on robust evidence. It is not legally compliant because it is 
not based on proportionate evidence and has not paid due regard to the public sector equality duty and is 
not effective because it is not flexible nor capable of being monitored. Key examples of this are the failure 
of the Policy or the Tall Buildings Background Paper to demonstrate sufficient capacity (in terms of 
transport, amenity and social infrastructure) in locations like London Bridge and the Old Kent Road and to 
have any flexibility for situations like the Bakerloo Line not happening or for significant emergent changes 
to viability, office, housing and amenity space needs due to the global pandemic. Despite previous 
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representations the plan still fails to take account of the GLA report of 2018 which raised questions about 
the inherent cost of tall Tall Buildings negating the possibility of social/ affordable housing - this in turn 
raises issues around equality/inclusion and should be discussed at the EiP  in relation to SP2 for example. 
The NSP should be more robust in it’s testing criteria to give support to the Planning committee process. 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P12 Design of 
Places & P13 Design 
Quality 

Not positively prepared or 
consistent with NLP policy 
 
 

While the minor additions are all supported these policies are unclear/vague and need more detail as is 
given for example by other boroughs (e.g Croydon and Westminster) and by the Intend to Publish London 
Plan (2019) D3 B (1) “enhance local context by delivering buildings and spaces that positively respond to 
local distinctiveness through their layout, orientation, scale, appearance and shape, with due regard to 
existing and emerging street hierarchy, building types, forms and proportions”, (3) be street-based with 
clearly defined public and private environments”,  (4) facilitate efficient servicing and maintenance of 
buildings and the public realm, as well as deliveries, that minimise negative impacts on the environment, 
public realm and vulnerable road users”, (6) “provide active frontages and positive reciprocal relationships 
between what happens inside the buildings and outside in the public realm to generate liveliness and 
interest”, (11) “respond to the existing character of a place by identifying the special and valued features 
and characteristics that are unique to the locality and respect, enhance and utilise the heritage assets and 
architectural features that contribute towards the local character”, (12) “be of high quality, with 
architecture that pays attention to detail, and gives thorough consideration to the practicality of use, 
flexibility, safety and building lifespan through appropriate construction methods and the use of attractive, 
robust materials which weather and mature well”,   (13) “aim for high sustainability standards (with 
reference to the policies within London Plan Chapter’s 8 and 9) and take into account the principles of the 
circular economy” and (14) “provide spaces and buildings that maximise opportunities for urban greening 
to create attractive resilient places that can also help the management of surface water.”.  Could the 
council through consultation build up some positive design precedents for these policies - with particular 
focus on successful mixed use developments? 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P14 Residential 
Design. 
 

Not positively prepared While the vague ambition on exemplary standards is supported this needs reference / definition or possibly 
a dedicated SPD. The new wording on ground level child play space and equal access to open space is 
supported however payments in lieu for off-site provision is not - particularly as it doesn’t take account of 
the emerging pandemic situation.  

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P17 Efficient Use 
of Land 

Not positively prepared or 
consistent with NLP policy 

The policy should take the Intend to Publish London Plan (2019) D3 A with it’s “Design Led Approach” as a 
benchmark and should make clear reference to policies in the NSP like Site Allocations (& Methodology).  

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P18 Listed 
buildings and structures 
& P19 Conservation 
areas 
 

Not positively prepared  The direction of the change in wording in P18 is supported “avoids unjustifiable harm to conserves and 
enhances” however they should be strengthened with regards to ‘fabric’ and demolition whereby the 
emergent recognition in policy around embodied carbon and building life cycles should be matched by an 
appreciation for the social (and economic) value that historic fabric brings in terms of a sense of place, local 
distinctiveness, identity and pride and cohesion. There are many examples where interpretation of these 
policies in current form  have led to heritage demolition being considered an enhancement of it’s setting. 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P25 Local List  

 

Not positively prepared or 
effective 
 

The policy is very short (<100 words) and vague giving five “criteria for a building to be locally listed” which 
are not subsequently defined in any way (e.g. in terms of substance hierarchy or process). The policy states 
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Not justified or legally 
compliant 

that “Further information on the Local List is set out in the Heritage SPD” however this SPD has not been 
published, uploaded or consulted upon.  
 
The policy is not positively prepared nor effective because it is not clear how the policies will meet the 
objectives, nor how it will be monitored. Definitions for criteria should be developed in line with Historic 
England Guidance Note 7 and the Heritage SPD should be published. 
 
The policy is not justified or legally compliant due to the lack of consultation on the stated criteria, the 
absent SPD and the consequent lack of consideration of alternative approaches. 
 
As per our previous responses the Forum are in support of this policy being in the plan however it should 
be significantly developed and strengthened.  We would be happy to expand on this in discussion at the 
examination drawing on experience in our local area with regards our local list policy in our draft 
neighbourhood plan.  This includes criteria like Social / Community Significance. 
 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P26 Education 
Places & 27 Access to 
Employment and 
Training. P44 Healthy 
developments &, P46 
Community uses 
 

Not positively prepared, 
effective or justified 
 

The direction of the wording changes towards access to all members of the community are supported as a 
vague ambition however it is unclear how this will be achieved and what role design would play in this. 
Similarly, training and jobs for local people in the construction stage should have more definition and have 
clear high levels for larger scale developments with cases for financial contributions in place of this 
provision being subject to rigorous tests - there are many examples where this happens too easily. These 
policies along with P44 and P46 should be based on an ambitious (and robust) evidence base whereby the 
council should through genuine research and meaningful local consultation build a detailed and 
maintainable picture of local need and build up a set of positive precedents of social infrastructure. The 
relationship between the inside and outside of buildings (and the transitions between)  in design terms is 
especially important given the ambition for mixed use. Is there also a potential opportunity in the current 
pandemic situation for example for office developments to provide more community space at ground 
floor? 

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P28 Strategic 
protected industrial land, 
P29 Office and business 
development, P30 
Affordable Workspace 
and P32 Business 
Relocation 
 
 

Not positively prepared, 
effective or justified 

The baseline study (2015) supporting P28 was deeply floored for example in missing out railway arches. 
The reduction of industrial land is at a rate x2 than the GLA benchmark and without making additional 
designation. The London Plan states there should be no net loss.  There is a need for radical revision of 
industrial designation. The policy and its evidence is not effective as there is no flexibility for  uncertainty 
around the bakerloo line for example.  
 
The plan is currently unsound because it causes industrial uses to be too often replaced by offices and 
there is no evidence of the plan taking into account the changing market needs in the new pandemic 
situation.  
P30 is problematic and self-defeating in that it still allows for in lieu payments and for retail (A Class) to 
replace workspace (B Class). The Affordable Workspace Demand Map appears vague and some definitions 
seem questionable for example “Discount market rents: A rent that is less than the market rent.”  
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The additional wording in P31 about on retention of small shops and in P32 on demolished floorspace, yard 
space and engagement with (including practical arrangements for and statements from)  local businesses in 
reference to relocation plans are positive however the plan still needs a detailed audit of the local economy 
to be justified with robust evidence - this should include an understanding of the social and educative 
value of diverse local economies and be an ambitious basis for the promotion of circular economy 
principles. 
 
The plan should be stronger on promoting mixed use through good design either through a new policy or 
through improving the clarity of existing references (in order to be positively prepared and to avoid 
undermining some strategic policy aspirations): An integrated approach is needed to consider industrial a/ 
business and residential factors together to promote and achieve mixed use developments. ‘Mixed (and 
integrated) communities’ and ‘(industrial) mixed use development’ is referred to in SP2, SP3, Area Visions, 
Site Allocations, P28 (Strategic protected industrial land), P29 (Office and business development) and P30 
(Affordable workspace) however this is typically in vague terms. While the following additional reasoning in 
P28 for example is potentially positive it relies on evidence/studies which are yet to be undertaken (e.g. 
design criteria): “...for mixed use development and industrial co-location. Development will include an 
innovative new approach to create new town centres which include community facilities, retail, office, 
education and health uses. Industrial development will be included alongside or underneath new homes 
with specific design criteria to ensure businesses can operate successfully without harming residential 
amenity.” This could be a positive and ambitious basis for a design led strategy at the scale of area visions 
and site allocations in the context of the pandemic situation (new emerging workspace and amenity needs) 
and the climate emergency. Innovative approaches could be informed by an understanding of how areas 
like Bermondsey operated historically as well as study of precedents in collaboration with other boroughs.  

Document EIP 27A 
Policy: P56 Open Space, 
P58 Green 
Infrastructure, P59 
Biodiversity and P60 
Trees.  
 

Not legally compliant, Not 
positively prepared or 
justified. 

P56 Open space allows for development on Metropolitan Open Land (MOL), Borough Open Land (BOL) and 
Other Open Space (OOS) in exceptional circumstances which is not supported - there is no evidence that 
this takes proper account of equalities in terms of the value of open space for different groups of people 
and undermines strategic aspirations in the plan in SP2, SP3, SP5, SP6 as well as emergency climate 
emergency issues. The additional wording to P58 “Extend and upgrade the walking and cycling networks 
between spaces to promote a sense of place and ownership for all.” is supported however this policy is still 
too vague lacking definitions about for example types, sizes of green infrastructure and there is no 
evidence of this being considered strategically as a linked / networked provision. The additional wording to 
P59 “Protecting and avoiding damage to” is supported however the following is not “Any shortfall in net 
gains in biodiversity must be secured off site through planning obligations or as a financial contribution.” 
and there should be clarity as to whether an alternative (the inverse) has been considered given the new 
pandemic situation and the emergent climate emergency policy context. Similarly trees need much greater 
protection and monitoring -  there are many examples of poor maintenance and needless damage and 
removals and the policy should take into account the wider ecological value of mature settings and canopy 
covers.  

Document EIP 27A Not effective or legally 
compliant  

IP6 to be effective (in relation for example to SP2) there should be a statement about how engagement 
with communities can be a meaningful part of the monitoring process for things like social and community 
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Policy: IP6 Monitoring 
development and IP7 
Statement of Community 
Involvement 
 

infrastructure and the success of designed places. This could be part of the  Statement of Community 
involvement however this is out of date and has not been updated to reflect the new pandemic situation 
which it is widely accepted is affecting different groups in different ways.  

 

10 
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New Southwark Plan consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020  

Name: Sarah Vaughan           Address:  
 

Email address:    Phone:   Organisation: Trees for Bermondsey 
 

       I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings 

 
Topic 

 

Test of Soundness / Legality 

 

Comments  

 

 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 

Policy: SP2 Regeneration 

that works for all  

 

 

Not positively prepared 

 

 

9. In order to address the climate and ecological emergency, trees and green infrastructure must be the 

starting point – integral to all development, highways and transport decisions – not an afterthought 

 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 

Policy: SP4 Strong Local 

Economy 

Not positively prepared 

 

2. Equally important as investing in green infrastructure is the investment needed in people to care for it. A 

flexible green workforce with a spirit of nurture is required and the provision of green apprenticeships, the 

creation of new jobs and the reskilling, training and redeployment of existing employees must be a priority 

for the council and its contractors. A skilled and knowledgeable green work-force can also train volunteers 

to work alongside them. 

Document: NSP EIP 27A 

Policy: SP5 Healthy 

Active Lives 

Not positively prepared The retention of existing large canopied trees and the targeted planting of new trees and hedges is proven 

to reduce pollution by up to 60% on traffic-filled streets as well as reducing the heat-island affect and 

cooling streets and buildings by as much as 10 degrees. Trees also help reduce flooding through rainwater 

capture and by absorbing large quantities through their roots. Retrofitting tree-pits, de-paving and creating 

swales and rain gardens incorporating trees and shrubs is vital to mitigate against the effects of climate 

change. Even small pockets of open space and trees are important for physical and mental well-being. The 

importance of trees  and green infrastructure cannot be overstated in almost every area of the NSP.  

Document: NSP EIP 27A 

Policy: SP6 Cleaner 

Greener Safer 

 

Not positively prepared, 

justified, effective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SP6 states that “The council has declared a climate emergency with the ambition to be carbon neutral by 

2030”. This means the urgency of addressing climate change and the ecological emergency must be central 

to the NSP and incorporate recommendations from the council’s own Climate Emergency Strategy. 

Carbon neutrality cannot be achieved without addressing embodied carbon and emissions created by the 

construction industry which currently make up 39% of carbon emissions. 

In order to achieve carbon neutrality, as many existing healthy trees, hedges and green spaces must be 

preserved as possible e.g. the default position should be to retain mature trees in new developments and 
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 infrastructure upgrades with removal only considered as a last resort. Development should accommodate 

trees and green infrastructure and not the other way round. 

Tree canopy can only increase by building on existing cover: if a 100 year-old street tree is removed, a 6 

year old sapling cannot replace it or any number of so-called “replacement” trees or mitigation planting 

Further protection other than Tree Preservation Orders is necessary e,g. there are very few TPOs in the 

north of the borough but some of the lowest tree canopy. Additional criteria need to be applied such as 

mitigation against the effects of climate change and the importance of trees in preserving and increasing 

biodiversity. Protection should be applied to all trees equally regardless of ownership - council as well as 

private. Building or paving over green spaces – even small areas – and the removal of healthy trees should 

be avoided to preserve recreational space, biodiversity and reduce flooding. 

To be effective green corridors, stepping stones and parklets must include trees, hedges and shrubs. 

Sustainable drainage including the redirection of rain water and grey water to tree-pits, swales and rain 

gardens must be incorporated in new development and in retrofits. 

In light of the climate emergency declaration and in the interests of biodiversity, all maintenance, planting 

and other contracts should be reviewed to see if they are still fit for purpose. Excessive mowing, hedge 

cutting, inattention to wildlife and outdated and inflexible regimes will scupper the council’s plans to 

achieve carbon neutrality and increase biodiversity unless dealt with early on. 

The involvement and training of volunteers and community groups is key in providing a free, skilled, green 

workforce to work alongside council officers, employees and contractors. 

 

Document EIP 27A 

Policy: P16 Tall Buildings 

 

Not positively prepared 

 

 

 

 

 

5. “provide opportunities for new street trees”  

It is important to make room for existing trees – buildings should not be built so close to existing street 

trees that they have to have heavy lateral pruning. Trees (both existing and new) must be given enough 

room to grow to maturity. Where possible, pavements should be built out to accommodate larger species 

which provide more eco-system services than smaller trees. 

 

 

Document EIP 27A 

Policy: P60 Trees  

 

Not positively prepared or 

effective 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Further protection other than TPOs is necessary to preserve existing and mature trees. There are 

few TPOs in the north of the borough, comparatively low tree canopy, plus an increased risk of 

major flooding within the next 50 years. Additional criteria other than those currently listed for 

awarding TPOs should be applied, such as mitigation against the effects of climate change and 

the importance of trees in preserving and increasing biodiversity. Protection should be applied to 

all trees equally regardless of ownership - council as well as private.  

Tree species in developments need to be carefully selected by experts in close consultation with 

the Urban Forester to take into account the ecosystem  
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services they provide, not just for aesthetics, fashion or convenience, e.g. reducing heat island 

effect and cooling buildings, increasing canopy cover, adding to biodiversity. Larger, long-lived 

species should be planted wherever possible and underplanted with hedges and shrubs. 

Trees should not be automatically be removed to “facilitate development”, on the contrary, 

retaining mature and existing trees should be the default position for all developments and 

should only be removed as a last resort. Development should accommodate trees and green 

infrastructure and not the other way round. 

 

Developers and contractors must be held to account for the trees which fail due to poor planting 

and lack of care 

A monitoring system is needed to ensure that the trees planted fulfil the benefits promised. 

Currently the contract of care last for 3 years but trees often fail in the fourth or fifth year after 

planting.  

A tier system for maintenance could ensure that trees survive: 

 

1. Maintenance and care of “new” heavy-standard trees on streets, estates and in parks – 

watering, staking/protecting, pruning, monitoring for and treatment of pests and diseases, 

measuring outcomes: 3 tiers 

i. 0 - 3 years intensive – watering 50 litres once a fortnight increasing to once or twice a 

week in dry weather as needed (March – October) + monitoring + reporting problems e.g 

damage, disease, pests, failure to thrive + response + solution + outcome 

ii. 3 – 5 years – occasional monitoring, application of protocols e.g. watering in drought + 

reporting problems e.g. damage, disease, pests, failure to thrive + response + solution + outcome 

iii. 5 – 10 years – occasional monitoring/inspection + reporting problems e.g. damage, 

nuisance, disease, pests, failure to thrive + response + solution + outcome 

iv. 10 years & over -  usual inspection cycle + monitoring of delivery of eco-system services 
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Comments on the Submitted New Southwark Plan (NSP), January 2020 
 
Julie Brinkworth 

 

 
I wish to take part in the oral examination/public hearings. 
I would like to work on a Statement of Common Ground. 
 
 
P16: Tall Buildings  
 
I do not consider the policyP16: Tall Buildings to be sound because it has not been positively 
prepared and is not justified or effective: 
 
Policy P16 is not properly ‘plan-led’ and therefore not positively prepared or justified because 
there is no detailed framework for making judgements as to whether a tall building is appropriate 
(or not) when it is outside of the areas specifically covered in Figure 4.  In a system where there is, 
in effect, limited opportunity for public involvement in the design process, and no opportunity for 
third party appeal, the guidance in P16 is inadequate. If tall buildings are not appropriate outside 
of the specified areas, this should be stated clearly. 
 
Generally the prevailing logic for the siting of tall buildings appears to be the existing townscape 
height, yet this is contradicted by the suggestion that tall buildings are ‘possible’ in other 
locations:  there is no clarity as to whether the existence of a single tall building nearby can be 
used to benchmark the height of a new building. This leaves open the possibility for a cluster to be 
formed where it has not been shown to be desirable, based on the existence of a single building of 
poor quality that is nearing the end of its lifespan for example.  Therefore the policy is not 
positively prepared. 
 
There is severely limited justification or evidence given for the reasoning behind the potential 
location of tall buildings outside of the areas specifically shown in Figure 4.  In particular it has not 
been shown that this policy has been developed with the communities most impacted and is 
therefore not justified. 
 
There is no guidance of how the harm that is caused by erecting a building of a much larger scale 
within the setting of historically valuable areas or buildings is to be judged and no guidance as to 
what sort or size of associated public space would be considered ‘appropriate’ therefore the policy 
is not effective. 
 
Specifically, the reference to Peckham in “1. The areas…Some of these site allocations have 
identified possible locations for tall buildings in Peckham and Camberwell town centres…” should 
be removed, as the site allocation does not now identify any sites in Peckham where tall buildings 
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are considered appropriate.  This contradiction means that the policy is not sound because it has 
not been positively prepared. 
 
The reference to the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan is inappropriate as it is out of date 
and does not reflect the current situation or emerging evidence regarding the impact, 
sustainability or desirability of tall buildings therefore the policy is not justified. 
 
 
 
NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station  
(read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre).  
 
The following is based upon the document EIP27A – Proposed Changes to the submitted New 
Southwark Plan 2020 (Clean version).  This appears to contradict the ‘tracked changes’ version 
EIP27B – Proposed Changes to the submitted NSP 2020 (Track Changes version). Assuming the 
‘clean’ version to be the correct one, then I wholeheartedly commend Southwark Council for 
removing the section “Approach to tall buildings” from this site allocation policy. 
 
I would urge the policy to go further and specifically limit the height of any buildings on the site to 
nine stories which is in line with the Peckham Citizens’ A Citizens’ Charter for the redevelopment 
of the Aylesham Centre, Peckham.  This charter was written in consultation with local people and 
gained over 5000 signatories in support, showing the general agreement that tall buildings are not 
appropriate in this location.  There is no opposing evidence presented that tall buildings are 
wanted by local people and the Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAAP) is considerably 
out of date.  It should explicitly be contradicted in this policy where it differs. 
 
The Charter also calls for between 35 and 50% genuinely and permanently affordable homes for 
local people, including a Community Land Trust and meaningful community engagement.  I 
support the inclusion of a Community Land Trust and would urge the policy to be strengthened to 
call for the affordable housing to be proved to be affordable for local people. As this is a crucially 
important site within the community, I would also suggest that the policy can only be considered 
positively prepared and justified if it calls for extensive community consultation that then can be 
shown to be enacted in any proposals. 
 
The plan on page 369 showing the site, should include the Jones and Higgins Clock Tower as a 
building of architectural and historic merit.  It is probably the most loved building in Peckham and 
is currently being proposed for Listing by Historic England.  It would certainly feature on any ‘local 
list’ and while it is almost inconceivable that anyone should want to demolish it, it should be given 
as much protection in this document as is possible.  It is even acknowledged as a “heritage asset” 
in the table on page 371.  The same situation applied to nos.43-49 Rye Lane. In this respect the 
policy is not sound because it is not positively prepared. 
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The PNAAP site-specific guidance indicated that ‘400 residential units’ would be appropriate on 
the site, however this has been increased to ‘850 homes’ in the proposed NSP 71, without any 
evidence given that the site or surrounding neighbourhood can accommodate this increase, or 
that those who already reside nearby wish a very dense development to be built in what is a 
generally a low-rise town centre.  Please note that I do not disagree that the provision of more 
than 400 homes on this site might be appropriate, however, the implications in terms of 
townscape, character and amenity for neighbours has not been demonstrated and therefore 
cannot be said to be appropriate or acceptable to the local community. This policy is not justified 
because it does not show how the other policies P12: Design of place, P19 Conservation areas 
and P18 Listed buildings and structures can be met and it is not evidenced by local community 
participation. 
 
 
If the EIP27B – Proposed Changes to the submitted NSP 2020 (Track Changes version) is to be 
the submitted version, then the following comments apply in addition: 
 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Track Changes 
version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is not 
positively prepared:  
 
The policy is inconsistent because states “Careful consideration would also need to be given to the 
neighbouring residential areas and important local heritage buildings”, yet suggests that a taller 
building of up to 20 stories could be appropriate in this location.  It is a well acknowledged 
principle of townscape planning that a tall building adjacent to much lower development, 
particularly those with heritage value, will tend to loom and causes harm.  The site is surrounded 
by much lower buildings: 2-5 stories to the North on Peckham High Street, 3 (with some 
architectural features raising the level to 4 or 5) stories to the West on Rye Lane, 2-4 stories to the 
South on Hanover Park and 6-7 to the East on Mckerrell Road.  The only tall building currently in 
the area is Whitcombe Point on the opposite side of Clayton road.  This building is a remnant of 
the days when the ‘North Peckham Estate’ was synonymous with poverty, crime, poor living 
conditions and poor outcomes for residents on almost every scale. It is also an older building, 
closer to the end of its useful life than the beginning, and should not be taken as the benchmark 
for a vision for the future of Peckham. There is no part of this site where a building of 20 stories 
will not negatively impact both the living amenity of the existing residents, the quality of the 
townscape generally, or the setting of historic buildings and areas. Therefore the inclusion of a tall 
building runs contrary to the policies set out in P12 Design of Places regarding height, scale, 
massing and arrangement  
 
Mitigation of the impact on the Rye Lane Peckham and Peckham Hill Street conservation areas is 
proposed by siting any taller buildings to the eastern end of the site, yet a very tall building (such 
as 20 stories in this generally low-level context) has a very wide impact and will form the backdrop 
to not only the immediately adjacent areas, but also to important local views and therefore the 
setting of, such important buildings as the Jones and Higgins clock tower as it is approached from 
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Camberwell along Peckham High Street, and to the Holly Grove conservation area, again causing 
harm to the nature and special architectural and cultural interest of the area and it’s many non-
conformist chapels including the Grade II listed Rye Lane Chapel when seen from Highshore Rd.  
Therefore this policy runs contrary to the policies set out in P19 Conservation areas and P18 
Listed buildings and structures, and P12: Design of place which states that development “must 
ensure height, scale, massing and arrangement must respond positively to existing townscape, 
character and context, and reveal local distinctiveness”. Yet these principles are not consistent 
with the inclusion of a tall building that is over three times higher than any surrounding building. 
If, as referenced research states: “the character and feel of neighbourhoods influences community 
cohesion and social interaction” then NSP 71 should describe how this could be enacted on the 
Aylesham site.  
 
NSP71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Garage (Track Changes version)  and AV14: Peckham 
Area Vision are also not consistent with SP2: Regeneration that works for all and SP4: Strong 
local economy  as it is not shown how these intricately linked policies have been addressed in 
such a significant site in the town centre, particularly P34: Town and local centres which states  
that “Southwark's town centres are the central meeting places for residents... it is important to 
ensure that we maintain our town centres as lively and interesting places... each town centre has a 
unique identity that helps create a sense of place”.   

P2 New family homes states that	”Family homes in apartment blocks should have direct access to 
outdoor amenity space and allow oversight of children outside so children will be encouraged to 
use the space and can safely do so.”  However it is not explained how this can be accommodated in 
a tall building.  If the policy is intended to address the (very real) local housing need particularly in 
affordable family housing, then it has not been positively prepared because it does not show how 
a tall building will do this, as compared with other typologies, see below for further explanation of 
this point.	

 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Tracked 
Changes version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is 
not justified: 
 
The justification in NSP 71 for the possibility of a tall building comes from its inclusion in the 
Peckham and Nunhead Area Action Plan (PNAPP) which is widely acknowledged to be out of date 
and inconsistent with local opinion. There is no evidence given that this policy is supported by 
local people, in fact, there is no evidence that this policy was widely consulted on or that such a 
significant change was brought to public attention. To the contrary; there is evidence (a petition 
signed by over 5000 people two years ago) that when the possibility of a tall building on this site 
was brought to public attention, it was widely rejected.  Continuing to entrench an out of date and 
unsupported policy by inclusion in NSP 71 is not justified. 
 
This policy is also not justified because there is significant and growing evidence that tall buildings 
are not the best drivers for addressing the (very real) housing shortage. In fact, evidence supports 
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the theory that this sort of development can create a demand from outside the area (including 
from overseas) that pushes up prices, while not delivering the type or number of affordable 
housing units required to address local need. 
 
Please refer to the following: 
 

(i)The GLA has commission two studies that that have looked at the relationship 
between tall buildings and viability: 
• London Plan Viability Study (Draft December 2017) 
• Lessons from Higher Density Development (September 2016) 
 
(GLA (2019b) Freedom of Information Request: Tall Buildings Affordable Housing and Viability for 
Planning Policy. FOI reference number: MGLA100119-2766. Available via: 
https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/mgla100119-2766_-_foi_response.docx_redacted.pdf ) 
 
(ii) Evidence is accruing about the perceived low levels of affordable housing in tall buildings (Bailey, 
2020; Marrs, 2019; Neate, 2018; Just Space, 2019; Wainwright, 2015). In particular, organisations 
such as the 35% Campaign in Southwark have campaigned on behalf of their residents arguing that 
many tall buildings do not provide compliant levels of affordable housing (35% Campaign, 2016). 
 
(Bailey C. (2020) Pretty Vacant: The 500 hi-rise towers that won't solve London's housing crisis. 
Action on empty homes. Published: 12th May 2020. Available via: 
https://www.actiononemptyhomes.org/blog/pretty-vacant-the-500-hi-rise-towers-that-wont-solve-
londons-housing-crisis [Accessed 23 May 2020] 
Marrs C., (2019) London towers approved despite affordable housing policy breach. Planning 
Resource: independent intelligence for planning professionals. Available via: 
https://www.planningresource.co.uk/article/1583083/london-towers-approved-despite-affordable-
housing-policy-breach [Accessed 15 May 2020]) 
Neate R. (2018) Ghost towers: half of new-build luxury London flats fail to sell. The Guardian. 
Available via: https://www.theguardian.com/business/2018/jan/26/ghost-towers-half-of-new-build-
luxury-london-flats-fail-to-sell [Accessed 14 June 2020] 
Just Space (2019) Tall Buildings written statement in response to M41. London Plan Examination in 
public. 6 March 2019. Available via: https://justspace.org.uk/hearings-eip-2019/ [Accessed 12 June 
2020] 

 
 
I do not consider the policy NSP 71: Aylesham Centre and Peckham Bus Station (Track Changes 
version) read in conjunction with PNAAP 1: Aylesham Centre to be sound because it is not 
effective: 
 
The policy does not include a strategy for what would happen in the event any tall building was 
not desirable to buyers/renters in the future.  There is no suggestion as to how these could be 
stopped from becoming another run down and undesirable tower block, particularly considering 
the very high costs of maintenance for a tall building and the difficulties in carrying this out when 
the units are in private ownership.  
 
A similar problem exists with its policy in setting a lower limit for retail space requirements but not 
an upper level.  It does not address the increasingly tenuous future of high streets generally and 
how a very large amount of new retail space could negatively affect the existing high street/s.  For 
example, I understand that at least three existing retailers on Rye Lane, are considering moving 
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into any future development at the Aylesham site.  What then becomes of those retailers’ existing 
prominent shops?  
 
 
If the ‘Clean’ version: document EIP27A is the proposed version, then I fully support the changes 
made that remove any reference to a tall building on the Aylesham site in NSP71 and would hope 
that the comparable change can be made to P16 to make it consistent.  
If the references to tall buildings on the Aylesham site remain in NSP71 and P16, then I suggest 
that the removal of these references would help considerably in making the document sound by 
making it more consistent, justified and positively prepared. 
 
Further, explicit reference to a tall building not being appropriate on the NSP71 site would make 
the policy consistent with P12 Design of place, P19 Conservation areas and P18 Listed buildings 
and structures. 
 
The PNAAP (which was adopted in 2014 and written in the years preceding it), should be explicitly 
referred to as requiring revision and stated as supplanted by NSP71. 
 
I propose that to make the policies above effective and legally compliant, they are rewritten in 
such a way to acknowledge their impact and affect upon each other, and to include strategies for 
the increasingly likely event that high street retailers will continue to operate more and more on-
line, causing a very real possibility of existing high streets that are ghost towns with empty shops, 
while a privately owned area supplies all the required retail space. 
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Dear Sir/Madame,   

  

My name is Jeanette Thorne and I live . I have peened this email objecting to 

the proposed Botanical Garden development on Pages Walk.    

There has been a huge opposition to this development. Please see below for my objections.   

Design:   

Is the design in keeping with the area? NO!   

The design is in no way sympathetic to the existing buildings on Pages Walk. The designers have 

come up with this design to get around the issue of Right to Light. Basing the design on a long-ago 

Botanical garden that once sat on the site is absurd. The area in the 1700-1800 was far more rural 

than today. There is no place for a structure of this design in a low rise, semi industrial and protected 

residential area. I have shown the design to many residents on my estate, not one person thought it 

was appropriate.   

Designing out crime:  

The design is very open, this may entice would be criminals to break in. This is because as the design 

is so open and visual to people from the roadside, it could be an opportunist’s playground.   

Tall Buildings:   

This has to be the primary factor as to why this design should never make it of the planning table. 

Where on Pages Walk is there any such building which sits right on the kerbside on Pages walk that 

is over 3 or 4 floors high? There is not! There is no need for a building of this size and design on that 

particular site. I and my fellow residents are not saying the site does not need developing, it does. 

The current buildings are an eyesore and currently being used as a drug den. However, it should be 

acknowledged that many if not most residents would rather deal with this than see the proposed 

development go ahead, such is the feeling about the design.   

We (the residents) have already submitted a petition calling for the change of height restrictions on 

pages walk. That petition, collected almost 100 signatures objecting to the then Sultra development. 

Again, the main concern was the sheer size and mass of the building. At 9 floors high it is just too 

high.  It was just a few years ago that it would have been almost impossible for a developer to come 

along with such a ludicrous plan.   

Pollution:   

There is already some extensive developments under way on Crinscott Street. The noise and dust 

from these developments has been very intrusive. During Lockdown I worked from home for the 

first time in my life. During virtual meetings I was frequently asked what that noise was. It was the 

sound of the developments on Crimsott. The residents are already living with more noise and 

pollution from very large developments, why add another so close?   

Conservation:   

Although the section of Pages Walk where the proposed development is to happen, is not a 

conservation area. The lower part of Pages Walk is. The old railway cottages are within and part of 

this site. This proposed development will have an impact on this area. The boundaries are too 

narrow. This has for many, many years been a low rise residential and industrial area. Why can it not 
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still be that? The residents enjoy quite weekends and holidays because the local, small businesses 

mostly close for these times.   

  

I implore those who can, to listen to the local residents and thinks about what is right for this unique 

street and its community.   

Kindest regards,  

Jeanette Thorne   

TEL:   
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Dear Sir/Madam, 
 
I am writing to you in reference to the New Southwark Plan Consultancy. I am a local resident 
and member of the Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association. 
 
I live at  and my phone number is   My email address is 

 
 
I am strongly opposing updates and plans for NSP55: Mandela Way. 
 
There is no question that certain parts of this area should and need to be regenerated for the 
good of the community, the buildings and to attract commerce to the district.  However, the scale 
and ambition of the current plans are totally out of kilter with the surroundings and the needs of 
Londoners in 2021 and beyond.  This is why I write to you today. 
 
Most recently, the indefinite delay to the Bakerloo line extension project must call into question 
the effectiveness and accuracy of the numbers you have projected for this project.  The 
ambitious aim to double the population of Southwark over the next 10 years must either be re-
thought or completely abandoned as it will no long be supported by the infrastructure in terms of 
transport to support such a huge increase in population.  Also the economic confidence that 
people will be able to buy the huge volume of flats or rent the office space. 
 
Specific objections: 
 
Height and Distance of any Replacement Buildings 
Is it positively prepared? No 
Is it effective? No 
We have had numerous meetings with planning officers Colin Wilson and Liz Awoyemi since 
November 2013 regarding the planned redevelopment in the area behind Pages Walk off 
Mandela Way that backs onto our gardens. We were pleased in December 2019 with a small win 
when they agreed to change the original plans for the site behind us to be changed to terraced 
housing with gardens backing on to our existing gardens of Pages Walk. The Pages Walk 
Conservation Residents Association are pushing for a limit on 2 stories  (rather than the planning 
proposal of a maximum of 3 stories) so that the new development will mirror our Conservation 
Street Pages Walk  which would maintain the integrity and preserve history of the few pockets of 
heritage that remain in Southwark.  
 
We have previously requested an explanation how the Conservation Area principles and 
objectives of sustaining and enhancing the areas character will be met if the intention is to 
build  5-6 stories high buildings (and behind  that even higher buildings) directly backing the 
conservation area to the north of the terraced houses. We are also aware that Historic England 
has expressed concerns about the height of buildings that are directly affecting ‘historic rooflines’ 
of the Georgian and Victorian north and south of Old Kent Road and particularly the Pages Walk, 
Thornburn Square and other Conservation Areas in the area. We were previously assured that 
buildings would slowly scale up as they move away from Pages Walk but on the new proposal 
there are areas zoned for 8 storey and even up to 15 storey development in relatively close 
proximity to Pages Walk. Surely this is sits against Southwark Planning principles of sustaining 
and enhancing Conservation Areas particularly as all existing buildings sit at a maximum of 2 
stories in the locality. 
 
SP2: Regeneration that works for all : No 
Is not positively prepared as it encourages developments in Pages Walk and Willow Walk that 
are completely out of context with the area in which they are proposed.  The buildings seem to 
be full of expensive accommodation and office space that will be left empty – so it doesn’t seem 
like this scale of project will be benefitting developers either.  
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The regeneration is needed but the proposals for it are strongly opposed and certainly do not 
work for the current residents of the area (not just Pages Walk). 
 
We submitted a petition earlier this summer with at least 78 signatures to proving our opposition. 
In addition to the Harold Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association has 
been raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept ignorant of and 
are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should make it evident that 
we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment of our area and therefore new applications should 
be scaled right down to reflect this. We should not have to be continually fighting new overly 
ambitious and greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a 
decent residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low scale 
environment. 
  
Design of places 

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that: Development must ensure height, scale, massing and 
arrangement respond positively to the existing townscape, character and context 
there is no determination of what positively means and therefore how and by whom 
‘harm’ is assessed in the context of proposed developments.  In an area as diverse 
as Southwark it is very easy to point to a development in proximity to a site and claim 
that it justifies a development of similar height and massing a block away; only that 
block might have very different characteristics. For example – Pages Walk is a 
predominantly two/three storey street. Referencing close-by 9 storey developments 
for justifying building 9 storey blocks on Pages Walk attempts to destroy the local 
heritage of Pages Walk which is a conservation street. Many new proposals threaten 
to engulf what is an already protected neighbourhood. 

This aspect of the policy is therefore not effective as it does not proactively address 
this kind of behaviour from developers 

Design quality  

Is it positively prepared? Yes:  

The policy states that development must provide innovative design solutions that are 
specific to the site’s historic context, topography and constraints.  

This is extremely important in the context of SE1 historical heritage. With so much of 
SE1 having been eradicated during the war, it is crucial that areas that withstood the 
blitz are cherished. We live in an area made famous by Charles Dickens and we 
should be celebrating that. It’s important to culturally preserve areas not just for 
residents but also as filming locations etc.,  

Is it effective? No: 

There is insufficient clarity on how historic context is going to be considered and how 
‘harm’ created by not being in keeping with historic context is going to be assessed. 
The renders we have seen from current plans seem like concrete and glass blocks 
which are absolutely not in keeping with the site’s historical context…  

Designing out crime  

Is it positively prepared? No:  
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Crime rates in Southwark are high and it is important to develop in a way that 
addresses this situation. However what this policy lacks is reference to the need to 
develop infrastructure necessary to engage with at risk youth and engage with 
younger children. Designing out crime cannot be limited to the design of buildings 
and increasing the amount of luxury apartments. It needs to consider  

-          The placement of office buildings that will be empty at the weekends in the 
middle of residential areas – these buildings will leave voids in residential areas 
creating higher risk at weekends 

-          Not allowing for overdevelopment with no commensurate development of youth 
services. For example – there should be a requirement for a certain capacity of 
health/gym/swimming pool facilities before new developments are 
allowed. Recreational facilities should be available to all existing residents rather than 
exclusively for those within gated developments. Crime is reduced in a cohesive 
integrated communities.  

Tall buildings  

Is it positively prepared? No:  

It is very difficult to define ‘harm’ caused by excessive heights unless sunlight is 
restricted or wind tunnels created – and yet residents to feel harmed by such 
developments. There is insufficient reference in the policy about how impact on 
community is going to be measures and considered.  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy states that tall buildings must have a height that is proportionate to 
the significance of the proposed location and the size of the site – this wording is 
extremely vague and will not halt the overdevelopment of areas. This is because it 
lacks clarity on what is meant by location and therefore how far out height of existing 
buildings can be considered. For example, making reference to Elephant and Castle 
and New Kent Road developments to justify proposals for 9 storey buildings on 
Pages Walk is unacceptable.  

The policy does also not address the issue of ‘emerging context.’ What we are 
seeing is developers referring to developments under consultation/proposed/not 
approved and refer to this as ‘emerging context’ to justify their own excessive 
heights. This results in higher and higher developments being created in areas that 
were traditionally 3 - 4 storey buildings we are now seeing applications for 8-14 story 
buildings which is totally unacceptable. 

Once again I would like to refer to the petition drawn up by Jeanette Thorne 
regarding imposing a restriction on building heights in the immediate vicinity of 
Pages Walk with 78 signatures; proving our opposition.  In addition to the Harold 
Estate Petition our Pages Walk Conservation Residents Association have been 
raising awareness of new proposals that many residents have been kept ignorant of 
and are logging 64 - 73 + objections to new plans on a regular basis. This should 
make it evident that we are seriously opposed to overdevelopment regarding height 
and massing in our area. Therefore new applications should be scaled right down to 
reflect this. We should not have to be continually fighting new overly ambitious and 
greedy developments. Additionally it is not effective because it will destroy a decent 
residential area with serious over development and vast buildings in a currently low 
scale environment. 
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Conservation areas  

Is it effective? No: 

Whilst the policy recognises the importance of Southwark’s built heritage as a 
community asset and will seek the adequate safeguarding of this asset the 
boundaries of consideration are too narrow. There should be a band around 
conservation areas – areas that are not  ‘under conservation’ but where stricter 
consideration of the proposed developments would be required so as not to 
negatively impact on the conservation area. ‘Borough views’ are very specific – there 
needs to be an equivalent, smaller scale aspect – the overall view of a conservation 
area for example.  

 
Thank you for taking my comments into account, I look forward to the next stage of the 
proposals. 
 
Alex. 
 

 
 

 
 

At Story we take your privacy seriously and will only use your personal information to provide you with 

relevant updates regarding our portfolio of clients.  

 

This email conversation and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the 

recipient or entity to which they are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, the email and any files have 

been transmitted to you in error and any copy, distribution or other use of the information contained in them is 

strictly prohibited.  

Nothing in this email conversation amounts to contractual or other legal commitment on behalf of Story and/or 

its clients.  

 

Story PR. Registered Number: 06591094 

Registered in England & Wales 250 Woodcote Road, Wallington, Surrey, SM6 0QE 
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NSP Consultation: Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan 2020 

Name: Mike Kear          Address:  
Email address:                       Phone:              Organisation

I wish to take part at the oral examination/public hearings.
 

TOPIC Test of 
Soundness 

OBJECTION / TEST OF SOUNDNESS

P52 Does not 
account for the 
primary purpose 
of a park. 

P52.1 states: 
1. Ensure the delivery of the Southwark Spine cycle route (Figure 9) and our wider cycling route network.

All sites on or adjacent to the network must support and integrate into the network; 

The policy is not justified or consistent as it does not take account of the changes agreed for the Southwark Spine relating to Burgess Park. 
Significant discussions have been had with various interested groups, including the Friends of Burgess Park (FoBP) and Southwark Cycling. 

It would appear that the NSP is still using the Cycling Strategy 2015. However, there were several consultations discussions and at the end of 
2016 the FoBP had been told that Southwark Council had agreed to drop the part of the Southwark Spine cutting across Burgess Park across 
the great lawn and instead would be routed along Wells Way, which itself would be made safer by removing parking and other modifications, 
making it a greenway.

Burgess Park already suffers from having many fast moving bicycles and scooters. Having a dedicated fast cycle lane would significantly 
impact upon the park being a place to escape the hustle and bustle of the city. Such lanes are very dangerous for children and dogs, who 
expect to have a certain level of freedom in a park; naturally relax their guard and will not be expecting a fast moving cycle lane to appear 
across an open green lawn.

Commuter cycling at speed is not compatible with other park activities and affects the enjoyment and safety of other park users. Naturally, 
commuter cyclists want to use the most direct route at the greatest possible speed for their twice daily commute. Unfortunately, when that is 
straight across Burgess Park, they become the traffic hazard for other park users.

It is important that the Wells Way alternative be fully supported, developed and documented so this issue does not have to be revisited again.

Evidence includes:
• A petition was raised by local residents in Spring 2015 : “Please withdraw the proposal for the Southwark Spine cycle corridor to cut across 

the Great Lawn in our park. The preferred alternative is to direct cyclists through Wells Way – which FOBP propose should be a cycle 
friendly greenway” 

The petition received over 500 hundred signatures, was presented to Southwark Council on 13 March 2015 and covered in the local 
press.

• Living Streets, the 'everyday walking' charity, have published a report, 2016, about shared paths (pedestrians and cyclists) in London — 
Burgess Park features as Case Study 4. Friends of Burgess Park were consulted. 

• Southwark Cyclists withdrew their support for the Southwark Spine cutting through Burgess Park in favour of the Wells Way greenway at 
their meeting in March 2015 .

• Posted on the Southwark website Dec 2019 re Southwark Spine: ”On residential streets, traffic will be heavily calmed or designed out. The 
route passes though Burgess Park where a new greenway [Wells Way] will be carefully designed as part of the new park masterplan. An 
alternative route will also be provided around the park, while other existing routes through the park are being replaced by parallel on road 
routes wherever possible.” https://www.southwark.gov.uk/transport-and-roads/active-travel/cycling/cycle-improvements?chapter=3

 1
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P55 Protection of 
amenity

P55 states:
Development should not be permitted when it causes an unacceptable loss of amenity to present or future occupiers or users. 
Reasons : The amenity of those living, working in or visiting Southwark needs to be protected, to ensure a pleasant environment. Factors that 
impact on amenity can be visual, audible and odorous. 

This should be applied to the impact of the Southwark Spine within Burgess Park as detailed above in the objections to P52.

P52 Does not provide 
measures to 
safeguard parks 
in Southwark 
from fast cyclists 
and scooters

P52 does nothing to provide measures to safeguard Southwark park users from fast cyclists and scooters.

This is becoming an increasing issue in the boroughs parks, especially with the rise in the number of fast electric scooters, it is now only a 
matter of time before statistics of serious injury and fatalities start rising.

All planning of park foot paths should include measures to inform users of pedestrian priority and include physical speed reduction measures. 
For example, speed bumps and barriers (with side arm paths for prams and wheel chair users too angular for cyclists to use at speed).

 2
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NSP consultation; Proposed Changes to the Submitted New Southwark Plan, 

2020 

Name; Celia Cronin 

Address;  

Email.    Phone;   

I wish to explain my objections more fully at the public hearings. Further I 

make these responses on behalf of Southwark Pensioners’ Action Group 

following our recent monthly meeting where the NSP was discussed at length. 

 

 

EIP 27A and EIP 27B 

P2   Older People Housing 

 

I maintain that this policy is not sound as not positively prepared or effective. 

From a summary of the Evidence Base document to the New Southwark Plan, 

Southwark Older People Housing Report, 2015, we learn that the council, in 

recognition of its commitment to being an ‘Age Friendly Borough,’ intends in 

the NSP to ‘enable’ older people to remain independent for as long as possible 

in their own homes. The means to achieve this, we are told, will be via the 

continued provision of home adaptations and a home care service, as well as 

the provision of a supply of good quality ‘1 and 2 bedroom houses with good 

infrastructure’ to allow downsizing. 

Also identified is an increasing ‘demand for extra-care housing’ as it is stated 

the current supply is insufficient, in spite of the extra schemes proposed at the 

time of the report. 

In looking in some detail at the relevant demographics, we are also informed 

that the New Southwark Plan has to take account of a projected population 

increase in the 65+ quotient of the population of 31% by 2025 and 56% by 

2030!  But further, the report states that the section of the above group over 

75 has a projected increase of 37% by 2030.  These increases in population 

quotient are laid out in some detail in order that it can be seen that allowances 

are being made over the period of the Plan for resulting increases in services. 
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Yet many Southwark residents needing assistance to continue independent 

living have discovered even over the five years since this report was written 

that the council’s provision of both timely adaptations and home care is 

increasingly difficult or impossible to access – largely thanks to the ongoing 

climate of ‘austerity’ and consequent reduction of services. There is no 

evidence at all in the plan that these already over-stretched services are to be 

improved or increased to cope with the stated expected numbers of older 

people needing them. 

And for those older people discussed in the Evidence Base Report who will 

need to access places in care homes of one grade or another, once again there 

is no evidence in the submission versions of the New Southwark Plan that the 

borough is ensuring that places will be available to fulfil expected greater need 

over the years.  In EIP 27A there were, at least, amongst the Site Allocations a 

number of references to sites possibly being available for residential and care 

housing of one form or another for the elderly.  Yet in EIP 27B all these 

references have been completely withdrawn from the Site Allocations. 

 

EIP 27A and 27B 

P50   Walking 

I maintain this policy is not sound as not positively prepared or effective. 

Quoted in the Evidence Base documents for the New Southwark Plan are some 

references to The Movement Plan and a workshop held at Southwark 

Pensioners’ Centre which I and many other members of Southwark Pensioners 

Action Group attended. Probably it was not possible for all comments made 

during that workshop to be recorded but there were some comments omitted 

that are directly relevant to this policy and also to ongoing developments in 

the borough. 

It is essential that older members of the population remain as active as 

possible for as long as possible and regular walking trips for shopping, 

socialising, etc., are very important for this.  In the borough’s plans, walking 

and cycling are often mentioned together but there are many more detailed 

improvements made and proposed for cycling than for walking. And this is in 

spite of the fact that 40% of journeys in the borough are made on foot 

compared to about 4% by bicycle.  
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The walking experience could be improved greatly improved by the borough 

ensuring the implementation of the following suggestions. Consequently more 

people, including those growing older, could be encouraged to walk more with 

beneficial results to their general health. 

1. Undertake a programme of widening all narrow pavements and 

removing badly placed highways signage which should be re-set onto 

the street lighting columns there already. (Very often over recent years, 

pavements have been narrowed to allow for new cycle lanes instead of 

the highways themselves being narrowed to discourage vehicle usage). 

2. In certain new developments, pedestrians - and cyclists too - are already 

experiencing shocking ‘wind tunnel’ effects. This is particularly notable 

at the Elephant and Castle, along New Kent Road, around the Strata 

tower and by the new tall buildings near St Mary’s Churchyard gardens 

on Newington Butts. Council officers have stated that the developers 

supplied ‘wind tunnel reports’ with their planning documents but they 

cannot have been assessed competently because the effects now are 

often catastrophic. Elderly people who once walked around the area 

have now started taking a bus for a couple of stops rather than battle 

the winds. 

3. Many older people have failing eyesight and this is often worse in poor 

light conditions. Street lighting seems now to be directed onto highways 

with little thought given to pavement areas, which are often very dark 

indeed. The night-time situation is made worse by many shops in high 

streets now boarding up for security.  But occasionally, one sees a 

supplementary lamp fixed to a highway column but directed onto the 

pavement behind. This greatly improves safety and should be 

encouraged wherever possible.  Also new developments coming forward 

should all be required to provide good estate lighting and good ambient 

lighting on buildings. It is very noticeable that the completed Lend Lease 

sections are all extremely dark at night – unlike the council housing they 

replaced. Once again elderly residents in the area told the workshop that 

they no longer go out at night as lighting is now so poor.   
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I submit below my representations on the ‘New Southwark Plan (NSP) - proposed changes to 
the submitted NSP August 2020’. 

Contact details 

Title: Mr 
Full Name: Sam Ripman 

Email:  
Organisation: 
Address: 

I wish to appear at the Examination in Public.  YES/NO (delete one) 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

NSP72 – EIP27A Blackpool Road site allocation 

I do not consider this policy sound. Some of the amendments are welcome and go in the 
right direction, but they do not yet make this policy effective. Changes are required and 
some suggested for the reasons explained below.  

It needs such revision that it may be better to remove the site from the Plan and initiate 
discussions including Buildbase and other local businesses and local people in the area to 
develop a plan for the site and the surrounding area  

The Old Mill Building 
The Old Mill Building should be retained in any redevelopment of the site. The site allocation 

document does not specifically state that this building should be protected, stating only that 

‘the site is in proximity of important undesignated heritage assets such as the railway viaduct 

and the site contains the Old Mill Building at 72 Copeland Road, which is of local interest’. 

This provides little protection over the building. A Local List will soon be prepared and the 

Old Mill Building will be nominated by local people.  

Suggested change: the site allocation document should state that the Old Mill Building 

specifically should be retained.  

Approach to commercial and taller buildings 

The site allocation says that commercial and taller buildings should be concentrated to the 
north of the site. This does not take into account the current location of Buildbase as a 
successful commercial building on the southern half of the site. It is also not appropriate to 
have tall buildings at the north end of the site as suggested, as it would not support the 
provision and implementation of the Peckham Coal Line as they would block the view. A tall 
building is not considered appropriate for this locality where the vast majority of dwellings 
are two stories. The maximum heights of the most recent developments are 6-7 stories. To 
be in keeping, and to ensure sunlight is not blocked from neighbouring properties, a 
maximum height should be added to the site allocation document.  
Suggested change: height for a taller building should be set at 6 storeys subject to 

impacts on the Old Mill Building and amenity of existing neighbouring occupiers, and 

the location of commercial buildings should secure the future of Buildbase on the site. 
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Density* 
The site allocation states an indicative residential site capacity of 250 homes. This is a 

residential density of 142 dwellings per hectare (dph) given that the site is 1.758 hectares. 

This may be a suitable level of density for this site if it were all residential. However, the site 

allocation specifies that employment floorspace be re-provided on the site, so the site area 

and space for homes would be significantly reduced (as much of the site will be taken up by 

employment uses). This would push the density of the housing part of the site to much higher 

than 142 dwellings per hectare.  

Suggested change: If employment floorspace is to be re-provided, the density of housing 

should be lowered. Alternatively, if the housing density is to be kept at 142dph, the 

amount of re-provided employment floorspace should be reduced to exclude the bus 

depot.  
 

Employment floorspace 
The employment floorspace calculations on the site allocation document appear to treat the 

bus depot as employment floorspace. However, given that the bus depot takes up much of the 

site and is not an industrial use, but parking bays for buses, this floorspace should be 

excluded from the amount needed to be re-provided on site.   

Suggested change: the employment floorspace to be reprovided should exclude the 

floorspace currently being used as the bus depot.  
 

Low Line Walking Routes  
It is welcome that the Peckham Coal Line is given protection in this neighbouring site 

allocation. But the site allocation document seems to suggest that the Peckham Coal Line is 

part of the site under its 'low line walking routes'. This is ambiguous and therefore needs to 

be better worded. 

Suggested change: the reference to the Peckham Coal Line should be redrafted for 

clarity. 
 

Green space 

The provision for green space in the site allocation which was in earlier versions has 
disappeared. It is an important principle to require greenspace as part of all new 
development. As connectivity is an important aspect of the site, the development plan 
should include green spaces, for example this may be green corridors as part of the traffic 
redesign. 
Suggested change: there should be a requirement for the development to include some 
green space.  
 

Traffic plan 
Local discussions list the unhealthy and dangerous traffic situation as a major issue. The site 

allocation document does not specify how a new development should resolve this. The traffic 

issues are now considerably worse because of the diversion of bus and commercial traffic 

from Rye Lane for Covid-19 social distancing. This may become a permanent feature. To be 

sound the development plan for the site must have an effective accompanying plan for traffic 

management. Without that it is not compliant with the Council’s healthy (and safe) streets 

policies.  

Suggested change: there should be a requirement for a traffic plan for all the north–

south and east-west traffic using Copeland Road, Consort Road and Heaton Road to 

ensure that road infrastructure is improved as part of any redevelopment.  If it is not 
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possible to include this in the site allocation, the site should be removed from the Plan to 

enable the traffic plan to be developed and agreed. 
 

Surrounding area 
The site is surrounded by a variety of residential areas, a primary school, a cultural 

enterprises quarter, and business premises. All of these would be impacted by the 

development and none are mentioned. 

Suggested change: the allocation should include a requirement that the development 

should show how it will enhance the surrounding area.  
 

Elements of the site allocation document that are supported 
 Recognition that the Old Mill Building is a heritage asset 
 Re-provision of employment floorspace if the figure is amended to exclude the bus 

depot. 
The site is suitable for housing, provided this is not delivered in high-rise blocks.  
 

 

Best 

 

 

--  
Sam Ripman 
 
ALLEYCAT FILMS 

https://vimeo.com/alleycatfilms 

07716914701 

 
 

 

 

--  
Sam Ripman 
 
ALLEYCAT FILMS 

https://vimeo.com/alleycatfilms 
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